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In the Senate of the United States.

March 10, 1858.

Resolved, That there be printed, in addition to the usual number, ten thousand copies of

the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Patents on Arts and Manufactures, for the year

1857, eight thousand of which for the use of the Senate, and two thousand for the Interior

Department for the purposes of official distribution; and that the Secretary of the Interior

be, and he is hereby, directed to cause the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Patents

on Mechanics, hereafter to be made to the Senate, to be prepared and submitted in such

manner as that the plates and drawings necessary to illustrate each subject shall be inserted,

80 as to comprise the entire report in one volume, not to exceed eight hundred pages.

Attest

:

ASBURY DICEINS, Se&relary.

By W. HICKEY, Ohief Olerh.
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VI.—STEAM AND GAS ENGINES.

No. 17,636.

—

William G. Pike and Isaac R. Scott, of Waltham,
Mass.

—

Improvement in Safety Apparatus for Regutating Steam Boiler

Furnaces.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—The steam is carried from
boiler A, through pipe C, to the radiators which heat the building,

and the safety valve b is set to blow off at a definite pressure ; and
when this valve is raised, the steam passes through pipe M and nozzle

F into the fire-box, and dampens the fire. Should the valve h fail to

operate, the pressure of the steam will blow the mercury which is in the

top of pipe out of said pipe into the jacket P, and the steam escapes,

through pipes N and and nozzle F, into the fire-box, and extin-

guishes the fire.

The inventors say : We do not claim regulating the intensity of

furnace fires by closing the dampers in the draught and smoke pipes

by means of a float within a water chamber.
But we do claim the described arrangement of the bent mercury

tube 0, with its float and the parts immediately connected therewith,

and the steam pipe /, whereby the pressure within the boiler is indi-

cated to the eye. The dampers are regulated to suit the pressure re-

quired, and when the pressure within the boiler becomes excessive,

the fire is extinguished by the escaping steam, thereby forming a

safety regulating apparatus not requiring the supervision of the

attendant.

No. 17,436.

—

James Edward MgConnell^ of Wolverton,England.

—

Improvement in Locomotive Boilers.—Patent dated June 2, 1857 ; ante-

dated December 2, 1856.—The object of having the fire-box A ex-

tending into the barrel B, is to diminish the length of the tubes C.

As the locomotive is in motion, a current of air enters the funnel P,
passing into chamber in the smoke-box, and thence through pipe

N into the fire chamber_, whereby the products of combustion are con-

sumed in a perfect manner. The vertical tubes E serve to connect

the bottom and top of the extended portion of the fire-box, thereby
increasing the heating surface and allowing a free circulation of water.

The inventor says: I do not confine or restrict myself to the precise

details or arrangements which I have had occasion to describe or refer

to, as many variations may be made therefrom without deviating from
the principles or main features of my invention.

What I consider to be novel and original, and therefore claim, is

the fire-box increased in size, so as to extend into the barrel of the-

boiler, and, in connexion therewith, the tubular stays conveying a-

supply of fresh air into the extension described, whereby the products-

Vol. ii 1



2 VI.—STEAM AND GAS ENGINES.

of combustion are consumed in a more perfect manner, substantially

as set forth.

I also claim the water tubes E, arranged in relation to the fire-box

and the surrounding boiler in the manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 17,661.

—

Silvester Bennett, of New Orleans, La.

—

Improved
Machine for Riveting Boilers.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.— The
rivet being inserted in the holes made to receive it, and placed with its

head upon the die a, and its point upwards, steam is admitted above
the piston of the lower cylinder A, by which means the set F is forced

downward upon the metal surrounding the rivet ; and while the set

remains upon the metal, steam is admitted above the piston of the

upper cylinder A^, which brings down the punch F^ upon the point

of the rivet, and at once completes the operation.

The inventor says: I do not claim, of itself, the employment of a set

or tubular punch to close the metal around the rivet before the rivet-

ing operation, when such set is uncombined with the riveting punch
or other devices, by which the upsetting or heading up of the rivet is

effected, and has to be removed before the said punch or other device

can be operated, as such sets are used in riveting by hand.
I claim the employment, in combination with a riveting punch or

plunger, of a hollow set, fitted to slide upon the exterior of the same,
and operated to close or set the metal around the rivet before the ope-

ration of the punch or plunger commences, and hold the same closed

during such operation, substantially as described.

No. 16,693.

—

Jason J. Palmer, of Flushing, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Steam ^oi^ers.—Patent dated February 24, 1857.

The inventor says : I am aware that the circulation of the water in

steam boilers has been and is effected by the use and arrangement
of heating flues ; and therefore I do not claim generally producing

such a circulation by the use of such flues.

I claim the particular arrangement of the flues B &, B 6, substan-

tially as described, close to the fire shell of the boiler, and admitting

only a thin but continuous sheet of water between them and the fire

shell ; this thin sheet of water also connecting freely at top and bot-

tom with the main body of water in the boiler, by which arrangement
a more rapid and complete circulation is produced; this thin sheet of

water being constantly forced towards and in contact with the sides

and crown of the fire shell—^. e., the hottest part of the boiler—and
thus heated more rapidly and made to circulate the faster.

I also claim the arrangement of the perforated plate E, it being

interposed between the furnace and low exit into the smoke box or

stack.

No. 16,959.

—

Smith Baldwin, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improvement in

Steam Boilers.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The fire on the grate

B acts by radiation on a large portion of the exterior of the tubes d d;

and the gaseous products of combustion circulate among and around

the said tubes and around the interior of the cylinder h, which, with

the exterior of the tubes, is all heating surface, and from thence escape
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tlirougli the connexions h and flues j j, which are all heating surfaces,

into the arched flue m, and from thence through the flue n to the

chimney q.

Claim,—The arrangement of the cylinders a b, the water tubes d d,

flues yy, m and n, in the manner substantially as described, to operate

as set forth.

ISo. 17,042.

—

Nelson Johnson, of Jasper, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Steam Boilers.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim.—In combination with the employment of a direct internal

flue B, and a direct passage F under the bottom of the boiler A, both
leading from the fireplace to the chimney E, the arrangement of

the two dampers G and H, substantially as herein described, for the

purpose of controlling the direction of the products of combustion, and
using the boiler as a direct draught cylinder boiler or direct flue

boiler.

No. 17,648.

—

Harry Whitakbr, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Steam Boilers.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—The products of

combustion pass upwards from the annular grate N to the top of the

chamber V, and then descend the tubes F to the smoke-box Q, from
whence they rise through the tubes H to the chimney.
The inventor says : I do not claim generally surrounding the fire

by a water jacket. An example may be seen in E, Andrus's with-

drawn application, May 27, 1850.

Nor do I claim annular fire chambers in boilers.

Nor do I claim, irrespective of the arrangement I have described, the

employment of ascending and descending fire flues. Examples of such
flues may be seen in the withdrawn applications of Thomas Greer,

October, 1847, and Thomas E. Warren, July 19, 1852 ; but the ar-

rangement of flues and parts therewith connected, in tbe above ex-

amples, is quite different from mine.
I claim the arrangement in an upright cylindrical boiler of an an-

nular fire chamber P, a series of descending fire tubes F F, a smoke-
box Q, and a series of ascending fire tubes H H, substantially as de-

scribed, to convey the products of combustion from an external fire

through the centre of the boiler.

No, 17,924.

—

Robert Ferguson, of New Orleans, La.

—

Improve-
ment in Steam Boilers.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—The construc-

tion of the flues P^ and P^ and the water-spaces A A^ A^ furnishes a large

amount of heating surface, and the form of the water-spaces renders
them capable of sustaining a very high degree of pressure without the
use of stays.

Claim.—The eccentric arrangement of the water-spaces A A^ A^
connected with each other^ and alternating with the flues of lune cross

section, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,276.

—

William M. Ellics and Jonas B. Ellis, of Washing-
ton, D. C.

—

Improvement in Boilers,—Patent dated September 29,
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1857.—This invention consists in strengthening the body of the boiler

at its junction with the water-legs in such a manner that the usual
internal stays may be dispensed with, thus leaving more space for the
tubes or flues, while, at the same time, the passages remain open, as

before, for the circulation of the water through the legs and body of

the boiler.

The accompanying drawings represent a portable steam boiler, em-
bracing the improvement. The furnace is surrounded by the water-

legs K, which, in this instance, rise perpendicularly to the boiler, so

as to unite with it just above the low water line. The legs are con-

nected, with the cylindrical part of the body in the following manner:
A strong stay-plate N, of the same length as the shell of the boiler, is

placed between the flanges of the water-legs and the shell of the boiler,

and strongly riveted to both ; holes are made through the stay-plate

N to permit the water to circulate freely through the legs.

The inventors claim connecting the upper and lower parts of the

shell of the body of the boiler by means of a strong perforated plate

N, which performs the double office of staying the boiler and forming
a passage for the circulation of the water and steam through the legs

and body of the boiler.

No. 18,467.

—

William George Norris, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Im-
provement in Steam Boilers.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—In the

engravings, F is the furnace, constructed in the usual way. A is the

water-wall, connected on all sides with the water-space. B is the flue

or perforations through which the heat passes from the fire-box. The
chamber F^ is formed between the tube-sheet of the boiler and the

abovementioned perforated water-wall, and is for the purpose of effec-

tually preventing the contact of the fuel with the tubes G, terminating

at the tube-sheet C. G are the tubes of the boiler; D^ the smoke
chamber ; the whole constructed in the ordinary manner.
The inventor says: 1 am aware that boilers have been constructed

with a supplementary combustion chamber, forming part of the fire-

box, having valves for the admission of the atmosphere, for the pur-

pose of more effectually consuming the gases evolved from the combi-

nation of the furnace ; but I disclaim any such arrangement ; the

chamber in my improvement, between the fire-box and tube-sheet,

being closed, and for the express purpose of preventing any combus-
tion from going on in actual contact with the tubes G of the boiler,

and for the purpose of reverberating, and thereby equalizing, the heat

before it reaches the tubes of the boiler.

I claim the combination with the ordinary steam boiler and fire-box

of a close chamber, separated from the fire-box by a partition or per-

forated water-wall, constructed and operating as and for the purposes

set forth.

No. 18,822.

—

David Matthew, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Steam Boilers.— I'atent dated December 8, 1857.—In this inven-

tion a boiler A^ is constructed of the usual form of shell, and furnace

B^, with combustion chamber 0, running through the whole length

of waist, having a flue-tube sheet, so as to have the flue tubes running
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diagonally from the bottom to top, as skown in engravings. D thus

forming, by means of tubes a, upper and lower chambers for gases,

while the water has a regular ascending current or circulation, the

fire and gases are drawn with great rapidity, by the exhaust steam
and draught pipe, into the smoke-box, through, amongst the flue tubes

in its passage from the furnace to the smoke-box. The draught or cur-

rent is made to be equally divided the whole length of the tubes and
combustion chamber by the draught-sheets e /, in its passage to the

smoke-box and draught-pipe or sectional chimney in the smoke-box.
Claim.—The arrangement of the draught-plates e and /in relation

to the inclined tubes or flues D, as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,875.—F. R. Walker, of Tulley, Mo.

—

Improvement in Steam
Boilers,—Patent dated December 15^ 1857.—A is an upper water
chamber. B is a lower water chamber. These two chambers are

connected together and a communication formed between them by the

flues C. These flues are made in the ordinary manner, and are fastened

into the flue sheets D and E ; one of these flae sheets forms the bottom of

the upper water chamber, and the other forms the top of the lower water
chamber. F F are partitions through the flues for the purpose of

turning the fire in proper directions, to produce an equal and perfect

circulation of heat among the flues.

Claim.—The arrangement of the vertical deflecting plates F, in

relation to the water tubes C, the water spaces B and A, and the
furnace and up-take, as set forth.

No. 18,897.

—

Benjamin L. Griffith, of Hazleton, Pa.

—

Arrange-
ment ofAir Tubes in Fire-Boxes ofSteam Boilers.—Patent dated Decem-
ber 22, 1857.—This invention consists in an improved method of

admitting atmospheric air into the gas or combustion chamber of

steam boilers. This is done by means of air tubes B, as shown in the

engravings. These tubes are placed within the water table, and are

closed at the inner or lower ends, but are open at the outer or upper
ends, where the size of the opening is regulated as required by sliding

dampers or other proper means. These tubes communicate with the

interior of the fire-box by means of small hollow stay bolts, by which
they are held in position. The atmospheric air is thus distributed or

mixed with the gases through numerous small jets.

Claim.—The placing of air tubes within the water tables or series

of water tubes, as described.

No. 17,288.

—

Sylvanus V. Lowe, of Reading, Pa.

—

Improved Ma-
chinefor Boring Flue Sheets of Steam Boilers.—Patent dated May 12,

1857.—The square part of mandrel A is applied to any ordinary drill

stock, and the point of mandrel A is screwed into the centre mark,
where a hole is desired to be cat into the boiler. By turning hand
wheel B the operator causes cutter head C and the cutters D, on said

cutter head, to cut a concentric circle through the object to be bored,

leaving the centre of the hole solid.

Claim.—The attachment and use of mandrel A, when constructed,

arranged, and adapted to this purpose only, and made to operate in a
manner as substantially described and set forth.
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No. 16,664.

—

William Webster, of Morrisania, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Damper Regulatorsfor Steam Boilers,—Patent dated February
17, 1857.—N is a pipe communicating with the boiler. The steam,

acting through said pipe upon diaphragm A, operates the weighted
lever F by means of standard D. The lever operates the damper in

the chimney.
The inventor says : I disclaim the use of any cylindrical casing

for the enclosing of the piston, and also the piston, as described in the
specification and represented by ihe drawing of Wm. T. Gale, pa-
tented July 1, 1856.

But I claim the arrangement of the several parts, as described, and
for the purpose set forth.

No. 1*7,533.

—

Patrick White, of Brooklyn, New York.

—

Improve-
ment in Damper Eegulators for Steam Boilers.—Patent dated June 9,

1857.—The use of this machine is to open and shut the damper in the

flue or draught chimneys by the pressure of steam in the flexible pipe C,

to which the steam pipe K is secured ; said pressure can be regulated

by means of weighted lever F acting upon the plate E and clamps D,
which hold the flexible pipe C between them.

Claim.—Securing the ends of the flexible tube by the clamps D D
and metallic plugs K M, substantially as described.

No. 16,662.—AxDREW J. Yandegrift, of Delaware, Ohio.

—

Improve-
ment inFeed- Water Apparatus to Steam Boilers.—Patent dated February
17, 1857.—When valve I is opened by eccentric J and lever S, and the

heated water, by its own specific gravity, descends through pipe

K into exchange chamber B when it is filled, and valves I and G
close simultaneously, and valve L is opened by eccentric M and lever

Y, and the steam ascends through pipe N into the exchange chamber,
and equalizes the pressure on both sides of valve ; when valve is

opened by eccentric P and lever U, and the water descends through
pipe Q to the bottom of boiler C, the steam ascending through pipe N
takes the place of the water in exchange chamber B, and valves and
L close simultaneously. Yalves I and G operate alternately with
and L ; and the exchange of steam for water continues until the water
in boiler C rises to the mouth of pipe N, which extends down to high
water mark ; when the exchange ceases, and chamber B remains full of

water, until the quantity of water in the boiler is diminished, and the

surplus water passing through heater A passes ofi" through waste-

pipe K.
The inventor says: I am aware that the heater, the exchange cham-

ber, and three valves and three pipes, have been used for like purposes

;

these I do not claim.

But I claim the fourth valve G and the escape pipe H, in combina-
tion with the above described devices, or their equivalents, combined,
arranged, and operated for the purpose and in the manner set forth,

or in any other substantially the same.

No. 16,604.—MiGHiLL Nutting, of Portland, Maine.

—

Improvement
in Gauges and Water Begulators for Steam Boilers,—Patent dated

February 10, 1857.
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The inventor says : I do not confine myself to the use of water as

the fluid to fill the expanding chamber, as alcohol, air, or other fluids

may be used for this purpose.

I claim the arrangement of the expanding chamber B in relation

to the opening for steam in the heating apartment A, so that the

steam from the boiler, when it is admitted to this apartment, is sud-

denly brought into contact with the surface of the lower part of the

chamber within the apartment, and remains in contac^: with the same
until the water in the boiler rises to the top of the opening which ad-

mitted the steam, when the contact of the steam with the chamber
is suddenly cut off, as described.

No. 17,046.

—

Egbert McCafferty, of Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

—

Improvement to Prevent Incrustations in Steam Boilers.—Patent dated
April 14, 1857.—Gum caoutchouc is put into a steam boiler in the pro-

portion of half a pound to a one hundred horse power boiler, so that

the water may be tinged light brown. Said gum will prevent or

remove incrustation of the boiler.

Claim.—The application and use of gum caoutchouc to prevent and
remove the incrustations in steam boilers and steam generators, in the

mode and quantities described.

No. 16,595.

—

Lucius J. Knowles, of Warren, Massachusetts.

—

Im-
^orovement in Safety-Indicators for Steam Boilers.—Patent dated Feb-
ruary 10, 1857.—By connecting pipe I with the feed pipe B, instead

of with the boiler, it receives cool water from the pipe^ instead of hot
water from the boiler ; the same tending to cause the expansion ap-

paratus to operate to better advantage than it would were the hot
boiler water to flow into it.

The inventor says : I do not claim arranging and connecting a
tubular or elongated vessel C with a steam boiler, substantially as

described, in combination with so supporting the said vessel C at one
end or part of it, and applying to it a lever or other proper means,
that it may expand and contract and operate said lever or means,
essentially in manner and for the purpose specified.

I claim connecting the pipe I with the boiler by means of the feed

pipe B, the same being productive of an advantage, as stated.

No. 17,472.

—

Datus E. Kugo, of New York, N. Y., assignor to

Dexter N. Force and Datus E. Kugg, aforesaid.

—

Improvement in

Water Gauges for Steam Boilers.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The
glass tube ^, which surrounds the pipe &, is filled with water ; when
the water in the boiler a descends below the] level of the tube g, the

water in said tube is heated to a boiling heat, and can, by its ebulli-

tion, serve to indicate the water level in boiler a.

The inventor says : I do not claim a metallic pipe connecting with

the steam and water spaces of the boiler in itself. Neither do I claim

a transparent water gauge in itself.

But I claim the combination of the metallic pipe, connected to the

steam and water-spaces^ with the surrounding transparent tube or
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cylinder to indicate, by the ebullition of the fluid in said cylinder, the

water level of the boiler^ substantially as and for the purposes specified.

No. 18,420.

—

Edward Whiteley, of Boston, Massachusetts.

—

Im-
provement in Water Gauges for Steam ^o^7ers.—Patent dated October

13, 1857.—By this improvement the frequent breaking of the glass

tube used in water gauges, caused by the unequal expansion of the

tube and the metal, is remedied by placing a packing of India rubber,

or other elastic substance, around the tube, where it is confined in the

sockets C.

The inner end of each socket is formed with a screw c, on which
screws the nut or cap E. Embracing the tube D, where it enters

the sockets at each end, is a tube of India rubber, or other suitable

elastic substance /, which forms a packing between the tube and the

socket. One or more elastic washers g and a metal washer i are

placed between the cap E, and the end of the socket and the cap is

screwed down, as shown in the drawings, when the washers expand
by the pressure of the cap, and firmly embrace the elastic tube /.

This secures the tube D, allows a slight motion longitudinally to com-
pensate for unequal expansion, thereby preventing the breakage of the
glass tube.

The inventor says : I claim the arrangement of the elastic tube or

packing around the glass tube, and the elastic disks or washers around
the first, in the manner and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

I also claim the within described method of constructing and
attaching the cage or guard which surrounds and protects the tube D,

No. 18,425.—F. B. Fournier and Datid Hinman, of Berea, Ohio,
assignors to Themselves and J. Munrob, of the same place.

—

Improve-
ment in Water Indicators for Steam Boilers.—Patent dated October
13, 1857.—In this improvement, in case of high water, the float A
will rise to A^, which raises the arm N^ and rod N, so that the valve

is opened or raised from L^ to L, which allows the steam to pass

through the pipe to the whistle, and thereby indicate too much water.

In case of low water, the float drops to A^, the lever B then acts on
the end of the rod N, and raises the valve in the manner as in high
water, which gives a warning signal of low water.

The inventors say : We claim the rod N and arms N^ and
N^^ in combination with the pipe J and valve L, when the same is

arranged in relation to and operated by the lever B, so as to signal

high or low water by the whistle K, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,861.

—

Thomas Prossbr, of New York, N. T,

—

Improvement
in Surface Condensers.-^VdiXQui dated December 15, 1857,—The claim
and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The application of condensers, consisting of two hollow
slabs, connected together by concentric tubes, and communicating
with each other by means of the annular spaces formed by them, when,
and at the same time, such condensers are combined with and placed
in cisterns, so as to form one complete condensing apparatus, and
operated in the manner and for the purposes set forth and described.
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No. 18,532.

—

Henry W. Bill, of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

—

Arrange-
ment of Feed- Water Pipe in the Bed of a Steam Engine.—Patent dated

November 3, 1857.—The engraving and claim explain the nature of

this invention.

The inventor says : I am aware that steam and water passages have
been made through the frame and bed of a steam engine ; this I do
not claim.

But I claim making the bed of a steam engine hollow, and so as to

form a steam chamber, and arranging the feed water pipes in or

through said chamber, so that the exhaust steam in the chamber shall

heat the feed water in the pipes, as set forth.

No. 18,933.

—

Gambrill Sprenkel and Thomas W. Basford, of

Harrisonburg, Va.

—

Arrangement of Oscillating Engine and Pumps.—
Patent dated December 22, 1857.—The nature of this invention con-

sists in locating the pump in the side of the main cylinder, so that it

forms a portion of the same casting ; the plunger of the same being
attached to an extension of the crank pin, and the water being
received and discharged through openings in the sides of a single

trunnion. This invention also consists in the peculiar arrangement,
whereby the trunnion receives and discharges the steam, allowing it

to flow from the boiler through the trunnion to one end of the cylinder,

while it escapes through the same trunnion from the other end, thus
leaving the other trunnion at liberty to be used for the induction and
eduction of water for the pump.
The inventors say : We claim the arrangement of the pump, in such

relation to the main cylinder and crank of an engine, that its pistons

and valves shall be operated simultaneously with the piston and valves

of the cylinder, and by the same means that actuates them.
Second. The peculiar arrangement consisting of boxes, with inlet and

outlet passages C^ C^, hollow trunnion with two chambers d c?^, formed
by diagonal partition e, and with two sets of ports c^ c^ c^ c^, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,213.

—

Horace Gray, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in Lo-
comotive Engines.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The object of this

invention is to increase the grate and fire surface to any extent neces-

sary to an economical application of fuel, and to generate the steam
of a quantity and tension desired by the extent of the grate and fire

surface, with a moderate fire, instead of by a small extent of grate

and fire surface, and great intensity of fire.

Claim.—Constructing locomotive steam engines with two or more
boilers, or with one boiler having two or more separate fire-boxes or

furnaces connected, and operating on the principle and for the pur-

pose substantially as specified.

No. 18,255.—D. C. Turner, of Aztalan, Wis.

—

Improvement in

Rotary Steam Engines.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—A prin-

cipal feature in this invention is the floating abutment, which, although
answering all the requirements of a fixed one, will adjust itself to

the changes caused by the wearing of the fans or other parts.
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In this improvement the steam commences to operate on each piston

just as it comes to the position shown in fig. 2

—

i. e., as soon as it passes

the valve K ; until the piston reaches this position, the valve has heen
closed for a time hy the projecting part / of the passage F, or by the

piston itself. The piston continues to he acted upon by the pressure

of steam until it arrives nearly at the eduction pipe L, by which time

the projection/ behind it will have arrived in contact with the valve

and closed it, thus cutting off the supply of steam. The piston is

returned to its recess in passing over the lace of the piece H.
The inventor says : I do not claim making the engine with two sets

of pistons working in separate steam channels.

But I claim the valve K, in its recessed seat, and the protuberant

rim//, as arranged with the steam channels, floating abutments, and
hinged pistons, as fully specified.

No. 18,063.—GrERARD SiCKLES, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in the Packing of Rotary Steam Engines.—Patent dated August 25,

1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engraving.
Claim.—The application of loose metal rings g g, in the manner

substantially as described, to pack the revolving heads which carry

the pistons to the stationary head of the cylinders of rotary engines
and pumps.

No. 16,940.

—

Sylvanus James Wbthrell and Eustis P. Morgan, of

Biddeford, Me.

—

Improvement in Shaping Engines.—Patent dated

March 31, 1857.—When the cutting tool o is in operation on a piece

of work fixed on the mandrel P, the feed may be effected either by the

operation of the double pawl u^ or by the workman applying his hand
to the hand-wheel p. When a piece of work placed on the platform

B is to be planed, the pin h is inserted through the two gears g and
7i, which causes the feed of the tool over such work to take place either

by the operation of the double pawl u or by moving the hand-wheel p.
The inventors say : We do not claim, for the purpose of feeding the

main carriage along on its ways, a long revolving male screw, turned
by a pawl and toothed wheel movement, (arranged at one end of the

machine,) and made to revolve in a female screw fixed and made sta-

tionary on the main carriage.

Nor do we claim, for the purpose of turning the revolving mandrel,
a rotary splined shaft, and an endless worm or screw made to work in

a worm gear fixed on the mandrel—all the same making parts of the

well known Whitworth's patent universal shaping machine.
But we claim to make the screw S a stationary male screw, and the

female screw c (attached to the carriage D, and made to work on the

screw S) a rotary screw, and to combine with them and the gear g^
(by which and the gear X the shaft T is rotated) the gears Y and
/i, (the latter being made to rotate on the shaft i, and to be fixed to

the former, as occasion may require, by a pin K, or its equivalent,) a

rocker arm r, and double pawl u, (or mechanical equivalents therefor,)

applied to the shaft i, and operated essentially as described ; the whole
being to enable a workman to control the operations of the machine
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as stated, without being obliged to go to tbe end of the frame, or leave

his work in order to adjust or change the feed motion of the cutting

tool, whether it be planing either plane or cylindrical work.

No. 16,781.

—

John F. Allen, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Cut-Offs of Steam Engines.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.—This
arrangement serves to cut off the steam instantaneously without any
previous unnecessary contraction of the opening of the port, at any
point between the commencement of the stroke and the half stroke of

the piston.

The inventor says : I claim, first, the arrangement of the sliding

cijt-off valves A A^, to work on a separate seat arranged inside of the

seat of the main valve, and having a precisely similar arrangement of

ports to the seat of the main slide valve, substantially as described.

Second. Though I do not claim the closing of the cut-off valves by
steam pressure, I claim the foot pieces k h^, and levers I V-^ attached to

opposite ends of the main slide valve, and operating in connexion with
pistons E E^ that are attached to the cut-off valves, and working in cyl-

inders connected with the main steam passages, and with spring catches
yyi, that retain the said pistons and adjustable sliding pieces n n^, or

their equivalents, substantially in the manner specified.

No. 18,919.

—

Lewis Martin, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Feed-Water Attachments for Steam Engines.—Patent dated December
22, 1857.—The object of this invention is to force feed water, oil, spent

steam, or other fluid into the boiler or steam chest F, against the

pressure of the steam, by means of a cylinder or cylinders D, arranged
so that they are free to oscillate in an annular rim of a disk or wheel
A, which is enclosed in a tight chamber C, and revolves through an
auxiliary feed channel ; said cylinders having each a plunger o?, which
is connected to a fixed point e, and coincident with the centre of the

wheel A, so that each plunger is successively drawn inward and made
to leave an open chamber in the outer extremity of the corresponding

cylinder during the half of each revolution that it is presented to the

feed channel, and is forced outward and made to discharge the con-

tents against the full pressure of the boiler during the other half of

the revolution.

Claim.—The within described arrangement of the oscillating cylin-

ders D, and plungers c?, within a wheel A, whereby the plungers,

when moving outward, are subjected to the lull boiler pressure in

every direction, or held in perfect equilibrium, in the manner above
described and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,997.—H. N, Throop, of Pultneyville, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Governor for Steam Engines.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.

—

This invention consists of a wheel with a series of connected segments
D, so applied as to be capable of moving from and towards its centre,

or to form an expanding and contracting rim, and combined with a

spring K, or springs acting in opposition to the c(?ntrifugal force gene-

rated in said segments or expanding rim by the revolution of the

wheel, so that the segment or rim will have a tendency to move from
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or towards tlie axis, as the velocity of tlie wheel increases or dimin-
ishes with the increasing or diminishing velocity of the motor, and
thus will act upon the regulator to diminish or increase the supply of

steam.

Claim.—The combination A, or their equivalents, the expanding
segments and links forming the expanding rim, and the springs_, to

operate as described.

No. 17,200.—GEOEas W. Cotton, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improvement
in Metal-Packed Pistons for Steam. Engines.—Patent dated May 5,

1857.—The thrust on this packing can be tightened in a true or radial

direction by the introduction of a wedge behind any one or more of
the sliding inner steps or blocks a.

Claim.—The arrangement for operation together on a single ring
packing of the wedge h, witb its sliding block M and radial stretchers

r, spiral springs n o and inner sliding steps or blocks Xy substantially

as shown and described.

Further, forming the joint or break of the single ring packing with
overlapping tongues g K and wedges I, of less depth than the pack-
ing, and fitting loosely between the bevelled ends of the packing and
the tongues ^ K at the top and bottom on opposite edges of the packing
ring, as set forth.

No. 18,136.—GsoEaE H. Corliss, of Providence, K. I.

—

Improve-
ment in Metallic Packing for Pistons of Steam Engines.—Patent dated
September 8, 1857.—The cylindrical springs D exert a perfectly uni-

form outward pressure on all parts of the packing A of the piston.

The inventor says : I am aware that springs of circular form have
been employed to force out the packing rings ; but such springs have
in their normal condition been either straight or nearly so, and their

elasticity produces merely a tendency to straighten themselves, and
acts with greater force at two opposite points than at any other points

of the packing ring, and these springs cannot be considered as elastic

in the direction of their circumference. To the invention of such
springs, however, I lay no claim.

Nor do I claim the employment of air vessels placed within the

piston, in order to assist the packing thereof, as in K. A. Stratton's

device, rejected in 1851.
But I claim the arrangement within a piston of the cylindrical

springs D, in the manner and for the purposes substantially as de-

scribed.

No. 18,235.

—

Patrick Clark, of Kahway, N. J.

—

Improvement in

Metallic Packing Rings for Steam Engines.—Patent dated September

22, 1857.—To make these rings, there is first prepared sheet metal in

long strips of the requisite width, and sufficiently thin to be readily

bent into the desired circle, or folded up, as shown in the drawing, by
the fingers of the operator.

No. 36 ^' roll brass," of that kind denominated by the trade ^^ low
brass"—t. e. about 85 per cent, copper and 15 per cent, zinc—answers

very well. Other alloys capable of being rolled to the requisite thin-
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ness may be used, and even pure copper or tin may answer under
certain circumstances. These strips are tinned on both sides by drawing
them through a belt of melted tin, which serves the important pur-

pose of making the layers adhere to each other when the ring is in

use, and thereby preventing the thin layers of metal from dragging out
when worn through in any part by friction.

In the drawings, D is the rod ; A A the packing ring ; B B a little

hemp or cotton wick above and below the ring, to prevent the India
rubber from touching the rod ; and C C the India rubber which serves

to fill the balance of the stuffing box and compress the ring to the

rod.

The inventor says : I claim constructing packing rings of a number
or series of layers or lamina of sheet metal in the manner described,

for the purpose of securing that flexibility necessary to enable me to

bend around a rod a metallic ring having a sufficient quantity of'

material in it to insure the requisite durability.

No. 17,903.

—

John Wallace, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Oscillating Steam Engines.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—The sta-

tionary side pipes E are kept in steam-tight contact with the oscil-

lating steam ports g by the application of elastic wedges A, which, at

the expansion of the metal, can yield sufficiently to prevent a too

great degree of friction between the working parts.

The inventor says : I wish it to be distinctly understood that I dis-

claim all such means that have 'been used before for adjusting and
keeping up the ^' side pipe" against the seat surfaces on the cylinder,

such as set screws, gib, and key, or any other devices which allow no
yield to the side pipe.

But I claim the use of the elastic wedges A A, in contradistinction

to the abovementioned unyielding devices, and as an improvement
thereon, when constructed and arranged and operating on the side

pipes substantially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,422.

—

Patrick Clark, of Eahway, N. J.

—

Improvement in

Packing Pistons and Stuffing Boxes of Steam Engines.—Patent dated

June 2. 1857.—The nature of tnis invention consists in surrounding

the rod A to be packed with several thicknesses of metal foil D in

such a maner that the whole mass comes under the pressure of the

surrounding hemp C, and constitutes a plastic mass of metal capable

of being continually compressed to the rod A until it is all worn out.

Claim.—The foil or plastic sheet metal packing,, as set forth.

No. 17,788.

—

George W. Hoagland, of Port Jervis, N. Y.

—

Im-
jprovement in setting out the Packing of Pistons for Steam Engines.—
Patent dated July 14, 1857.—By screwing down the cone c, the arms
B are expanded, and the packing A of the piston is set out.

Claim.—The setting out the packing by means of a tapering man-
drel C placed in the centre of the piston rod, constructed and arranged

substantially as described.

No. 16,613.

—

John B. Root, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Ro-
tary Steam Engines.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The general
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features of this improvement will be understood from the claims and
engravings.

Claim.—First^ the central hub A, when used as a support for friction

rollers, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Second. The arrangement of friction rollers within the piston H
upon the central hub A, substantially in the manner described.

Third. The piston H, when used and acting upon friction rollers,

substantially in the manner described.

Fourth. The combination of the sliding-frame J, the self-adjustable

boxes i i, the driving ring K, and the wedge L, for the purpose of

regulating the bearing of the friction rollers upon the piston H and
central hub A, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,989.

—

John B. Eoot, of Youngstown, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Botary Steam Engines.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—The
steam is admitted into the valve chamber c, through the steam-pipe S,

and, when the valve V is opened, passes from the pipe into the cylinder

through the port/>, and presses upon the piston P, forcing it around in

the direction of the arrows until it passes the opening h under
the abutment, and from there exhausts through the opening h into

the abutment chamber D, and from thence passes off through the ex-

haust pipe E. While the piston is passing the abutment, there is no
force exerted, which makes a dead point ; this is overcome by the

balance wheel B, which carries the piston past the port p^ when it

receives the pressure of the steam again, as before, and the motion of

the engine is continued.

Claim.—The arrangement of means for operating the oscillating

abutment and the valve, as set forth.

No. 17,271.—0. B. GrALLAGHER, of Allegheny City, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Semi-Rotative Steam Engines.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.

—

A reciprocating rotary motion is imparted to piston J and sleeve I by
the steam entering through ports R and escaping through chamber Q.
This motion of sleeve I is converted into a continuous rotary motion by
the arrangement of the wheels F and F\ disks L

,
pawls M, and wheels

Gr. Wheel F is keyed on to shaft E, while wheel F^ runs loose on the

same, the disks L being keyed on to sleeve I.

Claim.—The arrangement of means set forth for producing con-

tinuous rotary motion from the semi-rotative piston of the engine.

No. 16,779.

—

John T. Ackley, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Stop-Motions for Steam Engines.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.

—

In case of an accident to the machinery, it is probable that the piston

will ascend or descend beyond its usual originally regulated limits,

and then the lug h, attached to the cross-head D, will strike either

the upper or lower nut e or e^ Should e^ be struck, the fork i be-

comes the fulcrum of lever H, (see fig. 4 ;) should the lug strike nut
e, the fork h becomes the fulcrum, (see fig. 3.) In both instances the

projection m on lever L will be released, and spring M will be free to

act on the lever L, so as to raise the rod N.
Claim.—The rod Gr, with its nuts e and e^, in combination with the
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spring lever H^ having two fulcrums h and i, and the spring catch

lever L, the said rod G being operated, in case of accident, by the
cross-head of the steam engine or other convenient working part of
the same, and the said catch lever L being connected to the eccentric

rod or to a stop valve in the steam pipe, and the whole being ar-

ranged and constructed substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

No. 17,879.

—

Fredbkic W. Howe, of Newark, N. J.

—

Improvement
in Governor for Engines, do.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—When
the speed of the engine is too great, the balls U will be thrown out-"

ward ; this will gradually compress the spiral spring c^, and by de-

grees increase the friction of the cone B with the conical cavity of the

column ; and as the cone B is feathered and turns with shaft F, the

increasing friction will retard the motion of shaft F, starting the hub
S by the differential wheels I, which, by the cogged sector S^, moves
the sliding rack M, lifting weight P, which operates the valve to

admit less steam.

The inventor says : I am aware that the arrangement of wheels de-

scribed has been employed to regulate the admission of steam to an
engine or water to a wheel, for the purpose of regulating the velocity

by the motion of the intermediate wheel, induced by the difference

between the motion of the motor and that of the governor.

And I am also aware that the centrifugal force of the pendulum
ball of a governor has been employed to make friction to retard the

motion of the governor, and the differential motion to regulate the

supply of steam or water.

I am also aware that it has been proposed to regulate the supply of

steam to steam engines by an arrangement which enables the fly ball

governor, by an intermediate mechanism, to increase or decrease the

throw of the eccentric which operates the valves ; the governor slide

being connected with a friction brake, so as to increase or decrease

the friction thereof, to make it greater or less than another friction,

thus determining the throw of the eccentric by the relations of the

two frictions determined by the position of the fly balls as they are

elevated or depressed by the velocity of the engine ; but it will be seen

that the arrangement and combination of these are materially differ-

ent from what I have described as constituting my invention. I do
not, however, wish to be understood as making claim broadly to the

modes of operation above pointed out.

But I claim the arrangement of the vertical shaft-receiving motion
from the motor by the differential motion, substantially as described,

to regulate the supply of steam to an engine or water to a wheel ; the

said shaft having arms, to which are suspended the arms of the fly

balls, provided with cam-like projections, in combination with the

sliding cap on the shaft, the friction cone feathered to the shaft, and
fitted to a conical cavity of the column or standard, and the spring

interposed between the friction cone and the cup, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.
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No. IY58I7.—A. F. Ward, of Louisville, Ky.

—

Improvement in

Governors of Steam Engines, &c.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—When
this governor has been adjusted to run the engine at a given speed,

the clutch p will continue to rotate clear of the pins n o, so long as the
variation of the speed is only very slight, and the regulation of the

engine will be effected by the action of the balls C, without varying
the length of connexion. If, however, the speed increases consider-

ably, the balls will fall far enough to carry down the clutch p^ till the

pin strikes it and carries rod / in the opposite direction to the

governor, causing the screw /^ to work in the screw socket A, and to

force said socket downward, thus elongating the connexion with the
valve, until the engine receives steam enough to bring it up to the
desired velocity.

Claim.—The arrangement of the friction socket D, the female-screw

socket H with its arms q q^ and the clutch t on the governor rod /,
the whole combining to operate as described, so that the female-screw

socket h may be prevented from turning till the full supply of steam is

given, or till the steam is cut off entirely, and afterwards be caused to

turn with the governor rods.

No. 17,623.

—

Francis Gustine, of Medford, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Vane Governorfor Steam Engines^ &c.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.

—

As the speed of the engine increases, the bars C with the vanes E are

revolved rapidly, and the resistance of the atmosphere against said

vanes causes them to be thrown back, as represented in figure 2, turn-

ing the arms D and raising the toes e, which lift the sleeve F ; by the

vertical motion of this sleeve, the closing of the steam valve is regu-

lated.

Claim.—The disks or vanes E, operating directly upon the valve

rod toes, as described, whereby the valve is actuated by the varying
deflections of the vanes, as set forth.

No. 18,563.

—

Charles Whittier, of Koxbury, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Vane Governor for Steam Engines, dtc.—Patent dated November
3, 1857.^—The claim and engravings show the nature of this invention.

Claim.—Suspending the fans or vanes D on the crank (or its equi-

valent) attached to the spindle of the regulator valve, whereby the

resistance of the atmosphere causes them to operate the valve in the

manner as set forth.

No. 17,560.

—

Joseph L. Eastman, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Steam Pressure Gauges.—Patent dated June 16_, 1857.—The pressure

of steam acting upon the sheet of India rubber I causes it to bulge
and bear upon disk M, which, being connected with bent lever 0,
recedes a short distance, its motion being checked by the spring R at

the same time. Rack V operates pinion W, and turns the index X.
The inventor says : I do not claim the elastic diaphragm, nor the disk

bearing thereon, nor the multiplying lever bearing upon the disk, nor

the compensating spring acting upon the lever, nor the mechanism
which actuates the index.

But I claim the arrangement of diaphragm I, disk M bearing against
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tlie diaphragm, multiplying lever 0, compensating spring R, and index,

substantially as set forth.

No. 17,988.—D. G. Wells, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Steam Gauges.—Patent dated August 11, 185*7.—The pressure to he
measured is applied within the flattened elastic tube A, which is

folded so as to present a series of layers of tubes, each layer operating
against the succeeding layer in such a manner that the closed end of

the tube will haye a motion proportionate to the number of layers

used. The motion thus attained is transmitted through toothed sector

r^ and a pinion shaft to an index which moves over a dial.

Claim.—The use of a flattened tube when constructed and arranged
in layers, substantially as described and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,428.—E. G. Allen, assignor to Henry 0. Allen, of Boston,
Mass.

—

Improvement in Steam Pressure Gauges,—Patent dated Jan-
uary 20, 1857.—The steam is admitted to the interior of the India rub-

ber capsule C by means of cock Gr, and entering the capsule exerts its

pressure on all parts thereof; but as the capsule C is confined laterally

by spiral spring D, it can only be extended in an upward direction,

in which direction the spring D yields. This movement operates

rack g, and pinion 6, which latter may be connected with a dial to

indicate the degree oi pressure.

The inventor says : I am ^ware that the use of elastic bags or cap-

sules in steam gauges is old. It is seen in the rejected applications

for patents of J. Lowe, October 17, 1851, and E. Lapham, August 2,

1855. I therefore distinctly disclaim the use of an impervious bag
or capsule composed of rubber or other pliable material.

But the employment of a metallic helical spring dome D, in con-
nexion with a capsule in steam gauges,, forms an important and highly
valuable improvement ; and therefore disclaiming the use of springs in

steam gauges, unless constituting a dome D, and disclaiming every
part of my device described which is seen in any other steam gauge
or analogous instrument,

I claim the helical dome D, constructed, arranged, and operating in

the manner and for the purposes substantially as described.

No. 17,607.

—

Joseph H. Miller and John Kailey, of Canton, 0.,
assignors to Themselves and John Danner, of the same place.

—

Im-
provement in Steam Pressure Gauges.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.

—

The pressure of the steam in the steam boiler causes the steam to

pass through pipe K into chamber I, pressing against the India rubber
diaphragm E on which the mercury rests, .and forcing the mercury
upwards in the mercury tube D.

Claim.—The bell-shaped end of the mercury tube c?, and the manner
of fastening the gum elastic floor to the bottom of said bell-shaped

tube d by being clamped between the glass d d and the metal P P,
thus securely protecting the mercury from air, steam, and water; this

we claim, when arranged and combined substantially as set forth foi'

the purpose specified.

Yol. ii 2
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"No. 18,272.

—

Henry Bates, of New London, Conn.

—

Improvement
in Steam Pressure Gauges.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—This
improvement consists in the arrangement of the sector with teeth on
its side face, and a radial hearing projection near its axis, on an axis

which is at right angles to the shaft of the pinion that actuates the

pointer, and in proper relation for united action to said pinion, and to<

a controlling stud I, which terminates in an eccentric curve. By this

arrangement the necessity of employing a spring to return the sector

and pointer to their original or starting positions, when pressure is

withdrawn, is avoided, as the sector returns by its own gravity.

Another advantage is also secured ; namely, a compensation is pro-

vided for the decreasing specific action of the section on the pointer,

under increased pressure, as the hearing projection changes its point

of hearing_, and thereby lengthens the leverage and increases the

movement of the dial simultaneously and correspondingly with the in-

crease of the pressure of steam, and the decrease in the movement of

the disk not yielding equally in proportion to the different degrees of

pressure, but requiring, as the pressure increases, a greater amount
of additional pressure, owing to its capability of being extended, to

produce the movement of the pointer to a position which will tell the
true pressure of the steam.

Claim.—I do not claim an elastic disk for actuating the gearing-

which gives motion to the pointer.

Neither do I claim a sector for actuating the pointer, except it be
arranged to return to its original position by its own gravity without
the aid of a spring.

But I claim the arrangement of the sector with teeth on its side

face, and radial bearing projection near its axis on an axis which is-

at right angles to the shaft of the pointer pinion, and in proper rela-

tion for united action to said pinion, and to a controlling stud which
terminates in an eccentric curve, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

No. 18,526.—E. G-. Allen, of Boston, Mass., assignor to Henry 0.
Allen, of Maiden, Mass.

—

Improvement in Steam Pressure Gauges.—-

Patent dated October 27, 1857.—The volute spring 6 & is of peculiar

shape, as it has an increasing width and thickness, as shown in the en-
graving, from its centre to its circumference. By giving this spring
this peculiar shape it will at all times receive very nearly the same
degree of play or movement from a stated number of pounds pressure,

at whatever degree of compression of the spring the addition of
the said number of pounds pressure be applied.

The inventor says : I claim the volute spring, as set forth, which
increases both in width and thickness from its centre to its circumfer-

ence, in combination with a disk of rubber or other elastic material,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 18, 655.—John E. Wootton, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Steam Pressure Gauges.—Patent dated November 17, 1857.—

•

A represents a steam-tight pressure chamber, formed by securing at

their edges two elastic metallic disks B C, one upon either side of a
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metallic ring D ; to the ring D is attaclied a shank or stem E, through
which is an opening F, by means of which communication is made
between the pressure chamber and the steam boiler or other vessel

containing pressure. P P P P are four legs, their purpose being to

secure the exterior case to the instrument. G H are bars extending
across the face of the disks B C ; the bar G is firmly attached at its

centre to the centre of disk B, the bar H extends across the face of the
disk C, but at some little distance therefrom.

The inventor says : I do not claim separately the elastic metallic

disk, as that, in one form or another, has for some time been in use.

But I claiJii the combined arrangement of the duplicate elastic me-
tallic disks B C, with the bars G H, as described ; for the purpose of
giving motion to the index 0, in the manner and for the purpose
described.

No. 18,129.-—E. H. AsHCROFT, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Tubesfor Steam Pressure Gauges.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.

—

Steam being admitted through passage a, it passes into the closed tube
A, and the pressure of the steam within said tube increases the ten-

dency of said tube to straighten, and will move the outer end at &, and
will indicate the amount of pressure on a suitable dial. To obtain the
required strength without a sacrifice of the proper elasticity^ the tube
is constructed of two thin tubes, one within the other, as represented

in the engraving.

I claim as an improvement in pressure and vacuum gauges the

described tube, formed by incasing one tube within another, as set

forth for the purpose specified.

No. 16,458.

—

John Allcroft and Thomas Mighten, of New York,
N. Y.

—

Improvement in Steam and Pressure Gauges.—Patent dated
January 27, 1857.—The pressure of the steam entering the gauge
through pipe a acts upon disk c and through it upon disk d, which
assists in supporting and sustaining disk c, and transmits the pressure

to lever A, which acts upon an index in the usual manner.
The inventors say : We do not claim the combination of two or mora

springs for any purpose when the springs are laid close together in^

the form of what are known as leaves.

But we claim the arrangement in pressure gauges of two or morO'

corrugated elastic metal disks c c?, at a distance apart, with an inter-

posed ring or rings g between their edges, and one or more central

bearings i between their centres, substantially as and for the purpose?

set forth.

No. 17,847.

—

Nathan Scholfield, of Norwich, Conn.

—

Improv^ement

in Governor for Water, Steam, and other Power.—Patent dated July
21, 1857.—When the balls of the governor stand in a given position,

.so that the stud V shall revolve between the studs t without contact,

and so that the clutch g shall revolve between the dogs m n, also without
contact therewith, if the speed is reduced so that the balls of the
governor descend, the stud V locks in with stud t of revolving thimble
h, and the clutch g will also lock in with dog m, carrying with it
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wheel M, tlirougli whicli tlie supply of motive power is increased, and
the thimble S soon returns to its normal position, by screwing upward
on shaft C, where it remains, while the position of the governor is

unchanged, and the stud V revolves between the studs I, but the
clutch gj by the action of the differential screw e, will have returned
through only part of the distance, moved by the normal action of the

governor.

Claim.—The application of a compensating adjustment for so chang-
ing the normal or medium rate of action of a governor or regulator

while in action to rectify a disturbed motion, that it shall cease to

act on the supply of the motive power, while the speed of the wheel
or machinery is returning from any extreme of variation, and before

reaching its proper rate, or that in which its action commenced ; and
also that it may commence a reverse action thereon to counteract or

anticipate any excess thereof, if the return of the speed is so rapid as

to induce a tendency to pass its proper medium.

No. 18,578.—J. L. Eastman, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

attaching Steam Gauges to Locomotive Boilers.—Patent dated Novem-
ber 10, 1857.—In the engravings A is the gauge. B is an upright
metal tube attached to the guage, and serving to convey the steam
into it ; said tube having a tight collar or shoulder a near the top to

rest upon the spring C, which is secured within a cylindrical box D,
the tube passing entirely through the box, and having another

.ishoulder c near the bottom, against which a ring or detachable collar

h is secured by a nut e, screwing on to the bottom of the tube to

attach the tube to the spring C.

The spring represented is made of India rubber, but may be of

metal. It rests upon the bottom of the box, and is confined therein

by a ring d.

Claim,—Interposing between the gauge and the boiler the elastic

cushion or spring, so that the jar or vibrations of the engine shall not

be transmitted to the gauge, as set forth and described.

1^0. 18,348,

—

James Mitchell, Osceola, Iowa.

—

Improvement in Loco-

motive Cow-Catchers.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—The nature

of this invention consists in a secondary catching apparatus behind

the ordinary angular track clearer, which is brought into action when
an obstruction lifts the clearer.

The object is to lift obstacles from the track that may be passed by
the cow-catcher, thus preventing the engine being thrown from the

track. The drawings will give an idea of the invention.

The inventor says : I claim the combination cow-catcher, composed

of clearer A and grating C, so constructed that the latter will be

brought into action by the lifting of the clearer, and all parts be made
to resume their original position by the forward movement of the

engine, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,966.

—

George S. Griggs, of Koxbury, Mass.

—

Improvement

in Locomotive Engine Wheels.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.

—

The wheel is cast with the dovetail c upon its periphery ; these dove-
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tails are wider uj^on one side of the wheel than upon the other, and
thus tapering recesses are formed between them, into which are driven

the blocks h h. The wheel is then placed in a lathe, and the blocks

turned off. The tire is then heated, and the wheel is dropped into it.

This part of the operation is performed in a tight box, water in suf-

ficient quantity to pour in, so soon as the wheel is in place.

The inventor says : I do not claim the introduction of wood between
the rim and tire of locomotive and other railroad wheels.

But I claim confining the blocks of wood upon their sides, in the

manner substantially as described, for the purpose of preventing them
from being forced out and destroyed^ as set forth.

No. 18,71*2.

—

Aaron Smbthurst, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

—

Arrangement of Cylinders and their Connexions for Locomotive En-
gines.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—This invention consists in

the arrangement oftwo cylinders A, on two cross section braces 4, in the

centre of the frame-work commonly used for the working of steam
engines, so as to drive two pistons D in each cylinder connected by
the main rods Gr to two crank axles H, one ahead and the other aft

the engine. In this arrangement the valve openings have two end
openings Y Z in the steam chest B, and a centre opening 1 ; by which
means the two pistons D^ operate in one cylinder, and give direct

power to two sets of drivers at the same time, ahead and aft the
engine^ thereby acquiring increased power and saving friction by
avoiding an extra steam chest and valve gearing.

Claim,—The arrangement of the two double piston cylinders de-

scribed^ with their connecting means, in relation to the frame of the

engine, as set forth.

No. 19,000.

—

Franz Windhausen, of Duderstadt, Hanover.

—

Im-
provement in Locomotive Engines for Producing Increased Adhesion to

the Bails tuhen required.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—The
nature of this invention consists in providing the smoke pipe D of

locomotive engines with a fan blower, which is put in rapid motion
by the escape of steam, which blows the smoke down on the rails in

advance of the front wheels through pipes c c, the lower opening of

which is within two inches of the upper surface of the rails.

The inventor says : In combination with the exhaust steam pipes of

locomotive engines, I dai7n the apparatus described for drawing from
the smoke box and forcing upon the rails in front of the driving

wheels the products of combustion, when said apparatus is revolved

to operate by the reaction due to the escape of steam from the cylinder,

substantially as set forth.

I also claim the arrangement described for regulating the supply of

hot air, smoke, and other products of combustion upon the rails, by
causing the draught either through the chimney D or the pipes E,
or both the chimney and the. pipes, substantially in the manner
specified.

No. 17,834.

—

John M. Hartnett, of Waukegan, Illinois.

—

Arrange-
ment of Means for Begtdating the Fire of Coal-Burning Locomotives.—
Patent dated July 21, 1857.—When an intense heat is required, the
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valves c in the pipes M are closed, and the valve h in the pipe J is

also closed, and consequently the valve ¥ in pipe K will be open
;

the fire will then be supplied with a blast, which passes down the

pipe I, through pipe H, into fan box c; thence through pipe K into

fire chamber D, below the grate L^ and through flues C into smoke
pipe B. When the temperature of the boiler requires to be reduced,

the valves a ¥ are closed, and the valve h in pipe J and the valves

c in pipes M are opened. The blast will then pass down the smoke
pipe B, through flues C, into the upper part of the fire chamber D,
and through pipes M into the fan box a, from whence it is discharged

through pipe J.

Claim.—The fan F placed within the box G, connected with the

pipes I H, M M, and J K, provided with valves, and arranged sub-

stantially as shown for the purpose set forth.

Ko. 18,953.

—

William H. Bullock, of Boston, Massachusetts.

—

Arrangement of Deflecting Plates and Spark Receiver in Locomotives.—
Patent dated December 29, 1857.—A is a frame which supports the

parts ; B is a portion of the boiler ; C the smoke arch, from which
rises the chimney D ; E the cylinders, from which the exhaust pipes

lead to the central blast pipe F ; 5 is the tube plate, the upper row
outletting into the smoke arch at 2. Beneath the boiler and to the

rear of the cylinder is suspended a reservoir G. This is provided

with an outlet c, by which it may be emptied, and communicates with
the bottom of the smoke arch by means of the bent pipe H, which
enters the arch immediately in front of the tube plate. The front of

the smoke arch, or that part furthest from the tube plate, is banked
or built up as indicated by the curved lines 3 and 4. This backing
inclines from all sides to the orifice of the pipe H ; so that any cinders

or ashes that may be drawn through the boiler tubes, and fall into the

smoke arch, will be conducted by the inclined surface into the pipe,

and through it to the reservoir G, from whence they may be removed
at any convenient time.

The inventor says : I am aware that a high blast pipe has been
used ; but it is found it is not practicable in coal-burning engines as

now constructed, without a means substantially such as described

for freeing the smoke arch. Therefore, I do not claim the high or

elongated blast pipe ; but I claim the reservoir G, in connexion with
the elongated blast pipe F, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,786.

—

John E. Wootton, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.—
Imjpi^ovement in Driving Boxfor Locomotives.—Patent dated December
1, 1857.—The divided journal box B B is fitted into the bevelled seat

in such a manner as to leave a space for the adjusting plate C between
the top of the divided journal box and the dividing box A.

Claim.—The adjusting plate C^ or its equivalent, in combination

with the divided journal box B B, as described, for the purpose and
in the manner set forth.

No. 17,215.—KoBBRT Hale, of Eoxbury, Mass.

—

Improvement in

means for directing the Exhaust of Locom,otives.—Patent dated May 5,

1857.—In the engravings A represent the blast j)ipe, which enters the
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ohimney for the purpose of producing a blast therein. The block h,

which slides between the ledges a, can be moved to one or the other
side by means of a lever F ; and thus the blast in the exhaust pipe A
can be divided off by pipe D, so as to use a part of it for heating the
feed-water of the boiler^, while the greater portion of it passes up
through the chimney of the locomotive.

Claim.—The described device for the purpose of leading off a por-
tion of the exhaust steam, to heat the feed-water, without interrupt-
ing or changing the direction of that portion of the exhaust not so

employed, in the manner substantially ae set forth.

No. 18,373.—EDYfARD K. Addison, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Rotary Ex-
haust Regulator for Locomotives.—Patent dated October 13, 185T.

—

In the drawings, fig. 2 is a section of this exhaust regulator in the
line y y of fig. 1 ; and in connection therewith the said drawing also

represents the respective parts of a locomotive with which said inven-

tion may be combined for the purpose of regulating the escape of

steam from its engines into its chimney A in such a manner as may
be required to increase or diminish its draught.
The claim gives a correct idea of this invention in connexion with

the drawings.
The inventor says : I do not claim the employment merely of revolv-

ing nozzles of varying size to effect the change of the escape through
them alone, as in the patent of A. W. Koberts, dated May 8, 1855

;

nor do I claim a sliding series of conical openings, as in the variable

exhaust pipes of F. Espanshade, patented March 14, 1854.

But I claim the arrangement of a variable series of openings in a
revolving skeleton wheel, moved by gearing from the outside of the

locomotive steam boiler, substantially in the manner described, when
combined with the close case for excluding the ashes from the wheel,
and thus securing its perfect operation in the manner described.

No. 17,208.

—

Peter S. Ebbert, of Chicago, 111.

—

Improvement in

Heating Feed-Water Apparatus of Locomotives.—Patent dated May 5,

1857.—The exhaust steam of the cylinder passes through the pipes B,
in the usual manner^ up through the chimney C ; a part of said exhaust
steam, though, passes through the branch pipes c up into the casing

E F, which is closed tightly at both ends by means of the heads a h.

This casing E F contains a series of tubes or coiled pipes Gr, which
are all in communication with each other, and through which the feed-

water of the boiler passes. The exhaust steam through the pipes c

fills the casing E F, heats the pipes G, and fi.nally escapes through
the pipes o?, while the condensed water collects in a groove of the bot-

tom 6, and is carried off by pipe/.

Claim.—In combination with the chamber enclosing the heating
pipes, the inlet and exit pipes c c?, so arranged as to cause the steam
to circulate over, around, or through the heating pipes before it escapes,

as set forth and explained.
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No. 18.315.

—

John Kimball^ of Concord, N. H., assignor toKoBEKT
Hale, of Eoxbury, Mass.

—

Improved Tanh for Locomotives,—Patent
dated September 29, 185T.—The drawing represents the tank, near

one end of which a well or depression B is formed^ into which a parti-

tion descends, which divides them into two chambers D and E, be-

tween which there is no communication, except through the trap thus
formed. The feed-water, being introduced into the chamber D, will

flow through the trap and rise in chamber E. The exhaust steam is

thrown into chamber D, the oil which it carries with it rising to the

surface of the water ; and the water for the engine is drawn off from
chamber E, which will be constantly supplied through the trap from
the bottom of the other chamber. No oil will pass into chamber
E, as the trap vfill be constantly full of water, even when the tank is

emptied for the purpose of cleaning.

In stating what he claims, the inventor says : I daim dividing the

water tank into two compartments, thus introducing a trap between the

two for the purpose of intercepting the passage of the oil to the boiler,

as set forth.

No. 17,913.

—

Levi Bissell, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Trucks fen- Locomotives.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—When the
engine runs on a straight track, the blocks n rest in the lowest part of

the double inclines o, thereby preventing any vibrations of the engine

;

and on coming on to a curve, the inertia of the engine is expended in

going up the inclines o, as the truck moves laterally towards the inner

part of the curve.

Claim.—Attaching trucks having four or more wheels to locomotive
engines, in the manner substantially as described, so that the said

truck is allowed a lateral motion under the engine, and moves upon
a centre h, located between the drivers and the centre of the truck, in

such a manner that the relative positions of the four or more truck
wheels with the driving wheels, as determined by the straight or

curved track, shall cause the body of the engine to assume the correct

position relatively to said track, substantially as specified.

Also the inclined planes o or q^ and blocks n n ox p^ or their equi-

valents, in combination with a truck of four or more wheels having a
lateral motion under the locomotive engine ; the whole constructed

and acting substantially as and for the purposes specified.

No. 18,304.-—Henry Skinner, of Fulton, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Window for Locomotives, dc.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention consists in providing the front part of a
locomotive engine house, or the head light to a locomotive engine,,

with a window, the glass of which, by being heated with steam or hot
air, will remain transparent when exposed to vapor or frost.

The inventor, in describing his improvement, says : I construct a
tube in a cylindrical or any other desired form of about twelve inches

in diameter and ten inches in length, I enclose within this another
of about thirteen inches in diameter, and the two I enclose in another
of about fourteen inches in diameter ; all of the same length, as shown
at m, m, m, in the drawings. To one end of these cylinders I adapt
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a strong, firm piece of plate glass, as shown at A. The chamber or

cavity C, between the inside cylinder and the cylinder next thereto,

I fill with steam or hot air so as to heat the glass or glasses A adapted

to the ends of the cylinders. The chamber or cavity B, between the

outside and middle cylinder, I fill with charcoal, or some other non-

conducting substance, so as to prevent the rapid condensation of steam.

I surround the perimeter of the glass with woollen cloth, or some other

non-conductor, that the glass or glasses may heat gradually. I adapt

to the cylinder one or more glasses, as convenience may require. I

communicate to chamber steam from the boiler upon the locomotive,

or heat from any other source, through the faucet H^. 1 hang the

glass upon the hinge in any ordinary form, or adapt it permanently
to the tube. I construct in the bottom a sink shown at T to conduct
off whatever may collect in the tube, with an aperture, as shown at

E, to discharge the same. The elasticity of the heated air is so great,

as to tend to keep out of the cylinder falling sleet or snow while the

locomotive is in motion, which also aids in preserving the transparency

of the glass.

Claim.—The inventor claims the application of heat to glass to

prevent vapor or frost from collecting thereon, substantially as de-

scribed.

No. 17,859.

—

John F. Page, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
assignor to Himself and James Landy, of the same place.

—

Improve-
ment in Spark Arrestees.—Patent dated July 21, 1857.—The sparks, in

passing up pipe A, will be deflected downward by the deflectors E F^
and will pass through the side openings F, and through the openings
E, in the bottom of part A, into the chamber H, which may be re-

moved from the pipe and cleaned at any time.

The inventor says : I do not claim the arranging of a series of

screens above, and so as to overlap one another, as in the spark
arrester patented by George Holbrook in 1835.

Neither do I claim the use of two drums, placed one above the

other, and each furnished with a screen, as in the spark arrester of

Johannes Oberhauser.
But I claim the arrangement of parts relatively to one another, as

specified, so as to effectually arrest the sparks of a locomotive, with-

out obstructing the draught, as set forth.

No. 17,884.

—

Ethelred May, of Boston, Massachusetts.

—

Improve-
ment in Spark Arresters.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—The nature
of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and
engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim combining with a chimney of a
railway locomotive steam-boiler woven netting to prevent the escape

of sparks and cinders therefrom.

Nor do I claim arranging a perforated or woven wire cone in a
chamber placed over a smoke-box of a locomotive engine boiler, and
made to communicate with such a flue, surrounded and being con-
centric with such chamber, the same being shown in the patent of

R. A. Wilder, dated October 31, 1854.
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Nor do I claim surrounding the exhaust pipes with two cylinders,

perforated or not, and having the outer one connected with rings,

with the side of the smoke arch, as descrihed in J. Williams's patent
of March 6, 1855.

Nor do I claim prolonging an unperforated tuhular smoke-stack
down to near the bottom of the smoke-box, and providing it (the said

stack) with one large opening for the reception of the smoke and
products of combustion.

But I claim my arrangement of the spark arrester within the
smoke-box of the locomotive steam-boiler, so that the stack or chim-
ney shall be prolonged down into the smoke-box, and made of wire
gauze or perforated plates, and otherwise so constructed as specified,

that the entire track of the smoke shall be through the gauze or per-

forated plates.

No. 17,875.

—

Henry H. Graham, of Paterson, New Jersey.

—

Im-
provement in Sparh Arresters.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—The
sparks, as they are deflected by the core d through the conductors e,

travel in opposite directions to the mouths between the slats 1 ; but
as they cannot escape, they are thrown against the deflectors g, by
which they are slightly checked, so that they scatter and fall into the

outer casing 6, while the smoke and gases pass between the slats 1,

through screens 2.

The inventor says : I do not claim radial spark conductors, screens,

or slats, in themselves, nor their use in smoke pipes and spark
arresters.

But I claim placing the slats 1 1 in the vertical sides of the radial

spark conductors e, at a higher elevation than the screens connecting
the bases of said conductors, and with the mouths between said slats

opening towards the angle between said spark conductors, and in the

opposite direction to the accelerated motion of the products of com-
bustion, substantially as and for the purposes specified.

No. 18,613.

—

William Mt. Storm, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
iraent in Generating Anhydrous Steam.—Patent dated November 10,

1857.—In the engravings, a is the steam space, X the water line, h

the fire-box, c the grate, d the flues, e the feed-pipe for supplying
water to the boilers, /the chimney ; dMs a large flue, li is a long cylin-

drical vessel, or boiler, passing from the front of the main boiler,

through the fire-box, directly on through the great flue, until it reaches

the smoke-box I ; li also has a steam dome Ic at the front of the main
boiler, and is provided with a safety valve, or more properly a pres-

sure valve I ; the safety valve m of the main boiler acting as the

common safety to both, h has also gauge cocks, feed pipe, &c., and
in fact whatever may be necessary to render it complete as a separate

boiler. The branch n of the feed-pipe supplies li with water. Z Z
is the water line of li.

Claim.—The arrangement of means, substantially such as set forth,

for rendering steam anhydrous, without the exposure of the tubes or

drying vessel to the direct action of the fire or hot products of com-
bustion.
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No. 17,3*72.

—

Adolph Hammer, of Eeading, Pa.

—

Improved Sugar
Boiling Apparatus.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—The pipes of this

apparatus are arranged as represented in the engraving, the steam
entering pipe B, and passing successively through pipes 5, c, d, e,/,

g, Ji, t, k, and escaping at I, as represented by the arrows. The maiu
pipe rests in the bearings M and N, and, together with the branch
pipes, can be turned into the upper part of the boiler, thus affording

an opportunity of cleaning the bottom of the boiler without removing
the pipes from said boiler.

The inventor says : Disclaiming connecting a series of branch pipes

with and on to a main pipe, upon which said branch pipe may be
rotated, in the manner described by Alfred Stillman, in his patent of

May 16, 1846;
I claim the peculiar arrangement of pipes described, whereby the

steam is caused so to travel as to force one continuous and unbroken
stream through the pipes, and to form a proper compensation or equal-

ization of temperature throughout the whole surface of the coil, sub-

stantially as set forth.

No. 17,142.—BowEN Eaton, of Koanoke^ Ind.

—

Arrangement of
Ports in Steam Cylinders.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—The steam
enters the cylinder A through one of the end ports a, which are opened
and closed in the usual manner ; and acting on piston B^ it forces along
said piston until it passes the escape orifice J, when the steam escapes.

The steam then enters at the other end of the cylinder, and the motion
of the piston is reversed.

Claim.—The arrangement of the central exhaust and end steam
ports as set forth, for the admission of steam at each end of the

cylinder only, and its eduction from the central port only, the latter

being controlled entirely by the piston of the engine cylinder.

No. 16,747.

—

Charles F. Pond, of Hartford, Conn.

—

Improvement
in Generating Steam.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—E are the top
plates of boxes, which boxes communicate with each other by means
of pipes G, and with the steam in the boiler A by means of pipe C.
The inventor says : I do not claim, either singly or in combination,

the boiler pumps, steam chest, or the surrounding of the same with
steam or heated air ; nor do I claim any part of said apparatus by
itself, or the generation of steam by bringing water, either in large

or small quantities, in contact v/ith metal heated directly by fire.

I daim the method of generating steam from water introduced in

numerous fine jets I, and thrown upon heated metallic surfaces E,
substantially as described, when this is combined with the heating of

the said metallic surface on which the jets of water are to be thrown
to be evaporated by the contact of steam, generated in a separate

boiler A connected therewith, for circulation and other purposes, sub-
stantially as described.

No. 18,319.—JuLTEN FRAN901S Belleville, of Nancy, France, as-

signor to Robert Murphy, of New Orleans, La.

—

Improvement in

Steam Generators.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—This improvement
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relates to generators evaporating water or any other liquid without

danger of explosion, at a pressure that can he varied at pleasure. The
chief peculiarity of this improvement consists in the arrangement of

the tubes for generating steam. The tubes are arranged in a hori-

zontal position with respect to the furnace. The generator consists

of tubes or coiled pipes, in any suitable number, bent into any desired

form, and having a greater or less number of cylindrical, elliptical,

or other convolutions, and they may be either horizontal, vertical, or

inclined.

The inventor claims the general disposition and arrangement of the

steam generator_, and the parts connected therewith, consisting of

tubes in which water or other liquids are converted into steam, sub-

stantially as specified.

No. 18,460.

—

Alexander B. Latta, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improve-
ment in Steam Generators.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—The en-

gravings and claim explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim the application of the pump E to a

coiled boiler, in combination with the pipes G and strainers D, the

whole being arranged and operated in the manner substantially as

described, for the purpose of causing the water to circulate through
the coils from the lower ]3art of the water jacket, and of separating

the steam generated in the coils from the water, and then conducting
it into the steam chamber or upper part of the water jacket, and of

returning the water unconverted into steam back into the lower part

of the water jacket, as set forth.

No. 17,675.—KoBERT Hale, of Koxbury, Mass.

—

Improved, apparatus

for Separating the Oily Paiiicles held, in suspension hy Steam.—Patent
dated June 30, 1857.—The steam entering by pipe B is thrown against

the partition C, upon the surface of which the particles of oil which it

contains are conden8ed_, and running down the partition 0, the oil

passes through opening a, into chamber G and passage H, whence it

escapes through outlet K to a suitable reservoir. Any particles of

oil that may have fallen below the shelf D will be impelled against

the partition C, and will pass through opening h. The steam passes

to the centre of case A between partitions and shelves E^_,C^,D%D3;
the remaining particles of oil pass through apertures a^, &^, into pipe

K ; while the steam escapes through pipe I.

Claim.—The described apparatus for separating oil from steam,
operating in the manner substantially as set forth.

No. 17,683.

—

Daniel Lasher, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Metallic Paching for Steam Pistons.—Patent dated June 30, 1857-

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the
claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim metallic springs intervening
between the piston and the packing rings.

But I claim the manner described of constructing the bent or folded

metallic springs ^, to take an even and extended bearing on the inner
side of the packing ring or rings e /, when provided with the lips or
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projections 2, to keep the springs properly in place^ substantially as

specified.

No. 18,048.

—

Lucius J. Knowles, of Warren, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Steam Pressure Regulators.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.

—

When the pressure of the steam in pipe h is less then the amount
indicated by weight B, then the apparatus is in the position as re-

presented in the engraving, but as the pressure of the steam increases

it acts upon the elastic disk c, thereby lifting cup H and lever F.
Claim.—Supporting the disk C by concentric rings I and rods^,

in the manner substantially as set forth.

No. 17,855.

—

William S. Gale, of New York, N. Y., assignor to

Peter Poillou_, of the sams place.

—

Meansfor Bendering Joints Steam-
tight.—Patent dated July 21, 1857.—The steam, as it is let into the

cylinder, rushes in between the piston and cylinder, and fills up the

grooves i and the intervening spaces between the piston and cylinder,

where it practically forms a complete packing.

The inventor says : I wish it to be understood that I do not claim
the grooved surfaces in themselves, as these have before been used for

other purposes, and have been used in connexion with air engines.

I claim the method described of causing steam to become a packing
to itself in steam cylinders or other parts of steam machinery, by allow-

ing the steam to act in one or more grooves, substantially as specified.

No. 17,069.—JoH!<r Avert, jr., of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improveinent in

Steam Traps for Relieving Steam Pipes of Water.—Patent dated April

21, 1857.—The operation of this steam trap is as follows : When the

engine is at rest, and the fires go down, the mercury in the holder B
contracts by being cooled and falls within its holder. This allows the
elastic diaphragm d to drop from collar h, and there is then a continu-

ous opening through the trap by means of the openings m, holes i in

the ring e, diaphragm d, and flange c, and the passages ¥y and the
condensed water may escape. When steam is generated, or the
boilers are heated up, the mercury in holder B forces diaphragm d
against collar k^ and closes up the opening m.
The inventor says : A pipe coupling has been made so that the ex-

pansion of a long pipe may be made to close or partially lose the

opening between it and its fellow. But it is not convenient, except
for certain purposes, to have this long pipe ; and a short one will not,

on account of its limited expansibility, serve the purpose. Besides,

this only regulates the flow of water or steam, and does not admit of

allowing the water of condensation to pass off whilst the steam is re-

tained, and is not a steam trap in the sense in which I claim one. I

make no claim to such an arrangement.
I claim, in combination with the outer case A, the enclosed mercury

holder B, and diaphragm and openings m K^, for the purpose set

forth.
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No. 17,656.—Sylvester W.Warren, of Brooklyn, (E. D.,) N. Y.,

assignor to Dexter N. Force, of New York, N. Y., and Sylvester W.
Warren, aforesaid.

—

Improvement in Steam Whistles.—Patent dated

June 23, 1857.—The steam from pipe a passes through passages c,

and, escaping at the mouth 1, acts upon the whistling mouths e, the

lower one of which serves to let off any condensed water, while the

others are sufficiently high ahove cap b for the steam to act upon with

a higher pressure, and to give a distinct sound.

Claim.-—The cap d, and whistling mouth or mouths e_, connected

to the steam pipe, substantially as specified.

Also placing two or more whistling mouths or edges in the whistle

at different distances from the orifices for the escape of steam; so as to

adapt one whistle to different pressures without changing the position

of any of the parts, substantially as specified.

No. 18,641.—J. R. Hopkins, of Lincoln, Me., assignor to Himself
and GusTAVUS F. Sargent, of Bangor, Me.—l77iproved Mechanism for
Operating Pilot Bells on Steamers.—Patent dated November 17, 1857.

—

This invention is intended for communication between the pilot house
of a ship and the engine room or other place. It is so constructed

that by pulling a knob in the pilot house, a cylinder I is rotated in

the engine room, on which cylinder is painted the desired signal, at

the same time calling attention by a bell H. There are also two bell

hammers N, which are arranged in such a way that the striking of
them assures the rotation of the cylinder to the desired signal.

Claim.—First. The arrangement of the knob C and slotted plate B,
substantially as shown_, so that the several orders may be transmitted

to the engineer, or the cylinder I rotated as desired, to present such
orders by moving one and the same knob in different directions.

Second. The bars o p q r u, levers q^, provided with pins u^, plates

L and o^, segment rack K, pinions C^, and rods v, on the shaft w, when
the whole is arranged to operate as and for the purpose set forth.

Third. The employment or use of the two levers M M^, provided
with bell hammers N N, and operated by means of the bar x^ attached

to the plate L, and provided with springs z^ z^ and the plate P, the

bar and plate being provided respectively with the projections or

shoulders y^ 2/^/^/% and the whole arranged as shown and described.

No. 18,847.—MosBS 0. Hawkins, Jacob W. Goodwin, and James
CuMMiNGS, of Erie, Pa.

—

Improved Spring Valve Cock.—Patent dated
December 15, 1857.—By this invention, in connexion with the ordi-

nary air cock, there is employed, first, the air valve « as shown in the

engravings ; second, the valve gauge y and spiral spring v. These-

several parts form, in combination with each other and with the ordi-

nary air cock, the peculiar mechanical contrivance called by the in-

ventors a 'Waive air cock."

The inventors say : We do not claim any part of the air cock, con-

structed as described, when taken separately.

But we claim the valve Z, valve gauge y^ with spiral spring V, in

combination with the ordinary air cock, in the manner described and
for the purpose set forth.
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No. 17,583.

—

Benjamin L. Phillips, of Providence, R. I.

—

Improve^
ment in Valve Connexions for Steam Engines.—Patent dated June 16,

185T.—By means of lever P the cams and 0^ can be adjusted simul-

taneously to such a position that the rods L and L^ will come in con-
tact with them at different points of the strokes of the piston, and
thereby cause the rods to be bent far enough for the centres e to pas©

the line of culmination between the centres of the connecting pins/^;
then, by the action of the weights N and N^, the steam valves I and P
are suddenly closed. The rods L and L^ are straightened again by
returning the movement of the connecting block F ; thus, by adjust-

ing the cams and 0^ nearer the rods L and L^, the steam will be cut

off earlier in the stroke, and vice versa.

Claim.—Interposing the jointed bars or rods L L^ to be operated

upon by the cams 0^, or their equivalents, between the valves and
the connecting block F, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,211.

—

John G. Pennington, of Paterson, N. J.

—

Improve-
ment in Valve Gear for Oscillating Steam Engines.—Patent dated Sep-
tember 15, 1857.—When this engine is in operation, a reciprocating

motion is given to rod li and arc h I, and the valve rod p is operated

by means of rod n, which is pivoted to slide o, which is secured to

valve rod p. By operating rod s the crank lever x r can be turned on
its fulcrum, and the position of pin m, within the slot of arc h ly may
be adjusted, whereby the steam may be cut off at any desired pointy

and the motion of the machine may be reversed.

Claim.—A valve gear for an oscillating steam engine, composed of
an eccentric set, substantially as described, and a slotted arc, the curve
in which is concave towards the shaft, and provided with a sliding pin^

which is connected with the valve, or the equivalents thereof; and this

I claim whether the slot be long enough for reversal, or of such length
as may be suflScient for running the engine in one direction only.

No. 18,258.

—

Norman W. Wheblek, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Valve Gear for Oscillating Engines.—Patent dated September
22, 1857.—In describing his improvement the inventor says : Upon
the rock-arm M I place a secondary rock-shaft or arm, which can oscil-

late upon the bearing L, and takes hold of the valve-rod I at K. This
secondary rock-shaft is actuated independently of the rock-arm M by
means of the lead-lever J, which is connected with and moved by the
piston-rod through and by means of the link S and stud E. The
motion in this manner derived from the piston-rod should equal the
lap and desired lead of the valve F. The remainder of the desired

valve-throw is derived directly from the oscillation of the working-
cylinder, by means of and through the rock-shaft and rock-arms M
and N, and the radius-rod 0.
The inventor, in stating what he claims as new in this invention,

says: I am aware that the '^ eccentric throw" and ^'piston head,''

and that the ''oscillating throw" and ''eccentric" or "cam lead,"
have been used before. These I do not claim.

But I claim actuating the valves of oscillating steam engines by the
combined movements of the cylinder and piston-rod, substantially as

described.
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No. 17,689.— Sidney Maltby, of Dayton, 0.

—

Improvement in Valve

Gear for Steam Engines.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—The valve

crank-wrist H is secured to the sliding-plate h by moving the rod

in the direction of the arrow ;, the elbow-link d will be moved in the

direction of arrow 2 ; this movement carries the valve crank-wrist from
the centre of the crank to any point between said centre and the peri-

phery of the same, and the throw of the valve will be changed ; and
by moving the plate so as to carry the wrist from one point near the

periphery to another point directly opposite the same, the engine will

be reversed, and the lead transferred' to the opposite motion of the

engine. By moving the sliding-plate I, by means of set-screw F, in

the direction in which the engine is running, the wrist of the valve-

crank will be thrown forward of a point at right angles to the engine
crank-wrist.

The inventor says : I do not claim effecting the reverse and cut-off

by having the wrist adjustable on a link or slotted arm; because with
the first device great complication is necessary in order to produce the

desired results, and in the second a like complication is necessary in

order to effect the reverse and cut-off while running.
But I claim the means described for effecting the reverse cut-off

and lead, when said means are arranged directly on the wrist of the

engine crank, and used as a substitute for the common link and hook
motions, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,809.

—

James P. Boss, of Lewisburgh, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Valve Gear of Direct-Action Steam Engines.—Patent dated March 10,

1857.—This is an improvement upon the invention of James 0. Boss,

patented on the 22d day of January, 1856. By the action of the elastic

lever I on the yoke H. a movement is suddenly given to start or give

a lead to the valve, just at the termination of the stroke of the piston,

in either direction, to admit steam to the cylinder for the return stroke

of the piston. This elastic lever is applied instead of the two coun-
terpoise levers and the weight described in said letters patent. The
amount of lead given to the valve can be increased or diminished by
adjusting the nuts n n^ upon the rods 11^.

Claim.—The elastic lever I, applied and operating substantially as

described, in combination with the oscillating yoke H, the traveller jp^,

and the roller r, or its equivalent, for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,585.

—

Samuel Swartz, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Valve Gear of Steam Engines.—Patent dated June 16_, 1857.—In order

to vary the cut-off to any point of the stroke, the thimble P on the

sleeve r of valve-stem I is raised or depressed, and consequently the

outer end of valve-toe L is raised or depressedj and the point where
the tappet a leaves the valve-toe is varied.

Claim.—First. The tappet or valve-lifter upon a wheel or segment,
and giving said wheel or segment a rotary motion in combination
with a reciprocating motion, for the purposes substantially as set forth.

Second. Arresting the reciprocating motion of the said wheel or

Begment, and commencing its rotary motion at a point where its

rotary motion will cause the tappet to strike the valve-toe on a line,
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(or nearly so,) drawn througli the centre of the joints and perpendicu-
lar to the line of reciprocating motion, for the purposes and substan-
tially as described.

No. 18,837.

—

Horatio Allen, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Cut-off Valve Gear of Steam-Engines.—Patent dated December
15, 1857.—The claim and engravings explain the nature of this in-

vention.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of a controlling chamber
or dash pot, to break the fall of the valve, as they have long been used
in connexion with valve gear.

But I claim y as an improvement on the cut-off valve gear, patented
by Horatio Allen, February 9, 1849, and by Samuel H. Gilman, De-
cember 10, 1850, the combination of a plunger operating to force a
fluid through an orifice, or of the dash pot with secondary chamber
with the loose toe, whereby the fall of the toe, when tripped, is con-
trolled, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,515.

—

Peter S. Weimer and Samuel P. Francisco, assignors

to Samuel P. Francisco, of Beading, Pa.

—

Improvement in Operating
the Valves of Steam Hammers.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.

—

The object of the slots d and blocks / are to admit of the spreading
or expanding of the levers Y W, whilst they continue to be vibrated

by the wrist pin e passing through them into the crank Y. An eccentric

h is arranged on the end of the shaft Q, which eccentric works in an
open eccentric in the lever W, so that the turning of the shaft Q by
the lever S^ on one of its ends will also turn the expanding lever W
on its other end. On the shaft P is also another eccentric ^, which
works in a similar manner with the expanding lever Y ; the shaft P
being turned by its lever E on one end, also turns the expanding
lever Y on its opposite ends.

On the valve rod K are two toes m m, between which tlie levers

Y W vibrate. One of the levers Y W represents the inlet port, and
the other the escape, and consequently, just as they are spread apart^

will they increase the motion of the slide valve L. The levers Y W
can be set independent of each other, so that the inlet and exhaust
may be varied at pleasure.

The inventors say : We are aware that expanding wedges in a
vibrating arm have been used for working the valve, and that a rod

made adjustable by screws and nuts has also been used fer this pur-

pose ; these we do not claim.

We claim so arranging the crank U, and the expanding levers YW
on the axes or trunnions of the hammer stock, as that they can be
separately adjusted thereon ; but at the same time worked with the

rocking or rolling of the hammer shaft, for the purpose of regulating

at any time the power and motion of the hammer, by or through the

movement of the slide valve, as set forth.

No. 16,593.—William H. Elliot, of Plattshurg, N. Y.

—

Arrange-

ment of Means for Controlling the Throttle Valve of Marine Engines,—
Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The chamber a^ open at the bottom,

Vol. ii 3
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is placed in tlie deadwood as near the lowest line of the wheel or pro-

peller as possible. The cylinder d, pipe h, and all hut the lower portion

of a contain nothing but air ; and as the stern of the vessel sinks into

or rises from the wave, the pressure of the water upon the air in ab d
operates the diaphragm piston e h, which latter is held down by spring
s and the throttle valve rod j, for the purpose of equalizing the motion
of the engine.

The inventor says : I do not claim regulating and controlling the

supply of steam admitted to the cylinder of a marine engine by the
varying pressure of the water, caused by the varying depths to which,

the vessel may be immersed ; neither do I claim the devices employed
by me for that purpose, separate from the combination and arrange-

ment in which I use them.
But I claim the chamber A, cylinder D, plunger H, and spring S,

when arranged in relation to the engine, and to the hull of the vessel

and to each other, in the manner described, and for the purposes set

forth.

No. 17,718.—M. E. Stacy, of Flemington, Ga., assignor to W.
John Way, of the same place.

—

Arrangement of Valves in Steam
Cylinders.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—When the beam h oscillates,

the balls S will alternately close and open the steam ports a and a^;

and when the steam port is closed, the channel m is opened for the

escape of the exhaust steam ; but when the port is opened, and valve

S is in its lowest position, the exhaust passage m is closed.

Claim.—The arrangement of valves in steam cylinders described,

operating in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,570.

—

George H. Reynolds, of Medford, Mass., assignor to

Himself and D. B. Hinckley, of Bangor, Me.

—

Improvement in

Operating Cut-off Valves of Steam Engines.—Patent dated February 3,

1857.—A is the steam chest B ; an ordinary slide valve, with steam and
exhaust ports a 6; sis the valve stem. F F^ are balance puppet
valves, their stems being provided with rolls f f^ , which latter work
against slides H H^; these slides are controlled by the arms D D^,
which, by means of ring E, are connected to the governor rod C. The
broken lines represent another position of the parts D D^, E.

Claim,—Operating the cut-off valves F F^, in connexion with an
ordinary slide valve by the inclined sliding dogs H H^, or their equi-

valents, in the manner substantially as set forth.

No. 17,643.

—

James H. Simmons, of Erwin, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Cylindrical Throttle Valves for Steam Engines,—Patent dated June
23, 1857.—On starting the engine, the latch h is set to such a position

by raising lever 5, that the steam ports b shall be fully open, and the

latch h is then in contact with the upper shoulder of recess K, in cap
D. In the event of any sudden stoppage of the crank shaft, the
weight of the lever 5 will cause a change of position of the latch from
its contact with the upper shoulder to the lower shoulder of the recess

K, and, in its turning, the ports b are closed, and the motion of th%
engine is stopped.
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Claim.—The arrangement of tlie latch li upon the stem of the valve,

playing in the recess h, within the interior of the head of the cylinder,

as set forth.

No. 16,351.—CoRNALL Bradley, of Manchester, Ya.

—

Improvement
in Valvesfor Steam Engines.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—Steam
being admitted into the steam chest B, it will press down the valve

E^ on its seat ; but, as there is no part of the valve exposed to the

action of the steam downwards except the part overlapping the ring

D, there can only be as much pressure downwards as the area so

exposed, at the same time the steam is pressing on the circular part of

the same valve inwards into the ring or chamber, and the real pressure

on the face of the steam valve is as the area exposed to downward
pressure on the face Gr, less the area exposed to a contrary pressure

into the chamber at Gr. The space between E^ and E^ is in com-
munication with the atmospheric air by means of hollow stem J.

The inventor says : I do not confine myself to a circular chamber
on the valve rod for the back of the valves to fit into, as any other

form would work equally as well.

I am aware that valves have been made, heretofore, to work against

the steam chest cover ; this I make no claim to.

I claim making the valves of steam engines with two surfaces—one
being exposed to the action of the steam downwards against the valve

seat, the other surface exerting a contrary pressure into the chamber,
the inside of said chamber being in communication with the atmos-
phere ; the whole being arranged substantially as specified, for the

purpose set forth.

No. 16,T65.

—

Norman W. Wheeler, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improve-
ment in Operating Valves for Steam Engines.—Patent dated March 3,

1857.—Steam being admitted through throttle valve 30, it will pass
through 8, the openings d d d d in 15, through 11 and 5 into 1,

thence out through 23 and 27 into 29, and press upon 16 ; and the

area of 16 being greater than the opposing area of the opening in the

seat 13, and the working piston standing over and closing the open-
ing of 6 into 1, so that no steam can pass into the space between 12

and 16, 16 will be forced to its seat, and 17 opened, which, being ac-

complished, steam will pass through 30, ^^d d d d^ 11, 5, 1, 7, 13, 9,

and 31. This escape of steam will immediately cause 15 to be closed

and 14 to be opened, for the sum of the areas oi' d d d d is less than
any part of the passage beyond, and the area of 15 is greater than the
opposing area of the opening in 10 ; hence the pressure in 8 will be
greater than the pressure in 11 and 5. Let a equal the pressure in

8, and x that in 11 and 5 ; let c equal the area of 15

—

d^d-{-d-\-d,
and e the area of the opening in 10 ; then_, when a—xxc is greater

than axe, 15 will be seated, the escape of steam arrested, 14 opened,
and steam introduced into 1 upon the opposite side of the working
piston, and move it towards the right hand ; soon after 23 is covered

by the passage piston over it, 22 will be opened immediately before 6

is opened in like manner, and a pressure will be obtained in 29 before

steam can pass through 6 into the space between 12 and 16, thus
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causing 16 to remain closed until the piston shall have passed over

and beyond 20, when steam will pass into 28, close 17, open 16, re-

lease through 6 and 12, and cause the differential pressure to act upon
14 in the same manner as described for 15, thus procuring a con-

tinuous reciprocating motion of the piston.

The inventor says : I do not claim actuating simultaneously the

induction and education valves by means of steam derived from the
working cylinder. I do not claim the passage of the piston over the

exhaust port at the termination of a stroke, when the object is merely
to cushion and arrest the motion of the piston.

I claim
J
1st, actuating the release valves of a steam engine by means

of steam pressure derived from the working cylinder, and released

therefrom by the passage of the working piston over and beyond ap-

propriate ports, when the receiving valves are actuated by other

means substantially as described^ or in any equivalent way.
2d. Actuating the receiving valves of such engine by means of the

differential pressure of steam flowing into the steam cylinder, when
the resistance to be overcome arises in whole or in part from steam
pressure upon one of a pair which are connected together substan-

tially as described, or in any equivalent way.
3d. Opening the exhaust passages into the cylinder near each end

thereof, but within the stroke of the piston, for the purposes set forth.

4th. Connecting puppet valves together in pairs, so that steam
pressure upon the one which is closed will hold its fellow open, as set

forth.

No. 18,925.—HoEATio 0. Perry, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Giving Motion to Valves of Steam Engines.—Patent dated December
22, 1857.—The inventor says : My improvement applies to such en-

gines, and such only, as employ semi-rotating or rolling valves,

which are released and allowed to shut automatically. It relates to

the means of shutting such valves when they are detached from the

positive mechanism, and of stopping the motion without shock at the

right point. Its effect is to shut such valves rapidly and quietly

without necessitating any dash pots or air cushions to stop the

motion.
Claim.—1st. The above described method of shutting a rolling or

partially rotating valve by pulling on a link so attached that its effect

in rotating the valve decreases as the valve assumes its most desirable

shut position, and tends to revolve it in the reverse direction, when
the valve revolves by momentum past such position, when operated

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2d. The above described method of operating said link by the pres-

sure of the steam, so that the whole amount of power available in

shutting shall be always proportional, or very nearly proportional_, to

the resistance for the purpose of enabling the valve to stop in the

proper position under all pressures of steam, as set forth.

No. 16,668.

—

Samuel K. Wimot, of Watertown, Conn.

—

Improve-

ment in Operating Valves of Steam Engines.—Patent dated February

17; 1857.—The valve rod G is twisted at / and at g; its end being
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pivoted in an arm d projecting from guide H, which guides the piston

rod. Q is the cylinder. The valve rod is twisted to an extent equal
to the angular motion of the cone m of the valve. The flattened por-

tion of the valve rod, between/and g^ forms a traverse rod, which is

traversed by a slide I that is pivoted in an arm h projecting from cross-

head B ; the movement of this slide is limited by stops e and ^. The
operation will be understood from the engravings. Pipe a leads to the

boiler, h to the exhaust pipe, passage j into the cylinder, as also h,

by means of pipe c.

Claim.—The valve motion described for operating the valves of

steam engines, consisting essentially of a twisted traverse rod, of a
travelling slide, and of the stops which limit the turning of the slide,

or their equivalents, combined together, and operating substantially

as set forth.

No. 18,19T.

—

Egbert H. Fletcher, of Brooklyn, N. T.

—

Improve-

ment in Operating Valves of Steam Engines.—Patent dated September

15, 1857.—The steam passes from steam chest F, through channel c?,

into space 0, and forces piston K, together with piston P, to the right,

thereby opening channel a. As the steam presses on piston B, the

latter is moved to the right, the exhaust steam escaping through
channels 6, a;, p and g. When the piston has arrived at the end of

its course, the valve E is suddenly moved by an eccentric_, or otherwise,

so as to close passage d and to open passage g, when the movement of

the valves will be reversed.

Claim.—The arrangement of the slide valve E with the pistons P
and K and valves Z and M with their respective steam ways, operating

together in the manner and for the purposes described.

No. 18,311.—S. Lloyd Wiegand, of Philadelphia, Pa,

—

Improve-
ment in Variable Eccentrics for Operating the Valves of Steam En-
gines.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—This improvement consists

in the arrangement of a double oblique slide upon the shaft A, which
carries the eccentric. The permanent eccentricity is produced in the

example of this invention, represented in the drawing, byma king
the slot in the eccentric which receives the double oblique slide out of

the centre of the eccentric, as will be seen by reference to fig. 3. But
the same eccentricity may be obtained by making the said slot in the

centre, and making the double oblique slide eccentric in the proper
direction to the shaft. The claim will complete the description of this

invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the invention of variable

eccentrics ; an example of such a device is seen in B. H. Wright's
patent, October 26, 1854. In this device the throw of the eccentric

is varied by means of a pair of angular arms which pass through the

eccentric. This method does not allow the stroke of the eccentric to

be reversed ; but in my improvement the eccentricity is at all times

permanent, in consequence of placing the whole eccentric at right

angles to the direction of the motion of adjustment, and the eccen-

tricity is thus rendered unvarying, while the length and "lead" of
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the throw can at all times he changed hy the simple movement of a
lever without stopping the engine.

I claim the arrangement of the douhle ohlique slide B upon the shaft

Aj said slide passing through the eccentric C, and otherwise operating
suhstantially as set forth.

No. 17,348.

—

George P. Clarke, of Newark, New Jersey, assignor

to Himself, and William M. Littbll, of the same place.

—

Arrange^
ment of Safety-Valves within Steam Boilers,—Patent dated May 19,

1857.
^

Claim.—The arrangement of the inverted valve c in glohe A,
jjressedto its seat hy the spring D, from below the clevis K and the
escape pipe I, extending through the boiler P ; all constructed and
arranged within the holier as described, and for the purpose set

forth.

No. 17,712.

—

Thomas Winans, of Baltimore, Maryland.

—

Im-
provement in Slide Valves for Steam Engines.—Patent dated June 30,
1857.—The object of this improvement is to diminish the wire-draw-
ing of steam, which occurs when a cut-off valve is closing, which is

accomplished by connecting the two passages c c? of the slide valve

hy a channel &, therehy allowing the steam to pass through hoth
openings alternately into either end of the cylinder, the valve heing
so constructed as to close and open each opening at the same instant.

Claim.—The connecting of the passages through the ends of the
main valve, denominated the Meyer's valve, by the channel or open-
ing described.

No. 18,667.

—

Nathan Atherton, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improve-
in Slide Valves for Steam Engines.--Psitent dated November 24,
1857.—The claim and engravings explain the nature of this inven-
tion.

Claim.—The construction of the slide valve with curved edges,

a, h, c, d, e,/, g, h, arranged with such a lap over the faces of the
steam chest that the steam shall be admitted in front of the piston an
instant before the stroke has heen completed, and so that the exhaust
shall not be made behind the piston until after the stroke has been
entirely completed, substantially as described.

No. 16,358.

—

Egbert H. Fletcher, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Operating Slide Valves of Steam Engines.—Patent dated
January 6, 1857.—As represented in ^g. 1, the steam passes from
the induction chamber a, through passage 3, into chamber 6, keeping
the slide, composed of pistons 7, 8, 9, and 10, and stems J, in its

position ; the steam enters the cylinder A, through passages 2 and e,

and operates the piston, which, at the end of its stroke, operates lever

df moving the different parts into position of fig. 2, when the steam
passes from passage 1 into chamher 4, and through passage /into
cylinder A.

Claim.—The arrangement of the slide valve F and stem J, with their

operative parts within the steam chest, as described, so that they may
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be operated from the piston head within the steam cylinder, by means
such as set forth.

No. 18,225.

—

Barnabas Kuberts and Alexander Crumbie, of Brook-
lyn, N. Y., assignors to Themselves and John Benson, of the same
place.

—

Improvement of Passages and Meansfor Working Steam Valves

hy the direct action of Steam.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.

—

Steam being admitted to the steam chest A^, it passes down into

cavity e, at the left side, and thence under cavity d and cylinder A,
as indicated by arrows, and starts the piston to the right_, while the
steam contained to the right of the piston is passing out at the ex-

haust port G ; when the piston H has passed the opening a on the
right, the steam passes up through channel a, moving piston J to the
right, and operating valve H for the next stroke.

The inventors say: We are aware that the valves of steam
engines actuated by steam pressure applied to pistons, other than the

main working pistons, have been used, and therefore we disclaim

such use. We are also aware of the patent of Norman W.
Wheeler, July 31, 1853, and we therefore claim no part, device, or

thing patented to him.
But we claim the arrangement of the steam channels a, 5, c, which

are opened and closed by the travel of the main piston, connecting the

steam chest and cylinder as described, in combination with the pistons

J J, of equal areas, or their equivalents, substantially as described

and set forth.

No. 17,893.

—

John A. Eeed, of Jersey City, N. J.

—

Arrangement of
Valves and Passages to the Cylinders of Steam Engines.—Patent dated
July 28, 1857.—When this arrangement is applied to an oscillating

steam engine, the steam enters the cylinder through trunnion B, pas-

sages a and ^, and ports A, the latter being opened or closed by means
of ring valve E. The steam escapes through ports 1 and h^ passage 6,

and trunnion C, the escape of the steam being governed by means of

ring valve F.

Claim.—The employment in each cylinder head for the induction,

cutting off, and eduction of steam, of two ring, valves with an arrange-
ment of seats, ports, and passages, substantially as described.
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No. 16,776.

—

Edward L. Seymour, assignor to James G. Wright,
Charles Wright, and Henry J. Geyer, of New York, N. Y.

—

Nautical Alarm.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The frame a is

placed upon a baoy or boat, the motion of which will cause the pen-
dulum d to swing upon its axis e. The ring/ will then actuate the
arms g of the hammer rods ^, and the hammers h will strike the
gongs k.
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The inventor says : I claim tlie combinination of frame^ rods, ham-
mers, axles, springs, pendulum, levers, and gongs or bells, substan-

tially as above described, to be placed upon buoys, floats, or vessels ofany
kind, for the purpose cf causing alarms, and giving warning of rocks,

shoals, or other dangers upon the coast or at sea ; and I do not mean
to confine myself to any particular materials in the construction of

the same, nor to the placing of the ring, levers, and springs above or

below the centre of oscillation, but to vary the position of the same,
and of the gongs and their number, as I may deem desirable, so long
as I adhere substantially to the description.

No. 16,821.—G-BORGE GiLMAN, assignor to Himself and Henry K.
Clinkard, Chelsea, Massachusetts.

—

Second Anchor Shackle,—Patent
dated March 10, 1857.
The inventor says : I do not claim a hoisting block made with a

pawl and tripping lever, so applied to the pawl as to enable a person
to elevate the latter out of engagement with a chain when passing
around the shear of the block.

But I claim my new improved anchor shackle, as made with a
spring pawl D and trigger, or latching apparatus F F, &c., ar-

ranged with reference to the roller B, and made to operate substan-

tially as described.

I also claim making the pawl forked, or with a recess 0, so as to

enable it to straddle the chain, as described.

No. 17,182.

—

John B. Holmes^ of New York, N. Y., assignor to

John K. Pratt and John B. Holmes, aforesaid.

—

Improvement in Anchor
I'rip'pers.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—The chain, and the anchor
attached to it, is kept suspended when the pin D passes through the
link G of said chain, as represented in the engraving. By turning
handle F half a revolution to the right, the screw E upon shaft D
will cause the pin D to recede and disengage itself freely and with
perfect safety from the chain.

The inventor says : I do not claim the various parts, when separately

considered.

But I claim the combination of the thread or screw E, working in a
spiral groove or nut, with the shaft or bolt D, when arranged in the
manner and for the purpose substantially as described, whereby I am
enabled to relieve the chain and trip the anchor at an instant, in the
manner set forth.

No. 16,356.

—

Thomas L. Dalton, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Anchors.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—The nature of this

invention consists in the formation of an anchor having only one fluke

D, with a curved guard B attached to shank A in such a manner that

the action of the curved bar against the ground^ when drawn forward,

will turn the anchor to the right position for the fluke to take efl'ect

into the ground, and also in so forming the neck C as to bring the

fluke into such a relative position to the shank A that when weighing
anchor the fluke will not be likely to catch the side of the vessel.

Claim,—An anchor constructed substantially as described.
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No. 18,044.

—

Henry Getty, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Ships' Berths.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—The berth A can be

turned into a horizontal or vertical position, as represented in figs. 1

and 2, by turning it on pivot e as its fulcrum_, and when occupied it

will swing freely as the ship swings by pulling the cords r r' ; the

berth will be placed into the position fig. 2, one side touching the

back of the room, whereby it is prevented from swinging.
Claim.—Providing at each end or side of a state room of a steamer

or vessel a pivoted bracket d, which is capable of vibrating in the

path of a circle a certain distance, and connecting the berth to said

brackets through swinging vertical screw rods g g, metg,l or rubber
springs 1 1, and hollow standards b &, substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

No. 16,656.—EuFUS Kodb, of Manchester, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Boat Oars.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.—Lever a is inserted in

the hand end of the oar. The lever a, when depressed, operates lever

B, which latter operates a spring C, so as to turn the oar to an angular
position.

The inventor says : I claim the means by which I back water, when
the oar is to be used for that purpose, the oar to return to its place,

when feathering, by means of lever fulcrum and springs, as described.

No. 16,904.—EoBERT 0. Buchanan, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Portable

Boats.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The skeleton frame A of this

boat, (a top view and longitudinal section of which is represented in

the engraving,) can be folded up into a small compass to make it

adaptable for transportation by land. When this boat is to be used,

the sides and bottom of the frame A are covered with unprepared can-

vas, which is lashed to the lash-rails on the sides of the frame, as

represented in the engraving.
Claim.—The portable boat, as described, the same consisting of the

portable skeleton frame work and unprepared canvas, secured to the

frame work by lashings, in manner set forth.

No. 18,694.

—

Reuben Jane, of Otsego, N. Y.

—

Improvement in At-

iaching Paddle Wheels to Canal Boats.—Patent dated November 24,

1457.—The claim and engraving explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The vertical slotted shaft N, hung on a pivot on the bow
of the boat, arranged in relation to the wheel shaft 0, to which is at-

tached the twisted paddles B and gear wheel E_, for the purpose of

drawing boats on canals, &c., and which are put in motion by the

engine by means of gear wheel H^, arranged as set forth.

No. 18,107.

—

Andrew Seaman, of Amsterdam, N. Y.

—

Improveinenf

in Means for Attaching Whiffle-Trees to the Tow Lines of Canal Boats.—
Patent dated September 1, 1857.—In case it is necessary to detach

the horse suddenly from the tow-line GI-, the attendant moves loop c

forward and raises lever F to the position shown in dotted lines, when
the bow of bar E will be turned in a horizontal position, and free from

the end of tongue D.
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Claim.—The shaft C, with tongue D attached, in combination with
the bar E, with lever F attached, the above parts being fitted to the

rods B B, and the whole arranged substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

No. 18,683.

—

Joseph C. Day, of Jersey City, N. J.

—

Improvement in

Meansfor Stopping axid Starting Ferry-Boats

.

—Patent dated November
24, 1857.—In this invention a set of timbers Gr Gr of any strong

elastic wood is prepared ; the length of each piece of timber being
sufiicient to reach from the outer end of the slip back two-thirds, or of

its depth, to the bridge ; the width a foot, more or less; and the thick-

ness at one end a foot or thereabout, and at the other end six inches.

Enough of these timbers should be strongly riveted together edgewise
with bolts /, /; /, to give sufiicient vertical breadth for receiving the

gunwale of the boat in all the variations of the tide.

In order to complete the elasticity and power of resistance to any
shock, air cylinders M M are located behind the free inner ends of the

shields, as shown in fig. 2. These are firmly secured to the sides of

the slip, and their pistons N N may be provided with friction rollers

h bj like those in the pistons I I of the boat.

A self-acting grapple should be attached to the bridge B, and act

upon a notched rack on the deck of the boat. The grapple is indicated at

i and the catch rack at h, to show the manner in which they are to act.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of a bufier for lessening

the concussion produced by the collision of a boat with a wharf or

other object, as I am aware of the previous employment of such a
device.

But I claim the elastic shields Gr G constructed and applied to the

slip, in the manner and for the purpose described.

I also claim the arrangement of the pistons or buffers 1 1, grapple
i, and shields Gr G^, operating together as specified.

No. 17,192,

—

Robert Bogle, of Rock Hall, Md.

—

Improvement in

Boats for Duck Shooting.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The gunner
within the boat A, having his legs in the leggings D, propels the boat

by his feet or by means of the paddles E towards the game, and when
within shooting distance he can pass his body between the India rubber
covers a and c, and shoot the game.

Claim.—In combination with the hull the openings therein, and
leggings attached, so that the gunner may propel his boat, substan-

tially in the manner described.

No. 17,052.

—

Zachaeiah Oram, of Camden, N. J.

—

Improvement
in Ice-breaking Boats.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

graving.

The inventor says : I do not claim to be the inventor of the various
parts described.

But I claim the arrangement of a series of pointed plungers opera-

ting vertically and in line with each other, whereby I have the ad-
vantage of the series for line or continuous splitting off the ice, instead

of breaking in mass.
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No. 18,832.

—

James D. Foster, of Cincinnati, Ohio, and H. 0.

Foster and John Q. Miller, of Springfield, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Ice-breaking Boats.—Patent dated December 8, 1^57.—In this inven-
tion, as shown in the engravings, g g g are bars called by the inven-

tors *^ breaker bars," supported near their centres on bearings y, and
furnished at their front ends with arms projecting down at right angles
with the bars, as represented by the dotted lines in figure 1, for break-
ing the ice away after it has been sawed. The bars are operated by
the shaft <i, which is furnished with arms on cams/, one for each bar,

which cams strike and depress the inner ends of the bars, and, as the
bars slip off, their front ends break the ice after it has been sawed

.

Claim,—Making the breaking bars detachable, in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

No. 1P>,491.

—

Matthias Ludlum, of Essex, N. Y.

—

Life-Boat.—
Patent dated January 27, 1857.—This life-boat is made with two
parallel tubular air-tight floats A A, combined with a cam B resting

and secured on them, and placed at such an elevation above the water
line as to prevent passengers being washed overboard by the waves.

The inventor says : I do not claim the construction of vessels by
placing a deck on two or more floats. Neither do I claim the use of

two floats, as double vessels have long been known. Nor do I claim
a propelling wheel between two vessels ; nor having discovered any
new method of giving buoyancy to vessels ; nor to have discovered

any new principle or method of applying any principle, or any new
method of saving the lives of passengers at sea, or of protecting them
from its waves ; but a life-boat having iron floats arranged and con-

structed as described, is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, an
entirely new article of manufacture.

I claim the life-boat described, when made and manufactured sub-

stantially as set forth.

No. 18,233.

—

Mortimer M. Camp, of New Haven, Conn.

—

Improve-
ment in Life-Boats.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—This inven-

tion is intended to be applied to life-boats having an inclined deck, to

form a water-tight hold, in which persons can be placed for preserva-

tion in case of shipwreck or other disaster to a vessel at sea, or in

which the crew of a shore life-boat may be placed to work and direct

the boat ; and it is used to prevent the water entering the hold, and
the boat being swamped, either at the time of persons entering the
hold or after they have entered it.

In the drawings, A is the hull of the boat ; B is an enclosed deck
;

C is the bulkhead that divides the hold into two separate compart-
ments D and E ; F is a hatchway, forming an entrance to the hold
E ; the hatch is made into two lengths G and H ; I is an aperture

formed in the bulkhead.
The inventor claims, 1st. Dividing the hold of a life-boat into sec-

tions by the bulkhead C, and having an aperture I in the bulkhead,
to be covered and closed by the swing hatch H, in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

2d. Making the section H of the hatch to operate as a cover or
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valve to close the aperture I in the hulkhead C, as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

3d. The combination of the movable combings with the hatch H
and the aperture I in the bulkhead C, as described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

No, 17,592.—G-EORGE W. Swartz, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Propeller Canal Boats.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—This inven-
tion relates to boats constructed, in part, of metal plates, and consists

in so forming recesses J in said plates that they may protect the pro-

peller wheel and give direction to the current of water.

The inventor says : I am aware that what are called iron boats have
heretofore been constructed ; I am also aware that boats are built of

wood, using iron bolts, rods, bars, screws, &c., for the purpose of

connecting and fastening the wood parts together, and for strengthen-
ing and protecting the same. I make no claim to such.

Neither do I claim the combination of iron and wood as material

used in the construction of vessels.

Neither do I claim substituting iron for wood, or wood for iron_, in

the construction of any part or parts of' a boat or vessel.

I claim so forming the recesses in the plates that they may protect

the propeller and give direction to the current of water moved by the

propeller, substantially as set forth.

No. 16,704.—D. CuMMma, jr., assignor to D. Cumming, sr., of Mo-
bile, Alabama.

—

Improvement in Shoving Poles for Steamboats.—
Patent dated February 24, 1857.

The inventor says : I do not claim the suspending of bodies upon
swivels or universal joints, as that is a very old method.

Neither do I claim the general application of steam in a direct

manner to tool handles and other kinds of implements, for I am aware
that steam has been thus applied to hammers, tree saws, pile-drivers,

drills, &c.
Neither do I claim broadly the employment of a steam engine for

operating poles for pushing boats along ; an example of such employ-
ment is seen in John Dougherty's rejected application for a patent

dated May 27, 1847.

In this device the engine is a stationary one, located in the central

part of the vessel. A shaft which communicates with the engine extends

across the vessel, as in other steamers. The poles are placed on the

side and operated by the shaft. This is a very cumbersome and clumsy
arrangement ; it could not be used except with great difficulty for the

purposes for which my improvement is applicable.

Other devices for pushing boats along have been invented, but the

shoving pole or rod has never been combined directly with the piston

of a movable or portable steam cylinder ; such an arrangement is,

therefore^ a new combination. Nor has any other apparatus for

shoving off boats ever been invented which was so well adapted to

the purpose, and so highly useful, as that described by me.
A is the stern of the boat; P a flexible pipe leading to the boiler; a

a universal joint.
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I claim tlie combination of the shoving pole or rod C directly with the
piston a of a portable or moveable steam cylinder, when the parts are
arranged and employed in the manner and for the purposes substan-
tially as described.

No. 18,095.—KicHARD C. Holmes, of Cape May, N. J.

—

Improve-
ment in Surf and Life-Boats.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The
weight of the water tank E keeps the boat in an upright position,

while the water which she would ship in case of accident can escape
through valves F.
The inventor says : I do not claim, separately, the buoyant chambers,

the valves, or the water tank.

But I claim constructing a boat of the peculiar form described, and
giving to a boat of that form buoyant end D D\ ballasting tank, and
freeing valves, all constructed and operating substantially as described
and for the purposes specified.

No. 16,774.

—

John B. Holmes, assignor to John R. Pratt, of New
York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Ships' Capstans.—Patent dated March
3, 1857.—The spaces between the welps W being widest in the
middle, the chain will be free to slide easily toward the middle of the
barrel as fast as wound upon the same, thereby preventing one part
of the chain from passing over the other.

Claim.—The vertical recesses and welps, extending the whole
length of the barrel of the capstan, and allowing of two or more
turns of the cable around the capstan, as set forth.

No. 17,715.

—

Robert Dunbar and John F. Robertson, of Buffalo,

N. Y., assignors to ^^The Buffalo Eagle Iron Works Company,"
of Buffalo aforesaid.

—

Improvement in Ships' Capstans.—Patent dated
June 30, 1857.—If the pawls e are down upon the ratchet teeth c, on
the upper end of the body C, and the pinion I is thrown out of gear
with the stationary wheel A^, on plate A, the cap D and body C will

be connected, and both turn with each other ; but if the pawls e be
varied, and the pinion I thrown in gear with the wheel A^, it will be
seen that the cap D is connected with the body C, through the medium
of the gearing |), J, I, A^ ; and in the latter case the speed of the

body C will be much slower than in the former case, when the cap
was directly connected with the case.

The inventors say : We do not claim giving a variable movement
to the capstan, irrespective of the particular means employed for

effecting the purpose, for capstans have been so arranged as to have a
variable movement.

But we claim the arrangement of the cam J and eccentric h upon
the shaft G, operated by the lever i, for throwing in and out of gear

the pinions J and I, as set forth.

No. 17,971.

—

David Knowlton, of Camden, Me.

—

Improvement in

Ships' Capstans.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—When this capstan

is to be used as a power capstan, the pawl n is lifted by its head^
from contact with the top of the barrel, and the head C is rotated by
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means of handspikes. As the head turns, pinion Gr turns pinions H
^

and I in opposite directions, thereby operating pinions w and v. The
pinions u and v have a tendency to turn the internal gear K, hut that

is prevented from turning, as pawl n bears against the teeth of

ratchet M; and the consequence is, that the gears u and v themselves

revolve around shaft B, and carry the barrel around in the same di-

rection in which the power is applied to head C. By tripping pawl

p into one of the notches on the top of the capstan barrel, the head
and barrel turn together with the same speed, and the effect of the

operation is the same as with the common capstan.

The inventor says : I do not claim making a power capstan to ope-

rate by means of a combination of gears, ratchets and pawls.

But I claimj in my improved capstan, the combination of the gear
K, at the bottom of the capstan (when made and applied so as to be

rotated or be made fast alternately, as described) with the gear or

pinion Gr attached to and revolving with the capstan head C, they
being connected by gears, and operating in the manner and for the

purpose described.

No. 17,969.

—

Samuel Husb, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Ships' Capstans,— Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The bars L can be
raised or lowered by means of handle m. When they are raised, they

connect the head a with the barrel B, so that they turn together, and
a rapid motion may be given to them, the plate G turning as rapidly

as D and E. By turning handle m and lowering the bars L, the drum
head a turns independently of the barrel B, carrying with it the cyl-

inder D and cog-wheel E, the latter meshing into cog-wheel H on the

under side of plate G, moves plate Gr, and with it barrel B
;
plate Gl-

and barrel B being coupled together by bars L, and the wheel H, in

turn, meshes into I, thus a slower motion is given to B than to a,

thereby increasing the power of B in proportion of the radius of B
and I.

The inventor says : I am aware that capstans have been arranged
to give a more rapid motion, or one with increased power, by con-

necting or disconnecting the drum and barrel, and at the same time
throwing into play or out of play internal gearing, or by changing
the direction of motion of the drum and barrel, and therefore do not
claim generally the construction of a capstan to accomplish these

ends.

But I claim the arrangement and use of the hollow shaft D attached

at one end to the drum or head, and in combination therewith the

movable gear-plate G, constructed substantially as described, and
worked by a pinion on the lower end of D.

Also, in combination with such hollow shaft and movable gear-plate,

the arrangement of the clutch levers, or an equivalent thereof, for the

purpose of connecting such movable gear-plate to the barrel, and at

the same time disconnecting the head and barrel, or vice versa, and
thus changing the action of the capstan to a quicker or more power-
ful one in a moment^ and without changing its motion or displacing

any gear.
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No. 18,053.

—

Charles E. Marwick, of Portland, Me.

—

Improvement
in Ships' Capstans.—Patent dated August 25, 185T.—When the cap-

stan bar m is inserted within one of the holes e of the key ring D, and
so that its bitt I may be forced through the bitt recess/ of the said hole,

and into one of the recesses d of the lip C, the ring D will be locked
to the capstan barrel A so as to enable the same to be put in rotation.

If it should^be desirable to augment the power for rotating the barrel,

each capstan bar is inserted in its hole in such a manner that the bitt I

may pass into recess g, and the end of the bar into one of the sockets h;
by this the key ring D will be locked to the head E ; and as both are

turned, the shaft F will be rotated, and the rotary motion of the cap-

stan barrel will be effected by means of the gearing G, H, I, K, M, N.
The inventor says : I do not claim a capstan having its barrel fitted

to rotate either with or independently of a handspike or wheel, as this

is not new.
Neither do I claim the application of gearing to a capstan, for the

purpose of increasing the power by which the same may be put in ope-
ration.

But I claim tbe combination of the key ring D, the recessed lip 0,
and the socketed head E, as constructed, arranged together, and applied

to the capstan barrel A and the driving shaft F, of the multiplying
gearing, and operated by means substantially as specified.

No. 16,935.

—

John Schaffer, of West Manchester, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Steamboat Capstans.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The head
H is secured permanently to shaft C ; the drum E can be connected
with shaft C by inserting pin K into the holes L and M. The dram
D can be made to run with shaft C, by unshipping the wheel P, and
fastening the drum E to the drum D by inserting a pin in the square
socket N, one half of which is in the drum E and the other half in the
drum D.
The inventor says : I do not claim the parts driving or driven, as

separately considered.

Nor do I claim a capstan with a barrel divided into two or more
drums rotated upon a stationary shaft.

I claim a capstan the shaft C of which rotates within the drums D
and E, which can be rotated separately or in conjunction witb and by^

or independently of, said shaft, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes described.

No. 18,260.—George Williamson, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Diving Apparatus.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—By
this invention, when the nautilus is suspended to the float K, the pull

of the rope on the capstan o will tend to turn it with a force due to the

sinking power of the nautilus, and the capstan is connected with the

index-wheel v by the catch on the handle, and the index-arm x to the

spring 2/, the pull on the rope due to the sinking force will be exerted

on the spring which alone prevents the capstan from turning, and
bence the index-hand x will indicate the weight actually suspended
to the float ; and if that be greater than the weight of an operative,

lie may get out of the nautilus without danger of its rising.
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The inventor says : I do not wish to he understood as limiting my
claim of invention to the special construction specified, as my inven-
tion of improvements may he applied hy the suhstitution of equivalent
means.

I claim the employment, in comhination with the nautilus, of the
channel-ways for the escape, at the sides, of the compressed air from
the working chamber, substantially as described the said channel-
ways being made in the thickness at the bottom of the nautilus—that

is, between the floor of the working chamber and the outer bottom
surface of the nautilus, as set forth and for the purpose specified.

I also claim combining the nautilus with, and suspending it to, a
float or buoy, in the manner substantially as described, so that the
apparatus for operating the connecting rope, or equivalent, may be
worked from the inside of the nautilus, as described, and for the pur-
pofee specified.

And I also claim combining a spring balance or scale with the com-
bined nautilus and float, substantially as specified and for the purpose
set forth.

No. 18,458.

—

James Q. Kelly, of Sag Harbor, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Harpoons.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—When the harpoon is

ready for use, it is in the position represented in the engravings 1 and
2. When driven into the body of the whale, the flukes c c prevent the

instrument from being drawn back, and the motion of the whale, in

attempting to escape, causes the line to be straightened and the pin
d to be broken, and then forces the point B forward into the flesh

until the eye E reaches the slide Gr. The barbs h b being thus grad-
ually turned in, the flesh cannot return in the cut made by their in-

sertion, and consequently take a stronghold in the flesh of the whale.

By using the connecting rod i, the sliding socket C and the slide

G are enabled to slide over any bends in the rod a^ which are

frequently caused by the turning or other violent motions of the whale.
The inventor says : I claim the arrangement of the eye, or point of

attachment, of the line D to the harpoon, and the eye in the slide Gr

through which the line passes at different angles on the harpoon when
prepared for throwing, substantially as described, whereby a twisting

movement is given to the point of the harpoon in the act of being thrust

further into the whale, for the purpose set forth.

I also claim the connecting rod i and guide Gr, in connexion with
the sliding socket C, whereby the advantages of a long socket or bear-

ing are attained without the disadvantage of a continuous tube, in

case of bending the rod or shaft which slides therein, substantially as

specified.

No. 16,555.

—

Warren A. Simonds, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Life-Freservers.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.

Claim,—A life-preserving float, composed of separate and indepen-
dent sectional chambers or air vessels E, covered and surrounded upon
all sides by exterior sectional floats g filled with cork or other solid

buoyant material, arranged in the manner substantially as set forth.
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No. 17,434.—James Knight, of New York, Y. Y.

—

Improvement in

Life,-Preservers.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The nature of this in-

vention will be understood bj reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The construction of the supporter, to sustain the head
in the position assumed by persons when swimming, thus relieving

the wearer from muscular effort, and, attached to this supporter, a

shield, to protect the mouth and nostrils from the violence of the

waves, and this supporter and shield fitted to the ordinary life pre-

servers as worn around the body, by having attached to them sheaths,

as represented, one of them fitted with a sheath to admit the stem of

the supporter for adjustment to the wearer. The whole, when com-
bined, constitutes my improvement.

No. 18,274.

—

Charles J. Bunker, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-

ment in Life-Preservers.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—-The

form given to this improvement is that of a sack or shirt, which can
be worn either as an outside or inside garment. The drawings represent

a life-preserving shirt. Figures 1 and 2 of the drawings represent the

outer and inner sheets of the fabric of v/hich the life-preserver is made,
and the cells of each. When these are placed together, the air cells

of one occupy the spaces in the other not taken up by its air cells.

The edges, marked 1 and 2, respectively, join each other. When in-

tended for outside wear, this preserver can be made of India rubber
cloth, or the like. Instead of being closed at the sides, under the

arms, it may be open at the sides, fixed with straps and buckles, so as

to be thrown over the head and secured to the person.

The inventor says: What I claim as new is a life-preserver con-

structed of two or more sheets of water-proof fabric, with the series of

air cells arranged substantially as set forth, and so as to cover the

vital parts of the body, for the uses and purposes set forth and de-

scribed.

No. 18,809.

—

Abram J. Gibson, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Tmprovem^ent
in Life-Preservers.—Patent dated December 8, 1857.—This invention
consists of a deep belt constructed of some water-proof air-tight mate-
rial, constructed with air chambers, and having combined with it hol-

low floats, of similar material, which are of sufficient length to reach
along a person's extended arm, and which terminate in hollow paddles,

made to fit the hands, for the purpose^of aiding the wearer in swim-
ming.
The inventor says : I do not claim the belt, nor do I claim the con-

struction of an inflated life-preserver with separate air chambers;
neither do I claim of itself the use of buoyant paddles, fitted and at-

tached to the hands as an aid in swimming.
But I claim a life-preserv^er, composed of a belt A, arm-floats B B,

and buoyant paddles C C^, arranged and connected and furnished with
straps, or their equivalents, to attach it to the person, substantially as

described.

No. 18,869.

—

James E. Serrell and William Davis, of New York,
N. Y.

—

Improvement in Life-Preservers.—Patent dated December 15,

Vol. ii 4
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1857.—The inventors, in describing tlieir improvement, say: We
jjrovide two pockets // in the front of the jacket, and pockets g
g, one under each arm, and also pockets h li on the back, similar to

pockets//. Into each of these pockets we insert a float of proper size

and shape, made in the following manner : We take a bladder, or

equivalent water-proof substance, and fill the same with shavings^

and insert the same into the pockets, and sew the same into place.

Claim,—The manner described of forming floats for the pockets of

life-preserving jackets, by filling bladders with shavings, or equivalent

material, as and for the purposes specified.

No. 18,090.

—

Elbridgb Foster, of Hartford, Conn,

—

Improvement
in Life-Preserving Berths for Steam and other Vessels.—Patent dated

September 1, 1857.—When the berth A is used as a common bed, the

valves c are opened for the escape of air. By turning the keels E to

the position represented in f^g. 1, the spaces E are filled with air, and
the stops D are then turned, closing the openings c air-tight, thus
imparting a high degree of buoyancy to the berth.

Claim.—The adjustable inflated keels, in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

No. 16,589.

—

Lewis T. Howaed, of Smith Mills, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment in Featlieri7ig Pactdie- Wheels.—Patent dated February 10,

1857.—It will be understood from the engravings that this improve-
ment serves to keep the paddles i constantly vertical.

Claim.—Connecting the cranks of the paddle-shafts with each other

around and with the stationary governing wheel E, by means of the

connecting bars K K and the grooved rollers I ?, or their equivalents,

substantially as set forth.

No. 18,202.

—

Lewis T. Howard, of Smith's Mills, Mass.

—

Improve-

ment in Feathering Paddle- Wheels.—Patent dated September 15,

1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—Contracting the hub h of the paddle-wheel D, so as to dis-

pense with an outside bearing, for the purpose of enabling me to place

the feathering wheel h I outside of the paddle-wheel, and use any
length of connecting arms o, between said leathering wheel and the

buckets iy that may be deemed most effective, and as set forth and
explained.

No. 17,943.

—

George W. Swartz, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improved
Propeller-Blade.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—These propeller-

blades, on their periphery, when revolving, describe the surface of a
half globe, whatever may be the diameter of the w^heel or the pitch

of the blades ; the blades are convex on their outer sides, and their

inner surfaces are made slightly cylindrical.

Claim.—A propeller-blade constructed in such a manner as to em-
body said principles, substantially as set forth.
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No. 1Y,2T6.—G-EORGB HiBSCH, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Propeller Blades.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—This invention relates

to the peculiar shape of the blades of a propeller-wheel, which shape

is represented in the engravings.

C'^am.—Constructing propeller-wheels having blades formed sub-

stantially as described and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,017.

—

Jonas Bosenbury, of Cherryville, N. J.

—

Improved
Boring Machine.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The object to be

bored is clamped between the dogs H and F ; the dogs H are adjustable

by means of the set screws S, and the dog F, which is attached to

rack c, can be adjusted by turning spiral cam D by means of crank E.

The auger shaft n^ which turns in a frame d &, can be adjusted in a
lateral direction by means of slide g, which can be moved on frame a
by means of a tongue and groove joint, while it can be adjusted in a

vertical direction by frame h d sliding on frame c. The uprights I

can be adjusted laterally by turning cranks L.

Claim.—The arrangement of deviceSj as described, for the purposes

set forth.

No. 18,814.

—

Almer Johnson, of Buffalo, New York.

—

Improvement
in Propellers.—Patent dated December 8, 1857.—The line L, in the

engravings, indicates the division between the stern and the fan.

The arrow indicates the entering edge of the propeller. The arrow
2 indicates the direction in which the wheel revolves. The lines

1, 2, .3, &c., show the direction which the curves take on each surface

of the stern.

The line M indicates the circumferential line of the fan which falls

outside of the stern.

Claim.—Constructing propellers, which embody the distinctive

features of my invention, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,314.

—

Ethan Campbell, of Boston, Massachusetts, assignor

to William P. Page, of Cambridge, Massachusetts, and Edward F.
Hodges, of Boston Massachusetts, (in trust.)

—

-Improved Marine Pro-
pelling Apparatus.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—In the draw-
ings, A represents a cylindrical case or vessel provided with two
curved induction pipes, or passages, B and C, leading out of its lower
part, and arranged, with respect to one another and the case, as shown
in fig. 1. Through the axis of the said cylindrical case a shaft D ex-
tends and turns freely in the ends of the case. The said shaft has
two circular heads E fixed upon it eccentrically, as shown in figs. 1

and 2, each of these heads being placed, as shown in fig. 2, in con-
tact, or nearly so, with the adjacent head of the case A. A tubular
cylinder F turns freely on the two heads E, it being arranged thereon
as exhibited in figures 1 and 2. This cylinder has a wing or rectan-

gular division plate G extended downward from it, and directly between
the two passages B and C, such wing being constructed in its length
to correspond to the distance between the heads of the case. This
wing G is firmly attached to the cylinder F, and, when the apparatus
is in operation, plays freely through a space arranged between the
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conducting passages B and C, as shown in fig. 1, the side of sncli

space being so formed as to be in contact with those of wing G, in

whatever position such wing may be.

When the shaft D is in motion, it will cause the two eccentric

heads E to revolve with it and within the case A, such a movement
of the heads, operating in connexion with the space and the wing Gr,

serving to create in the tubular cylinder E a peculiar movement
within the said case, by which the cylinder will be carried around
against the entire surface of the case.

The inventor says : Now, I do not claim an eccentric cylinder and
a wing and valve, arranged so as to rotate together in a cylindrical

case, the wing, during such rotation, being made to slide in a reces8

formed in the eccentric cylinder.

Nor do I claim the principle of propelling a vessel by an apparatus
for forcing jets of water against the water in which the vessel may be
floating.

But I claim my improved propelling apparatus, constructed and
operating so that its wing cylinder ¥ and wing plate G may not only
jsimultaneously rise and fall in their case A, but at the same time
ihave lateral motions in contrary directions, and the wing operate

against a space 5, so formed in and applied to the case as not only to

he in contact, or nearly so, with the opposite sides of the wing, but
allow the vibratory, as well as the up and down movements of the
wing, as specified.

No. 17,156.

—

Thomas Kendall, sr., of San Francisco, Cal.

—

Im-
provement in Submerged Propelling Wheels.—Fs^iQxit dated April 28,
1857.—When the wheel is in motion, the cam plates P, turning on
their pivots T, pass from the inner circumference of ring a over the
(mrved plates z; and by these transitions, the positions of the wings P
are changed alternately, and each wing at proper intervals falls cen-

treward, so as to encounter the resistance of the water outward and
backward from the spaces between the arms, as the wing changes its

position to enter the nich in its segmental form.

Claim.—The means described for feathering or changing the posi-

tions of the wings, consisting of the cam plates P, concentric ring

a a, and curved plate Z Z, with its slopes or planes ; the whole being
arranged and operating substantially in the manner described.

No. 16,352.-—A. B. Crossman, of Huntington, N. Y.

—

Imvrovement
in Budders.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—The lower part ofrudder
A is provided with an extra extension piece B, which is attached to

the cheek plates C ; the piece B extending forward under the keel of

the vessel and beyond the pintles of the rudder, and thus render the
rudder self-balancing. The extension B can be raised on entering

shoals, as represented in dotted lines.

The inventor says : I disclaim the making of a rudder in two parts,

one of which is movable, for devices of this kind have long been
known; an example is seen in '' Newton's- London Journal," con-
joined series, vol. 26, page 158, plate 9, figs. 7 and 8. In this device

the main rudder is provided with a movable attachment on its rear,
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SO arranged that when the rudder strikes a rock or shoal, the movable
piece will rise and prevent injury either to the vessel or rudder.
Another example is seen in a French work, published by the French
government, at Paris, in 1824, entitled ^' Memoirs of American Steam
Vessels, by M. M. Morriestier.'' This consists of a movable piece

attached to the rear of the rudder, and so arranged that it can be
raised and lowered, so as to extend at pleasure the length of rudder
surface presented to the water, and thus cause the water to obey the
helm quicker. In smooth water, this device is perhaps advantageous,
but it is evident that the power required for steering will be much iu-

increased by widening the rudder surface. This device, therefore,

augments the very evil which mine is intended to obviate.

I claim the attachment to the rudder A of an extension piece B,
when the said extension piece is so combined and employed as to

render the rudder wholly or partially self-balanced, as set forth.

No. 17,572.

—

Robert S. Harris, of Galena, 111.

—

Improvement in

Rudders.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The nature of this invention
will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The application of an outer or second rudder attached to

and working on the common rudder.

Also, the short tiller held and worked by|stationary chains or ropes,

as above described, for the purpose named.

No. 16,969.

—

Washington F. Davis, of Winthrop, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment in Reefing Sails.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—In order to reef

this sail from the deck, the rope I should be set free, so as to allow
the upper yard to be drawn downward. The rope H is then to be
pulled on, and while it draws the upper yard B down to the reef band
E, the latter will be held up by the reefing ropes, and the sail folded
in plaits against the yard B. Thus the sail will not only be reefed,

but at the same time it will be folded up by one set of lines.

The inventor says : I do not claim reefing at either the head or foot

of a sail or topsail ; nar do I claim reefing at the foot of a topsail,

by means of a series of buntlines fastened to the reef band, and ex-

tended downward through grummets or guides, thence underneath
the foot of the sail, and thence upward on the front of the sail, and to

and through blocks or sheaves applied to the topmast, the said bunt-
lines extending from thence to the vessel's deck, for such is an old

contrivance. Nor do I claim the plans or methods of reefing as re-

cently patented by William H. Foster and Isaac Boss, the topsail iil

them being reefed at its head, while all that part of the sail which is

below the reef band is held up by lines of suspension passing upward
through blocks or sheaves, directly supported by the topmast, the

said suspension lines descending from thence to the deck. In these

plans the upper yard is lowered down, so as to reef the sail, the

draught, however, on the reefing lines, operates to a considerable

extent to prevent the descent of the yard.

I am also aware that reef tackles have been run along the yard
toward the mast, and thence down through the yard toward the deck

;

consequently I do not claim such ; the reef tackles in such cases being
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used separately from the reefing lines, and for the purpose of drawing
close up to the yard the outer edges of the sail after it has been reefed.

I claim arranging the ranges of folding eyes or grummets, and tbe
reefing lines above the reef band, or with respect to the upper yard,

as described, in order that the sail, when reefed, shall at the same time
be folded or plaited agains.t the upper yard, as specified.

I also claim the described arrangement of the lines of grummets or

eyes, at unequal distances apart, in the manner as set forth, in order

that the minor part of each fold of the sail may come underneath the

yard, or the yard project beyond it, as described, when the sail is

reefed.

No. 17,101.

—

Frawcis C. La Croix and Chatjncey Barnes, of I^ew
York^ N. Y.

—

Improvement in Beefing Sails,—Patent dated April 21^

1857.—If the topsail yard be lowered to the usual distance for a close

reef, the act of lowering will take up the lines b and /, they being
fastened at ¥^ and o ; and the part of the sail below the close reef

points will be kept as tightly stretched as if the yard were not in

motion.

Claim.—Keducing sails by means of *' tackles,'' arranged as de-

scribed, both ends of the '^ falls" of which are secured to the yard,

and which are operated in the manner set forth.

"Bo. 18,219.

—

George W. La Baw, of Jersey City, N. J., assignor

to Himself and Charles A. Durgin, of New York, N. Y.

—

Arrange-
ment of Means for Beefing and Furling Sails.—Patent dated Septem-
ber 15, 1857.—By rotating shaft G, the vertical shaft D is also

rotated ; and by depressing lever J, the projections g can be moved
into the notches of rollers E, and said rollers can be coupled with
shaft D, when the sails can be wound up on said rollers.

The inventor says : I do not limit myself to any particular mecha-
nism for operating the vertical rollers around which the sails wind,
as such mechanism may be varied.

I claim the arrangement of vertical rollers in front or rear of the

mast, and operated by mechanism from the deck of the vessel, and
whereby I am enabled to operate separately or together the sails on
each mast from the deck, substantially as described and set forth,

irrespective of the mechanism employed for working the vertical

rollers.

Ko. 17,616.

—

Thomas Batty, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Means for Beducing Topsails.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—In re-

ducing the sail, the yard D is lowered to the position represented in

fig. 1, and then all the reef pennants are hauled tight to draw
the edges of the sail close up to the yard, which causes the bunt
of the sail to be plaited between the front of the yard and tbe

still extended portion of the sail, as represented in fig. 2. As the

yard D is lowered, the bunt of the sail is prevented from filling with
wind by the position of the bunt pennants H_, which are confined near

the yard by the crane-neck piece I.

Claim.—1st. The arrangement of one or more bunt pennants H,
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connected with tlie front of the sail, passing up the front thereof, and
connected with the yard ; and of a crane-neck piece I, or its equiva-

lent, attached to the yard to work up and down said pennant or pen-
nants, suhstantially as set forth, so that in lowering the yard the wind
may be expelled from the bunt of the sail towards the sides, in the

manner substantially as represented in fig. 2.

2d. The arrangement of the fi.at blocks c c, through which the reef

peanants run on the top of the yard, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set lorth.

No. 17,365.

—

James E. Cole, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Means for Reefing Topsails.—Patent dated May 26, 185*7.—The sail

A can be reduced by operating the supplementary shaft e from the

deck of the vessel by windlass li and chain g passing over pulley k.

The shaft e, as it is rotated, transmits motion to the roller spar c,

whereby the sail is rolled up on said spar.

Claim.—The supplementary shaft, in combination with the roller-

spar, for the purposes and in the manner substantially as set forth.

No. 17,977.

—

James W. Norcross, of Boston, Wdi.^^.—Improvement
in Reefing Topsails.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim carrying the reef-tackles from the

reef-band upward through blocks placed at or under cross-trees, and
from thence down to the deck, whereby all that part of the sail which
is below the reef-band is suspended or drawn tightly up while the

yard is being lowered down to or towards the reef-band.

Nor do I claim reducing sails by means of an arrangement of reef-

tackles, wherein each reef is fastened at one end of it to the topsail

yard, is thence led down through a leading-block fastened to the reef-

band of the sail, thence carried upward to and through the yard, and
around a sheave placed thereon, and thence carried toward the mast,

and through a leading-block affixed to the topsail yard near to the

middle thereof, thence upward from the said leading-block to and
through a leading-block affixed to the cross-tree, thence downward
therefrom and fastened to the topsail yard.

But I claim my arrangement of reef-tackles described, the same con-

sisting in fastening the said reef-tackles to the sail at or near the reef-

band, thence leading them upward through sheaves, or blocks c,

or their equivalents, applied to the topsail yard C, and from thence
extending the said reef-bands upward and through blocks d, sus-

pended to the cross-trees E, or that part of the topmast just below
them, and thence leading the reef-tackles downward and fastening

them to the topsail yard at or near its middle, substantially as de-

scribed.

No. 18,085 —Thomas J. Chubb, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Ore-Separator.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The material hav-
ing been properly screened to the desired size is fed into the hopper

Q, and received on the upper part of the inclined perforated table A.
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The action of the bellows L, whose top plate J rises and falls at a
rapid speed, causes the material to rise and fall at the same rate, rising

always in aline perpendicular to the face of plate A, but falling ver-

tically under 'the influence of gravitation^ and consequently passing
from the higher to the lower end of the inclined bed A. By this ope-

ration the heavier particles find their way in the channels c, towards
the main channel T), while the lighter particles pass off through chan-
nels F into side channels Gr.

The inventor says: I do not claim the separation of substances of

different specific gravity, by submitting them to the action of a blast

of air through a screen.

But I claim, first, the employment, in combination with an inclined

perforated table or bed, and a bellows, operating as specified, of a
number of channels applied and arranged, substantially as described,

relatively to the bed and to each other, to convey away the separated

substances in different directions, as set forth.

(Second. The division of a bellows, applied and operating in connex-
ion with a perforated bed, for the separation of articles of different

specific gravity into numerous chambers or compartments, each having
its separate valve or valves, and constituting in itself a complete bel-

lows, for the purpose specified.

ISTo. 16,995.

—

William Eandle, of Florida, N. T.

—

Improvement in

Strings for Musical Instruments.—Patent dated A.pril *7, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim

and engraving.

Claim.—The application of one or more springs applied to each

string, as described, or its equivalent, and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,707.

—

John Allendbr, of New London, Conn.

—

Improve-

ment for Sustaining Friction-Rollers in Ships' Blocks.—Patent dated

March 3, 1857.—The pieces F F are made of sheet metal and bent
into the proper shape, as represented in figure 3. These pieces yield

and spring so as to compensate for any difference there may be in the

size of the rollers 0.

Claim.—The pieces F F placed between the rollers, in combination
wnth the flanges, or their equivalents, to hold the rollers in position

endwise, substantially as described, and permit them to revolve, thereby

dispensing with the pivots and rings heretofore used for that purpose.

No. 17,940.

—

Charles Perley, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Cow.pound-Capstans for Ships.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim a capstan, windlass and wench.

combined ; neither do I claim a horizontal heaver in itself.

But I claim the combination of the adjustable bearing block o, with
the heaver or windlass m, so constructed as to receive the strain and
weight of chain cable, and relieve the shaft I therefrom, leaving said

shaft I, when disconnected from said heaver or windlass, frve to rotate,

and be used for other purposes without loss of power by the friction
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of said beaver or windlass, even when the vessel is riding at anchor

by said heaver, substantially as and for the purposes specified.

I also claim the power capstan n and its coupling g, fitted to slide

endways of the shaft l, combined with the heaver or windlass m and
bearing block 0, whereby the said power capstan n connects the shaft

Z and heaver m, or is itself free for use as a power capstan or bit, when
connected to, or disconnected from, said heaver or windlass m, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes specified.

No. 17,228.—KoBERT K. Osgood, of Troy, K. Y., assignor to Jason

C. Osgood, of the same place.

—

Improvement in SJiips' Hawse-Holes.—
Patent dated May 5, 185Tc—The nature of this invention consists in

hanging the pulley £) on a rotating bed-plate A, and connecting there-

with a tubular guide F, through which the rope or chain passes on or

off the pulley, and which, in yielding to the direction of the rope,

causes the bed-plate to rotate in such a manner that the axis of the

pulley shall at all times be at right angles to the direction of the rope,

to prevent it chafing on the edge of the pulley.

Claim.—Supporting a pulley on a rotating bed, and combining
therewith a guide tube hinged on its axis for the rope to pass through,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,845.

—

Calvin Kline, of New York, N. Y.

—

Mode of Compen-
sating the Local Attraction of the Magnetic Needle on Ship,—Patent
dated March 17, 185T.—This invention consists in surrounding the

compass needle with an insulated shield or steel, which the inventor

says he has found to protect the needle against all attractions, while

it is left to travel freely by the natural magnetism of the earth ; and
it is found that, with his device, the compass traverses as freely and
settles as quickly as the ordinary compass where no local attraction is

present.

Claim.—The surrounding metallic ring or rings r, or the modifica-

tions thereof, constructed, combined and arranged with the needle of

a compass, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,192.—Abraham Coates, of New York, N. Y., and Samuel
M. Perry, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Ships' Pumps.—
Patent dated September 15, 1857.—When, by the motion of the vessel,

the shaft H and weight i swing on shaft K as fulcrum, the wheel

G is turned, transmitting said motion to wheel F, shaft A, crank 0,

and pump rod E ; or when the shaft H and weight 1 oscillate on
shaft A as fulcrum, pump D is operated by the connexion of piston

rod E with said shaft.

Claim.—The peculiar mechanism by which we obtain reciprocating

motion between the pump and piston from each move of a lever

having a combined horizontal and longitudinal motion, the same con-

sisting of the shaft, the cross through which it passes, the universally

moving lever attached by journals to the cross at right angles to the

shaft, and the two bevel gears or section of gears—the one attached

to the lever, the other to the shaft—or any other arrangement sub-

stantially the same and for the purpose specified.
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No. TV, 780.

—

James E. Cole, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Rigging of Ships.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The object of tliis

invention is to prevent a twisting, wringing strain upon the mast
when the yards C D are moved from side to side of the line of the
keel.

Claim.—Placing the centres of motion of the yards of a square-

rigged vessel in line with each other, in the manner and for the pur-

poses set forth.

No. 17,031.

—

James Emerson, of Worcester, Msiss.—Improvement
in Beefing Ships' Sails.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—To reef the

sail one man goes aloft and unscrews the clamps D, then, by hauling
the endless chain Y, which passes over pulley L down by the mast on
deck, rollers K and pinions / and c are turned, and the roller will

roll the sail up as past as the yard is lowered by the halyards ; the

sail being spread by the rope passing through claws X, which are

operated by right and left screws E. When the sail is to be unrolled,

the pawls P are lifted out of the ratchets I, and the halyard is hoisted.

Claim.—The adjustable clamps D, when arranged so as to be en-

larged or decreased, as required.

Secondly, I claim the screws E and claws X on the roller 0, for

spreading the sail.

No. 16,773.

—

John B. Holmes, assignor to John E. Pratt, of New
York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Ships' Steering Apparatus.—Patent
dated March 3, 1857.—The inventor says : I do not claim the manner
of moving the rudder by means of a rack and pinion operated by
gearing,

I claim, first, the arrangement of a pinion P on the end of the tiller

B, working into a stationary curved rack R, attached to the deck of

the vessel in connexion with a friction roller H, working against a

smooth stationary surface Gr, to prevent the rudder from being pressed

out of its place, in the manner substantially as described.

Secondly. I claim the arrangement of attaching the pinion to the

end of the tiller, in connexion with a lever L, in such a manner as to

be able to move said pinion further into a stationary rack by the

action of said lever for the purpose of producing a friction sufficient to

hold the rudder thereby in any desired position, at the same time to

lock the gearing to prevent any back lash on the steering wheel.

No. 17,002.

—

Samuel N. Smith, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Ships! Steering Apparatus.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—By turn-

ing wheel E, the tiller C will be operated either to thej right or left,

according- to the direction in which the wheel E is turned in con-

sequence of pinion F gearing into rack Gr, and the tiller may be

secured at any desired point by turning screw d of brake I.

The inventor says : I do not claim to be the first inventor of brakes
for stopping the steering wheel, and holding it inany desired position

;

an example is seen in the rejected application of E. Gr. Otis, where
the wheel is held by a strap, which is connected with the deck of the

vessel.
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I claim locating both of the bearings a of the wheel shaft D upon
the tiller C.

I also claim locating the brake I h upon the tiller and wheel shaft

C D, all as described.

No. 17,525.

—

Phinehas Smith, of Patchogue, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Steering Apparatus for Ships.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engravings.
The inventor says : I do not claim the individual parts of the de-

scribed apparatus.

But I ciairri the arrangement of the movable cogs d d, plate c,

pinion e, and ropes, as set forth and shown in the drawings for opera-

ting the tiller by the steering wheel A.

No. 17,975.

—

Gideon B. Massey, of Mobile, Ala.

—

Improvem^ent in

Instrumentsfor Indicating the Depth of Water in Ships.—Patent dated

August 11, 1857.—When the float which is attached to the chain Gr

is at the bottom of the vessel, the spring F is wound up like a clock

spring and kept in that condition by the weight of said float ; but as

the float rises by reason of the increase of water in the hold of the

vessel, the spring F unwinds itself and turns the barrel E upon arbor

a and winds up the chain Gr, and the wheel J is rotated with the

barrel, and the pins i are caused to act upon thu arms c c^ of the ham-
mers I P, which thus strike upon the bell D.

Claim.—The arrangement of the parts cited relatively to one
another for united operation to produce a leakage alarm and register

for ships, to wit : the bell D arranged on a firm part of the vessel B,

the spring F within the barrel E, and the barrel within the bell, the
float chain Gr on the spring barrel E^ the hammers I P within the

bell, the pin wheel J, and the mechanism by which they are operated

and controlled on the arbor of the spring barrel, and the mechanism
which measures the rise and fall of water alongside the signal mechan-
ism, and so as to be actuated by the spring which sounds the alarm,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,885.

—

Norman Smith, of Stonington, Conn.

—

Improvement in

operating Ships' Windlass.—Patent dated March 24, 1857.—A repre-

sents the upper deck of a vessel ; B the topgallant forecastle ; C the

windlass, such as is commonly used ; D one of the windlass bits ; E
is a double acting crank, connected to the extremity of the axis of the

capstan F. This crank has a steadying journal g, corresponding with
the axis of the capstan, acting in a box or supporting timber H. This
crank is connected to the axis of the capstan, which is made square at

the end to fit in a corresponding eye in the central axis of the crank,

and this is secured in its place on this axis of the capstan by a pin or

bolt a in such a manner that, by removing this pin, the crank may
be disengaged therefrom by dropping downwards, the journal g press-

ing down into the step. L L are two levers, connected by a bolt h, as

a fulcrum to the supporting beam H. On these levers are attached
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the pawls P P, wliicli act in the ratchets R R ; these ratchets being
on the same axis, only one is seen in the engraving.
The inventors say : I do not claim the use of a ratchet to operate a

windlass.

But I claim operating the windlass for raising anchors, and for other

purposes on shipboard, by means of a crank or eccentric on the axis

of a capstan F, or other upright shaft, through the medium of pawls
P attached to levers L, and working in ratchets R on the windlass
beam, substantially as described.

No. 17,633.

—

Joseph Peevy and Abraham Sanborn, of Bangor, Me.

—

Improvement in Ships' Windlasses.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—By
turning the right and left handed screws h and ¥ the fuclra of the
pawls P and P^ are adjusted simultaneously above and below the

fulcrum F, of lever L, so as to adjust the rotation of the windlass W.
The inventor says : We disclaim the mere placing of the pawls

above and below the fulcrum of the lever.

But we claim the attachment of the pawls to the slides a a^, ope-
rated as and for the purpose specified.

ISTo. 17,724.

—

Dexter H. Chamberlain, of West Roxbury, Mass.

—

Improvement in Steering Apparatus.—Patent dated July 7^ 1857.

—

As the nuts N are moved in opposite directions by the revolution of

the screw-shafts E and G, the cap P of the rudder head o is rotated

on an axis passing longitudinally through the middle of the rudder
post ; the feathers q slide in slits c, their arms/, turning in their

bearings in the nuts N, allow the feathers to maintain a position radial

to the circle of revolution of the cap P.

Claim.—The nuts N, with their vibrating feathers g, in combina-
tion with the parallel shafts E, F and G, when the said nuts rest

against and are guided by the middle shaft F, as set forth.

No. 18,663.—T. M. Richardson, of Searsport, Maine, assignor ix)

Himself and J. W. Havner, Searsport, Maine.

—

Improvement in Sieer-

iny Apparatus,—Patent dated November 17, 1857.—E is the pulley

attached to axle F, whose periphery is grooved to correspond with the

grooves in the sheaves L L. This pulley may be of greater or less

diameter according to the power required ; the smaller its diameter,

compared with that of wheel D, the more power will be given by the

latter to the former.

The rope or chain M, as will be seen by inspecting the engravings,

passes once and a half round in each of the grooves of pulley E ; once

and a half round in each of the '' fore "-grooves of the sheaves L L,

and once round in each of the aft-grooves of the same.

The inventor says : I do not claim the slotted tiller, as that was
patented November 28, 1842, by P. T. Share ; nor do I claim any of

the parts, separately considered.

But I claim the described combination and arrangement of the rope

or chain M, with the stationary grooved sheaves L L, and the grooved

pulley E.
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No. 17,122.

—

William Wilcox, of East Hartford, Conn.

—

Improve-

ment in Surge or Cable Springs,—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The
chain A being secured to the capstan, and the anchor attached to

cable B, the operation of this apparatus is as follows : When the

strain comes upon chain B, the rod g secured to plate k compresses

spring d and India rubber disks c ; the latter thus being expanded will

form a tight packing in the cylinder a, and, as the strain on chain B
continues, the compressed air between the Inda rubber disks c serves to

relieve the sudden check upon the cable or vesselproduced by a heavy sea.

Claim.—I am aware that surge-spring relievers, constructed of spiral

springs of India-rubber disks and the pneumatic springs separately,

have been used.

I claim the arrangement of the springs c and the springs d within

the cylinder, operating as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,650.—E. H. Sinnell, of Orleans, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Attaching Extra Topsails to Vessels—Patent dated February 17, 1857.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of an extra topsail yard,

nor the holding it stationary

—

i. e., so as not to be raised or lowered

—

as both the use of an extra topsail yard, and so holding it, have long
been known.

But I claim attaching and handging the extra topsail yard e to the

topmast a itself by means of the combination of the collars /and g
turning on the topmast, the forked brace h connecting said collars,

and the stationary annular plate ¥, on which the lower collar g rests

and turns, so that said extra topsail yard shall swing from the axis

of the topmast as a centre, and secure the advantages specified.

No. 17,209.

—

Thomas Estlack, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Ice-cutting Attachments to Vessels,—Patent dated May 5, 1857.

—

The share A is attached to the bow of the vessel C, by means of the

chains D E F, in such a manner that its position may be adjusted as

desired ; and the cutters G are attached to the share A by means of

swivels, that they may turn and adjust themselves in proper position

whenever the vessel is turned.

The inventor says : I do not claim separately the share A, for that,

or its equivalent, has been previously used.

But 1 claim
J
first, the cutters formed of the teeth e, constructed sub-

stantially as described, and attached to the inclined bars G, which are

pivoted to the share A, as shown.
Second. The share A, when applied and secured to the bow of the

vessel by the chains D D, E E, F F, and used in connexion with the
cutters ; the whole constructed and arranged as described for the pur-
pose set forth.

No. 17,396

—

James E. Simpson, of East Boston, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment in Apparatus for Examining Vessels' Keels.—Patent dated May
26, 1857.—When the vessel D is in place on the dry dock c, and before

the water is pumped out, the rods G are depressed until the ends a of

the levers F touch the keel of the vessel, and the exact contour of the
sole of the keel may be instantly known by the positions of the levers
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G, which are employed along the whole length of the dock in certain

distances from each other.

Claim,—The descrihed apparatus for examining keels of vessels,

consisting essentially of the levers F and rods G, arranged and opera-

ting in the manner substantially as set forth.

No, 18,819.

—

Francis D. Lee, of Charleston, S. 0.

—

Arrangement

of Life and Treasure Buoy for Vessels.—Patent dat^d December 8,

185*7.—The engraving represents the transverse section of a vessel,

(N showing the middle deck, and the upper deck,) on which is

placed a metallic air-tight chamber D, so arranged as to float in case

the vessel founders.

On the top of the buoy is a metallic box containing a small buoy of

cork, marked I, attached and surrounded by a coil of cord, so arranged
that in case some unforeseen accident may sink the larger buoy, the

small one may float to the surface and mark the location of the lost

treasure, provided it be sunk to such a depth as may insure its recovery.

Claim.—The arrangement of the buoy provided with the meaas and
appliances set forth, in relation to the chest or safe and indicating

buoy, and the decks of the vessels, as and for the purposes described.

No. 16,510.

—

Thomas J. Woodworth, of Salem, N. J.

—

Improve-
ment in Supporting Masts in the Decks of Vessels.—Patent dated January
27, 1857.—The nature of this invention consists in surrounding the

mast A with a solid metal case, or supporter with an octagonal vertical

aperture through the same, large enough to admit eight wedges//
around the mast in order to secure it in such a manner as to be per-

fectly water-tight without opening the seams of the deck g g.

C'^ai??!.—Constructing the partner for the masts of vessels, as set

forth.

No. 18,411.

—

John Quiglet, of Saugerties, N. Y.

—

Improvement
Means for Flooding Vessels.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—This

invention consists in arranging a tube in relation to a chamber in the

hold of a vessel, and open to the water in which the vessel floats, that

the tube may be detached from the chamber by any person on the

deck, and the water have free admission into the vessel, or the tube

may serve as a conduit, through which, by means of a pump affixed

to its upper end, water may be readily drawn up to the deck of the

vessel and distributed therefrom as may be needed.

In the drawings, A is the chamber, B is the tube connected by a
screw thread H with the chamber.
The inventor says he claims the arrangement of the tube and cham-

ber in relation to each other, to their parts and connexions, and to the

vessel, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,598.—J. W. Wetmore, of Erie, Pa.

—

Improvement in Means
for Propelling Vessels in Shoal Water.—Patentdated June 16, 1857.

—

The locomotive wheel W is propelled by the arrangement of cranks
h hy which are operated by rods e / and i j, and the wheel will be
enabled to follow the unevenness of the ground by the connexion of the

self-adjusting rods h g and h L
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Claim.—The arrangement of the arms g h and h I and e /and i j,

in relation to each other, and to the crank shaft and toothed wheel, as

and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,969.

—

Armigel W. Handcock, of Allegan county^ Mich.

—

Im-

provement in Mooring Vessels.—Patent dated Decemher 29, 1857.

—

A is the hull of a vessel riding at anchor ; B is the hawser payed out

at the bow ; C is the hawser payed out at the hawser hole D, which is

fixed at a point abaft the forechains ; the said hawsers being attached

—

the one to a bow anchor, and the other to a waist anchor.

Claim,—Mooring a vessel during foul weather, by means of two
hawsers B and C, payed out at the usual bow hawser hole, and at the
hawser hole D, which I especially construct abaft the forechains,

whereby a bow anchor and a waist anchor are arranged and operated
substantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,826.

—

Thomas Bell, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved ar-

rangement of Camels for Baising Sunken Vessels.—Patent dated July
21, 1857.—The camels or tanks being sunk and drawn to each end of

the sunken vessel, the water is pumped out of said tanks by means of

pumps m, and air is admitted to fill its place by means of tubes ; the
tanks, as the water is withdrawn, raise the sunken vessel to the
surface.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the use of camels for

raising sunken vessels, irrespective of the peculiar construction shown
and described.

But I claim the arrangement of camels described, whereby great
strength is secured to support a vessel while being raised and trans-

ported ; and whereby the vessel will be lifted principally by the bow
and stern, or where the greatest strength exists, and only partially

fore and aft, or where the least strength exists ; and whereby all the
inconveniences attending the application and use of those devices

which require that some of their parts shall be passed under the keel,

or over or through the vessel, are avoided, and other numerous bene-
fits secured, substantially as set forth.

No. 16,890.

—

George F. Trescott.—Improvement in Biggi7ig Ves-

sels.—Patent dated March 24, 1857.—The nature of this invention

consists in the lengthening out of the lower mast, above the hounds,
so as to allow a storm-sail and yard No. 6 to be hung in a similar

manner to the lower yard No. 7, under the top No. 5 ; and in reducing
the topmast No. 2 in reverse proportion to increase of lower mast, and
by a division of the lower rigging or shrouds Nos. 3 and 4, to given
points Nos. 8 and 9, or hounds of lower mast. The top No. 5 to be
reduced in size in suitable proportions to the mast.

The inventor says : I do not claim the dividing the topsail, as in

Forbes' or Howes' rig, so as to form a storm-sail, but a separate and
distinct sail and yard, which I call a storm-yard and sail on the

lower mast, so that in the event of a ship losing her topmast or head
of lower mast, would still have her storm-sails to work off a lee shore,

and by the division of the shrouds the masts are better secured,

though longer, and no more weight aloft than usual.
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No. 17,165.

—

George T. May^ of Tompkinsville, N. Y.—Improve^
ment in Sails and Rigging of Vessels.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim and engraving.

The inventor says : I am aware that boats and small vessels having
one or more masts unsupported by rigging, and depending for support

upon the hull, have been fitted with sails that have or may have a

full semi-circular sweep, and I do not, therefore, claim broadly the

use of a sail having such sweep.

But I claim the use of a self-supporting '^sef of masts,, whether
the same is composed of two or more masts, they being stayed and
sustained by rigging whose spread at the line of the deck shall not

exceed the lines of the distance between the forward part of the pivot

mast and the forward part of the spring mast of the set, as set forth.

No. 18,816.

—

Edward S. Keyser, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-

ment in Securing Hatches of Vessels.—Patent dated December 8,

1857.—The nature of this invention consists in covering the seams of

vessels' iiatches with an India rubber packing, which, by means of

iron, or other metal covers or screws, fitted for the purpose, can be

compressed upon the seams tight enough to prevent the passage of

any water through them, thereby obviating the necessity of caulking

and the use of tarpaulins.

Claim.—The securing of ship hatches, and making the joints water-

tight, by means of the hollow flanged ribs B, and the rubber and
plates contained within it, which are pressed down over the seams or

joints by the screws c?, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,852.

—

John Woodville, of Chillicothe, Ohio.^-Improvement
in Means for Stopping Shot-Holes in Vessels.—Patent dated July 21,

1857.—The pad or disk A, when rolled up, as represented in fig. 4,

in a cross section, is passed through the shot-hole h, as represented

in fig. 3, and when through the hole, the pin i is withdrawn from
the loops j by means of string i ; the pad A then, by its own elas-

ticity, spreads out, and rod m is forced into the tubular rod E^, and
the catch F is thrown from recess g. The spring F now forces the

tube E against the shank of pivot L, and throws the pad A around
directly over the shot- hole, as represented in fig. 1. The rod E^ is

then unscrewed from rod D, and the end of said rod is passed through
bar H, and a nut d} is placed on it by screwing up while the pad is

firmly secured over the hole, as represented in fig. 5.

Claim. 1st. The arrangement of the disk A, formed of India

rubber and whalebone slats a, the rigid bar B^ the jointed rod D, the

chains or cords c c, and the springs 0, relatively to one another, in

the manner substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2d. The arrangement on the bar D of the slide E the tubular rod

E, the slide G with catch /, the rod w, and the straps A, relatively

to one another, and to the disk and its attachments, substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.
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No. 17,349.

—

David Hinman & F. B. Fournier, of Berea, 0.,
assignors to Themselves and R. J. Parker, of Ogdensbarg, N, Y.

—

Improvement on Apparatus for Indicating the Speed of Vessels and
Depth of Water.—F^tQXit dated May 19, 1857.—The pressure of the

water upon the hinged wing D will be in proportion to the speed of

the vessel through the water, the vessel moving in the direction of the

arrow. The movement of wing D is transmitted to rack F by means
of rod E, and the pinion c, being on the axes of an index, the latter

indicates the velocity of the vessel.

Claim.—The arrangement of the movable wing D, with its joint c?,

the rod E and rack F, combined with the dial or indicator, substanti-

ally as described for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,835.

—

Charles Weed, of Boston, Mass., assignor to Himself
and Stephen B. Cram, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in Steering

Apparatus for Vessels.—Patent dated December 8, 1857.—In this

invention, if either of the gears G- or H should break, the rudder could

be operated by a single screw, and if one screw should fail^ the steer-

ing wheel K could be shifted to the other, the shaft being prolonged
for this purpose. The nuts M and N, where they rest on the bar L,
are grooved so that they each partly embrace the bar ; this prevents

any lateral strain or torsion of the nuts from being thrown upon the

screws and bar ; each nut embraces the bar on both sides.

The inventor says : I claim placing the parallel screws E and F,
one immediately over the other, and connecting them by the gears

H and G, the steering wheel being attached to one of the screws, ia

the manner substantially as described.

Second, I claim the stationary guide bar L, as arranged with the^

grooved nuts M and N and bearing blocks D, as set forth.

No. 17,892.

—

John Ponton, of New York, N. Y.—Improvement in<

the Mode of Baising Sunken Vessels.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the-

claim and engravings.

Claim.—I claim the arrangement of the adjustable and changeable
supports D D, operating alone or in connexion with the slides e e,

whereby the tanks A B may be brought more closely in connexion-
with, and the sustaining power of them more generally and uniformly
distributed along, a vessel or body.

No. 16,487.

—

John P. Jourda, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Raising Sunken Vessels.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.

Claim.—I claim the arrangement and combination of the floats,,

chains, and chain bill or stopper, and chain dividers, for the purposes
specified.

No. 18,539.

—

Robert Ferguson, of New Orleans, La.

—

Improved'
Apparatus for Unloading Vessels.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.

—

When this invention is in practical operation, the load being placed
upon one car it descends by its own gravity, until, at the lower ex-
tremity of the rail, the long arm of lever I presses against an inclined

Vol. ii 5
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stud S and causes projection i to be removed from under the platform^
and the load to be discharged. The two cars being connected by
an endless chain F, the descent of the loaded car carries up the empty
one, which, on being loaded, descends in its turn, disengaging the
lever from the stud, and permitting spring m to carry projection i

under the first platform.

Claim.—The combination of swinging platform c, arm/, lever?,

and spring m, with the body of the carriage, operating as and for the
purposes set forth.

No. 16,333.

—

Andrew B. G-ray and Alexander H. Brown, ofWash-
ington, D. C.

—

Improvement in Velocimetersfor Vessels.—Patent dated
January 6, 1857.—This apparatus consists of a paddle-wheel E, the
paddles 2 of which can be adjusted to any desired angle by means of
eccentric S, and the connexion cranks between the paddles and said

eccentric ; and the revolutions of said paddle-wheel can be indicated

by a registering apparatus, the entire apparatus serving as a veloci-

meter for vessels.

Claim.—The use of the adjustable paddle-wheel, which can be
graduated to any number of revolutions by presenting more or less

surface of paddle to the action of the water, in order, first, to fix it at

its true point for registering correctly ; and second, should any wear
take place in the machinery for registering, it can at once be adjusted

by changing the angle of the paddle.

No. 16,621.

—

William K. Warden, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment in Apparatus for Indicating the Height of Water in the Holds of
Vessels.—Patent dated February 10^ 1857.—The inclined plate v, which
carries the ball w, is placed at such height as that when the water
and float h shall have risen in the hold to a dangerous height, the ball

shall have been raised up to the inclined tube E, and will slide off the

plate V, and through the tube E, towards box F, which box may be

placed in the cabin or other suitable place. The ball when striking

lever i will tip it so as to release the bell hammer ¥, and set the alarm
mechanism c^, &c., in operation.

Claim,—Operating the alarm apparatus, situated as described, by
means of the balls W, ball-carrier V, inclined tube E, and lever ^,

with their co-operating mechanism ; the whole operating together in

the manner set forth.

No. 16,992.—Jason C. Osgood, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Haiuse-Holes for Vessels, dec.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The na-

ture of this invention consists in beveling the edges of pulleys so as to

fit against each other, whereby a right or slightly obtuse angled edge
is formed, which does not cut or chafe the rope or chain, as the acute

angle formed by their merely touching at the edges would be.

Claim.—I do not claim arranging a series of pulleys in a circle.

But I claim beveling the edges of the pulleys, in the manner and for

the purposes substantially as speiiified.
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No. 18,692.

—

Thomas Hill^ of Waltham, Mass.

—

Improved Arith-
mometer.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—The process of addition

by this invention is as follows : The wheels being each arranged with
the character o opposite the openings g, the key i, which corresponds to

the first figure of the column to be added, is depressed ; then that one
corresponding to the next figure, and so on through the column, using
the first row of keys, or those belonging to the wheel C, when adding a
single column, or one in the unit's place ; each time a key, the wheel C,
will be fed forward a distance corresponding to the number of the key
depressed, and each time ten is counted on this wheel a tooth n on
the wheel. I will vibrate the arms H and G-, and the wheel D will be
f^ed forward one number, counting ten ; and by a similar arrangement,
when this wheel has moved a space of ten figures, it will operate the
succeeding wheel of the series and count one on it, or one hundred.
If several columns of figures are to be added, it is immaterial whether
the figures are read from bottom to top or from side to side, the result

will be the same, if the row of keys corresponding to the place of the
figures, whether in the units, tens, or hundreds column, is used.

Claim.—First. The use in a mechanical calculator of the series of
wheels C D, &c., having each a double row of characters, arranged in

the manner and for the purposes substantially as set forth.

Second. Operating the said wheels by the keys ^, the levers F, and
pawls 6, or their substantial equivalents, in the manner described.

Third. The wheel I, in combination with the arms H and G and
pawl I, constructed and operating substantially as described for the
purpose specified.

No. 18,675.—0. L. Castle, of Upper Alton, 111.

—

Improved Arith-

mometer/or Adding.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—By means
of this invention the operator can, by playing on nine keys, add any
numbers together, and their result will be indicated on a dial. The
ordinary ratchet arrangement is employed, and the extent of the ad-
dition is regulated by the number of index wheels, which can be in-

creased at pleasure. The invention is further explained by the claim
and engravings.

The inventor says : I daim, first, the combination of the repeater

X^ the stationary repeater stop 17, the sliding stop bars T^ T^, &c.,
and the stationary stop pin w^ with the driving wheel D, or its equiv-
alent, provided with a series of holes e e; the whole operating sub-
stantially as described to control the motion of the register.

Second. Combining the shaft of the driving wheel D, or its equiva-
lent, with the keys S^ S^, &«., by means of a stronger spring y and a
weaker spring R, and a lever 13 deriving motion from the keys ; the
whole operating substantially as described for the purpose set forth.

Third, Combining the keys with the sliding stop bars T^ T^, &c.,
by means of the wedges 8 8 attached to the keys, the arms U U sliding
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on guide bars V, and the collars 6 6 and springs 7 7 applied to the

guide bars, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Fourth. The loose teeth r applied to the wheels o o, and operating

substantially as described for the purpose specified.

No. 18,560.

—

Theodore K. Timby, of Medina, N. Y.

—

Improved
Barometers,—Patent dated November 3, 1857.—This invention con-

sists in a mode of constructing barometers, whereby the liability to

be broken from expansion of the mercury during transportation is

entirely prevented ; also, in suspending the barometer tube in the axis

of a cylindrical case having a central hook, so as to serve the necessity

of levelling or plumbing the instrument.

The inventor says : I claim the elastic tube between the stop cock

and barometer tube, as set forth.

I claim the mechanical arrangement for supporting the barometer
tube within the suspension glass case, the same consisting of the

bracing rods 1 1 passing through the glass and brass tubes d and e, and
the wooden block lu, the inner cap a^, the blocks w w^, the lower cap

a^, and the screw joint S, all arranged and co-operating as set forth.

No. 16,727.

—

Jambs Fulton.—Improvement in Chronometer Escape-
ments.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—M L R represents part of the

escape wheel ; A the roller, (partially broken away to show the lifting

pallet B below it ;) N the pivots of the staff ; P C D a lever or pivots

at E, with the detent pallet placed on its upper side at P ; is a
banking attached to the plate for the lever to rest against, so as to

limit the depth of the locking ; F D G is a small lever or click, with
its pivots playing in the lever at D, and is held against a banking
attached at the lever at H by the pressure of the spring K G against

the part G of the chick. It will be seen that the same pressure of the
spring K G will hold the lever against the banking C.

Claim.—The combination of two levers in such a way that one
spring may perform the offices above described by acting on both of

them.

Noi 18,661.—WiLLFORD H. Nettleton, Charles Raymond, and
Anson Hatch, assignors to W. H. Nettleton, of Bristol, Conn.

—

Im-
proved Machine for Turning Pillars for Clock Movements.—Patent
dated November 17, 1857.—The engravings and claim show the
nature of this invention.

The inventors say : We do not claim the use of two chucks, simul-
taneously brought up to turn the ends of a wire to form a pillar shaft

or arbor, as the same has been in use and on sale for many years.

Neither do we claim any particular device for holding the turning-
tools into the chucks ; neither do we claim any sliding mandrel or

mandrel head, as these are well known for other purposes ; neither do
we claim the straightener 6, as the same is well known.
But we claim the feeding slide h, in combination with the straight-

ener &, having an endwise movement and returning spring, or its

eq^uivalent, substantially as specified^ whereby the straightener is
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drawn along as the wire is fed forward, and straightens the wire as it

is forced back by the said spring, or its equivalent, as specified.

We also claim the compound levers i and 19, made and acting in

connexion with the feeding slide h and clamp 14, as and for the pur-

poses specified.

We also claim the holding jaws Jc and 26, regulated in their action

by the screws 28 and 29, and operating as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

We also claim the sliding gauge m, actuated by the cam 22^ in

combination with the holding jaw k, as specified, whereby the gauge
m is withdrawn, while the pillar or arbor is being forced out of said

holding jaws, but comes up to determine the length or position of the

wire or blank that passes into said jaws, as set forth.

No. 18 890.

—

Robert P. Cunningham, of Eastford, Conn.

—

Improve-
ment in Clocks.—Patent dated December 22^ 1857.—In the engrav-

ings, a and a)^ show the spring pallets, the swing wheel shown at S n,

the verge connected with the fork piece g, and arm h p ¥, and the ex-

tension m; the dampers are d d^.

Fig. 2, in sections, shows pivoted pallets acting in the notch of the

swing wheel S ; k is abridge, spreading each way from the pivot arbor,

and connecting the two sides.

In fig. 3, 6, formed as cover to a watch spring barrel, carries a slen-

der return spring stop i projecting from a small stud o, standing in-

ward from the cover as it is shut into the ring j ; so the return part

of the spring i bears evenly and lightly on the bridge k of the pallet,

and thus is a guide to its middle or quiescent position, and this posi-

tion is now adjusted by twisting the cover carrying the spring i

within the ring j.

The inventor says : I claim, 1st, looped or slotted spring pallets

acting tensively from the faces of the swing wheel teeth S.

2d. I claim the combination of the tensive pallets and swing wheel
teeth, either with or without the stops d d, or with the stops i i^, for

the purposes shown in manner as set forth, or substantially their

equivalents.

No. 16,418, M. J. Whitmorb, of Potsdam, N. Y., assignor to Frank
Gr. Johnson, of Brooklyn, N. Y., and M. J. Whitmorb.—Improvem,ent

in Calendar Clocks.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The wheel A.

revolves twice in twenty-four hours, consequently turns the pivot B,
by pinion F, one-half a turn to each revolution of the wheel A, the

last half revolution being between 12 and 2 o'clock a. m. The re-

volving of the pivot brings the cog of the centre pinion E in contact

with the cog of wheel C, and turns it forward one cog or one day, and
80 continuing to turn it forward one cog each day, until the 31 days
have passed. When a month of 30 days is to occur, one of the inclines

R will be brought under lever g^, forcing down the upper fork H, so

as to bring the upper pinion E in contact with the cog D, on the

upper side of wheel C. Thus the three pinions E can be thrown in

gear with the different cogs D, by means of the slides R and M, to

indicate the month of February and the February of the leap year.
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Claim,—Placing the intermittent cogs D upon the upper and lower
faces of the calendar wheel C, and giving said cogs the necessary

movements for accomplishing the intended purpose, by means of the

sliding and stationary and intermitting pinions E E E on the shaft B,

all being comhined together, and operated in the manner and for the

purposes set forth.

No. 16,628.

—

Edwin P. Monroe, of Albany, N Y., assignor to

Gilbert H. Scribner^ of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Calendar
Clocks.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The cards a, each pro-

vided with two holes, and eyelets h c, are suspended upon the wires e d.

The arm / is made to slide in a slot in the casement of the clock, and
is connected with the clock movement, so that at a certain time each
day the arm /will be caused to descend, when the wedges g will enter

between the first and second card, and push the first card forward
against the action of a slight spring at the front end of wire e. As
soon as the eyelet c has slipped over said spring, the card will fall down,
and remain suspended, with its lower eyelet h upon wire d^.

Claim.—The displacing of cards for the purpose of enumerating
and designating the day, said cards being suspended upon wires, as

described, and displaced by means of a hand, as set forth, moved and
operated by the machinery of the common hour clock, or by any other

machinery appropriate for the same purpose.

No. 18,665.

—

William H. Akins, of Berkshire, N. Y., and Joseph C.

BuRRiTT, of Ithaca, N. Y., assignors to Wait T. Huntington and
Henry Platts, of Ithaca, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Calendar Clocks.—

-

Patent dated November 17, 1857.—Upon the side of the corrugated

disk I, between it and the plate J, is rigidly secured a wheel K, having
forty -eight teeth, one for each month in every bissextile term. To
the loose disk J is secured a plate 5, having two lugs projecting over

its side, through the upper one of which is passed a pin c, for the pur-

pose of raising a weighted lever L, pivoted upon a stud e on the side

frame, and having a pin d secured to its side, which, when the lever

is allowed to drop as the lug revolves with the disk, engages with
the teeth on the wheel K, and prevents it from being revolved more
than one tooth at a time.

The disk I being rigidly secured to the wheel K, and the latter being
caused to perform one forty-eighth part of a revolution at the expira-

tion of every month, the former will also perform a revolution at the

same time ; and being provided with a number of elevations and de-

pressions on its periphery, it causes the arm x^ of the rock shaft X,
which rests upon it, to rise and fall as it is raised by a ridge, or dragged
down into a notch by the action of the spring x^.

Claim.—The quadrennially revolving corrugated disk I, when
operating in the manner substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

No. 16,902.

—

George R. Clark and Samuel Adams, of Antioch,

Mich.

—

Improvement in Grade Delineators.—Patent dated March 31,

1851.—The purpose of this invention is to describe the grade of that
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part of the country to be surveyed, by driving over it with a wagon,
the hind axle of which is connected with a driving shaft A which
gives motion to the machinery of the grade delineator.

The claims and engravings will give the reader an idea of the nature

of this invention.

Claim.—First. The use of the pendulum L, or its equivalent, ope-

rated upon by gravitation, in combination with the cones ODE, and
the friction wheels Gr and H, or their equivalent. •

Second. In combination with the pendulum L and the cones C D
E, the arrangement of the arms ah c^ the bars d e /, and the slides

M, to move the friction rollers along the cones, substantially as de-

scribed.

Third. The pendulum L, or its equivalent, with the paper rolls and
grade pen, or either of them, in such a manner that their respective

motions, as set forth, may produce correct horizontal or vertical scales,

or a profile of the ground travelled over by the carriage.

No. 18,908.

—

George Juengst, ot New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Dynamometer.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—In operating this

invention, a belt is arranged over the pulley B, so as to turn it wnth
power in the direction of the arrow. The pulley, which turns with
its hub loosely on the tube s, next pulls the belt R, which, drawing
the sliding frame D, compresses the springs g, till the force applied

is sufficient to overcome the resistance of the shaft by the corresponding
pressure on the support roller E. The more power the pulley has to

give out for this purpose, the further the belt R will be drawn from
the support, the more will the springs be compressed, and the sliding

frame with its ring F will be removed from its original position, so

that the ring will stand more or less eccentric to the shaft A, in exact

proportion to the power working on the pulley. According to the
degree of eccentricity, the rod I and lever, with the disk L, will be
moved more or less, and with it the attached registering apparatus.

On lessening the power, the spring g will move the sliding frame, with
its appurtenances, more towards the original position, make the move-
ments of the lever smaller, and work accordingly on the registering

apparatus.

Claim.—The connexion of the loose pulley B with belt R, the sup-
port with the spring ^, sliding frame D with ring F^ and the con-
nexion of F with disk L by lever and nipping pawl, and with a
counting apparatus, or their several equivalents, by which arrange-
ment the amount of working power is registered for the whole time
of its action, substantially in the manner as set forth.

No. 17,185.

—

John W. Cochran, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Gauges for Casks.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—This instru-

ment being inserted in the bung-hole of the cask B, as represented in

-G.g 1, the arms h can be extended so as to touch the sides or ends of
the cask by sliding thumb-screws b down on rods a, and the distance
the points of arms h are apart will be known by reference to a scale

marked on rods a, from which the measurement of the cask can be
calculated. When the bung-hole is not in the centre of the cask, the
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pin p is withdrawn from thumb-screws b, and each of the plungers d
can now be operated separately ;

the measurement of one arm h must
be added to that of the other to get the mean diameter of the cask.

The inventor says : I do not intend to confine myself to this par-

ticular manner of constructing my gauge, but in any way, so long as

it is substantially the same in efiect.

I claim, first, the arrangement of the sliding plungers and set-

screws, in relation to the connecting rods and measuring arms, by
which I am enabled to work each arm independcQt from the other and
gauge casks or vessels, whether the bung-hole is in the centre, in the

head, or elsewhere.

Second. Making the measuring arms adjustable, as set forth.

No. 18,931.

—

Forrest Sheperd, of New Haven, Conn.

—

Improved
Apparatusfor Illustrating Conic Sections and the Lines of the Glohe.—
Patent dated December 22, 1857.—This invention consists in mounting
the globe with an extended tabular horizon, and movable, graduated
meridians made of materials transparent_, translucent, or opaque, ca-

pable of being written on with a pencil, and of having the writing,

or work, easily wiped or rubbed off ; and connecting with the globe

a surface, divided into zones, &c., capable of being written upon with

a pencil, and having the writing wiped off; and having the hollow
cone so constructed that the pole of the globe may be elevated so as

to mark the visible horizon from any latitude, or to mark the ecliptic.

The claim and engravings will further describe this invention.

The inventor says : I claim the combination of the globe, with an
extended horizon or surface, as the base or convex surface of the cone,

or any other extended surface on which may be written any geograph-
ical or other exercise with the globe, and be easily wiped or rubbed
off, when constructed, arranged, and combined substantially as de-

scribed.

I also claim the combination of the globe with the cone, when the

cone is made in three or more segments, and the upper segment so

cut as to illustrate the conic sections, and the whole is constructed,

arranged, and rendered susceptible of the various uses as described

and set forth.

No. 17,481.

—

Samuel C. Bishop, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Machines for Covering Insulated Wire with Lead or other Ductile

Metal.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—A current of water being started

through the water-courses entering pipe m in the direction of the

arrow, and passing down between pipes c and j^ then rising in pipe c

and escaping through pipe n, the wire 5, covered with gum, is entered

through tube c and pushed down until it enters die F ; melted metal
is then poured into recess M, and ram E is forced down by hydraulic

pressure, whereupon the metal will be forced out of chamber M through
the die, and as it leaves the steel point 2, it is closed around the gum
with sufficient impingement to draw the wire down as the metal
advances, so that each part of the insulated wire in succession is caused

to pass the point where the metal leaves the steel point 2, and is

therefore at that point exposed to the action of the metal, and this^
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too, after the proper condition of temperature has been obtained

between them.
Claim.—Causing the metal and insulated wire to move in separate

channels toward a die, where they are to be united, and preventing

the gum from being heated while it and the lead advance toward the

die by a current of fluid passing in a suitable vessel or vessels between

the metal and gum to receive and carry off the caloric, all substan-

tially as described.

No. 18,572.

—

Edward Cavendy, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Method of Determining Approximate Latitude at Sea.—Patent dated

November 10, 1857.—The engravings represent the tube A as sus-

pended by gimbals placed within an aperture in the top C of a tripod.

The tube is suspended in a self-adjusting vertical position at such a
height that the observer can stand beneath its lower end, and, with his

quadrant or sextant, reflect the sun to a point in the heavens directly

over the axis of the tube, when by the appearance of the shadow thrown
into the upper end of said tube from a ring placed a short distance

above the same, he is able to indicate the very instant the sun attains

its highest altitude, and to measure the number of degrees that the

sun, at the said instant of time, is below the zenith, which sum, when
deducted from ninety degrees, will give the exact altitude of the sun
above the horizon.

Claim.—The described method of determining approximately the

zenith of the observer, under the circumstances set forth.

No. 18,963.—J. B. Elliott, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improved Device

for Attaching Lightning Bods.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.

—

The two wires g g^ are secured in the head of a malleable cast iron

spike or nail i, which is driven into the building, and this spike or

nail may be cast around the wire. The wires are formed of ordinary

iron wire, which, being a worse conductor than copper, prevents the

fluid from passing into the building. On the shank of the nail or

spike i there is placed a piece of gutta-percha j to prevent moisture
from working in around the spike.

The inventor says : I do not claim forming a conductor of corrugated
metal strips or plates, for they have been previously used.

Neither do I claim serrating or notching the edges of the strips

which form the conductor, nor do I claim the manner of connecting
said strips.

But I claim connecting the conductor to the building by means of

the wires g g^, bent as shown, and secured in the head of the spike or

nail i, for the purpose set forth.

No 17^606.

—

Samuel 0. Hubbard, of Middletown, Conn., assignor
to Charles C. Hubbard, of the same place.

—

Improvement in llachines

for Graduating Lineal Measures.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The
rule to be graduated is placed upon the dies on bed B, said dies having
the lines and characters formed upon them in relief, which it is desired

to imprint on the rule; by turning crank Gr, a reciprocating motion is

given bed B by means of bands E, and the cylinder D presses the rule
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on the die, while at the same time the points P mark the longitudinal
lines on the rule. In order that the indentations on the disk may
always meet the joints of the rule, it is necessary that the disk should
begin its motion in a determinate position. To insure this, the side

of the disk is fitted with a pin K^ which strikes against a stop L on
the frame, and is held there by the tension of spring M coiled around
shaft N ; and as the disk D is turned by friction alone, it always
commences turning when the rule on the dies bears against it in pass-

ing under ; in this way, the position of the disk in starting, with respect

to the rule, is always the same.
Claim.—In combination with dies for imprinting the figures and

transverse lines upon the rule, graves or points, arranged and held as

described, for marking the gauge or longitudinal lines on the rule, as

described.

Also, the pressure disk D, with one or more indentations on its per-

iphery corresponding to the knuckles of the joints of folding rules

when this is combined with giving to the disk thus constructed a self-

acting reverse motion, to bring it back after each impression of a rule

to the precise point whence it started, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

No. 16,359.

—

James Jones, of Rochester, N. Y.

—

Improvement in In-

struments for Measuring Boards.—Patent dated January 6^ 1857.

—

A detailed description of this invention would take up too much space

to be given here ; the principal features thereof will be understood by
reference to the claim and engravings.
The inventor says : I am aware that the quantities of areas have

been indicated by means of the combination of a cone or disk, with a
roller sliding thereon ; therefore I disclaim the use of the above ele-

ments, either separately or when combined with a single index, as in

the machine of M. Ernest, described in the '^ Bulletin de la Societe de

rindustrie Rationale."—Vol 40, pi. 841.

But, in all the cases which have come under my observation, the in-

strument constructed on the above principle has been used only for

application to plans or drawings of the area to be measured ; and
therefore I claim my means of so adapting the instrument that it may
be applied to the actual surface, whether of a board or other article,

such means consisting of the outer and inner disks D and B, com-
bined with the two indexes—one of said indexes being intended to regu-

late the position of the friction roller R on the inner disk, and the

other for indicating the quantity measured.

No. 18,313.

—

William W. Wythes, of St. Clair, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Machines for Measuring Cloth.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.

—

This improvement consists in the employment of a measuring roller

and pressure roller, the latter being hung to a spindle in such a man-
ner that the edge of the fabric to be measured may be readily intro-

duced between the two rollers and maintained in contact with the

measuring roller. As the fabric is drawn along, the measuring roller

revolves and communicates motion to a pointer as well as to a num-
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bered plate, so that the exact amount of fabric passed through the

rollers can at once be ascertained.

The inventor says : I do not claim, exclusively, the employment of

rollers in connexion with an index for measuring fabrics.

But I claim, first, the arrangement of the measuring roller A^ with
the pressure roller B, when the latter is hung loosely on a hinged
spindle, and acted upon by a spring, and when it is exposed at the

end for the admission of the fabric, substantially in the manner set

forth.

Second, the combination of the shaft i, wheel d, lever I, shaft J,
wheels e and h, numbered plate m, index p, and pointer h, when the

whole are arranged substantially in the manner set forth and for the

purpose specified.

No IS,*?!!.

—

James D. Smith, of Brantingham, N. Y.

—

Improved
Machine for Multiplying Numbers

.

—Patent dated November 24, 1857.

—

The object of this invention is to enable persons readily to ascertain

the gross value of articles when a certain price for fractional parts is

given. The invention consists in having a rotary disk, graduated on
one side and numbered, so as to form a table ; said table being used
in connexion with a graduated stationary index.

The inventor says, this device is used as follows : Suppose, for in-

stance, that the gross sum or value of an article is required to be
known, the article weighing 10 lbs. and the price 6 cents per lb.; the
disk A is turned until the line d, numbered 10 at the periphery of the

disk^ is brought in line with the left edge of the index or bar C, and
the amount opposite, or by the side of figure 6, on the bar or index^

will be the gross or aggregate sum, viz : 60 cents.

Claim.—The combination of the rotating disk A, and stationary

index or bar C, graduated and numbered, as described, for the pur-
pose set forth.

No. lYjSTO.

—

Calvin Cole, of Tarrytown, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Adjustments Applied to Fendulum Levels.—Patent dated July 28,

1857.—The position of the spiral level L, at right angles to the pen-
dulum F, can be adjusted and secured by set screw J and spring K.
The inventor says : I do not claim the use of a pendulum to give

indications of level or angular surfaces ; nor do I claim the use of a
spirit level, disconnected from the combination in which I use it.

But I claim, first, the adjusting platform H, with its attached set

screw J and spring K, as described, and for the purpose set forth.

Second. The adjustment of the dial C, plate around the axis of the
pendulum by the set screws D D^, as described.

No. 17,023.

—

Thomas A. Chandler, of Kockford, 111.

—

Improvement
in Levels or Inclinometers.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The index
F is attached to shaft G, and serves to indicate the degrees on the

graduated circle B. The pendulum I is also hung upon shaft I, and
when said pendulum is at rest, the index F has the position as repre-

sented in the engraving. The apparatus is fitted within a stock A,
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and the manner of using it will be readily understood by reference to

the engraving.

The inventor says : I claim the combination of an entire graduated
circle, provided with a pendulum and index, with the two parallel

sides of the level stock, whereby I am enabled to apply either side of

said stock to the surface whose direction is to be ascertained, and at

the same time have the index facing the operator, in whatever position

he may be placed.

I do not claim the level stock, with its opposite sides parallel, nor
the graduated indicating circle or dial, nor the indicator with two
horizontal and one vertical pointer, nor the knife-edge bearing, upon
which the indicator and pendulum are mounted, nor the pendulum,
because separately, and for other purposes, they are all well known

;

but they have never before been combined to form a level, nor has a
level of any kind ever before been made capable of performing the

functions of this combination.

Therefore I claim the level composed of the before enumerated parts

in combination, whereby, among other things, either edge of the in-

strument may be used uppermost, with its face or dial towards the

operator ; and when any two of the pointers are screened from sight

by an intervening body_, the third will indicate the inclination of the

surface to which the instrument is applied, and the angles at the head
and foot of a rafter will be indicated at the same time.

No. 18,701.—KoBERT NoRRis and Frederick Peters, of New York,
N. Y.

—

Improved Pendulum Quadrant.—Patent dated November 24,

1857.—This instrument consists of a quadrant frame C, an arch or

limb D, a pendulum A, with a tell-tale B, a stopper E, with a wind
protector K, a sight tube H, and an index F, with a nonius Gr. The
quadrant frame and the arch, which comprises a quarter ot a circle

graduated in the usual manner, and the index with its nonius, are

constructed like the same parts in similar instruments.

The inventors say : We do not claim a quadrant for taking altitudes

without the aid of a natural horizon.

But we claim the pendulum with its tell-tale, in combination with
the index, the sight tube, and the other parts of the quadrant, as

described.

No. 17,253.—E. P. Baily, of Niagara, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Signal

Lamps.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—This invention consists in pro-

viding a common hand lamp, with colored cylinders D E, which may
be raised up into the darkened part of the lamp, thereby showing
nothing more than the common light, while, by disengaging the spring

fastenings j, and thereby allowing the movable ring F to turn and
drop the tube over the burners s by means of the chains H, a signal

may be given in case of danger or other emergencies.

The inventor says : I do not claim the common globe or hand lamp,
as that has been in use a long time.

But I claim the means employed to raise and lower the colored

tubes, as set forth, by means of the rings and chains H H, so con-

structed and attached that one tube or cylinder may play or move up
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and down within the other, and independent of each other, thereby

allowing the different colors to be changed without obstructing each
other.

No 18,159.

—

Albert Potts, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Signalsfor Steamboats.—Patent dated September 8, 185*7.—The signal

light is mounted by means of a movable crane M, upon the paddle-
box B, of the steamer, and is revolved by means of gearings Q R P U
T S, which latter is secured to the main shaft of the engine.

Claim.—The system of signals for steamers formed, as set forth, by
lights mounted upon movable cranes, and rotated from the paddle-
wheel or propeller-shaft.

No. 18,194.

—

George N. Cummings, of Hartford, Conn.

—

Improved
Machinefor Expanding Spectacle Bows.—Patent dated September 15,
1857 —A partly formed eye-rim, which is made smaller than when
finished, is placed upon the platform E, over the top of the jaws A,
when closed. By turning crank-shaft B, the jaws will open by the
action of the oval part of said shaft, and stretch the eye-rim to its pro-

per size and shape ; the jaws then close by the reaction of spiral

spring C.

Claim.—The spectacle eye-former made in two parts, as described,

the circumference of the two parts when closed being smaller than the

eye, and being expanded by the double former to the required size, in

the manner and for the purpose as herein set forth.

No. 18,327.

—

Samuel Darling, of Bangor, Me.

—

Improvement in the

Manufacture of Metallic Squares.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.

—

Figures 1 and 2, in the drawings, represent in perspective the square
in question, showing the tongue and beam separate and united to-

gether. The leading feature in the manufacture of this square con-

sists in uniting the tongue and beam together by solder.

Figure 1 is the beam of the square, which may be made of any kind
of metal. B is the tongue thereof, which is made of steel. Figure 2

represents a modification of the plan shown in figure 1 for making the

beam. The tongue B is made of steel, but not hardened except at the

edges. The edges of the tongue are hardened by placing it between
two pieces of thick iron, allowing the edges of the tongue to project on
all sides ; the tongue and side pieces are then heated sufficiently for

the purpose, and afterwards plunged into water, which hardens the
edges and leaves the centre soft.

The inventor says : What I claim as new is a square, when con-

structed substantially as set forth and described.

No. 17,991.

—

Joel Whitney, of Winchester, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Adjustments for Try-Squares.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The
beam b are composed of the three parts F F ^, which are secured together

by means of screws e, said screws securing also the tongue a to beam
b. By unscrewing the screws, which pass through holes j k, the

tongue a can be adjusted to the beam by turning the eccentric pin d
by means of a screwdriver.
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Claim.—The flattened pin C working in the slot, in combination
with the eccentric pin, arranged substantially in the manner and for

the purpose described.

No. 18,728.

—

Christopher Becker, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improved
Surveying Level.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The engravings
and claim show the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim, 1st, the constructing of the telescope

with square surfaces a a, resting upon small points or surfaces upon
the supports, and attached to the same in the manner and for the
purposes described.

2d. I claim the arrangement, construction, and manner of operating
the spider threads by one screw only, as described.

3d. I claim the arrangement of the set screws S, acting directly

upon and square to the axis of the instrument, in the manner specified.

4th. 1 claim the arrangement and construction of the micrometer
and tangent screws, so as to prevent any dead movement, in the

manner described.

No. 18,608.

—

James M. Lillet, of G-reenville, Ya.

—

Improved In-

strumentfor Surveying and Calculating Areas.—Patent dated November
10, 1857.—In this invention the graduated rule C and quadrant E
can be shifted along the groove M to either end of the limb B, at

the pleasure of the operator ; the position in the slide will not inter-

fere with the accuracy of the instrument. In shifting the rule C from
one end of the limb B to the other, the rule C has to be inverted, and
the slot L, in the opposite end, placed in the groove.

Claim.—The combination of three scales A, B, 0, and quadrant E^
as used for the purposes already set forth.

No. 17,355.

—

William F. CnANNma, of Boston, Mass., and Moses
G. Farmer, of Salem, Mass., assignors to William F. Channing afore-

said.

—

Improvement in Fire-Alarm Telegraph.—Patent dated May 19,

1857.—If a fire is discovered in the vicinity of a signal station z, an
authorized person opens the signal box, and turns ©rank a^ a number
of times ; the teeth h^ h^, on the circuit wheel, depressing the key
c^ c^, and in this manner break and restore the circuit at definite in-

tervals, the key returning by its own elasticity ; this operation causes

the electro-magnet and armature of the central station Y, by repeated

strokes on r, to indicate the number of the district and station whence
the alarm designates. The operator at the central station Y, by
turning crank A, operates the transmitting. apparatus A B, causing

the bells at the alarm station Y to give the alarm, and, by tapping on
key m^ m^, the number of the signal station originating the alarm
may be transmitted to any of the signal stations z.

Claim.—1st. The signal system described, consisting of a series of

signal stations scattered at intervals through a whole city or town,

or any part thereof, and telegraphically connected with a common
centre or point, or with each other, by one or more signal circuits, by
which means a constant communication may be established and main-
tained between all parts of a city or town, however extended ; and
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with the centre or centres at which the signal circuit or circuits con-

verge or meet, so that Ihe moment the fire occurs, its existence and
locality may at once be known at the centre of the system, and efforts

for subduing it properly directed.

2d. The alarm system described, consisting of a series of alarm
stations, suitably distributed throughout a whole city or town, or any
part thereof, and telegraphically connected with a central station by
one or more alarm circuits, by which means a public alarm of the ex-

istence and locality of a fire may be given at different points.

3d. In combination with the alarm system, for striking the number
of the district upon the alarm bells, the signal system for communi-
cating the number of the station at which the fire occurs to all the
signal stations, as well as for communicating an alarm to the central

station.

No. 18,022.

—

John E. Smit^, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Tele-

grapMc Repeaters.—Patent dated August 18, 185*7.—A detailed de-

scription of this invention would take up too much space to be given
here ; the principal features thereof will be understood by reference to

the claims and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim the opening and closing of the
local circuit by magnetism produced by the opening and closing of the
main circuit.

But I claim the connexion of a battery at each station with the line

wire, and with two local cross connexions, in such manner that, by
means of the key and relay lever, the cross connexions through the
register magnet and the other cross connexions are alternately broken,
and the battery thrown upon the main line^ and its current caused to

operate the relays on the line wire, like a main current, till shut from
the line by the relay lever, as described, whereby each battery is made
to perform the duty of an ordinary local battery while not wanted on
the line wire, and to perform the duty of a main battery while not
wanted as a local.

Second. The key placed in the local circuit and constructed, as de-
scribed, to open and close the said circuit in two branches, to give two
directions to the current over the line wire, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

No. 18,626.

—

Edwabd C. Clay, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improved Device
in Telegraphic Fire-Alarm Apparatus.—Patent dated November 17,
1857.—In operating this invention, the operator at the central station,

having received the alarm from one of the minor stations, sets the
hand F at 60, and the hand E at the number of the district in which
the fire may be, (say at 2 ;) this places the snail K in the position

shown in the engraving, when the pin e will strike against the second
step on the periphery of the snail K, and allow the escapement I to

be drawn over by its springs (i, in the direction of the arrow, just so

far that it will require to be fed up two notches by the shaft M, before

the pin e is again brought into the path of the arm I ; when this oc-

curs, the revolutions of the shaft are arrested.

Having thus arranged the hands, the operator mov©s the key U
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against the resistance of spring Y ; this moves the long bent rod T, and
vibrates the lever S, and lifts the pin n clear of the segment /, when
the spring d immediately draws near the escapement I, until the pin
e rests against the snail K. As soon as the pin n has been lifted, and
the escapement I has vibrated, the key U is released by the operator_,

and the pin n falls again into the segment/, and acts as a retaining
pawl. When the pin e is drawn out of the way of the arm ?, the
shaft M revolves. Each movement of the shaft causes the bells to

strike once, moves forward the index hand one mark, and feeds up the

segment/ one notch ; now, as the position of the segment/ is repeated

by the index hand, the number of the district will be struck and
counted, when the pin e will again be brought into the path of the
arm Z, and the operation be stopped.

Claim.—The snail K, or its equivalent, and dial plate, in combi-
nation with the single key U.

No. 16,828.

—

Moses G. Fakmer and Asa F. Woodman, of Portland,

Me.

—

Improvement in Telegraphic Bepeaters.—Patent dated March 17,

1857.—In engraving, fig 1, A^, A^, two distant stations, this invention

is supposed to be placed at an intermediate one. If the independent
circuit be broken by an operator at A^, the relay magnet at B^ will be

discharged, and this will discharge the local magnet at C^, and break

the dependent circuit at X^. This will cause the lever B to be tipped,

and thereby prevent the independent circuit being broken at the

instrument, or at X^. From this it will be seen that the main circuit,

which is first broken, (which may be called the independent circuit,)

determines which way the beam B shall incline, and that this incli-

nation, while it allows the instrument to break the dependent circuit,

prevents it from breaking the independent circuit.

Claim.—The use of a mechanical obstacle, essentially in the manner
as set forth, whereby, when the independent circuit has broken the

dependent circuit at the instrument, the dependent circuit is prevented

from breaking the independent circuit.

No. 18,149.

—

John P. Humaston, of New Haven, Conn.

—

Machine

for Punching Paper-Fillets for Transmitting Telegraphic Signals.—

-

Patent dated September 8, 1857.—A detailed description of this in-

vention would take up too much space to be given here ; the principal

features thereof will be understood by reference to the claims and
engravings.

Claim.—First. The manner of operating the punches for perfo-

rating the characters in the paper, consisting of the revolving type-

wheel, or other equivalent means of indicating characters, in combi-

nation with the punches, as described.

Second. The method of regulating the feed of paper, consisting of

the graduated stop-wheel, or equivalent series of stops, in combination

with the type-wheel, and with the means for propelling the paper-

fillet past the punches, as described.

Third. The manner of forming the cutting ends of the punches

—

that

is to say, having its advancing end formed into two cutting edges,

by means of the V-shaped recess, in combination with a second pair
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of ctitting edges opposite to thenij formed in like manner and upon
the same plate, but in position at a right angle to the first pair ; thus

making the other half of the shear, in conjunction with an adjoining

punch, substantially in the manner set forth.

No. 18,131.—Sajviuel C. Bishop, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement

iifh Insnlattd Telegraphic Wires, enclosed in Metallic Tubing.—Patent

dated September 8, 185T.—A current of water is started through the

water-courses 5, in the direction of the arrows, and the wire covered

with gum is entered into the inner tube through cup l, and pushed
down until it enters die F. The melted metal is then poured into

recess M, and the ram E is forced down ; whereupon the metal will be

forced out of chamber M, and, as it leaves the steel point 2, is closed

around the gum with sufficient impingement to draw the wire down.
Claim.—The article above described as a new manufacture, con-

sisting of wire insulated by a covering of gutta percha, or India-

rubber, firmly enclosed in a coating of lead or other ductile metal.

No. 18,14T.—Henry Hochstrassbr, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Attaching Wires to Bell Telegraphs.—Patent dated September 8,

1857.—^The spring G is interposed between the purchase crank A and
the machine to be moved ; so that if the wires are pulled further than
the machine will admit, the strain will come upon the intermediate

springs, and not on the cranks.

The inventor says : I do not claim any improvement on any machine
to which the intermediate springs may be attached.

I claim the intermediate spring, or its equivalent, substantially as

described.

No. 16,665.—-William D. Wesson, of Chillicothe, 0.

—

Improvement
in Electric Telegraphs,—Patent dated February 17, 1857.—A are posts

along the whole road. The metal elbows D D are insulated from the

brackets B, to which they are pivoted at a. The elbows are only
allowed to play slightly between pins h c, which are also insulated*

Each elbow is connected with the nearest elbow on the next post A
by conducting wires E. The wires E are fringed with fine iron wires

/, which hang down and vibrate freely. The pendulum I is swung
forward by the circuit-breaker L on the vehicle V, (as the latter passes

along,) and is thus caused to turn the shaft G far enough for the crank

g to raise the movable conductor or circuit-closer H out of contact

with the elbows D D, and thus break the circuit in the line of wires

E. The circuit-receivers upon the vehicle consist each of a horse-shoe
electromagnet J J, having iron plates k k attached to its poles ; these

plates are in constant contact with the wires /. The circuit-receivers

are connected by^a conducting wire y, having a telegraphing apparatus
in its circuit.

(7Zaim.—Constructing the stationary telegraph line of a series of

immovable and interposed movable conductors ; and furnishing the

vehicle with a circuit-breaker, circuit-receivers, and conductors, ar-

ranged to operate substantially as set forth, for the purpose of break-
' -^g the circuit through the main line at a point or points where the

Vol. ii 6
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vehicle is passing, and completing tlie circle througli, so that hf BUit^
hie telegraphing instruments or apparatus carried bj the yehiclcj

communications may be transmitted and received by the vehicle to and
from other vehicles, or to and from stations at a distance, either whil©

the vehicle or vehicles are stationary or in motion, as set forth.

No. ITjGTS.—Hahrisoi^ Gray Dyar, of New York, N.Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Electric Telegraphs.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—A detailed

description of this invention would take up too much space to be given
here ; the principal features thereof will be understood by reference to

the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim any particular mode of obtaining

the synchronism of the vibrations ; nor confine myself to vibrations or

any particular form of motion to produce the like effect ; nor the use

of any particular means for obtaining the electric action ; nor the kind
of signals, signs, marks^ or recording ; nor particular modes of arrang-

ing the apparatus ; leaving it to those who use my invention to employ
such apparatus, whether vibratory, rotary, or oscillatory, as they may
deem best suited to accomplish the object desired under the different

circumstances which may arise.

But I c?am constructing and operating signalizing telegraphic appa»
ratus in such manner that electric pulsations representing signals,

resulting from the actions of two or more operators at work at the

same time, are imparted alternately and successively to a single main
conductor or wire of communication, and received therefrom and dis-

tributed in the same alternating succession, whereby a single main
conductor may be made the instrument by which two or more opera-

tors can be simultaneously employed in sending different messages,

either in the same or opposite directions, substantially as set forth.

I also claim transmitting different electric signals, resulting from
the actions of two or more operators working at the same time, at the

same or opposite ends of a single main conductor, by means of a single

main conductor combined with two or more sets of corresponding sig-

nal-sending and signal-receiving conductors, which represent the dif-

ferent signals in use, and are appropriated to different operators by
means of intermediate circuit-making and circuit-breaking apparatus,

which are moved in harmony at the signal-sending and signal-receiv-

ing stations^ in such manner as to present themselves successively in

all the positions required to permit currents of electricity to be passed
alternately through the corresponding members of the signal-sending

and signal-receiving conductors^ whereby the apparatus at each station

can at the same time be employed in transmitting and receiving sig-

nals representing messages, substantially as set forth.

I also claim transmitting electric pulsations to a main conductor,

and distributing them from the same main conductor by two sets of

circuit-making and circuit-breaking apparatus, which are moved in

harmony with each other, but are moved by the mechanism independ-

ently of the other portions of the telegraphic apparatus, in such man-
ner that the harmonious movement of the circuit-making and circuit-

breaking apparatus at either end of the main conductor is not impeded
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or controlled by the irregular moveraent of other parts of the tele-

graphic apparatus.

I also claim sending and receiving signals, as stated, by apparatus

so arranged and combined with the main conductor that, in operating,

the impulse that closes or opens the circuit shall last but for a moment,
while the contact maintained at the station where the signal is re-

ceived shall last a longer period, so as to advise of the necessity of

exact synchronism in the movements of the mechanism at the two
stations.

No. 17,997.

—

Benjamin T. Harris, of Brooklyn, K. Y., assignor

to John McKillop, of Brooklyn, aforesaid.

—

Improvement in Machines

for 3Iarhing Time of Attendance of Workmen.—Patent dated August 11,

1857.—The cylinder 0, which is operated by the hour-wheel of a
clock-work within the case A, has a paper wound up on its circumfer-

ence, which is ruled and marked, corresponding with the motion of the

cylinder and hours of the day. The workman, upon entering the

shop, presses the upper marker I, through slot j, against the ink pad

g ; raises it till it is opposite his number on the plate E, and prints the

letter I opposite his number. When the workman leaves the shop,

he makes an impression opposite its number with the marker 0,
and, as these markers cannot be moved to the right or left, the im-
pression upon the paper on cylinder C must indicate the time at which
it was made.

Claim,—1st. The combination of the registering surface operated

by clock-work with the movable markers, when the latter are arranged
as set forth.

2d. The combination of the movable markers and their arms h and
I with the indicators u and their concomitant parts, as set forth.

No. 16,344.

—

James Tuerlingx, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Maintaining Power for Time-pieces.—Patent dated January 6,

1857.—The weight F runs down the incline or spiral e, and the power
thus derived is applied to clock-works by the guide rods g connecting
the head 4 and wheel h, said guide rods passing freely through holes

in the weight F ; the winding up of this clock is effected by elevating

the weight F, which can be done by raising rod ?z, fork o, and fingers

8 ; and when this is done, the power of the weight to rotate the clock

is relieved. To keep the clock running during the time of winding
Tip, a spring 10 is employed, which acts in the direction of the revo-

lution of wheel h against one of the guide rods g, said spring receiv-

ing its tension by the running down of the clock.

The inventor says : I do not claim giving motion to wheels or other

articles by means of a sliding nut or weight on a screw or circular in-

cline, as that is not new. But such an arrangement is objectionable

as applied to a clock, because the weight, hanging on a moving screw,

would cause so much friction as quickly to wear out the parts and de-

range the same, particularly if the clock be moved about ; but by
having a fixed screw or circular incline, down and around which the

weight moves, all the strain and friction is taken by the said incline

as a fixture, and the weight only acts on the parts of the clock through
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the medium of the rods g g, or their equivalents^ with the power re-

quired for propelling the clock.

Therefore, I claim the fixed screw or circular incline e, carrying
the weight /, combined with the rod g g, or their equivalents, for

communicating the motion and power from the said revolving weight
to the wheel A, substantially as specified.

Also, the retaining spring 10 on the weight /, combined with the
fork and fingers g, or their equivalents, that will lift the weight up
bodily, and allow said retaining power to act, substantially as specified.

No. 17,055.

—

George P. Keed, of Waltham, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Watches.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The nature of this inven-

tion will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.
Claim.—Arranging and fastening the barrel B, with respect to the

pillar plate A, essentially as described ; that is, so that it shall ex-
tend through the pillar plate and be fastened to the dial side of it ; in

combination with arranging the main gear-wheel G so that it shall

operate as a barrel head or cover to the barrel, and have the retaining

power applied to it^ substantially as set forth.

IX.—CIVIL ENGINEERING.

No. 18,395.

—

Joshua E. Hall, of Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Improved Appa^
ratus for Barns, Stables, &c., for Rescuing Horses and other Stockfrom
Fire.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—In using this improvement,
the animal is tied to post U, above the spring Y ; this is a light spring

of sufficient strength to hold up the halter. When the frame E is

released, the post and spring assume the position indicated by u and
V, in fig. 1. In this position, as the animal pulls to get away_, the

halter slips under the spring, and over the post, so that the animal is

at large.

As the section e descends, the section E^ moves correspondingly ; so

that the section e touches the animal on the haunches or tail, and
the animal is pushed from behind, while he is being drawn by the

bridle attached to the post.

While the animal is under the frame, when it is at E^, he is

protected from the flames or falling brands, as the covering of the

section E^ forms a kind of shed, when in the position at E^.

The inventor claims the swing frames E E^, arm J, and cord H,
and also in combination with the spring V and post T, when the same
is arranged substantially as set forth for the purpose specified.

No. 17,256.

—

Matthias F. Brantingham, ofSangamon county. 111.

—

Improved Portable Barrack.— Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The
upright posts A B C D are inserted in the ground, and the crops of

whatever kind are stacked around them, until the stacks are as high

as desired ; the rings a are then secured to said posts, by mectns of
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bolts h, as represented in fig. 2 ; and tlie beams d are attacbed to said

rings by means of books. The rafters 3 and 4 are tben secured to

beams d, and beams 2 to rafters 3 and 4, by means of pins, when tbe

framing of tbe roof is ready to receive any suitable covering.

Claim.—The combination ofseparate and detached pieces of material,

as described, so as to form a barrack, which can be used for the protec-

tion of crops from the weather, and which can be readily separated again

for removal from place to place, and then reconstructed.

No. 16,473.—James B. Eads, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improved Ap-
paratas for Blasting Bocks under Water.—Patent dated January 27,

1857.—The charge of powder is secured in the chamber B, and the

mortar A, together with the charge, is let down on the rock to be
blasted, the charge being fired by a fuse, which passes through pass-

age h.

The inventor says : I am aware that weights and braces have been
essayed as auxiliaries in blasting rocks on land ; these I do not claim,

nor do I claim blasting on land, or dry blasting, at all.

I claim, in combination with the column of water over the rock or

other material to be blasted, a mortar or weight of greater specific

gravity than the water, to act as an auxiliary in holding the blast to

the rock, as set forth.

No. 18^037.

—

John Carpenter, of Stonington, Conn.

—

Improved
Device for Piercing Blind Slats to Beceive the Staples.—Patent dated
August 25, 1857.—A detailed description of this invention would take

up too much space to be given here ; the principal features thereof

will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I am aware that machines have been constructed

for cutting the tenons simultaneously at both ends of blind slats, as

in the machine patented by Hastings, Bumsey, & Chamberlain, Feb-
ruary 20, 1855 ; and also for cutting the tenons and piercing the slats

for wire staples simultaneously, as in the machine patented to T. Gr.

Stagg, March 28, 1854 ; but I do not claim any device or action in-

cluded in either of these machines referred to.

I do not claim the application of a sliding dog to clamp and hold
tbe slat, while another dog or other device independent of this is used
for piercing the slats for the staple.

But I claim the application of the piercing points h to the sliding

dog, so that the slat may be pierced for the wire staples by the same
action as that by which they are held secure for forming tenons
thereon, as described.

No. 17,064.

—

Jesse N. Bolles, of Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to M.
W. BoLLES, of the same place.

—

Improvement in Apparatusfor Boring
Artesian Wells.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—This boring tool being
operated in the usual manner, the cutter A, at the bottom^ strikes the
rock with sufficient force ; and, on its being raised again, the valves J
close and bring up the detritus ; which, by its continued operation^

causes an upward current of water, carrying with it all the cuttings, and
discharging them through the apertures N in the upper rod Gr.
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Claim.—The combination of cylindrical boring rods with, cutters and
valves so constructed as to discharge the detritus upon the surface of
the ground at every stroke of the drill, as described, or any other mode
substantially the same, which will produce the same effect.

No. 16,572.

—

Thomas W. H. Mosely, of Covington, Ky.

—

Improved
Bridge.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.

Claim.—First. The compound arch constructed substantially as
set -forth.

Second. The saddle pieces S S, in combination with the stirrups E E
and said compound arch.

Third. The sliding suspension plate D, in combination with the
chord M and radial suspension rods, as set forth.

Fourth. The corrugated shoes h k, as set forth.

No. 18,253.

—

Abeam S. Swartz, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in the Trussed Bridge.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—The
nature of this invention consists in making an iron tower to support
the arch, the base of which is held against the thrust of the arch by
wrought iron horizontal tension bars, and the top thereof by a sus-

pension rod C. The tower A, the horizontal tension bar B, and the

suspension rod C, when taken together, make a figure in the form of a
right angled triangle, the foot of the arch D resting upon the tower
within this triangle.

The inventor says : I claim the arrangement of the parts described,

so that the tower A, the tension bars B, and the suspension rod 0,
when taken together, will present the distinctive feature of a triangle

with the foot of the arch D resting upon the tower within the triangle,

substantially as set forth.

No. 16,728.

—

Albert Fink, of Parkersburg, Ya.

—

Improvement in

Bridge Trusses.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The inventor says : I

do not confine myself to the particular form of the shoe casting d, or

the mode of connecting the suspension rod with the same. This may
be varied according to circumstances to carry out the object in view,

viz., the support of either the upper or lower chord of truss.

I do not claim the general arrangement of the parts b b, c e, a a,

or any of the details of their connexion with each other ; but what I

do claim is the use of an auxiliary truss which is to consist of the

lower part c^, of the counterbrace c c\ and of a piece c^, placed between
the two main braces b 6, independent of these braces, substantially as

herein set forth.

No. 16,446.—D. C. McCallum, of Owego, N. Y.

—

Improvemefiit in

Bridges.—Patent dated January 20, 1857.—The nature of this inven-

tion consists in combining the arch braces A B with the arch chord A
C, the top horizontal surface of the abutment or pier, and the lower

chord L 0, by means of a cast iron shoe S and the tension rods T r,

whereby the thrust of the arched chord is thrown down upon the abut-

ment, and any deflection in the lower chord is counteracted by an
upward force at each end of the tension rods ; and also in the m(&hod
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of lengtliening or slicwtening the braces C B of a bridge-girder by
means of plates a and h, straining pieces c, and screw nuts c?, by wbich
the truss may be elevated or compressed as required.

Claim.—Bo combining the arch brace with the arched chord or beam,
the top horizontal surface of the abutment or pier, and the lower

chord or tie, by means of the iron shoe and tension rods, as that the

thrust of the arched chord shall be thrown down upon the abutment,
and any deflection in the lower chord be counteracted by an upward
force at each end of the tension rods, substantially as described.

Also, the method of lengthening or shortening the braces of a bridge

truss or girder, by which the truss may be elevated or depressed, as

required, by means of the yoke a, the plate h on the end of the brace, and
the straining pieces c c, with their nuts c?, substantially in the manner
described.

No. 18,196.

—

Charles H. Earle, of Green Bay, Wisconsin.

—

Im-
provement in Bridges,—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—The sec-

tions of this bridge can swing on their hinged parts a in the abutments
A, and can be raised by heavy pressure from below, the cap c sliding

on pile h^ up and down, according to the height of the water.

The inventor says : I do not claim making a bridge in sections.

Nor do I claim the attachment of sections of bridges to their abut-

ments by knuckle joints or hinges, as I am aware that drawbridges
have been constructed with such attachments.

But I claim the supporting of those ends of the several sections B B
of the bridge which are not connected directly with the abutments, by
attaching them to cap pieces c, or their equivalents, fitted to rise and
descend on piers, in combination with the attachment of the sections

next the abutments, with knuckles or hinges, whereby the bridge is

rendered self-adjusting, and prevented being carried away by accu-

mulations of ice, floods, or other causes leading to lift the bridge from
its place.

No. 17^684.

—

Francis C. Lowthorp, of Trenton, N. J.

—

Improve-
ment in Iron Truss Framesfor Bridges.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the
claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not desire to confine myself to the precise

form of straining plate described, as the same may be adapted to re-

ceive a greater or lesser number of lower chord rods, or to any descrip-

tion or number of diagonals and verticals.

But I clai'^n the straining plate B, in combination with the rods G
and H, when the latter are connected to the plate substantially in the
manner set forth, and when the said plate is arranged to receive the
vertical or verticals A and diagonals D^ E of iron truss frame bridges.

No. 17,722.—JosiAH Brown, Jr., of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Truss Bridges.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly furnishing the main or
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counter braces witli gains, and passing tliem between the timbers of
the cords.

But I claim providing each of the main and counter braces C D
with two gains c at top and bottom, and each of the timbers of the
chord A B with a gain & at a point where the braces are applied, cor-

responding with the gains in the braces, and passing the braces thus
formed up between the timbers, with the gains of the braces in such
relation to the gains of the timbers that when the timbers of the chords
are brought together, they are combined, and become, as it were, only
one piece, no part of which can be operated upon or affected independ-
ently of the other by the downward and upward thrusts common to

truss bridges, even if the bolt which passes laterally through and in-

tersects each set of braces and the timbers of the chords were removed,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,548.

—

Fkancis C. Lowthokp, of Trenton, N. J.

—

Improve-
ment in Iron Truss Framesfor Bridges y dtc.—Patent dated November
3, 1857.—This invention relates to improvements in iron truss frames
composed of upper and lower chords, vertical posts, diagonals and
counter diagonals and consists in so constructing and arranging the
vertical posts that they may be allowed to vibrate in the upper and
lower chords, and that the bottom of the end posts may be allowed to

vibrate on the piers or foundations. These improvements have for

their object facility of erecting the frames, avoiding the injurious effects

of expansion and contraction on the structure as well as on the piers,

and also preventing the effects of sudden shocks from passing trains

and other sources ; these improvements are also intended for the pur-
pose of avoiding the planing, fitting, and turning, and other work
generally required in the construction of other truss frames.

The engravings and claim further show the nature of this inven-

tion.

The inventor says : I do not wish to confine myself to the precise

form or size of the parts described.

I claim, first, arranging and constructing the vertical posts of iron

truss frame girders for bridges and other structures, in relation to

the upper and lower chord, substantially in the manner set forth, in

order that the said posts may be allowed to vibrate on the chords, for

the purpose specified.

Second. Allowing the end posts of truss frame bridges to vibrate

on the piers or foundation, for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,864.

—

George S. Avery, of Lewisboro', N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Segmental Truss for Bridges, dtc.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim and engravings.
The inventor says : I claim an improvement in segmental truss

bridges by a combination of the arched top chord, horizontal bottom
chord X, braces, vertical tie-rods, packing blockings A, and self-ad-

justing shoes B ; the whole constructed, as described, into a segmental
truss, of greater strength and stability than such as are generally used

with the same amount of building material.
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I distinctly disclaim the invention of the several devices taken in

the construction of my bridge trusses.

But I claim the combined arrangement of the different parts, as de-

scribed and set forth.

No. 17,962.

—

Lewis Fisher, of Buffalo, !N". Y.

—

Improvement in

Water Closets.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—When a person oc-

cupies this chair, the seat will be brought down by the weight of the

person, and the spring B will simultaneously withdraw the cover A
;

on rising, the seat is thrown into the position represented in the en-

graving, by the action of the spring B, which also slides the cover A
over the pot K.
The inventor says : I disclaim removing the cover by the weight of

the person upon the seat, broadly considered ; as this has heretofore

been done in the construction of water closets.

I claim the arrangement of the sliding cover A with the jointed

seat D and springs B, for the purposes and substantially as described.

No. 18,550.

—

Francis McGhAN, of Washington, D. C.

—

Improvement
in Water Closets.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.—Chamber C, being
in communication with the supply pipe by pipe c?, will fill with water
above the valve b ; and as the upper surface of the valve is greater

than the area of opening a, the valve will rest close to its seat, and no
water be permitted to pass to pipe D . Pressure downward on the spindle

S will force water through the pipe d into the pipe D, against the

head of water ; and on the removal of this pressure, the head of

water through pipe D will lift valve 6, and water will flow to the pan A.
This flow of water will continue uniil sufficient passes through pipe

d to fill the displacement in chamber C, and close valve h. This time

will depend on the size of opening regulated by the stop-cock K.
The inventor says : I claim the adjustable communication d h, be-

tween the supply pipe J) and the chamber B, above the valve b, in

combination with the displacing diaphragm /, or its equivalent, ar-

ranged and operating as set forth.

No. 18,972.

—

James T. Henry and William P. Campbell, of Phila-

delphia, Voi.—Improvement in Water Closets.—Patent dated December
29, 1857.—A is an oblong box; B its cover; a the usual opening in

the same ; and b the hinged lid for said opening. Within the box are

situated the basin C, valved chamber D, and cistern E. The basin

C has a curved pipe c, communicating with the chamber D and exit

pipe e. Attached to the valve c? is a spindle /, guided by a cross bar

h in the pipe g, which terminates at an opening i in the cover B, the

spindle being finished at the top with a handle y, by means of which
the valve d may be lifted at pleasure. A pipe F forms a communica-
tion between the cistern E and the curved pipe c of the basin 0.

The inventors say : Disclaiming the discharging of a stream of

water into the pipe communicating with the basin from a cistern, the

level of water in which is the same as that required in the basin when
the valve is closed, as such a device is shown in the English patent of

John Ody, sealed May 13, 1855.
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We claim the chamber D, with its valve d, in combination with the
pipe c of the basin C, the cistern E, and communicating pipe F, when
the same are constructed and arranged in respect to each other in the
manner set forth and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,404.

—

James Mitchell, of Osceola, Iowa.

—

Improved Digging
Machine.—Patent dated October 13, ISST.—This improved machine
is best described by the manner in which it operates, which is as fol-

lows : The machine rests upon rails to facilitate its movements. The
shaft a is rotated in the direction of the arrow, producing the alter-

nate rise and fall of the picks P. Taking the position of fig. 1,

where they are elevated, the continued movement of shaft a causes

them to penetrate the earth, as shown in fig. 2. Meanwhile stud S
presses upon arm m, and throws bar E rearward, causing the picks at

the time of their penetration to move to the rear and loosen the earth

behind them. As the shaft C rocks toward the rear of the machine,
producing the elevation of the picks, arms e of this shaft move for-

ward and cause pawls// to turn ratchets g g, and with them wheels
B B. This moves the machine forward a sufficient distance for the
picks to penetrate unbroken ground on their next descent.

The inventor says: I claim passing the pick handles through the

rock shaft C, and attaching them to the traversing bar E, in com-
bination with the arms m and n of shaft Gr, studs S, and springs h
actuating said bar, the arrangement and operation being substantially

as set forth.

No. 18,398.

—

Edward Holmes and Britain Holmes, of Buifalo^ N.
Y.

—

Improvement in Ditching Machines.—Patent dated October 13,
1857".—When this machine, as improved, is at work, the elevating

belt A a and the compressing belt H move in the same direction, con-

sequently the compressing belt will assist in carrying up the dirt. It

will also serve to prevent the dirt from falling off at the sides. The
plough is composed of several parts or distinct pieces, namely: the

horizontal cutting blade D, the expanding side cutters E, the side

pieces D d, and the elevating apron 6.

The inventors say: We claim the horizontal blade D, the expand-
ing side cutters F, and elevating apron 5, when arranged and operating

together substantially as set forth.

We claim the combination of the elevating belt A a and compressing
belt H, or equivalents, with the elevating apron 6, for the purpose of

taking the dirt from the apron, and continuing its passage up, until

dropped on to the horizontal conveyer, substantially as set forth.

We claim the scraper u, for the purpose of scraping the dirt from
the elevating belt, and giving it direction so that it will fall upon the
transverse conveyer, substantially as described.

No. 18_, 689.—Joseph Gray, of Eaymond, Miss.-

—

Improved Levelling

Instrument for Ditching, &c.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—In
using this invention, having marked out the lines for a number of

ditches, the bars D E are adjusted to a horizontal position, and the

lines for the furrowS; or a suitable number of them to serve as suffi-
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cient guide for the plougliman, are marked in tlie same manner as the

ditches.

As the hars D E are of considerable length, say one foot or more,
the grade, or level, may be marked for a considerable distance along
the face of a hill without moving the stand of the instrument ; and
when this is necessary, the same lines can be continued to any dis-

tance. Instead of the bar D having a slit y, it may have a hair-line

like the bar E.
Claim.—The combination of the two adjustable bars D E, provided

with graduated sectors, with the table A and bar C, or other equiva-

lent support, capable of being adjusted in a level position, for the

purpose of laying out levels or grades in a direction transverse to the

line of vision, as described.

No. 18,627.

—

William N. Clark, of Chester, Conn.

—

Elastic Door-
Guard.—Patent dated November 17, 1857.—A simple form of this

improvement is shown in the illustrations. A represents a hemi-
spherical piece of India rubber, surrounded by an escutcheon or ring
B, which, by means of screws C, fastens the rubber to the wall in

such a manner or position that the ordinary knob of the door may
strike the guard when the door opens wide.

The inventor says : I claim the elastic door-guard described, for the

purposes set forth.

No. 17,242.

—

Henry Tryon, of Steuben, Pa.

—

Improved Arrange-
ment of Door-Sill and Door-Strip.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The
door-strip C is secured to the bottom of the door ; and when the door
is closed, said strip works against the cast iron sill D, and removes
the snow, ice, or dirt, from the sill, and any snow that may collect

between the end E of the door-strip and the jamb H will pass behind
the circular flange C.

Claim.—The construction of my door-strip, as shown at C, in con-

nexion with the sill, constructed as described, or any other construc-

tion substantially the same, and which will produce the same result.

No. 17,513.

—

Albert W. Morse, of Eaton, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

the Mode of Hanging Doors.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The bar h

is pivoted to the plate a, which is attached to the door, and can play
loosely on its pivot ; thus when the door warps, it has no influence on
the position of the roller or rollers c, which at all times can run true

on their rails d.

The inventor says : I am aware that doors have been suspended upon
rollers by means of a standard permanently attached to the door

;

therefore, I make no claim to this.

Nor do I claim the standard roller or any of the parts, of themselves.
But 1 claim giving the roller C an independent motion of the door,

thereby allowing the roller to adjust itself to the rail, and revolve on
it with its plane parallel with said rail, in the manner and for the
purposes set forth.
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Not intending in these claims to limit myself to the precise arrange-
ment of parts described, but to vary the same at pleasure, while the

same ends are attained by means substantially the same.

No. 18,554.—M. C. Root, of Toledo, Ohio.

—

Improvement in Iron

Shutters for Doors^ Windows, (&c.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.

—

In the engravings, A represents a window-casing, and B a sash fitted

therein. represents the shutter. The shutter is constructed of iron

slats a, the upper and lower edges of which are folded or bent at op-

posite sides, as shown in a^, the upper edge of one slat fitting in the
lower edge of the one immediately above it, as shown. At the end
of each slat, and at its upper part, a loop or hook h is formed.

Underneath the sill d of the window or door, a box or recess D is

formed, the upper part of which has a slide e placed over it ; and in

the upper cross piece/of the casing a slide-catch g is placed, the slide

having a spiral spring fi attached to it, and a knob is attached to its

inner end.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the making of metallic

shutters in such a manner that the slats shall fold and unfold in a
self-acting manner when raised or lowered. Examples of devices of

this character may be seen in the rejected case of Richard Murdock,
May, 1851, and in King's case, June 10, 1856.

I claim the construction of metallic shutters in the manner described.

No. 16,341.—JAMES Smith, of Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Improved Weather-
strips for Doors, Windows, dc.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—In
closing the door A, the ends d of the rods b come to bear against the
set screws g ; and, in consequence thereof, the rods h are bent at their

joints c, as represented by the dotted position in &g, 4, which move-
ment forces the weather-strips D and D^ down to the floor. On opening
the door, the rods h expand to their straight position,, and the weather-
strips are raised from the floor by the action of springs a and a^.

The set screws g can be screwed in the frame B, so as to be out of

reach of the ends d; the door-strips do not operate then, and remain
raised from the floor on opening and closing the door.

Claim.—In combination with a weather-strip hung to its springs,

a jointed rod and set screw for operating it, when said rod is made to

press down the strip at one point only, as set forth ; and this I claim,

whether the strip be arranged in the door, or in or under a shield on
the door, or both^ substantially as set forth.

No. 16,874.

—

John T. Foster, Jacob J. Banta, of Jersey City, N.
J., and James H. Banta, of Piermont, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Weather-
stripsfor Doors, Windows, dec.—Patent dated March 24, 1857.—The
nature of this invention consists in the use of one or more strips of

metal or similar substance, inserted in deep narrow grooves or mortises

in one or more sides of a door or window, and sustained by pins in di-

agonal slots in such a manner that the shutting of the door or window
forces out the metallic strip or bar, bringing its edge in contact with
the sill or door of the post, excluding wind, dust, &g.
The inventors say : We daim constructing weather-strips with dia-
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gonal slots, taking pins in tlie door in such a manner tliat an endwise
motion given to said strip in shutting the door shall cause the weather-
strip to press on to the sill or casing, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified ; it being distinctly understood that we lay no claim to

a bar having a similar movement^ but actuated by levers, rods, or

links.

We also claim the manner specified of hanging the vertical weather-
strip/ in connexion with the upper and lower weather strip h and e,

so that the endwise motion of the latter strips shall force said strip/
against the vertical door post, as specified,

No. IT,809.—A. P. KouTT, of Somerset, Ya.

—

Draining Machine.—
Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The soil displaced by the mould-boards
is prevented from falling back into the furrow by the action of roller

A ; and thus, by once passing over the soil, perfect drains for conduct-
ing the water are formed.

Claim.—The employment in connexion with a double mould-board
plough of a heavy V-shaped or taper roller G, said roller being hung
so as to run behind and between the two mould-boards, and so as to be
capable of revolving and adjusting itself to the different . depths at

which the plough may be set to cut, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

1^0. 16,886.

—

Augustus Stoner, of Mount, Pa.

—

Improved Grappling
or Dredging Machine,—Patent dated March 24, 1857.—To operate the
machine, the ends K of the cross or centre-piece A^ or A^ are let down
under the nozzles 8 or projections of the uprights c^ c^ or c^ ; then, by
£iny ordinary tackle raising the machine, its entire weight is borne by
the chains g and cross-piece A, and the levers drop of their own weight,
spreading out the hooks or shovels attached ; thus set, it can be lowered
any depth, and so soon as the machine lodges, the pressure is removed
from the cross-piece A, and points S (which sustained the machine while
in the air or water) now drop and lodge on the ring B. Upon
again hoisting the machine, the cross-piece, either by coming with
the arms ^over the levers F, or the drop-kneed upright c^ being down,
with their points S resting on the ring, so that in either case the

chains g now operate on their respective levers, causes the hooks,

shovels, or buckets to move inwards to a common centre on their

respective fulcra /, and firmly grasp and hold mud or anything
that may come in thier way. The machine, which is now sustained by
levers F, can be hoisted and lowered to where its contents are to b@
lodged.

Claim.—The combination of the machine, the supporting and lever-

shifting cross-piece A, and the mitred shovels D, when combined in the

manner set forth; the ring B^ or its equivalent, to sustain the appara-

tus and chains, so linked and constructed to operate all the levers

simultaneously, and sustaining the cross-piece A aforesaid ; said com-
bination being substantially in the manner and for the purposes set

forth.
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No. 17,959.

—

Asa Blood, Sr., of Norfolk, Va.

—

Improved Dredging
3Iachine,—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The rope J being attached
to a spar of the vessel, the apparatus is lowered when the parts are in

the position represented in figure 1. As soon as the apparatus reaches

the bottom, the hook of dog E is unhooked from rod a, by arms D 0,
moving upward; and by now pulling on rope J, the arms D close on
the material to be elevated, as shown in figure 2, and the apparatus
and material can now be elevated by means of a tackle.

Claim.—First. The dog E, in combination with the beam A and
rod a, operating as described ; for the purpose of holding the dredge
open in descending, and for relieving its hold by its own weight as

soon as the weight is taken off the chain or rope.

Second. The combination of the levers B and C^ with beam A
and rod e, operating as described ; for the purpose of opening and
closing the dredge, as described.

No. 18,352.

—

William Plumer, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improved Bock'
Cutting and Drilling Machine,—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—This
invention consists in a new arrangement of devices for cutting and
drilling stone, copper, &c., and more particularly for cutting out pil-

lars and blocks of stone ; the cutter being operated in such a manner
as to work out a circular pillar of any diameter, and also to cut out a
square, or rectangular, or irregular-shaped block, by working on all

sides of the same. In this invention the cutter will operate and be

fed along as well horizontally at right angles to the cut as in every
other direction.

The inventor says : I claim, first, feeding the cutter laterally in a
direction at right angles to the cut, or nearly so, whether the cutting

tool be situated horizontally, vertically, or at any angle, by the devices

described or their equivalents, so arranged that the cutter or drill

can be turned at right angles to the straight track of the machine,
and also the requisite feeding motion be obtained, as set forth.

Second. I claim the slotted arms c^ d^ and e^ /^, so arranged and
constructed as to permit the whole cutting apparatus to be turned at

right angles to the cut, and to communicate, when fastened together,

the lateral feeding motion to the frame r r.

Third. I also claim the arrangement of devices described, whereby
I am enabled to feed the cutter working vertically in a circular direc-

tion, and set the cutter at any desired distance from the centre upon
which the machine turns, by which blocks or pillars of any desired

diameter can be cut out, as set forth.

No. 17,766.

—

Lemuel P. Jenks, of Boston, Mass., and George Ar-
thur Gardner, of New York, N. Y., assignor of George A. Gardner,
aforesaid.

—

Improvement in BocJc Drilling Machines.—Patent dated

July 7, 1857.—As the shaft B is rotated, the mandrel W has a re-

ciprocating motion imparted to it by cam C operating against the

roller X of said mandrel. The feed of the drill is effected by means
of feed-screw P, which is operated by pawl M and ratchet 0, and the

turning of the drill after each stroke is accomplished by the action of

pawl T and ratchet V ; both pawls T and M are operated by eccentric

E on shaft B, rods F I and lever T% turning on fulcrum K.
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C?a^m,'—The peculiar combination and arrangement of the devices

described, whereby the rotation of the mandrel and drill, as well as

the gradual and proper advancement of both drill, mandrel, and
frame, or either of them, is effected by means of a single eccentric

on the cam shaft B, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,765.

—

Lemuel P. Jenks, of Boston, Mass., assignor to George
A. Gardner, of the same -place.-^Improvement in Bock-Drilling Ma-
chines.—VoXeni dated July 7, 1857.—Rotary motion being given to the
shaft B, the cams D press against the bars E, and the crosshead is

pressed back, the spindle I passing through the head-piece J as the

India rubber spring K is compressed on said spindle ; as the cams D
revolve further, the heads E are set free, and the India rubber spring
K expanding propels the plunger H, rod L, crosshead M, mandrel N,
and drill 0, against the rock to be operated upon.
The inventor says : I do not claim India rubber springs. Neither

do I claim the use of metallic springs in rock-drilling machines.
But I claim the use and application of the India rubber K, when

interposed in such manner that its expansive force shall operate the

drill in rock-drilling machines, substantially as described.

No. 17,896.—Moses T. Rowlands, of Pittston, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Machines for Drilling Rock.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—Motion
being given to shaft M, wheel N is rotated, and with it the helve S
of hammer P, which is hinged to the periphery of wheel N; and the
hammer is caused to vibrate between the spring T and stand U of

the wheel N, and is thrown outward and caused to strike drill V ; at

each revolution of the wheel, the spring W of the wheel N pressing
the drill to the rock^ when the drill recoils from the stone after each
blow.

Claim,—The combination of the vibrating centrifugal hammer with
the rotating spring W and loosely attached drill Y, arranged to ope-

rate in relation to each other, for the purpose of facilitating the drilling

of rock, as described.

No. 16,787.

—

Thomas H. Burridge, of St. Louis, ^o.—Improvement
in Bock-Drills.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.—The rod b is secured
to the head L, and works freely through the sliding head N, so that

the drill-bar in descending brings the nut S in contact with the head
N, and forces it down just the distance the drill cuts in the rock, thus
allowing the drill to feed itself and keep the end of the bumper
always the same distance from the top of the drill-bar. The bumper

works freely through the head N, and has a collar around it, above
the head, upon which the spring R takes its bearing. The drill-bar

in rising strikes the end of the bumper 0, and compresses the spring
R, by which the energy of the blow is regulated. In the inside of

the slide M is a ratchet, and to the head N is attached a spring T,
which works in this ratchet and prevents the head from rising when
the drill-bar strikes the bumper 0.
Claim.— The combination of the sliding head N; with the ratchet
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guide-piece M, bumper 0, spring K, rod h, and drill-bar A^, wben said

parts are constructed and arranged for joint operation substantially

as set forth.

No. IT,304.-—John D. Hope, of Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor to

G. Arthur Gardner, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Bock-
Drills.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The ridge A is raised on the

two transverse corners of the flattened part of the drill, and the edges

of the centre and the wings are brought to a cutting surface, as repre-

sented in fig. 2.

The inventor says : I do not claim the shaping the cutting point of

the drill into the shape of the letter Z, as that form of drill has long
been in use.

But I claim the formation and shaping of the wings or ridges on
the transverse corners of the drill, substantially as described.

No. 18,561.—George H. Wood, of Green Bay, Wis.-—Improvement
in Boch-brills.—^Patent dated November 3, 1857.—The operation of

this invention is as follows : The frame E is first adjusted, or turned

aaid secured in proper position for the drill to act upon the rock, and
motion is given to the shaft I ; and as said shaft rotates, the arms e of

the tappet K strike successively the roller n in the frame L, and
draw back the box N ; and as the strap M is attached to the end of

the box N, said box will, as it is drawn back, be inclined
J
as will also

the plate y, and this oblique position into which the plate is drawn by
the strap, causes the aperture at the centre of the plate to clutch the

drill G, which is consequently drawn back with the box N. As the

box is drawn back, the spring P is compressed ; and as the arms v of

tiie tappet pass the roller Wy the drill is forced against the rock by the

spring P, and is rotated a certain distance in consequence of the roller

d on the box N^ actuating the lever H, which communicates motion to

the ratchet u, through the medium of the pawl r.

Claim..—The employment, in combination with a drill, raised,

turned, and operated as above described, of the supplementary spring

K, for the purpose of controlling the rebounding of the drill G, in

the manner as set forth.

No. 18,763.

—

Joseph E. Nesen, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
w Bock-Drills.—Patent dated December 1^ 1857.—This invention is

an improvement in the method of mounting rock-drills, so that they
may be readily adjusted to the direction that it is desired the hole may
be bored in the rock.

The inventor says : I am aware that rock-drills have been previously
mounted so as to be capable 'of being adjusted in one direction only,

viz : in a vertical plane, longitudinal with the frame on which they
aare placed; and I am also aware that means similar to that described

have been employed for effecting the purpose. The ratchet Q and
pawls R R have also been used.

I therefore do not claim the ratchet Q and pawls R R.
Nor do I claim the slotted semi-circular plates M M, and their con-

nexion with the frame N, as shown, when sepf-ately considered.

Nor do I claim the wiper or tappet L.
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But I claim attaching the semi-circular slotted plates M M and
frame N to the adjustable frame E, fitted to the uprights c c of the

frame A, as shown, and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,573.

—

John Cowdon, of New Orleans, La.

—

Improved EartJi-

Iloving Machine.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—The claim and
engravings will explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim the combined arrangement of the gear-

wheels 3,4,5, 6, 7,8, 9,10, 11, 12, 13, 14,1 5 and 16, and pulleys 17, 18,19
20. 44, 45 and 46, and the chains or cords/ hsmd J, all arranged on
the shafts, as represented, or substantially the same, and for the pur-
pose of giving and regulating the forward motion of the machine and
movement of the elevators, in the manner and for the purposes men-
tioned.

I also claim the construction of the elevators by dividing them into

three, more or less, pieces, and arranging the pieces 31, 32 and 33 to

the chain 26 and hook pieces 34, as specified and represented, or sub-

stantially the same, for the purpose of causing them to expand or

spread for freeing the dirt from the elevators when being discharged,

in the manner and for the purposes specified.

I also claim the combination and arrangement of the parts with,

and employed for carrying the end of, the conveyor frame, consisting

of the carriage P, cord o, and pulley stake 59, friction rolls 30 30,
and driving pulley 50, or substantially the same, operated in the
manner and for the purposes specified.

I also claim the combined arrangement of the shaft 37, nut 38,
wheel axis 39, with the frame-work 41, as represented, for elevating

and lowering the rear end of the frame of the machine preparatory
for steering and giving the machine direction, as specified.

No. 18,113.

—

James A. Watrous, of Green Spring, Ohio.—/m-
proved Apparatus for Suspending Eave Troughs.—Patent dated Sep-
tember 1, 1857.—The bar B^ of the trough is suspended to the loop

of the metal strap D^, the ends of which strap are passed through the
slotted plate C^, and are turned down to the right and left respect-

ively.

The inventor says : I do not claim the suspending of eave troughs
by bolts and nuts, as patented by Woodruff.
But I claim the employment of a metal strap D^, in combination

with the cross bar and slotted plate C^, for securing and readily ad-
justing eave troughs.

No. 16,519.

—

Jonathan K. Anderson, of Chicago, 111.

—

Improved
Excavating and Dredging Machine.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.

—

The nature of this improvement will be understood from the claims
and engravings.

Claim.—The so arranging of the dipper with a travelling carriage

as that they may be automatically moved in and out on the arms, for

the purpose of insuring the filling of the bucket when the material

to be excavated is hard, as set forth and explained.

Yol. ii 7
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I also claim, in combination with, the lever p, tlie sliding piece U,
clutch bar T, and pawl r, with their several appliances, so that by a

single lever the attendant has entire control of the machine, as set

forth.

No. 1^,595.

—

Alonzo Taggart, of Warrenton, Mo.

—

Improvement
in Excavating llachines.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—As the ma-
chine is drawn along, the scraper B scrapes off the surface of the

earth; and when said scraper is filled, it is elevated to the horizontal

position represented in fig. 2, by turning windlass r, when it can be
carried to the place of deposit. On unhooking one of the stay-chains

h OT ¥, the scraper can be tilted and unloaded.

Claim.—The free draught connexion of the scraper by chains c c, in

combination with the balancing suspension chains a a and the op-

posite stay-chains b h, arranged and operating in connexion with
frame and windlass, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,652.

—

Jesse C. Osgood, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Improved Machinery

for Excavating Bach.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.—The chisel

A is attached to a head B, which guides it up and down on ways C,
and is raised and let fall by means of monkey D. The head B con-

tains an India rubber or other elastic packing E, against which the

upper end of the chisel rests^ for the purpose of protecting the head
from the concussions accompanying the operation of the chisel ; the

head of the chisel is made in the form of the frustrum of a cone in-

verted, which, in connexion with the attachment m s u n^ allows the

chisel to swing sideways in any direction.

Fig. 3 represents the whole chisel on a smaller scale.

Claim.—First. Excavating rock under water by means of the wedge-
shaped chisel, whose length is greater than the depth of water, when
operated in the manner specified.

Second. The spring head B, or its equivalent, in combination with
the chisel, operating in the manner substantially as set forth.

Third. The arrangement of the spring S within the loop or strap o of

the turn buckle, in combination with the sliding nut u^ in the manner
described

.

No. 17,650.

—

Charles Wilson, of Springfield, Mass.

—

Improved
Machinefor Excavating Tunnels.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engraving.
The inventor says : I do not claim a single set of one or more rotary

disk cutters applied to a common revolving shaft, and made to pass

across a stone and to take a succession of chips or cuts from it, essen-

tially as represented and described.

I do not claim the drill W^ Y^ Y^, as the same might be used by
hand, or in any other machine, and becomes a separate invention that

may hereafter be secured by letters patent.

I claim, first, forming grooves in stone, or other mineral substance,

by means of rolling disk cutters c & e^ d^ d^ on axes, set in alternate
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opposite directions, and acting substantially as and for the purposes

specified.

Second. Arranging a series of rolling disk cutters, revolving in such.

a manner as to cut a deep annular groove into the rock, substantially

as specified.

Third. The arrangement of the scoops A^ and buckets B% in com-

bination with the cylindrical wheel I and rotary cutters, to free the

annular groove of the chips and dirt abraded by said cutters, substan-

tially as and for the purposes specified.

Fourth. A bed-plate Gr, secured in place by the jackscrews L^ M^,

or their equivalents, in combination with a sliding-frame F, or its

equivalent, projected as the cutting progresses by means of a screw K
acting the fixed and moving parts, substantially as and for the pur-

poses specified.

No. IT,174.—Samuel W. Soule, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improved Exca-

vator.—Yaitent dated April 28, 1857.—As the cart is moved along, the

scraper e will fill with earth until the lug g on the wheel c, in revolv-

ing, grapples with the lug 7i, thereby raising the scraper e over the

body of the cart, and discharges therein, it being turned by lug^^ and
projection k. The lugs g and Jc now pass each other, and the scraper

falls back to position again for filling it, it being arrested in its fall

by rod i.

Claim.—The frame d, lever d^, lugs g h, rod i, and pins or lugs /
andy^, and projection k, or their equivalents, for the purpose of me-
chanically operating a scraper, as described.

No. 17,669.—CuRTius Colby, of Wilson, N. Y.—Improved EartTi

Excavator.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—The desired height of the

cutting edge of the scoop Gr is regulated by the dog W falling in be-

tween the teeth of wheel !)_, and said dog is operated by means of lever E.
When the excavator is filled with earth, the wheels D and C are brought
in gear by raising the lever F; and as the machine moves on, wheel D
is turned, and chains Y raise the scoop into the position represented

in figure 1, where it is retained by operating again levers E F. The
load can now be taken to any desired place of deposit^ and the earth is

liberated by pressing the foot upon lever 0. The excavator is caused
to reassume its position for loading by pressing upon spring T, by
which the lever E is depressed, undogging the wheel D, when the ex-
cavator is brought down by its own gravity.

The inventor says : I do not claim the mounting and using an exca-

vator upon wheels ; nor suspending its sides upon pivots or gudgeons
;

neither for escape of the earth by letting the bottom free ; as I am
aware of there being machines used with those principles.

Neither do I claim the method of elevating the excavator by the

cog-wheels ^C and D acting upon the drums H H, or the chains at-

tached thereto ; nor the method of varying the direction of the ma-
chine by the tiller K.
But I claim, first, the use of the levers E and F, with their com-

bination, for the purposes set forth.

Second. The suspending the arms S S to the frame at a point P
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a"bove tlie level of tlie top of the excavator, thus securing the elevation

of the hind as well as the fore part at the same time.

Third, Causing the return of the hottom of the excavator to its

proper position for reloading by means of the strap I and roller L, as

described.

No. 17,306.

—

Wm. Kennish, of Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Andrew
B. Gray, of San Diego, Cal.

—

Improved Submarine Excavator.—
Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The receiver A being at the bottom of

the river or harbor, the mud, stones, &c., are rushing up pipe B into

chamber 9, the air which was previously there having nearly all

passed up through hose H, and cocks K and P, into the vacuous space

N. When the chamber 9 is charged with material to be lifted, the

cock K is turned off, and the cocks Gr and S are opened, thus forming
a communication between the chamber 8 and cylinder M. The cock

a is then turned on, admitting steam into M, forcing the included air

into the chamber 8, until the water previously there is expelled

through the holes z, when the receiver A rises to the surface of the

water. The excavator is then towed to the place where the material

is to be deposited; and having arrived there, the weights 7 are elevated

by means of chains F, when the weight of the material in chamber 9

opens the valves c, allowing the material to fall out, and the water to

take its place.

The inventor says : 1st. I claim the combination and arrangement
of the chambers 8 and 9, with their pipe B, valves C, and weights

7 7, or of any equivalents thereof, for the purposes specified.

2d. I claim the arrangements of the cylinders N and M, with their

pipes and hose, or the equivalents thereof, whereby the mud chamber
9 and floating chamber 8 are alternately filled with or emptied of

air, as the means of collecting and floating ofl" the excavated material.

I do not claim as new forming a vacuum by steam, as this has been
done before.

Nor do I claim to be the first to use such vacuum for the purpose of

excavation.

No. 16,397.

—

William Provines, of Columbia, Mo.

—

Improvement
in Excavators.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—As the machine is

drawn along, rotary motion is imparted to the wheel L on shaft K, to

the arms M, of which are attached the excavating cutters a and a^,

which are followed closely by the scoops 0^ so as to take up the earth

loosened by said cutters. As the wheel L rotates, the trigger Q
attached to a permanent brace P depresses the springs c?, actuating

rods hj and causing the scoops to turn on their fulcra c.

Clai7n.—In combination with the scoops that cast their contents

from them, the trigger Q and spring d, for the purpose of regula-

ting the point at which the scoops shall divest themselves of their

load, so as to raise it higher, or cast it further from the trench that is

"being cut, as described.

No. 18,185.—Ze Butt, of Lincolnton, N. 0.

—

Improvement in Ex-
cavators.—Patent dated September 15^ 1857.—By releasing the catch
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c from ratchet 0, tlie excavator D drops to tlie ground to receive its

load, and in so doing, winds the rope m around the pulley K; as the
horses attached to tongue z are moved forward, the excavator is filled

;

the horses are now detached from the tongue, and the hook y drops

into ring S, and_, hy moving the horses a few steps forward, they will

pull on rope m, thus turn pulley K, and elevate scraper D. To un-
load, the driver pulls rod F upward and forward, thereby raising

catch hj and opening gate i to permit the load to drop out behind.

Claim.—The attaching the posts Gr G^, in combination with the

cross-bar jp, resting upon the frame to the scoop itself by pivots or

otherwise, for the purpose of bearing and supporting it whilst loading

and regulating the depth it is to enter the ground, and for taking the

strain of the chains and windlass.

Again, I claim as my invention the elevation of the loaded excava-

tor by horse power, in the manner described, or any other method
substantially the same.

I likewise claim the arrangement and combination of the gate catch

rod and lever, so that the gate can be opened and closed by the driver

without his leaving his seat, substantially as shown and described.

No. 18,551.—G-iLBERT H. MooRE, of Kochester, ISTew York.

—

Im-
proved Rotary Excavator.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.—The
action of this improved machine is as follows : The digging-wheel in

the centre, being dropped on the ground, rolls forward, the points of

the spades being pressed into the earth by its weight. The shield

F fills the spades in consequence of its shape at the anterior part, and
retains the earth upon the spades as they rise by its shape at the pos-

terior part. The earth leaves the spades by its own gravity, and falls

upon the apron or inclined plane P P, and is thereby conveyed into

the carriers B B. When a sufficient quantity has been loaded, the

centre or digging-wheel is relieved from its work by elevating the

crank C by a lever or other power. The earth is emptied from the

carriers or receivers by pressing the levers A A at each end of said

carriers towards the axle.

The inventor says : I daimj first, the construction of the carriers

or receivers, as described, viz : the support and hinging of the bodies

upon the axle in such a manner that they may be dumped by elevating

the two extremities.

Second. The construction and mode of attaching the shield F by
either of the methods, substantially as described.

Third. The combination of the digging-wheel, the carriers, and
the shield, for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,692.

—

James Moore, of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.

—

Im-

proved Fence.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—The nature of this in-

vention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of wire or other metallic

wire as being new in the construction offences.

But I claim the use of lozenge-formed slats B, and the alternate
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twisting of the wires A between tlie slats, as herein described and for

the purposes set forth.

No. 16,598.—Gr. K. McElroy, of Covington, Kentucky.—Improved
Fence, Adaptable to Uneven Ground,—Patent dated February 10,

185T.....
Claim.—The combination of the adjustable bar and oblique pin

with an angularly braced panel and bearer, or any ordinary panel,

as seen in figures 1 and 2, on which the angular or other bar may be
supported, so that the panels may be moved sideways at the bottom,

so as to bring them perpendicular upon uneven ground, and secured

in that position by one or two adjustable bars or seats, substantially

as described.

No. 16,369.

—

Seneca H. Bennett, of Belleville, Pa.

—

Improved
Field Fence.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The posts a are se-

cured in the sills h and the rails h are fastened in corresponding
notches h of the posts a. The posts are secured to each other by means
of the top rails c, which pass through mortises d in said posts.

Claim.—The combination posts, secured firmly in their places by
the top rails of the fence being let into the mortises in the top of the

posts, substantially as set forth.

No. 16,996.

—

Samuel Eains, of Lancaster county, Va.

—

Improved
Field Fence.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The panels of this fence

are fastened together by a tongue and groove connexion at the ends of
the rails ; and by having the ends of said rails fastened together by
means of a key E, which has the shape of a drawing knife, and is pro-
vided with a sharp edge so as to enter the wood and hold fast thereto

to prevent the panels from working or slipping.

Claim.—The making a fence without posts, when panels are fastened

together in the manner described.

No. 18,858.

—

Thomas B. Page, of Laurel, Ohio.

—

Improved Portable

Field Fence.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—The object of this

invention is to construct a portable fence that will stand vertically and
firmly on unlevel ground. The engravings and claim more fully ex-

plain the nature of this invention.

Claim.-—The base or chair, composed of two members C D and C D^
in combination, substantially as described, with the panels A a B A^
a^ W and link E e, or its equivalent.

No. 18,934.—H. F. Stanard, of Wayne, Mich.

—

Improved Portable
Field Fence.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—The claim and en-

gravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—Attaching or securing the fence to the ground, substan-
tially as shown and described, to wit : by means of the inclined bars

or braces D D attached to the posts, and connected by cross-ties E E,
in connexion with the stakes F, provided with mortises and the
wedges Gr.
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No. 18,064.

—

William Pierce Thomas, of Wliitewater, lud.

—

Im-
proved Fence for Poultry Yards.—Patent dated August 25, 185T.

—

This invention consists in providing the upper portion of a fence with
a swinging frame C D E F G, so poised that when a domestic fowl

lights upon the bar, upon the side of approach, the swinging frame
will turn in such a manner as to throw the fowl to the earth upon
the same side from which it made the attempt to cross.

Claim.—First. The comhination of the swinging frame C D E E F Gr

with posts A A, in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

Second, The swinging board F, in combination with the swinging
frame C D E E G, in the manner shown and described.

No. 17,514.

—

William Morrison, of Carlisle, Pa.

—

Improved Por-
table Fence.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The nature of this inven-
tion will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.
Claim.—Confining the pa^nels together, and also to the braces D

and sill B, by means of a single bolt c?, in the manner described.

No. 1*7,201.

—

Ezra Cole, of Fairfield, Mich.

—

Improved Portable

Field Fence.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The nature of this inven-
tion will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim.—The post B for use, in connexion with picket or panel
sections C C of a fence, formed of two thin planks B^ B^; one of said

planks being arranged on the one side of transverse sill A, and the
other on the opposite side of the same, and one bearing, when the sec-

tions are locked together, against the inner face of one of the sections,

and the other against the outer face of the adjoining section, substan-

tially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,302.

—

Seth Gr. Tufts, of Mainville, Ohio.

—

Impro-ved Por-
table Field jPence.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The coupling blocks

Gt rest upon the chairs E, and the panels of the fence are secured

together by means of wedges or pins c bearing against the fence

post B.

Claim.—Supporting the panels vertically upon the coupling blocks

G ; also providing the chairs E with upright cleats (i, all as described.

No. 16,486.

—

Frank G. Johnson, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improved
Method of Constructing Fence Posts.—Patent dated January 27,

1857.—The bricks m ?i, m n, (which form the posts of the fence,)

have a common slot o to receive the key C that holds the rails a a a
in place. By filling the mortises J with water, before the tenons J^

enter, the mortar, by hardening, will firmly key one brick to another.

The inventor says : I do npt claim the employment of the mixture
of lime, gravel, and cobble stones in making posts, nor the mould
or case in which to form the posts.

I claim the post B, formed and constructed as described, in combi-
nation with the keys C and rails a a, as described.

No. 16,406.

—

Oded Spencer, of Jacksonburg, Ohio.

—

Improved Bare
or Support for Posts of Field Fences.—Patent dated January 13,
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1857.—The posts c are set in between the ties h ¥ and B B^, and are
thus firmly supported, independently of the rails e.

Claim.—The chair or base formed of the pieces a a^, and ties or

battens b V-, B B^, in the described combination with the posts, for

the purposes explained.

No. 17,742.

—

Samuel F. Jones, of Milford, Ind.

—

Improved Metliod

of Connecting the Panels of Field Fences,—Patent dated July 7, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the
claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim the brace^ and bottom slat_, and
notch, as the same have before been known and used.

But I claim the method of connecting the panels of a field fence

by tongues and grooves g h and hook r r, combined as set forth and
shown.

No. 16,675,—C. P, Garlick, of Minnesota Territory, and M. Gr.

Blackstone, of Mainville, Ohio.

—

Improved Mode of Securing to each

other the Panels of Field Fences.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.

—

a/, a/ represent the ends of two fence panels.

Claim.—The combined uses of the mortises S and wedges W W, in

the chair ^, when arranged with and used for connecting the lower
part of the panels of the fence together, all as and for the purposes
described.

No. 17,010.

—

William S. Fuller, of Millbury, Mass., assignor to

William D. Cutler, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improved Method of Con-
structing Iron Fences.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The nature of

this invention consists in making the pieces A with lugs B, or similar

projections with a partial cavity on the back to fit on rods D, and then
fitting the rings or collars c so as to embrace two adjacent lugs, and
clasp them and the rod, the rods D being made with screws and nuts

-near the ends to retain the parts in place.

Claim.—The manner of connecting the pieces and rods together by
means of the lugs and collars,, when constructed and operating sub-

stantially as set forth.

No. 17,075.

—

William B. Bennett, of Lyons, N. Y.

—

Improved
Method of Clamping and Unclamping Panels of Portahle Field Fences.—
Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The panels A of this fence are secured

together by means of clamps D, which are formed with a hook u at

one end, and with a button e at the other end ; said button can be
turned on its pivot and fastened to the clamp by inserting pin i into

the oblique slot o, one half of which is formed in the button, and the

other half in the clamp.
Claim.—The turn button clamp, or its equivalent, for connecting

the trays of a portable fence, constructed, arranged, and operating

substantially as set forth.

No. 18,952.

—

John H. Bruen, of Elmira, N. Y.

—

Improved Method

of Connecting the Panels of Portahle Field Fences.—Patent dated De-
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cember 29, 1857.—The inventor, in describing his improvement, says:

I construct a series of panels composed of inch boards of any con-

venient length and width, secured by being nailed to an upright or

batten at each end, of two inches square, or thereabouts. A third may
be nailed to the middle of the panel to stiffen it, or a strip of board
will answer the same purpose. The end battens should project at the

lower side a few inches, and may have a dovetail tenon cut upon them.
A small strip of plank, having a corresponding dovetail mortise made
through the centre, answers for a bed piece, and a strip of board C,

figure 1, one inch by about five or six, and about four feet long, with
a notch cut in one end, is required as a brace for each panel.

Claim,—The button e, in combination with the other devices de-

scribed, for locking and securing the panels of field fences, in the
manner set forth.

No. 17,210.

—

Isaac D. Garlick, of Lyons, N.Y.

—

Improved Method
of Uniting and Sustaining the Panels of Portable Field Fences.—Pat-
ent dated May 5, 1857.—The panels composed of the boards h are
secured to the posts c d e f f^ in the respective positions represented

in the drawings, the clamping piece g being secured to the bevelled

surfaces of the posts d cm such a position that when a couple of panels

are united to each other, said clamp will fit in between a couple of

boards h at the end of the matching panel, and embrace the post c.

Claim.—My improved portable field fence, constructed substan-
stantially as represented and described.

No. 17,459.—Charles Van De Mark, of Oak's Corners, N. Y.—

-

Improved Method of Uniting the Panels of Portable Fences.—Patent
dated June 2, 1857.—The panels of this fence are locked together by
inserting the piece h and projecting rails g through the opening of .the

next panel between the posts c and the board d, and swinging the
panels round until the locking board h comes against the post c, and
the locking board d against the post a, thus forming a zigzag fence,

the locking boards h and d drawing tightly against the end post c

and a.

Claim.—The end locking piece or board h combined with the lock-

ing board d and rails e / and g ; the whole constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,301.—J. B. Keyman, of Bloomington, III.

—

Improvement irtr

the Construction of Wire Fences.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.

—

The fence consists of two strands of wire n n,, extending through its

entire length, and supported at the ends and at intervals by common
posts B. As the wires will be continually shortened when the pickets

are being fastened on, it is necessary to provide a means whereby they
may slacken as the occasion may require. This is accomplished by
fastening the ends of the wire permanently to the post at the begin-

ning, and extending them along the line of the fence, and fastening

the other ends temporarily to a post by simply drawing them through
holes bored for the purpose and driving pins loosely by their sides.

The posts being set and the wires thus arranged are ready for fasten-
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ing on the pickets. The pickets a are of the usual form and size, and
have slanting notches cut across them near the ends for the reception

of the wire ; these slanting notches kink or hend the wires at their

junction with the pickets, and prevent them slipping or sliding down
the wires.

Claim.—What the inventor claims is, bending or kinking the wires

by the means and in the manner and for the purpose described.

N'o. 17,335.—George W. McGill, of Buffalo, N, Y.—Improved
Approach-Opening Oate.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—When a

vehicle approaches this gate, it passes on lever G, (being then the only
one that is up,) which sinks, thereby drawing the rope C, and opening
the gate. The vehicle then passes through, and drives on lever K,
which has been raised by the sinking of lever G, which causes the
gate to shut.

Claim.—The combination of levers G H I K, rack B, and cog-wheel
A, as set forth and described, for operating a gate.

No. 18,283.

—

Charles A. Howard, of Pontiac, Mich.

—

Improved
Approach-Opening Gate,—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—This
invention consists in the peculiar arrangement of means employed for

applying the power to the gate, said means being so connected with
the parts for operating the latch or catch, that, as the latter is actuated
and the gate set free, when in a closed state, the weight or spring is

simultaneously set free and allowed to operate the gate.

In stating his claim the inventor says : I do not claim broadly the

operating of the latch or catch by means of the weight of the vehicle

as it approaches the gate, and also after it has passed through it.

Neither do I claim broadly the operating of the gate by means of

a weight or spring.

But I claim applying the power of a weight or spring to the gate,

through the medium of the crank shaft K, connecting rods g g and//,
in combination with the latch or catch D, arranged with the levers r r
and bars S S, so as to operate conjointly, as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

No. 18,932.-0. W. Smart, of Watertown, N. Y.—Improved Ap-
proach-Opening Farm Gate.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—This
invention consists in combining the catch of the bolt F, which secures
the gate in an open and closed state, with a spring E, which actuates
the gate, the parts being so arranged that, as the catch bolt is with-
drawn and the gate released, the spring will, by the same mechanism,
be wound up and receive sufficient strength to actuate the gate.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the actuating of a bolt

or catch, and the opening and closing of a gate automatically by the
passing of the wheels of a vehicle over levers or projections to actuate
mechanism arranged for the purpose, for various plans have been de-
vised for effecting this object Nor do I claim the arrangement of
levers and cords for withdrawing and then pulling open the gate, as

in J. K. Webber's patent, 1855.
But I claim the combination of the slide bolt F and spring E,
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arranged and actuated as shows, or in any equivalent way, so that,

by the withdrawal of the slide bolt, the spring will be wound up or

contracted, and have sufficient strength to throw open and close the
gate by the time the bolt is fully withdrawn, and the gate released.

No. 16,978.

—

James G. Hunt^ of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improved Gate-

Fast, Attachable to any Panel of its Corresponding Field Fence,—
Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The arms B of the gate post A are

inserted between the battens C and bars D of a fence, and secured

therein by means of pins ; the gate post being secured to the fence in

this manner, the gate may be hung upon the hooks F.

Claim.—The application of a portable post to a fence, whether port-

able or permanent, when arranged substantially as described, for the
purpose of hanging or fastening thereon a gate, as set forth.

No. 16,386.—EoYAL E. House, of Binghamton, N. Y.

—

Iraproved

Device by luhich Persons Approaching may Open Gates.—Patent dated
January 13, 1857.—In opening the gate, the pulling of the draught
cord or P towards the gate, causes shaft L to turn, and with it the

cam arms abed; the cam arm a b being pressed against the respec-

tive end of the block o p q r, causing said block to recede from shaft

L, and conveying with it the alternating rod K, which, by the con-

nexions V w and cc, fig. 2, opens the gate, the shaft L ascending the
inclined plane on box /, by means of wheel i. By reversing the

motion of the arms M N, the arms e d press against the respective

sides of curved block s t u, reversing the motion of shaft K, and closing

the gate ; lowering the same as shaft L descends the inclined plane of

box/, and thus bringing tlie bolt of the gate in connexion with a
corresponding latch.

Claim.—The process, as described, for opening and closing road
gates while riding on horseback, or in a vehicle, through the gate

passage, and also the apparatus, arranged as described, for the pur-

poses set forth.

No. 16,791.

—

Dennis E. Fenn, of Tallmadge, Ohio.

—

Improved
Devices for Raising or Lowering Farm Gates to allow them to Open over

Obstacles.—Fd^tmi dated March 10, 1857.

Claim.—The section H, with the slot 7i, spring J, stud g, section I,

arm P, and the notched plate K, when arranged and operating sub-

stantially as described, for the purpose set forth.

Also, the slide E and pawl E\, when combined, in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,400,

—

Isaacs. Roland, of West Earl, Pa.

—

Improved Method
of Hanging Farm Gates.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The
bracket pivots play loosely in the eyes of the hinges a and h of the

gate, and the gate can thus be set into any desired inclined position;

and the object of this invention consists in retaining said gate in any
desired inclined position, which is accomplished by the arrangement
of parts, as described in the claim.

Claim.—Constructing the upper hinge of said gate, of the pecu*
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liarly sliaped hinge arm a, the pawl &, and the cam c, when the said

parts are comhined and operated with each other, in connexion with
the loose play of the bracket pivots in the eyes of the upper and lower

hinge arms, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,449.

—

Thomas B. Hand, of Madison, Ind,

—

Improved Mode
of Closing FarmGates

,

—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—The inventor,

in describing his improvement, says : I construct a platform or case

P, on or in which is placed a horizontal or grooved pulley-wheel, as

shown at A, around which, and over a vertical wheel D, works a cord

or chain c, with a weight attached to one endW ; the other end of the

cord or chain is fastened to one end of the grooved brace B, the other

end of the brace being attached by hinge or staple, as at g^ to the gate

or other object. The brace to be made of a length, and fastened* to

the gate at a point that will make the back end of the brace touch
the fence, just so as to keep the gate from striking the machine.
The inventor says : I claim the application of the semi-grooved

tangent brace or lever, with pulleys and weighted cord, for the closing

of farm gates, and other similar purposes, (as in the several modes
specified,) and in such a manner as to secure a great equality and
permanency of force, and the amount of which can be regulated at

pleasure, and using any material that will answer the purpose.

No. 17,699.

—

William Sherwood, of Beloit, Wis.

—

Improved Mode
of Openi7ig and Closing Farm Gates.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim and engravings.
Claim.—The use of the crank M^ M^, in combination with the latch

N, or its equivalent, and the weight W, for the purpose of opening
and shutting a sliding gate E^, in which arrangement the gate E^ is

opened by one half revolution of the crank M^ and shut by the other

half revolution of the same ; the latch N stopping the crank M^ M^ at

the end of each half revolution, and the whole being set in motion by
a weight W, which may be wound up when necessary, like the weight
of a clock.

Also, the arrangement and combination of the lever Z, and the

connecting rods Y^, Y^, with the two parts of the gate E^ and E^, by
means of which one part of the gate E^^ when moving in one direction,

opens or closes the other part of the gate E^, by a corresponding
motion at the same time in the opposite direction, as described.

No. 17,202.

—

Solomon Cole, of Rochester, N. Y.

—

Improved MetJiod

of Opening and Closing Gates by Approaching Vehicles.—Patent dated
May 5, 1857.—As the vehicle passes over the piece e, the pin P under
Baid piece is depressed, causing the bar c to turn on its fulcrum 3 and
to raise the ends /of the ways W W^, causing the gate to glide on
their rollers r and thus to open ; the reversed operation is performed
by the vehicle passing over m by an arrangement similar to that

represented at pin P^, and compound levers a b of fulcra 4 and 5,

which, on the depression of pin P^, depress the ends / of the rails,

causing the gates to close.
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Claim.—The arrangement of levers ah c, and ways or rails W ^\'l,

and tilting pins P^, or ti P, or e c? m, whereby the gate is not only
opened and kept open, but the tilting pins on the other side of the
gate are placed in a proper position to tilt the rails and close the gate
on the passage of a vehicle.

No. 18,308.

—

Francis Thrasher and Henry B. Hoeton, of Akron,
0.

—

Improved Method of Opening and Closing Vertico-lateral Folding
Gates.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—In the drawings, fig. 1

represents the gate when closed ; C and D are merely a pedestal to

support A and B ; E and F are the main bars fastened to the post B
by pivots d and e, which may slide in the slots j and i. The slats

G G- are pivoted to the bars E and F, so that the gate may be raised

and folded into the post B, as seen in ^g. 2. Bj means of the weight
N the whole gate is overbalanced and made to rise and remain up
until it is drawn down by the hand placed upon the cord near the
small weight S or T. When the gate is raised, the end of the upper
rail E may move downward with its pivot d along the slot j ; there-

fore, the whole weight of the gate rests upon the lower bar E and its

pivot e in slot i. When the gate is shut down, the spring I, acting

against the pivot e, pushes the bar F into a notch c_, in fig. 3, in post

A, so as to fasten the gate. In order to close the gate, either the
cord Q or K is pulled so as to raise the quadrant plate K, thus closing

the gate with the same cord by which it was opened.

The inventors say : We claim, let, balancing the gate upon a
single fulcrum pin, whilst the gate is held to the post_, and guided
by another pin working in a slot, thus giving a steady motion to the
gate in folding and unfolding.

2d. The eccentric quadrant plate K, by means of which the action

of weight N, and also the action of the hand, (when pulling upon
either of the cords Q or E,) are varied so as to easily set the gate in

motion, and yet prevent the gate from opening or closing with violence,

as described.

3d. The combination of the crooked lever h with the spring J and
cords L Q and K, whereby a slight puir upon either of the cords Q
and K will unlock the gate and let it fly open, whilst a stronger pull

uponthe same cord will close the gate, as set forth.

No. 17,551.

—

James Bridge, of Augusta, Me.

—

Improved Safety At-
tachment for Hatchways.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—By this de-

vice, the hatchway, when open, will be sufficiently guarded, and acci-

dents will be avoided. When the doors B are closed, the guards C are

thrown back against the under side of the doors by means of springs

E and inclined flanches/.

Claim.—The guards or fenders C attached to the arbors D, which
are secured to the underside of the doors B and connected with the
flooring by the chains h ; the above parts being used in connexion with
the inclined flanches/ and springs E, substantially as described for the
purpose set forth.
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No. 17,270.

—

Daniel Fitzgerald, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Mode of Constructing Portable Houses.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.

—

In this construction of houses, the posts are made solid, and have chan-

nels cut into them to receive the weather-hoarding and the door frames.

F represents a section of the roof referred to in the claim.

Claim.—First. Uniting the roof in sections to render it portable,

in the manner substantially as described.

Second. Cutting down a space in the sill, and tenoning each side so

that the door frame will set close down and be held firm in the man-
ner described.

No. 16,425.

—

John Gr. Vaughan, mediate assignor to Isaac M.
Singer.—Improved Mode of Lathing and Plastering.—Patent dated

January 13, 1857.—The plastering entering the oblique interstices S
of the laths 0, thus forms a series of efficient ties to hold the coating

applied to said laths.

The inventor says : I do not claim the sawing of laths, nor as limit-

ing my claim of invention to making laths of the form specified by
sawing, as they may be made otherwise than by sawing ; nor to the

making of such laths of wood, as other materials may be substituted,

although I prefer wood.
Nor do I claim broadly the securing of plastering by dovetailed

interstices between laths, or analogous devices.

But I claim plastering ceilings or other surfaces on lathing formed
and secured so as to leave interstices between them with parallel sides

oblique to the surface of the plastering, when put on substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

No. 16,702.

—

William E. Worthen, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Metallic Lathing.—Patent dated February 24, 1857.—The corrugated

beams a a are pierced in the folds thereof so as to leave free small

tongues t, which are afterwards bent horizontally, and at the same
time dished or concaved, so as to make them stronger. These tongues

will then serve as studding and lathing.

The inventor says : I know that corrugated iron has been used for

floors ; it is also employed for partitions, but it is, as far as I know,
lathed either with iron or wooden laths riveted on. I know also that

iron lathing, having a section like a 0, and other sorts of iron lathing,

have been used. I therefore claim none of these as my invention.

But I claim corrugated metal provided with tongues slit out of the

body thereof, and bent away from their original position, substantially

as specified, and constituting, as a whole, an article to be used in build-

ing, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

I also claim such tongues formed substantially in such a manner,
on and out of corrugated metal, when they are dished or concaved,

substantially in the manner and for the purposes described.

No. 17,550.—John L. Brabyn, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Laths for Buildings.—l^atent dated June 16, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.
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Claim.—The forming of the interstices in the form of a dovetail,

or its equivalent, and the back support for the mortar in the laths

themselves, and entirely independent of anything that may be placed

behind them, by grooving one or both edges of the lath on one side,

and leaving the other side the full width, so that when the same are

in place their edges shall join at the back side, to prevent the plaster-

ing material from pressing through between the laths, the grooves

forming the clinches to hold the mortar firmly in place, substantially

as set forth.

No. 18,555.

—

Samuel J. Seeley, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Canal Lock Gates.—Fskieui dated November 3, 1857.—The claim
and engravings show the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not wish to be understood as limiting my
claim of invention to the special form specified, but claim the privi-

lege of modifying the same so long as I attain the same end by means
substantially the same.

I claim the method, substantially as specified, of connecting the

upper journals of canal look gates to the masonry of the lock, by
means of adjustable boxes, and for the purpose specified.

I also claim suspending the outer or swing edges of the gate to the

upper journal boxes by diagonal suspension braces, in the manner and
for the purpose as specified.

I also claim connecting the top flaps of the gate with each other,

so that the two shall move together by means of a joint link and arm,
or other equivalent means^ substantially as described, in combination
with the connexion with a capstan at the side of the lock by a jointed

rack, or other equivalent means, as described, and for the purpose set

forth.

No. 17,065.

—

Edmund M. Ivens, of Tamaqua, Pa., assignor to Him-
self and LuciEN H. Allen, of the same place.

—

Improvement in Wind-
ing Machinery for Mines.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—Motion
being imparted to the bevel wheels A and A^ by a pinion on driving-

shaft D, the rollers J on the arms K of the bevel wheels come in con-

tact with the ribs L, on the inner circumference of the drums H and
H, causing said drums to revolve in opposite directions at the same
time that they move on shaft B in opposite directions, whereby the
position of the unwinding part of the rope R is maintained stationary.

The inventor says : I am aware that rotating drums have been made
to travel laterally by means of a screw around their axis. This, there-

fore, I do not claim.

But I claim the arrangement of the travelling drums on concentric

axes^ when operated in the manner and for the purposes substantially

as described.

I also claim rotating the travelling drums by means of the rollers

J and ribs or guides L, arranged at or near their inner periphery, or

in any equivalent manner, whereby their hubs and axes are used
merely as guides, as set forth.
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No. 18,41T.—S. H. Titus and O. Des Gkanges, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improved Cellular Iron Pavements.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.

—

Letters ^, in the drawings, indicate the metallic ribs, and letters h in-

dicate the hollow compartments or cells of the block. The ribs are

made thinner in the lower part, with a shoulder marked S.

The lower part of the periphery of the block is square,, while the

upper part is composed of projections and recesses, which are produced
by the six-sided, or other shaped compartments or cells, into which
the block is divided by the ribs.

The inyentors say : We do not claim a cellular pavement present-

ing uniformity in the construction of its upper surface as such.

But we claim constructing each cell perfect in itself, and by such
construction making the cells of the upper periphery of the block not

only uniform, but answering as ledges to support the same upon the

adjoining block, and thereby distributing the superincumbent weight
equally along the whole side of the block, substantially in the firm

manner described.

No. 17,138.

—

John B. Cornell, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Side-walk Pavement.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

(7^am.—Casting in one piece the section of a street gutter and
curbs, of suitable shape and proportions, substantially as set forth.

Also, forming the side-walk pavement of a series of metallic plates

a a, when said plates are combined with each other, and with the

aforesaid metallic street gutter and curb, substantially as set forth.

No. 16,757.

—

Charles J. Shepard, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improve^
ment in Cast-iron Pavements.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.

The inventor says : I do not claim double inclines in themselves, as

wooden paving blocks have been formed as pairs of double wedges set

in alternate opposite directions. But I am not aware of any metallic

paving block having ever before been formed in a polygonal shape
with the vertical or nearly vertical sides to steady the blocks, and
with the inclines around the upper parts of said sides taking projec-

tions from the adjoining blocks, which projections are unequal dis-

tances from the angles of the blocks to prevent any two coming oppo-
site to each other, when laid as specified,

I claim forming polygonal metallic paving blocks with the inclines

2 2 at the upper part of the straight sides, and with the projections

3 3, to take the inclines of the adjoining blocks at unequal distances

from the angles of said block, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

No. 16,692.

—

Charles Mettam, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Iron Pavements.—Patent dated February 24, 1857.

The invuntor says : I do not claim the casting of the blocks or

plates with lateral projections on the lower parts to extend under the

adjacent blocks or plates ; neither do I claim the casting of the blocks

or plates with tenons to enter mortises in the adjacent blocks or plates,
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when sucb. tenons stand out laterally from the sides of the blocks or

plates.

But I claim casting each block or plate with a number of hooks a
standing out laterally from below the general level of the bottom
thereof, and turning upwards in the form of vertical tenons^ and with
a corresponding number of mortises h in the lower faces ; so that when
the plates are laid together the vertical tenons of one block or plate

enter mortises in adjacent ones, and the mortises receive tenons of ad-

jacent ones, while the laterally projecting portions of the blocks or

plates make them mutually supporting, substantially as described.

No. 17,662.—G-EORGE W. Bishup, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Iron Pavements for Streets.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not limit my claim to the use of" all the

features of my invention in connexion, as good results may be obtained

by the use of some of them without the others ; but the best results

will be obtained when all the parts are used in connexion. Nor do I

limit myself to the making of the blocks of a quadrangular form, as

other forms, such as the hexagonal, may be substituted, although I

prefer the quadrangular form. I do not claim paving streets with
blocks of cast iron.

But I claim making cast iron paving blocks, with a series of trans-

verse draining grooves 6, substantially as described, which, when com-
pleted and laid, will form grooves running from the middle of the

street towards the side gutters or sewers, as set forth.

I also claim forming the surface of iron paving blocks with a series

of inclined planes d and shoulders e, substantially as described, to

prevent horses from slipping, while at the same time carriages will

roll over the surface without serious impediment or concussions.

And I also claim the said series of inclined planes and shoulders,

in combination with the lateral grooves for draining, but which also

answer the purpose of preventing horses from slipping, as set forth.

And, finally, I claim the manner of uniting the iron blocks in lay-

ing a pavement, by the alternating over and underlapping of the series

of blocks, substantially as described ; whereby the blocks are enabled
to sustain one another, and thereby more effectually maintain the
required grade.

No. 18,251.

—

Barzillai C. Smith, of Burlington, N. J.

—

Improve-
ment in the Mode of Connecting and Disconnecting the Blocks of Iron
or other Pavements.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—The blocks
a are cast about four feet by two, and weigh about two hundred
pounds per square yard. The upper surface of the blocks is ribbed,

80 as to form suitable grooves for the reception of water and dirt, and
to prevent the slipping of horses, the ribs running across the street to

carry the water to the sides of the street. The lower surface of the
block is furnished with lour or more flanges, which form the sides of
the cells c, which are to act as air cells, so that in case of a very heavy/

Yol. ii 8
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load upon the block, tlie confined air will tend to resist the depression
of the block.

The inventor says : I do not claim securing plates together by means
of dowels and channels, or strips or bars, and grooves to receive them.
But I claim the mode set forth of locking the plates or blocks of

iron pavements, the same consisting of the locking bar e and grooves
d c?, one of which is of sufficient depth to cover the entire width of the
bar e, while the other is of half that depth ; and in combination there-
with, I claim the grooves s and m, in the manner and for the purposes
set forth.

No. 16,490.

—

Charles T. Liernur, of Mobile, Ala.

—

Improvemerd
in Compound Rail for Railroads.—Patent dated January 2f , 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood from the claim and
the engravings. H represents a section of car-wheel, showing its

position on the rail.

The inventor says: I am aware that a great many ^Hwo-part"
compound rails have been designed and brought into use, more or

less resembling my improvement ; but none have the merit of such
great simplicity of combination and ease of manufacture, or of appli-

cation and removal, nor have they the material so advantageously
disposed. I do not claim the employment of a two-part rail with
unbroken top and bottom, and with the division effected principally

through the middle web.
I claim the combination of a two-part compound rail for railroads,

in which the head of the top rail and the lower flange of the bottom rail

are each left undivided, the head of the top rail not resting on the

upper part of the vertical rib B of the bottom rail, but supported alone

by its own vertical rib in such a manner that the upper part A of the

vertical B of the bottom rail can be used as a temporary rail during
track laying, so that no deterioration resulting therefrom shall pre-

vent the well fitting of both rails, and thus also giving to the top rail a
support unaffected by the variations of dimensions occurring in the

process of manufacture, through the rapid wearing of the rollers and
the unequal heating of the iron.

No. 16,605.

—

Samuel Nicolson, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Rail for Street Railroads.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.

Claim.—The street rail, constructed essentially as described, or with
recesses h hi I miiB side or sides, for the reception of the paving blocks

B, each recess of one side being opposite either a recess of the other

side or space, between two recesses of the other side essentially as ex-

plained .

No, 17,478.

—

Lyman Bbebe & GtEOrge F. Smith, of Michigan City,

Ind.

—

Improved Machine for Repairing Railroad Gars.—Patent dated

June 9, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by
reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim.—The wedge-shaped jaws (J fitted to the iron E, to be worked
in combination with the iron bed block B fitted to receive them, into

which they slide, and by which they are firmly held.
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Also, tlie two jaws C, in combination with the double levers D, in

which they rest, and by which they are readily opened by raising to

receive and discharge the rails.

No. 17,178.—CoRYDON WmcH, of Jersey City, N. J.

—

Improvement
in Railroad Chair 3Iachines.—Tatent dated April 28, 1857.—The bar

Y^ being properly heated, is passed through opening/; motion being
given to shaft K, cam N raises die E, and knives e and g cut the

blank, which is then grasped between plate C and face of die E.
Cam Gr now depresses die D, and cutters b cut and bend down lip a*,

as represented in figure 2 ; and cams o raising bars Q, the upper ends
of the latter bend the lips a* inward, as represented in figure 3, com-
pressing the metal in such a manner as to make the angles b^ thicker

than any other portion of the chair.

The inventor says : I am aware that a number of machines have
been devised for making railroad chairs from wrought iron; and dies

operated by cams, or their equivalents, have been used and arranged
in various ways in connexion with cutters, benders, &c. 1 therefore

do not claim separately, or in itself considered,, either of the parts

described^ irrespective of the peculiar construction and arrangement of
the same.
But I claim the two bending and upsetting arms or bars Q Q, having

their upper surfaces made inclined, and provided with ledges or fianches

^ ^ at their inner edges, the bars being operated or moved as shown
and described, so as to both bend and upset the lips a, and thereby
increase the thickness and consequently the strength of the lips where
most required, viz._, at the junction of the lips with the plate or base
of the chair.

No. 18,023.

—

Edward W. Stephens & Eichaed Jenkins, of Coving-
ton_, Ky.

—

Improvement in Railroad Rail.—Patent dated August 18,
1857.—The successive stages of formation of this rail by means of

suitable rolls are represented in figure 2.

The inventors say : We are aware that it has been proposed to con-
struct railway rails by bending the sides of a U-rail in such manner
as to nearly or quite meet at the base, as in the English patent of T.
A. Kinder, No. 2730, 1853, and do not wish to be understood as

claiming any devices where the sides remain unwelded, an essential

feature of our invention being the formation of an entire and complete
T-rail web.

We claim the tubular T railroad rail, constructed in form and
manner substantially as herein set forth ; that is to say, having the
two portions of its web welded together at the neck, and branching
to the outer and inner edges, respectively, of the tread or track of the
rail.

No. 17,580.—S. Y. LuDLUM, of Oyster Bay, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Railroad Snow Excavators.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The
truck A is placed in front of the locomotive, and is shoved along by
it ; and when the box F is filled with snow, the locomotive is reversed

;

and, as it is moved back, the cord r will depress the slide E, and rod
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D will be elevated within the frame d, as represented in figure 2, and
pass up to the upper end of the box F, and by this motion detach
the snow which is within the box F from that which is without. The
rope r which is attached to the locomotive will now elevate box F;
and when said box has reached a certain point, the end of catch n will

strike against pin &*, and the end of box F will strike against pro-

jection c*. By this means the side o of the box will open, and the box
will be tilted, as shown in figure 3, and its contents will bedischarged
at one side of the track.

Claim.—The tilting box or scoop F, attached to the sliding frame
B, and provided with the rod or cutter D and hinge sides o, one or

both ; the frame being attached to the truck A, and the box F and
rod or cutter D operated by the locomotive through the medium of

the cord or chain r ; the whole being arranged substantially as de-

scribed for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,492.

—

William L. Cawthron, of Harper's Ferry, Ya.

—

Bail-

road Switch Lock.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The switch lever B
is confined against the post P, and the lip/ of the arm A passes through
plate L and receives the bolt of a lock by which the arm A can be

locked or unlocked ; when the arm A is released from the bolt, it can

be swung back, leaving lever B free to drop.

Claim,—The arrangement upon the lock plate of the curved securing-

arm A, constructed and operating as described for the purpose speci-

fied.

No. 16,898.

—

Hiram Carpenter, of New York, N. Y., assignor to

the American Iron Kailway Company.—Improvement in Railroads.—
Patent dated March 24, 1857.—The claim and engravings show the

nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I am aware a cast iron cross tie, with chairs

attached, is not new ; nor are cast iron pedestals new ; nor is the in-

terposition of an elastic material between the rails and their supports

new. All these things have been essayed in some separate form or

other, and I do not claim them separately.

I claim, in combination with the tie and pedestals cast in one piece,

the chairs so constructed as to fit in or on said pedestals, and to hold

the rails without the use of bolts, spikes, or keys, substantially as

described.

No. 18,144!—EicHARD B. Harrison^ of Yicksburg, Miss.

—

Improved
MacJiinefor Bamming under ike Cross-ties of Bailroads.—Patent dated

September 8, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood

by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The movable machine for ramming earthy matter under
the cross-ties of railroads, said machine being composed of reciproca-

ting rams c and suitable actuating levers E, combined with a plat-

form car A, substantially as set forth.

No. 16,623.—Joel Wisner, of Aurora, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Locomotive Cow-catchers for Bailroads,—Patent dated February 10,
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1857.—This invention consists in placing over and attached to the

common cow-catcher a heavy bar B operated by springs D D, the bar

to be supported by the knuckle-jointed arms I H, the latter H being
hinged to the cow-catcher at L. Should any animal come into con-

tact with the arms, the knuckle-joint will give way, and allow the bar

to fall and hold the animal until removed.
Claim.—First. The bar or jaw B, legs G, feet J, and teeth C, when

operated by the springs D, or their equivalents, in combination with
the forward end beam of the locomotive.

Second. The stud H and joini I, in combination with the bar B,
when constructed and operated substantially in the manner and for

the purposes described.

No. 16,343.

—

Andrew Teal, of Aurora, 111.

—

Improvement in Me-
tallic Cross-ties and Chairs for Railroads as a new Manufacture.—
Patent dated January 6, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be
understood by reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim.—As a new manufacture, my improved adjustable double
chair for supporting the rails of railways, and at the same time se-

curing said rails in any position, the said double chair being com-
posed of T-shaped metallic rails a of a suitable length, combined with
duplicate pairs of transversely grooved clamping blocks c, substan-

tially as set forth.

No. 16,376.

—

Joseph T. Davenpoet, of Augusta, G-a.

—

Arrangement

of Fixed Bails as a substitute for Railroad Switches.—Patent dated
January 13, 1857.—The train to enter sideling A will advance on the

main track c c^, in the direction of arrow 1, until the last car has passed
the guard o o o. The train will then back, when the guard o o o

acting upon the wheels will cause the train to move in the direction

of arrow 2 till the engine has passed guard-rail o o, and then advance
;

the guard-rail o o will cause the train to enter the sideling A A.
Claim.—I claim the arrangement and form of the rails and guards

to produce the described connexion between the sidelings and the

main track on railroads, and for the purpose described.

No. 18,494.

—

Sidney A, Beers, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in the Construction of Railways.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.

—

This invention relates to the construction of railways with a cast iron

foundation rail_, of the form of a series of upright arches, resting on
stone foundations, and tied together laterally by upright iron ties,

and with a wrought iron coping rail fitting on to top of said founda-
tion rail, and extending downwards on each side thereof, terminating
at the bottom in flanges to receive clamps which are held and tight-

ened upon said flanges^ and caused to confine the coping rail to the

foundation rail by means of keys, or their equivalents ; the said coping
rail breaking joint with the foundation rail, so as to form a continu-

ously connected track, and having lock-joints of such form and con-

struction that the adjacent ends of two lengths of rail cannot rise

independently of each other, and that the breaks in the face of the
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track, at the junction of the several lengths of rail, are oblique, and
not directly across the face of the rail.

The inventor says : I do not claim the several parts or devices sepa-

rately, as set forth, hut in combination.

But I claim the construction of a continuous iron rail of successive

sections of upright arches, the upper surface of which shall form a

plane, and held in position by upright iron ties, with tenon and wedge
or keys on the outside, and surmounted and bound together by a
wrought iron rail, which last mentioned rail is held in place by hooks
and key-wedges, or their equivalents, as set forth.

No. 18,577.

—

Timothy Dwight, of New Haven, Gonn.

—

Improve-
ment in Rails for Baihvays.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—In
the engravings, c represents the cross-ties, s the sills, r the rails, b

the bolts, t the tongue or rib of the sills, i the iron support, / the

flanches of the rail, and /^ the enlarged groove on the inside of the

track. By thus making room in the sill for the flanch of the wheel,

this flanch will work against the flanch of the rail. The object of

this invention is to add strength and permanence to the T-rail track,,

at a diminished price.

Claim.—The rail with its flanch or flanches, in combination with
the sill adapted to fit the lower part of the rail, as described ; and
these I also claim in combination with the screw-bolt and nut, as

described.

No. 17,003 —George W. Thomas, of Wickford, E. I.

—

Improved
Road-Scraper.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The adjustable side scrapers E, in combination with the

front release scrapers B, when so arranged as to throw the dirt in-

wardly towards the centre of the road, and in a crowning form, for

the purpose of giving a natural drainage to the road^ as set forth.

No. 16,963.

—

Chauncey Blakeslee, of Ashtabula, Ohio.

—

Improved
Road-Scraper.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The adjustable blade

F may be set so as to take more or less earth, according to the nature

of the soil, by means of the set screw a. In ditching, the sides or

runners A may move along on the sod, while the blade F is so set as

to excavate the earth between the sides.

Claim.—The grading blade F, arranged as described, and combined
with the runners A A, with the draught forward of the edge of the blade

;

for the purpose of causing said runners to serve as guides or gauges
thereto, and preventing the blade from dropping into furrows or de-

pressions, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,529.

—

Hiram Van Pelt, of Bath, N. Y.

—

Improved Road-
Scraper,—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—This scraper is drawn by
power applied to chains E, the rings of which can slide on the rods C.

After the scoop I of the scraper has been filled with earth, the scraper

is thrown over and deposits its contents on the ground ; the team is

then changed to the rear end, and the other scoop I is filled.
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The inventor says : I am aware that a scraper has been made to

revolve upon pivots placed within a suitable frame, and therefore I do

not claim such.

But I do claim the alternate arrangement of the scoops 1 1, in com-
bination with the draught-rods D D, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,767.—William E. Worthbn, of New York, N. Y.—Im-
proved Metallic i?oo/.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.

Claim.—A roof composed of U-shaped metallic beams a, which
themselves are a portion of the covering, and of arching metallic

plates c, plain or corrugated, connecting said beams, and composing
the rest of the covering ; the whole being constructed substantially in

the manner described.

No. 18,278 —Egbert T. Havens, of Casstown, Ohio.

—

Improvement
in Preparing Roofing Cements.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention consists in combining coal tar and sand,

sifted through a bolting cloth or other suitable material, with paper
or wood in the following manner : The temperature of the tar is raised

to a boiling heat, and then cooled, when an oily substance is found on
the top, which is skimmed from the tar. To one gallon of tar thus

prepared are added three gallons, or nearly in that proportion, of sand
as aforesaid, prepared and stirred well together. Sheets of paper or

very thin wood, in pieces of suitable size, are put into a rolling ma-
chine, which the inventor has prepared for the purpose ; the mixture
is poured into the hopper of said machine. The mixture and paper,

or wood, are then passed together between the rollers of the machine,
which is so contrived as to press the mixture upon and into the sub-

stance of the wood or paper on both sides.

The hopper is divided into three apartments E E and F. The mix-
ture above described is poured into the compartments E E, and the

wood or paper placed in F, the three apartments uniting just above
the rollers G C ; so that at this place of union the mixture shall come
in contact with the wood or paper on each side thereof, before passing

between the rollers C 0. In turning'the rollers, the mixture is pressed

into the pores of the wood or into the paper on each side, making a

smooth surface. The product passes from the press in the direction H.
The inventor says : I do not claim that the ingredients specified

have not been used before in compositions, but do claim that they have
not been so combined as to produce any article identical with, or

equivalent or similar to the above.

I claim the process of combining and pressing coal tar and sand
with paper or wood, in the manner described and represented for the

production of an artificial slate.

No. 17,851.

—

John B. Wands, of Chicago, 111.

—

Improvement in

Hoofing Compositions.—Patent dated July 21, 1857.—This composition
consists of the following ingredients : One square foot of cotton is to

be covered with a mixture of one pint of coal tar with one pint of

clean sand, one gill of residuary gum, one-half of an ounce of litharge,
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one ounce of water lime cement, one ounce of quick lime, and one half

of an ounce of rosin.

Claim.—The combination of the various ingredients in the propor-

tions before set forth.

No. 16,739.

—

Charles K. Milks, of Detroit, Michigan.

—

Improve-
ment in Mastic Roofing Compounds.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.

—

The compound consists of 20 gallons of coal tar, asphaltum as much
as can be dissolved in 2 gallons of strong alec hoi, raw India rubber as

much as can be dissolved in 2 gallons purified Spirits turpentine, 1^
gallon linseed oil boiled, 10 pounds pulverized soapstone, 5 pounds
sugar of lead, one peck of plaster of Paris.

The inventor says : I am aware that most, if not all, of the articles

named have been used in like compositions^ and I am also aware that

in some roof compositions heat has been applied to the articles sepa-

rately, just before they have been put upon the roof.

I claim the composition for roofing, made up of the ingredients in

the proportions and in the manner set forth.

No. 17,497.—J. B. Driscolb, of Knoxville, Tenn.

—

Improvement in

Roofing Machines.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—In using this imple-

ment, the edge of the bar A is placed against the side of the higher
bent edge g of the metal plates K, which are placed on the roof. The
bar E is then drawn inward by operating its lever H, said bar press-

ing snugly against the shorter bent edge h of the adjoining plate K.
The bar I is then turned over by moving handle J, and bends the

upper part of edge g over the edge h, as represented in figure 2. Bar
E is then moved outward, and bar I is turned around in its bearings

till the upper bent portion of the edge is pressed snugly against the

upper part of the edge h of the adjoining plate.

The inventor says : In view of G. W. Burling's patent, October 28,

1856, I disclaim the broad idea of folding the edges of metallic plates

by means of a bar interposed between two parallel bars, one of which
is movable.

I claim the employment of a swinging bar E hinged or swinging
between the frame or side plates D D, in the manner and for the pur-

poses substantially as described.

No. 18,186.

—

William H. Carver, of Covington, Ky., and J. Beck-

ley, of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improvement in Mastic Roofing.—Patent dated

September 15, 1857.—One thickness of dry roofing paper is laid on
the sheating board, and on this one thickness of saturated paper ; the

tarred paper and canvas are to form a foundation for the cement. To
this is applied a coat containing coal tar and quicklime, boiled to-

gether in the proportions of forty gallons of tar to twelve pounds of

quicklime and six pounds of beeswax ; the second coat applied con-

tains the same ingredients as the first, with the addition of two and a

half gallons of India rubber solution ; the third coat contains the same
ingredients as the second coat, and the addition of eight pounds of

shellac solution.

The inventors say : We are aware that nearly all, if not all, the in-

gredients, composing our cement have been used, and therefore do not
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wish to be understood as claiming any of them when taken separately,

nor the whole of them when used together.

But we claim the precise manner employed of mixing and compound-
ing the ingredients composing the cement, when combined with the

proportions of ingredients as specified ; by which process of mixing and
compounding and combination of ingredients, and applying the cement
to use, we are enabled to decompose or destroy the ammonia contained

in the coal tar to prevent it from destroying the cement and eating the

canvas on which it is spread, and at the same time produce a cement
that is not brittle and subject to cracking, but hard enough to resist

forces that roofs are generally subject to, and at the same time elastic

enough to expand and contract to suit all conditions of heat and cold,

and make the cement water-proof.

No. 17,883.

—

Samuel K. Lighter and James A. Morrell, of Hamil-
ton, 0.

—

Improvement in Mastic Roofing Compositions.— Patent dated
July 28, 1857.—Twelve parts of linseed oil are put into a kettle and
are heated to the boiling point ; to this is added six parts of litharge

and twelve parts of fire-proof mineral, together with twelve parts of

yellow ochre ; the mixture is well stirred until the whole is thoroughly
melted. To this is then added three parts of beeswax, twelve parts

of rosin, one hundred parts of coal tar, fifty parts of pitch tar ; and the

whole is stirred and fused together. To this is then added six parts

of India rubber and six parts of gutta percha dissolved in spirits of

turpentine, and six parts of gum shellac dissolved in alcohol ; twelve
parts of asphaltum are then added, and the mixture is then ready
for use as a roofing composition.

Claim.—The roofing compositions described, composed of the several

substances in substantially the proportions specified, prepared and
used in the manner set forth.

No. 16,770.

—

Nathan A. Dyar, assignor to Himself and Seth D.
Woodbury, of Lynn, Mass.

—

Improvement in Mastic Roofing Materials.

—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The mixture consists of thirty gallons

of gas tar, one hundred and eighty pounds of yellow ochre, one gallon

of whale oil, and fifty pounds of sulphuric acid. This mixture will

produce an elastic body.
Claim.—The employment of sulphuric acid (or an acid having a

similar effect) in the treatment of substances or compositions contain-

ing hydro-carbons, in the manner and for the purposes essentially as

described.

No. 16,614.

—

Benjamin Koss and John C. Campbell.—Improved
Metallic Roofing.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The nature of

this improvement will be understood from the engravings.
Claim.—The method described of connecting together metallic plates,

or shingles for roofing, by their own weight, when the series of plates so

connected are fastened only at the upper and lower edge of the roof.

No. 18,677.

—

John B. Cornell, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Metallic Roofing for Subterranean Vaults.—Patent dated Novembe
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24, 1857.—The claim and engravings explain the nature of this in-

vention.

The inventor says : I claim my improved metallic roofing for an
apartment located under a sidewalk and a portion of a street carriage-

way, the said roofing being constructed of the metallic beams G K
L L L, the metallic sectional plates B B B, and the metallic plate C,
in such a manner that the united inner surfaces of the said parts form
the ceiling to said apartment, at the same time that the sectional

plates B B B form an illuminating water-tight street sidewalk, and
the plate C forms a safe support for the portion of the carriage-way
immediately over said apartment, substantially as set forth.

I also claim the arrangement of my improved metallic roofing for

subterranean apartments, which enables the beam Gr to serve as the

main support of said roof, at the same time that the exposed portion

thereof forms the street curb, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,874 —LuciAN Fay, of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improved Machine
for Seaming Sheet Metal Hoofs.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—The
sheets being laid on the roof in the customary manner, the machine is

taken to the ridge of the roof, and, being presented towards the eave

with the rollers a a^, confining between them the standing joint, fig,

3, the machine is allowed to travel down the roof until the standing
joint engages between the burring rollers h ¥, The crank g being

then rotated, the action of the rollers b h propels the machine forward,

and at the same time turns the higher edge of the joint over to a right

angle, as represented in fig. 4. The folding roller next bends it into

the position shown in fig. 5, and the seaming rollers D D^ then com-
plete the single seam, as represented in fig. 6.

Claim.—The use of the burring, folding, and seaming rollers h

h^ cD dJ)^ d}, constructed with or without adjustable elastic bear-

ings, arranged substantially as described, in connexion with the mova-
ble platform or carriage, and operating in the manner specified.

No. 17,331.

—

Asa Johnson, of Cairo, N. Y., assignor to Himself
and William Higbie & Henry Link, of Little Falls, N. Y.

—

Improved
Method of Fastening Sheet Metal on Roofs, dc.—Patent dated May 19,

1857.—These studs, as represented in the engraving, are inserted in

holes in the boards of the roof, which are made of such a size as to allow

said studs to move when the metal expands or contracts. The metal
sheet i is fastened to the studs by means of screws 1_, and the studs are

secured to the boards by means of screws S. The metal, as it expands-

or contracts, can move the block 2 on its shaft a, and said shaft is

free to play in the groove &, thus afibrding a free motion in three

directions.

Claim.—The self-adjusting fastener^ as described, for the purpose of

attaching metallic coverings to buildings, and accommodating itself

to the contraction and expansion of the metal, and for fastening metals

in any and all other places where the contraction and expansion
demand accommodation, substantially as set forth, or any mechanical
device equivalent thereto.
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No. 18,703.

—

Joseph R. Payson, of Covington^ Ky.

—

Improved
Arrangement in Sash Balance.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.

—

The claim and engravings show the nature of this invention.

Claim.—I do not claim any of the parts or arrangements in them-
selves alone, separately considered.

But I claim combining the arrangement of cord g and pulleys d d
d c?, attached to the sides of balanced sashes h c and frame a, as shown,
with the arrangement of the open weight or weighted tassel e, sub-
stantially as shown ; by which means the sashes can be diversely

operated in counterbalance with the weight, conjointly and separately

as specified, and also by which means is furnished to the trade and
the public a new economical and useful mode of counterbalancing
sashes with one-fourth of the usual weight, and in the common plain

frame without boxes, after the building is finished, without change in

the frame or injury to the finish.

No. 18,223.

—

John McMurtrt, of Lexington, Ky., assignor to

Daniel Wiehl, of Payette county, Ky.

—

Improved Mode of Controlling

Cog-Gear Sash Balance.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—When
the gears are in the position represented in dotted lines, both sashes

can be operated by turning knob J ; by then drawing knob J to the
position represented in full lines, the burr of plate F will be thrown
between the belts of the pinion H, and will thus lock the sashes

securely.

Claim.—Arranging the cog gears F^ B} of the lower sash C^ on
the shaft G^, which is capable of turning vertically and sliding

horizontally, and which has arranged on its back end a locking plate

I, which slides with it, but which cannot turn with it ; said plate

having a bar or cog / on its edge, which serves as a stop to hold both
or either of the sashes in any desired position when geared together
or separated, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,376,

—

Nathaniel E. Baker, of Holyoke, Mass.

—

Improved
Sash Supporter.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—This improvement
relates to window-sash holders, in which friction is employed as a
means for retaining the sash.

The object of the invention is to obviate the difficulties heretofore

attending such devices, viz : the abrasion of either the sash or the
window frame by undue friction, and the slipping down of the sash
to an insufficiency thereof, caused by wear or otherwise.

The invention consists in having a clamp attached to one side of the
sash, which clamp is made to sustain or hold the sash by grasping a
cord which is placed within one of the jamb posts or stiles of the win-
dow frame.

The inventor says : I do not confine myself to any precise form of

spring to be applied to the plates D, nor to any precise material for

the cord E.
I claim the clamp formed of the plates D, attached to the sash

B, in combination with the cord E, arranged substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.
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No. 18,275.

—

William Ckoasdale, of Hartsville, Pa —Improvement
in the Oribs of Horses' Stahles.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.™
This improvement consists of a roller A, attached to the striker J3 by
means of the screw or axle D, upon which it turns when seized by
the animal ; also, a striker B attached to the roller A, as above de-

scribed, and also to the strap C by the pin F, upon which it freely

turns. The strap C is firmly screwed to the crib. The striker B, at

the point of connexion with the pin F, is shaped at an angle of about
120 degrees.

The operation of the machine is as follows : The roller A and
striker B being in the position as shown by fig. 1, the roller A is

seized by the animal, which causes it to turn upon axle D, and striker

B upon the pin F, and throws up the striker B, the upper portion of

which strikes the animal and causes him to relax his hold, the weight
of the upper part of the striker being sufficient to cause it to fall back
into the crib.

The inventor says : I claim the revolving roller A, in connexion with
the striker B, as described.

No. 16,982.

—

Joseph B. Latham, of Phoenixville, Conn.

—

Improved
Arrangement of Staging Brackets.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engraving.

Claim.—The use or employment of the brackets E, the strap D,
and dog B, substantially in the manner and for the purpose as set

forth.

No. 16,380.

—

Augustus Eliaers, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Staircases.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The nature of this in-

vention will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim.—The described improvement in the construction of stair-

cases ; the same consisting in forming separate and independent string

pieces c, between which the treads h are held and griped, the whole
being secured by a screw-bolt that forms a part of or is attached to

the baluster, as set forth.

No. 18,110.

—

George S. Stewart, of Meadville, Pa

—

Improvement
in Instruments for Drawing the Curve of Circular Stair Bailings.—
Patent dated September 1, 1857.—A detailed description of the opera-

tion of this instrument would take up too much space to be given here^

the principal features thereof will be understood by reference to the

claim and engravings.

Claim.—The construction of a machine with an adjustable table

D C and the graduated post B, and arm T, adjusted with the set

screws Q i and the semi-circle F, constructed as described ; or any
other substantially the same, and which will produce the same results.

No. 17,234.

—

Charles Bobinson, of Cambridgeport, Mass.

—

Im-
proved Arrangement of Stairsteps.—Patent dated May 5, 1857-—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim

and engravings.
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Claim.—Beneath each step a spring or springs, so as to give an
elastic movement thereto in ascending and descending upon the stairs,

for the purposes specified.

No, 16,357.

—

Henry.Eddy, of North Bridgewater, Mass.

—

Improved
Mode of Constructing Stalls for Horses.—Patent dated January 6,

1857.—The hay rests between the inclined pieces H and the sides B,
and the animal takes away the hay through the openings p, thus the

head of the animal is protected from becoming soiled by the hay ; the

breath of the horse can escape through the openings I and 0.
The inventor says : I claim nothing original in the construction of

the main body of the stall, and nothing original in the combination
of a deep crib or manger with an oblong hole for the insertion of the

head and neck of the horse.

I claim a crib, or manger, with the inclined planes H H, constructed

and arranged substantially as described.

Also, the space g h k, partially enclosed by the inclined planes H H,
with a vertical opening I, substantially as described and for the pur-

pose set forth.

No. 17,627.

—

William L. Johnson, of Peytonsville, Tenn.

—

Im-
proved Mode of Constructing Stores.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim and engravings.

The inventor says: I am aware that stores or other buildings have
been before constructed in such manner as that the fronts could be
thrown open, being hinged at their sides as doors, and that the shelves,

counters, &c., have been built on trucks running or resting on rails

laid in the floor of the building, and do not. wish to be understood as

laying any claim thereto.

I claim constructing the fronts A A with rails h corresponding to

those on the floor, and hinged or pivoted thereto, for the purpose of

throwing down the said fronts in the plain of the floor, and forming
a continuous road or track on which the trucks containing the coun-
ters, goods, &c., may be readily run out or clear of the building, as

described.

No. 18,118.

—

Asa Blood, Sen., of Norfolk, Ya., and Egbert W.
Brown, of Washington, D. C.

—

Improved Mode of Removing Stores,

dtc, in case of Fire.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—When the

rod F is drawn back, owing to power applied to lever E, said rod slides

freely through the hinged clinch H, the face of the spring I holding
it at a perpendicular line while rod F is being drawn back. When
lever E is raised, rod F is thrown forward, throwing clinch H in an
angular position, causing it to clinch rod F^ and the stalls and stores

ABC are moved on their rollers J on the tracks 0.
Claim.—We claim the manner described for moving the adjustable

stalls by means of the lever E, rod F, and clinch H, on rollers J and
track 0, as set forth and described.
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No. 16,563.

—

Jason S. Wood, of Washington Township, N. J.

—

Improved Stump Extractor.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.—The
chains H and I are respectively fastened to the levers F and G, which
latter are operated by cams C and D. When the chain H has been
pulled back to the full extent of the eccentricity of cam H, (see

position represented in the figure,) then the slack chain I is to be
unhooked, and its front end link is to be secured to the furthest link

in the chain K to which it can be extended. Then the lever E is

turned back, so as to cause cam D to push back lever G, and thereby

to pull back chain I and K, leaving chain H slack, which latter

is then to be attached to a further link in chain K. The lever E is

then again turned, and so forth.

Claim,—The employment of the cams C C and I) D, in combina-
tion with the levers F and Gr and the chains H and I, the whole being
arranged substantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 17,528.— Peter Traxler, of Scottsburg, N. Y.

—

Improved
Stump Extractor,—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The operation of this

apparatus is as follows : The chain_, one end of which is secured to

the stump, is fastened by its other end to the piece K. By raising

the end E of lever I, said lever will turn on pin e as fulcrum, and
end Gr will be depressed ; this movement will raise bars a and h a
certain height, and bar a can be secured in its position by inserting

apinj9 into the hole above bar B. By then reversing the motion of

lever 1, it will turn on pin e^ as fulcrum, and bar c will be raised ; and
as bar h is also raised when bar a or c is elevated, said movement
is imparted to the chain, which is secured to the stump to be ex-

tracted.

The inventor says : I claim the combination of the three bars ah c^

with the slotted beam B and lever I, said beam B being free to revolve

in the manner described.

I am aware of the construction of the lever of Lagrousse, and several

modifications thereof, and do not claim the reciprocating lever thus

used, but simply my combination, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,512.—E. T. Miller, of Chelsea, Mass.

—

Improved Machine

for Felling Trees by Hand.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—This im-
plement being attached to the tree in the manner represented in the

engraving, the bar F is vibrated by hand, said bar working on pin I. At
each vibration of the bar F, it strikes the ends of the bar i, alternately

causing thereby the pawls h, in slide E, to feed the bar F towards the

tree, and the cutters n and chisels o attached to the end of bar F cut

down the tree I. When the tree is cut through, the operator, by
pulling rope g, actuates the bars /, and withdraws the shoulders e

from the lips d on the nuts b, thereby allowing the nuts b to move
outward, causing the implement to be detached from the tree.

Claim.—The vibrating bar F, with cutter Gr attached, constructed

as shown ; the bar F being pivoted in the sliding collar E, provided

with the pawls h h, and fited on the rack bar B, which is attached to

the tree I, by means of the brace H and clamp formed of the screw rods
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D passing through, the nuts p attached to the segment bar A, and
retained in proper position by the bars /, substantially as described,

for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,383.

—

Ze Butt, of Lincolnton, N. C.

—

Imjoroved Arrange-
ment of Self-Dumping Truchs.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.

—

This invention is intended to be used in combination with the railway

or inclined plane, for moving earth and other matter a short distance,

and can be substituted for the common wheelbarrow in forming the
earth bed for roads, and in loading carts, &c.

In the drawings, fig. 1 is a side view of the double inclined plane,

showing the trucks at work thereon, throwing up the earth bed for a
road, together with the ropes, pulleys, &c. At the top of the inclined

plane is a pulley or pulleys, for the purpose of receiving the cord or

cords attached to the trucks. C is a pulley attached to the outside of

the shaft which supports the pulley e e^ ; m is an endless chain or

rope, which passes over pulleys C C ; m^ is a ring on endless rope or

chain, for the purpose of attaching the horse, which, walking back-
ward and forward alternately, raises and lowers the trucks B B ; are

the wheels of the truck which run upon the frame. E is the bail

or loop to which the cord is fastened, which operates the trucks, and
which, in the left-hand truck, has a latch or catch g attached thereto,

which supports the front ends of the truck, and is here shown dump-
ing its load

; / is an adjusting loop or rod, for the purpose of opening
the latch or catch, and thus dropping the front of the truck at any
required point.

The inventor says : I claim as my invention the self-dumping trucks,

as shown and described ; also, the adjustable double inclined plane,

with ropes, pulleys, &c., together forming an improved horse-run.

No. 16,579.

—

Keuben Comins, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Shoes
for Truss-Frames.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The object of

this improvement is to prevent the end thrust of the diagonal braces

on the bottom and top stringers of the frame.

Claim.—Furnishing that description of shoe D which, at the part

where the braces B rest, is of an inverted T or angular or curved
form, with two projecting plates E on its under side, which, in their

horizontal section, are of T-form ; said plates passing through the

stringers A on each side of the vertical rods C, and thus forming an
opening or jaws for the vertical rods to pass between, and extending
down from the surface of the shoe, which rests upon the stringers, to

the nuts and washers F upon the under side of the stringers, substan-

tially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,198.

—

John B. Cornell, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Vault Cover.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The object of the inclined

position of the glasses in this vault cover is to cause the water falling

upon it to run off freely.

Claim.—Arranging the respective glasses or tiers of glasses in an
illuminating vault cover in inclined positions, to be the straight base

of said cover, substantially as represented and described, and for the

purposes set forth.
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No. 1*7,199.

—

John B. Cornell, of New York, N. T.

—

Improvement
in Vault Covers.—Patent dated May 5, 185*7.—The object of the gutters

c is to receive and collect the moisture which condenses upon the under
surface of the vault cover.

Claim.—Combining a series of gutters c c with the under surface

of an illuminating vault cover, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

No. 17,096.

—

George R. Jackson, of Rye, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Vault Covers.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The nature of this in-

vention will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim.—Combining glasses of an inverted pyramidal or polygonal
form with the *sash or metallic portion of an illuminating vault cover,

or its equivalent, for the purpose of producing a wider and more per-

fect diffusion of the light which may pass through said cover into the

apartment beneath, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,851.

—

George R. Jackson, New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Vault-Light Covers.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—The prin-

cipal feature of novelty in this improved skylight consists in the pecu-

liar shape of each of the glasses h h which form the illuminating

portion thereof. This novel shape of each glass consists in giving to

the concave under surface thereof the form of a hollow cone or pyramid,
or the frustum of a hollow cone or pyramid, for the purpose of ena-

bling the straight diagonal sides of the said concave surface to laterally

refract and disperse the rays of light which pass through the same
to the greatest possible degree.

Claim.—An improved manufacture, the • described skylight, the

essential feature of novelty therein consisting in combining with a

metallic frame a series of glasses, whose upper surfaces are flat, or

nearly so, whilst the under surface of each glass is in the form of a

concavity whose sides are bounded by diagonally descending straight

lines, or planes, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,613.

—

John G. Wolvin, of New York, N. Y., assignor to

George Peckham and John G. Wolvin, aforesaid.

—

Improved Venti-

lating Vault and Platform Light.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim

and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim ventilating holes and a gutter

for vault lights in itself, as these have before been used.

But I claim the manner specified of securing the glass sections in

plac3, by the combined operation of the rebate 1 and clamping plate

/, as specified.

I also claim the groove 3, in the flange 2, on which the glass rests,

to retain a cord of India rubber or other elastic material, or cement, and
make a tight joint with the glass, as specified.

I also claim the gutter 5, formed at the centre c of the radial bars

&, in combination with the perforated clamping plate / and pipe g,
as specified.
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No. 16,451.

—

Emil K. Pichler, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Reflectors for Vaults.—Patent dated January 20, 1857.—This reflector

consists of two glass plates a and h, each of which is formed with
parallel single corrugations, the glass plates being fastened in the

frame A in such a manner that the corrugations stand at right angles

to each other, thus having the appearance of one single glass plate

with double corrugations. The reflecting material is applied to the

lower glass plate h ; fig. 2 represents a section of the glass plates in

line X X, and fig. 3 a section in line y y.

The inventor says : I am aware that glass plates with single corru-

gations have been used. I do not claim such plates.

But I claim the so arranging of the glass plates herein described,

in a frame or frames, as to have the appearance and efiect of double
corrugations, when said plates are backed by any reflecting material,

as set forth.

No. 17,097.

—

George K. Jackson, of Eye, N. Y.

—

Improved Method
of Veniiloiing Vaults.—Patent dated April i^l, 1857.—The annular
vault cover A is connected by means of the tube H, which is located

beneath the paving of the side-walk of the street, with a ventilating

lamp-post 0, which excludes water, snow, and dust_, from said vault.

Claim.—Connecting the aforesaid elevated recesses in the ceilings,

of subterranean apartments with ventilating lamp-posts, or with the
flues of a building, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

No. 16,827.—G-EORGE B. Field, of St. Louis, Mo., and Benjamin
Field, of Beloit, Wis.

—

Improved Mode of Veneering the Walls of
Buildings.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.
The inventors say : We are aware that veneering of walls and

buildings with iron and stone plates, of itself, is not new ; and we
therefore do not claim it.

But we claim the mode or manner described of securing these thin
plates of slate or marble to the walls and ceilings of buildings which
have been previously built, meaning the combined arrangement of
the strips of wood, cement, and screws, or the alternative method of

the angle irons or window and door casings, pilasters, cornice string

courses, or othor ornamental attachments, combined with the cement,
for the same purpose.

No. IB, 548.

—

Otis Needham and Wales Needham, of New Haven^
CouTi.

—

Improvement in Boxes for Pise- Work Walls.—Patent dated

Fobruary 3, 1857.—The box is placed, with the lower edges of the

plates a all on a level, upon the level surface or foundation prepared
to receive the wall, the end nearest the bolt c being placed where the

corner or end of the wall is to come. It is then filled with the com-
position of which the wall is to be made, the said composition being

rammed continually, as the filling proceeds, to make the wall solid.

When the box has been properly filled, the bolt d is slackened to

allow the plate nearest to bolt c to be removed, so as to allow the box

to be moved horizontally along the foundation (see dotted position in

Yol. ii 9
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fig. 2). When mouldings are to be made, an additional plate m is

iiS;;d, (see fig. 3,) of a projection equal to the thickness of the moulding,
and the form of the moulding is cut out in the lower edge of plate m.

Claim.—First. The construction of the box with the movable end
plates h b, fitting to grooves in the side plates a a, and with a
roller e at one end near the top, and another / at the other end near
the bottom, the one to run on the finished part of a course of work
which is in progress, and the other on a finished course, or on the
foundation of the wall, to guide the box in a horizontal line, while
the plates keep it from deviating laterally from a straight line, sub-

stantially as specified.

Second. The plate m, applied and operating substantially as de-

scribed, in combination with the other parts of the box, to produce
window caps, mouldings, or other projections.

No. 17,937.

—

William S. Mayo, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Windoiv-Blind Slat-Holder.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—The
arms of the piece B, embracing the lower end of the rod C, allow it

to slide up and down freely, and hold it still with sufficient firmness

in any required position.

The inventor says : I do not confine myself to the form here indi-

cated ; they may be made of many different forms.

But I claim the construction and application to the rods of window-
blinds of springs or friction pieces of metal, to hold the slats in any
given position, substantially after the manner and form indicated.

No. 18,569.

—

Thomas C. Ball, of Keene, N. H.

—

Improved Device

for Forming Round Tenons on Window-Blind Slats.—Patent dated No-
vember 10, 1857.—Shoulder cutters K K K K are carried by and
made to project from the two carriages C D, and to operate in con-

nexion with the tubular sliding journal cutters L L, arranged as seen

in the engravings, and supported in stationary poppet heads M M.
To each of these latter cutters a longitudinal movement is given by
means of a rod a and a crank-pin 5, which connect the cutter with
the adjacent lever F, and so that, by the movement of said lever in

such manner as to cause the two carriages to approach one another,

the cutter L shall be moved towards the journal cutters.

The inventor says : I do not claim the combination of machinery for

pricking the staple holes and forming the journals and shoulders.

But I claim the arrangement and combination of slidiisg shoulder

cutters, or their equivalents, and sliding tubular journal cutters, to

operate together, substantially as specified.

No. 16,527.

—

Alexander M. Cochran, of New York, N. Y.—///>

provement in Window-Blinds.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.

Claim.—1st. The fitting of the tenons in one side of the blind to

oblique slotted mortises h b, and securing them all in place by a long
rod or wire c?, substantially as and for the purposes described.

2d. Efiecting the connexion between the slats D D and rods E E,
by making the rods of metal tubing with slits s s, providing ears //
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to enter tlie said slits s s, and passing a wire g through the tubular

rods and the ears //, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3d. The confining of the slats in a closed or open condition by
means of bail-shaped bars F F, applied and operating as described, in

combination with notches h i in the backs of the rods E E, as set

forth.

No. 16,632.

—

Daniel Kelly and William Livingston, of Grand
Rapids, Michigan.

—

Improved Window-Blinds.—Patent dated Febru-
ary 10, 1857.

Claim.—Constructing the slats D, as shown, and having strips e

attached to the stiles, as described ; whereby the slats, when closed,

will overlap and be flush with each other at each side, and the slats

rendered perfectly weather-proof and the light excluded.

No. n,938.—James McMackin, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved De-
vice for Operating Window-Blinds,—Patent dated August 4, 1857.

—

When this blind is to be opened, the cover n is raised by turning it on
pivot o, and bar cis drawn out and turned in line with pieces a b, the

projection Jc passing into slot i; the bar E is then pushed outward, as

represented in dotted lines, which movement opens the blind A, turn-

ing it on its hinge C. *^

Claim.—The bar E, constructed of three pieces ahc, provided with the

fastening formed of the slotted plate /on the piece c, and the ledge 7s-

on the piece b, the bar E being applied to the blind A, and fitted

within the sill D, substantially as shown, for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,966.

—

Sylvanus S. Clark, of Manchester, N. H.

—

Improve-
ment in Folding Windoio-Blinds.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engraving.

Claim.—First. The employment of movable upright pieces E E,
containing notches c c to receive and constitute bearings for the tenons

of the blind slats, arranged to operate, substantially as described,

within the stationary sides D D of the blind or shutter framing ; for

the purpose of confining the tenons of the slats when the blind or shut-

ter is down, or of liberating the tenons to allow the blind or shutter

to be drawn up or folded.

Second. The guide plates x x^ for conducting the tenons of the bot-

tom slat clear of the notches c c during the drawing up of the blind;

such plates being attached to portions of the tenons of the said slat

that extend beyond the ends of the tenons of the other slats into cavi-

ties that are made within the stationary side pieces of the blind, for

the cords or chains^ p, by which the blind is raised or folded, to work
through, substantially as described.

Third. The construction of the chains Gr G, with stops Ji li on the

links, arranged in such manner as to allow the links to fold freely

inwards or away from the slats, and prevent them folding between the
slats, substantially as described.

Fourth. The application of the spring z and cord y to the upper
slat, substantially as described, in combination with the connexion of
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the slats by the chains G- G at their inner edges, for the purpose of
effecting the closing of the slats when the blind or shutter is down,
and keeping them closed, unless held open by other means.

Firth. The suspension of the top slat from fixed pins lu w in the cap
of the fi ame of the blind or shutter, by slotted plates I I, of a form
substantially as described, which admits of all the movements specified.

feixth. The curved lever 16, and sliding ratchet bar 18, applied, as

described, to operate upon the lower slat, and open the blind or shut-
ter from the interior of the window.

Seventh. The hook J attached to the inner edge of one of the slats,

and operating in combination with the spring z and cord y, to hold
open the slats of the upper portion of the blind or shutter while the

lower portion remains closed, substantially as described.

No. 17,922.

—

Lucius N. Fay and William Mason, of Warren,
Mass.

—

Improved Mode of Opening and Closing Window-Blinds.—
Patent dated August 4, IBS'!.—The nature of this invention will be
understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventors say : We are aware that a worm-wheel and screw
have been used for a similar purpose ; but the operation of the

screw is rather slow, and if a quick threaded screw is employed, con-

siderable power is required to operate it. Our device operates the

blind quickly, and not much power is required to operate it, as but
little friction is created by the working parts.

We claim operating the blind A by means of the worm-wheel F and
flanched plate I, arranged and applied to the blind and jamb-post
substantially as shown, for the purpose specified.

We further claim attaching the worm-wheel F to the rod E, which
is secured to the lower'part of the blind and curved, as shown ; whereby
the gearing or wheel F, and flanched plate I, or any other device

gearing into wheel F, may be perfectly protected from the weather
and dust, in consequence of the rod E passing through the under side

of the shell J, as described.

No. 17,923.

—

Lucius N. Fay and William Mason, of Warren,
Mass.

—

Improved Device for Operatiyig Slats of Window-Blinds.—Pa-
tent dated August 4, 1857.—By sliding the knob B back and forth on
rod 5, the slat rod d will be moved up and down, thereby opening and
closing the slats.

Claim.—The sliding head or knob B, placed on the guide rod &,

which is attached to the cross-rail a of the blind, the head or knob
being connected with the slat rod d by the rod e, the slat rod being
braced or supported by a rod / attached to a rod d and the stile g,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,730.—Joseph B. Dodge, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improved Box
Window-Frame.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—The nature of this in-

vention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim the balancing of sash by weights,

pulleys^ and box frame ; and therefore I disclaim the original inven-

tion thereof.
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Nor do I claim tlie substitution of grooving to form the box for tbe

weights instead of framing, for framing was originally substituted for

grooving in window-frames to form the box for the weights.

But 1 claim the employment of the beads commonly used in window-
frames to hold the sash to their places, to form the box for the weights,

using grooves for that purpose on the inside of the jamb and on the

underside of the beads placed together, as shown at A A and B B,

forms the box for the weights.

No. 18,611.

—

Francis TnRASHERand Henry Bishop Horton, of Akron,
Ohio.

—

Improvement in Window- Sash.—Patent dated November 10,

1857.—When the lever E is raised, the pin K is pushed up so as to

strike the window-frame upon raising the sash to its full height, thus

unlocking the strip D. The lower friction strip, figs. 1 and 4, has a

spring F, which locks the sash down by entering a notch in the jamb
casing. A projection upon this spring has a pin which enters the

eccentric slot S in lever E, by which means the spring F and the fric-

tion strip itself are moved by the lever.

Claim.—The locking friction strip, for the purpose of raising the

window with ease, and sustaining it at any height, substantially as

set forth.

No. 18,200.

—

John C. Grant, of Salem, Mass.

—

Improved Mode of
Operating Windoiu-Sash.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—As the

sash is raised or lowered, the rack i attached to said sash operates the

loose gear wheel Jc and wheel d^ ; the pulley d^ winds up cord e around
this pulley, unwinding it from the larger pulley c?; this, turning slower

than pulley d^, winds up spring h, which tends to force the window up,

and sustains it at any point of elevation.

The inventor says : I do not claim balancing the sash by means of

a spring, as that is not new.
But I claim combining with the window frame and sash the rack^,

gears h d^, pulleys d d^, and spring A, all arranged and operating sub-

stantially as above set forth.

No. 18,182.

—

Edward T. Briggs, of Salem, Mass.

—

Improved Mode
of Sustaining Window-Sash.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—The
support b is pressed by means of spring c against the sides d of the

strip g, and thus it sustains the sasb at any desired height.

Claim.—Furnishing the sash with the metal strip g, in combination
with the angular grooved support b and spring c, in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,559.

—

William Webster, of Morrisania, N. Y.

—

Improved
Mode of Hanging Windoto-Sashes.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.

—

The object of the hole C in the face of the sash B is to admit of the

knot made in the end of the cord. The hole and knot may be covered

by a thin metal disk.

Claim.—The constructing of window sashes with holes c c on their

inner face, in connexion with the holes and grooves G G, in the man-
ner described.
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No. 16,998.—D. EoHAN, of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improved Mode of Ar-
ranging and Operating Win doiu-Shutters.—Patent dated April ^^

ISST".—When the slide C and shutter D are shoved within the box B,
the outer end of the shutter will be flush with the ledge k. When the

shutter D is drawn out from the box B, the two bars E are drawn out

with it to a certain distance; as the catches E^ connect the slide C and
bars E together, the bars E move outward with the slide until the

weighted ends/ are raised by the projecting surfaces i on the blocks h,

by which motion the hooks g are thrown out of their recesses in the

slide C. The shutter can now be elevated to cover the window A, and
the bars E are shoved back within the box B.

Claim.—Attaching the lower end of the shutter D to the slide C,

or its equivalent, which is fitted on the box B below the sill of the

window casing A ; the bars E E being used in connexion with the

slide, and connected at the proper time to the slide by the catches E 1,

which are actuated by the weights / and blocks h, substantially as

described, for the purpose set forth.
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No. 16,499.

—

Alfred E. Smith, of Bronxville, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Axle-Boxes.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—In the accompany-
ing drawings, a represents the hub, which is driven on to a metallic

pipe-box h. The bore of this box is made to fit the arm e of the axle

/, Between the ends c and d, the pipe-box is corrugated, or fluted,

so as to leave the ribs and flutes g longitudinal, with the edges of the
ribs inside to fit the arm of the axle, the grooves or flutes forming oil

cells all around the arm of the axle to keep and distribute the oil.

Claim.—Making metallic pipe-boxes for carriage wheel hubs with
the two ends cylindrical, or conical, to fit the arm of the axle; when
these two sections are connected and combined with the intermediate

part corrugated or fluted inside and outside, substantially as described,

for the three-fold purpose of giving greater strength with a given
weight of metal, to form a series of longitudinal oil cells all around
the arm of the axle, and to form longitudinal ribs all around on the

outside to enter the wood when driven in, that it may be efiectually

held and bound in the hub, substantially as set forth.

No. 16,661.

—

Alfred E. Smith, of Bronxville, N. Y.

—

Improved
Mode of Securing Rubs on Axles.—Patent dated February, 17, 1857.

Claim.—The mode of securing the pipe-box and hub on the axle,

by forming the inner end of the pipe-box with a flanch fitted to enter

a recess in a collar fitted and secured into the inner end of the hub,
substantially as described, when this is combined with a projecting

collar on the axle and a loop ring on the axle, the collar on the

hub being connected by turn buttons, or equivalents therefor, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.
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"No. 16,891.

—

James M. White, of Xenia, Ohio.

—

Improved Mode of
Attaching Hubs to Axles.—Patent dated March 24, 1857.—The nature

of this invention consists in a new device for attaching hubs to axles,

with a view to secure attachment, being easily detached, running
freely and easily ; to prevent the pipe-box being jerked out of the hub
as the wheel vibrates in towards and out from the cart or carriage

body ; to prevent the back of the hub cutting against and on the

shoulder of the axle, and with a view of being easily repaired.

The inventor says : I claim the combination of the parts marked a h

c def g h i, arranged as described and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,063.

—

Lorenzo Winslow, of Rochester, 1^. Y.

—

Improved
Mode of Attaching Hubs to Axles.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.

—

The ring a is secured to the axle by means of pin P, and ring b is

secured to the box by means of pins C ; the axle may easily be secured

in or detached from the box by inserting or withdrawing^ respectively,

pin P.

Claim.—The method described of attaching the boxes of carriages

to the axles thereof, by means of a ring a and pin p, operating in com-
bination with the ring b and pin or pins c c, in the manner set forth.

No. 17,247.

—

Leonard J. "Worden, of Utica, N. Y.

—

Improved 3Iode

of Securing Hubs to Axles.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The nut A^
is secured to skane A in the following manner : The nut A^ is slipped

over neck 0, and then, by turning nut A^ slightly, the eccentric curves

k will bear against the curves of nut A, and thus secure the latter
;

the cap L is then screwed on in front by means of a screw passing
into the tap G, in the end of the axle.

Claim.—Making on the front end of the skane or bush A a neck C
of peculiar form, that is to say, having two or more parts of its peri-

phery of a cylindrical shape, whilst the remaining parts are both cam-
shaped and conical; when used in connexion with a nut A^, whose
internal periphery corresponds with the external periphery of the neck
C, lock plate L, or its equivalent; the whole being arranged, con-

structed, and operating in the manner and for the purposes substan-

tially as set forth.

No. 16,404.

—

Alfred E. Smith, of Bronxville, N. Y.

—

Improved
Mode of Constructing Mail-Axles and Hubs.—Patent dated January 13,

1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engraving.

Claim.—The described method of constructing a mail-axle, that is

to say, making the end of the box c abut against the inner side of the
collar, instead of against the holding plate, whereby the wear of the
washer between the collar a and the holding plate may be compen-
sated for by setting up the bolts substantially in the manner set forth.

No. 17,410.

—

Thomas W. Williams, of Philadelphia, Pa., assignor
to Himself and Henry T. Hoyt, of same place.

—

Improvement in Se-
curing Nuts on Axles.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—When the nut E
is screwed up to its place, the lever key C is thrown into position rep-
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resented in fig. 1, wliicli prevents the nut from being unscrewed. To
unscrew the nut E, the lever key c is turned to a horizontal position

by entering a small iron pin through hole h, when the nut can be
readily unscrewed.

Claim.—Securing nuts upon axles by means of the lever key c and
the mortises or recesses e and /, the same being constructed and ar-

ranged so as to operate together in combination, substantially in the
manner set forth.

I^^o. 18,248.

—

George A. Prentiss, of Cambridge, Mass.

—

Improve-'

ment in Journals of Axles tvith Friction Boilers.—Patent dated Sep-

tember 22, 1857.-—The nature of this invention consists in an addition

to the common solid axle and friction rollers within the wheel, con-

sisting of a separate securing journal, or steady pin, moving vertically

so as to enable the bearing surfaces to run in contact, whatever may
be the amount of wear.

In the engravings, A is a solid axle ; B the wheels thereof; C the

bearers or bearing rings of the axle ; D the sets of friction rollers
;

and E the cylindrical recesses for the reception of the friction rollers,

the said recesses being formed within the wheels, as shown.
The inventor says : I claim securing journals, applied to the solid

axle and friction rollers.

IN'o. 17,899.

—

John B. Slawson, of New Orleans?, La.

—

Improvement
in Receiving-Boxes for Bassengers' Fares.—Patent dated July 28,
1857.—The apron /being in a horizontal position, the passenger drops
his fare down through passage e of the glass plate d, which can be
seen by the driver through glass plate c, who then pushes lever Gr

backward, thereby turning shaft F and bringing apron / into an in-

clined position, by which the money is deposited in the sealed drawer
I. Should the money deposited prove to be spurious, the driver raises

the apron/to a vertical position, thereby exposing said money to the

examination of the passenger.

Claim.—The method set forth of preventing fraud upon proprietors

of public conveyances on the part of conductors, drivers, or passengers,

by means of the plate or apron /, glass plates c and d, lever G, and
drawer I, when arranged and operating in the manner substantially

as and for the purposes described.

No. 18,715.—Alfred T. Toulmin, of Ellicott's Mills, Md.—Improve-
ment in Automatic Railroad Brake.—Patent dated November 24,
1857.—The claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim the application of brakes to rail-

road cars as new or novel.

Nor do I claim springs, or ratchet and cog-wheels, as new, in wind-
ing up the chain attached to brakes of railroad cars.

Neither do I claim as my invention the transmission of power de-

rived from the revolution of the car or tender wheels.
But I claim the self-adjusting or self-regulating action of disen-

gaging the revolving spring axle, about which the brake chain is

wound up, from further contact with the motive or winding power, so
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soon as the brakes are put down sufficiently to offer a great resistance to

the progress of the cars, but before the braking point of the brake chain

is reached ; this disengaging being effected by means of the tension

from the combination and connexion of a revolving spring axle on one
end of the brake chain^ and at the other end the resistance offered to

the brakes by the revolution of the car wheel, substantially as de-

scribed.

No. 18,516.

—

Philander Perry, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Operating Railroad Brakes.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—The
claim and engravings show the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim the use of the sets of nuts and screws,

arranged upon the under side of the car body, worked by the hand
wheel and chain, and operating upon the pairs of brake rubbers as

described, for the purpose specified.

I also claim arranging springs R between the bottom of the car

body and the brake rubbers, as described, so as to prevent jolting or

jarring of the car body while its weight presses the brake rubbers upon
the top of the car wheels,, and also to facilitate the application of the

brake rubbers, as specified.

No, 17,058.

—

Richard L. Smith, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Railroad Car-Brake.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—When it is

desirable to stop the train of cars as quickly as possible, the brakesman
depresses rod S, and with it lever g and bar Q, bringing the pointed

end of arm R in contact with the ground ; and, consequently, arm R
and rod T are forced suddenly back such a distance that the end of

arm R may be freed from the ground by the action of roller t on arm
S. This movement of rod T is communicated to rod U, sliding-rods

J and I of each of the cars of the train, and to the bars H, the in-

clined planes of which act on the rollers j of shaft Gr in such a
manner as to depress the same, and with it the hangers F and the
rubbers E, thus bringing the latter to bear hard on the wheels D.
When a slow stoppage of the train is required, the rod W is with-
drawn from the bumper of the car by turning spindle z, when, on the

retarding of the engine, the cars will, through their momentum,
cause the ends of the sliding-rods J to be forced against the end of

rod U, causing the sliding-bars throughout the train to move and the
rubbers to bear upon the wheels.

The inventor says : I do not claim the employment of sliding-rods

for causing a simultaneous braking of the wheels of the cars throughout
the whole train ; neither do I claim exclusively the use of inclined

planes for operating the rubbers.

But I claim the sliding-rods I I and J J, with the bars H H having
double inclined planes, in combination with the rollers jj and the

rollers K K, when the latter are hung to the axles ; the whole being
arranged and constructed substantially in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

No. 18,018.

—

James Mitchell, of Osceola, Iowa.

—

Improvement in

Railroad Gar-Brake.—Patent dated August 18, 1857.—On the run-
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ning of the cars from the track, and the disengaging of the coupling
pin V of lever S, the collar I will be drawn against the upright arm
of lever F, and the holding point i will release the chain e, and the

shoes S^ S^ will fall upon the rails to the position represented in fig.

2, thereby arresting the motion of the car.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of movable shoes^ as

stated.

Neither do I claim broadly the actuating of the braking appa-
ratus by the removal of a detent.

But I claim the combination of the lever detent /, hooked rod h,

adjustable collar Z, standard p, rod o, slotted table q, and bent lever s,

when said parts are arranged for joint operation with each other and
with the shoe-suspending apparatus, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,150.—W. R. Jackson, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improvement in

Automatic Bailroad Car-Brake.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—
When the locomotive goes ahead, the coupling pin W is drawn to the

forward part of slot X, and the lever N is drawn forward, and, by arm
of levers N^ and N^, brings the toggle joint M to an angle, shortening

spring L, which, through levers I H, takes the spread of cams E from
the brake-blocks D, and, so long as the locomotive pulls, brakes are

up ; as soon as the speed of the locomotive is checked, the cars will

crowd together, and the brakes will be applied.

The inventor says : The improved coupling described I do not claim
under this application ; as I have made a separate application, of even
date herewith, for that part of the apparatus.

But I clai7n as my invention the mode described of controlling the

action of the spring or springs which bring the brake-blocks to bear

upon the tread of the wheels by the operation of the tractive force, or

its suspension; so that the wheels shall be free when the vehicle is

being drawn forward or backed, and the brakes applied by the mo-
mentum of the train when the tractive or the backing force is with-

drawn.

No. 17,004.

—

Egbert M. Wade, of Wadesville, Va.-

—

Improvement
in Railroad Car-Brakes.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—By forcing

down rod I, lever k is turned on its fulcrum, and the rod and wedge i

are forced upwards, bringing rod c in gear with pinion e, which is

secured to the shaft of pinion d. By now turning shaft g, the spring

s is taken up. The strengthening of chain c causes the instantaneous

application of all the rubbers r to the wheels.

The inventor says : I disclaim the application of the brake-rubbers

by springs, and the drawing up of the springs by means of rack and
pinion.

I claim the wedge i, lever k, and bar I, constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as described, in combination with the rack c,

for the purposes specified.

Also, the aforesaid wedge, lever, and bar, in combination with the

slack chain, for effecting the simultaneous application of the brake-

rubbers throughout the train, substantially as set forth.
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Ko. 17;,257.

—

Louis Brauer, of Somerville, Tenn.

—

Improvement in

Bumper Railroad Car-Brakes.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—When
the train is in motion, the flanges of two contiguous bumper heads are

fastened together by means of a clamp w. If the train shall be braked

it is only necessary to retard the velocity of the locomotivo, when the

bumper heads a of each car begin to press against each other, which
pressure will be transmitted by the elastic hinge 'h} to the bar cZ, and
from there to lever g, which, by the connexion of rods I and ^, applies

the brakes i to the wheels. When the train is set in motion, a re-

versed movement of these parts takes place, until the brakes i are

arrested by stop-pieces z.

The inventor says : I lay no claim to the principle of operating rail-

road car brakes by means of the momentum inherent to cars when in

motion.
Nor do I claim the use of an elastic substance for the purpose to

diminish the effect of the push to which bumper heads are exposed when
a train is stopped, as all this has been known before.

But I claim the sliding bumper a /, in connexion with clamp w
and stop-piece Z, constructed and operating as described within.

2d. The elastic hinge li" within the tapering sleeve, operating as

described and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,983.—E. K. EoE, of Bloomington, 111.

—

Improvement in

Ileclianism for Operating Railroad Car-Brakes.—Patent dated August
11, 1857.—By a rope attached to either of the arms m M^ they can be

moved in either direction. The cam Q causes pin XJ to press by its

foot against the end of arm E, depressing it and the anchor F. The
wheel C, as it revolves, brings pin Gr into contact with anchor F, and
carries it around with it; thus drawing the pitman rod H a distance

nearly equal to the diameter of the wheel G, and by means of the bent
lever N, figure 2, pulling down the brakes W^ When it is desired

to let up the brakes, the rope attached to arm m is slackened, when
arms m M return to their perpendicular position by means of their

own weight. The action of cam P, in returning to the perpendicular,

depresses the pin T, whose fingers detach the detent spring, and the

action of rod H brings back the arm and anchor to their original

position.

Claim.—The combination of the ^^ anchor" F, in its connexion
with the arm E and the pin G-, and operated as described by the cams
and pins, in connexion with the wheel 0; in the manner described,

and for the purpose described.

No. 17,763.

—

Ira J. Webber, of Salem, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Method of Applying Railroad Car-Brakes.—Yditent dated July 7,

1857.—The block frame A is attached to the under side of the car

body of each car, the chains b and c being fastened to the brake levers

of the forward car and rear car. By applying the brakes of the rear

car the chain c is retracted, and with it spiral spring c and chains d;

these latter throw the catches E into the position represented in figure

2, causing the bolt B to be locked ; and, as the rear car is being checked,
the brakes will be applied to the other cars by the pull on chain b
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Claim.—The apparatus described, for the purpose of applying rail-

road car-brakes, consisting essentially of the sliding bolt B and the

dogs E, or their eq[uivalents, operating in the manner substantially

as set forth.

No. 18,435.

—

Henry M. Collier, of Binghamton, N. T.

—

Impfove-
ment in the Ruhhers of Railroad Car-Brakes.—Patent dated October

'

20, 1857.—The recess, as shown in engraving, has its sides cast of a
dovetail or mitred form its entire length to confine the wooden rubber,

as represented at X X in end plan. The back of this recess Y Y is

cast solid, and of a circular form, corresponding with the periphery of

the car wheel, which forms a support to the wooden shoe B^, and
serves to relieve the cap S and the end S^ from the strain caused by
the carrying tendency of the friction with the wheel in the direction of

its motion.

The inventor says : I do not claim a metallic head or socket to hold
a wooden shoe or rubber ; nor a wooden shoe or rubber^ presenting the

end of grain or fibre as a friction surface ; nor the scrapers o o ; nor
a dovetail for securing a removable piece, as heretofore used or de-

scribed.

But I claim the serrated circular back Y Y of recess in B and the

sliding cap S, as described and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18^990.

—

John F. Rague, of Dubuque, Iowa.

—

Improvement in

Railroad Gar-Coupling.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—This in-

vention consists in the employment of a revolving hook E placed within
the draw-head C D, and used in connexion with a buffer K, also

placed within the draw-head.
The inventor says : I do not confine myself to any particular mode

of operating or rotating the hooks E, for that may be done in various

ways.
But I claim the rotating or revolving hook E, in combination with

the buffers K ; the above parts being placed within the draw-head,
and arranged as shown for the purpose specified.

No. 18,132.

—

Joseph Boothroyd, of Michigan City, Ind.

—

Improve-
ment in Reversible Railroad Car-Coupling.—Patent dated September

8, 1857.—The bell mouth A receives the coupling rod J, which is

secured to it by means of pin 0, which rests on lever B ; the mouth A
can be turned on shaft C, and will adjust itself to higher or lower cars

by means of spring m.
The inventor says : I do not claim merely the arrangement for ob-

taining play in the coupling, nor do I claim coupling by the falling

pin or latch.

But I claim the device, as described, by which my couplings revolve,

so as to present either a bell mouth or a link, and at the same time
admit of all necessary play to accommodate the motion of the cars.

No. 16,654.

—

Joshua C. Price, of New Philadelphia, Ohio.

—

Im-
provement in Self-Disengaging Car-Coupling

.

—Patent dated February

17, 1857.—The engraving represents a bottom view, in which A A
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are tlie bottoms of two cars. If one of the cars runs off the track,

(see dotted lines,) oAe of the head blocks or stop-bars G of one car will

strike one of the other cars, and thereby cause the link F to slide over

the bevel projections c c of the hinged bar D, and cause them and the

bar to recede into recess E, (see dotted lines in fig. 3,) and consequently

the pin H to rise sufficiently high to stand above the buffer head, and
thus leave the latter free to pass out of its socket.

The inventor says : I am aware that sliding bars or bumpers have
been used on either side of the platforms, for the purpose of discon-

necting the car couplings. This I do not claim, nor the device for

detaching the link by means of inclined or wedging surfaces for lifting

out the coupling pin by an oblique strain upon the draw bar, as such
a device was patented by James Turner, July 20, 1852.

But I claim the employment of two obliquely set sliding head blocks^

or stop-bars, connected by a turning link or plate, which is hollowed
out and bevelled inward on each of its edges ; in combination with the

hinged buffer pin plate, which is furnished with two outwardly bevel-

ling projections on its under side; said parts being arranged relatively

to the buffer head^ and operating in the manner and for the purposes

set forth.

No. 17,845.

—

Wellington Prossee, of Kendall, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Railroad Gar-Couplings.—Patent dated July 21, 1857.—So
long as the shackle bar H remains parallel with the jaws J, no force

short of fracture will disengage it. But if it be slid to one side, as is

the case when the engine or any car leaves the track, so that the head
H can pass the ends a of the projections, it will instantly become dis-

engaged.
The inventor says : I claim the combination of the jaws j j\ hoop

or band B, and link or shackle bar H, the whole being constructed

and operated substantially as described.

It being understood that I do not claim the combination of the jaws

j j with the link H alone, but the combination of these elements with
the band B.

No. 17,796.—D. W, Long, of Baltimore, Md.—Seal for Car Doors,

dec.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The seal a is applied to the slid-

ing door B and stile D, as represented in the engraving, and said

seal is then covered by means of hollow hasp h to protect it from
injury.

^

The inventor says : Though I have represented the same hasp that

covers the seal as securing the doors, I do not confine my claim to

this peculiar arrangement, as there may be other or additional locks

for securing the doors ; nor do I confine myself to the peculiar form
of the hasp.

But I claim effectually securing the seals of car or other doors from
accidental or designed injury, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,743.

—

George W. Hakt, of Aurora, Ind.

—

Improvement in

Dumping Car.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The operation of

this invention is as follows : The loaded car having been run forward
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over the tender by means of the crank E, the dog P is elevated, and
the hand wheel and pinion M IST rotated in the direction of the arrow,

B.g. 1 ; the rack carrying them towards the rear of the car, and
with the reel J, which the attachment of the slat 1 causes to rotate

in the direction of the arrow, in fig. 2. The slats are thus, one by one,

disengaged from the lugs I, and wound on the reel, resulting in the
discharge of the load, either in a body, or in such quantities, and at

such speed, as may be desired. While this is taking place, the car may
be shifted by means of the crank E, or the discharge may be at any
moment arrested, and the car removed to another spot to deliver the

load.

Claim.—In combination with the reel J, the slatted folding floor

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, supported and operated in the manner set forth.

No. 18,961.

—

George Douglass, of Scranton. Pa.

—

Improvement in

Railroad Car or Carriage Springs.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.

The claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the causing of one leaf

of a spring to overlap another. An example of this is* seen in the

device of S. S. Barry, rejected 1852, in which the ends of the upper
spring overlap those of the under spring, the two ends fitting together

on the tongue and groove plan.

The employment of the tongue and groove avoids the necessity of

eyes and bolts to connect the ends of the springs ; in other respects the

above plan resembles the elliptic spring, the weight being applied in

the middle of the upper and lower leaves.

My improvement is quite different, as the upper leaves serve chiefly

as horizontal cords to prevent the too wide opening of the lower
leaves. The strain upon the upper leaves is chiefly in a horizontal

direction.

Nor do I claim the broad idea of suspending the load upon the ends
of elliptical springs.

But, to the best of my knowledge, it is a new feature in elliptical car-

riage springs, so to arrange them as that one set of the leaves shall

serve as horizontally elastic cords to prevent the under opening of

the other set of leaves.

I claim, as a new article of manufacture a carriage spring made sub-

stantially as set forth.

No, 175^94.

—

Bernard J. La Moths, of New York, N. Y.

—

Im-
provement in RaAlroad Car Seats.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engravings.

Claim.—Constructing seats with elliptical springs cc at the sides, re-

ceiving the cushions on the upper part of said springs, when com-
bined with the friction rollers Q Q, or their equivalents, whereby a
lateral motion is allowed to said seat, substantially as and for the

purpose specified.

Also, constructing the back of the seat by an enclosing frame formed
of the double bent rod A, with eyes at both ends, through which eyes,

and between the bends of which rod, the sustaining pipe or rod g
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passes, substantially as and for the purposes specified. It being under-

stood that I do not claim a surrounding metallic rod receiving pad-
ding to form the backs of chairs, as this has heretofore been made
use of; but I am not aware that a metallic frame for receiving padding
to form the backs of car seats has ever before been formed as herein

specified, whereby great strength and lightness are combined, and the

back adapted to resist pressure from either side.

No. 18,252.—J. H. Swan, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Railroad Ca.r Seats,—Patent dated September 22^ 1857.—This im-
proved seat operates thus : By placing the pins W' on the lower corner

of the back at the ends of the grooves of the segment a^, and bringing
the seat level, we have an upright back day seat with low back. To
turn this into a high back seat, it is raised until the pins h^ enter the

notches ; then if the back is thrown into a reclining position, the

lever a^ swings back with it at the top, carrying its lower end forward,

which elevates and moves forward the seat into proper position for re-

clining comfortably. If the back is swung clear over to the opposite

side so as to face the other way, all the relative parts and their action

are exactly the same in the reversed position.

The inventor says : I claim the combination of the reversible back
and seat by means of the lever a^, substantially in the manner and for

the purposes set forth.

I also claim the combination of the levers a^, the arms 6^, and seg-

ments a^, with their attachment for reversing the back, as specified.

No. 18,375.

—

Charles P. Bailey, of Zanesville, 0.

—

Improvement
in Railroad Car Seats.—Patent dated October 13, 1857-—In the draw-
ings, A represents the support of the car seat. Upon this support, or

frame, are placed the seats B B, said seats having pivoted pins (x a in

them, which pass into slots or gains c c cut in the frame A ; so that

the seat which is supported on said pins may rock upon one set or the

other, as the occupier may, for the time being, be sitting. Upon each
of the seats B there are four cast-iron lugs or projections e, and at

their front or back two mortises or openings i i ; over the lugs or pro-

jections e, two hooked arms//, on the rails of the back c, catch ; whilst

the two tongues m, also on said back, enter the mortises or openings i ^,

which firmly hold the back and seat together, but at the same lime
admit of the ready removal of the back when it is necessary to reverse

it.

The inventor says : I am aware that an entire car seat has been
made which was reversible on its supports ; this I do not claim.

But I claim a detached reversible back to a car seat, when combined
with a seat in such manner that said back and seat may have a falling

or backward adjustment together, though separately connected to the

frame, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18, 122.

—

William M. McCauley, of Washington, D. C, as-

signor to J. N. McIntire, of the same place.

—

Improvement in Head-
Rests for Railroad Car Seats,—Patent dated September 1, 1857.

—
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The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim and engravings.

Claim,—Pivoting the rocker or shank A of the head-plate in the

stationary holder C, in combination with the segmental spring e,

whereby the head-plate accommodates itself to any inclination of the

head, and forms a springing or elastic support, the whole constructed

and operating substantially as described.

I do not broadly claim pivoting the head-plate to the stationary

holder.

No. 16,916.

—

Perry G-. Gardiner, of New York, N. Y.

—

Machine

for Disengaging Railway Car-Springs from Mandrel,—Patent dated

March 31, 1857.—The cone mandrel, with the coil attached, on being
removed from the coiling machine, is set perpendicularly upon the

sliding-plate m, with the slot of the mandrel and the lower part of

the slot I of the disengaging tool L exactly in line ; and upon the

tool L being forced downward, it forces the straight part of the man-
drel through the cone until the slot is cleared of the steel plate, when
that part of the steel plate which was in the slot of the mandrel meets

the inclined part of the slot 1 1^ of the tool L, and by this inclined

part is either turned back out of the centre of the coil or is broken
off. The straight part of the mandrel is thus pushed through and
disengaged from the coil.

Claifn.—The peculiar construction of the disengaging tool L, and
the manner of constructing the platform M_5 when operating, in con-

nexion with spindle S, for detaching the coil, in the manner described.

No. 18,515.

—

Henry M. Paine, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Railroad Car-Springs.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—The
inventor, in showing how he manufactures his invention, says : I

make the tie-rod A of iron tubing of the required length and diameter,

and cut on either end a screw thread, on which are fitted nuts B B.

The nuts work against and draw together two metallic plates C 0,
which plates condense the fibrous disks D to the required density.

The hollow tie-rod A receives the spring bolt E, and thus secures

the cylinder disk firmly in its place without impairing its qualities

as a spring.

Claim.—The combination of fibrous disks with the hollow tie-bar

A, nuts B B, and metallic plates C, substantially as specified and
set forth.

No. 16,915.

—

Perry G-. Gardiner, of New York, N. Y.

—

Machine

for Creasing Plates for Railioay Car-Springs.—Patent dated March
31, 1857.—Motion being given to the rollers T and N, the steel plate is

placed upon the carriage W, against the side of the guide plate a, and
its end against the stop plate S. The carriage W is then moved for-

ward towards the rollers, and the steel plate is thereby carried be-

tween the rollers T and N, by which it receives the required indenta-

tion upon its surface.

Claim.—The use of the Y-shaped roller T, and flat-faced roller N,
for creasing the plates, as described, when operating in connexion
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witli the carriage W, tlie plates S, and guide or stop plate a, in the

manner and for the purposes specified.

No. 17,442.-—Albert L. Mowry, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improvement

in Cast Iron Car TT/iee^s,—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The hub a is

first cast, as represented in the engraving, and placed as a core in the

centre of the mould of the wheel ; the mould is then filled with metal,

which completes the wheel in its parts, as represented in ^g, 1, the

wheel shrinking around the hub sufficiently tight to prevent shaking

loose by use.

Claim.—Providing the hub a with a concave or other formed channel

around the centre of the circumference ; and arranging in the said

channel the bead //and ribs g g, and therewith the hub thus con-

structed; uniting it with the wheels, as specified, when the parts of

the wheels are made and proportioned all as and for the purposes

mentioned.

No. 16,851.

—

James M. Koss, of Springfield, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Cast Iron Car Wheels for Railroads.—Patent dated March 17,
1857.—The illustration and claim give an idea of the nature of this

invention.

The inventor says : I claim nothing in Mr. J. M. Sigourney's mode
of constructing his wheel.

But I claim my mode of constructing the plate A, viz : by gradually
increasing the thickness of the disk as it recedes from the hub and
tread of the wheel, in the manner and for the purposes substantially

described.

No. 18,752.—A. B. Latta, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Railroad Car Wheels.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The nature

of this improvement consists in constructing the wheel in such a manner
as to make the two dished wrought iron plates bind the rim together

for giving it additional strength, and is effected, after uniting the parts

of the wheel together, by drawing the dished wrought iron plates out

at their centre, thus holding them ; which drawing outward and holding
contracts the dished wrought iron plates at their periphery where they
are united to the rim, and, with the tension of the plates thus given,

draws all points of the rim toward the centre of the wheel and binds it

together, increasing its strength.

Claim.—The wheel constructed, as represented, in its parts, for the

purpose of producing a tension stress on the dished wrought iron

plates B B, for binding the rims together, by drawing the plates B B
apart in the centre and holding them by the ring g, as represented,

and substantially for purposes specified.

No. 18,767.

—

Michael Phelan, of the borough of Bridgewater, Beaver
county, Pa.

—

Improvement in Railroad Car Wheels.—Patent dated
December 1, 1857.—The claim and engravings explain the nature of

this invention.

Claim.—The curved projections on the disk of four reversed sines,

forming arms, in combination with braces and a series of arches, so

Yol. ii 10
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arranged on tlie disk or front plate of four reversed sines, as to give

a uniform spring to all parts of the casting in cooling, relieving the

wheel from all contingent strain, and giving the greatest possible

strength for the weight of iron used ; and the application
^
of said

curved projections and combination of arches and braces, without a

front plate, in casting car wheels, as described.

No. 17,250,—Gr. W. Alden, of New York, N. Y.—Improvement in

Wrought 'iron Plate Railroad Car Wheels.—Fs^iQiii dated May 12,

1857. The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engraving.
^ r. -i

-,
i, i

The inventor says : I do not claim the construction ot railroad wheels

of two wrought iron plates united with a hub, as described, or of two

plates otherwise formed and united than as described.

But I claim constructing the tread and flange of the wheel, and con-

necting the same with the hub or centre thereof, by the combination of

the two plates A and B, formed substantially as described, and uniting

in the flange of the wheel, as specified.

No, 16,724.—James Evans, of Portsmouth, Ohio,—Improvement in

Making Tirefor Railway Gar Wheels,—VoXent dated March 3, 1857.

—

The tapering pieces d are piled up, as represented, and placed between

two rings A A. This pile is then heated in the furnace and after-

wards welded together. Figure 1 represents the finished tire.

Claim.—HhQ use of the rings A A, in connexion with the segments

d of iron, as herein described; the same being cut and piled and pre-

pared ibr forging in the manner set forth, for making tire for rail-

road car wheels, locomotives, and other purposes.

No. 17,506.—George Hauck, of Mechanicsburg, Pa.—-/mpro^e-

ment in Carriage-Brakes.—Tsitent dated June 9, 1857.—By this ar-

rancrement the locking block D is prevented from canting when

brought into contact with hub a, and is caused to bear squarely upon

said hub.
, r ,-, • pit .t.

The inventor says : I do not claim the arranging ot a lock on the

axle of a wagon ; neither do I claim locking the wheel by means of a

pin attached to a lever arranged in the axle.
. ^ . . j..

Nor do I claim locking the wheel by means of a slidmg-clutch; both

of said methods being old and objectionable, on account of causing the

wheel to be stopped suddenly, without allowing it a chance to slide,

and thus causing damage to the lock by the breaking off of the stop

pin or teeth of the clutch. n i -rv -i-i.

But I claim providing the semi-circular locking block i) with an

extension arm E, and pivoting it to a bracket of the axle some distance

from the point of contact with the hub, and arranging it relatively to

the lever F and spring G substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

No 17 376.—Gilbert Hubbard, of Sandersfield, Mass.—Improved

Apparatus for Discharging a Horse and Shafts from a Carriage.—

Patent dated May 26, 1857.—By the pressure of the foot against the

taii/ofthe lever -latch d, the foot-cam h may be unlatched; which, by the
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connexions of slide g, arm A, lever-frame i, lever w, cam y, and slider

n, causes the bolts it to be withdrawn from their bearings v^ and thus

to separate the shafts E from the forward axle. The retraction of the

bolt u will so move lever d} as to cause the bolt c^ to be drawn back in

such a manner as to allow the leg o} to drop into the position represented

in dotted lines, so as to support the shafts and prevent their cross bar
F from dropping down on the hind legs of the horse.

Claim.—The shaft-rests, or legs, in combination with the shafts and
bolting apparatus, and operated thereby substantially in the manner
and for the purpose of supporting the shafts after their detachment
from the carriage as described.

Also, the combination and arrangement of mechanism for attaching

the shafts to and detaching them from the axle connexions, as specified;

such combination consisting of the bolts u u^ the sectors p p, the turn-

ing lever-frame i, and the rotary foot-cam 6, connected and made to

operate together substantially as explained.

Also, the combination of the lever w and hold-fast cam y with the
turning pawl i and the slider n connected with the latter, substantially

as specified.

No. 18,421.—John W. Wilbr, Stephen B. Sturges, and G. McFall,
of Mansfield, Ohio.

—

Improved Hose Carriage.—Patent dated October

13, 1857.—This invention consists in the construction of a hose car-

riage so that the axle is common to both the reel and the travelling

wheels ; and whilst the reel is fixed to the axle, the latter will revolve

freely in both the frame of the carriage and the travelling wheels.

In the drawings, the wheels are shown at A, the frame at C, the
bells at E, the rim of the reel at B, and the hubs at L. The hubs
and the axle of the reel are fixed upon the main axle I ; whilst the frame
is connected with a short journal of the axle by means of the box N,
held by screws. By this arrangement, the axle, which is straight, may
freely revolve in the wheels and frame, carrying the reel around with
it. This revolution of the axle and reel does not interfere with the
carriage. Both ends of the axle are square, in order to receive the

cranks G, by which the axle and reel are easily turned.

The inventors say : We claim making the axle of the travelling

wheels capable of revolving with the reel, independently of the frame
and wheels, so that cranks may be used on the ends of the common
axle, for the purpose of more conveniently and efficiently win<ling up
the hose, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,360.

—

Sylvester W. Beach, of Chicago, 111.

—

Improvement
in Carriage Hubs.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—By turning screw-

plate e to the right, the movable plate c is forced upon the stationary

plate d ; and the conical wedge a, expanding the elastic ring &, forces

the spokes of the wheel through the dovetail apertures ^, tightening

the tire and at the same time the spoke in the hub.
The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the application of a coni-

cal wedge and elastic ring as new.
But I claim the combination of a conical wedge and elastic ring

with the dovetail form of the spoke apertures in the hub, as described,

and substantially as set forth.
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No. 18,893.—ZiNA DooLiTTLE, of Perry, Geo.

—

Improved Machine

for Turning the Band Portions of Carriage ^w6s.-—Patent dated Decern-

ber 22j 1857.—A represents a socket, nut, or handle, which receives

the screw G on the end of B ; B is a square strap wrench as represented

at D at one end, and the screw Gt at the other ; C is a bar, with a strap

E at one end, through which B passes. The other end is secured to

the handle by the clasp F. Opposite the strap E, on the bar C, is a

projection, upon which the cutter H is secured by the bolt I, thus

making the bar C act as a sliding rest.

The inventor says : I do not claim the exclusive use of any of the

parts, taken as parts of the machine described and shown, but only in

so far as the same is used in combination for the purpose of my in-

vention.

But I claim the exclusive use and combination of the strap wrench

By the handle A, and the sliding rest C, with the cutter H ; the whole

arranged and shown for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,846.

—

Alexander Kiceart, of Schoharie, N. Y.—Improved
Method of Turning Carriage Hubs.—Patent dated July 21, 1857.—By
having the mandrel A connected, by means of gearing in the frame H,
with the driving shaft D, motion maybe given to both the cutter-head

C and stuff I from the same shaft D ; and at the same time the carriage

E may be moved by the operator towards the cutter-head, and the stuff

consequently fed to the cutters, without interfering with the gearing

which rotates the stuff.

The inventor says: I do not claim, separately, the rotating cuttei^

head.

But I claim the frame H placed on the driving or power shaft D,

and connected with the mandrel G by the arms m m, the frame H being

provided with the gearings as shown, to connect the shaft D with the

mandrel G, which mandrel is placed on the sliding carriage E, when
the above parts are used in connexion with the rotating cutter-head

,

C ; the whole being arranged substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

No. 18,254.—Chaungey Thomas, of West Newbury, Mass.—7m-
proved Carriage Prop.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—The
standard A is provided with a male screw C, which is furnished with

a screw cap or tapering nut D, that screws upon it, as shown in the

engraving. The tapering screw, nut, or cap, besides forming a finish

to the prop, serves to confine the leather to the bow, and also as a

shoulder for one of the joint bars G H to rest against.

The inventor says: I claim an improved carriage prop, as constructed

with a screw shoulder cap D, combined with a joint bar standard A,

and arranged between the leather L and the joint bars G H, and so

as to. screw upon the said standard, substantially in manner as de-

scribed.

No. 18,451.

—

Bold K. Hood, of Clinton, N. O.—Improvem&ni m
Carriage Spriiigs.—Vsitent dated October 20, 1857.—;This invention

consists in two auxiliary springs coiled in opposite directions in the

path of vertical scrolls around a horizontal central pin or support of
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the reach, and attached by their outer terminating ends, one to the

front and the other to the rear elliptic springs of a carriage.

In the engravings, A A are the axles, B the reach, and C C
brace bars ; J) D are ordinary elliptic springs attached to the front

and hind axles ; E is the frame which rests upon the springs and sup-

ports the body ; F F are the central autxiliary springs ; they are

made preferably of round steel rods, which are coiled vertically so

as to form a series of scrolls of gradually increasing size.

The inventor says : I am aware that auxiliary springs have been
carried from the centre of the reach to the ends of the carriage body,
or connected with the transverse springs ; therefore, I do not claim

broadly the use of auxiliary springs, irrespective of their peculiar

construction and arrangement.
But I claim the combination and arrangement of the springs F F

with the springs D D, as described, for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,802.

—

Charles A. McElrot, of Delaware, Ohio.

—

Improved
Arrangement of Carriage Springs,—Patent dated March 10_, 185 T.

—

The springs o o^ are pivoted on the circular head-block b, together with
the stirrups n n^, which serve to keep the springs in their proper posi-

tion , there being sufficient space left between the springs and the stirrups

to allow the springs to adjust themselves to the positions of the vehicle.

Figure 2 represents a top view of the apparatus on a smaller scale.

Claim.—The springs o, pivoted as described, and stirrups n, all ar-

ranged and operated in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,986.—EiNEHART P. March, of Jeffersonville, Pa.

—

Improved
Arrangement of Carriage Springs,—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engraving.

The inventor says : I do not claim the combination of wooden and
metallic springs as new, nor do I claim the form of springs as new,
as both have been known before.

But I claim the arrangement of the combination spring B 0, axle

A, slotted bar E, and guide pin F, for the purpose of supporting the

spring and preventing lateral strain,, and for making of equal strength

a much cheaper and lighter carriage than usual.

No. 16,919.

—

John S. Hall, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Improved Steam
Carriage.-^Fsiteut dated March 31, 1857.—The oscillating engines G
drive the main shaft M, the pinion P of which meshes into the inter-

mediate gears 0, which operate the pinions h of the boxes H^ ; said

boxes drive the square axle E, to which the carriage wheels F are

attached. By operating the hand-wheel j, shaft T is turned, the

pinion D of which turns the toothed sector 0, (fig. 2,) causing the

wheel frames to swivel on their centres Z, and thus changing the di-

rection of the carriage ; the pawls 7c and n are pressed by spiral spring

I against the ratchet wheel i, preventing it from returning to its for-

mer position. When the carriage is required to run fast, the interme-

diate gears are thrown out, and the pulleys N are made fast to the

shaft M by means of the clutches S.
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Claim.—1st. So combining and arranging the driving machinery
and body of the carriage with the wheels and axles as described, so

that the latter may be both swiveled, moved, or adjusted in any and
all directions, without in the least changing the relation of all parts

of or otherwise affecting the said driving machinery^ or body of the
carriage. »

2d. The stationary, universal driving bearings or boxes H^ H^, or

their equivalents, whereby the axles and wheels maybe readily rotated

or driven in all their variable relative positions with the driving ma-
chinery and body of the carriage.

3d. The double ratchet wheel i, in combination with the pawls h
and n, and spiral spring, constructed and operating as set forth.

No. 17^680.—K. S. Jennings, of Waterbury, Conn.

—

Improved
Carriage Top.—Patent dated June 30, 185*7.—The hood is attached

to the front bow A^ of the carriage, by placing loops F over the but-

tons g, and having the tenons e fitted in the staples h attached to the

front bow A^ of the carriage. When the hood is not required, it is

detached from the front bow A^, and can be folded together, owing to

the hinged joints c d.

Claim.—The hood or attachment, constructed of the jointed bow A,
provided with the screen or apron C, and provided with loops / at its

upper part and tenons e at its lower part, and applied to the top, as

shown and described, for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,925.—R. S. Jennings, of Waterbury, Conn.

—

Improvement
in Carriage Tops.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—When the tenons/
are fitted in the mortises g, and the bars c adjusted as represented in

figure 2, the carriage top will be permanently secured to the vehicle.

To detach the top, the tenons/ are withdrawn from their recesses, the
bars c are detached from the centre bow 0, and the bows may then be
folded as represented in dotted lines in figure 3.

The inventor says : I do not claim having carriage covers to fold up
into a smaller compass, or in a manner to reduce their length by fall-

ing back.

Neither do I claim having them to fold so as to reduce their height,

by means of a joint in the vertical portion of the front bows, as in

Scripture's arrangement.
I claim the employment of a transverse hinge-joint h on each of the

bows B C D_, at the centre of their top or horizontal portion, in combi-
nation with staples d d and two pairs of bars c c c c, which are pivoted
atone end to the front bows, and at the other end are each provided
with a slot e^, and furnished with a hook e, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

No. 16,467.

—

George Cook and David Cook, ofNew Haven, Conn.

—

Improvement in Calash Carriage Tops.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.
The spaces to receive the wooden bows E are stitched in the cover of the
calash top; the ends of said wooden bows are then passed through the

stitched spaces in the leather, and the flat shanks I) are inserted into

the slots h; the screws c are inserted in holes d of the wood, and holes
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a of tlie sTianks D, and fastened ; the joints B and G are fhen connected,

and the whole is secured to the carriage body by a screw-bolt passing

through the eye A.
Claim.—The combination of the independent joints with the method

of inserting the flat part of the shank, or slat iron, into the slot in the

bow, and securing it there, so that the leather may be stitched and the

bows and shanks afterwards inserted and secured, when the whole is

constructed and combined substantially as described.

No. 18,992.—A. C. Shelton & Byron Tuttle, of Plymouth, Conn.

—

Improvement in Jointsfor Carriage Tops.—Patent dated December 29,

1857.—In this invention the plates abed form, when combined
together, a barrel, and the shoulder e of each arm rests upon and
extends across the entire length of said barrel. The shoulders e are

thus made to form a wide base for the arms, so that any injury from a
lateral movement of the arms may be prevented.

Claim.—Providing the lower ends of the arms A B I) with cir-

cular plates ah c d and shoulders e, said plates being so arranged as

to constitute a barrel over which the shoulders e may move, said

shoulders giving support to the arms A B D, all as described.

'No. 18,558.

—

Keuben W. Stone, of Solsville, K. Y.

—

Improvement
in Joints of Carriage Tops.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.—A A^
B B^ represent two pairs of metal bars curved slightly, as shown in

the engraving, or of an approximate form. The bars A^ B^ of each
pair are somewhat longer than the others, and the two bars of each
pair are connected by a rivet a, said rivets passing through the bars a
short distance from their inner ends. At the inne^' end of each bar
a loop or hook b is formed; these loops or hooks are formed at opposite

sides of the bars, that is, the loops at the ends of the bars A^ B^ are

formed at their outer sides, and those of the bars A B at their inner

sides, so that when the two bars are distended each loop will receive

and support the bar of its fellow loop.

Claim.—The bars A A^ B B^ connected by the joints a, and pro-

vided with loops or hooks b b, arranged substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

No. 18,106.—0. W- Saladbe, of Columbus, 0.

—

Improved Mode of
Adjusting Carriage Tops.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be' understood by reference to the claims
and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim the lateral rod D D when placed

on the outside of the seat back, for the purpose of adjusting the top, as

new ; letters patent having been granted to me for the same, dated
September 9, 1856.

But I claim extending the top prop A back of the rest iron B a
sufficient length to form the lever C in combination with the lateral

rod D D, as shown.
I also claim the scroll spring E, in combination with the pivot iron

L and the back bow H, (or either of the other three bows,) for the
purpose of assisting in raising the top, and likewise to prevent its
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falling with the full force of its own weight, when in the act of throw-
ing it back, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,520.—James D. Sarven, of Columbia, Tenji,—Improved
Carriage Wheel.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The nature of this in-

vention will be understood by reference to tbe claim and engravings.
The inventor says : I clairn the improvement in carriage wheels,

which consists in the employment of flanged metallic collars H, as

described, or other equivalent devices,, in combination with a wooden
hub Gr, and these in combination with the arrangement of the spokes
at the hub, as described; by which means strength and support are

given both to the hub and to the spokes at or near the hub, and by
which means I am enabled to use any desired number of spokes in

each wheel, thereby preventing indentations being made in the rini

of the wheel between the spokes, and by which means I am also enabled
to use a much smaller hub than those in general use, and at the same
time retain a sufficient degree of strength at the hub; the whole being
constructed and arranged substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

Also, the flanged collars, as described^ or other equivalent devices,

when used in combination with a wooden hub, if the spokes are ar-

ranged as set forth, or in any other manner.

No. 18,097.

—

James W. Jackson and Luther W. Buechinal, ol

Smithfield, Pa.

—

Improved Huh for Carriage Wheels.—Patent dated

September 1, 1857.
—

"When the plates A and B are fitted together on
shaft F, the ends of the tenons C pass into corresponding mortises a
in said plates ; and by forcing together the plates A B, by means of

screw bolts F, the tenons will be expanded, and the inserted spokes

will be grasped on four sides simultaneously.

The inventors say : We do not claim a hub composed of two plates

and corresponding tenons, within which the spokes are to be inserted.

But we claim making the mortises of the hub adjustable in two
different directions, so that the spokes of the wheel shall be grasped

on their four sides simultaneously when the two plates of the hub are

forced together by the screw bolts, in the manner substantially as set

forth.

No. 18,855.

—

Cornelius Merrt^ of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Hubs of Carriage Wheeh.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—
In the engravings, H is the hub ; in each extremity of the hub is a

box B, each with two inferior flanges a and h. The axle arm A is of

small diameter, and has secured to it two small wheels C C^, which
rest in the grooves between the flanges of the boxes B. The axle

arm passes eccentrically through two other wheels W W^, which rest

upon and bear against the flanges. The wheel W is hung upon a

journal c, attached to an end plate P secured to the hub, the axis

of this journal being coincident with that of the hub. Wheel W^ is

kept in position by the ring R secured to the inner end of the hub.

By this coQstruction the surfaces in contact are the flanges a and
wheels W W^^ the boxes moving upon the wheels ; the wheels C C^,
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resting in tlie grooves between the flanges a 5, serve to support tbe
axle arms, and strengthen the system.

Claim —The combination of boxes B, wheelsW W^, securing plates

P and E, and wheels C C^^ with the small axle arm A, constructed

and operated as described.

. No. 18,556.—E". J. Skaggs, of Talladega, Ala.

—

Improved Modo^of
Tightening Tires on Carriage Wheels.—Patent dated November 3,
1857".—The claim and engravings fully describe this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim, separately, connecting the ends
of the tire together by means of a screw^ for this has been previously
done.

But I claim forming the ends of the tire, with the heads a a, recess

c, and projecting portion/, as shown; in connexion with the screw
rod E, by which the ends are secured together, and the tire contracted

as may be desired, and a continuous or perfect joint or connexion ob-

tained.

No. 16,353.

—

John W. Crannell, of Olivet, Mich.

—

Improvement
in Carriages.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.
Claim,—The mode of constructing the carriage body in two parts,

the inner ends chamfered or rounded below ; said bodies being at-

tached to two elastic bars J_, in combination with the independent
seat frame, rounded as at I, and carrying inside two springs F F, or

their equivalents, in either a horizontal or vertical position, but whose
action is horizontal and against the chamfered and detached ends of

the carriage bodies, for the purposes, as described and set forth, of

producing a gentle and undulating horizontal movement in the seat,

or any other device whose effect may be substantially the same.
Also, the use of the stop plates G- G, operated by screws or other-

wise, for the purposes, as described, of regulating the elasticity of

the springs F F.

No. 17,191.

—

Sherlock H. Bishop, of Orange, Conn.

—

Improved
Adjustable Pole for Carriages.— Patent dated May 5, 185*7.—The
braces C and D are attached to the pole A by means of joints g, and
to the arch piece B by means of eye-bolts e, which pass through slots

c of the arch piece.

Claim.—The method described ofadjusting the bracesby means of the

joints, slots, and eye-bolts; when the whole is constructed, arranged,

and made to operate substantially as set forth.

No. 16,528.

—

George Cook and David Cook, of New Haven, Conn.

—

Improved Adjustable Seats for Carriages.—Patent dated February 3,

1857.—The operation of this apparatus will be understood from th«

claim and engravings.
Claim—Constructing, attaching, and locating the seats, so as to

preserve the perfect symmetry of the carriage, whether it be used with

one or two seats, without any necessity of securing the movable seat,

when the whole is constructed, and arranged, and made to operate

substantially as described.
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No. 17,638.—Luther Otway Rice, of Oastorville, Canada West.—-
Improved Central Draught Joint of Carriages.—Patent dated June 23,

1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not wish to confine myself to the precise

arrangement and construction herein set forth, but would include all

modifications which substantially embrace my invention.

I claim the central draught joint P, when constructed, arranged,

and used substantially as described.

No. 1*7,805.—RuFUS Nutting, of Randolph, Vt.

—

Improved Mode of
Constructing Carriages,—Patent dated July 14, 185*7.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claims and en-

gravings.

The inventor says : I am aware that springs have been applied so

as to converge from near the extremities of the hind axle to the fifth

wheel on the front axle, so as to obviate the necessity of the usual

reach, and also that springs of double curvature for producing a com-
pensating effect, are in themselves not new.

But I claim the arrangement of compensating springs, substantially

as described and specified, with the front axle N and rear axle B ; so

that while the axles are retained in their proper positions, the action

of the compensating spring prevents the spreading of the axles on one
side of the vehicle, and thereby tends to preserve the accurate tracking

of the hind wheels.

I also claim the combination of the guard with the hinder part of

the springs, substantially as set forth, and for the purposes specified.

No. 1*7,337.—RicHAED Murdoch, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improvement
in Bunning-Gear of Carriages,—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—The
short axles a of the front wheels are attached to the extremities of the

cross-bar C by bolts e through the brace levers/, which are fastened by
straps to the axle a, as represented in fig. 2. Upon turning the vehicle,

the axles a can be made to slide, by means of their boxes 5, on the swivel-

bar c, when the several parts will assume the positions represented in

the engraving.

The inventor says : I disclaim the short axles and the manner of

turning them about their attachment.
I also disclaim supporting the extremities during their movement

on stationary train ways.
I also disclaim the swivel-bar c and boxes h h, in combination with

the short axles a a connected with the extremities of the cross-bar, as

described ; this having been secured to me by letters patent of the

United States, bearing date the 24th day of June, 1856.

I disclaim also all devices in which the fore wheels remain parallel

to each other while the vehicle is turning.

I disclaim projecting the brace levers backwards and inwards from
the short axles, as that has been done before_, and is inferior to my
plan, inasmuch as it has a more limited range of motion, and gives

less control over the wheels when turning, and greater irregularity in

their motion, and increased strain upon the tongue.
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But I claim giving to tlie brace levers// a forward and outward pro-

j ection from the short axles, substantially in the manner and for the

purpose specified.

No. 18,403.

—

Thomas Miller, of Worcester Township, Pa.

—

Im-
proved Mode of Fastening Shafts and Poles to Carriages.—Patent dated

October 13_, 1857.—In using this invention_, it is necessary to have a

hinge hook, which is fastened to the axle in the usual way by a clip

securely screwed on the hinge hook, being made of different sizes to

suit the different vehicles to which it is applied ; the shaft or tongue

has an eye such as is commonly made. The projection or increased

width is made all on one side, which is not, however, essential ; the hook
has a slit of about half an inch long and one-eighth wide, shown in

drawing, at B. The eye also has a slit in it, of the same width and
half the length as the hook, and that is put in on the side nearest the

shaft or tongue, so that the key A will slip into the slit in the hook or

pin when the shaft or tongue is held perpendicular or nearly so ; then

the shaft or tongue being lowered to the position when in use, the

eye covers the projection in the key, and thus keeps it in place very

securely.

The inventor claims the combination and arrangement of key a and
the slit B in the hook or pin, to be used in connexion with the other

parts, so as to constitute an improvement in, and a new mode of fasten-

ing tongues or shafts to, axles in carriages and all kind of vehicles.

No. 17,970.

—

Edward C.Jones, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Improved Steer-

ing Apparatus of Steam Carriages.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.

—

By turning pinion E in the direction of the arrow, the swivel wheel
Bis turned to the position represented in the engraving; the same
turning on pivot a at the same time that sector M is moved in the

direction of the arrow, and the several parts are thrown into the

poeitions represented in the engraving, whereby the clutch J^ discon-

nects the wheel G^ from the axle H ; thus the wheel G only is revolved

by the action of the engine, turning the carriage in the direction of

arrow z.

The inventor says : I am aware that the lever arrangement which
communicates the motion from the parts operating the steering wheel
to the clutches of the driving wheels may be modified and changed
in many different ways, by various mechanical means ; I therefore do
not confine myself to any particular, or to the special lever arrange-
ments described, to effect said communication of motion or power.
But I claim

J
first, operating the clutches J J^ of the driving wheels

by the same parts by which the steering wheel is operated^ in such a
manner as to disengage (by operating the said clutches) the one or the

other of the driving wheels simultaneously with the turning of the

steering wheel to the right or left, substantially as set forth.

Second. I claim the arrangement of the lever M, links P P^, levers

N N^, with their arms 0^ connected therewith by a butt hinge
joint, and the springs Q Q^, when constructed, combined, and operating

in connexion with the pinion E and the clutches J J^, substantially

as described and for the purpose set forth.
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Third. I claim the arrangement of a pivot a, in or near the centre
of the steering wheel, and passing through its axle, for the purpose
set forth.

No. 18,153.—J. Geoege Leflee, of Philadelphia, Yo..—Improved
Wear Iron for Carriages.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—The
cast iron guards B B^ permit the wheels D of the front axle F to run
sufficiently under the body A to admit of the carriage being turned in
a small circle.

The inventor says : Disclaiming a guard broadly, or allowing the
wheels to pass partially under the body of the wagon.

Claim.—The peculiar construction of the metallic recess guards B,
with the flanges a a, bearing against the bottom and sides of the body
of a plain carriage or wagon, and arranged with the latter as and
for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,781.

—

Heney G. Vandbeweekbn, of Greenbush, N. Y.

—

Im-
provement in Propelling Cars and Carriages hy Horse-power.—Patent
dated December 1, 1857.—The nature of this invention consists, first,

in applying the propelling power uniformly and continuously to

the upper side of the axle ; thereby giving the greatest amount of
leverage^ without decreasing the velocity or effect produced. Secondly,
in hanging the endless chain platform H in such a manner that when
animal power is applied thereon, it forms a self-adjusting inclined

plane whichever way the animal turns.
The inventor says : I claim, first, so arranging the endless belt

platform on a frame, independent of the truck, that the return part
or under side of the belt may rest upon and gear into pinions on one
or both axles, and thus cause them to rotate in the direction in which
the horse is apparently walking, without the use of any intermediate
gearing, in the manner substantially as specified.

Second. I claim supporting the endless belt platform on the axles

of the truck in such manner, that when the horse is at work, it will

assume an inclined position, and when at rest a horizontal one, in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,793.

—

Chaeles T. Kipp and John Laweenson, of New York,
N. Y.

—

Improvement in Applying Fly-Wheel to Rand Cars.—Patent
dated July 14, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood
by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The arrangement of levers B and rods 0, attached to crank
wheel F, for operating the fly-wheel A ; the whole constructed and
operated as described and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,762.

—

John B. Wiceeesham, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Guide- Wheelsfor Railroad Cars.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.
The inventor says : I do not claim guide-wheels, as these have be-

fore been used against the inner sides of the track. But I am not aware
that said guide-wheels have ever before been used in connexion with a
grooved rail, thereby lessening the liability for the car to run off th«
track, as set forth, when said guide-wheels are each provided with a
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separate att^hment for allowing of their rise and fail independently

of each other, to pass any obstructions, as specified.

I claim the guide-wheels D D, at the front and rear ends of the car,

when combined with the grooved rail and attached to the car in the

manner and substantially as and for the purposes specified.

1^0, 18,884.—Egbert McWilliams, of Philadelphia, Pa., assignor

to Himself and Adam J. Frederick;, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Journot-Boxesfor Railroad Cars,—Patent dated December 15,

1857.—1^ is a hole in the lugs of the box. When the oil chamber is

in place, a bolt having a rivet head at one end is passed through and
secured by a nut and binding nut at the other end. This bolt is all

the fastening that the oil chamber requires ; and by removing it,

said chamber may be withdrawn, and the journal and the whole inter-

nal arrangement of the box exposed. By inclining the grooves, the

lower section of the box or oil chamber is secure.

Claim.—The combination of the lower or oil chamber of the box,

with the inclined tapering grooves in the outsides thereof, on a line

above the lower line of the journal, so that the latter may easily and
quickly be exposed for filling, at the same time giving easy access to

the packing, as set forth.

No. 16,806.

—

Philip M. Pyfer, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improved Metliod

of Preventing Dust, &c., from Entering the Windoivs of Railroad
Cars,—Patent dated March 10, 1857.—The upper wings of the fans

D are protected by a hood E that runs along the whole length of the

car. When the cars are in motion, the fans will be revolved by the

action of the air upon the lower wings of the fans. This is intended

to create a rapid current of air across the window C, and thereby to

prevent cinders and dust from entering the cars.

Claim,—The arrangement of rotary fans D D, or their equivalent,

upon the outside of the body of the car, when employed in conjunc-

tion with the windows thereof, substantially in the manner and for

the purposes set forth.

No. 17,114.

—

William Pearce and John Lowrie, ofPiedmont, Va.

—

Improved Mode of Dumping Railroad Cars.—Patent dated April 21,

1857.—The loaded car I) being run on the rails within the rockers c,

and the wheels of the car being secured to the housing by means of ribs

/, the rockers c together with car D are turned into the position repre-

sented in dotted lines, the projections h falling into the grooves x of the

frame. As the catches I of the housing come in contact with projec-

tions 71, the doors to are opened, and the coal or material contained in

car D passes over the side of said car, and, through the housing, down
the chute M. The motion of the rockers c is checked by means of

break-lever t and break-wheel s, checking the motion of pinion g, rack

p, and pitman o, and the car D can be raised to its former position by
operating pinion q.

Claim.—First. The method of discharging cargo from cars by means
of a rocking track, substantially as specified.

Second. We daim the mine car, as described^ constructed without
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any openings in its sides, ends, or bottom, for discliargi% its cargo,

and with its ends raised higher than its sides, for the purposes set

forth.

Third. The ribs or Ganges/, in combination with the rocking track,

for the purposes and in the manner substantially as specified.

Fourth. We claim the shoes g, in combination with the projections

li, for steadying the rocking track whilst the cars are run on and off,

substantially as set forth.

Fifth. The method of braking the rocking car, (as it is capsized to

discharge the coal and afterwards raised,) by means of the brake u
and wheel s, the latter being mounted on the shaft of a pinion q, ope-

rated by means of rack p and pitman o, or their equivalents, substan-

tially as specified.

Sixth. We claim the arrangement of the cam-stud u, in combination
with the latch-bar K, by which the doors w of the rocking car are re-

leased when it is brought into proper position to discharge its cargo
into the chute, as set forth.

No. 17,953.

—

Daniel H. Feger, of New York, N. Y., assignor to

Himself and Daniel Shepherd, of the same place.

—

Improved Pedes-

tal for Railway Cars and Locomotives.—Patent dated August 4, ISSt.

—

By detaching the jaw B from the brace G, and lifting it back on the

hinge-bolt C, the axle-tree and wheels with the journal-box can be
rolled out and removed, provided the weight of the truck be ever so little

taken from the journals.

Claim.—The employment of a loose or movable jaw to the pedestal,

constructed and operating substantially as described and for the pur-

poses set forth.

No. 16,520.

—

Edward H. Anderson, of Milford, Del.

—

Safety Coup-
lingfor Railroad Cars.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.—To uncouple
the cars, the pin g is removed, and the bolt h is pushed forward by
working the lever m ; then the bolt c will also move forward by the
outward tension of the springs connected with said bolt by the arms
d d, and the cars are uncoupled. This arrangement also permits the
cars to uncouple automatically in case of an accident. If one of the
cars runs ofi" the track, it assumes an oblique position towards the
other, and thus the bolt h is jerked out of the socket of bolt c, and the
cars are uncoupled in the manner as above described ; the obliquity of
the bearing parts being adapted to keep them in place for any con-
templated motion on the track.

The inventor says : I do not claim spring catches for couplings.

Nor do I claim the principle of self-separation when the cars get off

the track.

But I claim the special mode set forth of effecting the self-coupling

and self-uncoupling by the combined action of the following parts, to

wit : catches a a, bolt h with its rounded end, bolt c with its concave
end, jointed arms d d^ and spring catches or jaws e e, all constructed

and operating as set forth.
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No. 18,950.

—

John C. Blair, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Improveraent in

Springs for Railroad Cars.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—The
nature of this invention consists in forming a car or carriage spring
of a pile of steel plates or leaves a a, when each plate is so bent as to

form a series of reversed semi-ellipses, and the plates so piled one upon
the other that the highest parts of one plate shall be in contact

with the lowest parts of its fellow or next adjacent plate, and vice

versa; each leaf or plate forming several points of contact for the plate

overlying it, and thus disseminating through the pile both the lateral

and vertical pressure upon the spring.

Claim.—A spring composed of a series of leaves or plates so bent
or curved, that, when piled one upon another, the highest and lowest
points of one leaf shall be in contact with the highest and lowest points,

respectively, of the next adjacent leaf or plate, and so on throughout
the series, substantially as described.

No. 16,884.

—

Theophilus E. Sickels, of Kennett Sq^uare, Pa.—7m-
provement in Steam Brakes for Railroad Cars.—Patent dated March
24, 1857.—The operation of this invention is thus described by the
inventor. When the cars are detached from the engine, the weight
W, suspended by the chain E, draws the brakes against the wheels
with a force sufficient to cause the wheels to slide, instead of rotating,

if motion is communicated to the car. Should it be desirable to sus-

pend the action of this weight, it may be done by winding the brake-
wheel until the weight W is so far elevated as to cause all pressure by
the brakes against the car wheels to be removed. When a train is all

connected together and to the locomotive in the ordinary manner, the
first operation is to connect the pipes P between each car, and also a
pipe leading to the steam chamber of the locomotive. Next, the hand-
brake wheels are unwound, so that the weights W may cause pressure

of the brakes against the wheels of the cars. When the train is ready
to start, the engineer admits steam into the pipes, and thereby to the

under sides of pistons T T. These being forced upward by a pressure

considerably greater than that of the weights, acting in a contrary

direction, they are raised ; whereby the brakes are removed from the

wheels of the cars, and the train is free to start.

The inventor says : I am aware that steam brakes have been used
which are brought into use by the action of steam in forcing them
against the car wheels, and also that brakes have been used which
were forced against the car wheels by the action of a spring

;

but the use of a spring, or mechanical equivalent, bringing the brakes

into operation^ in combination with the use of steam or other gases for

arresting the operation of the brakes, is new and original with me.

I do not claim the use of steam for holding the brakes to the wheels

of railroad cars, as this has been done.

But I claim the so combining the use of steam, or its equivalent,

with the brakes of railroad cars, as that the steam shall hold the

brakes from the wheels, and its partial use or disuse admit a weight

or spring to apply said iDrakes, in a manner substantially as described.
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"Ho. 17,982.—Albert Potts, of Philadelpliia, Fa,.—Improvement in'

Safety Topsfor Railway Cars. —Patent dated August 11, 185T.—The
top C of the car rests with suitable flanches within the groove M of
the rail A B, which is fitted to and rests upon the rail E F of the car,

both these rails running in a longitudinal direction on the top of the
car ; the joints at the front and rear are represented in figure 2, at A G-

and B K ; when the car is inclined, or thrown over laterally, the pen-
dulum P will swing clear of the arc K, releasing the top C, and per-

mitting it to fall off when the car falls on either side or end.
Claim.—First. The mode or manner of constructing railway pas-

senger cars with the tops and bodies disconnected for the special purpose
specified.

Second. The metallic plates or grooved and bevelled rails, as above
described, for uniting the tops with the body of the car, as specified.

Thirdly. The combination of the pendulums, as fully described in

figures 3 and 9, for the purpose of holding the tops to the bodies of

the cars, substantially as specified.

No. 17,801.

—

Henry D. Mears and William Houlton, Jr., of Bal-
timore, Md.

—

Seal for Railroad Freight Cars, &c.—Patent dated July
14, 1857.—The disk B is passed through the staples a, and the strip a
is then doubled so as to bring the hole h^ over the rivet & ; the disks are

then brought together and the rivet is clinched, and an impression is

then stamped on the disks by means of dies.

Claim.—The device for sealing described, the same consisting of

soft metallic disks connected by a strip or wire of harder metal, as

described; the whole constructed and operated substantially in the
manner set forth, and applied to the purposes specified.

No. 17,802.

—

Henry D. Mears and William Houlton, Jr., of Bal-
timore, Md.

—

Seal for Railroad Freight Cars, dtc.—Patent dated July
14, 1857.—The wire B is passed through the staples attached to the
door and door frame ; the ends of the wire are then bent and passed
into holes or slots in the soft metal disk A, which is then struck with
a proper die, confining the wires firmly within the disk A.
Claim.—The seal described, the same consisting of a disk of soft

metal having one or more holes or slots through it for the reception of

the ends of a wire or metallic strip, which are confined by the com-
pression of the disk ; all constructed and operated substantially in the
manner described^ and applied to the purposes specified.

No. 18,400.—F. W. A. Krause, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Implementfor
Sealing Railroad Cars, (f"c.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—By this

improvement a portable hand implement is furnished for impressing
a suitable device upon metallic blanks, and compressing the same upon
wire cord passed through said blanks in such a manner that the re-

moval of the wire cannot be efiected without disfigurement of the seal,

thus furnishing a ready mode of sealing railroad cars, &c.
In the drawing, A is the upper handle of the implement, having

its end so formed that it presents a flat face h. The lower handle B
is provided with two uprights c c, rising at right angles thereto ; these
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^iprights are connected by a cross-piece d, wliich serves as guide and
retainer of the upper die and the end of a spring ; e is a bolt passing

through the uprights, and also through the end of the handle A, thus

connecting them. Through the cross-piece d a cylindrical hole is

formed for receiving the upper die /, so fitted therein as readily to be

moved ; immediately below this opening is a recess or seat for the

lower die ^, which is secured in the lower handle by a set screw ; both
the lower and upper die are provided with holes o o, for the passage

of the wire cord and prevention against cutting ; /i is a flat spring

attached to the lower handle, its outer end enters a hole in the side of

the cylinder forming the upper die ; the spring is guided by the slot

or opening in the cross-piece d.

The inventor says : I claim the employment of the dies/ g^ when
provided with holes o o therein for the protection of the wire cord,

and when said dies form a portion of the press for the purpose of im-
pressing devices upon and compressing the metal of the seal upon
wire, substantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,984.

—

James A. Norris, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Journal Boxes for Railroad Cars.—Patent dated December 29,
1857.—The claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim,—^The combination of an ordinary gland and stuffing box
with the journal box of a railroad car, whereby the oil is retained,

and the admission of the dust rendered impossible ; the whole con-

structed and arranged as and for the purpose specified.

No. 17,486.—J. S. Brown, of Washington, D. C.

—

Improved Self-

Loading Cart,—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—As the machine is drawn
along on the wheels B, the scraper E cuts a slice from the ground ; and
the elevators C, being revolved by bevel wheels G H I, take the earth
from the scraper_, elevate it, and discharge it into the receptacle D.
When it is desired to move the machine from one locality to another,
the crank is turned, causing cranks M to turn with shaft L, whereby
the bars Q and hangers S are raised, the bars Q being retained in a
horizontal position by the secondary cranks I. The scraper E can be
retained in its elevated position by bringing the stops m close up
against the cranks ?, when said cranks are in their highest positions.

The inventor says : I do not claim a revolving elevator nor a scraper

alone.

But I claim the combination of a revolving elevator and a scraper,

substantially in the manner specified.

I also claim the employment of the cranks M M on the axle, for the

purpose of raising and lowering the elevator and scraper by simply
turning the axle half a revolution.

I also claim the use of the winch o attached to the projecting end
of the axle, for the purpose of giving the proper movement to the
said axle, in the manner described.

I also claim the arrangement of the lifting bars Q Q, cranks M M
1

1
J hangers S S, and brace bars R R, substantially in the manner and

for the purpose set forth.

Yol. ii 11
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I also claim the stops m m on tlie frame A, arranged in combination
with the crank 1 1, substantially in the manner and for the purposes
specified.

No. 18,519.

—

John S. Eobinson, Levi Herendeen, and George
Sheldon, of Canandaigua, IST. Y.

—

Improvement in Railroad Chair.—
Patent dated October 2*7, 1857.—This improvement is on that kind of

chair usually called '^a key chair," in which a wooden pin or key is

driven in by the side of the rails, to tighten them in their places and
deaden the sound, &c. The improvement consists in placing the spike

holes nearly or directly under the key when it is in its place ; so that

when the spikes and key are both in their places, the heads of the

spikes will be in contact with the key^ which prevents them from jar-

ring out, and they, in their turn, prevent the key from jarring out.

The inventors say : We do not claim as our invention the applica^

tion of a key to a chair to deaden the sound, &c.

Nor do we claim placing the spike holes so that the spikes will catch

in the notches in the rails.

But we claim the placing of the spike holes nearly or directly

under the key, so that the spike heads can come in contact with it, and
the spikes themselves pass through the notches in the rails, if desired;

and thus causing the key to hold the spikes from working up ; and
also, in the manner described, causing the spikes to prevent the key
from working out.

No. 17,773,

—

Robert Archer, ofRichmond, Va.

—

Improved Machine

for Mahing Railroad Chairs.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—As the

spur wheels are rotated back and forth, the cutters A cut the lips

of the chair, which rests upon the bed H ; and when this operation is

performed, the swages B accurately bend down the lips upon the

mandrel. The levers D serve the purpose of centralizing and adjust-

ing the chair plate when placed on the mandrel resting on the sup-

port H.
Claim.—The use of the swages B, constructed and operating in the

manner specified, and operating in connexion with the adjusting levers

D, whereby uniformity in length of the lips is secured, without reference

to the length of the plate.

No. 16,813.

—

Zalmon B. Wakeman, of Beloit, Wis.

—

Improved
Mode of Supporting the Tongues of (7oacAes.—Patent dated March 10,

1857.—The rods F F are attached to the perch A at Gr, and slide

through the braces J J. The spiral springs E surround the rods,

abutting against the braces at one end, and against set nuts H at the

other end ; by adjusting the nuts upon the screw-threaded portion of

the rods, the springs will be more or less compressed, and thus hold

up the perch with more or less force. The springs and rods also

serve to steady the perch in a lateral direction.

Claim.—I desire the use of the brace or braces, or their equivalent,

attached to the reach (or perch) of a wagon or other carriage, in com-
bination with a spiral spring, or spiral springs, applied to the tongue

of a wagon or other carriages, and pressing against the reach ; for the
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purpose of giving direction and steadiness to the tongue, by cliecking

its motion sidewise, keeping it in a straight line witli the reach, (or

perch,) while it supports it, and also preserving the set of axle in its

true position, as set forth in the specification.

But I do not claim a patent for raising or sustaining the tongue in

itself, as this has been done before in various ways ; but I claim the

arrangement and combination of parts, as set forth, for the purpose of

giving direction and steadiness to the tongue while it supports it

;

nor do I claim said parts, or any other arrangement or combination
of* parts not used or described in this specification.

No. 16,408.

—

Augustus Signer, of Mount Joy, Pa.

—

Improved Mode
of Tightening Fellies in Wheels,—Patent dated January 13, 1857.

—

Two chucks A are inserted into the shrunken felly, and forced apart

by means of a pair of wedges E ; the chucks A resting on the tire F
of the wheel. The centre wedge D is then driven in, the side wedges
E are withdrawn, and their spaces filled with molten metal

; after

which the centre wedge D is withdrawn, and its space filled with
metal.

Claim.—The construction and operation of the metallic cheeks A,
when constri cted as described. Also, the manner of securing them in

their place, when applied to the fellies of wheels, by the use of melted
metal of any kind filling the grooves hh io keep them secure in their

place, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,998.

—

Elisha Waters, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Head-Rests.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—A represents a strap

of sufiicient length to pass around an ordinary car seat back B, and
furnished with a buckle C and loop <i, if so desired, to unite it thereto.

A socket a is formed on the strap by doubling the material of which
it is composed at the desired point, or by sewing or otherwise afiixing

thereto any proper material. Into this socket or long loop a the
end c of the bar D is inserted and supported, and may be lowered or
raised to give the head support the proper height. To the bar D is

hinged at e a second bar E, the upper end of which fits into a socket,

formed in the head supporter F. A loop i is placed in the bar E, so

that when the two bars are straightened out, said loop may slip over
the projection n of the lower bar, and thus hold the two bars in their

straightened out position.

Claim.—The within described folding portable head-rest for car and
other seats^, when made adjustable in, on, or by a strap buckled or

otherwise fastened to the back of the seat, as set forth.

No. 17,206.

—

Joseph T. Curtis, of New York, N. Y.

—

Omnibus Coffer,—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—When the cofPer G is raised to a level, as

represented in fig. 3, or in dotted lines in fig. 1, the driver, by operat-

ing this apparatus slightly, raises handle J, so as to disengage the
spur L, and, jmshing back the rod I, causes the cofPer Grto descend into
the body of the vehicle ; whence, after receiving its fare, it is with-
drawn by a reverse motion of the rod I^ and restored to its original
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position, in which it is secured by spur L, and thus brought within
ready reach of the driver's hand, through hole C.

Claim.—The application and employment of a movable transmitting
coffer, substantially sach as described, in combination with omnibuses
and other vehicles, when used in the manner substantially and for the
uses mentioned.

No. 18,615.—Jesse Urmy, of Wilmington, Del.

—

Improvement in

Bevolving Snow Excavatorsfor Railroads.—Patent dated November 10,
1857.—The claim and engravings sbow the nature of this invention.

Claim.—1st. The obliquely set side paddle-wheels C C, whose axis

lies in a plane vertical to and at right angles with the track, and di-

verges downward from a point over the centre of the track, and whose
arms, radiating in a plane at right angles with said axis, have upon
their extremities edged or toothed paddles e e, so arranged as that

each one shall, when at the lowest point of the plane in which it re-

volves, be in a horizontal plane and oblique to the rail of the track,

gubstantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2d. The central paddle-wheel E, revolving in a vertical plane at

right angles with the track, in combination with the obliquely set

side paddle-wheels C; the whole arranged substantially as and for

the purpose described.

No. 17,751.

—

Edwin F. Shoenberger, of Germantown, Pa.

—

Shaft
Coupling.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—When the shaft B is to be

attached to the carriage, the levers D are lowered until the groove L
of roller E is set opposite to the opening N of the eye F, and the bolt

C of the shaft iron B is dropped into the groove L ; the levers D are

then buckled to the shaft B, to hold the India rubber springs J, for

the purpose of preventing rattling.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the levers D D with

their half roller E, box m, clip Gr, and slot H, substantially as de-

scribed, for the purpose of being applied to shaft couplings for safety

and to prevent rattling.

No. 16,577.—J. M. Batchelor, of Foxcroft, Me.

—

Improved Mode
of Attaching Thills to Sleighs.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.

—

The object of this improvement is to adjust the thills of a sleigh at any
point to suit the circumstances of the track.

The inventor says : I am aware that thills have been previously at-

tached to sleighs in such a manner that the thills may be adjusted or

moved to either side of the sleigh ; but the modes previously adopted
have been complicated, and the thills could not be adjusted without
considerable difficulty. My improvement is extremely simple, may
be applied to sleighs at a small cost, and the thills may be adjusted

with the greatest facility. .

I claim attaching the thills G to the bar E, which bar is fitted

within a grooved bar D attached to the sleigh, the bar E being al-

lowed to slide within the grooved bar D, and secured at the desired

points by the spring catch H, substantially as described, for the pur-

pose set forth.
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No. 1Y,232.

—

Lewis B. Kandall, of Penn Yan, N. Y.

—

Improve-

ment in Sleighs and Ow^^ers.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The nature

of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

Claim.—The parts designated by the letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
H, I, L, and o, combined as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18.882.--NewcombDemary, Jr
.

, of Attica, N. Y., assignor to James
Yates, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in Snow Ploughs.—Patent
dated December 15, 1857.—The claim and engravings explain the

nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim, 1st. The combination of the mould-
board and the inclined plane elevator, open at the sides, and so ar-

ranged as to elevate the snow from the track, about to the level of the

top of the surrounding snow, before it is pressed laterally by the

mould-boards.
2d. The side cutters E E, arranged so as not to project in front of

the elevator, or to obstruct the lateral escape of snow at the side of

the elevator, in the manner and for the purpose substantially as above
described.

No. 18,903.

—

Andrew Hotchkiss, of Sharon Valley, Conn.

—

Im-
provement in Railroad Snoiv Plough.—Patent dated December 22,
1857.—The claim and engravings will explain the nature of this in-

vention.

Claim.—1st. The employment of a plunger, composed substan-

tially of a frame D and share E, which is moved back out of the way
when the machine is driven into the snow to receive a load, but which
may be pushed forward to force out the snow when unloading ; the
whole consisting of a snow plough and excavator capable of being
directly loaded and unloaded by the force of the locomotive.

2d. The combination of the cutting frame H with the frame B^ as

described ; so that after the machine has been run into the drift and
filled, the cutting frame H may be swung over in front and made to

cut down through the snow, thus completely detaching that portion

contained in the machine from the main body of the drift.

No. 17,314.

—

Zb Butt, of Lincolnton, N. 0.

—

Improved Hand
Truck.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—This truck can be loaded in the
same manner as a common wheelbarrow ; or if the articles are loose,

such as grain or sand, the truck is placed in position as represented in

the engraving, and the scoop D is thrust under the article to be loaded.

To unload this truck, the notch t is removed from its connexion with
the cross-piece A, and the body can be tilted, as represented in dotted

lines.

Claim.—The manner described of constructing, arranging, com-
bining and operating the dumping truck, or any other manner or

method essentially the same.

No. 18,865.—C. W. Saladee, of Columbus, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Bracing Springs for Vehicles.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.

—
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The rear ends of tlie springs a a are permanently combined with the
hind axle, and the forward ends of said spring are combined to the bol-

ster c over the front axle by means of eyes formed at said ends, which
embrace journals at each end of the bolster. This method of securing
the said springs to the bolster is to enable the shafts to be permanently
secured to the forward axle, and prevent its turning movements from
exerting any influence upon the springs.

Claim,—The combination of the central portions of the side springs
a a with the hind axle by means of the diagonal tension rods h %^ in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 1 7,358.

—

Charles Atkinson, of Danville, 111., and Gilbert S.

Mannings, of Springfield, 111.

—

Improved Construction of Vehicles.—
Patent dated May 26, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be
understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventors say: We claim the construction of the vehicle shown,
viz : the two pairs of springs F F D D attached to the ends of the front

and back axles A B ; the springs D of the back axle being attached

directly to the bed E, and the springs F of the front axle A attached

to the bed E by the ball and socket joint; the inner ends of said

spring F being attached to a plate Gr, provided with a friction roller

C, which rests or bears upon a segment guide H.
We do not claim separately, or in itself considered, either of the

parts above named, but only the several parts when considered as a
whole, and arranged as described.

No. 17,918.—S. T. J. Coleman and J. W. Sibbet, of Cincinnati,

Ohio.

—

Improved Coupling of Thills to Vehicles.—Patent dated August
4, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—Securing or adjusting the heads A in the loops or hooks
B by means of the boxes C and bars D provided with the screws E,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,426.—W. D. Mayfield, of Bloomington, 111., assignor to

S. D. Porter, of Clarksville, Tenn., and W. D. Mayfield, of said

Bloomington.

—

Improved Mode of Detaching Horses from Vehicles.—
Patent dated October 13, 1857.—In the drawing, A is the whiffletree,

having the piece a, with double inclined planes h suspended between
jaws c, attached to the rear of the whiffletree ; d d are the pins over

which the trace loops pass; plates e 6, attached to rods f f, held by
eyes g g, pass over these pins ; and when the trace is attached, the

plate is against the end of the whiffletree, as shown in the drawing.
These rods / abut against the flanges h b, and move outward when
the piece a is lifted by the cord h. This moving outward of the rods/
throws plates e e from the ends of the whiffletree, and causes them to

throw the trace clear of pins d when the horse is detached.

The inventor says: I claim the swinging piece a, with flanges h, as

described ; in combination with the plates d d and rods //, operating

together as and for the purposes set forth.
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No. 16,625.

—

Darius Babcock, assignor to Thomas Harrop and Da-
rius Babcock, of Homer, N. Y.

—

Improved Arrangtment of Springs for
Vehicles.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.

Claim.—The combination of the C-springs B B and sinuous spring

D, connected by rigid bars E to the body of the vehicle, substantially

as shown and described.

No. 18,077.

—

Philipe Baillau, of New York, N Y.

—

Improvement in

Thillsfor Tiuo-tvlieeled Vehicles.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.-—The
object of this invention is to prevent the constant jolting caused by
the motion of the horse being felt by the occupant of a two-wheeled
carriage.

Claim.—The flat spring a, or its equivalent^ at the back end of the
thills h, arranged and operating in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as described.

No. ]8,386.

—

Melvin C. Chamberlin^ of Johnsonsburg, N. Y.

—

Improved Wagon-Brake.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—In this

improvement, when the brake wheel A comes in contact with the wheel
of the vehicle in its forward motion, the ratchet on the ratchet wheel
B will prevent its moving, and it becomes a stationary brake block

;

but when the motion of the wheel of the vehicle takes a backward
motion, the pressure on the wheel A is removed, and not being ob-
structed by the ratchet, it turns around freely with the wheel of the
vehicle, and thus offers no resistance to its backing.
The inventor claims the arrangement of circular, revolving_, or sta-

tionary brake wheel A with ratchet wheel B and ratchet C ; the ratchet

so operating the ratchet wheel, when in use, that the wheel A will

change its position every time the brake arms, being acted upon by
the pressure of the wagon on the horses, are reversed ; wheel A being
a stationary brake block when the wagon is going down hill, but re-

volving with the wheel when the wagon is backed.

No. 17,493.—M. C. Chamberlin, of Johnsonsbuig, N. Y.

—

Im-
proved Self-acting Wagon-Brahe.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—In
going down hill, the vehicle presses against the horse ; this brings the

weight of the vehicle on the neck-yoke P, consequently operating

chain N, which runs over pulley M, rod L, chain K, rod I, and levers

H, which, being pivoted in the bearer E, press against the ends of the

brake bars G, which are thus moved together with slotted arms up
to the wheels A, thus arresting the motion of said wheels.

Claim.—The arrangement of brake bars Gr, slotted arms 0, and
levers H, when used for self-acting brakes for vehicles; all operating

in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,369.—W. D. Guseman, of Morgantown, Va.

—

Improvement
in Wagon-Couplings.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—The distance

between the axles A and B can be increased or diminished by adjust-

ing the piece G and the reach C, and the leverage in regard to pivot

will be increased or diminished, causing the hind wheels to follow

the track of the fore wheels in a true manner.
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Claim.—Coupling the liind and fore wheels of a wagon by means
of an adjustable reach C and a correspondingly adjustable piece G on
the front hounds, to which the rear hounds are pivoted ; the whole
being combined and operating together substantially in the manner
Bet forth.

No. 18,438.

—

Mathias Y. Cope and Thomas J. Cope, of Centrebridge,
Pa.

—

Improved Dumping ^a^07^.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention consists in dividing the body of the wagon
transversely at or near the centre of its length, and hinging the sec-

tions so that they shall be capable of being tilted independently of

each other. A sliding locking bar J and hinged catches a a being
provided to hold the sections in place and together at the line of

division, and the framing and bracing being so constructed and ar-

ranged as to admit of the body being divided as stated, and still sup-
port it perfectly.

The inventors say : We do not claim dumping at the centre of the
body by dividing the body longitudinally, or furnishing it with a fall-

ing hinged bottom ; as such arrangements are common, and not useful

in common road wagons or carts which require to be used for hauling
various objects or materials which necessarily must be dumped from
the end of the body.
But we claim the arrangement consisting of the hinged divided body

CI G^, framing DDE, bracing K L M, sliding locking bar J, and
catches a a, or their equivalents^ substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

No. 18,431.

—

John L. Blinn, of Austin, Texas.

—

Improved Mode
of Constructing the Tires of Wagon Wheels.—Patent dated October 20,

1857.—To tighten the tires by this invention, all that is necessary is

to loosen the screw C, take out one or more, as the case may require,

of the slips E, replace the screw, and draw together the space occupied

by the slip or slips removed ; the result is a pressure of the spokes,

pressing all together firmly in the hub, and tightening the wheel and
tire at the same time.

The inventor says : I do not claim drawing the ends of the tire to-

gether by a screw, so as to reduce its circumference and tighten up
the fellies.

But I claim the removable slips or plates constructed, arranged, and
held in place substantially as described and shown, for the purpose of

producing a complete unbroken tire, as it were, and at the same time

affording facilities for decreasing the circumference of the same, and
thus tightening up the fellies without the labor of upsetting, substan-

tially as set forth.

No. 17,700.

—

Hugh Slater, of Auburn, N. Y.

—

Improved Brakefor
Wagons.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—The brakes G are applied to

the wheels of the wagon by the animals holding back upon the tongue
or pole a.

Claim.—The peculiar arrangement and combination of devices by
means of the tongue or pole a a, the hinge b &, the Y-shaped con-
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the brake rod or bar D D, and the connexions with the

brake arms, substantially as described.

Also, the combination of the pole or tongue da and stop-bar o o with

the sliding bar D D, or its equivalent, whereby the stop is raised when
the carriage is backed, and lowered when it is naoved forward, sub-

stantially as described.

No. 16,523.

—

Jacob Boyers, of Grandville, Va.

—

Improvement in

Couplings for Wagons.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.

Claim.—In combination with the ordinary coupling pole C of a

wagon, the rod, bar, or pole H, connected to the front axle^ and passing

through the bow or hounds G, and through the rear axle, for the pur-

pose of causing the rear wheels to track after the front ones, and so

that the two axles can be coupled shorter or longer, without in any
way affecting the proper tracking of the wheels, as set forth.

No. 16,648.

—

Edgar Huson, of Ithaca, N. Y.

—

Improved Gearing

for Wagons.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.—The engraving rep-

resents the front wheels of the wagon only.

Claim.—So making the frame described as to leave the forward ex-

tremities a a of said frame open so as to receive the pole or thills g
between and back of the forward ends of the side springs—thus bring-

ing the animal nearer the wagon, and thereby making the draught
easier, and requiring less room in which to turn.

No. 18,242.

—

Philander Gilbert, of Alexandria, Ohio.

—

Improved
Apparatusfor Loading Logs on Wagons.—Patent dated September 22,

1857.—This apparatus is placed upon the carriage of a wagon of

common construction which has ^^ bolsters" and vertical ^^ stakes."

In operating it, a rope or chain is attached to the windlass W, which
in operation is passed over the upper side and round the log on the

opposite side of the wagon, and hooked into a ring L, the weight of the

log keeping the windlass in position. But when the log is taken from
the other side of the carriage, the bars C are drawn out and reinserted

in the mortises from the opposite direction. Two skids may be placed

to form an inclined plane to clear the wheels. After the log is raised

and placed in the concaves, the rope can be hooked in the opposite hook
and tightened by the windlass to secure the log upon the wagon.
The inventor says : I do not claim any of the parts, separately con-

sidered ; but I claim the peculiar construction and arrangement of

the portable frame herein described, when combined with a windlass
and its appurtenances, capable of being shifted to either side of a
wagon, in the manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,448.

—

ChaunceyH. Guard, of Brownsville, N. Y.

—

Improved
Wheelwright Machine.—Patent dated October 20_, 1857.—The appa-
ratus^ mounted on the plate J, by a slight change of position, and by
shifting the operating tools, can perfectly perform the following func-

tions, viz : bore and. mortise a hub ; bore the necessary number of

holes in a felly, and form tenons on the ends of the spokes after they
have been driven into the hub, whilst it is supported by the holders
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n n. The said apparatus is composed of the chisel and auger-holder

y, which works in the open-mouthed box m, and is so combined with
the lever e and with the toothed crank wheel h that longitudinal re-

ciprocating movements may be separately or simultaneously imparted
to said holder. The construction of the apparatus which enables

these movements to be accomplished is as follows : A metallic sleeve y
embraces the central portion of the chisel and auger-holder, and from
the said sleeve an inclined arm I rises, which terminates in a horizon-
tal journal that receives the toothed wheel h, and supports it immedi-
ately above the pinion ^, at the outer end of the chisel and auger-
holder.

The inventor says : I claim the arrangement of the respective move-
ments thereof with each other and with the frame of the machine, in

such a manner that the several parts of the wheel may first be sepa-

rately operated upon, and then be combined with each other, as set

forth.

No. 17,509.—E. N. KiLPATRiCK, of Byhalia, Miss.

—

Improved
Wheelwrights' Machine.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The mortise

holes are bored into hub M by means of auger ; and after each oper-

ation of said auger, the spring p is raised to withdraw pin o from
plate H, and the plate H is turned until pin o drops into the next fol-

lowing hole y on disk H, when the next mortise hole can be bored

into hub M. The length of the spokes can be marked by placing them
on the adjustable table E against post A, the table E being provided

with a proper gauge. The tenons on the spokes are cut by means of

a hollow auger Q, which can be secured to auger shaft N.
Claim.—The combined arrangement of the spoke-marking appara-

tus, cutter frames, gauge rod, and hub-holders, in such relation to

each other as to enable the tenons of the spokes to be marked and
formed with entire uniformity and unerring accuracy, substantially

as specified.

No. 18,138.—James M. Dick, .of Buffalo, N. Y,—Improved Mode
of Tighte^iing Tires of Carriage Wheels.—Patent dated September 8,

1857.— By turning screw-nut G, the wedge E is forced down between
the pieces D, expanding the fellies 0, and tightening the tire.

(7?am.—-The combination of the wedge E and bolt F, or their eqiva-

lents, with the fellies and tire, substantially as set forth.

No, 17,532.

—

John H. Williams, of Pleasant Hill, Ohio.

—

Improved
Machine for Setting Tires on Wheels.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.

—

The wheel W on which the tire is to be set is placed against the arms
E, they being then in a vertical position, as represented in dotted lines

in the engravings, and the wheel is fastened to the frame by means of

screw lever I. The spring rack Q is now pressed to the rear, and the

arms P are disengaged from the teeth of said rack; and by pressing

down levers P,the ends of levers N are raised, and with them trough

N, and the water in said trough comes in contact with the fellies of

the wheel. By turning the wheel on shaft 0, the fellies are passed

through the water, and the wheel is then turned into a horizontal po-
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sition by turning shaft B on its bearings a, in which position the tire

can be put on the wheel.

Claim.—Hanging the frame to which the wheel is secured to a re-

volving shaft, so that the wheel may be turned up into a horizontal

position for the facility of working at it, and then into a vertical po-

sition, to bring the perimeter of the wheel into the water trough,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose as described.

No. 17,668.

—

Anthony Cooley, of Paw Paw, Michigan.

—

Improved
Whiffletrte Rook,—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—To open the hook
B, in order to introduce the tug, the snap G has to be forced into posi-

tion represented in figure 2.

Claim.—Providing the outer extremity of the hook socket A with
an open slot C and spring seat D, and fitting the feather spring F
and the shank of the snap Gr in the same, substantially as and for the

purposes set forth.

2d. Furnishing internally each of the cheek pieces of the open slot

C of the hook socket A with a scroll slot H, and the snap G with two
short journals I, and fitting these journals in said slots, and holding
them in place by means of the feather spring F_, substantially as and
the purpose set forth.

No. 17,752.

—

David A. Smith, of Washington, D. C.

—

Improved
Whiffletrees.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—By inserting the traces in

the slots E, and by then turning lever C to the left, the ends of the

rods B and B^ pass through the eyes of the traces and secure them to

the whiffletree.

Claim.—The lever G attached to a movable fulcrum on plate o and
sliding in slotted plate F, for operating the spring bars B and B^ al-

ternately, as des^'^bed and for the purpose set forth.

XL—HYDRAULICS AND PNEUMATICS

No. 16,645.

—

Isaiah J. Henpryx, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Method of'Generating Air-Blast.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.

—

Figure 2 represents the elevated end of the cylinder with the valves

V V and the chambers F F^, the upper two F F being filled with air,

and the lower two F^ F^ being filled with water, K K being the water,

level; figure 3 represents the lower or immersed end of the cylinder.

The inventor says : I claim, first, the cylinder constructed with a
hollow shaft A, and divided into compartments B B B B, either on a
line with the shaft or spirally around it, said cylinder being partly

immersed in water or other liquor, and revolving at an angle as de-

scribed.

Second. The cylinder with or without a hollow shaft, and extending
the air chamber F above and around the cylinder,, said chamber pass-
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ing far enougli below the water line to prevent the escape of the air;

the air being supplied to the cylinder through the hollow shaft, or by
pipes passing along it to the outside of the chamber, said pipes having
valves opening inwards or immersing, as described.

Third. The cylinder revolving at an angle without being immersed
with the liquor inside said cylinder, as described.

Fourth. The application and use of the cylinder, its case, and con-
tents, as herein described, for the purpose of passing air through hydro;
carbons and their vapors, or mixing air with other gases, for heat-
ing or illuminating, or any other f)urpose requiring a steady blast.

1 do not limit myself to the form of a cylinder, but claim any other
shaped vessel, constructed of metal or other material and operated
as herein described, which will produce the intended effect.

No. 17,664.

—

John Braugh, of Aurora, Illinois.

—

Improved Blast-

Blower.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—The hoods i serve to catch the
air as the plates b are rotated and cause it to be forced within the
wheel, the bucket or piston d forcing the wind out through orifice a.

Claim —The wind or blast wheel constructed of the circular plates

h b, having openings h made through them, and provided with hoods
i; the plates having a bucket or piston d, one or more, secured between
them

; when the wheel thus constructed is fitted within the fan box A
constructed in the form of a scroll, substantially as described, for the
purpose set forth.

No. 16,736.

—

Egbert Lbitch, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improved Basin
Cock.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The object of this improvement
is to prevent leakage.

Claim.—The arrangement of the loose stop piece c, constructed with
a male screw thread on the periphery, and the means for operating it

vertically without turning by the fixed square F on the stem A, and
a corresponding female screw thread, or its equivalent, in the rotating

globe of the cock B, substantially as and for tbe purpose set forth.

No. 17,539.

—

Edward G. Burnham, of Springfield, Mass., assignor to

Himself and Henry A. Chapin, of the same place.

—

Improved Valvular
Arrangement for Basin, d:c., Cocks.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—By
turning the nozzle B of this hydrant, the cam a will operate the cam
b of pipe D, forcing pipe D downward beyond the casing A^, and the
water in pipe A^ can pass through passages e, and escape through noz-

zle B. On returning the nozzle to its first position, the spring g
presses pipe D upwards^ thus closing the passages e,

The inventor says : I do not claim operating a valve by means of a
cam, as this is found in various faucets.

Nor do I claim a faucet or basin cock as made with a turning bib or

nozzle, and a tubular stem having a rotary valve working against a
concentric seat, as such is liable to leakage.

But I claim the described new manufacture of basin cock or faucet

as made with a turning bib or nozzle, a sliding valve, and a tubular
stem, operated by means substantially as described.
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No. 17,433.

—

Lucius J. Knowles, of Warren, Mass.

—

Improved
Faucet.—Patent dated June 2, 1657.—This faucet may be inserted into

the vessel from which the liquid is to be drawn by screw a, and the
faucet can be opened or closed by operating valve-stem B and valve 0, the
spiral spring li tending to keep it constantly closed. When the faucet

is to be opened, the hooks on clutch i are hooked together, which will

keep the valve C open ; and as the liquid escapes through passage &,

the pressure will force it between the shoulder/ and the body A, and,
passing into space c?, it eventually escapes by the drip passage I).

Claim,— Combining with or arranging with respect to the valve
stem and eduction passage of the body of the faucet, as described, the
secondary chamber or drip passage D, the same being for the purpose
or to operate as specified.

Also, arranging an annular groove g in that part of the valve stem
which slides in and out of the recess d of the body of the faucet, the
same being for the purpose as specified.

No. 17,604.

—

David N. B. Coffin, jr., of Newton Centre, Mass.,
assignor to the Boston Faucet Company.—Improved Faucet,—Patent
dated June 16, 1857.—By turning handle A, the piece K can be turned,
when the lifters J begin to act upon pin li; and the guide g preventing
it with the valve-stem from being turned around, the valve h is lifted

from its seat, until the pin has reached the highest point of the inclines

;

when, if turned either way, it will close again, or if left on either

incline it will close itself by the force of the India rubber spring e.

Claim.—The combination of the annular lifter or lifters, guide, and
pin, substantially as described, with or without the top incline for

closing the valve shown in fig. 3. I also claim pivoting the annular
lifter or lifters at m.

No. 17,342.

—

Erastus Stsbbins, of Chicopee, Mass.

—

Improved Basin
Faucet.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—By turning discharge tube A
and spindle B, projection h is carried against projection i, and the valve

C is raised, permitting the fluid to escape through passage g, pipe Gr, and
tube A. By reversing the motion of spindle B, the valve is depressed

by the action of cams k l, and the flow of the fluid is stopped.

Claim.—Combining and arranging the tubular bearer K with the

spindle, the valve case, and adjusting screw, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose specified. The combination and arrangement of

the elevating and depressing cams, or their equivalents h i k I, and
the plane or bearing surfaces m n, the same being applied to the

spindle and valve, and made to operate together, essentially in the

manner as explained.

No. 17,511.

—

William 0. Marshall and Horace W. Smith, of

Hartford, Conn.

—

Improved Basin Faucet.—Patent dated June 9,

1857.—The pipe B leads to the boiler containing the hot water, and
the pipe H to the cold water reservoir. By turning the nozzle to the

position 1, in ^g. 2, the hot water can pass from pipe B, up through
slot E, at the same time that slot K is covered, and the passage of the

cold water is prevented. When the nozzle is turned to the position
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2 J in fig 2_, the cold water can pass througli slot K, and the slot E is

closed up, thus preventing the passage of hot water through the
nozzle.

Claim.—The arrangement, application/and comhination, as herein

described, for drawing hot or cold water through one nozzle, in the
manner and for the purpose substantially as set forth and described.

'No. 18,091.

—

Henry Getty, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improved Device

for Locking Faucets.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—When the

ends of the bar F are in the vertical grooves e e, the valve B is retained

in a closed state by spring E, aind the pressure of the fluid against

acts the under side of the valve ; the valve being opened by pressing

no part c.

Claim.—In combination, the L-shaped grooves e h, at the upper part

of the spring barrel, stop bar /, and the secret stop arm K, placed

loosely over the valve-stem, and attached to the screw collar ; whereby
facilities are offered for fastening the faucet closed, and also, when
necessary, of placing it beyond the control of servants and others not

entrusted with its management.

No. 17,074.

—

James E. Boyle, of Richmond, Ya.

—

Improved Waste-

way in Faucets.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—When the liquid is

to be drawn from P to P^, the handle I of the cock is turned parallel

with the pipes, as represented in fig. 2. When the flow is to be

stopped, the handle I is at an angle of 90° with the pipe, as represented

in fig. 1 ; in this latter position the liquid remaining in the pipe P
will flow out in passing into the recess r, through channel m, and c

through the way W and orifice o into a reservoir, placed there for the

collection of the waste.

Claim.—The recess v and orifice o, in combination with the channels

m c, when constructed and arranged in relation to the ordinary com-
ponent parts of the stop cocks in the manner specified.

No. 17,973.

—

John C. Macdonald, of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improved
Valvular Arrangement in Faucets, dc.—Patent dated August 11,

1857.—The opening and closing movement of the valve H is effected

by turning screw C in one or the other direction.

Claim.—The arrangement of the valve-stem W, the nut o, the

valve guide F, the screw C, and the cap or screw and nut guide Q,
which also contains the stuffing box m, for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,987.

—

John A. Thompson, of Cayuga, N. Y.—Improved
Filter.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The water passes from the

receiving vessel A, through the holes near the bottom of said reservoir,

then through the filtering material in the cask, and through the holes

near the bottom of the reservoir B, whence it can be drawn by means
of faucet H.
The inventor says: I do not claim the ordinary cask filter with pot

or reservoir, with attachable metallic air and draught tubes, the whole
fitted with charcoal, alternated with gravel, sand^ &c. \ the same having
been known and used.
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But I claim the combination of the receiving vessel or upper filter;

the reservoir with flange or rim F, and attachable air and draught
pipes to same, substantially as described ; not confining myself to any
particular mode or material which shall produce like efi'ects and results.

No. 18,031.

—

William W. Ayres, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improved
Filter,—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—The casing C being attached

to the discharge pipe of a hydrant by means of screw a, the water
passes through passages e n into cylinder B, and, passing through the

filtering medium c, finally escapes through passage P, as represented

by arrows in ^g. 1. By turning the spindle S 180°, the water will

take the course as indicated by arrows in fig. 2, will pass through the

filtering medium from the outside, will remove the impurities adhering
to it, and carry them off through passage F.

Claim.—The combination of cylinders B and C with the spindle S,

when constructed with reception and discharge cavities d /, openings
e g, and channels m n, m} n^^ arranged and operating substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,028.

—

Benjamin Nadault de Buffon, of Paris, France.

—

Improved Apparatus for Filtering Liquids,—Patent dated April 14,

1857.—The metal tube A is surrounded by a cylinder F of wire gauze,
containing charcoal or other filtering material. The apparatus, which
may be immersed in or float upon the impure water, allows the latter

to pass through the external wire gauze and the filtering materials, to

the internal perforated tube A, which it reaches in a purified state, and
from which it escapes through pipe or hose E, the air tube C admitting
air to tube A, and insuring a constant flow of the water. The filter-

ing material is compressed by means of the staves H and tightening

hoops I, and also by the heads K, which are connected to each other

by means of rods, and which can be tightened by screws and nuts.

Claim.—First. The general arrangement and construction of tritular

apparatus for filtering water and other liquids, as described and
shown.

Secondly. The mode of constructing stationary and tubular filters,

in which the impure water to be clarified is passed from the exterior

to the interior of the filter, as described.

Thirdly. The compressing of the filtering material, as described.

No. 16,330.

—

James Fernald, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improved Method of
Attaching Filters to Supply-Pipes,—Patent dated January 6, 1857.

—

The cocks B and C of the main pipe being open, and the cocks G and
I of the waste and connecting pipes being closed, the unfiltered water
enters the main pipe A, and is pressed upwards through the filter in a
purified state. When the filter is supposed to have become clogged,

the cock B is closed, and cocks I and G are opened ; the water will

then rush up through pipe H, down pipe A, carrying with it all

foreign matter which may have collected in the lower part of the

filter, and escaping through waste pipe F.
Claim.—The combination with the main water pipe of a house^ of a

filter, an auxiliary pipe, and a waste pipe ; the pipes being provided
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with cocks, and the whole arranged substantially in manner and for

the purposes set forth.

No. 18,595.—LuciBN Moss, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in
Fire Plugs.—Patent dated November 10_, 1857.—The claim and en-
gravings show the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The arrangement of the fire-plugs so that a gas pipe may
be introduced within the metallic or other non- combustible casing sur-

rounding the water pipe^ or plug proper ; said gas pipe being so

arranged with openings or burners that the flame and heat produced
thereby, caused by the gas flowing from them being ignited, may be
made to act upon the water pipe, and cause the water therein to be
thawed, if it should, by accident, or from neglect have become frozen,

or to produce within the metallic or other non-combustible casing a
temperature that will prevent the water in the plug proper from
becoming frozen during times of extreme cold.

No. 16,810.

—

Jared W. Smith, of Hartford, Gonn.—lmproved Fluid
Gates or Faucets.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.

Claim.—The slide A, guided, secured, and made adjustable, as

described, by the screw pin D and nut e, having a guiding flange d
to travel within guide strips /, when the same are used in connexion
with a separating lever E, loosely connected by recess ^^with said slide

;

for the more convenient removal of the parts and retention of the slide

in case of breakage of the lever, and for the more free and independent
operation of the parts, and so that the one bolt D holds the slide

without the aid of the lever.

Also, int he combination of the lever E and slide A, or therewith

the fulcrums i and k, at different distances from the centre of the slide

and slotted arm h, for operating in the manner and for the purposes
substantially as set forth.

No. 16,945.

—

James Cochrane, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Fluid Metre.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The orifice I is con-

nected by a pipe with a reservoir of liquids, while the orifice may
be connected with a series of pipes to be governed by a single cock.

Liquid is permitted to flow into the receiving chamber r^ through I,

which rises and passes over the top of K, flowing down through r into

one or the other of the tilting pans M, which are separated by a par-

tition s ; these, when full to a certain extent, will tilt on pivot g, drop-

ping their contained water into the air-tight vessel A. By connexion
of lever t with tilting lever L, the valve Y will be operated with the

tilting pans ; the water entering through c^ and through orifice 2^

and thence through c into the cavity of the valve, displacing the air

contained therein, which will thus be forced into the air-tight vessel

;

but when the valve descends, opening c^ will be opposite opening 1 in

the seat, and opening c in the face will be opposite opening 3 in the

seat. The valve cavity v^ will thus fill wholly or partially with air,

which will be displaced by water, which finds its way into the air-tight

vessel A.
Claim.—First. In combination with a tilting measuring vessel, or
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its equivalent, enclosed within an air-tight vessel, a secondary air-

tight vessel connected with the former, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes described.

And combining with a measuring vessel, located in and combined
with an air chamber^ an apparatus substantially such as is described,

which shall from time to time introduce portions of the outer air into

the interior of the air chamber; the w^hole being and operating sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes specified.

No. 1'7,12'T.

—

Samuel J. Burr, of Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to

Himself and Henry F. Bead, of the same place.

—

Improved F iuid

Metre.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The fluid to be measured enters

at G, passes through E into opening t^ which is turned to and fro so

as to connect alternately with each of the double openings UH The
water, in taking the passage a, fills the side A of the metre box, pressing

the flexible partition close to the right hand wall of the box, as repre-

sented at 5, and filling the whole space in the metre box ; while the
fluid is forced through passage d^ and out at the discharge H. As
the shifter is forced over with the partition, it turns shaft c and
arms M, which turn the valve throw L ; and when shifter reaches

the opposite wall of the box, it changes the position of the opening t.

and the double openings V serve to reverse the course of the entering
and escaping fluid.

Clairti,—First. The combination of the flexible partition with
shifter 0, for the purpose of opening and closing the valves or aper-

tures to admit and discharge the fluid ; so that the apartments shall

be alternately filled and emptied^ in the particular manner described

and shown.
Second. The combination of the valves, tube, and flexible partition,

substantially as described ; so as to make the entering fluid discharge

the fluid alternately in each apartment, by its pressure upon the

opposite sides of the flexible partition.

Third. The shifter 0, v/hether as set forth or in any other form
producing the same result, and placed between the two portions of

the flexible partition ; and the packing of the tube by the outer edges

of the two portions of the flexible partition, protecting shaft c and
shifter from contact with the packing, and allowing the said shaft

to work freely at the same time.

Fourth. The combination of the shaft c, enclosed in the tube/, with
the valve throw, substantiallv as described and for the purpose set

forth.

"^^ No. 17,443.

—

James B. Maxwell, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improved
Fluid Metre.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The slide valve g is formed
like an ordinary slide valve of a steam engine, and works on the same
principle in receiving water into and discharging it from cylinder a.

As represented in the engraving, the water is discharged from the

metre through passage 3, while the water enters the metre through
passage 4, and_, acting on piston B, it forces round said piston in the

cylinder a, until it strikes the end of rod /, which operates pinion J
on shaft m, until valve rod n and o is just brought beyond a vertical

Vol. ii 12 •
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position, when, by the action of spring P on pin R, the lever h is agi-
tated, moving valve g to the opposite side of the valve chamber, thereby
causing the water to take an opposite direction through the metre.
The water enters the metre through pipe X, is measured by the process

described, and is finally discharged through pipe h.

Claim.—The arrangement of the piston with the parts employed
for moving the valve g, all arranged as represented, and for the pur-
poses mentioned.

No. 1Y,394.

—

William A. Eoyce, of Newburgh, N. Y.

—

Improved
Machinery for Compressing Gaseous Bodies.—Patent dated May 26,
1857.—By the downward motion of piston h and piston rod a, cold air

enters the valve 1i of the piston rod, and, passing up into the hollow
piston* around the core c and up the rod a, finally escapes through
the passages d ; this current of air serves to cool the rod and piston

during the act of compressing the air. The air enters through the

ingress pipe L, and enters the cylinder through the valves e, while it

is forced out through the valves e^ and through the coiled pipes/, the

lower coils of which are placed in water for the purpose of keeping
them cool ; the air finally passes from pipes/into a reservoir for fur-

ther use.

Claim,—The described apparatus^ for compressing or packin g gaseous
media, substantially as described and shown.

No. 16,450.—LoDNER D. Phillips, of Chicago, 111.

—

Improvement
in Hose Couplings.—Patent dated January 20, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

graving.

Claim.—lil\iQ combination of the sections a a of the hose coupling
(having conical tubes b b on the exterior ends thereof) with the coni-

cal sleeves d d, as herein described, and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,448.

—

James G. Morgan, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improved
Hydrant.—Patent dated January 20, 1857.—By turning handle F,*

cock G is opened or closed ; the air in air chamber C is compressed as

the crank H on shaft i raises the bottom d of said air chamber ; and
the air then passes through pipe a into the cistern B, thereby forcing

the water in the cistern into the discharge pipe b. By releasing the

air chamber from such compression, the water in the discharge pipe h

will run into the cistern.

The inventor says : I am aware that hydrants have been constructed

with cisterns to receive and retain the water at the discharge pipe at

a point below the surface of the ground where it will not be frozen
;

and that they have been provided with flexible and metal pistons, or

valves, to force the water again into the discharge pipe when the cock
is about to be opened, and to receive the water from the discharge pipe

when the cock is closed.

I am also aware that air chambers have been applied to discharge

pipes to break the force of the water, and maintain a constant stream
;

I therefore do not broadly claim such as my invention.

I am not aware that air chambers have been applied to hydrants in
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such a manner as to admit of being compressed, and thereby forcing

the water from the cistern into the discharge pipe, and, by releasing

them from the compression, allowing the water in the discharge pipe

to run back into the cistern, and the air in the air chamber to fill the

discharge pipe, whereby the machinery and cock can be placed above
the ground convenient to access, and whereby the flexible air chamber
(which takes the place of the flexible valve or metal pistons used by
others) is subject to no greater leakage pressure than what is due^om
the height of water in the discharge pipe above the cistern.

I claim the combination of a cistern to receive and retain the waste
water of a hydrant with one or more air or gas chamber or chambers,
arranged in such a manner that by compressing the air chamber the

air therein will be forced into the cistern, thereby forcing the water
in the cistern into the discharge pipe ; and by releasing the air cham-
ber from such compression, the water in the discharge pipe will run
into the cistern. Nor do I limit my claim to a flexible air chamber,
as I consider a piston and cylinder a mechanical equivalent.

I also claim the peculiar method of compressing and releasing the

flexible air chamber in connexion with the opening and closing of the

cock, substantially as described.

No. 16,536.

—

William Fields and Solomon Gerhard, of Wilming-
ton_, Del.

—

Improved Hydrant,—Patent dated February 3, 185T.

—

On depressing B, the waste water in cylinder A will be forced up
pipe K. As soon as the lever L strikes the end o of the valve rod r,

and begins to lift the valve J9, fresh water will be admitted and flow

up through K.
(7/am.—First. The combination of the lever L with the rods R and

r operating the plungers B andjp in the manner specified.

Also, the plunger valve V, when arranged in relation to the bent

pipe P and constructed in the manner described, and when operated
in connexion with the plunger B, and not otherwise, substantially as

set forth.

No. 17,093.

—

Abraham Hoagland, of Jersey City, N. J.

—

Improved
Hydrant.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—To operate this hydrant,

the crank X is turned, causing the pulley H to force down by friction

the hollow rod B with its piston C to the bottom of pipe A. When
it reaches the valve D, the crank is turned till the projections N catch

upon collar and then the crank forces down the hollow rod, opening
valve D and causing the water to flow into pipe A and out at spout

L. When sufficient water is drawn, the crank is released, and the

weight G draws piston C up with the water which is in the pipe A,
and empties it out at the spout L.

Claim.—First. The emptying of the pipe A by a self-acting valved
piston C with hollow rod B, in the manner described.

Second. The constiuction and use of the valve D, made of an ordi-

nary bevel Y/inged valve, with the flexible valve E added at the bottom,
and the cushion P added at the top, for the purpose described.

Third. The combination of the catch N upon the large friction pul-

ley H with the collar 0, to enable the operator to force down, by the
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crank, the piston upon the valve D, and open it against pressure, as
described.

No. 17,415.

—

William W. Binny, of Seneca Falls, N. Y.

—

Improved
Hydrant.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—When the lever I is left free,

the hydrant is closed by spring h, in connexion with the pressure of
water, keeping the valve / snugly up against its seat e. When the
pipaD is forced downward by actuating lever I, the water will rush
through the passages formed by the concave sides of the valve, and
pass through the holes g^ up through the pipe D ; the leather / fitting

over the upper end of tube d prevents the water from escaping into

the case A from between the tube d and pipe D. On releasing lever ?,

the pipe D will ascend, and the water within the pipe D will descend
and pass upward between the neck d and pipe D, and escape into the
case A.

Claim.—The pipe D fitted within the case A and within the tube
or neck d, the pipe having a flanch or collar i upon it above the neck d,

and provided with a valve / at its perforated lower end, said pipe
being fitted within the neck or tube d, and used in connexion with the
box or chest C and spring h ; the whole being arranged, as shown, for

the purpose set forth.

No. 17,552.

—

Joel Bryant, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improved Hy-
drant.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—By turning handle H so as to

bring the passages g over the passages e, the water can enter the hy-

drant from the supply pipe L ; and by turning the handles so as to

bring the passages g over passages d, the water from pipe L is shut

off from the hydrant, and the water in said hydrant can escape through
passages d into a sewer or reservoir, thus leaving the hydrant entirely

empty when not in operation.

The inventor says : I do not claim anti-freezing hydrants or water
pipes.

But I claim hydrants and water pipes with two main cylinders A
and B, and a cylindrical bottom part F, with openings g gvoL cylinder

B, and openings e e and d d va. the bottom part F, operating in con-

nexion with each other for the admission and discharge of water, sub-

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,632.

—

George P. Pbrrinb and James E. Boyle, of Kich-

mond, Va.

—

Improved Hydrant.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—By
turning level K downward, so as to move pipe R and plunger P, and

p downward to the position represented in dotted lines, the piston p
has cleared the orifice o, and the water enters pipe R, and escapes

through passages x and nozzle N. When the lever K is released, the

pressure of the water forces piston P upward to its former position,

and by this movement a partial vacuum is created between pistons P
and p, and the water in pipe R escapes through passages x into cylin-

der A, thus keeping the pipe R empty when the hydrant is not in use.

Claim.—The hollow piston rod and nozzle^ when so constructed and
arranged, in combination with cylinders of unequal diameters and

their corresponding pistons or plungers, that they will be elevated by
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the pressure of the water from the supply pipe upon the under surface

of the piston p^ and the water withdrawn therefrom, for the purpose
specified.

No. 17,538.

—

William Bramwbll, of New York, N. Y., assignor to

Samuel P. Ayres, of New Kochelle, N. Y.

—

Improved Method of In-

casing Hydrants.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—In case of accident,

the whole of this hydrant can be lifted out of the casing c, after having
unscrewed the screws p.

Claim,—The casing or pipe C, with its seat e and elastic washer /,
in combination with the hydrant pipes g and screws p p, substantially

in the manner and for the purposes specified.

No. 17,447.

—

August F. W. Partz, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Hydraulic Blast Generator.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The vessel

a, being filled with water to about the height of shaft h, and power
being applied to pulley Jc, the wheel c d e is revolved in the direccion

indicated by the arrow ; the coiled compartments 3 successively take
in, through their openings at the periphery, portions of air and water,

which are forced towards the centre of the wheel, whence they are

discharged through the hollow shaft / into chamber 1, the water
flowing back through opening 4 into chamber 2, and the air, under
the pressure of the water in compartments 3, passes out through
opening 5.

The inventor says : I do not claim a wheel or cylinder composed of

coiled or turbinated compartments, which communicate with a hollow
shaft.

Nor do I claim a vessel containing the fluid wherein said wheel is

partially immersed.
I claim, 1st. The arrangement of the several parts of my machine.
2d. A chamber attached to and communicating near its bottom

with the vessel enclosing the wheel, into which chamber the hollow
shaft of said wheel opens, and discharges, and which contains one out-

let for the air accumulating in its upper part, substantially in the

manner and for the purpose described.

No. 18,280.

—

John D. Heaton, of Dixon, 111.

—

Improved Hydraidic
Engine.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—The operation of this

engine is as follows : Being situated at the terminus of a water chan-
nel having a sufficient fall, and arranged so that the running volume
of water shall be conducted through pipes or tubes, and enter into the

central tube P^ of the air chamber, and thence pass down through the

neck o, enter and fill the hollow valve k k ; observing that^ on
starting the engine, the valves must be open, or past the dead point,

as shown in fig. 3, Having charged the engine with water through-
out all its ramifications, the balance wheel is set in motion ;

this

causes the cylinder part and chambers to oscillate around the station-

ary valves, which movement causes the ports h h alternately to be

opened and closed above and below, the position of the stationary

valves being as shown in fig. 3.

The inventor says : I claim the peculiarly constructed form and
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application, and the arrangement of the stationary valves k km n o,

as operated.

I also claim the construction and arrangement of the water cham-
bers e e e, pressure compartments g g, and cylinder //, combined in

one single piece, substantially as shown and described.

No. 16,Y56.

—

Homer H. Stuart, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Method of Operating tlie Supply and Discharge Valves of Hydraulic
Engines.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.

Claim.—Arranging the four flap valves on the rock shaft K, to

operate in the separate compartments of the two valve boxes F, placed

at one end of the cylinder, and operating the same by means of the

sliding arch piece Gr, connected with arms at opposite ends of the said

rock shaft K, and driven by the vibrating arm D of the main rock

shaft B of the engine, substantially as set forth.

No. 16,801.

—

George Linsay, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Hy-
dratdic Jack.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.—The solid arrows show
the direction of the water when acted upon by the pumps, and the

dotted arrows show the direction of the water when the plunger D is

depressed. The jacket is filled with water through a cock a*.

The inventor says : I do not claim the device or arrangements of

the pumps or w^orking parts, or the safety and lowering valve.

Nor do I claim the device or arrangements of the piston rod H or

of the ram D.
But I clai7n the arrangement of them all combined, as constituting

the specific whole machine, as shown and set forth.

No. 18,912.

—

Alonzo R. Ketcham, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improved
Hydraulic Valve.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—This invention

consists in providing a chamber, in connexion with a water pipe A, or

cylinder, for the purpose of affording protection to and allowing of a

sufficient movement of a geared sector C, the sector being connected
with a valve B, and operated by a worm or screw D.
The inventor says : I do not claim the combination of the screw D,

geared sector C, and valve B, when broadly considered.

But I claim the arrangement of the chamber F on the pipe or cylin-

der A, for the purpose of protecting the sector and valve, and to allow

of a proper movement thereof, the same being operated by the screw

D, or equivalent, as described.

No. 17,383.

—

Francis C. Lowthorp, of Trenton, N. J.

—

Improved
Hydro-dynamic Machine for Testing Strength of Materials.—Patent
dated May 26, 1857.—If it is required to test the tensile strain of a

rod X, motion is imparted to crank shafts V and V^, which^ by means
of gearings S Q T and T^, cause the screw shafts to turn, drawing
the cross-head P towards cross-head N, cross-head V being retained

stationary by means of wedges w. The piston in cylinder K, which
is attached to piston rod L, compresses the water which is between
said piston and the cylinder head g ; which acts upon a pressure gauge
M, and thus indicates the amount oT strain applied to rod X.
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The inventor says : I do not desire to confine myself to the precise

form of the framework, or to the material of which it is constructed,

to the precise arrangement of gearing shown, or to any particular

construction of indicator ; as the system of gearing may be modified

without altering the result, and as a weighted valve or other indicator

may he used instead of a pressure gauge.
But I daim the combining oi gearing and other suitable mechanism

for applying strains for forces to the object to be tested, with a piston

or plunger operating against a body of water within a cylinder or

barrel, in such a manner that_, on applying the said force or strain,

such a pressure shall be transmitted to the fluid, and to any suitable

indicator communicating with the same, that the amount of strain or

force on the object may be readily calculated.

No. 16,983.—Otto G. Leopold, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improved
Liquid Metre.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The water enters this

metre through pipe a, and passes through the apertures a^, by which it

is divided into several jets, and is conducted to the circumference of the

floating wheel c, which is rotated by the action of the water on its

curved buckets. The worm g acts upon a worm wheel which operates

spindle A, said spindle being connected with an indicating apparatus

in the usual manner.
The inventor says : I neither confine myself to the materials em-

ployed, nor to the particular form or arrangement of the several parts

of which the same consists, provided the wheel or drum is peculiarly

adapted to the registering of the flow of liquids.

But I claim, first, suspending the wheel or drum in the manner
described ; and floating it, so as to reduce the friction of its bearings to

the smallest possible amount ; and thus, in addition to the other means
before described, rendering it peculiarly adaptable to the registering

of the flow of liquids.

Second. Also, the arrangement of dividing the inlet opening into an
appropriate number of small apertures, so as to protect the wheel from
the gross impurities of the water, and thus prevent its free motion
from being disturbed.

No. 17,073.

—

Absalom F. Boyd, of Muskingum county, Ohio.

—

Im-
proved Method of Excluding Air from Liquors on Tap.—Patent dated

April 21, 1857.—The India rubber bag B is attached to pipe A of

the bunghole of a cask, and when the barrel is filled with liquor, the

bag will float on its surface ; and, being of a yielding nature, the

atmosphere will press upon the liquor without coming in contact

with it.

Claim.—The application of the bag B to a cask or barrel, as shown
and described ; for the purpose of preserving the flavor of liquors bj
excluding the atmosphere from them when the cask is on ^' tap," as

described.

No. 16,558.—Ambrose Tower, of New York, N. Y.—Improved
Tump.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.—Gr is the air chamber; A A
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are tlie pump barrels, and C C the pistons ; B B are wires to prevent
the hall valves D from rising too high.

The inventor says : I do not claim the raised or projective valve seat

and ehh water as new, when the water and other fluids, substances,

&c., are not discharged from the water-way L, below the surface of
the top of ihe valve seat ; as it will be perceived that foreign or heavy
substances will flow over the valve seat, and soon fill the ebb water-
way, and then come in contact with and choke the valve ; therefore,

What I claim is^ the raised or projective seat K, and ebb water-

way L, when the water, &c., is discharged from the ebb water-way
below the surface of the top of the raised or projective seat, thereby
allowing all foreign or heavy substances that flow over the seat to be
instantly forced out ; consequently the valve at all times has free play,

and cannot become choked.

No. 16,785.

—

JohnF. Bkickley, of Winchester, Ind.

—

Improvement
in Converting a Lifting Ptimp into Oj Suction and Forcing Fump, or
vice versa.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.—Fig. 1 represents the
arrangement of parts, when used as a common lifting pump, of which
B is the ordinary foot valve, and F the nozzle. To change it into a
lifting and forcing pump, the rod D is detached from the handle 0,
and it is turned round (there being a screw thread at its lower end,

and a female nut h attached to the valve box E) until its lower end
abuts against the flap valve c?, as shown in fig 2. E acts now as a
solid plug, and the water will be forced up through pipe G.

Claim.—Arranging a rod in connexion with the valve of the pump
so that said valve may be closed or opened at pleasure by the user,

for converting a ordinary lifting pump into a lifting and forcing pump,
or vice versa, as set forth, and for the purpose explained.

No. 18,705.

—

Washburn Kacb, of Seneca Falls, N. Y.

—

Im,prove-

ment hi Pump FacJcings.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—This
improvement consists in causing the wedge which holds the two lower
valves in place, to serve also as a packing for the oscillating shaft

;

and in causing the lower valves, in the act of tripping, to strike

against the pendulous valve, and trip that also.

The inventor says : I do not claim to be the first inventor of pumps
having a hollow shaft and hollow oscillating piston. Nor do I claim
tripping the valves E E^ by means of the oscillating piston 0.

But, to the best of my knowledge and belief, it is a new feature in

pumps of this description to cause a wedge piece to hold the lower
valves in place, and serve also as packing for the oscillating shaft. It

is also a new feature to cause the lower valves to trip the pendulous
valve.

I claim causing the wedge piece Gr, which holds the two lower valves

E E^ and piece c in place, to serve,, also, in combination with said

piece c, as a packing for the oscillating shaft B, as described.

No. 17,516.—EoBERT Ramsden, of Sooth Easton, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Botary Fumps.—P&tent dated June 9, 1857.—Rotary motion
being given to the screw B, the piston D is rotated in consequence of the
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projections m fitting in the space formed by thread e. By this rotation

of the piston D a suction is formed behind each projection m, and the
water is drawn np through pipe h into the cylinder A, and is forced

out through pipe E. If the screw B becomes loose in the cylinder A
by wear, it may be snugly adjusted therein by pressing the larger end
of the screw towards the smaller end of the cylinder.

Claim.—The combination of a revolving piston D and taper-shaped
screw B, in the manner and for the purpose substantially as described.

No. 17,423.—Geohge H. Corliss, of Providence, R. I.

—

Improve-
ment in Steam Pumping Apparatus,-—Fdetent dated June 2, 1857.

—

-

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim and engravings.

Claim.—The arrangement of a series of steam cylinders A and pumps
C combined radially around a central crank shaft B, with a central

crank N and crank shaft, with which the whole series of pumps and
steam cylinders are connected, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose herein described.

Also, the method herein described, of forming the connexion be-

tween the pistons of a series of cylinders and a single crank pin a, by
means of a disk-ended connecting rod Ij, which is appropriated to

one piston in the series, and which is fitted with a series of pins S, to

which the remaining connecting rods M are applied, thus obviating

the direct application of all the connecting rods in the series to the
same crank pin.

No. 18,718.

—

John S. Bardsn, of New Haven, Conn., assignor to

Himself and Aaron W. Rockwood, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Steam Pumping Engines.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—The
claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I am aware that it is not new to so combine a

pump and a steam engine that the piston of the former may be

operated by the latter ; also that it is not new to arrange the axis of

the cylinder of a steam engine in line with that of the barrel of the

pump, and so connect the pistons of the two that a reciprocating

rectilinear movement of the steam engine cylinder may create a cor-

responding movement of the pump piston. Therefore I do not claim

such.

I do not claim a partitioned hollow semi-cylindrical chamber, and
two series of induction and eduction passages, arranged with respect

to the partition of said chamber substantially as described, in com-
bination with three or any other suitable number of oscillatory cylin-

ders and pistons connected together by three connected cranks, and
applied to the partitioned semi-cylindric vessel as described, such

being the subject of claim in my letters patent, hereinbefore named.

Nor do I claim the rotary pump for which a patent was granted to

Hosea Lindsay, December 4, 1855.

Nor do I claim the reciprocating pump represented in Henry L,

Russell's application for a patent, rejected October 25, 1854, for in

neither of the engines of McMurtrie, Lindsay and Russell is there

any three-fold bell ; crank and these pumps operating together, and
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in connexion witli a semi-cylindric case, I employ three pumps, one
semi-cylindric case, and with one engine, made as specified ; the semi-

cylindric case connecting all the pumps together, so that the fluid

which each pump may elevate is drawn into one end of the common
€ase, and forced out of the other end of it, while but one three-fold

crank is used in the construction of my apparatus.

Therefore, it is this peculiar apparatus, as composed of the three

pumps arranged on one common case, and combined with the peculiar

steam engine, in manner as described, and so as to make but one
three-fold crank necessary to the operation of the three pumps during
each entire revolution of the crank, that I claim.

No. 16,366.—G. W. B. Gedney, of New York, N. Y , —Improvement
in Pumps.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—As the piston h^ descends,

it forces the water in the cylinder a^ through the discharge pipe K,
while the induction pipe i is in communication with cylinder a ; and
at the moment that the motion of said pistons is reversed, the leaf

valve h is turned in the position marked in dotted lines, when the

water passes from induction pipe i to cylinder a^, and from cylinder a
to discharge pipe Tc, the movement of said valve being effected by con-

nexions n and^^ and lever jp.

The inventor says : I do not claim a double-action pump, with a
slide valve and independent valve motion ; as that is not new, but is

found in the patent granted to J. H. Webster, February 12, 1854.

But I claim the working leaf valve, or four-way cock, constructed

as specified, and arranged with respect to the two cylinders and solid

pistons so as to give a more direct and unobstructed course to the

water, than is obtained in the slide valve pump patented by Webster,
in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,373.

—

James S. Burnham, of Yorkville, N. Y.

—

Improve-

ment in Pumps.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—By operating lever

I, the air vessel G can be raised and lowered ; as the leather B^ rises,

the valve e opens, and the water passes from pail A into chamber J
;

as the leather is depressed, the valve d opens, and the water in cham-
ber J is forced up through chamber E, air vessel G, and pipeH.
The inventor says : I disclaim the pumping of liquids or other sub-

stances by means of a flexible diaphragm, as pumps of this description

are old. I disclaim the placing of pump valves under water, or ar-

ranging them in any particular manner. I disclaim everything here-

tofore known in connexion with diaphragm pumps. 1 also disclaim

the use of an air vessel in diaphragm pumps.
I confine myself exclusively to the combination of the air chamber

directly with the diaphragm, so that the air chamber rides upon the

diaphragm, as shown
In the patent of McPherson & Joyce, 1856, a corrugated diaphragm

is used, vibrated by a plunger. I claim no such device, neither is my
invention_, viz : an air chamber riding upon the diaphragm, anywhere
shown in this patent.

In application for a patent of Hyzer & Parks, 1856, rejected, an
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ordinary pump is employed, the valves being placed under water. As
before stated, I disclaim all such devices.

I am aware that in Chapman Warner's patent, July T, 1856, the

air chamber is attached to and moves with the piston, and I therefore

disclaim a movable air chamber.
I claim combining the air chamber Gr directly with the diaphragm

B^, so that the air chamber rides upon the diaphragm, in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,327.

—

Silas Hewit, of Seneca Falls, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Pumps.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—The plunger of this pump is

composed of the combined piston head R and tubes E, and valves F^
and F^. On the downward motion of the plunger, valve F is closed,

valve F^ is opened, and valve F^. is closed outward and opened inward

;

and the water from the lower part of N passes up through tube E,
openings S, chamber 0, and out through spout P. On the upward
motion of the plunger, valve F is opened, and valves F^ and F^ are

closed; and the water in the lower part of N is forced up, V;rhile the

water passes from chamber M into the lower part of chamber N.
Claim,—The arrangement of tubes E E, piston head R, and valves

F^ and F^, constructed and operated in the manner and for the purposes

set forth.

No. 17,625.

—

William Henry Harrison, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in Pumps.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

The inventor says : I do not desire to confine myself to the precise

form of valve or bucket shown, as the same may be considerably varied

without changing the result.

Neither do I claim the employment of two buckets moved simulta-

neously in different directions.

But I claim the combination of the chamber A, barrels a and a^,

valved buckets H and I, rock shaft C, lever E, and rods G- and F,
when the whole are arranged and constructed for joint operation, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 17,768.

—

Henry Pease, of Brookport, N. Y., assignor to Eckler
BuswELL & Co., of the same place.

—

Improvement in Pumps.—Patent
dated July 7, 1857.—Rotary motion being given the crank shaft K,
a reciprocating motion is imparted to the piston p by means of crank

; and when the parts are in the position represented in the en-

graving, the induction valve 32 is closed, and eduction valve 34 is

opened, and the water is forced through discharge pipe E ; and as the

piston is receding, it draws the water through the induction pipe D,
the valve 8 being open, and valve 10 being closed.

Claim.—The guide rods m m, constructed and arranged as de-

scribed, for the purpose of preventing the rotation of the piston, and
of facilitating the attachment and detachment of the shaft to and from
the crank 0.
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No. 17,820.—BiRDSiLL Holly, of Seneca Falls, N. Y., assignor to

SiLSBY, Myndersb, and Shoemaker, of the same place.

—

Improvement
in Pumps,—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—By adjusting the leather e

so that the passage 4 is exposed, the waste water is allowed to escape

from the cylinder A into the suction pipe F, and the pump cannot be
frozen up during the winter. In summer, the leather is so adjusted

as to cover the passage 4, so that the packing of the valve may not
shrink,

Claim.—The leather e placed over the perforations d in the top of

the base E and the chamber li, which is placed on the leather ; said

leather being provided with a tlanch/, provided with holes 1 2, either

of which is fitted on the pin 3, for the purpose of exposing or closing

the passage 4, substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

No. 18,309.—J. D. West, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Pumps.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—As the pistons of this

pump are drawn up, the water rushes into the chamber a from the

suction pipe e^, through valve /, and, flowing over, runs under the

valve seat of valve/ at x, and then, passing up through valve /^, it

enters' the inner cylinder a'^ ; thence it goes through the plunger box
p as the plungers descend, and passes off at the spout s.

The inventor says : I do not claim air chambers with a pump, as

they have before been used, but not in so compact or perfectly con-

structed a form as I have devised ; therefore,

I claim the combination of the air chamber with two inner cylinders

and duplicate foot valves, substantially in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

No. 18,559.—-NoAH Sutton, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Pumps.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.—This invention consists in

giving a variable motion to the pump pistons, so that their downward
movement will be quicker than their upward movement ; the two
pump cylinders being connected by a water passage, and the pistons,

which work in opposite directions, provided with valves ; the whole
so arranged that the pump will throw a continuous stream of water^

and one of equal volume, at all points of the strokes of the pistons.

The inventor says : I am aware that two pistons having a variable

movement, and fitted within one cylinder, have been previously used
;

therefore, I do not claim giving a variable movement to the pistons,

irrespective of the arrangement shown.
But I claim the peculiar means employed for operating the pistons,

or giving them the variable movement, as described, viz : the pulleys

Q Q, R R connected with the bars I of the pistons F G by means of

the chains S T ; the pulleys Q Q^ R R being placed loosely on their

shafts and connected alternately therewith, by means of the bars/
connected with the spring g, the projections h on the wheels P, and
the bevelled projections ij on the bars V ; the whole being arranged
as described.

No. 18,870.

—

Harmon A. Sheldon, of Middlebury, Yt.—Improve-
ment in Pumps.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—This invention
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consists in the employment or use of a supplementary cylinder, or air

chamber, connected with tbe pump cylinder^ and so arranged that

the liquid or fluid acted upon by the pump will not be brought into

contact with its cylinder and piston. By this means the pump may
be used for pumping or forcing up corrosive fluids, without being in-

jured or acted upon in so being used.

The inventor says : I do not claim the employment or use of valves
constructed of glass or other acid-resisting materials, for the} have
been previously used.

But I claim the employment or use of the supplementary cylinder

or air chamber E communicating with the pump cylinder A by means
of the pipe F, and having the induction and force pipes G I attached,
which are provided respectively with the valves H J, as and for the
purpose set forth.

No. 18,916.—HosEA LiNDSEY, of Ashville, N. C.

—

Improvement in

Fumps.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—A is the pump barrel

placed horizontally at the bottom of the well, and made to revolve by
means of the hollow water-conducting shaft B ; C C are pistons made
tubular, and open at their outer end, and furnished with a valve at

their inner end ; D D are screw-rods connecting the pistons together,

the rods slide through a a of the barrel A ; E is the stationary eccen-

tric set horizontally below the barrel A ; F is the pin of the same,
it serves as an axis for the barrel to turn on ; G is the turning ring or

collar fitted loosely around the eccentric, and confined by means of the
friction wheels hh ; H is the strap connecting this ring to one of the
pistons, as shown in the engravings.
The inventor says : I do not claim in this application the operating

of the pistons of a pump arranged at the bottom of a well by means
of a double inclined plane, as the same was shown in my patent of

1855.

But I claim the attaching of the axis F of the pump cylinder A
eccentrically to a stationary circle plate E, in combination with the
attaching of the pistons C C of said cylinder to said circle plate by
means of a loose ring or collar Gr, connecting rod or strap H, and
sliding frame D D, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

m

No. 19,003.

—

Francis G. Wynkoop, of Corning, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Pumps.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—This invention

lies in the construction of the stuffing box. It consists in forming the

packing r of India rubber, between a fixed base /and a loose stuff"er

lij with which the connexion on the piston P comes in contact at each
stroke ; the packiog serving the double purpose of spring and packing.

Claim,—The combination of seat/, loose piece A, and rubber pack-

ing r, as set forth.

No. 17,653.

—

Charles N. Lewis, of Seneca Falls, N. Y., assignor

to George C. King, of the same place.

—

Improved Metliod of Attaching

Air Chambers to Pumps.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—The air cham-
ber C is permanently secured to the cylinder A by screwing the follower
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H in tlie stuffing box Gr, and the chamber may be turned so that the

spout D may be brought into any desired position.

The inventor says : I do not claim arranging the air chamber C so

that it may be turned on the cylinder, and the spout D brought in any
desired position ; for that has been previously done.^

But I claim connecting the air chamber C with the cylinder A by
means of the stuffing box Gr and follower H applied to the pump,
and arranged relatively with the several parts, as shown and described,

for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,154.

—

Levi Keilbr, of Catawissa, Pa.

—

Improvement in At-

mospheric Pumps.—Patent dated April 28, 185T.—Air is forced into

chamber A through pipe H, forcing the water in cylinder A out

through discharge pipe B, the valve b being closed during the opera-

tion. When the chamber A is emptied, valve n is closed, as repre-

sented in the engraving ; and a fresh supply of water will then rush
into chamber A through passage a, the air passing out through
opening r.

The inventor says : I am aware that the elevation of water by con-

densation of air is not new, and do not claim anything more than the

combination of the water receiver A and air induction pipe with the

valve 71, acting with respect to the openings a and r, as set forth, when
said parts are arranged with respect to air condenser and discharge

pipe substantially as described.

No. 16,603.

—

Edmund Morris, of Burlington, N. J.

—

Improvement
in Chain Pumps.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The piston 4

travels in an India rubber tube B, the flanches D of which tube are

fastened to the top and bottom of chamber A. This chamber being
filled with water, the piston is always kept tightly packed.

Claim.—The application of an elastic flexible tube, arranged as set

forth, in combination with the box or chamber in which it is enclosed,

for the purpose of retaining water to assist in packing the pump, sub-

stantially as described.

No. 17,217.

—

James Harrison, Jr., of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Chain Pumps.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

graving.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the use of ropes composed
of wire ; but, to the best of my knowledge, I believe it is new to combine
the buckets of chain pumps with a lifting cord composed of coiled wire,

as shown.
I claim the use, in combination with the buckets B, of a lifting cord

A composed of coiled wire, as described.

No. 16,875.—GrEORdB W. Griswold, of Carbondale, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Piotary Pumps.—Patent dated March 24, 1857.—The two
eccentrics B B are placed diametrically opposite to each other on the

shaft C. These two eccentrics, with their disks or plates a c, may all
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"be cast or wrought in one piece, and this one piece constitutes the
whole interior of the drum or cylinder which it should snugly fill.

D D are two cut-oiFs, one for Cdch eccentric. These cut-oiFs are
operated by the eccentrics themselves, one eccentric keeping the cut-

off of its fellow eccentric in action. The cut-offs operate in concert

with each other and with their eccentrics through the series of rollers

e e e.

The inventor says : I am aware two separate eccentrics with a fixed

or stationary partition between them have been used in a pump cylin-

der this I do not claim.

But I claim the double eccentrics with their disks or plates formed
in one piece, when operating in a drum or cylinder, substantially in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,869.

—

Abel Barker, of Honesdale, Pa.

—

Improvement in-

Rotary Pumps.—Patent dated March 24, 1857.—This improved rotary

pump has two sliding valves a a^, which are combined with a rotating

valve box placed within the centre of the pump casing. This valve
box is composed of a cylindrical casing I, divided into two chambers
by the disk partition A. The said valve box is confined between the
two annular and angular shaped sections 6 & of the pump case ; which
sections, in connexion with the periphery of the valve box, form the
water-way C of the pump, as shown in the engravings. The said

casing sections are of such a shape that they can readily be combined
with each other, and when suited to each other they hold the valve

box within their inner angles o o in such a manner that the valve box
can be freely rotated.

Claim.—Operating the two valves by means of independent attach-

ments, which are actuated by cam grooves in the side casings of the
pump, when the said valVes are made to work in separate chambers
in such a manner that if either valve should get out of order the said

valve and its attachments, and also the side casing on that side of the
pump, may be detached from the pump without interfering with the

perfect action of the other valve.

No. 16^974.

—

^Richard Gilbert, of Rochester, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Rotary Pumps.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—^Motion being im-
parted to shaft Y, the arm F on said shaft acts on the inner circum-

ference of the eccentric ring D, and presses said ring against the inner

circumference of the shell A, forcing the water from the induction

pipe M into the induction pipe 0. The ring D is prevented from
turning by being connected to the shell by means of a link J.

The inventor says : I do not claim the annular piston of itself.

Neither do I claim a radial arm.
But I claim the vibrating link or arm J, in combination with the

annular piston D, as described, and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,488 —Henry Pease, of Brockport, N. Y., assignor to Him-
self, John Eckler, Ebenezer B. Buswell^ and Frederick Belden, of

the same place.

—

Improvement in Rotary Pumps.—Patent dated Octo-

ber 20, 1857.—When motion is given to the pump, in the direction
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of the arrows, the piston draws the water in at B, and drives it out

at D. When the piston has moved round far enough to come in con-

tact with the stop P, which drives the piston down into the chamber
40, or nearly so, when it also comes in contact with the abutment,

which insures its going as far as necessary for the purpose of passing

the abutment, it is then thrown out of the shell again, or nearly

so, by means of the segment K, always keeping one piston in full

operation.

The valves are constructed in such a manner as to compensate for

their natural wear, which is done by hanging them eccentrically as

follows : measuring on a line from 26 to pin a, then on a line to 27
;

the short side to work against the shell, and the long side to work in

€hamber 40. The hangers are made in such proper shape as to close

the valves before the cylindrical portion reaches the abutment, thereby

preventing injury or obstruction to the valves.

The inventor says : I claim the valve n n, constructed substantially

as described—that is, hanging the valve eccentrically on the pin a, to

compensate for the natural wear.

The hanger portion or heads of the valve, constructed as described,

to close the valve before the cylindrical portion reaches the abutment.
The construction of the wearing surface of the valve, as described,

for the purpose of obtaining a large wearing surface, and securing it

from injury while passing the abutment.

No. 18,986.

—

Oliver Palmer, of Buffalo, N. Y.— Improvement in

Botary Pumps.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—B B^ are the

pistons, made of cast iron or other metal, and revolving within the

case A upon separate shafts. Each piston differs slightly from the

other in the lines of its periphery ; but the periphery of each is convex
and concave, and so formed that the two will revolve on their respect-

ive shafts, and keep their peripheries in contact,

is the metallic packing ; this is made of brass or other soft metal

;

it is located in a suitable chamber, in the extremities of the pistons.

It is allowed to play quite loosely in the chamber^ so that the centri-

fugal force created by the revolution of the pistons will throw the

packing outwardly against the inner periphery of the case, and thereby
secure a water-tight contact between the pistons and the case in all

parts of the revolution where the same is required.

Claim.—The pistons B B-, constructed as described, in combination
with the metallic packing C, operated as described, said pistons and
packing revolving together, in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

No. 19,004.

—

William A. Young, of Charlotte, N. 0.

—

Improvement
in Botary Pumps.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—This improved
pump is intended to be submerged^ and is operated by means of a
series of valves F placed within a circular rotating head D, which is

placed eccentrically within a cylindrical case or box A, whereby the

valves are made self-acting.

The inventor says : I am aware that sliding pistons have been fitted in

rotating heads, placed eccentrically within cylindrical caves or boxes,
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and arranged in various ways, said devices being employed both for

rotating pumps and rotary engines. I therefore do not claim broadly
the employment or use of sliding valves or buckets placed within a

head fitted eccentrically in a case or box.

But I daim placing the sliding valves or buckets F within the
rotating head D tangentially with its shaft E, or tangential with a
circle concentric therewith and with the head ; the head being placed
eccentrically within the bar or case A, which is provided with the
induction and eduction passages a h, as and for the purpose set forth.

I farther claim the curved projections h at the outer ends of the

valves or buckets F, as and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,660.—Charles N. Lewis, of Seneca Falls, N. Y., assignor

to Himself and Gr. 0. King, of Seneca Falls, N. Y.

—

Improved Venti-

lating Attachment to he Applied to Pumps,—V^i^ni dated November 17,
1857.—The nature of this invention is shown by the engravings and
claim.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the ventilation of wells

by means of air tubes leading from the surface of the ground to the
interior of the well, for I am aware that it is old. An example may
be seen in the patent of D. Bartlett, 1856.

But to the best of my knowledge and belief, it is a new combination
to unite a perforated ventilating chamber and base with the pump-
barrel in such a manner that the ventilator shall constitute a part of
the pump ; whereby, when the pump is applied, the ventilator is also

applied, and becomes operative from the nwment the pump is set.

I claim the arrangement and combination of the perforated base D,
cap Gr, and perforated tube g, with the pump-barrel A, as set forth,

whereby the ventilator becomes attached to and forms a part of the

pump, all as specified.

No. 17,009.—William Wright, of Hartford, Conn.

—

Improved
Method of Working Pumps,—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The nature

of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and
engravings.

Claim.—I do not claim as the equivalent of my invention the use of

two spiral cams, operating directly upon the heads of the piston rods,

in the manner shown in the aforesaid patent of Root & Dickinson
;

but inasmuch as that arrangement on a large scale is mechanically
inoperative, and therefore useless,

I do claim to have devised the method referred to as in use at the
Hartford Water Works ; that is to say, I claim as my invention the
described arrangement for working a double bucket pump, consisting

of a cam A placed centrally over said pump, and combined with the

buckets thereof by bell-cranks B C, so situated that one arm of each of

said cranks bears at the same time upon opposite or nearly opposite

points of the edge of the cam, whereby the necessary strength and
stability may be given to the several parts, while preserving the regu-

lar throw of the buckets, the whole being arranged and operating sub-

stantially in the manner set forth.

Vol. ii 13
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No. 17,188.—N. E. Bates, of New York, N. Y.

—

hnprovement in
Stvffing-Boxes.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The nature of this inven-
tion will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.
The inventor says : I do not claim constructing a stuffing-box for

the purpose of allowing a lateral motion of the piston, as that has
been done before.

But I claim the combination and arrangement of the plate F witli

the wires H H surrounding it, and the screw rods I i and nuts J J,

as described, for the purpose of compressing evenly around the piston

the packing as it wears.

No. 17,503.

—

Joseph Hyde and William Steaens, of Wilmington^
Delaware. — Improved MetJiod of Guiding and Cushioning Puppet
Valves.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—When the valve A is operated,

it is guided in rising and falling by rod B, working in a cushion or

chamber by means of a head C, which prevents the mashing and
bruising of the stems.

Claim. — The application to steami engine pump-valves of the

V-brace, with the piston working into the chamber or cushion, in the

precise manner set forth and described, to prevent mashing or bruising

of the valves.

No. 17,401.—S. H. Whitaker and Ezra Cope, of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improved Thermo-pneumatic Safety-Valve.—Patent dated May 26,

1857.—When the beeswa:^ in the chamber A is melted by the heat of

the steam, the diaphragm a is raised by the expansion thereof, closing

the passage B and preventing the escape of steam to the radiator D
;

but when the radiator cools by the steam being shut off, or the fire

going down_, the beeswax cools and contracts, drawing down the dia-

phragm a, and opening the passage B for the admission of air to the

radiator through, opening c.

The inventors say : We do not claim generally the operation of an
air valve for steam-heating apparatus by the expansion of fluid bodies

by heat ; as we are aware that the thermo-expansive properties of

quicksilver, air, and other fluid bodies have been employed for this

purpose with partial success.

Neither do we claim the use of beeswax or other substance of similar

character for the purposes described.

But we claim the described self-acting air valve, consisting of a
chamber, whose top is composed of a flexible diaphragm^ or its

equivitlent, filled with beeswax or other fusible substance that solidi-

fies at .atmospheric temperatures, but is expansible by heat, and that

will act upon the diaphragm to open and close the passage through
the combined agencies of expansion and contraction by heat_, gravita-

tion, and cohesive attraction, as specified.

No. 17,624.

—

Edward Hamilton, of Chicago, 111.

—

Improved Valvu-

lar Arrangement for Faucets, &c.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—To
open this, cock valve h is turned, by means of handle 6, until the ori-

fice / is brought coincident with the channel in the chamber a, and
the water then can pass through the water-way g of the faucet.
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The inventor says: I do not claim broadly the employment of coni-

<ml valves in water-cocks, nor broadly the arrangement of valves in

eiich a manner as that the pressure of the fluid shall keep the valves

tight in their seats. An example of both of these features may be
seen in 0. A. Faut^s's faucet, 1853.

But I daim the employment of a hollow conical perforated valve h,

in the manner substantially as described.

No. 18,842.

—

Isaac G. Foster, of Union City, Tenn,

—

Improvement
in Machineryfor Lifting Water.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.

—

The inventor describes the action of his improved apparatus as follows

:

Suppose the windlass to be moving in the direction indicated by the
arrow, the line e which is attached to the ring on tne ascending end
of the rope will, when the knot i or its equivalent draws upon the
ring kj raise the pawl G and carry it over the highest point until it

falls on the other side of the pivot, so as to be ready to hold the wind-
lass when turned in the opposite direction for raising the other bucket.

In the same manner the action of the opposite end of the rope 0,
operating on the line/, reverses the position of the catch ; thus the
pawl is shifted to opposite sides of the windlass automatically.

Claim.—The arrangement of the double pawl Gr, and of the lines e

and /, the sliding rings k k, and knots i i, or their equivalents, in

combination ; so as to automatically shift said pawl alternately to oppo-
site sides of the windlass, and thereby prevent each ascending bucket
in turn from returning into the well, substantially as specified.

No. 17,654.

—

Peter H. Niles, of Boston, Mass., assignor to Him-
self and Alfred Douglass, jr.^ of the same place.

—

Improved Water
Metre.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—The water, being admitted to

the metre by the pipe H, fills the chambers G G^ ; thence it flows

through the opening a into the chamber E, the air escaping through
the opening n. When the water reaches the top of the cylinder, the
openings n are closed by their floating valves. The pressure now
exerted upon the piston C forces it and piston C^ in the direction of the
arrow, until the adjusting screw h bears against the sleeve R, and
carries with it the pistons C 0% the pin i moving freely along the
slot g in the standard T. As the sleeve R moves, it vibrates the shaft

P, and the pin e traverses the slot /, thereby depressing shaft and/
diaphragm N. The reciprocating motion of shaft is made to act/

upon the registering mechanism by means of a rod^. The motion of
the pistons C^ is reversed by the action of sliding valve K, which i;k

operated by the action of the differential piston or diaphragm N'^

which is actuated by the difference of the pressure of the water in the
chambers G^ and M.

i

Claim.—The two pistons operating in a single cylinder, in the mari-

ner substantially as set forth, in combination with the differential

piston N, as described.

Second. I daim the air chamber F between the pistons C C^,

operating in the manner substantially as set forth.

Third. I claim float valve w, in combination with the two-way cock
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Uj whereby, when the water is shut ofF, all the chambers of the metre
are emptied, as set forth.

No. 17,593.

—

Archibald Thomson, of Detroit, Mich.

—

Improved
Method of Elevating Water hy Compressed Air.—Patent, dated June
16, 1857.—The reservoir or tank A is immersed in a stream or well

from which the water is to be raised. When air is forced down into com-
partment hj by operating a pump at the upper end of pipe B, the water
in h will be forced up through pipe to the desired spot. As the

level of the water descends, the buoy^ descends, and opens the valves

6 g. As the pipe d is opened, there will be an equal pressure of air

on the surface of the water in both compartments, and the water from
c will pass through passage / into &, and when the necessary supply
is in &, the buoy j will close valves e g, the water in c being reduced
sufficiently to cause the buoy g to open the valves I m ; the air in the

upper part of c will now escape through pipe n, and the water will

rush through the opening in the bottom of c, which compartment will

in consequence be replenished ; the buoy g closing the valves I m when
the requisite quantity of water is within said compartment.
The inventor says : I do not claim the raising of water by com-

pressing or forcing air into a chamber or reservoir irrespective of the

means employed for attaining efficiently said result.

But I claim the reservoir or tank A formed or provided with two
compartments h c, which are provided respectively with valves eglm,
operated as shown, the compartment h being provided with the air

forcing pipe B and eduction pipe C, the two compartments by the

action of the valves communicating intermittently by means of the

pipe d and passage /, the whole being arranged substantially as de-

scribed for the purpose set forth.

I

No. 18,293.

—

James Naughten, of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improved Ap-
paratus for Separating Oily Matter from Water.—Patent dated Sep-
tember 29, 1857.—The box can be set at any convenient place and
connect with the sink or vessel in which the dishes, &c. are washed,
and the water made to run from the sink into the chamber A through
the pipe attached to the side, and near the upper part of the chamber
A, as represented in figure 2 ; as the greasy water is admitted into

chamber A, it fills and forces itself into chamber B until it rises up
and flows over the division beard, and from thence flows into cham-
ber C, and is conducted through opening h in the bottom of this

chamber. The arrows marked in the drawing show the flow of water
through the different chambers.
The inventor claims the arrangement of the chambers a, B, and

C when the chambers a and B are connected with the opening
d, as represented, and all used in the manner and for the purposes

Epecified.

No. 17,338.

—

Andrew Nicol, of Carbondale, Pa.

—

Improved Valvu-

lar Arrangement in Apparatus for Eaising Water.—Patent dated May
19, 1857.—A vacuum being produced in the pipe D, and rotary mo-
tion being given to the shaft H, the two rods F G have an opposite re-
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ciprocating motion given them by the reverse cranks o, so that when
the valves q of the two chambers A B are open, the opposite ones are

closed, and vice versa. When the valves of the chambers A^ B^ are

closed, as shown in the engraving, a vacuum is produced in the cham-
ber A^, and the water passes up pipe E through valve I and fills

chamber A^. While this chamber is being filled, the valve q of the

chamber A is open, and the'water in said chamber, which was drawn
into it previously to filling the chamber A^, is forced up by the pres-

sure of the atmosphere through valve g into tube e, and through valve

d into chamber B^ While the water is being forced from chamber A
into chamber B^, a vacuum is produced in chamber A^, and said

chamber is being filled with water, while the water in A is being
forced from it. As the valves q of the chambers B B^ open, the water
is forced out through openings x, which can be closed by gates y.

Claim.—The rods F G provided with the valves q q, and operated
as shown, in combination with the chambers or vessels A A^ B B^,

suction pipe D, and branch pipe j\ and the tube c a b e f, provided
with the valves ed g Ji, the whole being arranged as described for the
purpose specified.

No. 16,669.

—

Daniel K. Winder, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improved
Method of Raising Water.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.—When
a greater quantity of water is desired, the tube I and plunger j are de-

pressed, compelling the water contained in the central space to enter

the plunger, and the annular chamber/. The water contained in the

plunger is driven up the tube by the reaction of the air ; meanwhile,
valve ^, shutting up the water in the annular chamber, causes it to be
retained there under pressure of the confined air for future use. If

afterwards a small quantity of water is desired, the cock r is to be
opened by lifting handle t, when water will pass up through tube p
into y, and cause an equal volume of water to pass up through Z.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination, substantially as de-

scribed, of annular reservoir/ with the plunger y, tube Z, flexible pipe

p, valves h i k, and cock r, for the purposes explained.

No. 16,686.

—

Thomas Hanson, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Ap-
paratus/or Supplying the Upper Stories of Rouses with Water.—Patent
dated February 24, 1857.—The object of this improvement is to pump
water into a reservoir or reservoirs v, in the upper part of a building,

for the supply of the upper stories, by drawing water for the supply
of the lower stories ; s s represents the water level of the city reser-

voir.

Claim.—The combination of a hydraulic engine with and inter-

posed between the supply pipe from the street main, receiving water
from a head, and the house pipe or pipes and cock or cocks for supply-
ing water to the lower story or stories of a house by the force of the

said head, and the pump operated by the said engine, and receiving

water from the same head, and discharging it into a reservoir or res-

ervoirs for the supply of the upper stories of the house, substantially

as and for the purpose specified.
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No. 16,881.

—

Samuel Reynolds, of Oswego, N. Y.—Improved Water--

Wheel.—Patent dated March 24, 1857.—The nature of this improve-
ment in water wheels consists in arranging a series of radial floats E
E above a horizontal plane F, in combination with a series of floats or

buckets H H arranged below said plane, made narrowest where they
join the radial floats, and gradually increasing in width outwards and
in depth downwards, with an inclination towards the centre, to their

termination, so as to make an outlet or discharge deeper towards the
centre than towards the periphery.

Claim.—The radial floats above the horizontal plane, in combina-
tion with the buckets or floats below said plane, constructed substan-

tially as described, that is narrowest where they join the radial floats,

gradually increasing in width outwardly and in depth downwards,
with an inclination towards the centre, to their termination, making
the outlet to discharge the water deeper towards the centre than
towards the periphery.

No. 17,426.

—

Reuben Daniels, of Woodstock, Vt.

—

Improved Water-
Wheel,—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The water passes through the

flume D and acts upon the inner sides of the buckets h, and passing

between them escapes at the outer side of the wheel. The flanch c

confines the water sufficiently so that it is all made to act against the
buckets as it passes out of the flume.

The inventor says : I am aware that it is common in all wheels to

bind or hold the ends of the buckets by means of narrow rims which
cover the ends of the buckets ; and therefore I do not claim such rims.

I also disclaim broadly confining the stream of water to its eff"ective

course. An example of this is seen in E. Parker's patent, dated July
24, 1847.

I also disclaim broadly the admitting of water within the wheel,

and discharging from its periphery, as such wheels are in general use.

I also disclaim any special form of the buckets.

I also disclaim every feature of the described invention which is

seen in any other water-wheel of this class.

But, to the best of my belief, no wheel has ever been made of the

class now shown, in which a flanch c was employed in the manner and
for the purpose described. The use of such a flanch causes the wheel
to present new virtues of a great and important character.

I claim the use of a flanch c, or its equivalent, in the manner and
for the purposes substantially as described.

No. 18,507.

—

William Henley, of New Salem, N. C.

—

Improved
Water- Wheel.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—The claim and en-

gravings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I am aw^are that the shafts of water wheels
have been passed through cylinders, and that a top vent wheel has been
devised ; these I do not claim independent of each other, or of the

manner in which I arrange them with the curb and water way.
But I claim so arranging a wheel on the top of a curb that has an

open centre, and the water way of which diminishes from its bottom
towards the point where it meets the buckets of the wheel, as that the
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points of the buckets shall project into and he struck hy the live water,

and the whole wheel lifted up to counteract the weight of the dead or

back water, as set forth.

No. 16,432.—E. Gr, Gushing, of Dryden, N". Y.

—

Improved Gentre-

Vent Water- Wheel.—Patent dated January 20, 1857.—D and C
represent the buckets of this water-wheel. When the gate is shut
so that no water can enter the spaces between the buckets, then the
springs F tend to close said spaces, turning the buckets in the position

of buckets C ; when the water is let on to the wheel said spaces are

enlarged, as represented in the position of buckets D. This arrange-
ment permits the use of a variable quantity of water on the same
wheel.

The inventor says : I do not claim any particular shaped bucket,
as I am of the opinion that one stated curve is not adapted to all heads
with equal results.

But I claim making a bucket with a back of such a curve that it

forms a space of regular contraction from the outside to the inside of
the wheel.

2d. Hanging the buckets, combined with a spring, in such a man-
ner that the discharge orifice is regulated by the quantity of water let

into the scroll and the amount of power required, and closing together
when the gate is shut.

No. 17,119.

—

Thomas Stamp, of Weturapka, Ala.

—

Improved Cur-
rent Water-Wheel.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—By turning pinion
h, rack e, together with hub F of the water wheel &, and conse-

quently the water-wheel itself, may be raised or* lowered, and thus
exposed to a greater or smaller quantity of water acting upon it.

Claim.—So constructing a current water-wheel that it may be raised

and lowered, as set forth, in combination with the method described

for regulating the force of current acting thereon, all arranged and
combined as set forth.

No. 17,041.—J, R. Howell, of Alexandria, Yo..—Improved Method
of Attaching Adjustable Buckets to the Shafts of Water- Wheels.—
Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The buckets A can be adjusted on the
arms C by means of the bolts E passing through the slots D, and
thus the diameter of the wheel can be enlarged or reduced.

V Claim.—The method described of adjusting and securing the buckets
A to the arms c of the water wheel, that is to say, the arrangement
of the ribs B, mortises, or their equivalents, and bolts E_, in combi-
nation with the flanged ends a of the arms c of the wheel, substan-
tially as set forth.

No. 16,465.

—

Tenison Chesher, of Middleburg, Ohio.

—

Improved
Method of Inserting the Buckets in the Shafts of Direct Horizontal

Waier-Wheels.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—Mortises e / are

made at right angles with each other through shaft A, through which
two corresponding mortises in cylinder a, the buckets slide with a
reciprocating motion. This motion is effected by means of the curved
piece D, when coming in contact with the end of the bucket.
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Claim.—The sliding buckets C, when constructed and arranged as

described, and combined with the mortises e and/, in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

No, 17,726.

—

Thomas Clark, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improved Air
Chamber to effect Uniformity of Flow of Water, dtc, through Pipes.—

-

Patent dated July 7, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be
understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—I am aware that an elastic medium in connection with a
perforated pipe or head has been used as a spring to ease the strain

on the hose or pipe. This I do not claim.

But I claim the arranging of an elastic or extensible sack or bag J
in the line of a pipe or water way, when said sack is surrounded with
a casing and air chamber for the purpose of effecting a uniform flow

of water through pipes.

No. 16,535.

—

Daniel P. FarnhaMj of Milton, Wis.

—

Improved Self-

Operating Device for Tilting Buckets in Raising Water from Wells.—
Patent dated February 3, 185T.—The rod e on striking rod H will be
released from the loop g, and the bucket will tilt as represented in

dotted lines.

The inventor says : I do not claim attaching buckets to endless

chains for raising water, for that is an old and well known device.

But I claim the fastening formed of the rods e attached to the cross-

pieces d of the links C, and the loops g on the buckets F, in combi-
nation with the pendent or swinging rod H, placed within the framing
or curb A^, the above parts being arranged a sdescribed, and for the

purpose set forth. •

No. 16,975.

—

James H. Hanchett, of Beloit, Wis.

—

Improved Cur-
rent and Paddle Wheel.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The paddle
wheel, consisting of the sides B and B^ and the floats C, is suspended
by means of radius bars H, so that said wheel will be free to rise and
fail, by oscillating on the axis of said radius bars, thus passing over

any obstructions which may be under water. The wheel as it rises

and falls, by oscillating on the axis of the radius bars, turns equally

said radius bars and the floats C, by means of their crank connexions

h, so that their parallelism to each other is maintained in all positions

of the wheel.

Claim.—First. Suspending water and paddle wheels by means of

radius bars, substantially as described.

Second. The method of maintaining the planes of the faces of the

floats of wheels that oscillate, as described, in a determinate relation

to the radius of oscillation of the wheel, as described.

No. 17,246.—L. M. Wright, of Niagara Falls, N. Y.

—

Improved
Mode of Operating the Gate of Turbine Wheels.—Patent dated May 5,

1857.—The circular gate A is attached to the sliding collar C, and
thus, by operating lever L, the position of the gate A can be adjusted

to any desired degree.

The inventor says : I do not claim the parts separately.

But I claim their arrangement in the manner described, and for the

purposes set forth.
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No. 17,168.—RuFUS NuttinC^, of Randolpli, Vt.

—

Improved Wind-
Mill,—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—When it is desired to close the

wings D^ in part or entirely, the lever is pressed down, bringing
clasps Gr against the ratchets S upon the back of the wings, and, as

soon as they are closed by coming against the wind, prevents them
from reopening until lever is raised. The parts E F G constitute

the regulator, which governs the speed of the machine by preventing
the wings from opening wider than is necessary to receive sufficient wind
to propel it with the desired velocity, the amount of centrifugal force

necessary to bring the regulator towards the back of the wings being
graduated by the weight of F Gr, in connexion with the distance the

upper axis of E is in the rear of its base.

Claim.—-The construction of a horizontal wind power, with a regu-

lator or clasp, operated by centrifugal force, which shall regulate the

amount of surface of wing or sail opened to the wind, substantially as

described.

Also, an arrangement by which the regulator or clasp may be con-

veniently set at any time by the operator in such position as to prevent
the wings from opening too far, or at all, as is desired.

No. 18,368.

—

William Zimmerman, of Quincy, 111.

—

Improved Wind-
Wheel.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—The nature of this invention

consists in a wind wheel with radical sails arranged upon an upright
shaft, and provided with a regulating apparatus to change the posi-

tion of the sails and adapt them to the force of the wind, or the resist-

ance of the machinery operated ; and in devices to receive the wind
and to guide it on to the wheel in the right direction to propel it with
the greatest force ; also, in a vacuum escape-cap above or around
the wheel, for the wind to pass through out of the wheel ; also, in

arranging doors at the rear of the wheel-house, closed by a weight
or spring, so as to yield and open for the surplus wind in the wheel-
house to escape

; and in some revolving wind receivers, or catchers,

provided with flues to conduct the wind caught in the wheel-house.

The drawings and claim will give a fuller idea of the improvements.
The inventor says : I claim a wind-wheel with radial sails arranged

upon an upright shaft, when provided with the regulating apparatus
first described, or its equivalent.

I claim the arrangements of the partitions and inclined guides
which conduct the wind received at the front of the wheel-house on to

the four quarters, or the several parts of the wind wheel, substan-
tially as described.

I claim a vacuum escape-cap above or around a wind wheel, for the
purpose set forth, substantially as described, whether made adjustable

so as to enlarge the vacuum area or otherwise.

I claim the revolving wind receivers, or catchers, with their conduct-
ing flues, for the purpose of catching the wind and supplying it to the

wheel, substantially as described.

No. 16,492.

—

John M. May, of Janesville, Wis.

—

Improved Self-

Begulating Wind-Mill.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—The nature
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of this invention consists in making solid elbows L K, one arm L> of
each elbow having attached to it a sail M, and the other arm R hav-
ing attached to it a ball S.

I'As the revolutions are increased, the weights S, acted upon by cen-

trifugal force, turn the sails. The velocity of the wind-wheel being
now somewhat checked, the weights S, aided by the weight of the

shackle, the connecting rod, and the horizontal lever V below, and
also aided by the upward inclination of the horizontal shaft, are caused

to return to their former position, and in so doing gradually revolve

each sail towards its original position.

The inventor says : I do not claim the separate devices for regula-

ting the wind-wheels independent of their connexion with each other,

I claim the arrangement of the 'devices which are connected with

each other, as described, for the purpose of regulating the velocity of

the wind-wheel, and also for the purpose of controlling the wind-wheel
independently of the self-regulating properties.

No. 16,943.—J. C. Wilson and T. G. Wilson, of Cedar Hill,

Texas.

—

Improved Method of Feathering the Sails or Vanes of Wind-
Mills.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The engraving represents one
of the wings W of a wind wheel in a side view, with the driving-shaft

A in section ; the wheel is rotated as the wind acts upon the oblique

sides of the wings W. When storms occur, the crank g is held by the

miller, causing the rotation of the wheel to produce the outward
movement of the screw m, which, acting on rods c, will draw the

edges n of the wings in the direction of the outer extremity of the shaft

A, and cause the wings to lie in planes passing through the axes of

arms a and main shaft A ; the wind will then be able to act on their

edges only, doing no damage to the wheel.

Claim.—The combination of the traversing screw m, having stops e

and/, as described^ with the slide piece and rods leading to the wing

;

the construction and arrangement being substantially as and for the

purposes described.

No. 16,346.

—

Henry S. Wentworth, of Napoleon, Mich.

—

Improved
Self'Begvlating Wind-Director for Wind-Mills.—Patent dated Janu-
ary 6, 1857.—The wind operates the upper portion only of the fans

of the wind-wheel K, it being prevented from affecting the lower
portion of the same by the semi-circular screen L, which partially

encloses it, and is hung upon the same centre with the wheel. When
the force of the wind is so great as to drive the wheel too rapidly, it

operates the fan M which is connected with screen L, thus raising the

latter and shutting the wind partially off from the upper portion of

the wind-wheel.
Claim.—A semi-circular revolving balance screen, operated variably,

as set forth, by the power of the wind upon the revolving extra fan

M, for the purpose of admitting only the requisite current of air to the

wheel, substantially as described, whether placed in a horizontal or

vertical form.
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No. 17,862.

—

Ethan Allen, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improvement in
Governor for Regulating the Work of Wind-Mills^ &c, —Patent dated
July 28, 1857.—When the wind-mill is revolved with its average
velocity, the balls of the regulator are in such a position as to bring
the clutch N between the gears K and L, affecting neither; they will

then turn with shaft J with the same velocity as the shaft D, thus
leaving the pinion H and screw G still holding the crank pin E mid-
way from its centre of motion to its length of slide, giving a medium
length of stroke. When the force of the wind increases, the balls of
the regulator are raised and throw the clutch N down, which, catch-

ing the gear L, drives the shaft J and turns the screw Gr, moving the
pin E on its slide further from its centre of motion, thus increasing its

length of stroke and work.
The inventor says : I am aware that the employment of a centri-

fugal governor, to regulate the stroke of a pump or the amount of
work by the available power of a windmill, is not new. This, there-

fore, I do not claim.

But I clainiy in combination with the adjustable or expanding crank,
the projection U attached to the slide of the crank pin, and the sliding

rod W upon which it acts for the purpose of engaging a grooved
collar upon the spindle of the gov^ernor, whereby its adjusting power
is confined within a certain proper range, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,384.—James Mitchell, of Woodsfield, 0.

—

Improved Wind-
Wheel.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—A detailed description of" this

invention would take up too much space to be given here ; the princi-

pal features thereof will be understood by reference to the claim and
engravings.

The inventor says: I am aware that weights have been applied to

the fans of said wheels, and connected to sliding heads, and so arranged
as to render them self-regulating, I do not claim, therefore, a weight
thus applied-

Neither do I claim the levers / applied to the fans as shown, nor
the stopping cord m; for they or their equivalents have been previously

used.

But I claim, first. Placing the arms L of the fans x>bliquely, so as

to have a proper degree of inclination with the shaft E, for the pur-
pose specified.

Second. Attaching the arms L to the levers K, and connecting said

levers to the sliding collar N, operated as shown, for the purpose of

adjusting the arms L more or less obliquely with the shaft E as de-
sired.

No. 16,616.

—

Edward A. Tuttlb, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improved
Self-Adjusting Wind- Wheel.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The
revolutions of the wind-wheel impart to the sails a rotation about
their axes c c in an opposite direction, at the rate of one rotation of
the sails to two revolutions of the wind-wheel, by which means the

sails are to be retained in the best possible position before the wind.
By means of vane Vy the shifting of the wind causes the sails to
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accelerate or retard their rotary motion, so as to maintain the same
angle to the wind, however the latter may be changed.

In suspending the sails upon vibratory shafts o o^, they are allowed
to incline from the perpendicular in either direction, at the same time
they are rotating upon their axes c c, and around with the wind-wheel,
being weighted and balanced by bars w, (which latter can be adjusted

by turning them more or less on their pivots J9j9,) so as to turn edge-
wise by a greater or less force of wind as desired.

The offsets y y^ serve the double purpose of weighting the sails, and
also of assisting them to perform the rotations around their axes, by
offering to the wind a greater resisting surface upon the receding side

of the sail, when they are anywise inclined from the perpendicular

by the force of the wind.
The inventor says : I do not claim a horizontally revolving wind-

wheel as such^ or suspending them upon a second horizontal shaft

simply.

I claim placing the sails D D, or a greater number, in a position

before the wind, as shown, and then causing them to perform com-
plete rotations upon their axes c c, in the time relatively with those of

the wind-wheel and in the direction as specified, by connecting them
with the crown-wheel E, in any manner producing the same result,

for the purpose set forth.

I also claim the particular mechanism shown and described, viz : the

crown-wheel E and vane v, connected with the sails D D by means
of the pinion wheels h h and I I, and wheels F F, arranged in the

manner substantially as shown for the purpose set forth.

I also claim combining with the horizontal rotary motion of the

sails upon their axes c c the perpendicular adjustable vibratory motion
described ; by which they are rendered self-regulating in a most simple
manner, although presenting reverse sides to the wind at each suc-

ceeding revolution of the wind-wheel.
I also claim the method of assisting the sails to perform their rota-

tions upon their axes c c, by means of the reverse projecting rims y y^

upon the bottom edges, and operating in the manner described.

No. 16,818.

—

Abner P. Wilson, of Solon, 111.

—

Improved Self-Regu-

laiing Wind-Wheel.—Patent dated March 10, 185*7.—When the force

of the wind increases too much, it will overcome the gravity of the

weights G, and raise the outer ends of the parts F of the sails, and
thereby cause an opening of sufficient capacity to regulate the velocity

of the sails.

The inventor says : I do not claim, broadly, the application of

weights to adjustable sails, whereby the sails, by the action of the

wind, are adjusted so as to present a greater or less surface to it, ac-

cording to its velocity ; for weights have been applied and arranged^

in various ways for effecting the purpose.

But I claim constructing the sails of two parts E F, attached or

fitted to inclined frames, which are secured to the arms C D, the up-

per parts F of the sails being hinged to their frames a, and having
weights G and cords d attached, substantially as shown and described

for the purpose set forth.
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No. 16,378.

—

Joseph Dunkley, of Carrollton, Mo.

—

Improved Auto-
matic Regulator for Wind- Wheels,—Patent dated January 13, 185*7.

—

At the starting of the wheel, the weight m will draw the slide I to the

outer portion of wing g ; the weight c, in connexion with the resist-

ance of the air to the slide I, overcoming the weight n, the slats s be-

ing held close against each other by said weight c, and thus receiving

the full force of the current of air. As the velocity of the wheel in-

creases, weight m gradually rises, being held by cord q ; this rise of

weight m causes weight n to draw the slide I inward ; and as the slide

I moves inward, the arm of lever of the resistance of the wing g to the

air behind diminishes, causing the weight n to draw the wing and lift

the slats s of the arm A, with which it is connected.

Claim,—The employment of the slide wing g, arranged and oper-

ating substantially as described for the purposes specified.

No. 16,T23.

—

Joseph De Sendzimir, of South Oyster Bay, N. Y.

—

Improved Method of Suspending Wind- Wheels in Self-Revolving Ad-
justing Frames.—Patent dated March 3, 1857".—The wind-wheel A is

placed within the frame h c, w;hich latter is pivoted at top and bottom,
at I and h, for the purpose of allowing the wheel to be turned to the
wind with perfect freedom.

The inventor says : I do not claim the regulation of the sails by
weights, levers, and cranks ; nor the use of brakes for stopping the
wind-wheel ; nor communicating power by pulleys, bands, cones, &c.

;

neither do I claim any part or feature of the machine described whicb
is seen in any other wind-mill.

But, to the best of my knowledge, it is new to suspend the wind-
wheel within a revolving frame, in the manner and for the purposes
already described.

I claim suspending the wind-wheel A within a revolving frame h c,

in the manner and for the purposes substantially as set forth.

No. 16,893.—Fkedebick W. Witting, of Twelve Mile Colettes Gin,
Texas.

—

Improved Mode of Regulating the Velocity and Furling the Sails

of Wind Wheels.—Patent dated March 24, 1857.—The claim and en-

graving explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim connecting the spindles E to the sliding

rod F by means of the part pinions or segments c and rack d, arranged
as described. But I disclaim the spindles so arranged as to turn in

their hub, and also the weight when not used in connexion with the

segment and rack.

I further claim furling and unfurling the sails H by meails of the

drums j k attached to the rod F, and the cords p t attached to the

drums and sails, as shown and described.

No. 18,440.

—

Jesse M. Clock, of Atlanticville, N. Y.

—

Improved
Vane for Wind- Wheels.—Faitent dated October 20, 1857.--Thig in-

vention consists in an improved construction of the vane, whereby the

wheel is quickly adjusted to face the wind during sudden changes of

the same, and the tendency of the wheel to be deflected or turned from
its proper position relatively with the direction of the wind, in conse-

quence of the resistance offered to the revolutions of the wheel, by the
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application of macliinery thereto, effectually prevented. The en-
graving and claim further describe this improvement.

Claim,—I do not claim, broadly, the application of a weight to the
wings or sails of a wind-wheel, for the purpose of rendering them self-

regulating ; for this has been done in various ways.
Neither do I claim the sails arranged and applied to the wheels, as

shown.
But I claim the vane I, formed of two parts a^ 6^, the part li^ having

an oblique position relatively with the part a^, and either hinged to

said part a^ or attached permanently to it, for the purpose specified.

No. 16,895.—A. W. Wood, of Milwaukie, Wis.

—

Improved Method
of Regulating Velocity of Wind- Wheels.—Patent dated March 24,

1857.—The claim and engraving show the nature of this invention.

Claim.—Enclosing the wind-wheel A within a cylindrical case B,
formed of two rows or series of vertical slats C D, one row or series of

which is placed in a reverse position to the other ; and encompassing
said case with a gate G, which may be j-aised or lowered on said case

in any proper manner ; the above parts l^eing constructed and arranged
substantially as shown^ and for the purpose of regulating the speed

of the wind-wheel, as set forth.

No. 18,210.

—

Feancis Peabody, of Salem, Mass.

—

Improved Method

of Regulating the Velocity of Wind- Wheels.—Patent dated September
15, 1857.—The position of the sections E^ and E^ of the disk E may
be adjusted behind the vertical wind-wheel B by pulling ropes G ; and
thus a greater or less way may be opened for the passage of the wind
behind the wheel, thus affording the means of regulating the speed of

the wheel.

Claim.—As an improvement in regulating the action of wind-
wheels, the sectional disk, operating in the manner substantially as

set forth.

XII.—LEVER, SCREW, &c

No. 16,390.—H. Maranville, of Clinton, Ohio.

—

Improvement in
Balance Jor Detecting Counterfeit Coin.—Patent dated January 13,
1857.—This implement is used as follows : In weighing, for instance,

a silver dime, the coin is placed upon disk A, the edge of the dime
being placed against the ledges c; the slide C is then adjusted so that
the line maiked 10, in the part marked ^^ cts.'' on the slide, will be
even with the outer edge of the plate B. If the coin be genuine, its

edge will be precisely over the line marked 10 in the disk, and disk
A and slide U will be evenly balanced. The thickness of the coin is

indicated by figures on the ledges c, the ledges being of taper or in-

clined form.
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Claim.—The graduated disk A and slide C, connected as shown,
and liung in the ears or lugs 6, the disk having ledges or guides c c

attached to its face, and the whole arranged as shown and described

for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,252.—Z. W. Avery and Otis Avery, of Bethany, Pa.

—

Improvement in Self-Indicating Balance.—Patent dated May 12,

1857.—When the scale-dish h is pressed downward by a weight
therein, the scale-beam 6 is raised, causing the arm c to turn on its

shaft /, and the poise a to roll out and balance whatever is placed in

the dish h, the index e pointing out the amount of weight on the
graduated scale-beam.

Claim..—The combination of the rolling poise a with the smooth
beam b and the armature c, operating and arranged substantially in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,973.

—

Ferdinand J. Hbrpers, of Newark, N. J.

—

Improve-
ment in Balances for Detecting Counterfeit Money.-—Patent dated De-
cember 29, 1857.—A is the base of the implement, and B B are two
uprights attached to the base. C represent two vertical rods, which
are placed at the inner sides of the uprights, one to each upright.

The lower ends of these rods are connected to the ends of a horizontal

rod D, which is attached to the inner end of a lever E, said lever

being pivoted at a to the base A, and having a spring F underneath
it, the spring keeping the outer end of the lever elevated, and conse-

quently the inner end depressed.

To the bar Gr the scale-beam J is attached ; one end on part / of

this scale-beam is graduated, or has small holes g made in it to receive

the point of a weight K, said holes being made in the beam at proper
points, and numbered corresponding to the diiferent denominations of

United States coin. The opposite end of the scale-beam is formed of

a plate A, having slots i made in it, said slots corresponding in length
and width to the several United States gold coins. To the under side

of the plate h, a vertical plate j is attached, said plate being slotted

vertically, the vertical slots corresponding in width to the slots i, and
being in line with them.
The inventor says : I do not claim to be the inventor of swinging

index bars for weighing machines, and therefore I disclaim the same
as used in my apparatus. Their employment is not essential, as my
instrument can be made and used either with or without the same, as

may be desired.

1 claim as a new article of manufacture a coin balance, when con-

structed as described.

No. 17,485.

—

Asa 0. Broad, of Louisville, Kj.—-Improvement in

Metallic Band Fasteningfor Bales, dc.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—
The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim and engravings.

Claim.^-A metallic hoop or band, whose ends are united by the

bows or curves a a, slide B, and pin 0, as set forth.
f
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No. 18,514.

—

William Miner, of Houma, La.

—

Improvement in

Fastening for Metallic Bands for Cotton Bales, dc.—Patent dated
October 27, 1857.—The claim and engravings explain the nature of

this invention.

The inventor says : I claim securing the ends of metal hale hoops
together by forming loops or eyes in the ends of said hoops, by cutting

parallel slits h through them, and bending outward the intervening
portions ¥, the loops overlapping each other as the ends of the hoops
are overlapped, and a transverse wedge or key c passed through the

loops, substantially as shown and described.

No. 18,299.

—

Charles J. Provost, of Lardis, Ala.

—

Improvement
in Fastening for Metallic Bands of Cotton Bales, &c.—Patent dated
September 29, 1857.—The nature of this invention relates more
especially to the slide which covers the lock of the hoop, said slide

being formed with a slot at each end, so that with a tool of the proper
kind the ends of said slide may be struck down against the bow or

bend of the locks, and thus prevent them from slipping apart ; whilst

neither said slide nor the ends of the hoop have any corners or projections

on them that catch into the bolts or bagging when rolled over each
other, nor can there be unloosing of the band or hoop by transporta-

tion or handling.

A represents the hoop or band, made of ordinary hoop iron, and
having a half-lock A A formed on each of its ends.

B is a slide having slots or scores cut in its ends.

When the hoop is passed around the bale, and its two bent ends
hooked into each other to form the lock, the slide B, which had been
previously slipped on to the hoop, is then drawn over the lock A A,
and a tool applied to each of its ends, which drives down a portion of

said slide against the bow or ends of the locks. Thus the lock cannot
separate, nor can the slide move.
The inventor says : I do not claim a slide in combination with the

locks on the end of the hoop.

But I claim so forming the slide as that its ends may be struck

down behind the bow or bend of the locks, and thus not only prevent
the lock from separating, but also hold the slide to the lock^ sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

No. 17,034.

—

George Focht, of Beading, Pa.

—

Improved Hoisting

Bucket for Coal, &c.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—In discharging
coal or grain from a vessel, the bucket A is lowered, and resting on
the rolls a, as shown in fig. 3, it is forced into the heap of material

;

when the bucket is sufficiently charged, it is elevated by running up
cord d^, and its forward end will be brought into the position shown at

fig. 1. By pulling cord e, the notch in the end of bar E is disengaged •

from the roll h, and the bucket drops into the position of fig. 2, and
discharges its contents.

Claim.—First. The knife-edged bar E, arranged with a link and
and hook D, whereby the handle is clasped with the front edge of the
bucket, as before described, or any arrangement substantially the same.

Second. Pivoting the handle to the sides of the bucket near the
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bottom, as herein described, and clasping said handle to the front of

bucket ; whereby said bucket is completely inverted, when said clasp

is unlocked from said bucket, and whereby the tendency of any weight
in the bucket is to keep said handle clasped with said bucket, as set

forth.

No. 16,501.

—

Isaac Van Hagen, of New York, 1^,Y.—Improvement
in Oil Cans.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—When the can is

turned so as to discharge the oil through its spout, the flow can be
instantly checked by bearing upon the thumb piece e, which first stops

the flow of air into the can, and then closes the valve C ; when the can
is turned up and the thumb removed, the valve falls, and the oil in

the tube runs back into the can.

Claim.—The double tube B 6, the loose valve C, and ventilator

thumb piece e, constructed, arranged, and combined in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,124.

—

Hiram Wells, of Florence, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Oil Cans.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The oil which descends on
the outside of the spout D will run through holes F and G back into

the can B ; and when the can is turned down to deliver the oil, the
passage G is closed by ball L pressing down plate I and rod H.

Claim.—The conical cup and ball so arranged as to close the valve,

substantially as described, when the can is turned down to deliver tbe
oil contained in it.

No. 17,810.—GEORaE W. Simmons and George H. Simmons, of Ben-
nington, Vt.

—

Improvement in Oil Cans.—Patent dated July 14,

1857.—As this can is inverted the oil will pass out through discharge

pipe P, while the air enters the oil can through tube A.
The inventors say : We do not claim the interior tubes of the can.

Nor do we claim, generally, the fastening of the air vents of an oil

can to the stopper.

But we claim fastening the air vessel or tube T to the oil tube A,
and the oil tube to the stopper S, so that the whole may be removed
together for the purpose of cleansing or repairs, by which means we
produce a better article of maijufacture than when said tubes are

fastened to the can and are not removable ; the whole being made as

set forth.

Yol. ii 14
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No. 18,949.

—

Joseph Francis Berendore, of Paris, France.—-i^-

provement in Oil Cans.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—A is the

can or case, B a hollow cylinder fixed on it at the upper part by means

of a flange a, on which the cover C of the can rests. At the centre of

this cover a hole is made of sufficient diameter to admit the rod E of

a piston F to pass through, which piston is made of leather or hard

India rubber, or of any other convenient material. The oil is admitted

into the can through the opening D into the space existing between

the external case A and the cylinder B. The oil is made to ascend

into this cylinder through the annular space g between the bottom of

the can and the edge of the cylinder B by the suction of the piston,

which had been brought to its lowest position, and is made to ascend

back.

Claim.—The construction of oil cans provided with an internal cy-

linder and piston, and the spring, in the manner and for the objects sub-

stantially as described.

No. 18,353.

—

Pierce Porter, of Hooksett, N. H.

—

Improvement in

Extension Elevators.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—The object of

this invention is an expeditious means of elevating persons or weights

to considerable heights, as, for instance, to assist firemen in the dis-

charge of their duties, to serve as a fire escape, or to raise workmen
when they are employed on the ceilings of lofty buildings, or for other

kindred purposes. Any necessary power may be applied to windlass

E, and the axis B^ may be raised by any other equivalent mechanical
means. The drawing and claim, to a great extent, describe this in-

vention.

The inventor says : I do not claim any of the above described de-

vices separately.

But I claim the employment of a truss frame, extending in a vertical

direction, composed of the strips A A_, &c, the cross ties E E, &c.,

and the axes B B^ B^ and B^, the axis B^ being confined in the vertical

posts H and H^, and the axis B^ free to move vertically in the slots

L and L^, in combination with the pulley F and the windlass E, or

their mechanical equivalents ; the whole constructed and operating

substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth and de-

scribed.

No. 17,289.

—

George Mann, jr., of Ottawa, lll.—Improvemeni in

Clearing- Guard of Grain Elevators.—Fatent dated May 12, 1857.-

—

The sliding grate D is placed over the feed opening a of the bin A,
and in front of the usual slide 0, the bars of the grate being bent at

their lower ends, so as to form a sort of scoop to retain the foreign

substances which are mixed with the grain ; when the scoop is full,

the foreign substances are elevated to the upper part of the bin A, by
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raising grate D, and removed therefrom ; the slide C being closed

over the feed opening a, when the screen is raised.

Claim.—The sliding grate or screen D having its lower part curved

or bent, as shown, and used in connexion with the slide C, substan-

tially as described, for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,575.

—

John Crawshaw, of Kochester, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Hoisting Apparatus for Bricks, dtc.—Patent dated November 10,

1857.—The claim and engravings show the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim elevating articles within a vertical trunk,

by means of the mechanism shown, or any equivalent device, so that

the articles will be raised with a continuous motion within said trunk.

I further claim the reciprocating plunger C, clamps 1 1, and arm n,

operated by the cams E Gr J, or their equivalents, and used in con-

nexion with the dogs M, the whole being arranged to operate conjointly

as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,540.

—

George Focht, of Reading, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Hoisting Buckets,—Patent dated November 3, 1857.—The bucket A
is made of sheet iron, or any other suitable material of the form
shown in the engraving. The handle B is hinged by the pivots a to

either side of the bucket, near its centre, and at the top is furnished

with an eye or other suitable contrivance to hoist it by. The catch

lever g is at one end^ and jointed to the handle, just behind the sus-

pension point, and is curved so as to fit around the back of the bucket,

the disengaged end being formed into a hook, which, when the

handle is thrown forward until it strikes the stops c, just reaches and
falls into the lip and roller h; in which position shown in the en-

graving, when the bucket is suspended by the handle, any weight
has a tendency to hold it more securely.

Claim.—Catch lever g, in combination with the lip or roller h and
the staple d, the whole being arranged as and for the purposes set

forth.

No. 17,536.—C. P. S. Wardwell, of Lake Village, N. H.-—7m-
provement in Cheese Hoops.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The opera-

tion ofjthis hoop is as follows : The hasp D is closed by means ofbutton e,.

and the cheese curd is put into the hoops A, in the usual manner for

pressing, and submitted to the pressing process. When it is desired to-

remove the cheese from the hoop, the hasp P is raised by means of
knob L, which will force the hoop open sufficiently far to allow of its;

easy removal.
Claim.—The combination of the hasps D having a bridge or bar K

at the outer end of its slot, arranged as described, with the oblong,

button e, the two operating together, substantially in the manner and.

for the purpose specified.

No. 18,779.

—

James R. Speer, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Improvement irb

Clasps for Metallic Hoops.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The
claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim,—The use of a hollow clasp or fastening for metallic bands,
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of the shape shown in the drawings, through which the ends of the
hoop are passed in opposite directions, and the projecting extremities

bent over the clasp, and inserted into an aperture in the middle of

the clasp, in the manner before described.

No. 1T,024.

—

John S. Chesnut, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Lifiing Jack.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The lever C is turned
by hand, and the lifting end w serves to raise the weight, by pressing

down the thumb lever E ; the longer arm of said lever will lift the

bracket D, and handle C can be raised ; and on releasing thumb lever

E, the bracket D will retain lever C in any desired position.

Claim.—In combination with the rack lever C and the bracket D_, the

thumb lever E, so that the user may, with one and the same hand
work the jack, and throw the bracket in and out of gear with the rack

at pleasure, the whole being combined in the manner and for the pur-

pose set forth.

No. 17,027.

—

Robert W. Davis and Daniel Davis, of Yellow
Springs, Ohio.

—

Improvement in Lifting Jack.—Patent dated April

14, 1857.—When lever C is raised, the gripe D connected with lever

C, by rods G, which are pivoted to said lever at ?, slides down on the

rack bar, and its pawl d takes into a lower notch of the rack g ; then,

by pressing down lever C to a horizontal position, the gripe D is raised

and lifts the rack barB with it, the stationarypawlF retaining the rack

bar at the height to which it is moved, while lever C is raised again
for a new hold.

The inventors say : We do not claim the ratch-bar gripe, pawls, or

connecting rods, described.

But we claim the application of the power centrally, beneath the
self clutching gripe or collar, whereby its action is directed in the line

of the axis of the ratch bar, for the purpose specified.

Also, the free upright connecting rods Gr G, upon which the reci-

procating gripe rests, arranged and operating in combination with said

gripe and the lever substantially as specified.

No. 17,344.

—

William Thomas, of Hingham, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Lifting Jack.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—The standard A is

placed underneath the article to be raised, and bar D is raised by
moving pawl E outward so that it will be free from the teeth e of the
bar D, the upper end of bar D being placed against the article to be
raised. By depressing lever J, the chain I forces up the bars C D, they
being retained by pawl F, which catches underneath the teeth h,, by
weight F depressing arm F^.

Claim.—The retaining pawl F, provided with the weighted arm F^,

attached to the standard A, arranged relatively with the pawl E and
catch G substantially as shown, for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,757.

—

Heber G. Seekins and Charles H. Goss, of Elyria,

Ohio.

—

Improvement in Lifting Jack.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.

—

This jack, owing to the peculiar combination of the concave and convex
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surfaces of the wedge B, and the convex surface of the upright C, will

sustain a weight at any angle, equally well.

The inventors say : We do not claim the application of a wedge for

the purpose of supporting the lever.

But we claim the concave and convex surfaces of the wedge, in com-
bination with the concave surface of the upright, for the purpose of

equalizing the direction of the pressure, as described.

No. 18,592.

—

Lucius J. Knowles, of Warren, Mass.

—

Iraprovement

in Lifting Jack.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—This improve-
ment consists in the arrangement and combination of a loose collar 0,
having a series of teeth h formed on its inner face, and arranged in a
circle at regular distances apart, and mounted on the neck of the lifting

screw, with a disk or screw head D properly secured to the outer end
of the screw shank, carrying a slide or drop crutch c?, by means of

which and the lever motion is communicated to the screw without
change of position to the operator.

Claim.—The loose collar C, having a series of teeth arranged upon
its inner face, in combination with a screw head D, carrying a drop
clutch, when arranged and operating in the manner and for the pur-
poses as described.

No. 18,955.

—

John Callaghan, of Stroud Glades, Ya.

—

Improve-
ment in Lifting Jacks.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—The nature
of this invention consists in constructing a lifting apparatus wherein
is employed a lever ^, alternating or changing its fulcrum ; said lever

also ascending in its course of action. The lever is detached, and
merely rests on its fulcra. Two moveable fulcrums d^, in the form of

two bolts or pins, are employed ; these are inserted in suitable holes

c, arranged equi-distant from each other, but not opposite horizon-

tally, yet are so arranged that if lines or dots be drawn from one
hole to another, across an angle of 30 degrees, said lines or dots will

indicate a right angle triangular position, as shown in the engraving,
below the bolts or pins.

Claim.—The construction of a lifting jack, provided with series of

perforations c c c c^ and movable alternating fulcrums d d e e^ the

double notched lever g g g^ ^g. 2, combined with the chain J J J K,
and stay-hole L L L, substantially as shown, and in the manner
described.

No. 18,760.

—

David L. Miller, of Madison, N. J.

—

Improvement in

Lifting Jacks.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—Fig. 1 is an exterior

view of the jack, partly raised, as shown from H to C. Fig. 2 is a

vertical section of the same, showing the operation of the screw A and
gearing E and F during the process of raising a heavy body, either

upon the foot C_, or upon the head of the outer cylinder B, which
moves up and down with the screw A^ when revolved by means of the

bevel gearing E and F, operated by the crank I. The gear F is

attached to the screw, and forms a part of the same ; and the male
gear E, which is attached to the crank, and connects with the corre-

sponding gear F, through the outer or movable cylinder B at Gr, which
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moves up or down with tbe screw, tlius keeping the bevel gearing in gear
and at a fixed point upon the lifting screw^ near the top B^ of cylinder

B, which has a recess to receive and support the top of the screw, thus
preventing any lateral movement when the screw is at its highest
points ; the base being supported by the stationary nut K, in the inner
cylinder or standard D that is attached to the base H.
The inventor says : I do not claim to be the inventor of the indi-

vidual or separate parts of the described screw jack.

But I claim the adjustable cylinder B, shoe C, inner cylinder or

adjustable standard D, in combination with the main or lifting screw

A and gearing E and F, arranged and operated as described and
shown in the drawings.

No. 18,364.

—

Albekt A. Vbdder, of Lysander, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Lubricating Carriage Axles.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—

•

In describing the construction and operation of this improvement, the

inventor says : I construct my axle in any of the known forms, and
construct a reservoir at a convenient point, as at B, in the accom-
panying drawing, in which I place a screw A, leaving a space for the

grease or oil. C is a tube or channel leading from the top of the

space B to the aperture at D. From D to E there is a groove which
tapers, and runs out at E to distribute the grease or oil evenly over the

whole surface as the wheel turns.

The inventor claims the manner of lubricating axles by means of a
reservoir, screw, and suitable conduit, as described, or any other manner
substantially the same, and which will produce the intended effect.

No. 18,863.

—

Enoch N. Eoland, of Baltimore, Md.—Improvement
in Lubricating Oil Cups,—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—In this

improvement, the valve b, at its lowest extremity, is of such a shape
that it fits accurately to the shoulder i, when it is turned down to its

lowest position ; and the face of the valve d is of such a shape that it

perfectly closes the aperture of the neck g, which descends from the

lower section B of the oil cup. The valve b is operated by means of the

crank j, and the valve d by means of the crank Jc.

Claim.—The peculiar combination of the screw valves b d with each

other, and with the funnel neck and other portions of said oil cup,

substantially as set forth.

No. 16,871v

—

Jacob D. Custer, of Norristown, Pa.

—

Improved
Method of Lv.bricaiing under Pressure.—Patent dated March 24,

1857.—The nature of this invention consists in forming a chambered
oil cup for oiling steam chests, cylinders, hammers, &c., by using a

globe or oil chamber, and an upper and lower centre stop, or valve

operated by a vertical revolving cup, or a vertical cylindrical stem, a

vertical stuffing box, vertical screws, and two horizontal handles.

Claim.—The vertical revolving cap attached to the vertical revolving

cylindrical stem C C C, the grinding or solid center valve E at the

bottom ; the screw G- and its grinding or solid centre valve F, the

handles I and H, and the stuffing box B, all so combined as to form
a substantial vertical centre stop, revolving cup, steam chest, and
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steam cylinder ; oil cup for steam engines, steam hammers, &c., using
for that purpose brass, or any other metal that may be deemed best,

substantially as described.

No. 16,553.

—

Norman W. Pomeroy, of Meriden, Conn.

—

Improved
Lubricator.—Psitent dated February 3, 1857.—The valve rod g rests

on the inside of the elastic disk 0, which serves as the bottom of the
oil vessel A ; so that by pressing the disk inward it will move the
valve rod, and open the valve c, and allow the oil to escape. The
spring / will close the valve, when the pressure is removed.

Claim.—The method of working the valve c, by means of the spiral

spring / and elastic disk or bottom 0, when the whole is constructed,

arranged, and made to operate' substantially as described.

No. 17,118.

—

Hiram Strait, of Covington, Kj.^Improved Lubri-
cator.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The oil is poured on the lid

L, and then passes down into sponge S, and then its flow on to the parts

to be lubricated is regulated by the pressure given by the thumb
screw T.

Claim.—The oil cup X, with its sliding bottom B, thumb screw T,
guides Gr Gr, in combination with porous oil bags or pieces of sponge
S, or any other porous and elastic material saturated with oil, and
the spring Y, substantially as specified.

No. 17,822.

—

Henry J. Hawkins, of Mobile, Ala.

—

Improved Lubri-
cator.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—By pressing down the rod B to

the position represented in the engraving, the valve D closes the

passage leading from the oil cup A ; while the valve C opens the lower
passage, and the oil contained in the lower part of cup A escapes, in

the manner represented in the engraving.
The inventor says : I do not claim the origination of lubricating

steam engines by a stationary or movable machine, as some such
method has long been in use. I claim the general arrangement of this

lubricator, with its mode and manner of admitting the lubricating

substances, so as to strike at once on all parts of the interior surface

of the cylinder.

No. 17,957.

—

William Baker, of Utica, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Automatic Lubricator for Railroad Gar Axles.—Patent dated August
11, 1857.—When the car or locomotive is in motion, the concussions

of the wheels against the rails cause the piston C to swing slightly on
its supporting spring e, and at each vibration it forces a small supply
of oil irom the reservoir a, through passage p, up to the journal J.

The inventor says : I am aware that machines have been constructed

to lubricate car journals, by conveying the oil^ or other lubricating

material, from a reservoir below to the journal, by means of capillary

attraction, by the use of cotton wicking, cotton cloth, cotton waste,

coarse wool, or other porous or spongy substance, applied between
the oil and the journal, and also by the action of various mechanical

agencies and constructions placed under and around the journal, and
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depending for their action upon motion to be communicated to tliem

by the revolving action of the journal.

I do not, therefore, claim any such agency, and whatever contriv-

ances may have been constructed by the use of bobs or pendulums to

convey the oil to the journal, and moved in any manner by the motion
of the cars, I disclaim.

But I claim the mode described of conveying and applying the lubri-

cating material to the journals of railroad cars and locomotives, by
ejecting the same from the reservoir to the journal by the use of the

piston, as described, which is moved directly by the jar or concussion

when the car or locomotive is in motion, without the aid of capillary

attraction, or the use of any absorbent whatever, or any mechanical
agency, to be propelled by the revolving action of the journal, the

same being arranged and operating substantially as set forth.

No. 17,9*72.

—

Alexander B. Latta, of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improvement
in Automatic Lubricator for Railroad Car Axles.—Patent dated Au-
gust 11, 185*7.—The vertical vibrating motion of the cars operates the

oiling arm J in the box case, by flapping oil up against the axle B
through the medium of spring x, rod lo, and lever v.

Claim..—The arrangement of the lever t;, rod lu, and spring x, com-
bined with the car y, as represented, or their equivalents, for actuating

the lubricator by the vertical vibrating motion of the cars, as and for

the purposes mentioned.

No. 16,796.

—

John Henwood, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Lubricators for Steam Engine Cylinders.—Patent dated March 10,

1857.
Claim.—The piston B, having the oil cup attached by a hollow

stem and provided with a valve j working in an oil cylinder C, that

is provided with an arrangement of passages e//, substantially such

as described, leading to the steam cylinder, valve-chest, or other part

to be lubricated, and with a cock having an arrangement of passages

e*/*/* ^ ^, to correspond with said passages from the oil cylinder,

the whole operating substantially as specified.

No. 18,322.

—

Charles Carlisle, of Woodstock, Vt.

—

Improvement
in Machine for Packing Wool.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—To
operate this improved machine an open fleece of wool is spread upon
the table and leaves BOB; the sides of the fleece are then folded in-

wards, partly by hand, or by folding the leaves inwards upon the

table, as the case may require, until the fleece is packed straight

and even upon the table, which is then moved to the right, and the

end of the fleece is brought under and folded around the shaft Gr ; the

wrench H being now turned in the direction of the arrow, the fleece is

wound compactly and neatly around the shaft Gr.

The inventor claims : First. The shaft G weighted on its bearings

and so adjusted as to rise or recede from the movable table B while

the fleece is being wound around it, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose specified.
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Second. The movable table C for the purpose of conveying the fleece

to and under the shaft G, while in the process of being wound up.

Third. The oblique anti-friction rollers F F, for the purpose speci-

fied.

Fourth. The folding leaves B B as detached from the movable table

C, and yet so adjusted as to fold the fleece over and upon the table,

and thus to straighten and compress it, preparatory to its being
wound »p.

Fifth. The method of adjusting the binding twine c c so as to bring
it under the fleece in position for a neat and expeditious binding of

the same.

No. 18,328.

—

Albert Dork, of Orleans, Mich.

—

Improvement in

Machine for Packing Wool.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—The im-
provements in this invention are shown in the drawings and claim.

The inventor, in setting forth his claims, says : I do not claim the

movable or folding leaves h i j and K, as my invention ; but I do
daimj First. The press follower H, as in combination with said leaves,

or any other box or apparatus for folding or holding wool, and being

the bottom of the same, and so constructed as to be raised up for the

purpose of pressing the wool, and may be operated by rack W, pin-

ions V and Q, spur wheel T, and crank 0, as herein set forth, or in any
other convenient way.

Second. I claim the rack W, pinions v and Q, spur wheel T, ratchet

S, ratchet wheel E, the spring r, crank with the shafts P and U,
the rack rod G, as described, for the purpose of operating the follower

H, as set forth.

Third. I claim the crank X, shaft Y, pinion Z, segment a, and
spring p, substantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

Fourth. I claim the treadle 5, arm d, and the rods e m and n^ or

their equivalents, for the purposes set forth.

Fifth. I claim the slide twine holders oo o and bales 1 1, as described

and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,004.

—

William Wilson, Jr., of Brandywine, Del., assignor

to James Wilson, Charles Green, and WilliAxM Wilson, Jr.—im-
proved Drop Press.—Patent dated August 11^ 1857.—As the drop C
descends, it forces the spring E back from the die ; and as the drop
rises, the spring throws the pressed article from the die h.

Claim.—The employment of the spring E, when so arranged with
the drop C as to effect the delivery of the article stamped, substantially

in the manner set forth.

No. 17,978.

—

William Nbedham and James Kite, of Vauxhall,
England.

—

Improvement in Filtration Press for Expressing Liquids

from Substances.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The material to be
acted upon is forced by a force pump up the supply pip^ <x, and through
the conducting pipes 6, into the corresponding bags, which are within

the chambers of the press ; the pump continuing to work until the

liquid, yielding to the pressure, finds vent through the cloth, runs
along the channels i and y, and makes its escape, leaving the more
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solid parts between the floats until the press refuses to receive any
more.
The inventors say : We do not claim the exclusive use of any of

the parts, taken as parts of the apparatus described and shown, but
only in so far as the same is used in combination, for the purpose of

our invention.

We claim the exclusive use of the combination of parts described,

forming apparatus or machinery for expressing liquids or moisture
from substances.

No. 16,391.

—

William W. Marsh, of Jacksonville, 111.

—

Improve-
ment in Oil Press.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The boxes F
being filled with seed, the pump is started, and the plunger B rises

lifting the several trusses E in succession, and causing the pistons h to

enter the interposed boxes F and express the oil from the seed, which,
passing through the perforations n into the gutters c, thence into

gutters dj drops through holes g, from one truss B to another, and is

all collected in the bottom gutter h, from whence it escapes by pipe i

into a suitable receptacle.

The inventor says : I am aware that boxes having hinged sides or

ends have long been used in connexion* with various kinds of presses,

and I therefore disclaim them. But 1 am not aware that the pis-

tons of oil presses have been provided with flanges or side pieces,

extendicg below the line of the bottom of the piston surfaces, for the

purposes set forth.

I claim providing the lower or piston surfaces h of the trusses E
with vertical flanges or side pieces e e, when a space is left between
said side pieces and the bottom piston surfaces 6, in the manner and
for the purposes specified.

No. 18,502.—T. J. De Yampert, of Mobile, Ala.

—

Im^provement in

Steam Cotton Press,—Patent dated October 2Y, 1857.—This invention

consists in the arrangement and combination of four piston rods, which
unitedly operate the followers of the press, with a central axis and
cross-levers located within the steam chest.

The claim of the inventor and the engravings will give an idea of

this improvement.
The inventor says : I do not claim the toggle levers d and cross

levers Q Q, separately or in themselves considered ; for they have been
previously used and applied in various ways to presses.

Nor do I claim broadly the application of steam power to presses as

a motor for presses ; an example may be seen in S. G. Cabbell's and
A. Seely's rejected application, 1854.

Nor do I claim broadly the union of the upper and lower platens

of presses, by means of toggle links ; an example may be seen in

Aaron Hale's patent, June 26, 1832.

But I claim t^ie arrangement and combination of four piston rods

F H N N, which unitedly operate the followers of the press, with a
central axis K and cross levers Q d, located within the steam chest 0,
as described.
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No. 18j864.

—

John Koy, of New Orleans, La.

—

Improvement in

Steam Cotton Press.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—The claim

and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I am aware that steam has been directly applied

to the followers of cotton and other presses, and I do not claim

broadly the employment or use of steam cylinders for such purpose.

But I claim the employment or use of a plurality of steam cylinders

of different dimensions, arranged and applied to the press as shown,
or in an equivalent way, so that the cylinders of small capacity may
be first used, or used at the commencement of the stroke, and the

larger one used near the completion of the stroke, whereby the steam
is applied in quantities commensurate with the power required at dif-

ferent parts of the stroke, and a saving of steam thereby effected.

I also claim connecting the piston P^ with the cross-head E by
means of the cylinder S and hollow rod P^, arranged as shown, and in

connexion with the tank or cistern U, and the loaded valve V with

levers W attached, whereby a compensating piston rod is obtained,

the rod being allowed to contract as the cross-head descends, and to

expand as it ascends, and at the same time when expanded or drawn
out, being, in consequence of the hydraulic arrangement described,

perfectly rigid, so that the full effective force exerted against the

piston P^ will be communicated to the cross-head E and follower D.

No. 18,895.

—

John Eiberweiser, of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improvements
in Wine and Cider Press.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—These
improvements consist in constructing the platform so that no wine or

cider will be wasted, that it may flow easily to the receiver, and that

the sides of the double box may be taken away the more easily in

order to remove the dregs without disturbing the platform, or any of

the other sides of the box ; the double box L M N is so constructed

as to let the juice flow freely from the grape. It also consists of a screw
and its appendages, so constructed that the foot of the screw, being

conical, will prevent any loss of juice through the hole through which
it passes in the platform F G H, and as to its appendages by applying
iron balls between the smooth surfaces e and c to give greater power
and prevent nearly all friction.

Claim.—The peculiar construction and arrangement of the plat-

form and the double box on a wine and cider press, constructed in

such a manner as described.

No. 16,389.—RoDOLPHUS Kinsley, of Springfield, Mslsb.—Improve-
ment in Presses.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The article to be

pressed is placed upon the platen r ; and on turning the lever F to a

horizontal position, the platen will be raised until struts s rest on the

highest points of cams d ; at this point the segment h comes in gear

with pinion m, which by its revolution turns the cam e a quarter turn,

which slowly lifts the platen r still higher off cams d, and gives the

last powerful pressure.

Claim.—The compound action of the cam and eccentric, or their

equivalents, arranged and combined substantially in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.
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No. 18,862.—C. H. Kobertson, of Middleport, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Cheese Presses,—Patent dated December 15, 1867.—The nature of

tliis invention consists in the arrangement of certain devices for the
purpose of making a cheese press with movable fulcrums to its levers.

The object of this arrangement is to obtain more pressing space with
the same power than could be done otherwise.

The inventor says : I claim the employment of the slotted box a
attached to the cross-piece A, for the purpose of confining the levers

B, and allowing them to slip on end by means of the slots in said box
;

thus changing position and gaining the length of the slot in down-
ward motion, in addition to the fixed distance of the levers before a
change of the nuts D on the screws is necessary.

I also claim the combination of the cord E, pulleys c, levers B, and
slotted box a, when arranged with the cross-piece A, and screws 0,
and nuts D, for the purpose of making a cheese press, such as de-

scribed and set forth.

ISTo. 16,494.—M. L. Parry, of Galveston, Texas.

—

Improvement in

Cotton Presses.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—One of the pinions

I being thrown in gear with the rim c, and motion being given to the

driving shaft H, the nut D will be turned, and the follower B will be
forced down. The follower is raised by shifting the pinion I by means
of the lever J, so that it may gear into the teeth a on the nut D, and
a reverse motion will be given the nut, and the screw and follower

elevated with a comparatively quick motion.
The inventor says: I am aware that various devices have been in-

vented for changing the motion of revolving wheels and shafts by
means of shifting pinions. But I am not aware that a press has ever

been made in which there was combined with the screw a nut of the

peculiar construction, shown and. operating in conjunction with a
shifting pinion, as described.

I disclaim the raising and lowering ©f a screw by means of a nut
which is caused to revolve in difierent directions.

I claim the double geared nut D working in combination with screw

C, and operated by one or more shifting pinions F, in the manner and
for the purposes substantially as set forth.

No. 18,995. — KiLEY Smith, of Towanda, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Cotton Presses.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by an examination of the claim and en-

gravings.

The inventor says : I claim so combining a set of falling weights,

or their equivalents, with a movable cotton or pressing box and its

levers, as that when the united force of said weights is applied to said

box, it shall start it up, and draw in its levers, and admit of a better

application of the first moving power of the press, as set forth.

I also claim the so applying of the ropes or chains that draw down
and force up the pressing-box to the follower, as that the slack of one
shall lead or be in advance of the winding up of the other, as set forth^

and for the purpose explained.
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I also claim the application of the roller T, with its excentric Wy
and pins 12 3, for the double purpose of a fastening to said door, and
as a means of tightening up the bale ropes, as set forth.

No. 18_,T66.—George W. Penniston, of North Yernon, Indiana.

—

Improvement in Cotton and Hay Presses,—Patent dated December 1,

1857.—The claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—Connecting each of the ropes which operate the toggle

to work the press and draw back the plunger to separate and
independent capstan barrels, arranged to tarn freely on the same
shaft, provided with a device to lock either of them to said shaft

when desired, as described ; so as to save three- fourths of the time
heretofore required to retract the press, and the time and labor of

reversing the horse twice for each bale pressed.

No. 18,854.

—

James Massey, of Thomasville, Ga.

—

Improvement in

Cotton and Hay Presses.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—In the
engravings A is the cross- sill, to which are fastened the upright posts

by means of the cross-tie braces, by means of a staple and key ; B are

the upright wrought iron posts ; a the cross-ties or braces ; D the ends
of the side braces ; C^ the tie braces of iron for strengthening the

frame ; E the screw ; F the top side braces and block through which
the screw passes ; h the adjustable stands ; F^ the boxes.

Claim.—The manner of constructing a portable press by means of

the slotted cross- ties let into the posts B, and fastened by keys, as

described, thus forming a permanent self-supporting press, readily

adjusting, without the use of either bolts or screws to fasten it together,

as set forth.

No. 17,053.

—

George W. Penniston, of North Yernon^ Ind.

—

Im-
provement in Self-Releasing Doors of Cotton Presses.—Patent dated
April 14, 1857.—When the plunger d arrives at the end of its stroke_,

the arm i attached to the plunger pushes forward rod e, and withdraws
key / from confining the button g ; the pressure from within then
operating against button g, causes the latch h to fly back, and to open
the side doors m automatically for the cording of the bale.

The inventor says : I do not claim the duplex toggle joint, nor the

mode of operating it described.

But I claim the traversing bar e, in connexion with the arm i of the

plunger, for the purpose of retracting the key / to release the doors

when the plunger arrives at the proper point to make the bale being
pressed the size required.

No 17,411.—MiLO Peck, of New Haven, Conn.

—

Improvement in

Drop Presses.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—Motion being imparted
to the driving gear wheel j, the crank e raises the drop A to its highest

point, when just as the crank e passes its centre, the locking sweep g
is caught, and held by lock m, at the same time the dog a is tripped

out of ratchet h by back guard ring 6, so that the drop A is held sus-

pended ; the hub ^, ratchet h, and wheel j revolving on the crank
shaft. Bj operating the treadle z 2, the dog a is disengaged from
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ratchet h^ and tlie drop falls with its whole weight to the anvil B.
By operating rod r, the guard ring c, fig. 3 is drawn outwards, and
the dog a is thrown out of the ratchet at the bottom ; and as the crank
e revolves, the drop remains on the anvil. By pressing wheel t against

wheel /i, the shafts s and d are locked together by the friction of said

wheels, and the fall of the drop is regulated, so that it is made to de-

scend as slowly as the crank e revolves, by which arrangement the;

force of the drop may be adjusted.

The inventor says : I am aware that the Y wheels by themselves

are common property, and that a patent has been granted to Henry
Bushnell for operating a drop by means of Y wheels, with a section

of one wheel removed, so as to lift the drop by means of the Y wheels,

and permit it to fall with its full force and I do not claim them when
used in any such manner.

I claim the combination of the male and female Y wheels, with the

sweep shaft d^ the ratchet wheel h, the dog a, and the guard ring h, or

their equivalents, so that the fall of the drop can be regulated and
controlled substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the movable guard ring c, in combination with the sweep
shaft c?, the ratchet wheel K, and the dog a, or their equivalents, by
means of which the time the drop shall remain upon the anvil can be
regulated and controlled, substantially in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

• No. 17,278.

—

Henry Hughes, Port Gibson, Miss.

—

Improvement in

Presses for Cotton^ &c,—Patent dated May 12_, 1857.—By turning
plate D, the rods E^ are brought to the position represented in dotted

lines, and the follower F is raised. It will be seen by the shape of

the grooves a that the speed of the follower F is quick at first, and
gradually diminishes as the substance is compressed.
(7Zam.—The employment of a grooved plate D, or its equivalent,

having a horizontal or other formed surface with grooves thereupon
;

for the purpose of operating the levers E^ E^, in the manner and for

the purpose substantially as described.

No. 17,161.

—

William W. Marsh, of Jacksonville, HI.

—

Improve-

ment in Securing and Guiding the Boxes of Oil Presses.—Patent dated

April 28, 1857.—The guide bars B standing above the trusses 0, at

the sides of the meal boxes D, and fitting snugly thereto, serve to

guide the boxes in and out of the trusses, and also to confine the

hinged sides d against the outward pressure that is produced upon
them by the expressing operation ; and at the same time by their

tongued form 6, entering the grooves e in the boxes, they connect the

trusses with the boxes above them, in such a manner, that when the

ram which is'at the bottom of the press is withdrawn in a downward
direction, each truss is left suspended from the box above it, and cour-

sequently adds its great weight to that of the box to assist in drawing
the box off the piston, which renders it imperative upon the box to

descend.

The inventor says : I do not claim generally the use of longitudinal
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guides or flanges at the sides of the trusses to guide the boxes to and
from the trusses, and keep the hinged side of the boxes closed.

But I claim the employment upon the upper sides of the trusses of

the longitudinal guides B B, of ^uch form, substantially as described,

that while they serve to conduct the boxes to and from the press, and
to confine the hinged sides against the outward pressure, they also

serve to connect the trusses with the boxes, for the purpose specified.

No. 17,108.

—

Cornelius Martratt, of New Baltimore, N. Y.

—

Im-
provement in 31ethod of Securing the Boors of Hay Presses, dc,—Patent
dated April 21, 1857.—The door D is hinged at K to the frame of the

press, and is secured at its other end to said frame, by means of

loop E passing over the rounded ends of the battons C. When the

bale is pressed within this press, the door B can be opened by operat-

ing handle H, which by means of link Gr withdraws loop E, and causes

the door C to open gradually, thus preventing injury to the operators.

Claim.—The form of crank or loop E, the elliptic or eccentric form
of the ends of battens C 0, and the combination of the one with the

other, for the purpose of securing a door or hatch, and for the purpose
of preventing a sudden and dangerous start of the door in opening,

by means of the gradual movement of the battens outward, as the

loop is turned off from them, substantially as described.

No. 16,422.

—

William Wilber, of New Orleans, La.

—

Improvement
in Oil-pressing Machinery.—Patent dated January 13, 1857; England,
June 12, 1856.—The reduced and heated material, passing out of the

end of the concave of the reducer P, drops on to a heavy hair-cloth

belt K^ which passes around the two rollers S and T, and being pressed

against the leather belt W, the oil is extracted from the material

passing through the hair cloth and suitable conduits in the roller T
to the ends of said roller, whence it runs into the receiver X. The
material then passes between the hair cloths K and k ; the oil dropping,
at this operation, into receiver Z, while the cake passes out along the
bed p.

Claim.—Extracting or expressing the oil from tempered oleaginous

seeds or other vegetable matter, by pinching and carrying said tem-
pered material between two belts or aprons made of hair cloth or

similar heavy porous materials, and thus forcing it through, between
compressing rollers, substantially as described ; and this I claim,

whether the oil be cold pressed or hot pressed, or both, as set forth,

or whether used in connection with a reducing apparatus or separate

therefrom.

No. 18,367.

—

William Wilber, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Oil-pressing Machinery.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—The in-

ventor, in describing the operation of his improvement, says : Steam
passes from the boiler, through the pipe 0, into the chamber n n,

through which the coil m passes. It parts with its heat to the coil

and becomes condensed, and the water of condensation is drawn off

through the pipe p. The fan J, being put in operation, draws cold

air from the cold air compartment of chamber R, and drives it through
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pipe I and coil m. Here the air becomes heated and passes through
pipe q into the hot air compartment of chamber R, whence it is dis-

tributed as follows : A portion of it goes by pipe r to the further end
of the rollers, and, after heating, returns by the pipe s to the cold air

compartment ; another portion is driven through the pipe t, and
supplies, by one branch pipe u, the blast between the rollers, and by
another w, that in hopper c ; pipe t itself supplying the crushing and
tempering mill. The air lost in these operations is supplied by pipe x
communication with the cold air compartment of the chamber.
The inventor claims the arrangement described of a system of cham-

bers and tubes, in connexion with a fan or other proper blowing or

exhausting apparatus, for the purpose of circulating hot air through
various parts of the machine, and applying it directly to the seeds

and pulp, substantially in the manner specified.

No. 16,381.

—

Thaddeus Fairbanks, of St. Johnsbury, Vermont.

—

Improvement in Platform Scales,—Patent dated January 13, 1857.

—

The levers C are supported at one end by the arched bridges D, and
are suspended at the other to the knife-edge bearings g of one of the

longitudinal levers E F, E^ F^ which are connected to a steelyard lever

H, in the usual manner. The platform c is supported by the levers

C, and the article to be weighed being placed upon it exerts its pressure

upon levers c and E F.

The inventor says : I do not claim a combination of levers wherein
four platform bearing levers are multiplying levers, and radiate from
one common centre, and are there suspended to the multiplying lever

connected with an eq^ualizing lever, as I am aware that such is a com-
mon method of making a platform sclale.

Nor do I claim the combination of a multiplying lever, an equalizing

lever, and an equalizing and multiplying lever, as I am aware that

such have been employed, and the platform thereof upheld by being
made to rest directly on the first and last of said levers. This difiers

essentially from my combination and arrangement, as by such I am
enabled to employ an additional series of levers, viz : the transverse

levers COO, whereby I gain an extra or manifold increase of leverage,

and thus render the weighing apparatus useful for determining the

weights of railway carriages.

Nor do I claim the employment of a series of transverse and multi-

plying levers, with a lever composed of a long longitudinal shaft, and
an arm arranged transversely and projecting from such shaft, the

transverse bearing levers of the platform being applied to the long
shaft with reference to its axis, as described.

But I claim my improved arrangement and combination of four

bearing multiplying levers 0, a multiplying lever E, and a lever

F_, made as described^ so as to act at the same time as an equalizing

and multiplying lever, the whole being applied to a steelyard weigh-
ing lever by means substantially as set forth.

I also claim arranging the suspension bridge so that its arched

standards shall extend upward by the sides of the platform, and be-

tween it and the sides of the pit, in manner as stated, in combination
with arranging the transverse levers 0, and their bearings below
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the platform
J
the same affording the necessary room for the vertical

play of the longitudinal levers, while it secures an advantage as re-

gards the depth of the pit as stated.

No. 17,230.—KuFus Porter, of Washington, D. C.

—

Improvement
m the Buckets of Automafic Grain- Weighing Machines.—Patent dated

May 5, 1857.—The apparatus heing in the position represented in the

engraving, the grain passes from hopper A into bucket E, and the

left balance beam F is brought to an horizontal position, the horn h
depressing wing k, whereby the valve L is brought into such a posi-

tion that the stream of grain from hopper A is divided, and three-

fourths thereof is conducted to bucket E^ ; in this position all the

weights W, with the exception of one, are elevated ; but when the

bucket E preponderates and raises the bottom weight of the left series,

the horn g trips the oatch lever T, and the valve plate L, being thus
liberated, falls into its left position, suspending the descent of the

grain in that direction and elevating the tripping point s, thereby
tripping the left knuckle braces ij\ and discharging the grain from
bucket E, then the trap door m instantly closes, and the knuckle-braces

resume their ordinary position. The same process is repeated with
the bucket E^, and the index Z is moved one point by the reciprocal

motion of fingers/.

Claim.—First, the combination of the tripping rods S with the valve
plate N, and knuckle braces i and j, whereby the movement of tha
valve gate L (which is operated by means of the scale beams F) causes.

the contents of the buckets E to be discharged alternately, as set forth.

Second . The knuckle braces i and j in combination with the trap-

doors m, whereby the latter are spontaneously closed and fastened im~-

mediately after the grain is discharged, as set forth.

XIII.--G RINDING MILLS, &c

No. 18,753.—Charles Lenzmanj^, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Machine Banding.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—This banding
is impregnated and covered with a composition of which linseed oil

and cement, together with a slow drier, form the principal ingredients
;

a single web and woven of any suitable fibrous materials is used in
a manner peculiar in these respects, viz : First, that it shall be woven
of the width of the desired band. Second, that the filling shall be
covered by the warp threads. Third, that the filling shall be of
threads of greater diameter than the warp threads, and may be of
coarser material ; this is for the purpose of giving stiffness to the baud
in the line of its width.

The composition above stated may be varied by substituting other

Vol. ii 15
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similar pigments to form the body of the composition without essen-

tially changing its character of pliability when dry.

The inventor says : I do not claim the web or the composition sepa-

rately ; neither do I claim broadly saturating webs woven from fibrous

materials with the composition above described.

But I do claim as a new manufacture the machine banding, sub-
stantially as before described.

No. 17,743.

—

Lucius J. Knowles, of Warren, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Belt-Shifterfor Machinery.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—By shift-

ing the frame e to the position represented in dotted lines^ the belt K
will be shifted from pulley D to pulley D^, as shown in dotted lines,

by reason of the tendency of the rollers H I to move the belt K in a
line at right angles to the axes on which they turn.

The inventor says : I am aware that a device employing a single

roller, and arranged to be capable of being canted, has been used in

combination with guard arms on a belt for the purpose of preventing
the belt changing its position laterally upon the pulley, or for causing
the belt to traverse directly over the turning point of the roller frame,

and for righting the belt in case it should deviate from the centre to

either one side or the other of the pulley, and I therefore do not claim
such an arrangement, as the same was patented by Samuel Sawyer in

1833.

I claim
J
first, shifting a belt or band from one pulley to another by

means of two rollers capable of vibration, so as to be set slightly ob-

lique either to the right or left to a line at right angles with the edge
of the belt or band, substantially as set forth.

Second. The peculiar construction of the upper roller G, substan-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third. Having the roller H capable of sliding on its axle as it shifts

the belt, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,216.—KoBERT Hale, of Eoxbury, Mass.

—

Improvements in

Machines for Making India Rubber Belting.—Patent dated May 5,

1857.—The prepared material being cut in strips of double the width
of the intended belt is wound upon a hollow shaft a^, and passes be-

tween rollers Gr, thence between rollers c, where it is bent in the shape
represented in figure 2 ; thence between rollers c^, figures 1 and 3,

which bend it further ; thence between the rollers / and rollers c^,

which bring the edges nearly together, they being kept separated by
means of a blade ¥ on plate x. The belt then passes between the
pressing rollers M, and thence over the roller ; this roller has a
strip of cloth wound around it, which is constantly moistened with
camphene from a suitable vessel m, and the belt as it passes over said

roller has its seam moistened by said cloth, and upon passing between
the rollers E a strip of India rubber x passing through tube Q is ce-

mented to the belt by the pressure of the rollers R, and the seam is

thus closed. The teeth of one of the rollers S complete this process of

cementing, and the belt then passes into a box Z filled with powdered
soapstone, to prevent the parts of it from striking together when coiled

;

the belt is then discharged from the machine. To form a three or four-
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ply belt, a single or double strip h} is fed on the strip g^ between the

rollers G, which is thus enclosed between strip g^.

Claim.—The manufacture of machine belting by folding and cement-

ing strips of India rubber cloth by a series of mechanical devices^ sub-

stantially such as described.

Second. The method described of moistening the seam and apply-

ing the India rubber strip thereto, for the purpose set forth.

Third. The manner described of applying the middle for a belt of

three or more plys by means of guides^ the two beicg united in the

manner set forth.

No. 18,650.

—

Lewis Smith, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improved Fastening

for Machine Belting.— l*atent dated November 17, 1857.—The claim

and engravings show the nature of this invention.

Claim.—A series of curved arms A with faced end fingers 0, ex-

tending from a bar B on either side and at right angles thereto, com-
posed of one entire piece of metal, being a new article of manufacture,

and constituting a belt clasp to be used in joining the two ends of

belts in running machinery, in the manner specified.

No. 18,941.

—

Benjamin Chester, of New York, N. Y., assignor to

W. H. BuRNAP, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improvement in Mode of Belting.—
Patent dated December 22, 1857.—The claim and engraving explaia

the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim an intermediate pulley betweea
a driving pulley and a pulley to be driven by an endless belt, when
such intermediate pulley is merely a guide pulley.

Nor do I claim broadly the winding of belts several times around
the peripheries of windlasses, for the purpose of obtaining additional

friction. Examples of ropes and chains thus arranged may be seen

in Dine:ler's Polytechnic Journal, vol. 81, page 4 ; H. 0. Nicholis'

device rejected, 1845 ; and that of Richards & Winsor, 1854.

But I claim the arrangement and combination of a pulley C witk
the pulleys A B, when the driving belt, after passing around the

small pulley B, is led therefrom to and around the pulley C, thence

around pulley B to and around pulley A, as and for the purposes de-

scribed.

No. 18,179.—N. Baumann, of Elmore, 111.

—

Improvement in Flour
Bolt.—Patent dated September 15^ 1857—The ground grain passes

into case B, through passage A, and as shaft C is rotated the beaters

k will throw the ground grain into recess c, the ledge d serving to

arrest it, and by the concussion the flour will be detached from the
bran, the former passing through the cloth F, the latter being fed

towards spout g by the spiral form of beaters k.

The inventor says : I am aware that beaters placed both parallel

and spirally with their shaft have been used for similar purposes
; I

therefore do not claim said beaters separately.

But I claim the shell or case B, carved or formed as shown, in com-
bination with the rotating beaters K and frame e with bolting cloth/
attached, the whole being arranged, as shown, for the purposes set

forth.
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No. 17,126.

—

John Woodville, of Chillicotlie, O.

—

Improvement in

Mode of Attaching Bolting-Cloths to Reels.—Patent dated April 21,
1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to

the claim and engraving.

C^m.—Forming the cloth in eections C, and securing the sections

to the reel by means of rod K i and the bars C, which are attached to

the bars a, bolts d, and the bars m, which are attached to the rim o

by screws n, the whole being arranged, as shown, and described for the
purpose set forth.

I further claim the bolts d provided with the oblong and T-shaped
heads h and washers/, when arranged specifically, as shown, for the

purpose set forth.

No. 16,748.

—

Kensselaer Ebynolds, of Stockport, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in C^&ntrifugal Friction Clutch.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.

—

The nature of this improvement will be understood from the claim and
engravings.

Glmm.—The employment in the combination, substantially as spe-

cified, of the sector friction brakes sliding radially in the wheel or

pulley which rotates before the clutching takes place, and usually

termed the loose pulley, that the other wheel or fast pulley may be
clutched by the friction of the brakes due to the centrifugal force gen-
erated by the rotation, and by which they are forced onward agoinsfc

the inner periphery of the wheel to be clutched, as described, thereby
clutching the parts by a force no greater than that due to the friction

produced by the centrifugal force under the determined proportions,

weight, and rotative velocity of the friction brakes.

No. 18,927.

—

Geoege M. Phelps, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Governorsfor McLchinery,—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—In this

invention the device, employed to lessen the speed of the shaft D
whenever it becomes too fast, consists of the brake-pad h on the lever

i, hung to the post j, so that by pressing up the end h of that lever

the brake is pressed against the disk g^ fast on the shaft D, and by
pressing the end K down the brake is lifted from the plate g. The
segment G does not by its own centrifugal power press the brake-pad

h against the plate g—its force is too feeble ; but the segment G gov-

erns the application of the brake by controlling, by means of the valve

I mounted upon and moving with the rod d,, the motive action or

pressure of a current of air, pressing through the conduits I and o qm
the direction of the arrows therein, upon the piston H, arranged
within the cylinder to work the brake lever i.

Claim.—Causing the described centrifugal governor, or its equiva-

lent, to regulate the rotary motion of the shaft with which the gov-

ernor is positively driven by making the governor control by means
of a valve the motive action of a current of air or other gaseous fluid

upon a piston, or an analagous device arranged to work the mechanioai

contrivance by which the speed of the said shaft to be regulated is im«

mediately changed, substantially as set forth.
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No. 17,325.—J. R. Gates, Eckmansville, Oliio.

—

Improvement in

31achines for Cleaning Grain.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—The
grain passes from hopper e into the part h of the box H, and drops
on to screen 6^, whence it is conducted into box A. While the grain
is passing down part h, the blast generated by fan F draws the light

matter, chaff, &c., np over the top of the partition d, and the light

imperfect grain falls out at the lower end of part c, while the lighter

substances are drawn into the fan-box E, and forced out of its dis-

charge spout. The sound grain passes into the box A, is scoured by
beaters a and burr-stones B, and the grain falls through opening ,/,

while the dirt is drawn through the perforated cover ?, by the fan G-,

and forced out through the discharge spout of the fan-box D.
The inventor says : I claim the box H, divided into two compart-

ments by the partition d, the fan-box E, and scouring box A, provided
with the stones B, and rotating beaters a, when the parts are arranged
relatively with each other, as shown.

It being understood that I do not claim separately either of the parts

specified, but all the said parts^ when arranged and combined so as to

operate conjointly, as shown, for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,363.

—

Samuel Candy, of Ellicott's Mills, Md.

—

Improvement
in Grain Scourers and Separators.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—The
grain is fed to the machine at p, and passes through hopper L to the
centre of the upper scouring disk I, and being operated upon by spikes

e it passes over the edge of the disk I into the upper scouring hopper
F; the dust, already separated, passing througlx the perforations &,

whence it is carried off by the fan blast created by fan P. In this

manner the grain passes in successions over the entire series of disks

and scouring hoppers. On passing off the lower disk, the grain falls

into the blast coming in from below, and a final separation of all im-
purities takes place, the cleaned grain passing from the machine
through spring trap Q, while the impurities are discharged through
mouth M of the fan-chamber.
The inventor says : I do not claim, of themselves, scouring disks or

rubbers, as such are elements well known in all smut machines.

But I claim, the series of scouring disks I, and self-adjusting conical

rubbers J, on the same shaft and alternating with the disks, in combina-
tion with the hoppers F, performing the double function ofrubbing and
concentrating the grain ; the perforated casing G surrounding all of

the disks except the lower, and the tight outer casing A, arranged
and operating substantially as described, to effect a progressive clean-

ing and final separation of the grain.

No. 16,439.

—

George Heberling, of Quincy, 111.

—

Improvement in

Grain Separators.—Patent dated January 20, 1857.—The grain is fed

into the opening a, and acted upon by teeth d and corrugations e,

which clean the grain from dust, and passing between plate C and
revolving cone D it falls over the edge of cone D, where it is caught
by fan beaters F, by which it is thrown and beat around until it falls

en the curved rim M ; it is then conveyed to the sides of cone C, ope-

rated upon by beaters G, and, when scoured, passes out into the spout
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J ; liere it is acted upon by a blast from fan H, which drives the light
grains up the vertical portion of spout J, where the light grains fall

over behind the plates h, while the cheat and shrunk grains fall be-
hind the valve F.

Claim.—I distinctly disclaim the invention of the separate device*
described, as no one of them is new ; but

—

I daim the arrangment in a grain-cleaning machine of the plate

C armed with teeth d and rubbers e, the conical cylinder D, with
beaters and fans F and G, attached chute or rim M, plate N, tubes h,

and fan H, all constructed and operated substantially in the manner
set forth.

Ko. 16,471 —^MicHAEL De Camp, of South Bend, Ind.

—

Improve-
ment in Grain Separators.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—The
shaft 6 being set in rapid motion, the fan 8 9, divided into two parts

by disk 10, creates a vacuum both above and below the disk, by ex-

pelling the air through one common outlet 12. The air rushes in

with force through the indraught screen 2, to supply the vacuums
above the disk, meeting the grain which is fed in at hopper 1. The
sound, heavy grain descends through spout 20 into the scouring mill

D, where it is subjected to the action of the beaters 16, but the light

grain, dust, &c., are carried up through flue 22 into the chamber 25
;

the current here dividing and passing into flue 23 and 24 is so much
diminished in strength that the light grain, cheat, &c., will fall into

chamber 25, while the dust^ chaff, &c., is carried up through flues 23
and 24 to the fan, whence it is discharged into the open air.

The inventor says : I daim, first, the combination of the flue 22
with the flues 23 and 24 and chamber 25, constructed and arranged,

as herein described, for the purpose of separating light grain, wheat,

&c. , from still lighter substances, by dividing the current of air in

the manner described.

Second. I do not claim two fans upon the same shaft, separated from
each other by -a fixed partition ; but I claim the construction of the

fan by combining with a disk attached to a rotating shaft leaves

fixed upon each side of the disk, as specified.

No. 17,498.

—

Elisha Doud, of Oshkosh, Wis.

—

Improvement in

Grain Separators.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The grain to be

cleanee! passes through hopper P, and as the machine is set in motion

the screens ,gr and are vibrated, and the larger foreign particles are

drawn by the blast of fan F over the end of board h down the trunk

D, and are discharged at the bottom of the fan-box E. The grain

drops on to screen 0, and the cockle, which will not be acted upon by
the suction, on account of its gravity, will pass through the inner

part of screen 0, and will be discharged from the end of board h.

The inventor says : I am aware that fans have been employed in

various ways for generating blasts, and screens have also been used

and applied in various ways in grain separating machines.

I therefore do not claim either of the parts described separately or

in themselves considered.

I daim the vibrating shoe N, provided with the screens g o, and
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arranged relatively with the box or chest C and deflecting board 5,

as shown, in combination with trunk D and fan E, for the purpose
get forth.

No. 17,728.

—

Amasa Curtis, of Lena, 111.

—

Improvement in Grain
Separators.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—When the grain is mixed
with considerable chaff, straw, and light foreign matter, the valves i

and h should be adjusted in such a manner that valve i is opened, and
valve h is closed, and the blast may pass through the screens e F from
below, in order to prevent them from being choked. But when the
grain is mixed with dust, and finer, heavier substances, the valves i

and h should be adjusted as represented in the engravings, and the
blast will pass over and between the screens e F.

The inventor says : I do not claim the adjustable slats m, nor the
valves i h in the fan-box C, that iS;, separately, or in themselves con-

sidered, for they, or their equivalents, have been previously used.

But I claim the auxiliary shoe D, provided with the adjustable slats

m, in combination with the valves i h in the fan-box C, the above parts

being arranged, as shown, for the purpose set forth.

¥o. 17,853.

—

William Zimmerman, of Quincy, 111.

—

Improvement
m Gra/in Separators

.

—Patent dated July 21, 1857.—The grain passes

from hopper K down on to the rotating disk P, and is thrown by the

centrifugal power of said disk within the tube L ; at the same time
the fan A causes a current of air to pass into the machine between
the tube Z and the spreader Y, which, passing up through pipe L,
comes in contact with the descending grain in L, carrying the cheat

up to sittle in box S, while the grain escapes belov/.

Claim.—^The perforated rotating disk P, with its diamond-shaped
ring, or its equivalent, on the same shaft, with the fan arranged and
operated so as to throw the grain by centrifugal force into the blast-

pipe horizontally, substantially as described. The cheat box W
around the suction pipe, in combination with the tunnel-shaped de-

livering tube X and spreader Y, arranged substantially as described,

so as to make the grain descend through the blast of air and through
a tunnel-shaped pipe, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

A conical plug V, arranged so that it can be adjusted in the suction

pipe, substantially as described, to graduate the flow of the blast in the

suction pipe, and regulate it as desired.

No, 18,761.

—

John R. Moffat, of St. Louis, Missouri.

—

Improve-
ment in Grain Separators.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The
operation of the falling sections is as follows : At the upper or ad-

vancing part of their motion, the sections B^ remain closed by their

own weight, forming a continuous conveyor for the straw ; but after

passing over the large carrying roller on pulley D they are supported

by the chute-board C until their return motion ; approaching the

lower end of the apron, where the greatest accumulation of matter
takes place, they escape from the chute-board, and at this point the

beater A, rotating in the direction indicated by the arrow, operates in

connection with the falling section and effectually removes any such
accumulation.
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Claim.—The construction and arrangement, substantially as de-

scribed, of the rotary beater A within the apron^ in combination with
the falling sections B^, operating in the manner and for the purpoises

set forth.

No. 18,444.

—

Abram Gaar, of Eichmond, Ind.

—

Improvement in

Screens for Grain Separators.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—The
straw chaff and grain being indiscriminately thrown upon the screen

the straw will ride along over the top of the strips, and the blast from
the fan-blower, passing up through openings G, is directed forward
by the strips D, and meeting the chaff and light material blows it

out, whilst the heavy grains roll down the upper inclined sides of the

strips, falls through the apertures C, and is conveyed by a chute or

spout out of the machine in the usual manner.
The inventor says : 1 am aware that a riddle has been made of slats

alone ; and I am also aware that a screen has been made out of a
punched plate, and in some cases that a tongue has been left in the

aperture, which was bent upward to direct the blast, but that in this

latter plan the grain had little or no facility for passing through the

apertures. I claim none of these things.

But I daim a screen composed of a thin piece of metal punched with
suitably shaped apertures, with narrow strips of metal extending
across and riveted to said plate of metal, and overhanging said aper-

tures at any angle greater than that of the plate, for the purpose of al-

lowing the grain to pass through tiie apertares of said plate, giving

direction to the blast, and at the same time preventing straw or chaff

from entering said apertures, as set forth.

No. 18,137.

—

Christian Custer, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improved
Machine for Drying Grain, dc.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.

—

The grain passes from hopper L down on shoe M, and on to the upper
plate K, passing down said plate over its edge on to the lower plates

K, and escapes through spout J. The shaft E and plates K, as they
revolve, have a vertical reciprocating motion imparted to them by
means of tappet C, which operates lever F of fulcrum h ; the grain

is thus caused to pass in a thin sheet through the machine, and is

dried as it passes between the heated plates and pans.

The inventor says : I am aware that kilns, or devices provided with
drying cylinders or chambers heated artificially or by stoves, have
been arranged in various ways, and therefore I do not claim separately

or independent of their construction and arrangement, the parts

shown and described.

But I claim the rotating and vertically reciprocating drying cham-
ber, formed of the series of vessels or pans J and guide-plates K,
placed on the shaft E, and constructed and arranged as shown, in com-
bination with the furnace B, drum A, and hot air chamber D, the

above parts being arranged relatively with each other, as and for th«

purpose set forth.

No. 17,966.—J. B. GowDY and J. A. Welsh, of Xenia, Ohio.—
Improvement in Hominy Mills.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The
ooTii is fed continuously into the upper end of case A, through opening
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I ; and motion being given to shaft 0, the corn is acted upon by tbe
beaters /", which scour and crack it as it passes down, as indicated by
the solid arrows, the flanches e preventing the corn from rising. The
flour and dust is blown out through the slots c by the blast generated
by screw a, the blast passing down shaft C and out through holes 6,

as indicated by the dotted arrows. The hominy is discharged by the

beaters i through gate j.

The inventors say : We are aware that beaters secured to rotating

shafts, and placed within a case, have been previously used for crack-

ing corn, and for analogous purposes. We therefore do not claim the

beaters / attached to the shaft C separately or in themselves con-

sidered.

But we claim the shaft C, provided with the beaters/and flanches e^

in combination with the horizontal plates d within the perforated

case A, substantially, as shown, for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,232.

—

George E. Burt, Abram Wright, and George F,
Wright, of Harvard, lA-eiBB.—Improvement in Horse Po?i?er5.—Patent
dated September 22, 185*7.—This improvement consists in giving such
a shape to the ends of the side tracks to horse powers that closely-

fitted platform chains of any desired width of sections can be fitted

tightly to said track, and yet pass over their extremities with a per-

fect and unvarying smoothness, not embracing the track more tightly

at one point than at another ; this is shown by the exact position of
the links, wheels, and tracks. In fig. 2 it will be seen by the position

of the platform sections of chain marked g that the flexible joints at

their angles are on the semi-circular line ; but when moved forward
one-half the length of a link or section, as represented by the lines

marked i, the flexible joints of the sections or links come within the

semi-circular line sufficiently to allow the end of the link to arrive at J,
as represented in the drawing.
The tension of the chain and the position of the links being equal,

also the position of the links marked m being moved forward three-

fourths the length of a link, the flexible joints can come within the

semi-circular line in proportion to their position, the wheels all rest-

ing on the improved shaped track, and the ends of the links meeting
at their proper points, as shown in the drawing, obviates all unequal
strains or motion.
The inventors claim the method by which we are enabled to un-

erringly give such a shape to the ends of the tracks of said machine
that closely-fitted platform chains may be operated upon them without
producing any variation of tension or irregularity in the movement of

said chains^, substantially as set forth.

No. 16,612.

—

Cyrus Roberts, of Belleville, 111.

—

Improvement in

Attaching the Arms of Horse Powers.—Patent dated February 10,

1857.—When the machine is at rest, each sweep J is suspended be-

tween two arms I by means of the link rods K. When the machine
is in motion, each sweep will be suspended behind to the arm I, and
in front by the traces to the horse. Thus the sweeps will be relieved

from sudden jerks of the horses, and all the parts may therefore be
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made lighter than in other horse powers where the sweeps are rigidly

attached.

Claim.—The comhination of the radial rigid arms I and interme-

diate hinged and suspended sweeps J with the master wheel A, sub-

stantially as set forth.

No. 18,028.

—

Daniel Woodbury, of Kochester, N. Y.

—

Improvetnent

in Portable Morse Fowers.—Patent dated August 18, 1857.—Whilst
this horse power is being transported from place to place, the hinged
bars K, in connexion with their cross bar r and the lever G_, serve to

protect the horse power from being tilted over backwards.
Claim.—Poising the frame of said horse power upon a pair ofjournals

or spindles which are received into the hubs of suitable transporting

wheels, when the said frame is combined with the jointed bars K K,
and the jointed frame J J, substantially in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

No. 17,706.

—

Daniel Taylor, of Carbondale, Pa. j assignor to H.
A. Chambers and Daniel Taylor aforesaid.

—

Improvement in Manu-
facture of Journal Boxes for Shafting^ d'c.—Patent dated June 30,

1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a Journal box or section

of a journal box composed of a brass lining and an. iron body, when
the two are solidly united together by casting the latter upon the

former, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,333.

—

William H. Main, of Litchfield, 0.

—

Improvement in

Friction Rollersfor Journals of Shafts, Axles, dc.—Patent dated May
19, 1857.—The friction wheels C are set to turn within the grooves E
of the hub B, and flanges F of the wheel D are round rings which
are held together by means of the journals d of the friction wheels 0,
these rings thus forming a circular chain which is supported by the
friction wheels themselves.

Claim.—Arranging the two series of friction wheels at any suitable

angle with the line of the journal, so that when they (the said wheels)
are placed in a suitable box or wheel, the journal of said shaft may be
supported and braced in all directions—the friction wheels having
their journals supported by a series of embracing rings, which thus
form their rolling bearings in the manner described.

No. 18,734.

—

Abram C. Frederick, of Clarendon^ N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in llechanical Movements for Begidating the Action of a Fly
Wheel on the Working Parts of Machinery Connected ivith it.—Patent
dated December 1, 1857.—In this invention the balance wheel N is

not fixed immovably upon its shaft e, the shaft being round and the

wheel fitted but not keyed to it, and kept in place by the adjustable

friction spring bar N. When the machine is brought to proper place

for operation, and the drill adjusted in the guide M, motion is given to

the shaft J by any desirable power applied in the ordinary way ; and
the cam H upon the shaft strikes the roller S and through it gives the
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beam G, which is hung in brackets at 0, a vertical motion, and thus
the cord D operating the drill. At the same time motion is commu-
nicated to the shaft of the balance by the gearing before named, which
wheel acts as a regulator of the motion and the power applied m
operating the drill.

Claim.—Attaching a fly wheel to the machinery upon which it is

intended to concetrate its force by the medium of a friction brake, as

and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,847.

—

Samuel Males, of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improvement i%

Convertible Cider Mill.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.—A is the frame
and B a rotating *^ cylinder," smaller in the centre than at the ends,

and armed with teeth C arranged around the cylinder in rows parallel

with its rotation, and furnished also between the rows with smaller

teeth or short longitudinal ribs 14 ; D, the concave, is of form to suit

the shape of the cylinder, and is provided over its whole surface with
oblique ribs N 13^ and two more rows of teeth 11 near its lower edge.

The frame, cylinder, cog wheel c?, fly wheel c?^, pinion/, and crank g
are the same in both uses of the machine. The whole machine is

readily convertible from a cider mill to a corn sheller.

The inventor says : I do not claim as new any improvements in the
separate machine.

But I claim rendering the machine readily convertible from a cidcF

mill to a corn sheller, and vice versa, by making the concaves D K I,

hoppers H n, and cross beam m, in the described form, the '^ cylinder*^

and driving gear being the same in both cases as set forth.

No. 16,988.—KiCHARD F. Maynard, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improve-
inent in Corn and Cob Mill.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The nature
of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

graving.

The inventor says : I do not claim the form of the grinding teeth

set forth.

But I claim the arrangement of these teeth so as to break points,

and to form a series of interrupted screw threads by their inclined

points, as set forth.

No. 18,844.

—

Harvey Hall, of Mansfield, 0.

—

Improvement in Com
and Cob Mill,—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—This invention con-

sists in strengthening the cone L without an increase of metal by
casting the cone and the trough M in one piece ; and also in the com-
bination of a stationary cob cutter with the cutting edges upon the
front of the revolving arms D D of the shell A of the mill for cutting

cobs, regulating the feed, diminishing the power required, and increas-

ing the rapidity of the grinding.

Claim.—The cone and meal trough cast in one piece for the pur-

pose of strengthening the cone, and giving a firm base for its attach-

ment, as set forth.

No. 18,574.

—

James M. Clark, of Lancaster, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Distributing Apparatus in Flouring Mills.—Patent dated November 10;,
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185T.—The claim and engraviogs explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not wish to he understood to claim a double
series of spouts and valves, as that has been done before.

But I clMim the adjustable or hinged spout, or series of adjustable or

hinged spouts, as described, for the purpose of rejecting, mixing, sepa-

rating, re-jolting, or re- grinding and re-bolting any portion of the

lower grades of fiour, as set forth.

Second. I claim the combination of the adjustable or hinged spout,

or series of adjustable or hinged spouts, with a single series of slide

valves or valve, the circular division y, the conveyor J, and scraper N,
as set forth

.

No. 16,32^.

—

Jambs Culbertson, of Covington, Ky.

—

Improvement
in Grinding Mill.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—The feeding chan-
nels n on the periphery of the burr C, in connexion with the feeding

channels u on the inner surface of swell B, allow grains of corn and
pieces of cobs of considerable size to be admitted for pulverizing ; these

grooves become filled with coarse grain and particles at the top, while
the finer particles sift down between the coarser ones. The meal at

the bottom of these feeding channels, which is about fine enough to be
discharged, is only subjected to so much grinding surface as exists

between the respective feeding channels n and the next following dis-

charging channels 07, and then drops out, whereas otherwise it would
continue between the grinding surfaces till it is slowly discharged by
the furrows.

Claim,—The combination of the long feeding channels iv w in the
grinding surface of the burr, with the discharging channels a; x situa-

ted in positions just preceding the feeding channels in the revolution

of the burr, arranged and operating substantially in the manner and
for the purposes specified.

No, 17,619.

—

Ezra Coleman, of Philadelphia, V&.—Improveraent in

Grinding MilL—Peiient dated June 23, 1857.—To regulate the cut of

the revolving cutter F, the concave G can be adjusted on its bed cir-

cularly by means of slot m in the bed and set-screw n, whereby the
teeth h of the concave may be set in longer or shorter gear with the

teeth g of the rotary cutter. The grinder D can be adjusted longitu-

dinally by operating set-screw s, said grinder being secured firmly on
shaft G ; and in adjusting the grinder, the position of the cntter F is

not eflected, as it is kept in its proper place by means of collar kj and
is connected with shaft C by means of a key sliding in a groove I,

The inventor says : I am aware that concaves have been adjusted

eccentrically in order to grind finer or coaser, but not to grind faster

or slower ; therefore I do not claim an eccentric adjustment of the con-

cave of a grinder.

I claim having the concave of a cob cutter adjusted in a circular line

concentric with its axis and relatively to the mouth of the feed hopper,

by means substantially as specified, so that it may be set to grind
faster or slower, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

The means specified for insuring the rotation of the cob cutter witk
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the grinder, and its retention in proper place where the grinder is ad-
justed longitudinally, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,178.

—

Aaron An^ou)yO^Troj,l^.Y.-^Improvement in Grind-
ing Mill.—Patent dated September 16, 1857.—The material to be ground
is fed into hopper 0, and as the cone J revolves, the material drops
into the spaces g, and is carried around by said cone, and ground by
the grinding surfaces of the cone J, concave G, disk I, and flange F

;

the disk I and cone J are secured to plate H by means of screws b.

Qlaim.—The combination of the rotating disk or plate I, and cut or

sectional cone J, with the interior of the concave G, and flange F, for

the purpose of feeding into the mill, and grinding large substances,

such as corn on the cob, and as set forth.

Also securing the cone and disk or plate I to the shaft through
the intervention of the face plate H, substantially as set forth, so that

said cone and disk may at any time be removed and replaced by others

when they become dull or worn away.

No. 18,610.

—

Charles Tripp, of Ann Arbor, Mich.

—

Improvement
in Grinding Mill.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—The operation

of this invention is as follows : The grain or substance to be ground is

placed into the hopper E, which passes of its own gravity down the

inclined sides/ of the projection e and into the recesses A, where it is

ground or cut by the burr F, the ground material passing through
the edges q of the rests of the openings Z, through which it passes into

annular trough I. The edges q are adjusted nearer to or further from
the burr E, so that the substance may be ground coarse or iine, as de-

sired, by turning the ring H ; the wedged-shaped projection y at the

under side of the ring, acting against the projection i on the rests Gj
move the rests inward, and the pins m^, in consequence of fitting in

the slats n'^, draw them outward.

The inventor says : I do not claim a burr formed of a series of saws
for grinding, for such device has been previously used; although per-

haps preferable thus constructed is not absolutely necessary in my
improvement, as burrs constructed in other ways, and of a different

material—such as stone—may be used with success.

But I daim the adjustable rests G, placed between the projection e

and the plate C, constructed substantially as shown, and provided

with the discharge throats I, in combination with the burr F, it being

understood that I do not confine myself to the ring H, and other parts

shown and described, for adjusting the rests G, but claim such means
or any other means arranged to effect the same purpose.

No. 18,923.—John E. Morrison, of East Springfield, Ohio.—Im-
provement in Grinding ilf^7Z.-—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—The
claim and engravings explain the nature of the invention.

The inventor says : First. I dairn hanging the bed stones C C on
cleats or pins r r, and operating said stones by means of said pins in

slots or grooves in the frame, for the purpose of adjusting the stones,

as set forth and described.

Second. I claim the combination and arrangement of the lever G,
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screw A, and sleeve ?i^, with the stones G C^^, when arranged and ope-
rated as set forth and for the purpose described.

Third. I claim the arrangement of the runner C between two bed
stones C C, when said runner has a flouring dress on one side and a
chop dress on the other, for the purpose of grinding different kinds of

grain and feed at the same time, as set forth.

No. 16,383.

—

Sandford E. Fitch and Theodore Sharp, of Green-
bush, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Flour Bolt as applied to Grinding Mill.—
Patent dated January 13, ISS*?.—^The shelf M receives the meal as it

is thrown out from the part of the cylinder B nearest the supply end
into division 1, and carries it upon the first division of bolt N, from
which place particles not running through the bolt pass by the oblique

slots F into the mill to be reground ; this operation be repeated in

reference to each successive division of shelf M and bolt N.
The inventors say : Disclaiming any arrangement of the oblique

ribs, for the purpose of returning the material being ground, or part

of the same, to the mill, for regrinding, other than that specially set

forth.

We claim the employment of the shelf M and bolter N, constructed

and arraged in reference to each other, so as to take the meal from the

mill and bolt it in successive and graduated portions, so as to prevent

the finer portions of the meal from continuing unnecessarily in the

mill, whilst the coarse particles return to the cylinder to be reground,

or in certain cases the substitution of a shelf in place of the bolter,

for the purposes and in manner and form as set forth.

No. 18,637.—W. W. Hamer, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Flour Distributing Bolt for Grinding Mill.—Patent dated November
17, 1857.—In the engraving, a represents the bolting chest provided

with a reel B B, and conveyors d and /are put in motion with the

gear wheels 5 6 and 7, which wheels receive their motion from the mill

spindle.

The nature of this improvement consists in the precise combination

of the conveyors and their compartments joined with each other, and
with the bolting chest for passing the middlings, &c., directly from
the *^ flour conveyor " into the ground grain conveyor for rebolting

the middlings, shorts, &c., by being carried up with the ground grain

and deposited again in the reel for rebolting.

The inventor says : I disclaim the use of the conveyors for mere
conveying purposes, as they have often been used for such before.

But I claim the exact combined arrangement of the conveyors d
and/ and their compartments, when united together with the open-
ings g, as represented and specified in the specification, for the pur-
poses before mentioned.

No. 18,412.

—

William S. Eeeder, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improvement
in Elastic Coupliny for Mill Shafting, dc-—Patent dated October 13,

1857.—This improvement consists in the use of a driver or drivers d,

secured in any suitable manner to the shaft of the driving pulley,

when used in connection with a plate or arms securely attached to the
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shaft upon which the saw is mounted, having mortises through it, or
their equivalents, through which the drivers pass, and with which
they engage driving the saw, friction rolls heing suitably arranged,
against which the drivers play in the longitudinal motion of the saw
shaft, it being for this purpose supported and working in bearings inde-
pendent of the bearings of the pulley shaft^ by means of which the
saw shaft is so arranged as to have the free end play whilst the other
has its journal boxes fitted closely to its shoulders, thus preventing
freedom of motion. This improvement further consists in the arrange-
ment and combination of adjustable springs g g^ with the drivers c?,

and mortised disk C, by means of which the end play of the saw is

adjusted and regulated.

The inventor says: I claim, first. The method, substantially as
herein described, of coupling and driving shafts for the purposes set

forth.

Second. The arrangement of springs g and g, or any equivalent ar-

rangement, when used in connection with shaft couplings, substan-
tially as set forth.

No. 18,234.

—

Edwin Clark, of Lancaster, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Bearingsjfor Hill-Stone Drivers.—Patent dated September 22, 185T.

—

This improvement refers to bearings for drivers for mill-stones, de-

scribed as follows by the inventor : Within a suitable recess or cavity

in the upper stone a I insert a metallic bearing block b, in which is

held the rocking bearing c constructed as follows : this bearing con-

sists of a cylindrical portion d and a wing portion e. The cylindrical

portion is inserted in a suitable cavity or box in the bearing block,

and turns in this box to the extent of the opening or slot n, through
which the wing portion projects. On opposite faces of the extremities

of the mill-driver a are recesses m to receive the bearing edges of

the wing portion of the rocking bearing e. When the stone and
drivers are set up and in place it will be seen that as the shaft revolves

the driver presses upon the edges of the rocking bearings, and the

combined action of the rocking bearings and the pivot bearing |) gives

the advantages of a universal joint in regulating the running of the

stones, while the construction is more economical and efiicient. Suf-

ficient space is left on either side of the driver to admit of its various

positions in the rising and falling of the stone from obstructions or

disturbing causes.

The inventor says : I claim the rocking bearing, consisting of a

cylindrical portion c?, inserted within a cavity in the bearing block b,

and a winged portion E passing through a slot in said bearing block,

in combination with the bearing recess m in the driver, as set forth.

No. 18,741.

—

Joseph H. Glover, of Skeggs Creek, Ky.

—

Improved
Balance Ironfor Mill-Stones.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The
engravings and claim show the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I am aware that the bails of mill-stones have
been provided with blocks which, were interposed between the point of

the mill spindle and the interior surface of the bail.

But, to the best of my knowledge and belief, it is new to render
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sucli blocks adjustable by means of screws, whereby the stone may at

all times be readily balanced, and a better operation of tbe parts be
thus secured

J
and the quality of the flour improved.

In the patent of E. E. Benton, March 31, 1840, a block is inter-

posed between the point of the spindle and the bail. I disclaim every-

thing contained in the patent of said Benton which resembles my
improvement.

I claim the block B^ when made adjustable from the exterior of the
bail by means of screws d, as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,848.

—

Nelson Hayward, of Cleveland, Ohio.—-Improvement
in Dress of Mill-Siones.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—The en-

gravings and claim explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim making the deep portion of the furrows
sufficiently wide from the eye half way to the periphery or thereabouts,

with a flat or nearly flat bottom, parallel or nearly parallel to the face

of the stone, as described.

I also claim lands made in the form represented, or in an equivalent

form, whether used in combination with furrows having parallel bot-

toms, as described, or otherwise.

No. 16,615-

—

Benjamin D. Sandeks, of HoUiday's Cove, Va.—Jw-
provement in Instruments for Facilitating the Facing of Mill-Stones.—
Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The arm D carries at its lower end
a quill or other elastic pointer i^ which, in being moved over the stone,

will indicate by sound its contact with any irregular raised portion in

its surface, without disturbing the adjustment of the swinging beam,
&c. The adjustment, by means of slots / h and set screws d g, will

be understood without further description.

Tbe device may be placed at one side of the stone, as seen in fig. 2,

for the purpose of detecting convexity or concavity generally in the

surface of the stone.

The inventor says : I do not claim any of the parts described, used
separately.

But I claim the instrument described, consisting of the slotted beam
C, cross arm D, elastic pointer i, box B, carrying the adjusting screw

5, spindle a, and adjustable base ox stand A, or the equivalent of these

devices, constructed and arranged in relation to each other for joint

operation, substantially in the manner for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,446.

—

Milton Painter and Charises Painter, of wing's

Mills, Md.

—

Improvement in Feeding Grain to Mill-Stones.—Patent
dated June 2, 1857.—The grain irorn hopper H passes through th^

tube I into the cup L, and as the runner A rotates the cup L is

swayed or inclined in varying positions, and the grain is pushed out

of the cup and passes therefrom down through the tube K between
the two stones ; the amount of feed being regulated by raising the

bearings a, and thereby giving the cupL a greater or less inclination,

as may be necessary.

The inventors say : "VVe disclaim every part and feature of our de-

vice which is seen in any other grain feeding apparatM.s,
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But, to the best of our knowledge and belief, it is new to regulate

the feed of the grain by the swaying of a cup L, which is located

and combined with and at the mouth of a swinging tube, as described.

We claim in grain feeders, regulating the feed of the grain by the

swaying of the cup L, in the manner substantially as described.

No. 18,191.

—

Edwin Clark, of Lancaster, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Hanging Mill Stones.—FoXQMt dated September 15, IBS'!.—^The stone

J is hung in ring I by pivots e, and can swing on these pivots ; the
ring I is hung to the boxes F by means of pivots H and c, which are

at right angles to pivots d; the position of stone J can be adjusted by
turning crank Gr, and said stone will adjust itself to a horizontal posi-

tion by freely swinging on pivots e d.

The inventor says : I do not claim hanging the upper stone in a
balanced rim or gimbal joint, as this has heretofore been done.

But I claim so uniting the rim which supports the upper stone to

the frame of the mill by sliding blocks or followers as to allow an
upward play or automatic adjustment of the upper stone, and at the

same time admit the usual hand adjustment by set screws, if desired,

substantially as described.

No. 17,421.

—

Wm. a. Clark, Samuel D. Porter, and Wm. D.
Simpson, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improvement in Method of Hanging Mill-

stones.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The upper grinding stone A is

suspended to a partion of the frame of the mill by means of a ball

and socket joint D E, and the eye of said stone loosely embraces the
upper end of the spindle N of the runner S, which is secured thereto

by means of an elastic packing P, which acts with sufficient force to

retain said stone in such a position as to keep its face parallel with
the face of the running stone, when the mill runs empty ; the packing
P yields to any extent for the purpose of equalizing the work through-
out the entire surface of the stones.

Claim.—Suspending the upper stone from above by means of a ball

and socket joint, or its equivalent, when the eye of the said stone is

made to embrace the upper portion of the spindle of the running stone,

and is secured thereto with a sufficient degree of rigidity by means of

an elastic packing, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

No. 17,326.—W. Y. Gill, of Henderson, Ky.

—

Improvement in

Machines for Re-Dressing Millstones.—Patent dated ,May 19^ 1857.

—

To dress the lands of a millstone, the apparatus is placed on the mill-

stone so that the picks E will move from the eye towards the periphery.

By turning crank D, screw D causes the picks to move in a line from
the eye to the periphery, while the cams h operate the picks which
thus cut a radial line until they are stopped by the sill U, To dress

furrows it is simply necessary to have the picks traverse from end to

end, and to adjust them to the gradually increasing depth.

Claim.—The combination of two or more picks E E with the guiding
and operating screw shaft B and lifting cams h h, when said parts are

Vol. ii 16
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constructed and arranged, and operated in manner and for the pur-

pose set forth.

No. 18,993.—H. 0. Sheidlet, of Kepublic, Ohio.

—

Improvement h,

Cider Mills.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—The cap piece G is

moved downward hy the action of the cam lever L having a movable
ratchet piece I. This rachet piece moves downward between the cheek-
pieces g g^ and is held in any desired position to resist upward pressure

by the ratchet r. The levers 1 1 having the small cams c c upon them,
force the ratchet piece I back upon the ratchet r when said piece is to

be held firm. When these levers are in the position shown by Z^, the
ratchet piece can be moved forward and allowed to drop ; stem d is

hollow, and has openings leading from outside to inside. Within the

curb A is a follower F which rests upon the pomace, and is forced down
by the descent of the cap piece G passing over the stem d.

The inventor says : I claim the hollow stem d in communication
with the interior of the curb in combination with the follower and
curb, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

I also claim the combination of the cap piece Gr, ratchet piece I,

ratchet r, with its cheeks g g, cam lever L, and secondary levers 1 1,

arranged and operating as set forth.

No. 17,667.

—

Alfred T. Clark, of Lancaster, Pa.

—

Improvement hh

Distributing Apparatus of Flouring Mills.—Patent dated June 30,

1857.—The spouts D are arranged in succession under the lower end
of a bolt C, for the purpose of discharging the various qualities of

flour separately into their proper receptacles. The flour to be run off

is discharged through a, the valve a^ being open and valve a^ being
shut. If the flour is to be returned for further sifting, the valves a^

and a^ are both open, and the flour passes into conveyor A to be re-

turned to the bolt, and when it is necessary to return the bran, or any
other quality to the mill, the valve a^ is shut, and the flour or bran
drops into conveyor B.

The inventor says : I am aware that a single series of spouts has
been connected with a bolt, as in the patent of E. and J. M. Clark,

patented June 5, 1854. I shall not therefore lay any claim to this

device, but limit my claim to the double series of spouts and valves,

so arranged in connexion with the bolt and open conveyor A as to

give me facilities for separation and mixing not attainable by a single

series.

I claim as my improvement on the mill of E. and J. M. Clark,

patented June 6, 1854^ the double series of spouts and valves, ar-

ranged and connected with the bolting chamber, substantially as set

forth.

Also the arrangement of the conveyor A in combination with the

double series of valves and spouts, as set forth.

No. 16,508.

—

William Wilbbr, of New Orleans, La.

—

Improvement

in Mills for Tempering Oleaginous Seeds.—Patent dated January 27,

1857 ; England, June 12, 1856.—A jet of steam enters from steam

pipe r into the chamber T, thereby heating the concave g g, and with
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it tlie seed, during the process of grinding. The seed passes then up
to plate K, and thence inlo the cylinder L. This cylinder has a hol-

low shell, which contains the space u, into which steam is introduced

by means of pipe M ; the stirring apparatus N prevents the ground
seed from getting overheated. The ground seed, passing through the
inclined cylinder, leaves through opening ?^, and passes into the sliding

box P. The chamber R, being filled with steam, keeps the ground
seed contained in box P hot.

Claim.—The arrangement of machinery by which oleaginous seeds,

as they are being tempered, shall be subjected to the direct action of
steam, in their transmission through the machine from the grinding
to where it is taken preparatory to its being pressed, as described.

No. 17,985.

—

Otis W. Stanford, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improvement
in Dress of Grinding Surfaces for Grain i!fi7?s.—Patent dated August
11, 185V.—The nature of this invention will be understood by refer-

ence to the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not wish to be understood as claiming any
particular number of concentric channels /, and grinding surfaces ^,
nor the shape of said channels and the manner of furnishing the grind-
ing surfaces with teeth.

But I claim the alternate channels / and grinding surfaces g, as

represented on the surfaces of the plates d and A, when said alternate

channels / and grinding surfaces g are made concentric with the cen-

tre of motion given to the plates, and when arranged with each other,

and operated in the manner and for the purposes shown in the speci-

fication.

No. 17,116.

—

Ezra Ripley, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Grind-
ing Mills.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—When the mill is turned
the axis of plate F is carried in a circle, by the eccentric E, around
that of the constantly revolving plate D, so as to thereby feed the

material to be ground outward in every direction from the centre of

the plates. In connexion with this movement^ the plates F is, at the

same time, oscillated about its point of connexion with the check bar

G, as a centre across "the face of the rotary plate D, so that the lower
portion of the plate F may have a more active and extensive vibratory

movement to prevent clogging than any other part thereof.

Claim.—Giving to the grinding plate F, when it is applied to a
constantly revolving grinding plate D, the positive twofold eccentric

and swinging movement described, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes set forth, in contradistinction from giving to the

grinding plate F, when used with a rotary grinder D, a simple eccen-

tric swinging or reciprocating motion, or any other simple or com-
pound movement heretofore positively communicated thereto in grind-

ing mills.

No. 18,163.

—

William Stauffer, of Middleburg, Indi.-—Improve-
ment in Grinding Mills.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—The arm
a is made to lie on one side of the hopper by the weight of the grain

therein, and when the grain is run out, said arm rises^ causing arm
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h to descend and to come in contact with cam I of shaft G^, which
cam gives the arm h a lateral motion which causes lever c to slide, and
allows beam J to rise ; and by the arrangement of beam J with rod
m, the gate F of the water wheel, in combination with the connecting

beam K^, the weight F, and roller g^ causes rod m to descend ',^and

stop the flow of the water to the wheel by gate F being shut down in

flume E.
Claim.'—The combination and arrangement of the arm a with the

arm h a-nd the sliding rod e, together with the cam I on the shaft G^,

the beam J, the rod m, the weight /, and the connecting beam K^,
for the purpose of arresting the motion of the mill, substantially in

the manner shown.
Also the arrangement of the cord i with the shaft j and the springs,

for the purpose of ringing the bell A, to notify the attendant when
the grain is nearly run out of the hopper, substantially as herein set

forth.

No. 18,985.—FnANKLiN Olds, of Providence, K. I.

—

Improvement
in Grinding if27/5.—Patent dated December 20^, 1857.—L is the upper
or stationary stone, which is secured within the upper part a of the

curb. The stone L has an iron band g around its upper end, and pro-

jecting bars h are attached to said band. Through the projecting bars

li screw rods i pass, the rods passing through the top plate of the

curb A.
The lower stone K may be raised and lowered, so that the stone may

grind finer or coarser, by merely turning the hand wheel F, and as

the step G is raised and lowered in a vertical line, the stone K will be
raised and lowered in a vertical position.

The inventor says : I do not claim to be the first inventor of mills

in which the upper stone was made adjustable. But, so far as I am
aware, no grinding mill has ever been made in which the upper stone

is held and adjusted in the manner described by me ; nor has any mill

been made which contained the several other features of novelty which
I hafe set forth.

But I claim a grinding mill made substantially as set forth.

No. 16,987.—EicHAKD F. Maynaed, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improve-

ment in Securing the Legs of Sectional Corn and Cob Mills.—Patent
dated April 7, 1857.—The two parts a and d of the concave are

secured together by means of lugs c passing within the beveled edges

of the ears F on piece b. The projections r of the legs d bear

against the lower edge of the concave b, where they are prevented

from moving to one or the other side by the ears h; the upper end of

the legs d bears against the ears F and lugs c.

Claim.—The mode set forth of securing the legs and the parts of

the concave together.

No. 17,995.

—

Manasseh Grover, of Clyde, Ohio, assignor to Him-
self and HuRLBUT Seely, of Hudson, Mich.

—

Improvement in Winnow-
ing Mills.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The object of this inven-

tion is to force the air from the centre of the fan wheel^ thus prevent-
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ing it to be carried around with the wheel, and to discharge the full

volume of the blast which is created by the fan wings.

Claim,—Arranging in the throat or opening of the fan case, a series

of troughs or scoops c, in combination with the obtuse angles e of the

fan blades, in the manner and for the purposes fully described,

No. 18,006.

—

Zachariah Allen, of Providence, K. I.

—

Improvement
in Tubular Shafting for MillSy &c.—Patent dated August 18, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim and engravings.

Claim.—The improved hollow shafting described, forming a continu-

ous line of mill shaft and pulley or belt drum, substantially as set

forth.

No. 17,565.

—

George P. Gordon and Frederick 0. Degbner, of New
York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Motion for Preserving Rolling Contact,

&c.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—-The nature of this invention will

be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—Supporting or hanging a reciprocating bed or plate B upon
supports C C, placed obliquely, or out of parallel with each other, sub-

stantially as described, so that the face of such bed or plate shall, as

it is moved back and forth, work in contact with the periphery of a
cylinder, or with a fixed point or line, or act intermittently against a
swinging bed or plate, as set forth.

No. 17,222.

—

Matthaus Kaefer, of Alexandria, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Transmitting Motion.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The fly wheel I

receives its motion by means of pitman L of the motor ; and as the fly

wheel is rotated, it causes the carriage C to travel forth and back on
its ways B by means of crank M and connecting rod N, which latter

is pivoted at c to the standard of the frame A ; the travelling car-

riage C transmits a reciprocating motion to rod G.
Claim.—Hanging a loaded fly or balance wheel on a travelling car-

riage, so that said carriage shall yield to the momentum of the fly

wheel as it passes the dead points, substantially in the manner set forth.

No. 18,496.

—

Oliver J, Butts, of Georgetown, S, 0.

—

Improvements
in Machines for Brushing Rice.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.

—

The frame work of this machine is constructed of wood. The brush D
is a cast-iron plate faced at the bottom side with wood, to which the

wool and basils are attached by tacks ; the wool, being first cut into

segments, is tacked on one edge of the same upon the wooden facings

of the runner and closely around its edge ; the basils, being also cut

into segments, are tacked in like manner upon wooden facings over

the wool, which forms a soft cushion for brushing the rice. The stuff-

ing box H is a cast-iron centre or spider, with four or more arms, the

upper edge of which is faced with wood, the centre of the spider form-

ing the stuffing box ; the wire, being tacked to the upper edge of these

arms, forms the wire bed G G.
Claim,—-The application of a flat brush for brushing rice, consisting
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of a flat runner dressed with slieep skins and basils in connexion witli

a wire bed, constructed and operating as described,

No. 18,374.

—

Wilson Agbr, of Eobrsburg, Pa.

—

Improved Machine
for Gleaning Bice.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—The nature of

this invention consists in constructing the reticulated concave in the
form of a right frustrum of cone, and of employing within it a rubber
of the same form with the surface of its upper portion, a brush_, and
its lower portion having a sheepskin covering ; the entire rubber
having a verticle adjustment to compensate for the wear, the two por-

tions being susceptible of a further relative adjustment to accommodate
the unequal wear of the brush and sheep skin.

The inventor says : I am aware that reticulated concaves have been
used, and make no claim for that portion of my machine ; neither do
I claim an independent adjustment of rubbers, such as is shown in the

patent of Clark Jacobs, 1846 ; nor do I claim broadly the construction

of the rubbers with brush and sheepskin surface.

But I claim the conical rubbers E E^^ having the separate adjustment
described, in combination with a single reticulated casing, operating

substantially as and for the purposes aet forth.

No. 17,646.

—

John F. Taylor, of Charleston, S. C.

—

Improvement
in Machines for Gleaning Bice.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—The
rice to be cleaned is placed within the vessel A, and as the shaft C is

rotated the rice below the screw C is forced downward, and the spiral

projections h deflect the rice outward and force it upward at the sides

of the vessel, and the rice will pass down through the cylinder G,
and again underneath the screw G, which causes it to move in a

regular current, as indicated by the arrows.

The inventor says : I do not claim separately the screw F, for that

has been previously used.

Neither do I claim the peculiar form of the vessel A, for both have
been previously used for the same or analogous purposes.

I claim the screw F and cylinder G placed on the rotating shaft C,

in combination with the spiral projections or ledges Z), formed on the

plate E, and placed at the bottom of the vessel A, the whole being ar-

ranged so as to operate conjointly as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,882.

—

Philip E. Lachicotte and T. B. Bowman, of Charles-

ton, S. C.

—

Improvement in Machines for Gleaning Bice.—Patent dated

July 28, 1857.—The rice is placed into the upper part of the cylinder

A, and the cylinder F^ is rotated in any proper manner, and the rice

is pressed down by the action of the flange / g, and underneath the

lower edge of cylinder F^, and upward through the centre of said cyl-

inder, and over its upper edge, to be forced down again by the flanches,

the process being continued until the flour is completely detached from
the grain by the friction produced by one kernel rubbing against the

other.

The inventors say : We do not claim separately the employment or

use of a screw for the purpose specified.
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Keitlier do we claim a cylinder in connexion with the screw, irre-

spective of its arrangement and its connexion with the parts specified.

But we claim the rotating and adjustable cylinder F^ provided with
the screw or spiral flanches/^, and placed within the cylindrical case

A, in combination with the stationary wings E E attached to the bar

D on the bed B, the wings being within the cylinder F, and the whole
arranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,177.

—

Wilson Ager, of Ehorsburg^ Pa.

—

Improvement in

Machinesfor Cleaning Bice.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—For
the description of the operation of this machine see No. 18,176.

Claim,—The method of cleansing rice by submitting the mixture of

grain and husk resulting from the hulling process to an alternate

packing and loosening action produced by surfaces dressed, and opera-

ting substantially as set forth.

No. 18,176.

—

Wilson Ayee, of Ehorsburg, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Machinesfor Hulling Rice.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—The
rice is fed in by hopper i, and shell S and burr B are rotated in oppo-
site directions. On passing through the openings i^ of the shell, the

rice is conveyed by flanch I to the space between the hulling portion

of the shell and the burr. The grain on entering this space will be
turned by the deflecting blocks m, which will turn it across the axis

of the burr, and in so doing cause one end of the grain to enter a

cavity n in the shell as the other is caught by a similar cavity in the

burr, as represented in figure 4. The rotation of the shell and burr
causes a pressure in the direction of the length of the grain, effecting

a separation of the husk. The grain and husk then pass onward to

the spiral flange o, which conveys them to the cleaner ; there the rice

and husk pack together as the shell and burr, represented in figure 3,

rotate in opposite directions, the rough surfaces of the husk rubbing
upon the grain and acting as a file to remove the coating during the

transit of the mixture from z^ to ?}, and the cleaned rice and husk are

discharged through passage A;^
•

Claim.—Eemoving the rice husk by the pressure in direction of the

length of the grain, effected by the action of a shell and burr, dressed

and operating substantially as set forth.

No. 18,099.

—

William P. Maxson and Jacob E. B. Maxson, of Al-
bion, Wis.

—

Improvement in Sack Fastener.—Patent dated September
1, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by refer-

ence to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—A bag or sack fastener, consisting of a spring tongue F
pressing the string against a side flange or projection c, so as to form
a self-holding nipper clutch, when the said sash fastener is made of a
single piece of metal, cut and bent in the manner substantially as de-

scribed.

No. 18,419.

—

James A. Watrous, of Green Spring, 0.

—

Improve-
ment in String Fastening for Sacks, &c.—Patent dated October 13,

1857.—This machine consists of two parallel plates, which support
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the inside work, and are made any shape and of any metal or other
strong material^ each plate having a lip projecting from one edge,
turned at right angles with it, through which is made a hole for fas-

tening the machine to the hag.

There are in each plate three holes to receive the rivets projecting
from the fixed jaw A, and hy which it is made fast to the same ; there
is also in each plate a slot d to receive the projecting guards of the
movable jaw B, and lever D is a side plate, with the holes c for the
rivets h b of the fixed jaw, and also for the slot d. Figure 2 repre-

sents the fixed jaw consisting of the curved plate T T and leg A.
The inventor says : I claim the means of crimping or fastening the

string or cord by means of the fixed and movable jaws with their ele-

vated compressors, the movable jaw rising and falling in the slots in

obedience to the lever, thereby fastening the string firmly at any point
desired without chafing or cutting the same^ when applied to the fas-

tening of bags.

No. 17,236.

—

William Sellers and Coleman Sellers, of Philadel-
phia, Pa.

—

Improvement in Coupling for Shafting.—Patent dated May
5, 1857.—To loosen this coupling the nuts k have to be unscrewed and
a wedge driven through the hole I, thereby forcing the sleeves F
apart and relaxing them from the shafts.

The inventors say : We do not claim the use of a conical sleeve

within an external sleeve to hold to a shaft.

But we claim the use of two conical sleeves within one external

sleeve, when they are so arranged as to compress the ends of the

coupled shafts separately, whether the shafts be of the same or differ-

ent diameters, substantially as described.

Also bolting said conical sleeves together, as described, or in any
other mode substantially the same, whereby the bolts may serve as

keys to prevent the internal cones from turning in the external sleeve.

No. 17,716.

—

George H. Reynolds, of Bedford, Mass., assignor to

Himself and D. B. Hinckley, of Bangor, Me.

—

Improvement in Strap
Pillow Block for Shafting, &g.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim

and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim dividing journal boxes vertically,

as this has been done before.

But I claim the described journal box, consisting essentially of the

pieces of bushings B B and strap D, constructed and operated in the

manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,596.

—

James Tompkins, of Liberty, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Smut Machines.—Tsitent dated June 16, 1857.—The grain is intro-

duced through hopper P into cylinder F, when it is subjected to the

action of the beaters I and passes then into cylinder B, wtieu it is sub-

jected to a second beating by the increased speed of the beaters G, aad
from which cylinder it is discharged through passage Z.

Claim.—Constructing machines for cleansing grain of two cylinders,

one placed within the other, and of two sets of beaters secured to one
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shaft passing tlirougli these cylinderSj the whole so arranged that

grain being cleansed may be subjected to two separate and distinct agi-

tations in the one machine, substantially in the manner described.

No. 16,897.

—

William Zimmerman.—Improvement in Smut Ma-
chines,—Patent dated March 24, 1857.—The nature of this invention
consists in a series of stationary and revolving cylinders arranged on
disks from their centre outwards, roughened on both sides so as to scour

and clean the grain as it passes through them successively. The
engraving and claim further show the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim such devic^^ as are represented and
described in the patent granted to Howlett & Walker, May 9, 1846.

But I claim a series of stationary and revolving cylinders arranged
on disks, or their equivalents, from their centre outwards, substan-
tially as described, for the purposes set forth.

I wish it distinctly understood that I disclaim the devices covered
by the patent granted to R. M. Dempsey^ December 18, 1849.

No. 16,980.

—

Israel Kepler, of Milton, Pa.

—

Improvement in Smut
Machines.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The grain passes into the ma-
chine through the aperture E, and drops on the disk H ; motion be-

ing imparted to shaft F, the pins a tend to break the smut balls,

and prevent the grain from being thrown too violently against the

ribs I) of the cylinder. The current created by fans I drives the smut
and dust through between the ribs D, while the grain drops through
funnels J and K, and passes out at M.
The inventor says : I do not claim vertical ribs or openings of any

kind.

Nor do I claim horizontal ribs or wires, nor the openings between
the wires, as neither of these effects the object I have in view.

But I claim the construction of the slave, the horizontal ribs and
openings_, when said ribs are cut away on their inner faces, so as to

facilitate and concentrate the blast of air that is to pass through them,
to carry off the smut and other impurities, in the manner as set forth.

No. 17,869.—EvERARD M. Clark, of Lancaster, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Smut Machines.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—By the operation

of this machine, the fan K and the fluted propeller F in the cylinder

E are made to drive off all the chaff, smut, &c., while the scouring

process is going on, and the grain is falling in through the spout B
and being discharged in a thoroughly cleaned state below at the spout

L, while all the chaff, smut, &c., are blown out of apertures D and
J of the spouts D and I, at the one side of the machine.
The inventor says : I am aware of wings being attached to a ver-

tical shaft operating in a grooved concave or cylinder for scouring

purposes ; but this I do not claim.

I claim the shape or construction of the fluted propeller F, as de-

scribed, for the purposes of scouring the grain, and at the same time

driving a blast upwards so as to blow off the cheat, smut, &c., out of

the spout B above, before the grain passes down on to the wings of

the propeller F and concave E.
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No. 18,484.

—

John A. Woodward, of Burlington, Iowa.

—

Improve-
ment in Smut Machines.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—This in-

vention consists of a scouring device peculiarly constructed and placed
relatively with blast passages, whereby the grain may be thoroughly
scoured and deprived of dust, smut, and other foreign substances.

Also in the employment of a series of adjustable screens, so arranged
in the principal blast spout, and placed relatively with the fan, that

the escape of the offal, imperfect grain, &c., may be regulated as de-

sired, and when of value discharged from the machine separately and
free from dust, or when worthless, allowed to pass into the fan-box
and be discharged therefrom with the dust and other impurities.

The inventor says . I do not claim the curved spout H, nor do I

claim broadly and separately subjecting the grain to two or more sepa-

rate blasts while passing through the machine, for this has been pre-

viously done and curved blast-spouts have been previously used.

Neither do I claim separately any of the parts described and forming
a part of the scouring device.

But I claim the scouring device formed of the beater a attached to

the cylindrical screen c, in combination with the scouring plate D and
cylinder E, formed of a series of rings a x placed one over the other,

with spaces between them, when the device thus constructed is placed

relatively with the blast-passage J I, substantially as described,

whereby the grain is thoroughly scoured and subjected to three blasts,

and thoroughly separated from the inferior grain and lighter foreign

substances, such as chess and the like.

I further claim the adjustable screens j, placed in the chamber K,
and arranged relatively with the fan-box B, as shown, whereby the

chess and lighter and inferior grain may, when of sufficient value, be
discharged from the machine separately and in a clean state, or, when
worthless, allowed to pass into the fan-box, to be ejected therefrom
with the finer and lighter foreign substances.

No. 18, 127.

—

James M. Benckert, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Speed Indicator,—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—To one
of the arms D of each pair a toothed segment E is attached, and these

segments gear into teeth &, formed on cylindrical cam F, which is

placed loosely on the shaft A. The construction of the cam is shown
in the engraving. It is simply a short tube, having the teeth b on
one end, provided with two oblique terminations c c, the edges or face

sides of which may be described as being curved, so as to form part of

the threads of a screw, one being in a reverse position to the other.

The two pairs of arms D are connected by spring D^.

To the plate C two pins d d are attached. These pins are placed

on opposite sides of the tube shaft A, and in a line with its centre
;

Gr is a swivel arm which has holes through it near each end, through
which holes the pins d d pass.

The inventor says : I distinctly disclaim the employment of weighted
arms, assisted by springs in governors or speed indicators, for I am
well aware that they are old.

But I claim the arrangement of the double-threaded cam F, seg-

ments E, and swivel arm G, as and for the purposes set forth.
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Ko. 18,003.

—

Asa Weeks, of South. Boston, Mass., assignor to Him-
self and Oein W. Fiske, of the same place.

—

Improved Expanding
Auger-Bit.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The nature of this in-

vention will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.
The inventor says : I do not claim the invention of movable cutters

;

nor do I claim the employment of a double-threaded screw for adjust-

ing the distance of a lip and cutter, as shown in the patent granted to

J. P. Kollins, December 25, 1855.
But I claim combining with the double-threaded screw C, and ar-

ranging on the split tapering shank, as described, a rotary sleeve B,
and its screw, arranged as described.

No. 17,868.

—

William N. Clark, of Chester, Conn.

—

Improved An-
ger-Handle Fastening.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—The nut C can
be turned freely on the screw of the shank B, but is retained to the
handle A by means of collar D for the purpose of preventing the parts
from being lost.

Claim.—The attachment of the nut to the handle of the auger in

the manner above described, for the purpose of preventing the parts

from being lost, and to form a secure and convenient fastening, as set

forth.

No. 16,399.—J. A. Ketnolds, of Elmira, N. T.

—

Improved Tubular
Auger.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The article to be bored is

clamped upon the sliding carriage D, actuated by a feed screw, the

cutters g of the auger penetrating the wood, while the tube E, sup-
ported by slide ^, serves to retain the auger in its position, and thus
to insure a true bore.

The inventor says : I am aware that the employment of a tubular
auger is not new, as one has been employed with the cutters attached
to said tube. I am also aware that a tubular auger and screw therein,

for the delivery of the chips cut by the tube, has been employed.
I daim the employment of an auger whose shank or stem shall form

a screw, and whose head shall be constructed in the manner described,

when combined with a guiding tube E surrounding the screw shank
of the auger, but not covering the head thereof, substantially in the

manner and for the purpose set forth.

The use of the guide tube E when combined with the sliding car-

riage D D, said carriage constructed with the slide A, as set forth.

No. 18,549.

—

James H. Mattison, of Scriba, N. Y.

—

Improved 3Iode

of Chamfering and Crozing Barrels.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.

The engravings and claim show the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I daim the cams n n, in combination with the

spring _p, and the chamfering and crozing tools, so constructed as to

traverse them out gradually to cut the score and chamfer a barrel^ and
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draw them in suddenly to remove the barrel, and save the time of the
operator attending the machine.

I claim making the edges of the rims D and D^, which hold the end
of the barrel by making a rebate, or otherwise, so as to hold the barrel

properly in the machine without removing the truss hoops, substan-

tially as described.

No. 16,642.

—

Jambs E. A. G-ibbs, of Mill Point, Ya.

—

Improved Oar-
Renter's Bench Glamp.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.

The inventor says : I do not confine myself to the particular devices

I have described, as I claim combining the pivoted and bent clamp
rod D with the sliding arm or lever c, when the latter is so arranged
as to jam the rod at any required height by means of screw E or cam
H, or any equivalent mechanical contrivance.

No. 18,345.—J. W. Mahan^ of Lexington, 111.

—

Improved Joiners*

Bench.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—In describing this invention
the patentee says : However, inasmuch as my improvement relates to,

or is upon a previously patented machine, and cannot be used but in

connexion with said improvement, therefore I deem it necessary only
to describe my present improvement. The other improvement was
patented September 16, 1856. In the present improvement the joint-

ing and facing bench is combined, so as to make but one bench, both
for facing, thicknessing, and jointing timber, the operator working
only on one side of the machine or bench. The second point of differ-

ence between this and the first improvement is, that a peculiarly con-
structed sash is used for the facing and jointing plane to work in.

The facing and jointing this sash also gives the gauge in thicknessing.

The third point of difference is a peculiarly constructed jaw, used for

clamping and holding the lumber both in facing and jointing.

The inventor says : I would state that I do not claim as my inven-
tion, that is, as new, the entire carpenters' and cabinet-makers' as-

sistant work bench that is illustrated and described by my drawings
and specifications, for part of it was patented by me March 25 and
September 16, 1856.
But I claim the cabinet-makers' and carpenters' assistant work

bench, constructed in any manner substantially the same as shown by
my specification and drawings.

No. 17,292.

—

Charles T. Pearson, of Chelsea, Mass.

—

Improved
Joiners' Bench Strip.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—By pressing the
upper ends of the pawls D inward, their lower ends will be thrown
out from the rack teeth C, and the strip Gr may be raised or lowered,

and secured at the desired point.

Claim.—Attaching the strip G to the slides C C, which are fitted in

dove-tail grooves a in the bars B B, the slides being provided with

pawls D, against which springs F act, the whole being arranged sub-

stantially as shown for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,769.

—

Henry W. Porter, of Kothsville, Pa., assignor to

Samuel G-. Poetbr, of West Earl, Pa.

—

Improved Bit Brace,—Patent
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dated July 7, 1857.—When it is desired to use the auxiliary handle g^
the detent e should be thrown on to the teeth of the ratchet wheel I,

which will enable the bit to be rotated in a forward direction by ap-

plying power to shaft g^ and for reversing the motion of the bit the

detent must be moved on to the teeth of wheel d. When the bit is to

be operated by means of main handle A, the detent should be placed

in a central position upon the teeth of the ratchet wheels c d.

Claim.— Qomhivmg the knob h with the bit holder j, by means of

the auxiliary handle g, whenever it may be necessary to bore holes in

situations where it is impossible to rotate the bit brace, substantially

as set forth.

And in connexion therewith the double ratchet wheels on the spin-

dle a, when arranged in such manner in relation to the detent e as to

enable the necessary connexions and disconnexions to be effected be-

tween the bit holder and the permanent and auxiliary handles of the

brace, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,891.

—

Charles C. Plaisted, of Chicopee, Mass.

—

Improved
Bit Brace for Boring obliquely to the /S'toc/^.—Patent dated July 28,

1857.—The socket part M of this bit stock can be set into an oblique

position with the bit stock of the adjustable connecting link 0, which
connects the collar A with collar B. In boring, the handle F is held

by the operator, thus preventing the collars from turning, and the

operator is enabled to bore holes in places where there is not sufficient

space to allow the common bit stock to be used.

Claim,—A bit stock, in which the socket or part that holds the bit

revolves about its axis in an oblique position with reference to the

stock by means of the universal joint K E^, or its equivalent, and the

adjustable connecting link, extending from the socket to the stock.

In combination with the above, I claim the cylinder H or coupling

by which the axle of the bit and the stock are placed and retained in

line with each other..

No. 17,038.

—

Alexander Hall, of New York, N. Y*

—

Improved
Expansive Bit,—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—-The nature of this in-

vention will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim.—In combination with a boring tool, an expanding bit or

bits e, whose turned cutting edge i and shank passes through a mor-
tise in the shank of said boring tool, and is secured therein by a pin m,
as herein set forth, so that said expanding bit or bits may have a cut-

ting edge from the centre of the boring tool to its extreme outer edge,

as set forth.

No. 17,395.

—

Cyrus W. Saladee, of Columbus, Ohio.

—

Improved
Bitfor Cutting out Cylindrical Plugs of Wood.—Patent dated May 26,

1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to

the claim and engravings.
Claim.—The projecting lips or cutters A A, as shown in figs. 1, 2,

and 3, for the purpose of cutting out round plugs of wood in the man-
ner substantially as set forth.
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^0, 18^282.

—

Benjamin B. Hill, of Chicopee, Mass.

—

Improved Bit
Holder.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—This invention consists

of a curved arm so constructed that it can be attached to the common
bit stock, and at the same time give support and bearings to two bevel

gears placed at an angle of about forty-five degrees with each other,

and having under the lower gear a flat rest or bearer, by means of

which the bit is held in a fixed position with reference to the action of

rotation of the stock when in use. The whole arrangement being such
that holes can be bored in the corner of a room (as in bell hanging)
while the hand revolving with the bow of the stock is at some distance

from the walls of the apartment.
The inventor says : I claim the diagonal bit-holder, having a pro-

jection or rest T which forms a guard to the bevel gears and gives sup-

port to the bit, as described.

No. 17,479.

—

George Benjamin, of Avoca, IST. Y.

—

Improved Devices

for Holding Bit in the Brace.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The nature

of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

Claim.—The invention of the hook 2, and lever 3, and standard 4,

as shown in the drawings, as applied to the brace socket, and the appli-

cation of the spring 6, burr 7, and notch 8, on the outside of the brace

socket as represented and described.

No. 17,770.

—

Amos T. Smith, of Lynn, Mass., assignor to Himself
and George W. Otis, of the same place.

—

Improved Bit or Drills

Holder.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—By drawing backward thimble
D until the inner end of key C comes up against the projections 2,

the bit G can be inserted into the socket 3, and by thien releasing

thimble D, the spring E will drive key G forward over the shank end
of the bit.

Claim—The described combination of the sliding key or bar C and
thimble D, with the spring E and stationary catch or protection F,
constructed and operated substantially as described.

No. 16,938.

—

Abel W. Strebter, of Shelburne Falls, Mass.

—

Im-
proved Method of Constructing Bit Stocks.—Patent dated March 31,

1857.—The tube G is fitted on the journal J, and plays freely on it,

and is secured thereto by means of a screw nut H; the stock cap B is

fastened to tube G by means of a pin or screw D, which does not touch
journal J, and thus the stock cap B can turn freely on the stock.

Claim.—The construction of a bit stock in sections, said' sections

being connected by joints in the manner, and for the purposes sub-

stantially as set forth.

Also the mode of attaching the stock cap to the stock by means of the

box or tube G and cross pin D, or its equivalent, substantially as

described.

No. 16,931.—A. 0. Moore, of Wilmington, Vt.

—

Improved Mode of
Securing Bits in their Stocks,—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The
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nature of this invention will be understood by- reference to the claim

and engraving.

Claim.—The application to bit stocks of a plain socket with a screw

cap to hold the bit in place by a pressure upon the shoulder of the bit

head, thereby doing away with the necessity of fitting a bit before ase,

and gaining the advantage of a sure and firm fastening.

No. 17,341.

—

Luther T. Smart, of Manchester, N. H.

—

Improved
Machine for Compressing the ends of Blind Slats.—Patent dated May
19, 1857.—The blind slats are piled between the racks k, and by turn-

ing crank e shaft c is rotated, and cam m strikes arm x of slide ?, car-

rying with it slide l^ forward and across the bed piece a, pushing the

lower slat of the pile under studs n and opposite the dies in the die-

blocks/. When the slat r, fig. 3, is firmly pressed downby^w, the

camsy, by their inner sides playing against the friction rolls o, force the

dies / towards each other, which thus pinch the ends of the slat.

Claim.—The machine substantially as set forth, or its equivalent,

for crimping shades to blinds, consisting essentially of the sliding

dies// in combination with the cams jj and m, the rods p p, the slide

V-, and the pressure studs n n, with the rack k h connected together, and
operating in the manner substantially as set forth.

No. 16,777.

—

Tristram D. Knight, of Charleston, Tenn.

—

Improved
Machinefor Beducing and Smoothing Boards to an Uniform Thickness.—
Patent dated March 3, 1857.— D and M N are feed rollers ; G the
saw that reduces the board J to an uniform thickness, and P the
grinding cylinder which serves to produce an even and polished surface.

The inventor says : I do not restrict myself to the cylindrical form
of the grinder, as the disk or some other form might, under certain

circumstances, be substituted with advantage. Neither do I confine

myself to the use of an emery grinding surface, as many other things

are well known for abrading and polishing wood, which might be
employed in the place of emery, and, as an example, I will mention
rasps and files ; but the variety of such things is too well known to

require special enumeration, and too numerous to be particularized

in a specification.

Iclaimihe combination of the reducing saw with the finishing grinder,

for the purpose described.

No. 17,017.

—

Jonas Eosbnbury, of Cherryville, N. J.

—

Improved
Boring Machine.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The object to be
bored is clamped between the dog H and F. The dog H are ad-
justable by means of the set screws S, and the dog F, whichj^is attached
to rack C, can be adjusted by turning spiral cam D by means of crank
E. The auger shaft 7i, which turns in a frame d b, can be adjusted
in a lateral direction by means of slide g, which can be moved on
frame d by means of a tongue and groove-joint, while it can be ad-
justed in a vertical direction by frame b d, sliding on frame c. The
uprights I can be adjusted laterally by turning crank L.

Claim.—The arrangement of devices as described, for the purposes
set forth.
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No. ] 8,057.

—

Emmett Quinn", of Trenton, N. J.

—

Improved Boring
Machine.—Patent dated August 2^, 1857.—The log to be bored is

secured to the carriage C and fed to the hollow boring tube B by its

own weight. When the carriage C arrives in line with the levers F,
it presses on said levers and turns them to the position represented in

fig. 2, whereby the slides a are withdrawn to permit the passage of

the carriage C.

Claim.—The combination of the sliding guide a a with the levers

// and timber carriage C, operating as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,872.

—

Lafayette Stevens, of Elmira, N. Y.

—

Improved
Boring Machine.—^Patent dated December 15, 1857.—The claim and
engravings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim an inclosing tube attached to the

frame of a boring machine, and extending the entire length of the

auger.

But I claim the loose independent collar /, provided with knife

edges g g, to keep it from turning, for the purpose of furnishing a
bearing for the head of the auger while in operation.

I also claim the sharp annular spur c for the purpose of centreing

and guiding the auger, and at the same time leaving a core of the ma-
terial bored in the centre of the auger, in the manner specified.

I also claim the oblique traversing rests o o, in combination with
the screws 1 1 and dogs Q, for the purpose of adjusting the timber to

the auger, as described, and holding it firmly while under the opera-

tion of the auger.

No. 17,630.

—

Levi B. Lloyd, of Warwick township. Pa,

—

Improved
Device/or Feeding and Limiting the Depth ofHole in Boring Machines.—
Patent dated June 23, 1857.—The block X to be bored is placed upon
the table T ; the nut n is then turned on the thread of the draw rod c,

forcing the spring d towards the edges of the table, a distance equal

to the required depth of perforation ; the bit B is then turned and the

rising of the spring d keeps the block X constantly within the action

of the bit until the spring ceases to exert any power.

Claim.—The combination of spring draw rod and table, arranged
and operating to limit the depth of hole as described.

No. 17,799.

—

Hiram E. Paine, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Improved Device

for Feeding the Cutter Intermittently in Mortise Boring Machines.—
Patent dated July 14, 1857.—Kotary motion being given the shaft c,

the shaft J of the mortising tool is rotated by means of pulleys c^ (?

& K and belt D. Rotary motion is also given the cone pulleys c and d
by means of belt E, and to the crank shaft C by means of pinion and
wheel C^ and C^ ; the crank a causing the frame H and shaft J to

vibrate within the ways a and a^ ; the length of the stroke a, being
made adjustable, is equal to the length of the mortise to be made. At
the end of each stroke one of the arms^^'^ operates the lever e to turn

it from the dotted position to that shown in full, thereby causing the

rod 2 and pawl 0^, fig. 4, to operate ratchet r?^ pinion n)- and rack n^

and to feed the mortising tool to the stuff by operating frame N
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within its ways M ; thus the feeding of the mortising tool is only per-

formed at the ends of the mortise. The shaft J is made to slide

within the tuhe K hy means of tongue and groove connexion, and
consequently turns with said tuhe, preventing any vibrations of the

tool as it is fed to the stuff.

Claim.—Constructing the machine as described, so that the revolving

sidewise reciprocating mortising bit thereof is moved by the machine
alone endwise into the timber at, and only at, the ends of the mortise,

whatever length of mortise is being cut, as set forth.

I also claim the described means used to prevent increased trembling
of the mortising or boring bit, as the depth of the cutting increases.

No. 18,370.

—

Lafayette Stevens, of Elmira, N. Y., assignor to

William L. Gibson, of same place.

—

Improvement in Wood-Boring
Machines.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—This invention consists of

an improved method of clearing chips from the auger in boring pump
tubing, and is applicable to all cases where long boring in timber is

required.

In using this invention, the centre of the wood is not removed, but
passes through the annular spur h as the boring proceeds, and thence

through the centre of the tube E, as shown at c, fig. 2, which is a

longitudinal section of the auger and timber in the operation of

boring. Gr, in fig. 1, is a fan blower, d d being the fans, which are

attached to the shaft of pulley e, which is driven at a high rate of

speed by a band from the large wheel H. The blast of the fans passes

through the throat/ into the pipe g, which connects with the hollow
shaft C ; from whence it is driven through the hollow of the boring

tube E, emerging through the small aperture h h immediately back:

of the cutter F. The arrows in the drawing show the course of the

blast.

The inventor says : I claim employing the elastic force of air when;
introduced as a blast through one or more tubes or jets, immediately
at or closely following the bit or cutters as described, or by any analo-

gous means of application having substantially the same effect, for,

the purpose of removing the chips and dust.

No. 17,001.

—

Horace S. Smith, Elijah Hanson, and M. S. Kichard-
SON, of Kutland, Vt.

—

Improved Machine for Manufacturing Cylindri-

cal Boxes.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The bolt or plank L is placed

^

between the rollers I and J, and its inner end is placed against the

cutters h andy. Motion being given to the driving shaft E, the spindle

D rotates, and the head C is pressed towards the bolt I. The cutters h
cut the exterior surfaces, and the cutters j the interior of the boxes,

while the cutters k form the rim at the end of the box to receive the-

lever. When the cords of the boxes/come in contact with the end of

bolt L, the boxes are finished, the head C is moved out from bolt L,.

and the bar Q is drawn by hand towards the attendant, causing the

saw R to cut off the finished boxes from the bolt.

The inventors say : We are aware that boxes have been formed by
cutters arranged in various ways; but we are not aware that cutters

-

have been so arranged as to cut the external and internal surfaces of

Yol. ii 17
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boxes and also the rim to receive the cover at the same time. We
therefore do not claim the employment or use of rotating cutters for

cutting boxes irrespective of the arrangement shown.
We claim the cutters li attached to or formed on the semi-cylindri-

cal shell g, the cutters j attached to the ends of the solid semi-cylin-

drical projection i, and the cutter K attached to the inner end of the
semi-cylindrical projection I, the whole being arranged as described

for the purpose set forth.

We further claim in combination with the cutters h i K, arranged
as shown, the saw K attached to the swinging bar g, as described.

No. 18,287.—JosiAH KiRBY, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improved Ma-
chine for Cutting Bungs.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—A is the

follower, which presses the block against the bits ; B is the face-plate

;

C the mandrel ; D the pulley on the mandrel ; E the lever ; F the
lever shaft ; H the lever that gives motion to the follower ; I the lever

that gives motion to T ; J is the lever used to increase the weight at

certain lines on E ; K is a shoe on rod S_, to increase its weight and
receive the friction of pin ; L is the shaft which gives the feed motion ;

M is the cam which gives motion to the lever ; is a weight on the

lever ; P is a cam
; Q is a driving pulley on the shaft ; N is a weight

on lever E ; B is a spring lock on lever H, to assist in bringing back
the follower. The centre rod b serves as a slide to give motion to the

bit holders. The bit holders v v are provided with adjusting rods a a
at or near their front ends, and tail screws Y Y running through their

rear ends. The rods a a and the tail screws Y Y extend through the

sides of the mandrel and rest upon the bevels of the centre rod b, for

the purpose of adjusting the bits to the required sized bung, and giving

the holders v v sm oscillating motion, so as to taper or bevel the bung
as it is forced up against the bits, and to free the bits from the bung
as it comes back again after it is cut.

The inventor claims the oscillating bit holders v v, when operated

•by means of opposite bevels on the centre rod b acting against and
adjusting rods a a and the tail screws Y Y, in the manner and for the

purpose described. The inventor also claims the mode of grasping
the block and freeing the finished bung, when arranged and operatin g
in the manner set forth.

No. 16,800.

—

Edwin Kilburn, Abtemas Kilburn, and Cheney Kil-

iBURN, of Burlington, Vt.

—

Improved Machinefor forming the Curved
Surface of Solid Wooden Chair Seats.—Patent dated March 10,

.1857.

The inventors say : We do not claim a wheel having its periphery

or face coated with sand or emery, for such wheels have been previ-

ously used for polishing. *

But we claim shaping or hollowing out the faces or upper sides

of chair seats by means of a grinding or cutting wheel D, when said

"wheel has a convex face or periphery coated with sand, emery, or other
j

suitable substance; and using in conjunction with said wheel the screw

/, or its equivalent_, with the circular plate or disk h attached, sub-

stantially as described.
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No. 18,161.

—

John A. Scroggs, of Burlington, Yt.

—

Improved Mor-
tising OJiisel.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—The chips rise within

the oblique clearing grooves between edges a 5, they being centrally

divided by the sharp edged tongue c.

Claim.—My improved self-clearing mortising chisel, whose pecu-
liarity consists mainly in its oblique grooves, which operate substan-

tially as set forth.

No. 18,838.

—

Juan S. L. Babbs, of Boston, Mass., and Amos H, Kay,
of Providence, K. I.

—

Improved Adjustable Gauge for Dovetails.—
Patent dated December 15, 1857.—A A is the bar, being a straight

piece of wood having a series of cutter heads marked c c, with knives
or markers attached to the top and bottom sides of the same. The
cutter heads are made to slide easily upon the bar, and are held in

their respective places by set screws d d, thereby admitting of adjust-

ment for marking various sizes of dovetails as may be required.

B B are movable or sliding guages, and are also made to slide upon
the bar in the same manner as the cutter heads, as before described.

These gauges are provided with elongated slots, which allow them to

traverse backward and forward upon the bar A A at right angles with
the same, by which means this instrument may be used for marking
the dovetails upon one piece of stock, and also the pins upon the other
piece to match the dovetails, by employing one set of the knives or

markers.

The inventors say : We claim, first, the use of the bar A A pro-
vided with two or more stationary or movable cutter heads, with
knives or markers attached, as described for the purpose set forth.

We claim, second, the arrangement of the movable gauges B B,
operating as described for the purpose specified.

No. 16,627.

—

Elbridge G. Matthews, of Clear Water, Minnesota
Territory, assignor to Harvey Church, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Improved 3Ia-

chine for Cutting Dovetails and their Grooves.—Patent dated Feb-
ruary 10, 1857.—The stufi" R is placed against bar Gr_, which may be
set at various angles, so as to mitre and dovetail at the desired an-
gles, and then fastened to the carriage B by means of slotted arc J
and a set screw, not represented in the engravings. The stuff, when
thus set at the proper angle, is secured by clamps I and H, and then
the carriage is moved along by means of gear C D, and thus the stuff

subjected to the action of the cutters fee, which cut simultaneously
the mitre and dovetail. Figures 2 and 3 represent the bits for cutting
the tongue and mitre into piece S ; and figures 5 and 6 represent the
bits used for cutting the groove into piece R.

Claim.—In combination with the fixed stock Q, and mitring knife /,
and scouring and cleaning knives e e, as set forth, for forming at one
operation the mitre and dovetail tongue or groove.

Also in combination with the fixed stock and miteing and dove-
tailing cutters described, the traversing of the block or board in a
clamped condition past the same, for the purpose of having the mitre,

and dovetail formed, as set forth.
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No. 18,87*7.—KiCHARD N. Watrous, of Charlestown, 0,-^Improved
Drawing Knife,—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—A represents tlie

knife, provided at each end with a tong B, on each of which a
shoulder a is formed, said shoulders being formed by having the outer

ends or parts h of the tongs made of smaller diameter. The outer

ends of the parts b of the tongs have each a screw cut on them to

receive a thumb nut c. D D are the handles of the draw knife. The
eyes or loops E are secured to the handles D D by tongs c, which
pass entirely through the handles, and are riveted or headed at their

outer ends.

The inner edge of each eye or loop E is serrated or notched about
half the distance of its circumference, the lower or inner half as shown
at d ; and on each tong a point or stop e is formed. These points or

stops are formed on the inner edges of the tongs, and are produced
by filing, so as to form a projection. In consequence of these stops e

catching into the notches in the eyes or loops E, the handles are pre-

vented from turning on the parts b of the tongs ; and by unscrewing
the nuts c, the handles and blade may be adjusted relatively to each
other as desired.

Claim.—Attaching the handles to the knife substantially as shown
and described, or in any equivalent way, whereby the relative posi-

tion of the blade and handles may be varied as occasion may require,

or the nature of the work may demand.

No. 18,305.

—

William D. Sloan, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Drilling and Milling Machine.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.

—

The object of this invention is to mill or drill the two ends of blocks

of various materials, such as umbrella tips, chair rounds, &c., with
the view to expedite such operations and produce accurate work.

This invention will be understood by reference to the drawings and
claim.

The inventor says : I claim the mode of operation, substantially as

described, for securing and holding the blocks to the periphery of the

wheel, by which they are shifted from place to place which mode of

operation results from the combination of the radially sliding stirrups,

or their equivalents, with the wheel and the mechanism operatiaag the

said stirrups to liberate and gripe the blocks, or any equivalent there-

for, substantially as described.

I also claim connecting the stirrups, or any equivalent therefor,

with the radially sliding rods by a yielding joint, in combination with
the obliqiie edges of the recesses in which they slide, or any equiva-

lent therefor, as set forth ; so that the said stirrups when forced out

shall be brought in a radial position, and be free to yield laterally to

any irregularity of form of the blocks to be griped when drawn in, as

set forth.

I also claim, in combination with the carrying wheel, or equiva-

lents therefor, for holding and shifting the blocks, the two sets of

hollow mandrels, with appropriate cutters, and having a reciprocating

motion in opposite directions for acting on the opposite ends of the

blocks, substantially as and for the purpose specified.
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No. 16,936.

—

William D. Sloan, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Automatic Lathe for Turning Irregular Forms.—Patent dated March
31, 1857.—The hlocks to be turned are fixed upon the mandrels e,

which are shifted in succession from one to another of a series of

revolving cutters d^ e^ /^, which are guided in their longitudinal

movements by patterns which act upon the revolving cutters by means
of rollers z^. Each of the three cutters is at a greater distance from
the shaft a than the other, so that each subsequent cutter takes a

deeper cut from the block, until the latter has acquired the desired

shape. The finishing cutter referred to in the second claim is of a

circular shape and represented in the drawings at n^.

Claim.—The series of rotating and shifting mandrels for rotating

the blocks to be turned, and shifting them from one operation to

another, substantially as described, in combination with the series of

traversing cutters, guided by patterns or moulds, to determine the

form to be produced, substantially as described : whereby a series of

blocks are simultaneously subjected to the series of operations, and
each in succession subjected to all the operations, as set forth.

Also the mode of operation, substantially as described, of the cutter,

termed the finishing cutter, which said moie of operation consists in

rolling the cutting edge along the surface of the block that is being
turned as described ; by reason of which a small portion only of^the

cutting edge is cutting at any one time, and immediately relieved and
followed by another portion of the said cutting edge, as set forth.

Also the sliding segment ring with its slots, substantially as de-

scribed, in combination with the cutters and their appendages, sub-

stantially as described, for carrying the rangling cutters nearer to the

axis of the blocks at each successive cutting action as set forth.

No. 17,403.

—

Albert Williams, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improved
Compound Gauge,—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—The points A are

the mortise points for marking wood for mortising, which can be ad-

justed by turning screw head I, the screw of which works in a screw

nut J. The point E serves for marking metal ; P is the common
gauge point for marking wood ; and G represents a cutter for cutting

wood, leather, or any soft material.

Claim.—The combination of the four several gauges in one tool,

and all operating on the same end of the stem ; the mortise working
with an anti-friction screw, the head of which is at the bottom or end
of the stem.

No. 16,816.

—

Carver Washburn, of Bridgewater, Mass.

—

Improved
Method of Operating the Splitting-Knife in Hoop-Pole Machines.—

•

Patent dated March 10, 1857.—The knife A is attached to a carriage

sliding between the ways C C. The spring D serves to press the

knife forward in the bite of the rollers and to h\1ow the knife to recede

from the rollers under the pressure exerted ag-^nst the knife by the

action of the rollers against a hoop-pole, while being forced forwards
between them.

Claim.—The improvement of applying a knife to the feed rollers,

or the latter to the former, by means substantially as described, so
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that one may be made to approacli towards and recede from tlie other,

essentially in manner and for the purpose as specified.

No. 17,014.

—

Joseph Sawyer and Sylvester Sawyer, of Fitchburg,

Mass., assignors to the American Hoop Machine Company.—Improved
Machinefor Splitting Hoop-Poles.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—This
invention consists in so connecting the splitting knife I with the last

pair of feed rollers E Fj that in proportion as the latter are forced

apart by the increasing size of the pole the knife shall be drawn back
to afford a greater space for the passage of the two halves of the pole.

By means of arm M attached to the knife carriage K and pivoted to

the centre of the shaft of the movable feed roll E, the knife I is

moved laterally an amount equal to half the distance moved by the

feed roll, and the knife at the same time is drawn back as the pin h
of the block L is moved in the oblique slot n.

Claim.—First. Moving the knife back from the rolls, in proportion

as the latter are separated from each other, in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as set forth.

Second. Connecting the knife with the centre of the shaft of the

movable feed roll, by means of the arm M, as set forth, for the purpose
specified.

Third. The friction rolls q in the knife stock, operating in the

manner described for the purpose specified.

No. 17,500.—LoviTT Fames, of Kalamazoo, Mich.

—

Improved Ma-
chine for Preparing Huh-Blocks for the Lathe.—Patent dated June 9,

1857.—The blocks m represented in dotted lines are clamped between
the top of the auger H and the disk d^ by screwing down screw E.
Rotary motion is then given to the arbor F, aud as the block m rotates

the cutter h h bore the mandrel hole, and the chips pass down through
the hollow auger H ; the block m being fed to the auger by the gravity

of frame D, or by power applied to shaft D. As the tube is being
bored, the cutters y rough off the block ; the upper end of the plate I

serving as support for the block to rest upon.
Claim.—The vertical and stationary hollow auger H, guide and

rest plate I, with cutters J attached, in combination with the rotating

arbor F, and screw clamp E attached to the sliding frame D, the whole
being arranged substantially as shown, for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,402.

—

John Shaerer, of Reading, Pa.

—

Improved Hub-
Borer.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The collar / is secured to

the cutter shaft D, at such a point as will bring it upon its seat m at

the termination of the desired depth of the cut. Crank h is then
turned, moving the clamps F, so as to embrace the hub. The turn-

ing of shaft D by lever L produces a progressive cut, until collar /
reaches its seat m, when the rotation of shaft D causes the nut a to

rise until it is released from its stop c ; the cutter making a square
shoulder after the progressive motion of shaft J) has ceased.

Claim.—The vertically movable nut a, in combination with the
cutter shaft D, constructed, arranged, and operating substantially as

and tor the purposes set forth.
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No. 18,808.—ZiNA DooLiTTLE, of Perry, Geo.

—

Improved IlacMnes

for Boring Hubs,— Patent dated December 8, 185*7.—The claim and
engravings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of a shaft or a knife set

in the shaft ; neither do I claim the yokes F F, or feed spring H.
But I claim the employment of a hollow shaft, the rod C, and the

projection a, with the nut E, for the purpose of expanding the cutter

B, when the whole is arranged as shown, substantially for the pur-

pose specified.

No. 18,612.

—

John Thrasher, of Avon, N. Y.

—

Improved Clamp
for Centring Hubs for Boring.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention consists in three or more vibrating arms
connected by links to a screw, which operates them, so as to centre

and hold the hub while it is being bored ; and in an apparatus to

clamp the wheel after it is centred, and hold it while the hub is being

bored.

Claim.—The combination of the vibrating arms 1 1, links J J, and
screw L, constructed and arranged substantially as described, for the

purpose of centring and holding the hub while it is being reamed or

bored and reamed.

No. 16,932..

—

Albert Moore, of Honeyoye Falls, N. Y.

—

Improved
Method of Centring and Holding Hubs while being Bored.—Patent
dated March 31, 1857.—The centring of the hub is performed by
means of a chuck K, ^g. 1. This chuck is composed of a ring R,
which can be turned on the four guiding rolls a. The arms d are

pivoted at j9 to the ring E, and the stationary pins c which are attached

to the frame of the machine pass through corresponding slots in said

pieces. By turning handle H on pivot p, the arms c are moved all

simultaneously from the centre ; and by now inserting the hub of the

wheel, the arms c can be forced against it, holding it firmly in a cen-

tral position. Fig. 2 represents the hub W of a wheel, centred in

the chuck on a frame E, which latter is then turned in a vertical posi-

tion by means of hinges 7t, and the hub is then ready for boring.

Claim.—First. The construction of the chuck, consisting of the

combination of the ring R and arms d d d, said arms moving as de-

scribed upon the fixed and movable points P P P and c c c.

Second. The arrangement of the frames E and F, in the manner
and for the purpose substantially as described.

No. 17,735.

—

Stephen Going, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved De-
vice for Securing the StocJc to the Guide-Bods of Joiners' Ploughs.—
Patent dated July 7, 1857.—By means of this improvement the iron

F in the stock C may be adjusted with great facility, and also at par-

allel lines at any point of the guide-rods B.
Claim.—Securing the stock C on the guide rods B B by means of

the bar D, fitted within the stock and actuated by the screw E, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.
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No. 16,557.

—

James Stimpson, of Baldwinsville, Mass.

—

Improved
Method of Joining Boxes, &c.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.

Claim.—The joining of boxes, drawers, furniture, &c., by means of

rounds, tenons, and mortises, and a half-lap or secret joint, as set

forth and explained.

No. 16,493.

—

Joseph B. Okey, of Indianapolis, Ind.

—

Improved Lath
Machine,—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—The shaft J being
rotated, the cams K thereon rotate within the stirrup Gr; whereby the

knives H, being rigidly attached to said stirrup, are made to oscillate

upon the axis B, thereby cutting the laths from the under side of the

blanks in the series of cells D, alternately by the backward and forward
motion of the knives. The laths, on being severed, fall beneath as the

knife recedes from under the blanks ; the latter dropping down upon the

gauge at the same time, in readiness to be again cut upon the return

of the knives.

Claim.—The arrangement of one or more series of cells D and their

gauge stops E in the arcs of concentric circles, for the reception of the

blanks ; in combination with an oscillating knife or knives, mounted
and operating in the manner substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

No. 17,782.

—

Alexander Edmonds, of Mount Pulaski, Illinois.

—

Im-
proved Automatic Lathe,—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—By with-

drawing the slide S and nippers N, the piece to be turned can be
inserted within the conical mouth of the rotating cutter A a; and the

piece being pressed through, the round end is inserted between the

jaws of the nippers E, which jaws are then closed by pulling the

cords h by means of a treadle ; and at the same time the frame F is

drawn back, carrying with it the nippers and raising counter-weight

Y. By releasing the cords &, the weight Y brings the sliding frame
back to its former position.

Claim.—The combination of the rotating cutter A a, provided with
a gauge V regulating the diameter of the rounds or cylinders, with
the nippers N and E, for forming chair stuff.

Also the arrangement in the tenoning machine of the regulating

screw Y and cap I with the chamfer chisel C^, for the purpose set

forth.

No. 17,866.

—

Samuel N. Baker, of New Haven^ Conn.

—

Improved
Automatic Lathe for T^irning Irregular Forms.—Patent dated July
28, 1857.—The bevel wheels G- H are kept out of gear with each
other, while the cutters E E^ E^ E^ are turning the part of the arti-

cle which requires to be plain and of uniform size ; but when the part

is reached upon which the ornament or moulding is to be turned,

they are placed in gear and the cutter plate is rotated, and the cut-

ters upon it are moved towards and from the centre, in accordance
with the shape of the pattern dies, against which their heels come in

contact.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of cutters moved and ad-

justed by a pattern die or guide to give shape, form, and figure to
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mouldings or other configurations upon articles to be turned in a

lathe.
^

But I claim, 1st. The use of a series of cutters secured to a cutting

head standing at right angles to the article being turned, the said

cutters being operated by being revolved within the circular case B,

as and for the purposes set forth.

2d. The use of a pattern-guide or die, or of a series of them, placed

at right angles to the articles being turned within a circle, being struck

from the centre of the lathe, and having a movement in the direction

of the length of the lathe coincident with that of the cutter described,

and against which the cutters in their revolution come in contact, as

and for the purposes set forth.

3d. The use of a sliding cutting head, containing both the cutters,

to perform the operation of turning, and the pattern dies or guides to

control the movements of the cutters, as described and for the pur-

poses set forth,

No. 17,762.

—

George W. Walton and Henry Edgarton, of Wil-
mington, Del.

—

Improved Mode of Operating Badial Cutters in Lathes

for Beaded Work,—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—Motion being given
to the driving shaft U, the bolt I is fed by rollers C D E F into the hol-

low shaft V. A reciprocating movement is given to the collar Z and the

rods ^, in consequence of the bent lever E^ and pattern K. The sliding

movement of the collar Z and rods i, as they move back and forth,

actuates the cutter stocks X, in consequence of the pins n, which are

attached to the rods i, working in the oblique slots g'^
; the stocks X

swinging on the rods g, and causing the cutters Y to cut the stick in a
beaded form, which is determined by pattern K.
The inventors say : We are aware that cutters for cutting beaded

work have been arranged so as to be operated automatically, and a
patent was granted to A. H. Brown for a machine having an automatic
cutter head. We therefore distinctly disclaim all parts in our machine
which may be considered equivalent to those of the aforesaid and other

machines, intending thereby to limit ourselves to the combination and
arrangement of parts shown.
We claim the rotary pattern K, bent lever E^, arms C^ C^, connected

to the sliding collar A^, in combination with the swinging or oscil-

lating cutter stocks X X^ arranged substantially as described for the
purpose specified.

No. 18,268.

—

John Humphrey, of Keene, N. H., assignor to Amos
E. Perry, Harrisville, N. H., and John Humphrey, aforesaid.~7wi-
provement in Lathes for the Manufacture of Clothes Fins, dc.—Patent
dated September 22, 1857.—These improvements are designed for

lathes used in making articles of a small size. They consist princi-

pally of a device for feeding the billets or pieces to be turned to the
spindles of a lathe.

^
The nature of this consists in having a notched or forked piece or

pieces, of a suitable shape or size to hold the billets to be turned, the
same being arranged so that it will be in a position sufficiently dis-

tant from and lateral to their axes to receive a billet while they are
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occupied by a preceding piece, and then to have a position to hold the
billet, so that it may be centrally pierced and taken by the spindles

;

these positions may be alternately changed, either by a lateral motion
of the feeder D to and from the spindles B B^, or of the spindles to

and from the feeder. The billets may be received from the mouth of

a conductor or the hand of an attendant.

I claim the method of feeding the pieces to be turned to the spindles

when their relative positions are changed, as shown ; and in combina-
tion with the above, removing the finished pieces from the spindles

;

the whole being arranged and operated in the manner and for the
purposes set forth.

No. 18,120.

—

Eleazar S. Gardner, of Philadelphia,, Pa., assignor

to Smith, Gould, & Co., of the same place.

—

Improved Sliding Best

for Lathes.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The nature of this in-

vention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.
Claim.—The revolving collar C, with its square eye G, when the

same is employed in conjunction with the steady rest of a turning
lathe, for which a patent was granted to Albin Warth on the 10th
day of October, 1854, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,112.

—

George N. Trowbridge, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improved
Socket Coupling for Lathes.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The
pin F is put into shank D in such a position, that when the shank
is making its last turn before coming to a bearing in the socket, it

will press upon spring E more and more until it passes the end of the

spring, when the latter will fly up and the end of it bear against the

pin, so as to prevent the tool from turning in the socket in a reverse

direction until the spring is pressed down by hand out of the way of

the pin.

The inventor says : I do not claim a simple conical pin for fasten-

ing the shank of a tool in a conical socket ; but I claim the combination
of the spring E and pin F, with the conical shank and socket, with
straight screw attached, for the purpose and substantially as described.

No. 17,313.

—

Harvey Brown, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Ar-
rangement of Devices for Dressing Pieces of Lumber.—Patent dated

May 19, 1857.—The block to be dressed is placed upon the sliding

table/, and is held against the face of the frame E ; the saw A cuts off

a piece of the desired thickness, at the same time that said piece is

planed by the cutters h of the planer B, while it is jointed by the cut-

ters C^ the shaft of which can be adjusted in the circular slot to any
desired position.

The inventor says: I do not claim the saws, planer, or jointers

separately considered ; as they are not new and may be substituted in

my invention by other forms of saws, planers, and jointers.

I claim the movable frame E, or its equivalent, as supporting the
planer B and the jointer C^, which, by means of the set screws F F,
connect it with frame D ; by which arrangement pieces for barrel head-
ing or other purposes can be sawed, planed, and jointed simultaneously
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of any desired thickness or widtli within the compass of the machine,
substantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,494.—G-EORGE L. Ciiapin, of Perryshurgh, IST. Y.

—

Improved
Mitre-Box.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The position of part G can

be adjusted by turning it on the fulcrum H, when it can be retained

stationary by means of set screw J. The position of parts C and sides

F can be adjusted by set screw E ; when the parts C and G- are ad-

justed to the desired angle, the piece of wood to be sawed is inserted

between the side-boards F ; and by leaning the saw against the inclina-

tion K, the end of the piece is cut to the required mitre. .

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the obtuse angled
part G with the tilting-box C F, both parts being adjustable rela-

tively to each other and to the fixed supporting frame A, all substan-

tially as described and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,880.—J. M. Jat, of Canton, 0.

—

Improved Mortising and
Boring Machine.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—The boring or mor-
tising bit is inserted within the end of shaft D, and the stuff to be
operated upon is placed against the adjustable rack E, which can be
placed to any desired angle by turning shaft I^, worm-wheel I, seg-

ment H, and rack E on pivot F^ ; the rack E can also be turned on
its hinges F, and adjusted by means of the brace-rod J^ and adjustable

slide-piece J. The table N and frame U can be raised or lowered by
operating bevel wheels c d and screw-shafts 5, the latter playing in

the swivel nuts a.

Claim.—The arrangement of the rack E, adjustable brace J, seg-

ment H, slide-rack G, and slide-table N^, and in combination with the

parallel linked table N, screws 5, swivel nuts a, and arms/, in the
manner and for the purpose described.

No. 17,285.

—

George P. Ketcham, of Bedford, Ind.

—

Improved Mor-
tising Chisel.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—This rectangular hollow
chisel being driven into the wood, the chip thus formed is split by the

divider D, into two pieces, which are forced up between the divider

and the parallel sides. The chips, being retained in the chisel by the
shoulders P, are torn loose from the wood when the chisel is with-
drawn, and are discharged at the top of the chisel.

Claim.—The employment of the divider D and the shoulders P P
in combination, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,878.

—

Christian J. Heistand, of Papho, Pa.

—

Improved
Mortising Chisel.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.
Claim.—The new article of manufacture described, consisting of a

chisel with the handle placed at right angles with the cutting part,

for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,332.

—

Charles Green, of Bethel, Ohio.

—

Improved Mor-
tising Machine.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—The stuff to be
mortised is secured upon bed M by a clamp P, and the stuff and bed
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are moved towards and from the revolviog cutters J by operating
lever ; power being applied to pulley C, a vibratory motion is com-
municated to beds F^ and the cutters J will cut the mortises in the
stuff on bed M, The length of the vibrations of the cutters is regu-
lated by adjusting the arms H at the desired points in the slots in the
beds F and in the arm E, and also by adjusting the slide a in the
pulley 0, whereby the mortises may be cut the requisite length.

The inventor says : I do not claim as new in mortising machines
chisels or bits vibrating through the mortise and simultaneously re-

volving about their axes, the stroke being varied as desired ; nor yet

the manner in which the stuff is fed to the action of the bits, &c., as

such are common to other machines. But I claim the combination,
substantially as shown and described, of the frame or bar A with its

slot e; the T-shaped bars or pieces E^ with their slots e ; slotted frames
or beds F, pivoted in the rear to the bars E^, and carrying the revolv-

ing chisel, arbors, or axles Gr ; slotted and double arms and connecting
rods H ; and slotted driving arm E,—all arranged for operation to-

gether for the easy adjustment and simultaneous production, when de-

sired, of different sized mortises in the one stick and at varying
distances apart, as set forth.

No. IT, 701.

—

Hbzekiah B. Smith, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improved Mor-
tising Machine.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—By adjusting the
clamp e higher or lower on the lever a, the motion of the table B can
be adjusted^ when said table is fed to the mortising tool, by pressing

on treadle H, the lever a being then turned on its fulcrum h, and the

rod I operating the table. The pawl K serves to hold the table in its

position, and can be released therefrom by pressing upon the short end
of said pawl.

Claim.—1st. The adjustable compound treadle H, when used in

combination with a mortising machine for the purpose and substan-

tially as described.

2d. The pawl K^ or its equivalent, in combination with the table

B, to prevent the action of the chisel from jarring the foot ; not in-

tending by this to confine myself to the exact form represented, but
adopting any other substantially the same.

No. 18^521.

—

Caleb B. Rogers, of Norwich, Conn.

—

Improved De-
vice for Reversing the Chisel in Mortising Machines.—F&tent dated
October 27, 1857.—A sliding check-pin F passes through the spindle

0, so as to project on one side a quarter of an inch ; B is a vertical

way or plane-guide, along which the check-pin passes freely while the
spindle is forced up and down ; J is a check-guide, whose face is set

perpendicular to the plane of the former guide B, and acts against

the end of the check-pin whenever that pin passes so low in its tra-

verse as to reach it.

Claim.—The application of the sliding check-pin F, and the check-
guide J, and the spiral reversing guide B, to the objects and for the

purposes set forth.
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No. 18,535.—D. M. Cummtngs and P. C. Cambridge, Jr., of North
Enfield, N, H.

—

Improved Method of Beversing the Chisel in Mortising

Machines.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.—By this invention a
varying and progressive stroke is given to the chisel mandrel or arbor,

so that the length of the stroke may be gradually increased as the

depth of the mortise increases, and the chisel is thus regularly fed to

its work. There are also means employed for rotating the chisel

mandrel automatically from the auger arbor.

The inventors say : We claim rotating the chisel mandrel D from
the augur mandrel K, when desired, by means of the lever L, with
pressure roller m attached, and spur n, in connexion with lever T,

operated by the upright /, as described.

No. 18,977.—Levi KiTTiNGER, of East Greeneville, Ohio.

—

Improved
Device for throwing into and out of Gear the Tool of Mortising Ma-
chines.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—The two parts e/of the

nut K are operated by two oblique bars h A, which pass horizontally

through recesses in the outer ends of the parts e/, and are secured

thereon by vertical pins ii. The outer ends of the bars h h and j may
be formed or cut from a solid plate. To the back side of the cross-tie

plate C a catch S is attached. This catch is a simple bar K, pivoted

at its centre to the cross-tie C, and provided with a thumb-piece h, a

spring m bearing against the bar K, which spring has a tendency to

keep the ends of the bar in the notches n in the bars A A, when said

bars are shoved inwards, so as to press the two parts ef of the nut into

the screw-rod P.

The inventor says : I am aware that a hollow chisel containing an
auger has been previously used, and also connected to a sliding gate

;

and I am also aware that said parts have been placed in the adjustable

frames ; I therefore do not claim the above parts.

But I claim operating or adjusting the two parts efhj the nut K, by
means of the oblique bars h h, connected with the parts e/, and used
in connexion with the catch S, for the purpose specified.

No. 17,183.

—

Moses Marshall, of Lowell, Mass., assignor toKiCHARD
Ball and Charles H. Ballard, of Worcestej, Mass.

—

Improved 31ethod

of Reversing the Chisels of Mortising Machines.—Patent dated April 28,
1857.—When this machine is in operation, the chisel F can be re-

versed by simply pressing down lever U, which, being attached to

chain 0, turns when pressed down pulley K, causing the projection

c on pawl J to act against pin e, and to withdraw the bolt from collar

h ; pawl J then operates against the teeth of collar h, and turns it

until the end of the bolt H drops into notch a, when the chisel T is

reversed.

Claim.—The projection c on the pawl J, so constructed and arranged
as to press back the bolt H, when moved in one direction, and release

the collar G, so that it may be turned by the pawl J to reverse the
chisel ; and, also, that it (the projection c) will pass outside of the
pin e when moved in the other direction, substantially as described

for the purpose set forth.

Also the slotted lever Q, chain 0, and lever U, or their equivalent,
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SO constructed and arranged as to turn the collar K and reverse the
chisel, as described.

No. 17,141.—D. T. Drake, of Leominster, Mass.

—

Improved Ma-
chinefor Mortising the Stiles for Blind Slats.—Patent dated April 28,

1857.—The side rails of the blinds to be mortised are laid in the

grooves c of the carriage E^ and the cutter N being adjusted to the

desired inclination, motion is imparted to the cutting tools—the cut-

ter N cutting an oblique groove in the side rail ; while, after two sub-

sequent cuts of the cutter N being effected, the augers n enter the two
ends of the first cut and finish it for the insertion of slats. The side

rails are fed at regular intervals to the mortising tools, by stop F on
spring blade h passing over a rack F on carraige C.

Claim.—The described machine for cutting mortises for window-
blind slats, constructed in the manner substantially as set forth, and
consisting essentially in the carriages E and 0^ in combination with
the cutters N and bits n, operating in the manner specified.

No. 17,657.

—

Thomas. D. Worrall, of Lowell, Mass., assignor to

Thomas F. CALDicoTT,of Charlestown, Maft.

—

Improved Bench Plane.—
Patent dated June 23, 1857.—By driving up the wedges F Gr, the

plane iron E is drawn firmly down on its seat d formed in the holder

C, and does not depend on the wood of the plane iron to enable it to

be held in place.

Claim.—The improved manufacture of carpenters' bench plane or

jointer, as made with its handle, its wooden stock to which said

handle is afiixed, and a separate metallic cutter, holder, and cutter

clamping devices, arranged together, substantially as specified.

No. 17,553.

—

Joel Bryant, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improved Stock

for Bench Planes.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The construction of bench planes having an opening 0,
with a backward inclination made by the dispensing with or the re-

moval of the lower edge or lip of the plane stock, (as existing in bench
planes of ordinary construction ;) the said opening being made for the

purpose of avoiding the annoyance produced by splinters or small

pieces of wood fastening in the recess, as formed by the said lower

edge or lip of the plane stock, and the bevel of the iron in common
bench 'planes, substantially as described for the purpose set forth.

No. 17.965.

—

Jesse M. Gilstrap, of Washington county, Ark.

—

Improved Machine for Whetting Plane Bits.—Patent dated August 11,

1857.—The bit to be whetted is inserted within the bit holder H; and
a reciprocating motion being given to pitman I, the bit holder is

operated within the ways H, and the edge of bit T is whetted on the

stone M, while the spring rod I exerts an e^en pressure upon the fric-

tion roller K and bit holder H.
Claim.—The use of the bit holder H, constructed as described, when

operated by the devices arranged in the manner and for the purpose

specified.
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No. 16j805.

—

Oldin ISTichols, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improved Carpen-
ter's Plane.— VixtQui dated March 10, 1857.

Claim,—Connecting tlie cap D to the plane iron C by the hook-
headed bolt E, with two nuts F and G thereon to hold them together,

and then securing the iron to the plane stock A by a cam shaft H
operating upon this same hook-headed bolt, which is so adjustable as

•to be lengthened or shortened that any desired pressure may always
be had to firmly hold the iron to the stock by turning the cam shaft,

and still allow the plane iron to be moved in or out of the plane, to

cut a thick or thin shaving without further tightening or loosening it

;

these parts being arranged and operated in the manner and for the

purposes fully set forth.

Also the plate ^ secured to the plane stock, and intervening between
the surface a of the hook E and the surface e of the cam shaft H, to

prevent wear of the hook and cam, and also to prevent the hook E and
plane iron C from sliding back when the cam shaft H is turned to

tighten the iron to the plane stock, essentially in the manner and for

the purposes fully set forth.

Also the application of one single handle B to answer for and be
secured to a whole set or any number of plane stocks, either in the

lower or elevated position, and changeable from one position to

another, or from one plane to another, instantly_, and be secured firm-

ly thereto, by means of the hook K and cam L, or their mechanical
equivalents, arranged and operated essentially in the manner and for

the purposes fully set iorth.

No. 16,889.—M. B. Tidey, of Ithica, New York.

—

Improved Car-
Renter's Plane.—Patent dated March 24, 1857.—In the cavity con-

structed in the plane a metallic bit case, as seen at A, is applied,

which is secured thereto, by screws d c?, through slots e e, entering nut

/, said nut being a rod of iron passing through the plane stock for that
purpose. The bit case passes through the stock, its lower extremity
constituting a section of the plane's face, being provided with a mouth
g, and other formations necessary for the reception of the bit, and its

means of fastening thereto.

The object of this invention is to render planes more durable, retain

a uniform mouth, obviate their clogging, and retain the essential part

of the plane when the stock is worn out.

Claim.—The application to the cavity of the plane stock of a me-
tallic bit case, and so applying it that its lovv^er extremity shall con-
stitute a part of the plane's face, constructed and operated substantially

for the j)urpose and in the way set forth.

No. 17^541.

—

Porter A. Gladwin, of Boston, Mass., assignor to

Himself and Thomas Ford Caldicott, of the same place.

—

Improved
Tonguingand grooving Hand-plane.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engravings.
The inventor says : I do not claim the combination of tonguing

and grooving cutters, upright and horizontal guides in one stock,

wherein the tonguing and grooving cutters are arranged to slant in
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opposite directions. But what I do claim as an improvement in the
match plane is the tonguing and grooving cutter or cutters h and i

in a single throat, and to slant in one direction, in combination with
arranging the vertical guides c^ and d} so that one shall stand below
the other, and the horizontal tongue guide/^ g^ be arranged between
them, as specified.

No. 17,618.—WiLLARD W. Chipman, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improved
Ilethod of Holding and Adjusting Plane-Irons in their Stocks.—Patent
dated June 23, 1857.—When the thumb-screws I and P are un-
screwed, the frogs H W release the sliding piece E, through the slot

of which the head of screw F passes ; and in this position the slide E
is at liberty to move up and down freely in the groove / of the frame
G, and the plane-iron c can be adjusted to its proper place^ which,
being done, the thumb-screws I and P are turned up against the frogs

H and H^, wedging the slide E into the grooves of frame G, and thus
securing the plane-iron firmly in its place.

Claim.—The use and application of the apparatus for holding and
adjusting the plane-iron, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

No. 17,645.

—

William Stoddard, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improved Mode
of Securing and Adjusting Plane-Irons in their Stocks.—Patent dated
June 23, 1857.—By moving lever A to the right or left on its cam
stand C, the upper ends of the irons B and G are lowered or raised at

the same time that the lower ends thereof are moved in an opposite

direction by their connexion with stand I, and the irons B G are thus
firmly secured and pressed to the plane-stock F.

Claim.—The grooved stand I, double-headed bolt PI, in combination
with the cam A and its stand C, for the purposes set forth and
described.

No. 16,569.—J. F. Palmer, Auburn, N. Y., assignor to S. W.
Palmer, Detroit, Michigan.

—

Improved Joiner' s Plane.—Patent dated
February 3, 1857.—^^The plane iron E^ may be set by turning the
screw rod E

;
plate D and plane iron E^ are held up by means of

spring 6, when the plane is being drawn back and they are forced

downward, when the plane is shoved forward by pressing the palm of
the hand against the plate I, the rod H being shoved forward thereby,

and the fork I pressing down the nut F, and consequently the plate

D and plane iron.

Claim.—The two plates C D and plane iron E^ arranged relatively

with each other as shown, and used in connexion with the screw rod
E and rod H, as described for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,286.

—

Benjamin J. Lane, of Newburyport,, Mass.

—

Improved
Joiners' Plane.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.

The inventor says : I do not claim separately the screw rod D for

raising and lowering the iron C, for that has been previously used for

effecting the same purpose.
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But I claim the sliding plate E, with bar I attached, through which
the screw rod D passes, the plates E beiug operated by the wedge w
and screw rod o, substantially as deecribed for the purpose set forth.

Also in combination with the plate E and bar I, arranged and ope-

rated as shown, the screw rod D applied to the iron C, and connected
with the plate E and bar I, as described ; whereby the iron C may be
adjusted or set with facility, and also secured firmly in its proper
position within the plane.

No. 1*7,332.

—

James Lashbrooks, of Owensboro', Ky.

—

Improved
Joiner's Plane.—Patent dated May 19, 1857".—This invention consists

in the use of a curved bit C, whereby a handle B can be used on all

planes, however short, without any inconvenience.

Claim.—The curved plane iron C and cap F, in combination with
the curved back rest and slotted plate D, operating as described, and
for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,951.

—

Thomas D. Worrall, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improved
Joiner s Plane.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings,
CZam.—First. The employment of the clamp lever G for securing

and bedding the bit, in the manner fully set forth and described.

Second. The clamp lever C, as arranged, in combination with T-
strap B, and nut F, for the purpose of regulating and adjusting the

bit for cutting, when firmly bedded and secured, as set forth and de-

scribed.

No. 16,954.

—

Henry S. Dewey, of Bethel, Yt., assignor to Himself
and Levi W. Newton, of Dorchester, Mass.

—

Improved Machine for
Cutting the Throats of Carpenters' Plane Stocks.—Patent dated March
31, 1857.—In operating with this machine, a cutter or burr is first

employed to form by successive cuts the main part of the shaving
throat. The cutters H and I are then brought into use ; the object of

the cutter H being to cut for shaft K a path in those parts of the wood
that are left between the cavity first cut and the channels made by
cutter I. The cutters by successive and proper adjustments are ope-

rated so as to remove the greater part of the wood necessary to the

formation of the mouth.
Claim.—The combination of the shaft path cutter H, the plane iron

and wedge throat cutter I, the movable carriage A, and the adjustable

bearing L, by which the inclinations of the ends of the throats may
be obtained, as described, the whole being in the manner and for the
purpose as specified.

No. 18,312.

—

Thomas D. Worrall, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improved
Method of Attaching Adjustable Handles to Joiners* Planes.—Patent
dated September 29, 1857.—In attaching this handle to planes, a
groove is cut in the top of the plane, and a mortise in the side ; the
gToove and mortise meeting form a T-shaped slot ; the nut E fits in

the body of this slot, and the flanges formed by the projecting of the
button beyond the side of the nut fit in the arms of the slot. Plate

Yol. ii 18
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D fits on the top of the plane, hetween the arms or jaws of nut F,
and over the slot ; screw E passes through the slot, in cap plate D, and
enters the nut F, and secures the handle firmly to the plane. By
means of the slot in the cap plate, the handle may he made to assume
the position seen in -B.g. 1, or strap C may be made to fit up snug
against the plane, as is the general manner of using it.

The inventor says : I claim , first, the combination and arrangement
of cap plate D, screw E, nut F, and T-slot o in the plane, for the

purpose of providing and securing a movable handle to planes.

Second. I claim the arrangement of cap plate D, slotted strap C,

and screw a, for the purpose of adjusting the handle vertically, when
desired by the operator, as set forth and described.

No. 16,412.

—

Thomas J. Tolman, of South Scituate, Mass.

—

Im-
proved Method of Adjusting the Size of the 31outh in Planes.—Patent
dated January 13, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be under-

stood by reference to the claim and engraving.
Claim.—The application to the common plane of the screw attach-

ment A and key B, through the same, thereby regulating the mouth
and greatly increasing its value.

No. 17,921.

—

JohnF. W. Erdmann, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improved
Stock for Smoothing-Planes.—Patent dated August 4, 185*7.—The
cutting angle of the bit C may be varied by simply shiiting wedge G
from one side of the bit to the other, while the elastic strip D prevents

any shavings from entering the throat of the plane back of the iron.

The inventor says: I am aware that an iron similar to mine is known
as a scraper, and that irons have been adjusted in stocks with me-
chanism for changing the cutting (or scraping) angle, and I do not

wish therefore to be understood as claiming such features as my in-

vention.

But I claim placing in the throat of the plane^ back of the irou, the

elastic strip D, substantially as and for the purpose described.

No. 17,300.

—

Edward Q. Smith, of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improved Ma-
chine for Planing Chair Seats.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The
stuff I to be operated upon is cut to the proper size and placed upon
bed P, motion being imparted to the cutter head J; the cutters y plane
the stuff, while the feed rollers D bear upon it and feed it over the
cutter shaft. The wheel N also bears upon the stuff' I and is rotated

by it on shaft L, causing cam h to rotate and by means of yoke K to

raise and lower the bearing d of the cutter shaft J, so that the face

side of the stuff will be cut in the required shape for chair seats.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the shifting or lifting of
cutter shaft or bearings thereof by means of cams, for this is an old
and well known method. Nor do I claim adjusting the table or

carriage by means of wedges.
But I claim in chair seat machines the combination, }}j means of the

universally jointed shaft L, of the feed wheel N with the eccentric h,

when the said wheel N derives its motion from the chair seat, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.
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No. 17,343.

—

Henry D. Stover, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improved Rotary
Planing Cutter.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—The cutting irons

G are secured to the cutter head by means of the curved steel plates N,
the bevelled edges J of which enter corresponding grooves in the heads
B and C, when the screw-nut D is tightened.

Claim,—The described method, or its mechanical equivalent, for

securing double or single cutting irons to cutter heads, to hold them
secure when in use, essentially in the manner and for the purposes set

forth.

No. 18,007.—H. H. Baker, of New Market, N. J.

—

Improved Ro-
tary Planing Cutters.—Patent dated August 18, 1857.—The face of
the cutter head A prevents the cutters from entering the wood beyond
a given depth, as the edges of said cutters are within the recess &, and
the lumber can be fed to the cutters by hand without the use of rollers.

The inventor says : I would not wish to be understood as claiming
the use of rotary cutters as used by Daniel Woodworth, Fay, and
others.

Neither do I claim a rotating disk, as I am aware of its having heart

previously used.

But I claim the recess h in the face of the cutter wheel, substan-
tially lor the uses and purposes set forth.

No. 16,513.

—

Sylvester Sawyer, assignor to the American Hoop
Machine Company, of Fitchburg, Mass.

—

Improved MacMne for Plan-
ing Hoops.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—This invention consists

in certain improvements upon a machine for which letters patent, dated
May 6, 1856, were granted to myself, in connexion with Joseph Saw-
yer, for improved hoop machine. The nature of this machine will be
understood from the claims and the engravings.

Claim.—Giving the frame N, which carries the roll L, a play
between the adjusting screws m and w, and bringing the roll up to its

work by the spring P, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Second. I claim the eccentric K, lever S^, graduated arc T, and
spring Q, operating in the manner described, for the purpose of regu-
lating the thickness of the hoop, and of forming the lap, as set forth.

Third. I claim the combination of the cutters b and c, and arranged
in the manner set forth, upon the reciprocating gate E, in combina-
tion with the rest H, operating in the manner substantially as set

forth.

No. 17,171.

—

Thaddeus S. Scoville, of Elmyra, N. Y.

—

Improved
MacMne for Planing Hoops.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—The
hoop P is fed in between the India rubber rollers B, the springs K
holding the hoop against the curved ways c. The hoop feeding past
the iirst spring K strikes the roller E, which, being held firmly by
stronger springs, forces the hoop against the weaker springs e, which
gives way, letting the hoop on to cutter C, and, passing the second
spring K, is fed out of the machine by India rubber rollers G.
The inventor says : Machines with rotary cutters have been used for

dressing hoops.
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India rubber feed rollers and elastic guides have been used ; tbese I

do not claim.

But I claim the employment of a concave guide c c, arranged with
a hinged portion immediately before, the cutters, which is held in

place by a spring having less pressing force than the counter gauge
roller E, in combination with said gauge roller, or its equivalent, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

Ko. 18,806.—JoLN D. Dale, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improved Plan-
ing Machine.—Patent dated December 8, 1857.—The object of the im-
provements in this machine is to make a planing implement that will

^^true" boards, planks, and other carpenter stuff, and take the same
out of wind

;
plane, tongue and groove ; make several mouldings at

once, either of the same or of various patterns, and separate each
moulding ; make sash stuff and tenon the same ; do other tenoning

;

work circular moulding, and do circular work of every description.

The engravings and claim further describe the nature of this inven-

tion.

The inventor says : I disclaim all part separately of the before

described machine that are not hereinafter specifically claimed by me.
But I claim, first, the arrangement, as described, by which the sup-

port rollers No. IT and the feed roller C are raised, and the carriage

E simultaneously secured ; whereby I make a permanent bed and con-

tinuous feed, and by lowering the same I make a reciprocating moving
bed plate or carriage, and am enabled to change from one side to the

other, at the will of the operator.

Second. I claim the arrangement whereby an adjustable cutting

bed No. 37 is formed on the end of the movable carriage E^ for the

uses and purposes as described.

Third. I also claim the combination and arrangement of the method
set forth for attaching side cutters, by which they are both rendered

adjustable, in the manner specified and described by letters G G, repre-

senting cranes supporting the side cutters hanging on arms K K, sup-

ported and adjusted by guide braces L L and screw nuts J J, all for

the purpose and in the manner set forth and described.

Fourth. I also claim the particular arrangements, in combination,

by which the pressure bar N and the transverse bar Q are made to

raise, and by which they are made to correspond with the circum-

ference of the rotary cutter by raising the superior feed roller D, for

the purpose as set forth.

No. 17j963.

—

Benaiah Fitts, of Worcester, Massachusetts.

—

Im-
proved Arrangement of Feed Boilers for Planing Machines.—Patent

dated August 11, 1857,

The pinion H is held firmly in gear by the connecting arms J and
I when the roll B is raised or lowered.

Claim.—In driving gears on feed rollers for wood planing machines,

the internal gear F and the external gear G, in combination with

the pinion H and connecting arms I and J, when constructed and
operated as set forth and described.
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No. 1*7,315.

—

David N. B. Coffin, jr., of Newton, Massacliusetts,

and Henry D. Stover, of Boston, Massachusetts.

—

Improved Devices

for Dogging Lumber in Planing Machines.—Patent dated May 19,

1857.

When the dog h is to be set, the operator has only to hear upon
the toothed side, so as to raise pawls e from the rack c, when he
can move the dog over the platen to the desired place, the pawl e

of which holds the dog whenever the lumber is pressed against its

teeth. On forcing up the dogging bars h against the lumber, by
turning screw i, parts J begin to draw upon the pins g, and, so draw-
ing cross-bar F down towards the platen, firmly clamp thereto the
screw ij at the same time forcing their points into the lumber.

Claim.—We claim the bar &, constructed and arranged substantially

as set forth, in combination with the rack c, or its equivalent.

Also the device for the rear end of the platen, so constructed and
arranged that the dogging bars are clamped firmly to the platen, at

the same time that they adjust themselves to the form and position of

the end of the lumber by the operation of a single screw, substantially

as described.

No. 17,873.

—

George Darby and James E. Young, of Augusta,
Maine.

—

Improved Shell Boiler Bed for Planing Machines.—.Patent

dated July 28, 1857.

The hollow rollers X are of such a diameter that they can be slid

over the bevelled rollers R ; and, by turning the screw rods T T, they
can be set so as to plane any bevel that may be desired.

The inventors say : We are aware that cylinder or revolving cut-

ters, and also that pressure or yielding feed rollers, have been used
in planing machines, likewise that motion has been applied to the

feed rollers in various ways. Therefore we do not claim either of

these arrangements in connexion with our invention ; nor do we
claim the rocker boxes and sliding bars upon which the feed rollers

rest.

We claim the combination of the hollow or shell rollers XXX
with the bevelled grooved rollers R R R, whereby a bevel grooved
or straight bed is formed, in the manner and for the purpose as de-

scribed.

No. 17,833.

—

Jonathan Hall, of Worcester, Massachusetts.—/m-
provement in Feed Boilers of Planing Machines , &c.—Patent dated
July 21, >857.

Between the shaft of feed roller B^ and shaft P is a connecting
bridle L, one end of which is attached to the shaft of B^, and which
rises and falls as tbis roller is moved, and the other end of which is

connected to shaft P and moves it in its slot S ; thus, when the roller

B^ is raised or lowered, the pinion K will be constantly kept in gear
with wheel T, which rises and falls with roller B^
The inventor says : I do not claim, generally, the adjustability of

feed and other rollers, or accomplishing this without any change
of gearing, as these ends are gained by other methods now known.
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But I claim the application and use of internal gearing H H, sub-

stantially as described.

I also claim, in combination therewith, the arrangement of the

movable box E and connecting bridle L, or their equivalents, for the

purposes set forth.

No. 16,403.

—

Keuben W, Sharp, of Montgomery, Alabama.

—

Im-
proved Machine for Planing Shingles or Tapering Pieces.—Patent
dated January 13, 1857.
The shingles e are placed within the box F, and as disk c on the

driving shaft rotates^ a reciprocating motion is given to the slide E and
carriage 0. As the slide E moves forward it shoves forward the lower

shingle, the under surface of which is planed level by cutters b on
head a ; and as the shingle passes underneath the cutters d on head
c, the upper surface is planed and bevelled, the cutter head c being
supported by frame K, which rises and descends by means of the in-

clined edge of board M, resting on carriage 0.
Claim.—The combination of tbe reciprocating slide E and vibrating

and rotating cutter head c, with or without the stationary cutter

heads a, arranged and operated as shown, for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,427.

—

Daniel Berlew, of Delaware, Ohio.

—

Improved Method

of Planing Sashes

.

—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The required

pieces of wood being sawed out, they are clamped to carriage B, the

circular saws h cutting the pieces to the desired length ; the tenon is

made by rotary knives j on shaft i, the knives c^ on shafts k moulding
the shoulder on the tenon ; after which the piece is discharged from
carriage B, and moved forward by feed rollers o, guided by hooked
springs j9, adjustable rest q, spring r, spring guard S ; and the piece is

planed by knives on rotary head t. The forward end of the piece is

guided into hooked spring v after the rear end of the piece passes the

spring guard S, spring r, slotted spring u ; and piece to changes it on
to guard x, and the recoil of hooked spring v in slotted spring u
brings the rear end to the opposite side of rotary head t, where it is

moved forward by feed-roller y and planed on that side by the knives

on cutter head t.

The inventor says : I am aware that tenoning and coping heads
have been used before ; those I do not claim.

I claim the combination with the reciprocating carriage B and
frame H, the hooked and slotted springs Y U, or their equivalents,

all arranged and operated as set forth.

No. 18,089.

—

Leonard 0. Fairbanks, of Bridgeton, Maine.

—

Im-
proved Saw-Clamp.— Patent dated September 1, 1857.—A saw plate

when placed between the jaws C D may be clamped to them by screw-

ing down clamp G, which, acting on part h c of the movable jaw D,
forces the face ofjaw D towards that ot jaw 0, the adjusting screws F
serving to adjust the jaws for the reception of a saw plate of any
thickness.

The inventor says : I do not claim a saw clamp made with jaws,
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and with a clamp screw extending through such jaws perpendicularly
to their holding faces.

But I claim my improved saw clamp, as made with its jaws, clamp-
ing device, adjusting screws, and bed plate, arranged and applied in
manner and so as to operate together, substantially as described.

I also claim making the stationary jaw with a groove e arranged in
it, in manner and so as to operate with the movable jaw, when con-
structed and made to act with respect to the stationary jaw and bed
plate as explained.

!N"o. 18,378.—A. M. Beakdsley, of White Pigeon, Michigan.—im-
proved Saw-Filer.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—The claim and
drawings explained the nature of this improvement.

The inventor says : I claim the arrangement of the centrally pivoted
plate for carrying and supporting the file carriage in combination
with the adjusting index and set screw, whereby the adjustment of

the files for filing the right and left bevels of the teeth is effected

without shifting or changing the implement from one side of the saw
to the other, as described.

Second. The employment of a pair of removable extension legs in

•combination with the implement, whereby it is adapted to file circular

saws of varying diameters in the manner set forth.

Third. Arranging and sustaining the implements or main plate

upon which the file carriage is mounted, at an angle to the radial ex-

tension legs, as shown in figure 1, for the purpose of regulating or

governing the pitch or hook of the teeth being filed in the manner
«et forth.

Fourth. Securing the files in their holders in such manner that

they can be adjusted to vary the relative angles thereof, and adapt
them to the teeth of different sized saws as described.

Fifth. Mounting the two files in removable holders, so that they
can be taken out of the brackets which support them, and be reversed

longitudinally without disturbing the relative angles or set of the

:files. as described.

No. 18,415.

—

Jonathan Smith, of Agawam, Massachusetts.—7m-
^roved Saw-Filer.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—This invention

is for the purpose of guiding and directing the operation of filing cir-

cular saws, so as to perform the same accurately and preserve the cir-

cular figure of the saw while giving to each tooth the proper form and
bevel, and sharpening the same by hand filing.

In the drawings, a is a U-shaped piece of metal, the legs of which
fit over the saw as seen in the drawing; near the bend of this piece of

metal two pieces of case-hardened steel h are afiixed to it, one on each

side; and these pieces are made to the exact form the tooth is to be

filed to, as clearly represented and seen in figure 1, which represents

one common form of tooth and the hardened steel gigs h adapted

thereto. The bow a has two set screws c d on one side, and one e on
the other, as seen in the drawings, by which it can be set on the saw
at any cross angle or straight across as desired; by which the face of
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eacli tooth / can be filed so as to draw either way in cutting, or be
made straight across without any draw.

The inventor says: I claim the combination and arrangement of the
parts herein described, consisting of the gigs, regulating set, and
centre guide, in the manner and for the purposes specified.

No. 18,324.

—

Harley Stone and Jeremiah S. Cole, of Blackstone,

Massachusetts.

—

Irwproved Saw-Filing Machine,—Patent dated Octo-
ber 6, 1857.—The operation of this machine is as follows : A straight

saw is placed in the clamps i i and secured by its screws, and the
clamps adjusted to bring the saw into position under the file in K,
and the frame P adjusted to give the file the proper angle and incli-

nation according to the tooth to be filed ; the file being screwed into

the sockets of R, to fit the side of the tooth it is to shape ; the gauge x
being set, by its supporting-arms v lo, to stand near the saw, and so

as to be touched by the file (when the tooth is sufficiently filed) to cast

off the catch c, the carriage being at the extreme left ; the lever is

placed down to give proper motion to the screw-shaft D, the catch of

whose driving-gear is placed to correspond. Motion being given to the
clutch and crank, the clutch, being thrown into play with 2, drives the
shaft E, which operates the file until it cuts the tooth sufficiently to

touch the gauge x; when, casting off the catch C from the lever B, the
spring H shifts the clutch from Z to R, and the shaft E stops ; the

screw-shaft F, receiving its motion, is turned until the stud on the

wheel S, passing behind the lever M, throws the clutch back into the

former position.

The clutch, being shifted, replaces the lever B to its catch, and gives
motion to the file as at first; and the wheel S and its companions are

returned to place by its spring, ready to act again.

The inventors say: We do not claim broadly the use of a gauge to

prevent the file cutting too low, or the use of a movable carriage
; as

machines have been made with these features, but were constructed

upon different principles from ours, and cannot accomplish the same
results.

But we claim the file holder, constructed as described in combina-
tion with the stop-gauge and feeding mechanism, arranged and oper-
ating substantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,158.—Oliver B. Judd, of Little Falls, New York.—Im-
proved Saw Gummer.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—The saw being
inserted within the slot B, it is fastened therein by means of the set

screws J; and the teeth of the saw are cut by the circular cutter -i,

whi«h is operated by means of crank K. The cutter i, when in the
position represented in the engraving, serves for cutting the teeth of
circular saws. For cutting the teeth of straight saws, the shaft of the
cutter i is inserted in suitable bearings in the side of cap D, which can
be operated by means of screw E and spring F.
The inventor says : I do not claim dressing saw teeth on a circle, as

this has been done imperfectly by means of complicated machines.
I claim the method of constructing and arranging the posts Gr Gr so-

as to cause the cutter to move in regular curves, as described.
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No. 18,394.—WoosTER A. Flandees, of Troy, N. Y., James B.
Drake, of Williamsport, Pa., and A. W. Fox, of Elmira, N. Y.

—

Improved Saw Mill.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—In the draw-
ings A A is the saw, B and C the pulleys on which it runs, D is the

adjustable frame for the pulley B, E is the log, and F the carriage.

The saw is made of flexible steel, and runs as a belt over the pulleys,

the lower pulley being driven by power. The frame D is movable
upon the bolt G, which forms its bearing in the post H, and has at-

tached to its extremity a rod I, by which it is connected with the
weighted lever J. By regulating the weight K on this lever the

requisite tension is obtained.

To prevent the saw from bearing so hard against the flange a as to

produce unnecessary friction or wear, the upper pulley (on which this

effect would be chiefly produced) is inclined or canted slightly towards
the log, or in the direction from which it is fed, so as to give it a
slight tendency to run off, which is prevented by the pressure of .the

log against the teeth, and just serves to prevent friction upon the

flange.

The inventors say : We are aware that an endless or belt saw is not
new, and such simply we do not claim.

But we claim, first_, canting or inclining the saw pulley B forward
and back, for the purpose described, by means of the slide-post T and
wedge c, operated as described, or by any analogous means by which
the same results are procured.

Second. We also claim the arrangement and combination of the
track clearer Y, the adjustable frame D, the weighted lever J, and
saw A, in the manner and for the purpose described.

No. 17,537.

—

Hiram V/ells, of Florence, Mass.

—

Improved Auto-
matic Saio-Mill Blocks.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The log resting

on the carriage F can be traversed towards the saw by lifting lever K
out of its recess V, when it can be turned cm its fulcrum I, and will

operate rack H and the head block N ; or the feeding can be performed
automatically by slide U on bar S coming in contact and operating
lever K.

Claim.—The devices such as are described, or their equivalents, so

constructed as to traverse the log towards the saw simultaneously on
each head block, and set it automatically, or permit the workmen to set

the log on either head block, or on all at the same time, by the lever g,
when put into gear with the rack A;, as described.

No. 16,795.

—

George W. Hearn, of Princess Ann, Md.

—

Improved
Method of Operating Saw-Mill Dogs.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.

—

The shafts^ can be moved longitudinally so as to clutch it with shaft S.

By this means the head blocks H H may be moved either together or

separate, each of the shafts being provided with feed ratchet and con-

nected mechanism. This arrangement gives a facility for difference

of set to the opposite ends of the log.

The inventor says : I make no claim to operating the head blocks

from the movement of a single ratchet wheel ; nor do I claim the

separate movement of the head blocks.
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But I claim the longitudinally moving shaft S^ in combination with
the shaft S, and the clutches//^, arranged and operating as specified.

No. 16,888.

—

John A. Taplin, of Fishkill, N. Y.

—

Improved Saw-
MiU Dogs.—Patent dated March 24, 1857.—In the engraving D is the
dog made up of the rock shaft a and arms b and c, the shaft a being
attached to the blocks by straps d so as to turn ^therein. In sawing
long timber the arms h are driven into the end of the log and held
by wedges /. The log L passes through arms c on the outer block,
•and is held by wedges between these arms and the sides of the log.

When the portion of the log exposed to the action of the saw is cut,

it is secured between arms c on the head block, and a new portion of
the log placed in position for the cut. R R are the traversing rollers,

placed directly under the head and tail blocks H ff, serving to permit
the carriage to conform to inequalities of the traversing ways.

Claim.—The double arm rocking dogs, constructed, arranged, and
operating in connexion with wedges as and for the purpose set forth, in

combination with the traversing carriage as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

No. 18,860.—T. T. Prosser^ of Oconomowock, Wis.

—

Improved
Portable Saw Mill.—Patent dated December 15, 185*7 —The nature of

this invention consists in attaching circular saws a to a movable frame
b, passing along a slide A, operated by a band F F and pulleys h k,

for the purpose of obtaining a continuous succession of cuts to prevent
stopping and reversing machinery, and avoid cutting both ways,
making a slight durable machine and portable, when desired.

Claim.—The peculiar method of operating circular saws by means
of a sliding frame attached to a movable chain or belt, in combination
with the several parts fully described.

No. 18,474.

—

Samuel Tarver, of Jackson, Ark.

—

Improved Becipro-

<cating Mill Saw.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—The nature of this

invention consists in providing a hollow blade with artificial teeth, so

attached that the chips or dust cut by the teeth will not lodge or im-
pact behind them, but pass out through the machine somewhat after

the manner that a shaving escapes an ordinary hand plane.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim a hollow saw, so constructed as

that the dust will pass from it as fast as formed, and therefore con-

tained in that association of parts described by B, D, E, E, T, H, H,
K, K, K, in the drawings and by the two steel plates described in the

specification, for the uses and purposes set forth.

No. 17,677.

—

Henry Harpold, of Racine, 0.

—

Improved Adjustable

Fender Postsfor Saw Mills.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—In giving

the top of the saw any required pitch or set, the bolts d must be

loosened and the part A ^ of the fender post must be shoved in or out as

the case may be; and when the required pitch is attained, the bolts

must be again tightened.

Claim.—First, the fender posts A A^ arranged in two parts and ad-

justable, secured together by hook bolts and working on a pivot on the
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fender beams A^, all operating in the manner and for tlie purpose, set

forth.

Second, I claim the jaws i and blocks x attached to the saw sash B,

and working on a swivel arranged with the adjustable fender posts,

for the purpose of giving the saw pitch and making it follow a desired

curve as set forth.

No. IGjSTG.

—

Franklin'B. Kendall, of Bath, Me.

—

Improved Method
of Operating Double Carriages in Saw Mills.—Patent dated March 24^

1857.—This improvement consists in the application of double car-

riage sets to saw mills, with an improvement in the use and construc-

tion of the carriage shafts, the one hollow and the other solid, the

solid one on the same line and extending through the hollow one so

that each shaft in its connection with the carriage set will move inde-

pendent of the other, each shaft having a cog or band wheel perma-
nently fixed to the end, both occupying a very compact space ; also,

the application of double feed posts, the same being in one frame, so as

to occupy but little more space than common feeding gear.

The inventor says : I do not claim operating double sets of car-

riages broadly.

But I claim combining the devices in the manner shown and set

forth for the purposes stated.

No. 17,170.

—

Ira Bobbins, of Unityville, Pa.

—

Improved 3fethod of
Settvr)g Brace Blocks of Saw-Mills —Patent dated i^pril 28, 1857.—As
the carriage C is near the termination of its gigging back, the long
arm of lever o encounters a pin v^ causing the long arm of lever m to

be lifted and pawl i to engage the ratchet wheel A. Pawl I prevents
the ratchet from turning during this operation ; lever pawl h prevents
the weight of lever m from turning the ratchet m in the opposite direc-

tion. The pawl i has by this operation obtained such a position that

when lever pawl k is removed, weight n will bring lever m down upon
its seat a^, and shaft d will be turned the requisite distance for effecting

the desired set. As the carriage arrives at the end of its backward
movement, stud t, by pressing against A of lever L, moves said lever,

causing weight r to be lifted so as to slacken cord j9^ ; cord q is tight-

ened and draws upon lever catch S so as to release spring s^ at the
instant long arm of lever k is over said spring, causing the spring to lift

long arm of said lever and to effect the release of ratchet A, and the
set is thus given to the end of the log at the proper time.

Claim.—The combination of the lever catch S, spring S^, cords ^j9^
and g, weight r^, stud t, and lever L, in connexion with the lever K,
operating as and for the purposes described.

No. 16,697.

—

Joseph D. Spiller, of Concord, N. H.

—

Improved
Satv-Set.—Patent dated February 24, 1857.

Claim.—Combining the gauge and bearing screw in one movable
frame applied to lower jaw, and furnished with a set screw, substan-
tially as described.
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Ko. 17,099.—Oliver B. Judd, of Little Falls, N. Y.

—

Improved
Saw-Set

.

—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—In using this saw-set the

tooth of the saw is entered into notch a; and by turning the handle A
until one of the jaws F touches the blade of the saw, the tooth is set.

This operation is repeated for each tooth by moving handle A forward
and backward.

Claim.—The gauge E, having the jaws F F constructed as de-

scribed, and when used in connexion with the revolving plate G,
operated in the manner specified.

, No. 17,620.

—

Jacob Eedle, of West Bloomfield, N. Y.

—

Improved
Saw Set.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—The saw S to be set is placed

on flap B, the edge of the teeth being against tlie roller Q ; and if the

saw is to be moved in the direction of the arrow, the hand P is moved
back from the saw teeth, and retained in that position by pin a*. The
hand M is kept between the teeth of the saw by spring 6*, and by
operating lever J the hand M is actuated so as to feed the teeth of the

saw to the punch G—said teeth resting on anvil D ; and they are set

to the required inclination by tapping the punch Gr with a hammer.
The inventor says : I do not claim feeding the saw teeth to the

punch by means of a pawl or hand, irrespective of the arrangement of

the same, for that is a well known mechanical device and has been
previously used for such purposes.

But I claim the two plates or hands P M, when connected to the bar
H, as shown, the bar H being actuated by the lever J, and the whole
arranged substantially as described, for the purpose of feeding the saw
teeth to the punch in either direction, as described.

No. 18,921.

—

Edward Marshall, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improved
Saiv Set.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—This invention is used
in the following manner : The saw to be set is placed in an ordinary
saw vice, and the stock A is placed on the saw, the stops n n resting

on the saw teeth, the stops being so adjusted that the punch D will

act properly against the teeth. The stock A is moved along on the

saw, and the punch D is forced against the saw teeth by depressing

the handle F, the punch bending the teeth against the bed E and
giving the set to the teeth. The degree or set may be varied by ad-

justing the set screws h I m, whereby the saw may have a posflion

more or less out of line with the face of the bed E.
Claim.—The saw set, as a new article of manufacture.

No. 18,114.

—

John N. Wilkins, of Waukegan, 111.

—

Improved
Machine for Planing Saw Teeth.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.

—

The lowest recess of the saw being filed by hand, so that the crossbar

d may fit snugly therein, and the case A being adjusted to the saw by
adjusting roller E by set screw ^, the lever D is vibrated on its ful-

crum F, and the cutters j and K are vibrated, the cutter ^ cutting the
lower edge and the cutter K t*he inclined edge of each tooth.

Claim.—The two planers or cutters j K, fitted within the case A
and operated as shown, in combination with the guide or cross piece

d within the case, the whole being arranged and applied to the saw
as shown, for the purpose set forth.
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No. 18^039.

—

Pearson Crosby, of Fredonia, N. Y.

—

Improved Stvage

for Setting Saiu leeth,—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—The saw is

placed upon the plate 6, and the teeth g are swaged by striking the

head of the swage F with a hammer, which will have the effect of

forcing the metal of the tooth into the acute angle of the swage, thus
forming a sharp cutting edge.

The inventor says : I do not wish to he understood as limiting my
invention to the special mode of constructing the stock, or of holding
the two parts of the swage together, or the entire swage in the stock,

as other and equivalent modes may be substituted.

I claim forming the acute angle of the acting face of the swage to

bring the cutting edge of the saw teeth to a sharp angle by making
the said swage in two parts, substantially as specified.

No. 17,719.

—

Henry F. Wilson, of Elyria, Ohio, assignor to Him-
self and Henry B. West, of the same place.

—

Improved Cross-cut

Saiuing Apparatus.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.

—

^J turning shaft

a a reciprocating motion is given to the saw L by means of connecting
rod D, and the bars C and C^ are caused to vibrate on their fulcra 6

and c.

Claim.—First. The radius bars A A^ in combination with the
vibrating bars C C^, for the purpose of straining the saw, so as to

enable me to give the saw a reciprocating motion without guides.

Second. Placing pins 6 c at a greater or less distance apart than
pins d d, for the purpose of giving a rocking motion to the saw
while reciprocating, said motion to be graduated according to the kind
of wood to be sawed ; the whole to be arranged, constructed, and
operated in the manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,745.

—

John C. Hintz, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improved Ma-
chine/or Sawing Bevelled Curves.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.

—

A is a bench mounted with a feed roller B, and traversed hj a large
*^ scroll" or ''jig" saw C, actuated by '^ power," in the usual man-
ner. The feed roller has longitudinally the represented spheroidal

form, to adapt it to forward the log in whatever canted position it may
be placed. The work is placed completely under the control of the

operator while standing at his post near the saw.

D D^ are two cranes, supporting each of them a carriage E E,
each carriage being surmounted with a turning rest F F, armed at

the top with points or burrs. J is a vibrating frame or rest, connected
with the bench A by a horizontal hinge y, in a line^ or nearly so, with
the plane of the saw. The free edge of this rest is subject to elevation

and depression by means of a winch I, attached to a nut L, which
communicates through a screw-threaded rod K with an arm depending
from the rest J.

Claim.—First. The cranes D D^, with the traversing and turning

rests E F E' F^, communicating by means substantially as described

with a winch g, or its equivalent, convenient to the hand of the

sawyer, in the described combination with a scroll saw and feed roller

for the purpose set forth.
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Second. In this connexion, the rest J /, constructed and operated
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,814.—C. P. S. Wardwell, of Lake Village, N. R.—Im-
proved Circular Sawing Machine.—JPatent dated March 10, 1857.—

-

C C^ C is a swing frame resembling a letter H, viz : consisting of two
parallel bars C C, connected in the middle by a tube C^ ; the ends
of these bars C C contain the bearings for the saw cutter arbors E E

;

the arbor J carries a cutter ; the tube C^ has bearings in the standards
D D, and is the fulcrum about which the frame C C can be swung by
means of handle N, wormwheel L, and sector K attached to tube C'

;

an arbor J, carrying a cutter for cutting double tenons_, passes through
tube C^ The machine as represented in figures 1 and 2 is ready to

be used for sawing, and when adjusted, as represented in figure §, it

is to be used for tenoning ; in this figure 3 tenoning cutters Y Y are
placed instead of the saws G Gr, and one of these cutters Y will be
brought into action while the other one is below the table.

Claim.—The arrangement of two or more saws or cutters in a swing-
ing frame, so that either saw or cutter may be brought into a suitable

position for action, while at the same time the other or others shall

be removed from the way, in the manner specified, or in any equiva-

lent manner ; and this I claim whether or not a central or axial saw,
or cutter, is combined therewith, or with a single swinging saw or

cutter.

No. 18,402.

—

Thomas Miles, of Greenbush, N. Y.

—

Improved Device

for Guiding the Logs in Saiving given Curvatures.—Patent dated Octo-

ber 13, 1857.—The operation of this improvement is as follows : the

stick to be sawed being placed upon the carriage and made fast to the

head block D and the top piece F, the guide I is adjusted to the bend of

the timber by means of the screws J J; then upon the mill being put

in motion, the stick will be carried up to the saw, so that the cut

will be made in the direction of the grain of the wood, or nearly so,

through the means of the guide I ; the guide I may also be adjusted

in a line with the ribbons A A, so that there will be no lateral motion
to the top piece F ; consequently a perfectly straight cut may be made
when it is so desired.

The inventor claims giving to the top piece F of the tail block a

lateral motion, by means of the adjustable guide I, substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,960.

—

John Davis, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improved Machine

for Sawing Hand Bails or Stair Wreaths.—Patent dated December
29, 1857.—Near the centre of each clamp stock k ¥ di. pair of jaws or

clamps M M^ m m'^ are so hinged as to be capable of adjustment in a
longitudinal vertical plane. Each jaw is provided with an arched
crochet n, which works in a socket o containing a set screw jp for hold-

ing the jaw to any desired angle. The two jaws of each pair may, if

preferred, vibrate in unison, the front jaw M m of each pair being
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provided with a set screw r to hold the timber in contact with the face

of the hack of the jaw M^ w}.

The inventor says : I am aware that it has been proposed to pro-

duce stair rail wreaths by presenting the plank from which tbey are

to be sawn at an oblique angle with the axis of rotation of the saw
equivalent to that afforded by the longitudinal adjustment of my
clamp stocks K K^, or their equivalent.

But I claim first. Providing what is technically known as '^spring"

in the rail by presenting the sides of the plank (that is to say, the

cutting planes of the warped surface") acutely or obtusely to the plan

of adjustment of the clamp stocks K K^, or their equivalent.

Second. The described construction and arrangement of the hinged
jaws M M'^ m rn} and their accessories n o p, operating as explained
in combination with the adjustable clamp stock K K^.

No. 16,407.

—

Emerson C. Strange, of Taunton, Mass.

—

Improved
Machine for Sawing Hoops.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The
hoop poles are passed between the rollers I J and K, and the hoop is

cut by the saw B. By pressing upon lever F, the movable journal

box E is moved outward, carrying with it shaft A, saw B, and pulley

c, and lever M, with its attachments ; and when at such a distance as

to give the desired thickness to the hoop, the lever F is kept from re-

turning to its original position by turning cam H until it presses

against it.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of pressure rolls upon
hoop-sawing machines, for these have been used before ; neither do I

claim the levers F and N, or the side lever 0, or the cam H, by them-
selves alone.

But I claim, first, making the saw B of the peculiar form, as shown,
a plain circular saw with a bevelling or angular edge or rim; not con-

fining myself to any particular angle which this rim makes v>^ith the

saw plate, but using that which is best adapted to the work.
Second. The cam H, the sliding journal box E, the lever F and its

connexion, the shield S and the lever M and its attachment, as speci-

fied, so as to operate together^ for the purpose and in the arrangement
substantiallv as set forth.

No. 16,435.

—

George Gregg, of Lowe's Mill, Va.

—

Improved Saw-
ing Machine.—Patent dated January 20, 1857.—The nature of this

invention consists in having two saws g attached to the ends of beams
i, which are pivoted on a central fender post a, so that they balance
each other and require no more gearing than a single saw.

Claim.—I do not claim any of the parts separately
; but claim the

whole, when constructed and operated as set forth.

No. 17,112.—H. F. PuRMORT, of Saginaw city, Mich.

—

Improved
Sawing Machine.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—By operating lever

N, pawl e will act on ratchet H ; and the shaft G will be turned, the
pinions d acting on rack e ; and the two heads F, to which the log P is

attached, will be moved simultaneously, so that the proper set is

given to the log for the saw R to operate upon. The feed motion of the
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carriage B can be reversed or restored by bringing one of the wheels
X or Y in contact with the wheel Y, the shaft c of wheel Y causing
pinions h to operate racks a on carriage B.

The inventor says : I am aware that the blocks of saw mills have
been operated simultaneously both by hand and automatically ; and
also reciprocal motion has been reversed in the same, or in a way
equivalent to that described.

I do not claim, therefore, separately, the parts for effecting the pur-
poses stated.

But I cloAm the sliding heads F F placed on the blocks E E, and
operated by the pinions c?, racks c, pawl e, and ratchet H, and the
carriage B operated by the wheels Y X placed on the shafts U W,
when the above parts are arranged as shown and described for the
purpose set forth.

No. 18,443.—J. T. Foster, of Jersey City, N, J.

—

Improved Saw-
mg Machine.—Patent dated October '20_, 1857.—The claim and engrav-
ings show the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim the arrangement of teeth on both
edges of a reciprocating saw, so as to cut in both directions of its motion.
But I cZam imparting to the saw provided with teeth on its opposite

edges, which cut alternately in opposite directions, a reciprocating

lateral motion, in the plane of its longitudinal motion, equal to and
corresponding with the feeding of the articles to it from opposite sides,

as specified.

I also claim giving to the way guides in which the saw gate runs
an alternate motion at right angles to the motion of the saw, and
equal to the feed motion on each side, substantially as described.

1 also claim the combined arrangement of parts, by which the cut-

ting throw of the saw and the feed motion are produced by the same
vibrating lever H, which drives the saw, and are consequently always
precisely equal, invariably correspond with the motion of the saw, and
are varied simultaneously to any extent, without disarranging this

harmonious agreement of all the motions, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,570.

—

Harvey Brown, of New York.

—

Improved Saioing

Macliine.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—In the engravings A is

the frame of the machine or mill, B the saw mounted upon the pul-

leys C C^ D D the driving pulleys, E the counter shaft, F the prin-

cipal driving band, G G the transverse shafts, H the ways, I the

carriages, K the 'bands that move the carriages, L a second counter
shaft, M the cog-wheels connecting the shafts E L, N the plummer
blocks, and P the slides or friction rollers.

The inventor says : I do not claim a saw or band running over

pulleys without reference to its construction and operation.

First. Idaim the ways H, constructed substantially in the manner
and for the purposes as set forth.

Second. I claim the arrangement of gearing for the purpose of

moving the carriages I II I I I on the ways H, substantially as set

forth.
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Third. I claim the pulley g, with its appendages of the pawl h and
ratchet wheel r, in connexion with the projection i and the dogs /, by
means of the cords or chains k, substantially and in the manner and
for the purpose described.

I do not claim the projection i^ the dogs/, or the chains k, sepa-

rately, as they are not new, and may be altered in their form in my
mill, and so used in connexion with the pulley g and its appendages,
which is my claim as above.

Fourth. I claim the entire arrangement of my mill, by which a
series of carriages are brought forward on endless ways to an endless
saw, each log upon its carriage being accurately set as it passes

the projection i, and thereby securing accuracy, rapidity and efficiency,

substantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,894.—George F. Woolston, of Washington, D. C.

—

Im-
proved Circular Satving Machine.—Patent dated March 24, 1857.

—

Letters A A represent knives or cutters formed in the saw, and bent
outwards in opposite directions sufficient to cut off a thin shaving at

each revolution of the saw, thereby planing in the operation of sawing.
For the purpose of preventing the formation of ridges and producing

a smoother suriace, thin metallic guard plates, as represented by letters

B, are placed near the saw, of such thickness that the outer surfaces of

said plates are in exact line or plumb with the cutting edges of the

planing cutters, the plates being between the saw and the material.

These plates have an outward set at P P, to allow the cutters at the

back of the saw to clear the wood.
Claim.— First. The application and use of guard plates, substan-

tially in the manner and for the purposes described, in combination
with knives or cutters formed in saws or inserted therein, and ope-
rating substantially in the manner specified.

Second. Substantially as described, the manner of applying the
said plates, holding them firmly and so adjusting them as to prevent
vibration of the saw.

No. 19,0€5.—E. H. De Witt, of Xenia, Ohio, assignor to Himself
and Butler N. Stronq, of Xenia, Ohio.

—

Improved Circular Saiving^

Maclmie.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—The claim and engrav-
ings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says: I am aware that vertical and horizontal saws
have been previously used^ and also a combination of reciprocating
and vertical &aws have been used for the purpose described ; I there-

fore do not claim the employment of a horizontal and vertical circular

saw separately, or irrespective of their arrangement as shown.
I claim the construction of sawing machines in the manner de-

scribed, viz: having one of the circular saws J arranged vertically,

and the other circular saw H arranged horizontally, both saws cutting
simultaneously, and being carried in adjustable frames C D; all a^ set

forth for the purposes specified.

No. 16,326.

—

Wiij:.iam Cady, of Eaton, Ohio.

—

Improved Cross-

cut Salving Machine.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—Power being

Vol. ii 19
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applied to driving pulley G^ on shaft B, a reciprocating motion is

given to the saw H, and the log I is sawed the desired length. Bj
depressing lever P the lever M, attached to it hy cord N, is raised, and
with it shaft P and saw H ; thus the saw H can he raised or lowered
without stopping the machine. The catch Q serves the purpose of

olding the lever P in the required position.

The inventor says : I do not claim any one of the devices, separately

considered.

But I claim the connecting rod D, vihrating lever E, har F, lever

M, prt>vided and connected with the saw H, cord N", lever P, catch Q,
and brake U, when arranged as described, for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,943.

—

George E. Moore, of Westford, Massachusetts, as-

signor to Himself and Charles G. Sargent, of Westford, Massa-
chusetts.

—

Improved Cross-cul; Sawing Machine.—Patent dated De-
cember 22, 1857.—The nature of this invention is described by the

claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I claim, 1st. The peculiar method of hanging
the inverted saw within its gate by means of the guide wheels S and
block r, as set forth.

2d. I claim depressing the m.iddle section of the horse in the man-
ner and for the purpose described.

3d. I claim driving the saw by means of the segment and straps

N, in the manner and for the purpose specified.

4th. I claim uniting the ratchet-wheel y to its shaft, by means of

a friction clutch, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,883.

—

Stephen Scotton, of Richmond, Indiana.

—

Improved
Portable Cross-cut Sawing 3Iacliine.—Patent dated March 24, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention consists in placing a reciprocating saw
upon a locomotive framework, the engine being placed at right angles

to the line of motion of the carriage. The saw slides being borne

in adjustable guides, which allow it to be used in a horizontal move-
ment in felling trees, and in a perpendicular for logging off, together

with two circular saws in swinging frames—the one swinging hori-

^aontally and the other perpendicularly.

Claim,—1st. The combination of the saw o, in swinging frame O,

in combination with the locomotive carriage AA^BODEFFG,
&c., or equivalents, for the purposes set forth.

2d. The combination of saw o and frame with the swinging saw
table U and sliding bar Y, or equivalents, for purposes set forth.

3d. Saw 0^ in horizontal swinging frame P, in combination with

the locomotive carriage A A^ B C D E F F G, &c., for purposes as

set forth.

No. 17,686,

—

Matthew Ludwig, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improved Saw-

ing Machine for Felling Trees.— Patent dated June 30, 1857.—The
weight w, attached to cord w, keeps the saw o fed to its work

;
and

by turning the shaft of the wheel E, a reciprocating circular motion

is given to the vibrating radius J ; and consequently the same motion is
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communicated to the stock M and saw 0, which will act horizontally

against the tree P.

Claim.—The combination of the vibrating radius with the pitman
I and saw stack M, for the purpose of guiding and rocking the

saw circularly in its own plane, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

No. 1Y,454.

—

Stephen Scotton, of Wayne county, Indiana.—7m-
proved Portable Cross-cut Sawing Machine,—Patent dated June 2,

1857.—The saw frame I is attached to the end of a piston rod of p,

steam cylinder, and is operated by the action of said piston. In
operation for cutting standing trees, the frame I is in a horizontal

position, the dog Q is driven into the tree, and the saw K is made to

rest on block K ; and as the saw is operated the feeding of it is per-

formed by catch bar I and propelling ratchet y, which operates cord h,

one end of which is fastened to the saw block. The saw K is fastened

to the block by means of a screw n passing through slot o, and can also

be adjusted by this arrangement. For cutting logs, the frame I is

turned to a vertical position, and operated in a similar manner, as

described.

The inventor says : I do not claim attaching a saw or saw frame to

the piston of a steam engine, or the use of a simple dog to attach the

machine to a tree or log, for they are both embodied in a patent

granted to S. K. Wilmot, August^ 1855.

But I claim, 1st. The peculiar arrangement for feeding the saw to

its work, and for changing the saw from a perpendicular to a horizontal

position, substantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

2d. I claim a slotted saw K and screw bolt h, for the purposes
indicated.

3d. I claim block K, in combination with dog Q, for the purposes
set forth.

No. 17,601.

—

Samuel K. Wilmot, of Watertown, Conn., and Keu-
BEN Gr. Fairbanks, of Brooklyn, IST. Y.

—

Improved Portable Steam
Sawing Apparatus.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—In attaching this

sawing apparatus to a log or tree, the hook M is lengthened or short-

ened by shifting pin e of lever M, and the apparatus is clamped fast, as

represented in the engraving. The saw A is actuated by piston and
piston rod of the steam cylinder C, and the feed of the saw is effected

by turning pinion y, by means of crank J, causing the saw and cylinder

to turn on the pivot Z of the heel block E.

Claim.—Attaching a portable steam sawing apparatus to the object

to be sawed", by attaching apparatus at one side of the saw only, as

set forth.

Also, the combination of an adjustable live clamping apparatus with
the stock of a portable sawing apparatus, the several parts of the com-
bination being constructed and combined substantially as set forth.

Also, combining the stock of a steam sawing at)paratu3 with the

mechanism for actuating the saws by means of feeding mechanism
constructed and operating substantially as herein set forth, so as to
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feed the saw into the object to be sawed, while the latter remains
stationary.

Also, locking the saw, and the mechanism swingiog therewith, to the

stock, in the manner set forth ; so that the parts of the machine may
be rigidly connected with each other, so as to facilitate their removal
from place to place.

Also, connecting the swinging members of a portable steam sawing
apparatus with the stock at a point intermediate between the pivots

and the extremity of the stock, as set forth.

No. 17,425.

—

John J. Curtis, of East Boston, Mass.

—

Improved
Sox^Il Sawing Machine.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The stuff to be
sawed is placed upon the table C, between the rollers j) and Q, the

roller p being made to bear upon the stuff with the requisite degree

of pressure by turning wheel 0. Motion being given to shaft I, a
reciprocating motion is communicated to the saw E by crank wheel
H and pitman Gr. The stuff is fed to the saw by wheel Q, which is

operated by gearing r, rod s, endless screw s\, and Avheel t; and
the operator, by turning table C, can cut the work to any required

shape.

Claim.—First, the rotating bed or table C, arranged substantially

as shown, and in such a relation to the saw that the bed or table may
rotate around the cutting edge of the saw as a c^^ntre, for the purpose

set forth.

I claim the feeding wheel Q, arranged and operated substantially

as shown, when used in connexion with a rotating bed or table C, for

the purpose specified.

No. 18,942.—A. C. Martin and MahlaI'T M. Womeaugii, of Cincin-

nati, Ohio, assignors to A. C. Martin and E. Asiioraft, of Cincinoati,

Ohio.

—

Improved Method of Governing iJie Gut of Circular Smving Ma-
chinery.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—This invention consists

in attaching the saw-guides d to a forked or Y-shaped bar E, which is

fastened to a collar F, in the saw arbor 0, and having the pillar-blocks

B which receive the bearings of the arbor pivoted to the frame A.
the bearings being fitted in the pillar-blocks in a peculiar way, and
the outermost pillar-block and bearing being rendered adjustable

longitudinally, whereby a longitudinal play or movement is allowed

to the saw arbor, and consequently a lateral play is allowed to the

saw D, so that it may conform or give to the spring of the log ; and
the *' dip " is regulated, or more or less clearance can be given it, as

may be required.

The inventors say : We claim the mandrel C, when working in

governable circular joint swivel boxes B B, in combination with angu-
lar guide F^ and lever E, when arranged substantially in the manner
get forth for the purposes specified.

We also claim the side end or lateral swinging movement of plum-
mer blocks B B, when arranged substantially as set forth.

Ko. 16,606 —-EzEEiEL Page, of Platea, Vd..—lraproved Arrangemmi
of Devicesfor Stispending ayid Adjusting Sii-cks in Sawing Ilachines.—

-
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Patent dated February 10, 185T.—The inventor says : I am aware that

it has been attempted to saw clapboards by revolving a log on the cen-

tre over a circular saw, but this made straight parallel radial cuts, and
would not answer for oars ; and I am not aware that oars were ever

sawed out radially from a log, which is the only way to prevent warp-
ing, and is a very important feature in their manufacture discovered

by me.
I claim constructing the head and tail blocks of a saw mill, in which

the log is so suspended as to rotate with the vertical and lateral ad-

justments, arranged and combined as set forth ; so that the log may be
sawed radially and tapering, for the purpose of getting out oars

therefrom, as specified.

No. 18,269.

—

James H. Bacheldbr, of Rome, Michigan.

—

Improved
Method of Holding and Setting the Log in Circular Sawing Machines.—
Patent dated September 29, 1857.—The drawings and claim set forth

fully the improvement.
The inventor says : I am aware that machines have been previously

devised for accomplishing the same object as the one herein described.

The arrangement of the two circular saws is not new—they have been
previously used as shown, and for the same purpose. In view of these

facts, therefore, I confine myself to the particular means employed for

effecting the purpose set forth.

First. I claim setting the log D to the saws, or giving it its lateral

movement at the termination of each stroke or movement of the car-

riage B by means of the screws C 0, on which the nuts g on the up-
rights i work ; the screw C being turned at the proper time by means
of the belt o, which is made to act upon the wheel t^ by means of the

loop y^ attached to lever a^ ; the lever being actuated by the forked
lever d- coming in contact with the projections / on the plates Q Rj
attached to beam A^ ; the length of movement of the log being deter-

mined or regulated by the rack rod P, pawl c, arranged as shown, or

any equivalent device.

Second. I claim securing the log D in the carriage B, or to the

cross-piece ?, supported therein by the uprights i^ by means of the

rods n n o, attached to the cross-piece I, by means of the plates m and
rodsp, having eccentrics a on them,—the eccentrijj^ being in one end
of the plates, and the rods n n o passing through the opposite ends,

as shown and described.

No. 16,854.—OsBORN E. Stephens, of McCall's Ferry, Pa.

—

Im-
proved Portable Reciprocating Circular Sawing Machines,—Patent da-
ted March \^ , 1857.—The claim and engravings explain the nature
of this invention.

The inventor says : I daim a saw arranged to traverse horizon-

tally so as to cut a score in one side of the log to be sawed, and
then moved perpendicularly so as to traverse horizontally in the

opposite direction, to cut a score in the opposite side of the log, to

correspond with and cut into the first score, and cut off a portion of

the log, substantially as described.

I claim the devices, substantially such as are described, for changing
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automatically or by hand the motion of the carriage which, traverses

the saw horizontally in each direction, for the purposes set forth.

I claim the devices, substantially such as are described, for changing
automatically or by hand the motion of the carriage that traverses

the saw perpendicularly, for the purposes set forth.

I also claim the latches arranged to fill the scores in the guide e, so

as to let it slip by the locking lever h, as described.

No. 16,812.—M. B. TiDEY, of Ithaca, New Yox^.^Improved Tahle-

Gaugefor Circular Sawing Machines.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.

—

The object of this invention is to operate and render portable a guide
in a desired connexion with circular saws for the purpose of gauging
and sawing stuff to a desired width. The operation of the apparatus
will be understood from the engravings.

Claim.—The construction of a portable saw gauge for the purpose
and in the way substantially set forth.

No. 18,066.

—

Stephen Woodaed, of New London, N. H.—7m-
proved 3IefJiod ofClamping Logs in Cross-cut Sawing Machines.—Patent
dated August 25, 1857.—The wood B^ to be sawed being placed upon
the holders X, the wood is sawed hj saw F, by turning crank A^.

The weight J is then pulled down and hooked into stud n^ and the

stick B^ is moved endwise for another sawing ; the weight J is then
unkooked, letting down the saw F for another sawing, which lets also

the toggle joints Z down, to hold the stick B^ by their connexion
with holders X.

Claim.—Holding the wood to be sawed by means of the described

arrangement of holders X, acted upon by the toggle joints Z weighted
at their centres, or an equivalent arrangement; essentially in the
Eianner and for the purposes fully set forth.

No. 17,860.—Thomas J. Alexander, of Westerville, Ohio.

—

Im-
proved Feeding Arrangement for Sawing Machines.—Patent dated
July 28, 1857.—Kotary motion being imparted to pulley C by means
of belts d e, the saw on shaft is revolved, and rotary motion is given
to the conical pulleys I and J. The wheels m and lo of these pulleys

can be brought in^gear with the pulleys o or r by shifting the slide I

to one or the other side by means of lever K. Thus the truck wheels
S and a are caused to turn in one or the other direction, and will im-
part a corresponding sliding motion to the frame G and carriage A,
thus effecting the feed of the saw.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement with a reciprocating

feed-carriage A, as a means of operating the same to effect the recipro-

cating travel or feed, by propelling gear therein or connected there-

with, operated by or from a main feed shaft of the freely-sliding or

self-adjusting pulley frame G, with its right and left hand belts d e,

driven and communicating motion to the main feed-shaft C, essentially

as set forth, for the purposes specified.

No. 16,454.

—

Samuel R. Smith, of Florence, Mass.

—

Improved
Method of Feeding Lumber laterally in Saiving Machines.—Patent
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dated January 20, 1857.—During tlie reciprocating, rectilinear move-
ment of carriage E, the saw E will be caused to pass through the log.

During the backward movement of carriage K, lever I will he forced

against roller m. This will move the toggles li ^, so as to cause them
to move the slide bar/. This bar, in sliding backward, will so move
eams o p on their axes as to be clutched to rack tz, and produce a back-

ward movement of said rack. Rack n will turn pinion t, which
operates rack u, moving carriage Y forward, and the log laterally.

During the next forward movement of carriage R, the spring g will

draw the slide bar / forward and release it from the catch mechan-
ism T.

Claim.—The combination of mechanism by which the lateral adjust-

ment of the log is effected^ as described ; such consisting of the spring
gr, the stationary bearing roller m, or its equivalent, the lever Z, the

toggles n ^, the slide bar/, the catch mechanism T, the pinion if, and
the rack or racks applied to the carriage V, substantially as described,

the whole being arranged and operating together essentially as

specified.

And I also claim making the carriage or head block Y movable, in-

dependently of the ways or frame on which it is supported ; and com-
bining with said carriage and its movable rack a lever and pawl, or

an equivalent device, whereby said carriage may be moved towards

the saw by the hand of an attendant applied to the said lever.

No. 18,948.—D. B. Bartholome^v, of Lancaster^ Pa.

—

Improved
Gearing for Feed-rollers in Re-saiving Machines,—Patent dated Decem-
ber 29, 1857.—In the engraving J represents cog gears, which com-
bine the rollers G G, so. that they operate unitedly. These gears are

on the lower part of the shafts of the rollers. K represents the screw
shaft ; it is placed transversely in the frame, below the. feed-rollers

and gears J. L is the screw pinion, which gears into the worm or

screw thread of said shaft. This pinion is on the lowest extremity of

the shaft of the rear feed-roller G, as shown. M is a band leading

from the screw shaft K to the pitman or crank shaft of the saw mill.

(7Zam.—The arrangement of a screw shaft K transversely and at

right angles to the vertical adjustable rollers G G, when combined
with the gearing J J J, substantially as and for the purposes set

forjih.

No. 17,62G.

—

John Haw, of Old Church, Yirginia.

—

Improvement
in Picker Sawing Machines.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engravings.

Claim.—As an improvement in picker saw mills, the overhanging
of the saw between braced guides d and e, the space between which is

adjustable by wedges i i and slotted braces I and m, operating as

specified.

No. 17,629.

—

James G. KENNEDy, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improved
Sawing Mill.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—Rotary motion being
given to the driving shaft F of the machine, it is transmitted to the
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working parts of the same intlie usual manner. Motion is given to tlie

ratchet wheel 29 and shaft 8 hj means of the friction of the end of

shaft 4 against the periphery of wheel 29, for the purpose of moving
the log carriage d by means of cord 19, the latter passing around
shaft 8; and for changing the motion of the carriage dj the head and
foot blocks are provided with pins 20, which strike against the end of

rod 15, and which will shift the clutch 11 in and out of gear with the

pulleys 9 and 10 to suit the motion required, by means of bell crank
lever 16 and shifter 12.

The inventor says : I do not claim any parts of the machinery com-
posing the improvement v/hen taken separately for the purposes' set

forth.

But I claim the arrangement of the several parts of machinery and
saw employed in one frame, by which I am enabled to change and run
the saw carriage in either direction for sawing both ways, or, if de-

sired, saw in one direction, and run the carriage back, as usual, in the

other direction without sawing ; all as represented and for purposes
specified.

No. 17^840.

—

Franklin B. Kendall, of Bath, Me.

—

Improved Saw-
ing Mill,—Patent dated July 21, 1857.—The logs to be sawed are

placed upon the carriages 2, and power being applied to shaft 6,

motion is given to the saw sash 3 by means of cranks 6 and pitmans 8,

while the feed motion of the carriage is effected by belt 10 driving

pulley 11. The feed motion of pulleys 11 is regulated by means of

the conical pulleys 23 and 15, shafts 14, and the eccentric pjear 16
and 17, by which the greatest amount of feed is given to the carriages

while the saws are rising.

The inventor says : I do not claim any of the several separate devices

or their secondary combinations.
But I cloAm the general arrangement thereof, for the purposes shown

and described.

No. 17,829.

—

William M. Ferry, jr., of Ferrysburg, Mich.

—

Im-
proved Saicing Mill.—Patent dated July 21, 1857.—The collar K can
be adjusted on frame H by means of set screws F and slots g, so that

it, with the arbor J, may be adjusted as represented in dotted lines,

and the saw thereby caused to have an inclination to cut towards the
log while cutting cross-grain stuff.

Claim.—First. Arranging the saw arbor and all the parts bearing a
close relation to the saw on a metal yoke K, and making said yoke
capable of being adjusted so as to stand slightly out of parallel with
the edge of the carriage, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second. Constructing the saw spindle J with circular flanchy, and
the common saw collar h, which surrounds the eye of the saw, with a
T-shaped socket i of greater length than the flanch ; so that the saw
may have slight end play, independent of bearings, spindle, or gearingj
substantially as set forth.

Third. The application, in the manner described, of the adjustable

self-fastening trip 2 to a saw mill, which operates with a continuous
rapid motion back and forth, for operation in combination with the
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vibrating reversing stop W"^, substantially as and for tbe purpose set

forth.

No. 16,725.

—

Philander Eqgleston, of Mobile, Ala.

—

Improved Cir-

cular Saiving 3IiU.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—In this machine
the saws may be set to the log, instead of the log to the saws. Figure
2 represents part of a top view. By having the carriage placed at the

upper part of the framing, and the log suspended therefrom, a free

space is left on the flooring for the attendants.

The inventor says : I do not claim separately the means employed
for feeding the log to the saws and gigging back, for that is a well

known device and in common use.

But I claim, first, suspending the log P to the carriages F F by
means of the bars 7i and x^^ arranged substantially as shown, with the

screw rods z q and shafts u, whereby the log may be firmly dogged or

secured in proper position, and also adjusted or elevated or depressed

to the desired position or height.

Second. I claim suspending the log P from the carriages F F, as

shown, in any proper manner, in combination with the two saws E
E, arranged as shown, and the feed movement composed of the shafts

I J L, with their respective pulleys and belts, and the clutch i, opera-

ting as described.

No. 18,098.

—

George D, Lund, of Yonkers, N. Y.

—

Improved Feed
and Rigging Movement for Sawing Mills.—Patent dated September
1, 1857.—When the boss T is thrown out from the cone G^, the shaft

P will be rotated from the cone G^ through the medium of pinion a,

wheel K, pinion N, wheel 0, the pinion N being then in gear with
wheel 0. When it is desired to gig back the saw, the pinion N is

thrown out of gear with the wheel ; by removing rod e off from the

rod or bar g, the operator, by pulling the rod j, causes the larger

end of the cone G^ to bind sufficiently tight on boss T to rotate the

wheel and shaft P by means of pinion S.

The inventor says: I do not claim separately the cones F G^, for

they have been previously used ; nor do I claim separately any of the

parts shown.
But I daini the combination of the two cones F G^ the conical hub

or boss T, and pinion S, on the sleeve or collar R, placed on the sliding

shaft G of the cone G^, and the gearing a, K, N, 0, arranged, as

shown and described, for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,22G.

—

Daniel Methven and Angus A. Metiiven, of Wooster,
Ohio.

—

Im^provtd Self-Reversing Feed Motion forSawing Mills.—Patent
dated May 5, 1857.—The saw A is formed with teeth at both its

edges, to enable it to operate in two different directions. The saw,

being attached to cross-head F, is worked in the usaal manner, and
a pin on the head K slides in the groove a, which operates rods L,

M, e, and pawls N ; these pawls are set in opposite directions and act

upon the ratchets S, whose teeth are also set in ojiiposite directions
;

thus, when the saw has passed through the entire length of the log

©n the carriage P, the cord T^ is pulled, and cord T lowered, bringing
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the other pawl in action* with the corresponding ratchet-wheel ; and
as the feed motion of the carriage P is effected by a pinion on shaft 0,
meshing in a rack of the carriage P, said motion is reversed, and the

saw cuts through the length of the log in a reversed direction.

The inventors say : We do not claim any of the mentioned devices,

separately considered.

But we claim the arrangement of the inclined planes a a, the con-

necting rods L, and rock shafts M, the pawls N, and the double ratched

wheels S S, as specified, in combination with the double toothed saw,
operating substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,624.

—

Simon P. Winne, of Albany, N. Y.

—

Improved Ma-
chine for Re-sawing Lumber,—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The
frames F F are attached, each frame to two of the horizontal slides

G G, H H, which are allowed to slide freely between cleats J, I, J.

By means of connexions K K the frames are made to move simulta-

neously in opposite directions. Thus the frames will always adjust

the stuff A^ placed between the guide rollers L L, so that the saw B
will always cut through the centre of the stuff. Another piece of

stuff B^ may be simultaneously sawed into boards of more or less

thickness by adjusting frame P the proper distance from the saw, and
feeding said stuff B^ through the guide rollers S 0. The connecting
rods / have shoulders g g fitting into slots in the lower ends of L L
and the upper ends of S, for the purpose of transmitting rotary

motion to said rollers S. The rollers L L are revolved by means
of gearing N M.

Claim,—First, connecting the slides G H of the two roller frames

F F by arms K K, as shown and described, for the purpose specified.

Second, connecting the two upper and outer rollers L in the frames
F F to the two lower rollers S in the frames P E, by means of the

rods//^, arranged as shown ; so that a rotary motion is communicated
to the lower rollers from the upper ones, and the upper rollers allowed
to have an independent lateral movement, as described.

No. 17,026.

—

Jonathan Creager, of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improved Ma--

chinefor Sawing Shingles.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The block
from which the shingles are to be cut is secured to the tilting rest/,

which after each cut is depressed alternately down to one of the ad-

justable stops g and g^, whereby the taper of the shingle is effected.

The circular saw a is mounted on a sliding frame c c^, and is fed to

the block by depressing treadle d, *

Claim.—The combination of the bench i, rocking rest /, and ad-

justable stops pfQ'i, with circular saw fed transversely of the shingle

by treadle, and cutting longitudinally, when arranged and operating
in the manner substantially as and for the purposes described.

No. 18,354.

—

Jesse Gilman, of Nashua, N. H.

—

Improved Machine
for Saiving Shingles

.

—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—The object of this

invention is to make a suitable provision to prevent the stuff, when it

is sawed from the bolt, from binding or wedging against the saw.

This object is attained by, and the invention therefore consists in.
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having the guide attached to a roving arm which is connected with
the carriage on which the ^'bolt" is placed ; said arm being so ar-

ranged as to move the guide out free from the bolt when the stuff is

sawed from it.

The inventor says : I claim attaching the adjustable guide F to

the movable arm E, attached by a joint to the carriage C, and ope-

rated by the movement of the carriage through the medium of the
arm G, lever J, and groove or guide H, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

No. 18,967.

—

George Hall, of Morgantown, Va.

—

Improved Ma-
chine for Salving Shingles.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—The
claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I am aware that a rocking bed has been used
for this purpose, but my horizontally moving carriage does not rock
in any manner.

I claim, in combination with the horizontally reciprocating carriage

C for carrying the bolt to the saw, the transverse carriage I, also

moving on horizontal ways, but provided with ribs n n n &o arranged
as that the block or bolt dropping upon them shall be held in the

proper position for alternately changing the point and butt of the
shingle, and for giving the shingle the proper thickness and taper^ as
set forth.

No. 17,346.

—

Haevey K. Wolfe, of Louisville, Ky.

—

Improved De-
vice for allowing play to the Arbors of Circular Saws.—Patent dated
May 19, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by
reference to the claim and engravings.
The inventor says : I am aware that springs have been applied to

saw mandrels or arbors in various ways, for the purpose of allowing
the saw to have a lateral movement or play ; and I therefore do not
claim such movement in the abstract, or irrespective of the peculiar

arrangement of the parts shown and described.

But I claim the bar or lever F, having an elastic and a stiff or rigid

portion, and pivoted to the bar (t^ as shown ; the elastic end e of the
bar or lever F being connected with the saw arbor or shaft 0, and the
stiff or rigid part with the sliding guide h through the medium of the

rod H and lever I ; the above parts being arranged substantially as

shown, whereby the bar or lever F performs the double function ot

spring and lever, the saw and guide being both moved laterally when
necessary by actuating the bar or lever, and when the outer end of the
bar or lever is secured or made permanent, the inner end or part serving

as a spring to allow the saw an independent lateral play or movement.

No. 16,643.—A. P. Gross, of St. Louis, Missouri.

—

Improved De-
vice for alloiuing Circular Saivs to play laterally, independently of their

Shafts.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.—Circular saws require some
lateral play to cut well ; this improvement consists in attaching the

saw to a collar on one end of the same shaft, and so combining it

with spiral springs as to allow it the said lateral play.

Claim.—^The shaft A, in combination with the sleeve D and springs
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m w, the saw F being attached to the sleeve D, and the shaft A se-

cured in its bearing B, as shown, so as to prevent a longitudinal

movement of the same ; the whole being arranged as described for the

purpose set forth.

Ko. 16,665.

—

William S. Eeeder^ of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improved
Device to allow Gircular Saws end play^ independently of the Driving

Shaft,—Tsitent dated February 17, 1857.—E is the pulley, C the

saw ; a collar F is attached to the end of shaft D, and a collar G to

that of shaft B. From collar F project driving pins t, which pass

through slots in collar G, and bear against friction rolls j, which
latter have their bearings in said slots. Thus the saw shaft B is

allowed to play endwise.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of an additional driving

shaft D with the shaft B that carries the saw, for the purpose de-

scribed.

No. 17,521.

—

Gardner B. Scrivbn, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

—

Improved Method of Adjusting Circular Saws obliquely to their Shaft.—
Patent dated June 9, 1857.—By screwing the washers efg and saws
I n \x^ to the fixed collar &, by operating screw nut i in such a manner
that pin h passes through hole t of the collar 5, the saws I n will be
secured perpendicularly on saw shaft h ; but when the pin h is slid

further into the washers/ (7, and when said washers are turned to the
right or left, and are pressed against the collar h by means of screw
nut i, then the saws I and n v/ill be secured on the shaft h in an
oblique position, and each of the saws will cut out a groove which is

wider than the thickness of its metal, leaving a tongue standing be-

tween the saws I and n.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of oblique circular saws
for cutting grooves, as such are well known.

Neither do I claim the employment of two bevelled washers between
a fixed collar on the spindle and the circular saw ; as that mode of

adjustment presents disadvantages, as set forth.

But i claim, firsts the combination of the stationary bevelled collar

on the spindle with the single loose collar, having one bevelled face,

and the sliding pin connecting said loose collar with the saw, the

arrangement and operation being as set forth.

Second. The plane- faced collar/, fitting the spindle in such a man-
ner as to be easily inclined at an angle with the spindle between two
circular saws h and ?i, for cutting tongues and wide grooves in lumber,
as described.

Third. The sliding pin h in the collar g, and sliding through
the same into the fixed collar 5, or through the saws n and into the

collar/, (figure 2,) as the case may be, for the purposes herein stated.

No. 16,339.—JosiAii B. Pomroy, of Chicago, Illinois.

—

Improved
Method of Adjusting Circular Saws to any required cZis/i.— Patent dated
January 6, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood

]:)j reference to the claim and engraving.
The inventor says : I am aware that triangular-shaped notches
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have been formed around the inner periphery of a circular saw,
and then the portions of the plate reiraining between said notches
have been expanded for the purpose of permanently dishing the
saw, without dividing its outer periphery.

I claim combining the concave cheeks B B and set screws d c? with
a circular saw, which has a slit or slits extending outwards a short

distance from its inner periphery, at tbe same time that the said saw
has an undivided outer periphery; all substantially as represented and
described, and for accomplishing the purpose set forth.

No. 17,861.

—

Thomas J. Alexander, of Westerville, Ohio.

—

Im-
proved 3Iethod of Driving Circular Saius,—Patent dated July 28,

1867.—Motion being given to the pulley C, the belts e/are operated

without the crossing of either belt, and both the saw-pulley B and
counter-pulley C are encircled and pulled on by the belts on opposite^

sides, thus relieving both shafts a and g of one side pressure or fric-

tion.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement with the revolving saw
or cutter, having either a fixed or reciprocating relationship or action

in the path of its cut, of the freely sliding or self-adjusting loose

pulley carrying frame F, made whole or divided, and rigid or self-

stretching, with its loose pulleys D D^, E E^, right and left hand
belts e /, and pulleys B C, of the saw and counter shafts, essentially

as specified for operation together in the manner set forth.

No. 16,424.—G. F. S. Wright, of Black Oak, South Carolina.—
Improved Method, of Mounting and Guiding Circular Saws.—Patent
dated January 13, 1857.—The saw D is allowed a lateral movement
towards the frame A, and is thereby enabled to conform to aay lateral

movement of the log ; the pressure of the spring E keeps the shoulder

c constantly against the bearing a^. The plate I serves as a con-

nexion between saw D and wedge G, and tends to keep both in line

with each other.

Claim, 1st. The employment or use of the spring E, applied to the

machine, as shown, in connexion with ihe shoulder C on the saw
arbor B, for the purpose set forth.

2d. The guide I, arranged or connected with the saw D and rotat-

ing wedge G-, as described, when used in connexion with the spring

E, for the purpose specified.

No. 17,518.

—

George W. Rodebot, of Milwaukie, Wisconsin.—

•

Improved. 8hitld and Guide foi' Circular Saius.—Patent dated June 9,
1857.—As the saw cuts into the wood, the muley-head K, the

lower end of which holds the guide pins a, can be raised or lowered
by turning crank-shaft L, the muley-head sliding in circular groove*^

ot the shield J. Thus the guide pics a can be retained close to the

cutting point of the saw.

Claim.— ist. Suspending the upper half of a saw, which is ar-

ranged to hang over the log to be sawed, a stationary metallic shield

J, tor the purpose of supporting the mule)?-head, and serving as a
guard to prevent injury to the operator, {substantially as set forth.
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2d. The peculiar manner of arranging the circular muley-head on
the stationary elevated shield, whereby the guides are capable of be-

ing adjusted to any position desired without taking up any portion of

the depth of the saw from the collar to the point of the teeth, and are

always made to guide the saw just at and above the point of cutting,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3d. The springs n n, when arranged on the rising and falling

muley-head and relatively to the saw, substantially as and for the

purposes set forth.

Ko. 18,957.

—

Cyrus E. Cook, of Cambridge, Ohio.

—

Improved
Clamp for Setting Saws.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—This
invention consists in having two V-shaped frames A A, connected by
a joint spring a, each frame having a bar C and D attached to it, the

outer ends of the frames being provided with screws e, and a metallic

bed fitted to one of the bars, the edge of the bar being bevelled at

different angles, and the bar so arranged that either edge may be
adjusted to form the bed of the saw according to the required set to be
given to its teeth.

Claim.—The two Y-shaped frames A A_, connected at one end by a
hinge a, or its equivalent, and provided with the bars C D, the ad-

justable steel or metallic bar b, provided with bevelled edges and the

bars or stops 7i h, the frames being brought together by the screws e

and nuts/, the whole being arranged substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

No. 18^017.

—

Philo Maltby, of Dayton, Ohio.

—

Improved BfacMne

for Dressing Satvs.—FSitent dated August 18, 1857.—The back edge
of the &aw plate is inserted within the groove B and is clamped to

plate A ; and by vibrating the lever L on its fulcrum M the tool car-

riage Gr is vibrated horizontally on the bar E by means of link 0, and
the tool H is caused to plane the teeth of the saw, the tool being fed

in a vertical direction by means of pawl k acting on ratchet wheel I,

and the latter operating screw X vertically, which thus raises or

lowers carriage Gr. The drill R^ can be operated either by turning
crank T or by means of rack M and ratchet S.

Claim.—The described devices, or their equivalents, for clamping
and holding the plate of the saw, in combination with the devices, or

their equivalents, for holding_, operating, and feeding the tool to plane
the teeth of the saw, substantially as described.

And, in combination therewith, the described apparatus, or its equiv-

alents, for operating and feeding: the drill by power or motion derived

or communicated from the planing apparatus, so as to drill the holes

in the plate at the same time the teeth are planed.

If0. 18,250.

—

Ansley C. Smith and Joseph K. Creighton, of East Bir-

mingham, Pa —Improved Machine for Filing and Setting Saivs.—
Patent dated September 22, 1857.—In operating this machine, the
saw D is placed between the strips or boards P P, and the saw adjusted

at the proper height, so that its teeth will be between the face sides

/^ of the beds or anvils K K, and the files n allowed to act properly
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upon or against them. The guides are adjusted simultaneously by
sliding the plate G and securing it at the proper point, so that each,

file may act upon its teeth at the propeMngle ; the lever B is then
actuated back and forth by hand or otherTOcans. As the lever is op-

erated, the files n are moved back and forth, and the teeth of the saw
filed.

The inventors say : We are aware that several saw-filing and set-

ting machines have been devised, and that files have been placed in

reciprocatiDg frames. We therefore do not claim broadly the em-
ployment or use of reciprocating files, irrespective of the arrangement
•shown.

Neither do we claim the setting device, irrespective of its construc-

tion, and also of its arrangement with the filing device.

We claim the combination of the filing, setting, and feeding device,

when the whole is arranged to operate conjointly and automatically

as shown, for the purpose set forth

No. 17, 774 —Emanuel Andrews, of Elmira, N. Y.—Improved Ma^
chines for Gauging and Filing Saws.—Patent dated July 14^ 1857.

—

To file and gauge the circular saw A, it is secured within the stirrup G,
the set screw d screwing as the gauge, and the saw A can be secured

and released by operating the cam lever H ; in filing the teeth, the

file is made to rest on the guide-roller K.
The inventor says : I am aware that adjustable clamps and rollers

for supporting and pressing upon the file while acting upon the teeth

of the saw have been used. Such I do not claim.

But I claim the adjustable gauge M, and guide-rollers K, arranged
and operating substantially as set forth, by means of which the cut-

ting angle or rake of the teeth shall be accurately gauged before

filing, the rollers acting as stops to prevent the further cutting of the

file when the proper point is attained.

I also claim the adjustable setting gauge, consisting of the movable
jaws N and O, combined with the files g g or other cutting surfaces,

which shall be equivalent in their operations, for the purpose of gaug-
ing th^ width of set which the saw is to receive, and also for dressing

and finishing the points of the teeth smoothly and uniformly after

being set, substantially in the manner set forth.

No. 17,110.

—

Albert S. Nippes, of Lower Merion, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Grinding Saws.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The nature

of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

graving.

Claim.—First, placing the roller E within a frame S, which is

pivoted to a bar T, which has its journals/^ fitted in oblong slots or

bearings^^, substantially as shown
; so that said roller may be elevated

or raised up free from the saw, and also be adjusted more or less an-

gularly with the face of the grindstone H, for the purpose set forth.

Second. Operating or moving the stone H and roller E towards and
from the saw, by connecting the bearings d of the shaft of the stone

and the journals/^ of the bar T to the dink D and ratchet Cy by means
of the arms h^ and the rods E, substantially as described.
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No. 17,432.

—

Michael Kennedy, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Improved Gaug^
Attaclimentfor Hand Saws.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The nature

of this invention will be u^|erstood by reference to the claim and en-

graving.

Claim.—Making the gauge for regulating the depth of the saw cut

with adjustable clamps C^ C^ which are formed to fit and gripe the saw
back, and are attached to the arms of the gauge, independently of the

set screws, by which the clamps are fastened to the saw back, as de-

scribed, so that the gauge cannot only be fastened at any desired place

upon the blade without requiring the blade or saw back to be per-

forated, but so that the gauge can also be removed from and replaced

upon the saw without altering the set of the gauge, and so that the

gauge can be adjusted upon the blade without loosening the clamps
which hold the gauge to the saw.

Ko. 18,651.—Jacob Yaughan, of Exchangeville, Pa.

—

Improved
Method of Adjusting Band Saivs to Circular Stocks.—Patent dated No-
vember 17, 1857.—The claim and engravings explain the nature of

this invention.

The inventor says : I am aware that sliding carriages have been
used for feeding bolts to saws, and bolts have also been dogged
substantially in the same way as that shown ; band saws, or their

equivalents, have also been previously used ; but I am not aware that

band saws have been secured to a rotating wheel in the manner shown
and described.

I do not claim, therefore, the means employed for feeding the bolt

to the saws. Nor do I claim band saws, irrespective of the means eni-

ployed, for securing them to the wheel.

But I claim securing the saws E^ G to the wheel 0, by means of the
expanding and contracting bands E H, whereby every part of the saws
is firmly secured to said wheel, without perforating the saw or mak-
ing use of intermediate bolts and screws, all as set forth.

No. 16, 782.—Emanuel Andrews, of Elmira, N. Y.

—

Improved Ma-
chine for Grinding Sates.—̂ ^iQiit dated March 10, 1857.—As the
stones B B move independently ot each other, a piece of sheet iron g can
be secured to the mandrel of the saw, next to the thickest part, or

where the saw is hard, and only one stone is made to operate on the
saw, the other being moved away so as not to grind away the sheet iron

plate; this plate, by passing between the roller and the saw, increases

the pressure on the thickest or hardest part of the saw^ without causing
the thin or soft part to be ground.

Claim.—Connecting^the eav/ to the mandrel, by the ball joint e;

for the purpose of adjusting it to the position oi the rollers D 1) while
being operated on by the stones B B, whether these act conjointly or

independentljj and to prevent straining the saw, as specified.

Second. The plate g, for the purpose of allowing to guide and grind
a saw even in thickness, regardless of its lutrd or soft partSj thus per-

fectly balancing the saWj as set forth, and de.8cribt)d.
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^0. 16,421.—A. Winter, of Pickens, S. 0.

—

Improved meiJiod of
Hanging

J
Guiding, and Adjusting ^'Muley Saws,"—Patent dated Jan-

uary 13, 185T.—The nature of this invention will be understood by
reference to the claim and engravings.

(7/am.-—First, the arrangement of the clamp guide posts B, in com-
bination with the sliding head c, for securing it in any desired posi-

tion, substantially as set forth.

Second, the method of constructing the sliding guide head 0, with

face guards D keyed on to starts S, framed into the sliding head, for

the purpose of adjusting or renewing them in case of wear.

Third, the arrangement of the boxes K, in connexion with the cross-

head J, for the purpose of adjusting the saw to give it the desired

advance motion during its downward stroke.

Fourth, the arrangement of the guide posts B and upright Gr, in

combination with the beam A and sill F, whereby the usual fender

posts, &c., are dispensed with, all substantially as described.

No. 16,416.

—

Carlylb Whipple, of Lewiston, Maine.

—

Improved
method of Hanging and Operating Reciprocating Saws.—Patent dated
January 13, 1857.—As the shaft h is rotated, a reciprocating motion
is imparted to saw D. The saw is strained in a perfect manner by
elevating the bearings a of shaft B^, by turning the set screws c.

The inventor says : I do not claim the two levers C C^, to which
the saw D is attached, separately, for they have been previously used.

I claim the lever C C^ two or more, when the upper lever or levers

are attached to an adjustable shaft B^, and the levers driven by a crank
pin/, having the roller ij fitted upon it and working within a slot e

in the lower lever C, the saw D being attached to the end of the levers,

the whole arranged as shown and described, for the purpose specified.

No. 18,547.

—

JohnL. Lawton, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improved method
of Operating Scroll Saws.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.—The
nature of this invention consists in straining the saw B by means of two
belts D D^, one of which connects the upper end of the saw and the
other the lower end to the opposite extremities of a distant double
lever E, by the alternate movements of which the saw is operated ; by
which mode ample space is provided around the saw for the shaping
and handling of all descriptions of work.
The inventor says : I claim the method of operating the saw by

means of the belts and back levers, substantially as described.

No. 17,823.

—

William H. Harrison, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Im-
proved Mode of Cutting Tenons hy two Circular Saws Oblique to Shaft.—
Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The narrowest space between the twO'
saws F, which gives the thickness of the tongae to be cut, can be
varied by changing the relative position of the two washers g.
The inventor says : Being well aware that one oblique circular saw,,

and the employment of two bevelled washers between a fixed collar and
the saw, are claimed in the patent of Amos D. Highfield, (assigned to-

him and myself,) I wish it to be understood that I do not claim any such/

device in this application.

Vol. ii 20
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But I do claim the use of two circular saws upon the same shaft when
their planes form an acute angle with each other, and made adjustable

on their shaft by means substantially such as set forth.

No. 18,828.

—

Stephen K. Tenney and Asa Bennett, of Hubbards-
town, Mass.

—

Improved Shingle.—Patent dated December 8, 1857.

—

A, in figures 1 and 2, represents a furnace which may be constructed

in any proper manner ; B is a hollow roller which is fitted in the

upper part of the furnace, the periphery of said roller projecting a
trifle through the top of the furnace. The top of the furnace is formed
of two parts, a a, the outer ends of which are jointed to the upper
part of the furnace, so that the inner ends may bear or rest upon the

roller. C is a roller, the journals of which work in sliding bearings D,
said bearings being fitted in grooved upright plates E at each side of
the upper part of the furnace. Each bearing D is connected to a

weighted lever F, and these levers have a tendency to press the roller

upon the roller B.
The roller B is heated to a proper degree by the fire in the furnace,

and motion is given to it in any proper manner. The shingles G are

passed between the rollers one at a time, and one surface, the under
one, charred by the heated roller ; the shingles are then inverted and
again passed between the rollers and the opposite sides charred.

The inventor says: We do not broadly claim the preservation of

wood by carbonization.

But we claim a carbonized shingle, made substantially as set forth.

No. 17,254.

—

William Bevard, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improved Botary
Shingle-Cutter,—Fatent dated May 12, 1857.—The block K to be
operated upon being placed upon table P, the operator, by pressing

down lever N with his foot, brings the bar I to a vertical position, the

weight on lever N forcing the griper T against the block, which thus
holds it against the face of the rotating wheel B, while the knives F
cut it in shingles, thus leaving the operator free into prepare another

block while the preceeding one is running through the machine. By
pressing down lever K, the bar I, by the action of weight 0, is thrown
in the position represented in the engraving, leaving the table P free

for the reception of the next block. As the shingles are cut from the

point to the butt, the splitting of the shingles is prevented by giving

the knives F the curved shape as represented in the engraving.

Claim,—The combination of the described automatic feeding appa-
tus with the rotating shingle machine described, and also the current

knife as shown at F, for the purpose specified, when combined as de-

scribed.

No. 16,546.

—

William Huey, of Columbia, Pa.

—

Improved Shingle

Machine.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.—Figure 3 illustrates the

operation of the knives, which, by means of the rollers R, are made
to follow the bevel of the shingle S. The knives with their cyl-

indrical cases, and the rollers, are all attached to one box, which lat-

ter is pressed downward by means of springs S.

Claim.—The particular method of adjusting the knives within a
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cylindrical or other shaped case Y, that they may be made to rise and
fall according to the thickness of the shingle or hoard.

And secondly, attaching the sawing and planing machines in such

a juxtaposition as to operate automatically as described, in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

No, 16_,562.

—

William A. Whiting.—Improved Shingle Machine.—
Patent dated February 8, 1857.

The inventor says : By placing layers e of India rubber under the

bearings d of the knife wheel a, or under the rest c, which supports

the blocks whilst they are being converted into shingles, the shingles

cut therefrom are perfectly sound, the yielding of the block as the

knives strike it having the effect of preventing the yielding of the

fibres before the ^Age of the knife and their consequent partial separa-

tion from each other.

Claim.—Giving an elastic bearing to its rest c, or to the bearing

boxes of the knife wheel, or to the equivalents thereof, for the pur-

poses described.

No. 16,742.—H. D. McGeorge, of Morgantown, Ya.

—

Improved
Shingle Machine,—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The bolt is placed

upon bed F ; this bed is pivoted in two pillar blocks G G, made ad-

justable in the frame of the table by means of set screws a a ; so that

the bed may be raised or lowered to give the desired thickness to the

shingle, whilst it can be rocked on its pivots by means of arm H, link

I, and handle J, to form the butts and points alternately from oppo-
site ends of the bolt.

Claim.—In combination with the saw and carriage, the rocking
bed F for determining and adjusting the bolt to the thickness and
taper of the shingle to be sawed^ substantially as set forth

.

No. 16,964.

—

John L. Brown^, of Indianapolis, Ind.

—

Improved
Shingle Machine,—Patent dated April ^, 1857.—The block to be cut

is placed between the rods 1 1 ;
power being applied to the pulley A,

the shaft B is revolved, giving a reciprocating motion to the knife

sash E, and one-half of a revolution to the wheel M ; the eccentric N
alternately raises and lowers the end of the lever 0, sliding the bolt

Q through the knife sash E, changing the oscillating table B at the

time that the knife F is being drawn back after cutting the shingle.

Claim.—The construction of a self-feeding shingle machine by the

arrangement and combination of the wheel L upon the shaft B, the

wheel M, the eccentric N, the lever 0, the bolt Q, and the oscillating

table K, when arranged and operated as set forth.

No. 17,104.—G. H. Mallary, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Shingle

Machine.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—As the saw h cuts the

shingle from the bolt on carriage Z, the rotating planer c planes the

sides of the shingle; the planer c is pressed to the shingle by having
the arm / of its vibrating frame d guided by means of a projection

on the vibrating carriage bed i. The saw h having performed the cut

of the shingle, the frame h is run back on its ways a, bringing the
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pawls y^i in contact with cams h, wliicli latter are turned, and eacli of
which in its turn operates the vibrating plate i so as to vibrate it to

one or the other side,, thus producing the taper of the shingle.

The inventor says : I do not claim any of the separate parts com-
posing this machine when employed by themselves.

But I claim the arrangement of the several devices described, by
which the bolt is sawed into shingles and planed, as set forth, the
whole being combined and constructed substantially as described.

No. 17,347.-0. M. YoUiS-a, of Sinclearville, N. Y.

—

Improved
Shingle Machine.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—A reciprocating mo-
tion being given to the saw frame B, rotary motion is communicated to

shaft E, in consequence of the pin d of the wheel D being fitted in

the slot c, in the lower part of the gate. As the gate B is moved up
and down, the sash M, which contains the saws N, has a lateral re-

ciprocating motion given it in consequence of the bars 6* fitting in

the grooves in the stiles a*; and these saws being placed adjoining

the back side of the knife C will, as the gate descends, cut a kerf

longitudinally in the butt end of each shingle.

The inventor says : I do not claim the movement of the bolt, or the

manner in which it (the bolt) is presented to the knife, irrespective of

the means employed for effecting the purpose.

But I claim operating or giving the necessary feed motion to the

block H and bolt L, by means of the laterally reciprocating bar G,
actuated by the eccentric grooves n^ in the wheels /, the bar G-

vibrating the block H, through the medium of the bar I, the block H
being provided with pawls p^, which catch into the racks p in the

frame A, and the whole arranged as described.

Also, the saws N N placed in the frame of sash M, which is secured

at the back of the gate B, and operated from the bar G as described

for the purpose specified.

Further, the bar G when arranged as shown, so as to be driven or

operated from the gate B, whereby the several parts of the machine
are all made to work automatically as described.

No. 17,378.

—

William A. Jarratt, of Patonsville, Tenn.

—

Im-
proved Shingle Machine.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—As the recess

E of the carriage H passes under the feeder B, a bolt is discharged
into said recess ; and when the carriage recedes, the bars c taking hold
of the cams h on studs a pull down the knife I to cut the bolt to the

proper thickness. As the shingle leaves the knife, having one side

shaved, the knife is released, and the dog d, running upon arm e, de-

presses lever g, which pulls cord h and raises apron 0, throwing off

the shavings; while at the same time the bar m comes in contact with

stop F, and, pulling down cord ?/, causes shaft o to turn and the arms
X to turn the shingle over into recess K^ ; at the next operation a new
bolt is discharged into recess R and shaved on one side, while the

shingle in recess R^ is shaved the second time, thus finishing it.

The inventor says : I do not claim the mechanism for reversing and
throwing out the shingles, as I am aware that mechanisms equivalent

thereto have been before employed.
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I claim, 1st. Elevating and depressing the knife L, and retaining

fhe same in the required position by means of the bars C on the bot-

tom of the carriage operating upon the cams b or studs a a, substan-

tially as described.

2d. The automatic apron c operating substantially as described,

whereby the shavings are all taken from the shingles and knife and
thrown from the machine, the apron returning sucessively to a hori-

zontal position to receive the shavings, as and for the purposes set

forth.

No. 17,906.

—

Elbridgb Webber, of Gardiner, Me.

—

Improved
Shingle Machine.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—The bolt is held
between the dogs 6, attached to the pinions 7, at the extremities of

levers 7^ ; one of these levers is slotted and the other has a pin enter-

ing in the slot, so that both are moved by power applied to lever-

handle H. The pinions mesh in racks in the floor of the head -block

5^ and thus move the dogs 6 as desired and firmly hold the bolt when
inserted between the teeth of the dogs. The saw X is driven by
power applied to pulley X^ while motion is communicated to shaft n.

As the carriage z is drawn back by weight w'^ levers Jc and 14 press

against their respective benches b^ h'^ , and moving the ratchets k-

and 14^ feed the head-block 5^ forward, and give the necessary vibra-

tion to frame 2^ and through it to head-block 5^. The striking of the

carriage against lever m closes the clutch F^ , and produces the forward
movement of the carriage a sufficient distance for the length of the

bolt.

Claim..—1st. The combination of the vibrating frame 2 with the

obliquely slotted slide piece 11 and the cam wheel 12, arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2d. The relative adjustment of ratchet and sheave g^ substan-

tially as and for the purpose specified.

3d. The arrangement of the pinions 7 7 with levers 7^ 7^ and dogs
6 6, as set forth.

No. 18,512.

—

Simeon Marshall, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improved
Shingle Machine.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—This invention

relates to the construction of shingle machines adapted to the purpose
of splitting and dressing shingles, whereby the respective parts are

readily adjusted to more different thicknesses, shapes, or forms than
other machines now in use.

In slots y y are placed the riving knife arms// connecting the knife

to the driver. The ends of those arms are placed in the slots, and are

so formed, as seen by the section, fig. 3, that by placing them in those

slots and securing the knife in its place to the opposite ends, a posi-

tive connexion is formed with the driving plate, at the same time giving

the knife that required freedom to rise or fall to suit the irregularities

of the timber in passing through it.

The inventor says : 1st. I claim the slots y y y y in the driving

plate, with the peculiar formed arms//, combined and connected sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.
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2d. I claim the general arrangement of parts operating in the man-
ner described and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,681.

—

James Chary, of Kittaning, Pa.

—

Improved Shingle
Ilachine.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—This invention relates

to an improved machine for froeing and shaving shingles in taper

form, and consists in the employment or use of reciprocating frees

arranged in sets, in the use of a pair of tapering or shaping knives,

and in the use of a vibrating feed board, arranged and operated so

that shingles are rived and freed from the block and shaved or cut in

taper form.

The inventor says : I claim, 1st. The use of the sliding side pieces

L L with converging slots C C, in combination with the upright
grooves d in the frame in which the wrists of the shaving knives are

inserted^ for the purpose of effecting the gradual approximation of the

shaving knives in giving the proper taper to the shingles.

Second. The combination of lever P with its pin K, the projecting

cam S, and cam on the frame L, for the purpose of communicating the

requisite relative motion to the vibrating feed board 0, the driver N,
and frame L, whereby one bolt only at a time of the three riven by
the frees is driven outwards and forced through the shaving knives

j

no matter how short or thin the bolt may have been freed.

No. 16,911.

—

Edwin Edwards, of Oneida Lake, N. Y.

—

Improved
Rotary Shingle Machine,—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The inner

end of the bolt F bears against the bands Gr H, and is placed angu-
larly to the cutters D and D^, the bands G- and H serving as gauges;
and as the inner end of the bolt is kept firmly pressed against said

bands, the bolt will be shifted as the wheel B rotates, the two cutters

D and D^ acting upon bolt F alternately and cutting the shingles

from the bolt in taper form, the butts and thin ends of the shingles

being cut alternately from each side of the bolt.

The inventor says : I am aware that devices have been employed
for shifting the position of the bolt at each cut of the knives, so that

the shingles can be cut in taper form and the butts cut alternately

from each side of the bolt. But the devices hitherto employed have
been complicated, expensive to apply to the machine, and liable to

get out of repair.

I claim the employment or use of the adjustable annular gauges G
H, formed each of two parts h c d e, and applied to the wheel B as

shown and described, for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,907.

—

William Wood, of Westport, Connecticut.

—

Improved
Method of Feeding the Bolt in Shingle Machines.—Patent dated July

28, 1857.—By the operation of the parts described in the claim, the

toothed portion of disk I will gear alternately into the pinions F, and
the screws H will be actuated alternately, and the bar G and bolt

attached to it will be fed obliquely towards the knife frame D, which
by its up and downward motion operates lever E.

The inventor says : I am aware that in shingle machines of this

description the bolt has been previously fed obliquely forward, the
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ends of . the bolt being actuated or moved alternately ; and I there-

fore do not claim in the abstract, or irrespective of the means employed
for effecting the purpose, such movement of the bolt.

I claim, first. The employment or use of two screws, H H, actuated

alternately from the knife frame D through the medium of the lever

E, rod K, arm n of the sleeve or collar J, disk Z, provided with
ratchet-shaped projection m and teeth or cogs i, and the plate M, the

whole being arranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

I further claim the plate M, when arranged and applied to the bar

G substantially as shown, so that it may be readily disengaged from
the screws when desired for the purpose specified.

No. 18,679.

—

Elisha K. Collins, of Cambridge, Massachusetts.

—

Improved Machine for Gutting Shingles from the Bolt.—Pa.tent dated

November 24, 1857.—By turning the wheel c, the two bars E E with
the knives G- G will be moved ; and if the direction of the movement
of said wheel be reversed each time the knives reach the end of the

bolt, a reciprocating movement will be given to the knives, and a slab,

stave, or stick will be^cut from two opposite sides of the bolt or log at

each stroke by turning the screw rods F F.
Claim.—The combination of the two screw shafts D D, E E, and

knives G G, arranged relatively with each other, and with the bolt

C, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,222.

—

James E. Young, of Augusta, Maine.

—

Improved
Method of Ilanufacturing Shingles .—Patent datedSeptember 15,1857.—
The bolt having been secured by clamps M, motion is communicated to

saw shaft C and saw D which cuts the shingles from the bolt. When
the carriage I arrives near the end of frame A_, the bar K strikes

against stop i^, and drives the wedges under the part ^ of the car-

riage and tilts it, vibrating the shingle bolt on its centre, whereby
the shingles are cut from the bolt in alternate tapers.

Claim.—Vibrating the shingle bolt about an axis lying in or near

the plane of the cut, and equally distant from each end of the bolt.

Second, the sliding rod K and wedges 0, constructed and operating

in the manner substantially as set forth.

No. 18,207.

—

Samuel Lord, of Perry, Georgia.

—

Improved Spohe
Machine.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—The stuff M being cen-

tred in the frame H, and the carriage B being so adjusted that the

saw C will be at the butt end of the spoke, a rotating motion is given,

the saw C, a travelling motion to carriage B, and a rotating motion to

the stuff M ; the rack x as the carriage moves operates wheel W. As
the stuff rotates, the frame H is vibrated in consequence of the square
portion o resting upon the plate m on lever V^, and the butt of the

spoke will be cut square by saw C. The lever Y^ now rests, when the

most depressed part of cam s and cam r commences to raise lever Y,
so that its plate v?- will bear against the elliptical portion p of the

boss u, and thus the elliptical portion will vibrate frame H ; and as

said portion p is gradually raised by cam r, the form of the spoke
transversely gradually increases to the point W.
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The inventor says : I do not claim separately and apart from the
arrangement shown any of the parts descrihed.

But I claim the vibrating frame H operated as shown, and arranged
with the carriage B and saw specifically as described, so as to oper-

ate conjointly as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,680.

—

George W. Cooke^ of Springfield, N. J.

—

Improved
Spoke Machine.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—In this invention
rotary cutters are employed, and the work or article to he planed has
a horizontal and longitudinal action ; the work only passes through
the machine once to complete the same, the cutters acting with a
lateral and a circular movement, cutting into it to the full depth
necessary to reduce it, and every revolution of the cutters finishing a
portion of the surface of the work.

Claim.—The inventor says: I would state that I do not claim the
tenoning part of the machine.
But I claim the planing of spokes with rotary cutters, whose surface

or circumference is divided by grooves, the edges thereby being in

sections or teeth, the same acting alternately on the work, in combi-
nation with lever F, springs K, and cog screws I I, for the purpose
of producing the lateral and oblique movements of the cutters, sub-

stantially as described.

No. 17,111.

—

Manley Packard, of North Bridgewater, Mass.

—

Im-
proved Method of Adjusting and Holding the Knives of Spoke Shaves.—
Patent dated April 21, 1857.—By screwing the screw D into the wood
of the stock A, the bow spring C will have its ends forced against the

starts F of the knife B, so as to hold them firmly in place ; an abut-

ment of metal c^ being placed against each start, and fastened in the

stock.

Claim.—I do not claim applying either a wedge or a clamp screw
to each start, in order to keep it in place in the stock.

But I claim the described new arrangement of the clamp screw and
bow spring with respect to handle and starts of the knife or cutter,

and so as to operate therewith substantially as described.

No. 16,532.

—

John J. Croy, of Caledonia, Mo

—

Improved Tool for
Tenoning Spokes.—Patent dated February 3, 1857 —The inventor

says : I do not claim the use of a screw to hold the spoke against the

interior of a tube or other surface.

Neither do I claim broadly the use of a revolving cutter head to cut

tenons upon spokes, the spoke being held stationary.

Neither do I claim any portion of my device, as described, which is

seen in John McCune's patent of June 16, 1847, or any part which
exists in any other machine or instrument for cutting spokes.

But I claim, first^ the employment of a tube A for holding the

spoke while the tenon is being cut.

Second, the combination of an adjustable end piece or bed with
the tube A.

Third, the employment of an adjustable clamp cutter head F F^, all

the parts being constructed, arranged, and operating as set forth.
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No. 1^,106.

—

Alexander McKenzie, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Combined Square, Mitre Square, and Bevel.—Patent dated April 21,

1857.—When this instrument is to be used as a mitre square, the arm
C is turned on its pivot a until it comes in line with the face E ; the

position of arm C can be adjusted by means of pin h on said arm
sliding in a graduated circular groove c.

Claim.—The described arrangement of the try square, the mitre,

and the bevel blade, the latter being hung so as to project up on the

opposite side of the stock from the blade, and so as to form, when set

at an angle of forty-five degrees, a continuation of the mitre head, as

set forth.

No. 16,857.

—

Herman Whipple, of Shaftsbury, Yt.

—

Improvement
in Machines for Graduating Carpenter s Squares.—Patent dated March
IT, 1857.—The nature of this invention is shown by the claim and
engravings.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim, first, the scale index ??i,

mounted upon the carriage B, and regulating the extent of motion
given to said carriage from the truck v, and pusher point, whereby the

length of the division mark is determined, and the cut made from the
edge of the square, substantially as specified.

Second. I claim the arrangement of the rack r, lever k, and its

actuating cam or pin, pawl y, rod n, and weight x, or its equivalent,

for moving and adjust the index m, to be acted on by the pusher v,

substantially as specified.

Third. I claim arranging the graver stocks g within the carriage

B, substantially in the manner and for the purposes specified, when
said graver stocks are governed by the levers L, adjusting rail h, and
springs and rods S, or equivalents, for pressing down the gravers in

cutting, and thus lifting the same up off the square while returning,

as specified.

Fourth. I claim the arrangement of the scroll cam D, anvil or bed
c, rod a, lever 6, latch i, inclined wedge/, and clutch or friction lever

p, for moving said bed c and its square endwise the required integral

part between each stroke of the gravers, and then stopping the machine
when the divisions are completed, substantially as specified.

Fifth. I claim the manner of securing the gravers e in place, and
bringing them to the exact position in the stocks g by means of the

mortise bolt 5, constructed and operating substantially as and for the

purposes specified.

I do not claim regulating the extent of motion given to the graver
stocks in drawing back by means of cams, as these have been used

;

it being understood that I do not claim a mortise bolt to secure a bar
or tool, as this has before been used.

But I am not aware of any mortise bolt having before been con-

structed with the mortise for the tool eccentric, or one side of the

mortise partially removed, so that the flat side of the graver is pressed

to the side of the mortise in the graver stock, by the turning of said

mortise bolt, and brings the same correctly to its position, irrespective

of the thickness of the graver itself.
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No. 16,817.

—

Herman Whipple, of Shaftsbury, Vt.

—

Improvement
in Machinesfor Stamping Figures in Carpenter' s Squares.—Patent dated
March 10, 1857.—The square is confined to the face of anvil A, by
an eccentric clasp or otherwise ; the hand wheel A, is turned to bring
the end of the blank line on the square directly opposite the chase
containing the figures to be impressed. The chase which stands on
the side of the frame, is now turned down on to the face of the square
in the right place, being directed by the slot at the top of the chase

;

which is slipped on to the proper guide pin d. The treadle t is then
pressed down, which raises the long end of the lever 8, bringing down
the short end and pressing it on to the lower edge of the groove g. by
which that end of the anvil A is raised and pressed against the chase,

and the long lever m, being attached to the lever a by the shackle bar
Ti, the pin e, moving in the spiral groove v, turns the bolt y^, and also

the clamp ^, which takes hold of the top of the bolt y^ when the end
of lever m presses down the cross-bar x, carrying with it the bolts y
and ?/^, pressing the clamp on to the top of the chase and confining it

there for stamping, when each of the figures are struck with a ham-
mer, to make the desired impression. The pressure is now taken from
the treadle, the pin e, in its way up, turns back the bolt y^ and clamp
z^ and the chase is turned back against the rail R.

Claim.—First. The arrangement of a series of chase bars^ jointed

at one side of the machine, when combined with the anvil sustaining

the square^ and with the hand wheel A, rack or racks y, and pawl i,

for regulating the relative positions of the anvil and chase bars, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes specified.

Second. I claim the arrangement of the levers s a, and m, bolt y
and 2/S bars z and x, and slot v, and pin e, for the purposes and sub-

stantially as specified, whereby the one motion of the lever a (by the

treadle t) first turns the bar z around to confine the chase bar C,

and then gives the requisite compression of the chase bar at both ends
on to the square or plate on the anvil, to retain the same firmly, while
the chases are being separately struck into said square, as specified.

No. 17,130.

—

Henry L. McNish, of Lowell, Mass.^ assignor to

Himself and David C. Butler, of the same place.

—

Improved Stave

Machine.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The stave is fed to the

machine by means of the pressure rollers I, and passes between the

horizontal cutters D and D^, which serve to plane the staves o/i the

two flat sides. The edges of the staves are planed by means of the

cutters R and R^, which cut the bevel and bulge of the stave at the

same operation. The lever N, having its fulcrum at 0, is operated

by means of cam M ; and the upper end of lever N is enlarged, and is

formed with two oblique grooves e, which serve to adjust the position

of the connexions P, which hold and operate the slide bearings 2,

which form the bearings for the upper part of the vertical shafts R.
Thus, by adjusting the connexions P nearer to the fulcrum 0, a

straighter bulge will be obtained. The bevel of the staves can be

adjusted by raising or lowering the bracket Y by means of the set

screws z.
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Claim.—The angular guides e upon the lever 1^, in combination
with the connexions P P and concomitant parts for adjusting the side

cutters K^ W, to dress staves of different widths, and at the same time
preserving the proportion between the bilge and the width of the

stave, as set forth.

I also claim the Y guide e^ on the bed plate for the purpose of

guiding the staves in a direct line through the machine, as set forth.

No. 16,746.

—

Erastus M. Pitman, of Warren county, Ya.

—

Im-
proved Machinefor Bevelling and Jointing Staves.—Patent dated March
3, 1857.—The plane A is set in motion between ways B B^ by means
of a pitman. A bunch of staves is placed between the carriage D
and clamp C, and is fastened by means of cam F. The carriage is

then moved down the ways E E^ until the staves are sufficiently

jointed ; the carriage is then again moved up the inclined ways and
is let drop to the position represented by dotted lines in figure 2, when
the staves are turned and operated in the same manner as before,

which completes them.
The inventor says : I do not claim the reciprocating plane having

reversed bits, or the manner of its motion.
But I claim the combination of the reciprocating plane A, having

reversed bits c c^, and the motion referred to, and the carriage D with
the inclined ways E E^, constructed, arranged, and operated in the

manner and for the purposes shown and described.

No. 18,123.

—

Henry L. McNish, of Lowell, Mass., assignor to

David C. Butler and Henry L. McNish, aforesaid.

—

Improved Ma-
cJiine for Crozing and Chamfering Staves.—Patent dated September 1,

1857.—The stave to be operated upon is placed upon bed I, between
the clamps J, which hold it tightly and as the machine is set in mo-
tion, the clamps J are started to carry the stave over the cutters on
head D, and the catches / and h first strike the stave and bring it

square upon the bed J ; the pins d then slide down the groove ?, and
bring the spring jaws m down upon the stave and hold.it firmly while
it is being crozed. After the stave has passed the cutters, the pins d
pass through the groove n, and, pushing the spring p aside, pass the
outside of the guides and beyond the ends of the springs, thus releas-

ing the stave and allowing it to fall, the arms P guiding it clear of
the machine.

Claim.—The self-opening and closing clamp described, or its equi-

valent, so geared to other parts of the machine as to operate periodi-

cally corresponding with the motion of the feed-rollers, as set forth.

Also, making the clamps adjustable to croze staves of barrels of

different diameters, as set forth.

No. 17,871.

—

Elisha K. Collins, of Cambridge^ Mass.

—

Improved
Method of Sawing Stavesfrom the Bolt and Dressing their Edges simul-

taneously.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—The bolt K is sawed out to

the required size and clamped to the bar a^, the outer edge of the bolt

projecting throjgh the frame o} ; motion is given to the band saw F by
means of pitman g actuated by eccentric i. The bed I is also moved
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by the endless chain C, whicli is actuated by the gearing J k m n ; as

the bolt passes the band saw F, the staves are sawed therefrom, the
bolt running past the saw in a curved form corresponding to the form
of the bars a, and the staves will consequently be sawed from the bolt

in proper curved form; and just before the bolt reaches the saw its side

passes between the arms r, and the bolt will be bevelled by the rota-

ting cutter V ; the staves therefore are jointed just previous to being
cut, and the upper and lower edges of the frame h^ are made of a
rounded form, so that the staves will be cut of taper form so as to

allow for the bilge of the casks.

The inventor says : I do not claim the employment or use of a band
saw separately considered, or irrespective of the arrangement shown.
But I claim the band saw or saws F, the endless chain C, which

gives a continuous feed motion to one or more beds or plates I, at-

tached curved bare a a^, the rotating cutters v v, the racks//, and
the gearing d d e^_, and screws c- connected with the bar a^, when
they are arranged and combined to operate conjointly, as shown, for

for the purpose of sawing, jointing, and dressing staves at one opera-

tion, as set forth.

No. 18,088.

—

Peter Deal, of Amsterdam, N. Y., and James Green-
man, of Northampton. N. Y.

—

Improved Machinefor Sawing Staves,—
Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The stave to be sawed is placed

upon the table h between the guide i and the inner periphery of cylin-

der B; and rotary motion being given to said cylinder, the teeth on its

front edge cut out the stave_, the blank being guided during the feed-

ing operation by carriage D, which slides on the curved track 0, and
the finished stave is discharged at the rear end of cylinder B.

Claim.—First. The combined method of supporting and driving

cylindrical saws from their periphery, in the manner and for the pur-

pose described.

Second. The arrangement on the interior of a cylindrical saw of a

supporting table, and an adjustable gauge or guide, as described, by
which the thickness of the stave is guaged, and it is guided during its

passage through the saws, and one stave is prevented from passing

the other, and jamming against and stopping the saws, or throwing
the front stave off the side of the table on the bottom of the saws.

Third. The arrangement of a guard plate on the interior of a cylin-

drical saw, as described, for the purpose of preventing the sawdust
and chips being thrown into the kerf of the stave.

Fourth. The method of diminishing the pressure of the curved sur-

face of the stock against the periphery of a cylindrical saw, by pivoting

the track on which the carriage holding the stock traverses, so that

the pressure of the forward end of the stock will throw the track out-

ward, and thus prevent the saw from binding in the kerf.

No. 16,849.

—

Valentine Munck, of Carrolton, La.

—

Improved Ma-
chine for Planing Tapering Staves.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.

—

By this invention the lumber is carried under the face of the cutters

by the traversing bed, the groove and tongue connexion shown at m^
causing the cutter-head bearings to rise with the inclination of the table
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n/^, and thereby preserve the same relative position of said table and
the edges of the cutters ; the inclination of the table n^ regulates the

taper of the lurober operated upon.
Claim.—The adjustable table n and n^, and making said table guide

the cutting head t, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

I also claim, in combination with the table n and n^ and cutting

head t, the angular side cutting-heads w^ to secure from the variation of

the table n^ tapered planing on the edges of the lumber, substantially

as specified.

No. 17j946.

—

John Trahin and Charles Yoebel, of New Orleans,

La.

—

Improved Machinefor BevelUng Staves, &c.—Patent dated Au-
gust 4, 1857.—The stave to be jointed is placed upon the bed D and
secured to it by means of the clamp D. Motion being given to the cut-

ter-heads P by means of pulleys S, the cutters are made to operate

upon the edges of the staves ; the cutter-heads P can be adjusted hori-

zontally by operating set-screws Q ; they can also be adjusted circularly

by means of the circular slots in the plates C. The stave is fed to the

cutters by turning crank N, when the pinion or shaft M will operate

rack G and bed 0.
The inventors say : We do not claim separately any essential fea-

tures in the machine described, but merely their specific arrangement,
as shown and described for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,816.

—

Melyn Weatherington, of Springfield, 0.

—

Improved
Method of Adjusting Bound Tenon Gutter to certain Fixed Sizes.—
Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The rings, F having the aperture a of

different sizes to suit the different diameters of the tenons to be cut,

are placed within the disk A, and the cutter blade c is then placed on
the ring and is secured with the same to the disk A by means of

screw-bolt e. The cutter c can be adjusted to take a deeper or shal-

lower cut by operating set screw i, fig. 3.

The inventor says: I do not claim boring round tenons, as this is a

very common device.

But I claim the combined use of the uncut counter-sunk disk and
removable rings, and the bit adjustable thereto ; for the purpose of

making an adjustable hollow auger, capable of boring tenons of

various sizes, without splitting or dividing the stock, substantially as

described.

No. 17,219.

—

David Hodges, of Suffolk, Va.

—

Improved Adjustable

Bed and Gauge to Begulate Tenoning.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.

—

The tenon being gauged on a piece of stuff B, it is secured on bed a
by means of set screws g, and the shoulder on the upper side is cut

with the ordinary plane used for this j)urpose ; the plane being guided
by guide c^ The bed a is then turned on the hinges h so as to bring

guide c uppermost and the other side of the tenon is cut like the former.

Claim.—The reversible bed with adjustable end guide c, stationary

guide c^, and devices for securing the lumber, operating as and for the

purposes specified.
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No. 17,175.—Lafayette Stevens, of Elmira, N. Y.

—

Improved
Machine for Tenoning Blind Slats.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.

—

The slat being cut to the required length, it is placed on the sliding

table C, with the rear end resting against the projecting end of gauge
D, and the table is slid up to the knives K, vrhich are attached to

head I through the slot in guide F. As the tenon is cut by cutters K,
it passes into the hole in the end of the mandrel of said cutters, when
it will be cut off by spur h^.

Claim.—The movable and reversible gage D, as described, in com-
bination with the sliding table 0, arranged and operating in connexion
the mandrel head I, as made, and^cutters h, and spur 6^, as described

and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,212,

—

Perky Putnam and John E. Crane, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improved Tenoning Machine.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—The
pieces to be operated upon are piled upon the table as represented at J

;

each piece is then fed from the bottom of the pile up to and between
the cutter head E by the drivers V, which are attached to feeding rod
T which is operated upon by rod R, cam Q on shaft P, gearing N,
and pulleys M K. The drivers catch and drive the lowest piece

towards the cutters, and the pile, as soon as the lowest piece is

removed, falls upon the drivers, and each succeeding piece is thus fed

to the cutters.

The inventors say : We do not claim the parts of our machine
separately.

But we claim their arrangement and operation specifically as shown
for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,534.

—

Seth C. Ellis, of Albany, N. Y.

—

Improved Machine
for Cutting Tenons on Blind Slats.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.

—

The slats are placed in the guide-frame G G. As the box N is moved
back by means of the lever P, the lowest slat S, which was supported

by the upper surface of box N, drops into the position represented in

the figure, and rests on the edges of frames B B, in range with the

slots in the disks H, M, H. As the box is again moved forward, it

pushes the slat forward and into the slots in the disks. By this time
the cogs on wheel R take into the cog-wheeel L, giving the disk M
and the slat a complete revolution. The return motion of the box
then carries the finished slat back and up the inclines e, ready to be
removed by hand.

Claim.—The arrangement of the rotating disks H H, with their

slats a a, disposed in reference to and in combination with the saws,

for the purpose of regulating the revolution of the slat so as to direct

the saws in cutting perfectly cylindrical axes or tenons to it, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Further, the feeding apparatus, to wit : the sliding box N, disks

M, with the wheels L and R, lying within the jaws J J, and the

lever P, with the eccentric on W, acting together and in combination
with the disks H H and saws, substantially as set forth.
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No. 16,453.

—

James D. Sarven, of Maury county, Tenn.

—

Improved
MacJiine for Bending Timber.—Patent dated January 20, 1857.—The
timber to be bent in regular curves, such as fellies, is inserted at one
end, in a groove of the cylinder T ; and the shaft M, of the bending
frame A, being inserted in a hole in the axis of said cylinder, the

bending frame A is turned on said shaft M, the roller J pressing the
timber against said cylinder, and bending the same. To bend timber
in irregular forms, the wheel K is operated during the process of

bending, which, by means of screw 9, presses the timber constantly

against the irregular surface of any bending cylinder.

Claim.—The bending frame A, or its equivalent, arranged and
operating substantially as described^ and for the purposes set forth.

I also claim, in combination therewith, the mechanism and arrange-

ment described, or other equivalent devices for the purpose of operating

the bending roller I, or its equivalent, as specified—the whole being
constructed and made to operate together^ substantially as specified

and for the purposes set forth.

I also claim, in combination with the bending frame A, or its equiv-

alent, the mechanism and arrangement described, or other equivalent

devices for the purposes of bending timber in regular or irregular

forms or curves, if the same is used in combination with a revolving

mold, or mold operating or arranged in any other manner.

No. 18,974.

—

Jacob Hoke, of Grand Detour, 111.

—

Improved Guide
Gaugefor Sawing Timber.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—This
invention consists in the use of two squares A A^ properly graduated,

each arm a and b being provided with a slide c, and the parts so ar-

ranged that the log or stick of timber may be marked at once at four

sides, if necessary or desired, and without adjusting the square after

being properly fitted to the log or stick.

Claim.—The graduated squares A, constructed as shown, and pro-

vided with slides c, also graduated and arranged as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

No. 18,588.

—

John C. Hintz, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improved 3Ia-

ckinefor Turning Spiral Forms.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.

—

This invention has for its object a means of producing spiral or other

oblique carving on wood without ^'roughing'' or 'burning the grain,"

and is principally designed for the forming of spiral flutings and mould-
ings upon posts and other parts of household furniture.

Claim.—The inventor says : I do not claim the oppositely rotating

cutters as new in themselves.

But I claim, first, in combination with the adjustable screw-cutting

lathe, the described construction and arrangement of the gravitating

frame L, and concentrically and oppositely rotating cutters K K^,
whereby the latter are made to cut in unison, and always over a point

in the axis of the piece, in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

Second. In this connexion I claim the pair of finishing bits z 2^, oper-

ated automatically by means of the screw stem 1, ratchet wheel 2, tap-

'pets 3, and spring pawls 4, as described.

Third. In combination with the adjustable screw-cutting lathe,
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rotary cutters and gravitating frame, as aforesaid, I claim fhe described

construction and arrangement of the roller q and bracket p, whereby
(the brace being disconnected) the said cutters may be vibrated in a

(substantially) horizontal plane, at any desired angle to the stuff, for

the production . of spiral or oblique flutings on a prismatic post, as

explained.

Ko. 18,001.

—

Augustine D. Waymoth, of Fitchburgh, Mass., as-

signor to Himself and Hale W. Page, of the same place.

—

Improved
3Iachine for Turning Spools.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The
wood being inserted and secured within the conical chuck ¥, shaft D
is rotated and the tool/ turns the spool to the required shape. The
attendant by pressing his knee against the longer arm of lever L
actuates the parts n and g in such a manner as will feed the tool/ to

the spool, reduce it to the required size, and next move it backward
out of the way, when the severing cutter o will separate the turned
spool from the wood.

Claim.—The combination of a stamping or milling wheel N with
mechanism substantially as above described, for turning a spool from
a piece of wood as explained ; the said wheel being arranged so as to

mill, engrave, or indent the end of a spool while said spool is being
made or before it is separated from the stick as explained.

I also claim the combination of the two pitmen and the lever plate

or wheel, or equivalent devices, with a lever for elevating the severing

cutter, and that for carrying the body cutter ; whereby the said body
and severing cutters are made to operate in manner as specified, that

is, during one single forward movement of the lever L, connected with
the severing cutter.

I also claim the tapering screw-chuck F constructed as specified.

No. 16,705.

—

Peter H. Niles, assignor to Himself, Nehemiah Hunt,
Ealph C. Webster, and Alfred Douglas, Jr., of Boston, Mass.

—

Improved Device to Operate the Mandrel Cutters in Turning Tapering
Sticks.—Patent dated February 24, 1857.—The cutters i i i rest upon
inclined planes c c^ c^, which are attached to a sleeve D. This sleeve

can be moved horizontally upon the arbor A by means of arm J work-
ing in a groove upon the sleeve. The arm J can be moved by means
of arm H firmly attached to the same shaft a, from which arm J ex-

tends. The rear end of H works in the grooved cam F. The disk

upon which F is fastened is cogged and gears into worm K, which
latter can be revolved as may be required by means of handle li. The
springs d d} d^ serve to move the cutters back towards the arbor when
the inclined planes are withdrawn.
The inventor says : I do not claim a chuck with movable jaws.
But I claim the method described of operating the cutters of a re-

volving cutter head, viz: by means of the springs d d^, inclined planes
c c^, and the sleeve D, operated by a cam F, in the manner as set

forth.

No. 17,958.

—

Gilbert Bishop, ofNew York, N. Y.

—

Improved Rotary
Veneer 3Iachine.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The log being
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squared, the cell h is screwed to the under side of the log, and both are

placed in the log box ; motion being given to shaft D\ the edge of

the curved knife E, which is secured to the lower side of disk D, is at

once brought into contact with the log by a drawing cut ; at the same
time cam N presses upon toe L^, which, being connected by arm K^
and bar M with the end of the log box at ^, forces the log box back and
brings the log against the knife at a varying angle, and so that the
knife in passing covers the whole upper surface of that end of the log
which is towards g. When the cam N has passed the toe L^, the

other end g^ of the log box, by means of the connecting bar M^ and
arm Q, has brought the toe L^ forward so that it meets cam P; and
being pressed upon by cam P, it vibrates the log box back by the same
connexions, so that the surface of the log towards g^ is covered by the

knife at a varying angle of the cut ; this again brings N and L^ into

position to again vibrate the log box_, and the log to receive the stroke

of the knife, as before.

Claim.—1st. The revolving disk and knife placed eccentrically to

the disk upon the under surface or upon the edge of the disk, and
having a curved edge for cutting the log in the line or direction of the
edge of the knife.

2d. The vibrating of the log, by means of the log box, arms, cams,
and toes, connected with the rotation of the shaft of the disk, as de-

scribed, so as to present the whole top surface of the log to the edge of

the knife as it passes, and by a continuously varying line of cut or

stroke.

3d. The manner of constructing the log box with the movable
bottom, composed of the cell and clamp pieces for holding, shifting,

and adjusting the boxes described.

4th. The combination of the log box and feed apparatus operating
together, as described.

No. 17,072.

—

Gilbert Bishop, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Knife
for Cutting Veneers.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The knives A and
A^ are pivoted at g to rod D, and at li to plate B ; and as a lateral

motion back and forth is given to rod D, a similar vibratory move-
ment is given to each of the knives A and A^.

Claim.—Constructing the knife in sections, each having alternate

smooth and toothed cutting edges attached together, and arranged and,

supported as described.

No. 16,529 —Peter Cook, of Tonawanda, N. Y.

—

Improved Machine
for CtUting Veneers.—Patent dated Febuary 3, 1857.—E is a r.od

connecting the box i i to a revolving crank.

Claim.—The swinging box or head formed of the plates i i, said bo2i

or head working over concave beds B B and cutters C C, when, the
above parts are arranged substantially as shown, to allow the bolt W
to feed itself to the cutters by its own gravity.

No. 17,190.

—

Gilbert Bishop, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved, Ma^
chine for Cutting Veneers.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—When the*

log upon the carriage C begins to move towards knife P, the pin a?,.

Vol. ii 21
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figure 3, on carriage Cj strikes against finger 18, carrying it round a

short distance^ which also moves crank 17, drawing down pitman 15,

operating lever 13, pawl 14, and ratchet wheel 12 on shaft T, thus

turning shaft T; and through it all the screws m m^ and m^, hy which
the plate is suspended upon which the knife P travels, and thus

dropping the plate and knife the exact distance of the thickness of the

veneer to he cut.

Claim.—First. The arrangement of the knife P, suspended between
the upright frame pieces A A and N N, at right angles to the log,

and giving it a long continuous drawing cut across the log, whatever
may he the width of the log, hy means of screw Q% operated in the
manner and hy the means described.

Second. The horizontal grooved and slotted plate or knife bed o,

attached to the sliding plates M M^ M^ M% held and guided between
the uprights, and carrying, supporting, and strengthening the knife

in its whole length, and at the same time allowing it a vertical move-
ment for feeding it to the log as required.

Third. The arrangement of shaft T, the ratchet wheel 12, the

slotted burr and connecting rod, the vibratory bent lever and star

wheel, operating and connected together as described, for the purpose

of giving motion to the feed screws m m m} m^ , as described.

No. 17,736.

—

Joseph H. Goodbll, of Bridgeport, Conn.

—

Improved
Machine for Straightening Veneers.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim and engravings.

Claim.—The reduction or removal of the curve or scroll shape given

the veneer in its cut from the log or stick, by the introduction and
feed of it endwise ; that is, transversely to the general direction of the

curve, assumed by it in the cut between a roller or rollers, and carry-

ing and pressing apron, arranged for operation together, and on the

veneer, substantially as specified.

Further, in combination with the several rollers A B C D, and end-

less carrying and pressing apron H, when the same are relatively

arranged as described, the adjustable frame M to the one roller D, to

give increased or diminished pressure to the apron H, against the

back of the pressing roller 0, or interposed veneer, as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

No. 17,329.

—

Edward Holmes and Britain Holmes, of Buffalo,

N. Y.

—

Improved Machine for Making Washboards.—Patent dated

May 19, 1857.—The back board of the washboard is placed upon the

bed-plate S, fig 1, and between it and the wedge plate t; .the zinc, being
previously corrugated and fitted, is placed on the back board, the zinc

projecting beyond the edges of the washboard. Motion being imparted
to cranks F, the jaws j and j^ are vibrated by the connexions hh a ;

the stiles of the washboard being placed within the spaces ic Z, the

jaws / andy^ press said stiles against the cutters p, the corrugations

of which correspond with the corrugations of the zinc, said cutters

making the incisions in the stiles, upon which the stiles are driven

upon the zinc, the latter entering the incisions in the stiles.
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Claim.—First. Increasing both stiles of the washboard at the same
time, and also entering the zinc into the incision in both stiles at the

same time, when the same is done by means substantially as set forth.

Second. Raising and lowering the end of the sliding arm a at its

connexion with the vibrating lever 6, for the purpose of controlling

the number of blows to be given by the drivers and the force thereof,

when the same is accomplished by means and used for the purpose
substantially as described.

Third. The combination of the expanding iron frames with the

wedge and cutters, for the purpose as set forth:

Fourth. The combination and arrangement of the series of levers

ghghhjkhy and r n, with the pin g m, and spiral spring- r n Sy

and hook I m, or their equivalents, for the purposes substantially as

set forth.

Fifth. The combination of the spiral spring K, or its equivalent,

with the lever I and rod m, for the purpose of continuing the move-
ment of the lever Z, after the incision is made in the stiles, and the

cutters withdrawn, so that the stiles will be carried to the zinc, and
the zinc entered in the incision made by the cutters, substantially as

described.

(Sixth. The application of the eccentric n, in connexion wit^h the

lever I and its arrangements, or equivalents, for the purpose of ap-

plying power to make the incision in both stile^s of the washboard
at the same time, and also to facilitate the entrance of the zinc iftto.botk

stiles at the same time, substantially as set forth..

No. 18,944.—0. L. Reynolds, of Dover, N. H'.,, assignor to Hiram
F. Snow, of Dover, N. H.

—

Improved Machine for Cutting, the zigzag

Grooves in the Stiles of Washboards.—Patent dated Decem,ber 22,
1857.—This improvement consists in having a wheel E, provided with
a zigzag cutting edge, placed on a shaft C,. over abed A^ haying a lon-

gitudinal groove F made in it to receive the stiles or side pieces d.
The wheel, as it is turned, cuts the zigzag curves or slots in the stiles.

The inventor says : I do not claim zigzag cutting wheels as my in-

vention, for I am well aware that they are old.

But I claim the method described of cutting or forming the grooves-

in the stiles or side pieces of washboards, in which corrugated n\etallici

rubbing surfaces are employed.

No. 18,171.—L. B. Batcheller, of Arlington, ¥t., assignor to
-West, Canfield, & Co., of the same place.

—

Improved Method of Maniu-^
facturing Wooden Washboards. -^FsiXent dated September 8, 1857.-—-

The cylinder C being set in motion, the- board to be Elated is secured t^
the slide S. The front of the bed-piece B is now raised by tilting tho
edge of rocker r, to adjust the face of the board to the desired distance
from the periphery of cylinder C, where it is held hy detent d ; and
the front end of lever L is raised on to the periphery of the hub u, by
which the rear end z is lowered down with pinion P, which takes hold
of the teeth of rack R and moves the slide back the length of the
blank,, bringing the face of the blank into contact with the cutters v,
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wliicli are so arranged as to flute and finish the whole surface of the

board by passing one under the cylinder.

Claim.—The machine constructed, arranged, and operated as sub-

stantially set forth.

No. 18,379.—Charles F. Beverly, of Lancaster, Ohio.

—

Improved
Machine for Bending Wood.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—This
invention consists in the employment or use of a stationary mould in

connexion with radial bending arms so arranged and operated that

the '* stuff'* is bent from the centre outwards, the arms moving
simultaneously in opposite directions from the centre of the '' stuff,"

so that it will conform to and fit snugly the periphery of the mould.
This invention has a peculiar arrangement of means whereby the

*^ stuff" may be readily adjusted to the machine.
The inventor says : I claim the stationary mould F and arms

G G, arranged and operated as shown, or in an equivalent way,
for the purpose of bending the stuff K from its centre outwards or

towards its ends, as described.

I further claim attaching the arms G G to an adjustable block H,
operating in connexion with the lever L, as shown, for the purpose
of allowing the stuft' to be readily inserted or adjusted between the

mould F and strap M, as described ; and also for properly holding the

stuff to the mould while the stuff is being acted upon by the rollers of

the arms G G.

No. 18,917.

—

Isaac Lindsley, of Providence, K. I.

—

Improved Ma-
chine for Carving Wood.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—To one
end of the lever K is attached the cord or chain S, which, passing

over the pulleys V V, is, in turn, attached to the sliding cross-bar D
;

the lever R is adjusted by the cord or chain S in such a manner that,

whatever may be the changes, up or down, as the work progresses in

the position of D, the bar M will always be held in an appropriate po-

sition to afford a rest for the cam H to act upon ; so that the lift and
fall of the tracer by the cam will be, as to distance, uniformly the

same in every stage of the work, no matter how great may be the as-

cent or descent of B in tracing the pattern.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of a revolving cutter

and accompanying tracer, as these have long been known and used.

But I claim, first, the use in carving machines of the lift and fall

motion of the tracer, for the purpose of enabling the same to trace out

any design, however sharp or difficult the same may be^ as set forth.

Second. I claim the bar m, lever R, and cord S, in combination
with the cross-bar D, in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,169.

—

Waterman L. Ormsby, of Jersey City, N. J.

—

Im-
proved Machine for Splitting Wood.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.

—

The sticks of wood to be cut are placed in the open box ^, and as said

box is drawn towards saw d by means of cord A, which is attached to

it, and passes around the driving shaft a, the rod x of the clamp
'Slackens, the stick is held down and pressed against the saw, which
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cuts clear tlirougli it. By the revolution of disk h, the motion of the

box g is reversed, the clamp slackens its hold, and by the time the

stick has dropped down a-gain to /, preparatory for another cut, it is

again moving to the saws. While one of the feed boxes g is convey-

ing its charge to the saw, the other is receding from it to receive a
fresh stick. The pieces of wood, as they are cut, are pushed along
by the feed boxes g towards the centre of the gutter /, where they pass

down to the splitting chisels m, which are reciprocated by means of

crank shaft ^ and pitman r, and which split the wood.
Claim.—First. The arrangement of the chisels in broken or ser-

rated and in diagonal lines, according to the nature of the wood to

be split.

Second. The arrangement by which the apices of one row do not co-

incide, but alternate with those of an opposite row.

Third. The feeding apparatus and clamp, inclined as represented,

by which sticks put into the feeding boxes require no further atten-

tion or handling till they drop as kindling wood from the splitting

chisels.

Fourth. The combination of the feeding, sawing, and splitting ap-
paratus, substantially as described, by which greater economy of time
and power in preparing kindling wood is achieved than has been
hitherto attained.

Fifth. The combination of the guide grooves in the flanch of the

hopper, thereby avoiding the introduction of separate guide plates for

the chisels.

No. 17,061,—William L. Williams, of New York, N. Y.—im-
proved Machinefor Splitting Wood,—Patent dated April 14, ISST.

—

The pieces of wood cut to equal lengths are placed in an upright po-
sition on the feeding floor A ; motion being given to driving shaft H,
the prongs d of the feeding chains c push the wood up towards the
knives p ; the several pieces of wood, in being fed up to the knives,

are jammed towards each other by reason of the tapering form of the

sides h of the feeding floor ; as the knives j9 split the wood, the levers

Z, turning on pivots m and operated by cams n, cause the sides i to

move outward at each upward movement, and inward on each stroke

of knives p.

Claim.—First. The combination of the feeding chains, arranged as

set forth, with the stationary conveying floor for eflecting the feeding

up of the sticks in a fire-wood splitting machine, substantially as de-

scribed.

Second. The movable side clamps operated by a positive motion,
governed by the motion of the knives, and proportioned to the dis-

placement of the wood by said knives, for the purpose of supporting
the sticks laterally, and also of relieving the pressure upon the same,
substantially as set forth.

Third. The arrangement of the two separate knives, each extending
entirely across the feeding floor, and being set at such angle to

each other, and such distance apart, as will efiect the cross or second
cutting upon a block, which is not at that feed receiving the first cut,

substantially as described.
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No. 17,249.—Henry Mellish, of Walpole,New Hampshire, assignor
to Charles Pope, of Brookline, Massachusetts.

—

Improved Cutters for
Turning Cylindrical Wooden Boxes.—Patent dated May 5, 185*7.

—

The outer cylindrical surface of the box is formed by means of the
cutters a, in the cutter ring H, while the cutting edge x on the tubu-
lar cylinder G- cuts the ledge on the top of the box for the cover to

rest upon. The cutting tool m, by means of its blades o and p, re-

duces the wood to form the interior surface of the box, the chips being
discharged through the throats a^.

Claim.—The cutting tools H, x, m, t, made with cutters or cutting

edges, to operate substantially as specified, to cut and plane the box
or box cover.

No. 18,646.

—

Alexander S. Newton, of Brandon, Vermont.

—

Im-
proved Machine for Turning Wooden Boxes.—Patent dated Novem-
ber 17, 185*7.

The inventor says : I claim ^ 1st, The use of the combination of the
grooved rod and bevel wheel on the end thereof with the wheel Q
and cam T, substantially as set forth.

2d. I also claim the use and combination of the grooved rod, and
bevel wheel on the end thereof with the wheel K and cams X and
Y, substantially as set forth.

3d. I also claim the use and combination of the cam X with the

lever Z, cutter lever 6^, and discharging bar /2, or their equivalents,

separately or collectively, for the purposes set forth.

4th. I also claim the cam Y, in combination with the lever K^ and
rack r^, or equivalents for the said parts, substantially as set forth.

No. 16,953.

—

Joel A. H. Ellis, of Springfield^ Vermont, assignor

to Joel Woodbury, of the same place (trustee).

—

Improved Form or

Mould on which Wooden Slats, declare made into Baskets.—Patent
dated March 31, 1857.—The hoop K^ which forms the inner hoop of

the basket top is placed in the groove B, where it is held by
means of the clamps F; the bottom, which consists of the pieces B and
B^, is placed on the top of the mould into the recess m and fastened

down by means of a lever nut ; the splints are then inserted between
the plates B and B^ , and the hoop R is forced down over the splints

;

the bottom pieces B and B^ are then nailed together, and the basket

is completed.

Claim.-—The basket mould, constructed substantially as described,

viz : of a block or former A, made with annular and top recesses, and
provided with a shoulder ring C, hoop catches F F, and the bottom
clamping plate and screws, or equivalents therefor, the whole being

used in the manner and for the purpose as specified.

No. 17,992.

—

Baxter D. Whitney_, of Winchendon, Mass.

—

Im^
proved Machine for Smoothing Planed Wooden Surfaces.— Patent

dated August 11, 1857.—By depressing lever S the clamp M is raised,

and the piece of stuff to be smoothed is laid on the carriage B, and is

held there by clamp M on releasing lever S. By raising lever Gr to
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the position represented in the engraving, the pinion C is engaged
with rack h ; and as shaft D is rotated, the carriage B is drawn along

under the scraper n, and the stuff is planed. The carriage B is moved
forward until the dog K comes in contact with lever H, when said

lever is tripped from under lever G, which is allowed to drop, and the

pinion C falls out of gear with the rack h, and the carriage is free to

be drawn hack for the next operation.

Claim.—The scraper u, pivoted and operating in the manner sub-

stantially as described, in combination with a mechanism for the pur-

pose of carrying the wood forward in contact with the scraper.

XV.—STONE AND CLAY

No. 18,629.

—

John B. Collen, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improved
Brick MacMne.—Patent dated November IT, 1857.—This improve-
ment consists in employing perforated plates, so arranged and operat-

ing as to serve the double purpose of forming the bottom of the moulds
and forcing the brick free from the same_, in combination with another
set of plates so arranged in respect to the first that the superfluous

clay which passes through the perforations, as each brick is being
formed, may be discharged at the rear of the machine.

Claim,—The perforated plates F\ operating as described, in com-
bination with the inclined plate or apron/, the whole operating in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,385.

—

Jacob Hockman, of Mexico, Ind.

—

Improvement in

Brick Machines.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The hopper B
being filled with clay, the operator lifts up the handles H, thus bringing
the rollers P in contact with the ground, by means of which the
cylinder W and driving wheels A A^ are raised from the ground.
The machine is now moved to the place designated for the reception

of the moulded bricks, when the handle H is lowered, so as to let the
wheels A A^ rest on the ground ; and as the machine is drawn along
by pushing on handle F, the wheels A and mould cylinder W are

rolled over the ground_, and the bricks are discharged from their

moulds by roller J operating the clearers m, and are deposited on the
ground.

Claim.—The under frame or carriage H Gr^ G^, and trucks or

rollers P P^, in combination with the main supporting wheels A A^
and rotating cylinder of moulds W, when arranged to operate in the
manner and for the purposes specified.

No. 16,449.—B. F. Nave, of Koanoke, Indiana.

—

Improvement in

Brick 3Iachines.—Patent dated January 20, 1857.—As the machine
is drawn along, the cross bars V, which slide in grooves of the mould
wheel and operate the moulds L, act upon the lever U, each cross-

bar moving lever U from its position, shown in full lines, to the one
shown in dotted lines. In the latter position the cup 2 of the said
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gauge is filled with sand, which, as lever U descends, is discharged
on mould L, which, when thus sanded, passes into hopper H, to be
filled with clay.

Claim.—The peculiar manner of operating the said gauge T by
means of bent levers U U, in combination with cross-bars Y and
shields W, when the described parts are constructed and arranged
for joint operation in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,561.

—

William Wood, of Hartford Connecticut.

—

Improve-
ment in Brick Machines,—Patent dated February 3, 1857.—By this

arrangement, all obstructions in the press-box or grate can be quickly

removed and the machine adjusted for use again. The bottom of the

slides s being bevelled, a stone will frequently force itself under, and
lift up the slide and come out. D are the moulds.

Claim.—Constructing the front of the press-box c with the front of

the grate L attached thereto, so that, by means of slides S and swing
front J, a portion or all of the front of both press-box and grate can
be raised in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,839.

—

Almon V. Hough and Eichaed W. Jones, of Green
Castle, Indiana.

—

Improvement in Brick llachines.—Patent dated
March 1*7, 1857.—The nature of this invention consists in the use
and application of two horizontal shafts within a perforated moulding
chamber, having oval or flanged wings at one side, and arms or

beaters on the other side, acting both as mixers and pressers, revolv-

ing together inversely, cutting ofi* from above a sufficiency of mud to

fill the moulds.
The inventors say : We claim the use and application of two hori-

zontal shafts, provided with oval or flanged wings Y on one side, and
arms or beaters Y on the opposite side, in the lower perforated cham-
ber 0, and in combination therewith, for the purpose of moulding
and pressing the brick in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,907.

—

James A. Dorr, Ira Herset, and Edward G. Old-
field, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Brick Machines,—The
operation of this machine is as follows : Motion being imparted to

shaft H, the stud A^ on cam L operates the forked lever Y^ which,
turning on its fulcrum Z, operates lever X, which pushes the charger
W filled with clay from under the hopper C^ over a table and above
the moulds ; the mould frame M and shaft I are raised by the com-
pound action of the cams L upon the gliding rollers K and by the
action of the eccentric R. These cams and eccentrics regulate the
motion of the mould boxes J D^ and Y in which the bricks are

formed, and when formed they are discharged and pushed on to the

table H^ by the charger W as it brings another charge to fill the

moulds.
Claim,—The combination of the cams L L, eccentric R, and slotted

projection P attached to strap Q, with the rollers K K, beam I^ and
lower pistons J J, when said parts are constructed and arranged in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.
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No. 17,131.—G. I. Washburn and E. H. Bellows, of Worcester,

Massachusetts, assignors to Themselves and C. Washburn, of the

same place.

—

Improvement in Brick Machines.—Patent dated April

21, 1857.—The prepared clay is placed in mould No. 1 ;
and as the

mould cylinder is revolved,- the cam i, striking on toe ^, lifts the

plunger bar P out of the preceding mould 1, and holds it up clear of the

edge of the heads Gr. At the time the bar P is lifted out of the notch

M, one of the pins m strikes against the short arm of the bell crank

W, which throws the bar P, with the arm K and lever X, into the

position seen in dotted lines in ^g. 1, when the cam ^, leaving toe h,

allows the bar P to rest on the edge of the heads G ; and as the

cylinder moves on, the bar P strikes against the higher side of the

notch M and drops into it ; and as it is carried along with the cylin-

der, the continued motion of said cylinder causes a pressure to be
applied to the bar P and its plunger which has entered the mould.
As the cylinder has been progressing, the pins a have followed the

cam grooves I, and cause the plungers H to slide in the mould, and
at the proper point to compress the brick against bar P. When the

brick has been thus pressed, the further motion of the cylinder causes

the plunger H at No. 3 to force the brick out of mould I, which is

then deposited on an endless carrier cloth.

Claim,—1st. The method described of applying pressure to the
plunger by means of the radial arms R and levers X, operating in

the manner substantially as set forth for the purpose specified.

2d. The combination of the radial arms H H with the sliding

moulds 1 1 and moving block or plunger P, when said parts are con-

structed and arranged to operate in relation to each other substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,220.

—

Joseph W. Jayne, of Sandusky Ohio.

—

Improvement
in Brick Machines.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—Motion being im-
parted to the main disk wheel E F which carries the brick moulds,
each of the chargesH successively passes under the hopper A, and becomes
filled with clay. The charges in succession move gradually out and
fill the moulds, and slide in again to be in turn filled. After the mould
is thus filled by the charger, the upper and lower followers P and P^
which had been previously kept apart by the track ah c, and a cor-

responding lower track, are released from the track and rest upon the

surface of the clay above and below. The revolution of E F now
brings each pair of followers P and P^ successively between the con-

verging surfaces m^ m and m^ m^ of the yoke M M^; and as the rollers

/and/1 roll along these planes, the pressors P P^ are forced together,

and a powerful pressure is exerted on both sides of the clay in the

mould ; and this continues until the pressors pass from the extremity of

the yoke, when the track a b c and the projections e cause the upper
pressors to rise entirely above the mould and high enough to escape

above, and the inclined track d i causes the lower pressor to rise

through the mould and to push up the formed brick to the level of the

upper surface of wheel E F, whence it can be removed.
The inventor says : I claim, first, the radial, sliding, and revolving

charges H H H, in combination with the eccentric slot or groove L L^
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L^ L^^ and horizontal mould wheel E F, said parts being arranged
and operating substantially as described.

I do not claim generally the use of double conveying surfaces for

pressing bricks.

Second. The combination of the peculiarly shaped yoke M M^ with
the mould wheel E F and the sliding and revolving charges H H H,
the whole being constructed and operating conjointly, and arranged
substantially as described.

No. 17,248.

—

James Hotchkiss and William H. Scofield, of Yellow
Springs, Ohio, assignors to Themselves and William R. King, of the
same place.

—

Improvement in Brick Machines.—Patent dated May 5,

1857.—The operation of this machine is as follows : Firsts the upper
plunger carrier G of plunger H is drawn inward, and the carrier of
the lower plunger I outward, for receiving the clay from hopper A,
which drops into mould d; then as the mould wheel E passes around,
plunger I remains out, and the carrier of plunger H is forced out-

ward. The pressure is then communicated to the brick by the action

of cams M and N on the plungers H I. The plunger I then descends
from the mould, and its carrier is drawn in away therefrom till the

mould d arrives over the aperture T, when plunger H is forced down
by cam.L, thereby removing the brick from the mould; the plunger H
is then raised out of the mould d by cam P, ready to repeat the opera-

tion just described.

Claim. The combination of the plungers H H and 1 1 with the slid-

ing carriers Gr Gr and mould wheel E, when the same are so constructed

and arranged as to operate in relation to each other in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,390.

—

Stephen Pab^s, of San Francisco, California.

—

Im-
provement in Brich Machines.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—The tem-
pered clay in hopper is forced by blades S of the rotary scraper D
through the space e into the mould box C, and underneath the piston

u ; and motion being given to the several parts of the machine, the

piston u is forced downward, compressing the clay in the mould box.

When the piston u rises, another mould is brought underneath the box
c, the scraper i taking off the superfluous clay, and the smoother h
smoothing the upper surface of the clay in the mould.
The inventor says : I do not claim the rotating shafts q provided

with teeth or arms g for tempering the clay, for they have been pre-

viously used.

Neither do I claim feeding the moulds to the press-box by means of

a reciprocating or swing cross-head, for I am aware that such a device

has been used before.

But I claim feeding the moulds to or underneath the moulding or

press-box C, and also discharging them therefrom by means of the

reciprocating and swinging cross-head/^ operated by the rods a^ a^

connected with the slides b^ , and the shafts A^ B^ when used in com-
bination with the pivoted inclined planes d d and projecting arms
g^ g^ substantially as described for the purpose specified.
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No. 17,759.

—

Stephen Ustick, of PhiladelpTiia, Pennsylvania.

—

Im-
provement in Brick Machines.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—A detailed

description of this invention would take up too mucli space to be given

here ; the principal features thereof will he understood by reference to

the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The piston E and filling box E% when connected together

as described, in combination with the movable and weighted mould
box Gr and lower piston K, when said parts are constructed and ar-

ranged to operate in relation to each other in the manner and for the

purposes set forth. /

No. 18,040.—P. S. Devlan, of Keading, Pa.

—

Improvement in Brich
Machines.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—As shaft B is rotated, the
feed wheel a in hopper C is turned one quarter of a revolution at each
revolution of shafts B, by the arrangement of rod e, lever c?, pawl 3,

and ratchet 2 ; at the same time the plunger Gr forces the clay into the

mould Uj said plunger being operated by eccentric E. When the

mould n arrives opposite the plunger ty the pin r operates slide s, rod

u, and plunger t, and the latter pushes the pressed brick from the

mould, and the brick is deposited upon the slide v.

Claim.—In combination with a clay receptacle, supplied by a positive

feed, and a rocking or partially rotating mould wheel H, the plungers
G and t—the first for pressing and the second for delivering the pressed

brick; the parts being so arranged as that said wheel will rock or roll

from one plunger to the other and be held in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

No, 18,166.

—

Stephen Ustick, of Philadelphia, Pa —Improve-
ment in Brick Machines,—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—The clay

passes from hopper D into the oscillating filling box E^ each time that

said filling box comes under hopper d ; and as yoke H is depressed by
a suitable cam motion, the clay is conveyed from the filling box E^
into the compressing mould Gr by means of the projections c and de-

pressions c^ in such a manner as to get a greater portion of clay in the

corners and edges of the mould than in the middle, and thus to secure

great compactness and solidity of the brick.

Claim.—The oscillating filling box E^, with projections c c at its

endSj in combination with the condensing mould Gr, having depressions

& c^ at its ends, when said parts are constructed and arranged to ope-

rate in relation to each other, and in connexion with the pistons E^
and K^, as described.

No. 18,226.

—

George I. Washburn, of Worcester, Mass., assignor

to Himself and Anson L. Hobart, of the same place.

—

Improvement in

Brick Machines.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—-As the machine
is drawn along, the clay passes from hopper D, through passages b and
spout F, to the mould E, the friction of the moulds upon the ground
being sufficient to cause the endless belt of blocks to revolve over the

drum G ; and as each mould is filled, the pins i i^ enter and ascend the

inclined groove p, by which the mould is raised from the ground and
the brick is left upon the surface in the required place for it to dry
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without being handled ; as the moulds ascend the groove py the pins *

i^ strike alternately against the switch r and enter their respective

grooves o n, by which they are again guided around over the drums Gr.

Claim.—The combination of the moulds E, of the frame A, and
hopper D, constructed, arranged, and operated together, substantially

in th.e manner and for the purpose described.

No. 16,468.—GrEOEGB CrANGLE, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Rotary Brick Machines,—Patent dated January 27^ 1857.—The na-
ture of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and
engraving.
The inventor says : I do not claim the use of a roller for pressing

the clay into the moulds of a rotary mould cylinder; nor do I claim any
particular form or construction of the pressing surfaces of the roller B;
nor do I claim a pressing cylinder with recesses and moving platens for

receiving the clay from the surface of the respective partitions of the
opposite mould cylinder and forming it into bricks by the pressure of

the said surfaces, as in Zach. M. Paul's machine, patented October

3, 1854.

I claim the pressing roller or small cylinder B, having the recesses

li h fitted with the coupled moving pistons or slides h h, so that as the
surplus clay on the face of the partition which is next above the mould,
then forming a brick, is pressed into the recess of the roller B by the
said partition, the opposite piston shall thereby be caused to discharge
the previously taken up clay which is in the receSs at the opposite

side of the pressing roller B; being constructed and operating in com-
bination with the mould cylinder A, in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

No. 16,649.—Samuel Lillie, Jr., of Fort Wayne, Ind.

—

Improved
Brick Press.—Patented February 17, 1857.—A hollow box with a
grate in its bottom is employed for a plunger, to force the clay into

the moulds ; and there is an adjusting platform for allowing the

plunger and moulds to operate correctly when gravel or stones may
be in the clay. The plunger box for stuffing the moulds is operated

in pressing by a treadle, but it descends by its own gravity. The
engraving does not exhibit the pug-mill which is arranged above the

bole/.

The inventor says : I do not claim the mud-mill, for that is well

known ; but I claim forcing the clay into the moulds and compressing
it therein by means of a hollow plunger E, fitted and working within

the box C, and connected with the platforms I J, on which the moulds
are placed, so that the plunger and mould to be fitted rise and fall

together, substantially as shown and described.

No. 18,318.

—

Ephraim H. Bellows, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improved
Brick Press,—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—This invention consists

in the employment or use of an endless chain or carrier, in connexion
with two reciprocating plungers and a press-box.

The bricks, designated by K in the drawing, being partially dried

and placed between the links e, in the angle of the guide J, and mo-
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tion being given to the shaft A, an intermittent movement is given
to the endless chain Q by means of the notch j in the frame N catching

against or over the rivets of the joints/, said frame being operated by
means of the arms i i, rock shaft M, bar K, and eccentric L ; at the

same time a reciprocating movement is given to the plungers C C by
the revolution of the cams E E.

The bricks are carried by the chain successively before the box or

case F, and may be taken from the chain by hand, or other proper
means, as they are moved along after being ejected from box F.

In showing his claim, the inventor says : I am aware that plungers
have been so arranged as to operate simultaneously at opposite sides

of a brick for the purpose of compressing the same. This device is

common to many brick presses, and I therefore do not claim broadly

such device.

But I claim the combination of the plungers C C, intermittently

moving apron G and frame N, with the case or box F, the whole being
constructed and arranged so as to operate conjointly as and for the

purpose set forth.

No. 17,546.—K. K. Harbour, of Oskaloosa, Iowa.

—

Improvement
in Brick Presses,—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—Rotary motion being
given to the circle-plate A^, the moulds E come successively under a
hopper, and are filled with clay from said hopper. As soon as a

mould E is charged, one of the levers K comes in contact with the

friction-wheel L, forcing in slide J of said mould, and at the same
time forcing out the slide J^ of the opposite mould E^ As soon as

this occurs, one of the pressing levers H comes in contact with the

friction-wheel, and is gradually forced with its follower G towards the

axis of the circle-plate, thereby pressing the brick ; the opposite fol-

lower G^ being by the same movement forced towards the periphery of

the wheel, thus releasing its pressed brick. The discharging of the

bricks is effected by means of levers M passing over rollers N, by which
the bottoms of the moulds are raised and the bricks are forced out

upon the top of the circle-plate.

Claim.—The employment, in combination with the wheel L, of the

two sets of levers, H H^ and K K^^ arranged eccentrically within a

circle, and on a revolving circle-plate, and connected with the tops of

the moulds of said plate, and with the followers of the same, substan-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,203.

—

George Crangle, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Botary Brick Mac?dnes

.

—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—Clay being
placed in the hopper, and an alternate stopping and moving rotation

being given to the cylinder A in the usual manner, the bed-piece B forms
a bottom to the moulds/ during the time they are under the hopper,
and subsequently under the plungers, and then allows the pressed

brick to pass to the place of discharge without contact with the bed-

piece B.

The inventor says : I do not claim the manner of supporting nor of

operating the cylinder and plungers specified or described, as these

have been described and used before in other cases.
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But I claim a cylinder A, without movable bottoms to the moulds, in

combination with a bed-piece B, fixed to the frame of the machine, so

as to serve the purpose of said bottom, the said cylinder A and bed-
piece B being constructed, arranged, combined, and operated together,

as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,999 —I. Z. A. Wagner, of Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to

Edward S, Renwick, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Machines

for Moulding Bricks,—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—As the cylin-

der A is rotated, the moulds a pass into hopper D, where they become
filled with clay, the excess of which is stripped ofi" by wheel C, and
the brick is pressed by wheel E, and is discharged by rods e, which
are operated by their rollers c coming in contact with guide-board d.

Claim.—In my machine for making tubular bricks, the combination
of the mould-box a with a core G and an annular bottom &, or piston,

the whole constructed and operating substantially as set forth.

No 16,457.—R. H. Smith, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Roofing Cement,—
Patent dated January 20, 1857.—Twenty-one parts of coal tar and
one part of India rubber solution, twenty-eight parts of coal tar and
one part of gum shellac dissolved in alcohol, twenty one parts of coal

tar and one part of boiled linseed oil, twenty-eight parts of coal tar

and one part of common molasses, are thoroughly incorporated, after

having each solution well stirred and mixed ; and four gallons of this

mixture, with one quart of the drying compound, composed of the

i'ollowing parts, will form a roofing cement

:

8ix parts of quick-lime and one part of pulverized gypsum, thirty

parts of quick-lime, one part of yellow ochre, twenty-four parts of

quick-lime, one part of litharge.

The inventor says : I do not claim any or either of the above men-
tioned ingredients when used of themselves, or when combined with
each other, broadly.

But I claim a cement, formed by materials prepared in the manner
and in the proportions set forth, whereby a cement may be made and
applied to roofing and other purposes, without the aid of fire to render

it fluid, and by which the offensive smell arising from the use of coal,

tar, &c., is neutralized, as described.

No. 17,505.

—

Ira Hersey and James H. Van Riper, of Mew York,
N. Y.

—

ImprovementinClay Pulverizers.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.';—

The clay enters the grated cylinder from hopper S ; and motion being
given to the driving shaft E, it is transmitted, by pulleys J and L,
to shaft C ; and as the beaters M revolve with shaft C, they pulverize

the clay in cylinder 0, and the pulverized clay drops through the

openings in the cylinder, while the spirally arranged beaters M push
the stones and other matter to the other end of the cylinder, dis-

charging them over chute Z. The efficiency of this machine is aug-
mented by imparting to cylinder a rotary motion in a direction con-
trary to the revolutions of the beaters M, which is effected by pulley R
working in a grooved pulley Q of the cylinder 0.

Claim.—The combination of the grated cylinder or separator 0,
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open at its ends, and supported on its outside by the driving-wheels

Q Q, with the movable and adjustable beaters M M on the shaft C,

when the same are constructed and arranged for joint operation, -sub-

stantially as described.

No. 18,059.

—

Samuel Kichards, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Glass Furnaces.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—The fire being
made in the drying furnace C, the wood is fed in single sticks or small

bundles on to the links I of the endless carrier which conveys the

wood slowly through the flue F F\ and then delivers it in a dry state

at the box L, whence the sticks slide down into the glass furnaces B
and W by means of the chutes M^ M M^.

Claim.—The arrangement of the drying ovens C, the flue F F^, and
the endless carrier 1 1 1, and the chutes M M^ M^ M^, in combination
with the glass furnaces, in the manner and for the purpose substan-

tially as described.

No. 17,960.

—

Hiram Dillaway, of Sandwich, Massachusetts.

—

Im-
provement in Glassware Holders.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.

—

To insert an article into this holder, the part C of the yoke is pulled
against a stand H I, and the article can be inserted laterally between
the plates B D ; or if the article is of a parallel sided form, it is in-

serted between the dies ^, which hold it tightly as the plate B is

driven towards plate D.
Claim'.—An instrument composed of a handle, a supporting plate,

a yoke, and a spring, combined to operate substantially as described,

for the purpose set forth, whether the yoke be provided or not with an
internal holding die g g, as specified.

No. 18,392.

—

Timothy Deming, of East Hartford, Connecticut.

—

Improvement in the Manufacture of Artificial Hones.—Patent dated
October 13, 1857.—The object of this invention is to produce, from
emery and glue, a more compact and solid hone, one more efficient in

its operation and more durable than the kind hitherto constructed, and
one resembling, in every essential respect, a natural stone or hone.

In the drawings, A represents a flat wooden stock on which the
mixture of glue and emery is placed. One or both sides of the stock,

as desired, may be covered with a number of thin layers a a a of the
mixture, and each layer compressed after it is applied to the stock,

the pressure being sufficiently powerful to render the mixture solid

and very compact. Any number of layers may be applied, according
to the thickness required.

The inventor says : I do not claim a compound of glue and emery
for constructing and forming artificial hones; for this is a well known
composition, and is commonly used for such purpose.

But I claim the particular mode of applying such composition as

described—that is to say, forming or constructing the hone by placing
the composition in thin layers on the stock or bed, and subjecting
each layer to a requisite degree of pressure.
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No. 17,098.

—

Aaron Jeffries, of Alleghany county, Pa.

—

Improved
Lime Kiln.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—This lime kiln is con-
structed in the form of a hexagon on the exterior, on the alternate

sides of which are placed the three arched furnaces ABC. The
draught from each of these furnaces strikes the alternate blank wall
directly opposite the interior part of the furnace, thus heating every
part of the circular chamber D in a perfect manner.
The inventor says : I do not claim the form of the stack above the

arches in the interior.

But I claim the combination and arrangement of the three furnaces

ABC with the cooling or draught flues hhhj when the same are con-
structed and arranged in relation to each other within a hexagonal
stack, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,056.

—

William Kobinson, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improvement
in Lime Kilns.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The lime is fed in at

the top of the stack and settles down in process of burning, it being
divided in two parts by the bridge a, and eventually drops to the

bottom of the chambers c. The limestone is burned by the flame and
heated gases passing through flues e leading from the central fire-

chamber E, and through flues i leading from the side fire-chambers

G and H.
Claim.—In connexion with the central fire and partition B, the

arrangement of the side or auxiliary fires Gr H, for the purpose of more
equally introducing the heat into the stack, and promoting more
uniform burning, as set forth.

No. 17,807.

—

Leonard Phleger, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

—

Improvement in Lime Kilns.—Patent dated July 14_, 1857.

The limestone is thrown on to the frame of the cells H H ; and as

the heat rises from the fire below^ it passes through the spaces J be-

tween the cells /, and communicates its heat to the limestone above
;

a constant circulation of water is kept up from a reservoir and pre-

vents the cells I from being burned.
Claim,—The employment in a lime kiln of a series of water cells

for supporting the limestone, arranged and operating as described.

No. 17,885.

—

John McGregor, of Selma, Alabama.

—

Improvement
in Lime Kilns,—Patent dated July 28, 1857.

Figure 1 represents a longitudinal vertical section, and fig. 2 a hori-

zontal cross section of this kiln. In the line x x the invention relates

to the particular construction of the kiln, and will be understood by
reference tfo the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The particular arrangement of the furnaces or fire cham-
bers K K K K in relation to each other and to the square chamber
C, when the same are constructed and used in combination with the

draught holes d d and fire flues M, in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth and described.

No. 17,889.

—

Clark D. Page, of Rochester, New York.

—

Improve-
ment in Lime Kilns.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.
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The sticks of wood, being introduced into the arches A, are exposed

upon the grate Gr to the draught entering through the holes h. The
small fragments of charcoal fall down upon plate B ; and when they

have accumulated to a sufficient extent, the plate B is withdrawn and
the fragments will fall on to the second grate r, and may there he
completely burned up ; and the heated gases arising from their com-
bustion are carried into the kiln through the tubular flue T, where
they serve to aid the general calcination.

Claim.—The combination of the primary grates G and the second-

ary grates r with the plate B and tubular flue T, when the same are

arranged to operate in relation to each other in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

No. 17,986.

—

Daniel Stephens, of Elmira, New York.

—

Improve-
ment in Lime Kilns.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.

The oblique flues C are formed in the dividing wall of the taper

branches 5, and afibrd all the advantages of wide horizontal and ver-

tical flues without having the disadvantages of either.

Claim.—The diagonal or oblique flues with sloping bottoms, ar-

ranged substantially as described, in combination with the shaft B
and its branches h h, for the purpose specified.

No. 18,531.—A. Gr. Anderson, of Quincy, Illinois.

—

Improvement
in Lime Kilns.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.

A is the furnace, situated under the cupola B, and arched over with
a fire-brick arch 0, in which are numerous orifices a for the escape of

the flame and products of combustion from the furnace up through
the cupola. This furnace extends right across the bottom of the

cupola, as shown in fig. 1, but not the whole width of it, as a throat

b is made on each side of it for the withdrawal of the lime. D D are-

chambers at the bottom of the throats for the reception of the lime,

and d d are doors through which the lime is withdrawn from the-

chambers ; e e are the furnace doors ; E is the pit ; F F are sliding

dampers, to close the throats to prevent a draught of cold air through-

them into the cupola while the lime is being withdrawn
; // are-

passages in the walls of the cupola for the upward escape of gasses^

from the lime in the chambers.
Claim.—The combination of the perforated arch C and escape pas-

sages// with the throats b b, chambers D D, dampers F F, holes g g,.

and supporting and lemovable bars h h; the same being constructed
and arranged for joint operation substantially as and for the purpose:

set forth.

No. 18,635.

—

Powell Griscom and Charles S. Denn, of Baltimore,
Maryland.

—

Improvement in Lime Kilns.—Patent dated November'
17, 1857.

The nature of this invention consists in an arrangement embracing,
for united operation, the following features : 1st. The inverted oblong
pyramidical lime basin B in the base A of the kiln, having discharge

and clearing passages N N. 2d. The fire grates D D and ash pits

'E E extending from the front to the back of the basin on each of the;

Vol. ii 22
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oblong sides of the same, but divided by central partitions. 3d. The
pyramidic burning stack G, with a chamber a 6 of oblong quadrilateral

form at its base, and gradually running into an oval form as it termi-

nates, and having fire chambers H I, which extend from front to

back, but are divided at the centre by partitions F^ F^, and having
also lateral flame and hot-air passages leading directly into the cham-
ber of the pyramidic stack along the whole width of the quadrilateral

portion of the burning-chamber.
The inventors say : We do not wish to be understood as claiming

any of the parts separately.

But we claim the peculiar combination and arrangement of the

parts as described, and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,764.

—

Jacob Newkirk, of Factoryville, New York.

—

Im-
provement in Lime Kilns.—Patent dated December 1, 1857".

The claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim, instead of taking the upper fire flues

directly from the fire chamber into the interior of the kiln, the carry-

ing a portion of the flame and heat up into the arch, and thence by
the upper flues into the stack or interior of the kiln ; by which means
I economize and make a better distribution of the heat and better

draught than when it is taken alone and immediately from the fire

chamber, as set forth.

No. 17,125.

—

Charles P. S. Wardwell, of Lake Village, New
Hampshire.

—

Improvement in Machines for Forming Clay Pipes.—
Patent dated April 21, 1857.

A detailed description of this invention would take up too much
space to be given here. The principal features thereof will be under-

stood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the respective devices

described, by which the necessary and successive stoppings and start-

in gs of the piston G are effected, by which the dies 1 1 are opened
and again closed at the proper moments, and by which the knives

U U are brought into action when required ; all by simply moving
the lever n up and back again in connexion with the pressure of the

clay against the piston M, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,298.

—

Philip Pointon, of Baraboo, Wis.

—

Improvement in

Machines for Manufacturing Pottery Ware,—Patent dated September
29, 1857.—The plan of operating this improved machine is as follows :

A suitable mould having been secured to the wheel N, and a corre-

sponding bottom being attached to the top of the rod m, the operator

raises the lever I into the position seen in figure 1, where it is retained

by a counterpoise on a cord led over the pulleys on the top of the

frame (this cord and weight are not shown in the drawings) ; he then
places a piece of tempered clay on the bottom n, which remains sta-

tionary in the position shown in figure 1, whilst the mould is

revolved by a band on the pulley/; he then brings down the lever I

into the position of figure 2, forcing the plunger L into the mould
forming the article to be moulded, when the surplus clay will be forced
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out over the edge of the mould ; the projecting shoulder r of the

plunger, coming down on the edge of the mould, will cut off and smooth
the top edge of the article ; so soon as the bottom n is brought into

contact with the wheel N, it revolves with the latter, the rod m turn-

ing with it ; when the operator has thus moulded the article, he raises

the lever I into the position shown in figure 1, which lifts the bottom
with the finished article on it out of the mould, when it may be re-

moved and the work continued as before.

The inventor says : I do not wish to be understood as claiming a

plunger descending into a revolving mould, nor a movable bottom
acted upon through a hollow shaft ; both of which, I am aware, are

in use.

But I claim operating the movable bottom n and plunger L simul-

taneously, by means of the sliding rods Ji and cross-head P, in combi-

nation with lever I and rack K, the whole arranged substantially as

set forth.

No. 16,687.

—

John W. Hoard, of Providence, K. I.

—

Improvement
in Marking Slates.—Patent dated February 24^ 1857.—The quartz

solution is combined with any anti-deliquescent drying or coloring

substance suitable for the purpose, and in a pasty state it is spread

smoothly on leaves of wood, sheets of pasteboard, or metal, to which
it firmly adheres, soon dries, and is fit for use, thus making strong

and cheap slates.

The inventor says : I do not claim liquid quartz itself for producing
indurative surfaces for marking upon.

But I claim it as the vehicle for manufacturing artificial marking
or writing slate, when combined with oxyde of zinc, as a drying anti-

deliquescent and coloring substance^ in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

No. 17,993.—GrEORGE H. Wood, of Green Bay, Wis.

—

Improvement
in Machines for Polishing Stone and Glass.—Patent dated August 11,

1857.—Rotary motion being given to shaft E, the shaft j of the

polisher F will be rotated around a point which is at the centre of the

lower end of shaft E ; and said polisher will also, in consequence of

the gearing h kl, have a rotating motion on its axis in a direction re-

verse to that given to the polisher by shaft E, and will operate on the
material, which is placed on carriage K. As the polisher is operated,

a reciprocating motion is given to the carriage K by means of the shafts

M L, gearing e^ d^, pinion c^, rack ¥, the slide N being operated by
the slots k^ k^ in the plate Z^, and said slide causing the pinion e^ to

gear alternately into pinions d^, and thereby give a reciprocating
motion to the carriage.

Claim.—The polisher F, supported and operated as above described,

in combination with the adjustable guide and gauge frame Gr and
the. reciprocating carriage K, when the whole is arranged to operate
conjointly as shown, for the purpose specified.

No. 16,545.

—

David Hinman, of Berea, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Machines for Dressing and Polishing Stone.—Patent dated February
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3, 1857.—The sand and water pass throngli the hollow shafts B B\
and through the centres of the disks A A^, hetween these disks and
the surface of the stone K to be dressed. During the revolutions of

the disks, the stone is moved forward and backward, in consequence of

its being hung to the rod Q and to the revolving crank P.

Claim.—The combination of the disks A and A^ attached to hollow
revolving shafts B and B^ with the supporting and vibrating rods P
Q, when the same are constructed and arranged as described, and for

the purpose set forth.

No. 16,799.

—

Thomas Hodgson, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Fire-jproof

Stone,—Patent dated March 10, 1857.—The composition consists of

six parts, by measure, of the dry sulphate of lime, two parts of granu-
lated granite, and one part of granulated quartz ; to every bushel of

the above mixture is to be added one-sixteenthof anounce of sulphate

of zinc powder and one ounce of starch powder ; all this is to be mixed
with a solution of tannin and a solution of sulphate of iron, in about
equal quantities. The two solutions of tannin and sulphate of iron

consist of half a pound of each to a gallon of water.

Claim,—The useful manufacture of a fire-proof artificial stone,

composed of feldspar, mica, and quartz, and the other substances or

materials described, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,460.— George W. Bishup, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improve-

ment in Stone-grooving Machines,—Patent dated January 27, 1857.

—

The hammer E, revolving on shaft 0, strikes first chisel S ; and after

having passed said chisel, it comes in contact with the chisels S^ and
S^, striking them both, one after the other. A system of hammers R
may thus be arranged on shaft 0, to operate a number of chisels set

in different rows.

The inventor says : I am aware that revolving hammers or cams
have been made use of in stone-dressing machines for operating the

chisels, and I therefore do not claim such revolving hammers.
But I claim a series of vertical inclined chisels, of different length,

placed one behind the other, in combination with a revolving hammer
or cam^ as described ; whereby I am enabled to give a positive motion
to all the chisels from a single hammer for each series of chisels, sub-

stantially as set forth.

No. 16,878.

—

IraMeerill, of Shelburne Falls, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Machinesfor Breaking Slabs or Blocks of Stone into Regular Forms.—
Patent dated March 24, 1857.—In using this invention the chisel

rack C is adjusted over the stone, the chisels being so placed as to be
directly opposite the edges of the sectional spine, vertically. They
are then driven against the upper surface of the stone by percussion,

the effect of the operation being to produce a lateral strain on the

upper surface of the stone, in a direction of right angles to the length

of the fulcrum, while the stone is being subjected to the vertical pres-

sure produced by the screws Gr, and while balanced across the sectional

spine; the weight of the stone assisting the force applied, and at the

same time to weaken the stone at the time of the greatest strain by
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the slight channelling produced hy the action of the edges of the

chisels so as to hreak the stone accurately.

The inventor says : I do not wish to be understood as claiming

breaking stone by pressure or percussion, or by both combined, in-

dependently of the mechanism employed.
But I claim breaking stone into regular forms by pressure and per-

cussion, when both are applied at the same time to the slab or block

of stone to be broken, by means of the mechanism constructed and
•arranged as set forth.

No. 16^672.

—

Junius Foster, assignor to John Hbrbold, George
KuHN, and Junius Foster^ of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improved Tile Ma-
chine.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.—The clay is supplied to and
pressed into and through the rolling dies K I by means of plunger h ;

the rollers K I remain stationary, at the time the plunger recedes to take

a fresh supply of clay from the hopper i, and simultaneously the tile

is cut off while stationary, ready to be removed for drying.

The inventor says : I do not claim the plunger h in itself. Neither
do I claim cutting off the clay of tile with a knife or wire.

But I claim the combination of the reciprocating plunger h with
the rollers K and ^, slide or trough o, and knife or wire 8, when the

said parts are arranged for joint operation, substantially in the man-
mer and for the purposes specified.
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No. 17,051.

—

Stephen Oliver, Jr., of Lynn, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Boot and Shoe Heels.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—In applying this

heel to the sole of a shoe, the tenon h of the gutta percha part A is insert-

ed through a hole made in the sole to receive it ; and by means of a hot

iron applied to the tenon, its upper end may be melted or spread down
like the bead of a rivet, so as to secure the heel to the sole.

Claim.—The manufacture of heels as made by a mould, and in

other respects substantially as specified ; that is, with a gutta percha
body and tenon, a concave upper surface, and a bottoming of leather,

or its equivalent.

No. 18,227.

—

Parker Wells, of Middleton, Mass., assignor to

Samuel Mower, of Boston, Mass.—Jmprovec? Boot and Shoe Sole-Cut-

ter.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—The leather being secured

to pattern m, the wheel g is rotated, causing the pattern to move on
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the guide rollers j^ and the knife r, which is secured to slide o, to cut
the leather to the desired shape.

Claim.—The combination of a cutter or cutters with a yielding slide,

substantially as set forth for the purpose specified.

No. 18,237.

—

Isaac A. Dunham, of North Bridgewater, Mass.

—

Im-
proved Edge Planefor Trimming Boot and Shoe Soles.—Patent dated
September 22, 1857.—In the drawings, a a represent a circular plate,

of which the cutting blade a^ forms a part. This cutter turns upon"
a screw pivot h, by which it is secured in any desired position to the
stationary stock c c ; d d is sl guard attached to or forming a part of
the stock. On this guard, and close to the point of the cutting blade,

is a small projection or nipple e which, as the tool is moved forward,

brings the shaving of leather directly across the edge of the cutter,

and thereby cuts it free of the sole or welt. The cutting-blade is

brought close to the guard, which slightly overlaps it, as shown, so

that it is impossible for the cutter to come in contact with the vamp
or upper. It will be seen by hanging the cutter upon a screw pivot

h, the blade a as fast as it becomes worn can be set up to the guard.
The inventor claims the new sole or welt trimmer, constructed sub-

stantially as described ; that is, with a cutting blade and guard, that

together form a circle or very nearly, and with the cutter so arranged
as to be set up to its guard, as fast as it becomes worn, by simply turn-

ing the said cutter on its centre, as specified.

No. 17,408.

—

Stephen Thurston^ of Newark, N. J. , assignor to Him-
self, Marcus L. Ward, and Huntington & Co,, of the same place.—

-

Improvement in Machinesfor Cutting India Rubber, Gutta Percha, and
other Boot and Shoe Soles.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—A sheet of
prepared India rubber is placed upon the feeding cylinder g ; and as

the cylinders b and g are rotated, pawl i is raised from ratchet h by
cam n, when cutter c comes in contact with the cylinder g, cutting out
the sole and causing the cylinder g to revolve till the sole is com-
pletely cut out. The follower d, when the cutter c has reached the

lowest point of its revolution, is thrust out by cam e and drops the

shoe sole ; and, as the cylinder b continues to turn, the eccentric e

causes the cylinder g to back sufiiciently to bring the India rubber on
cylinder g into the proper position for the next cut.

Claim.—In forming the soles of shoes of India rubber, gutta percha,

&c., the combination and arrangement of the cutter cylinder and carry-

ing cylinder g, substantially as specified, the cylinder g being moved
forward by the action of the cutters upon it, and moved backward by
the eccentric on the cutting cylinder, in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

No. 17,905.

—

Charles Warren, of Putnam, Conn.

—

Improved Edge
Plane for Trimming the Edges of Boot and Shoe Soles.—Patent dated

July 28, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by-

reference to the claim and engravings.
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The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the employment of a

screw for adjusting the cutters in boot edge planes ; nor do I claim

broadly the placing of both of the cutters in grooves. Both of these

features may be seen in the patent of Hill & Arnold, 1848.

I claim as a new article of manufacture a boot edge plane, which,

has its cutters E E^ secured between caps C D and a central plate D,
substantially as described.

No. 17,603.

—

William Buttereield, of Boston, Mass., and Brad-
ford Stetson, of Uxbridge, Mass., assignors to Elmer Townsend, of

Boston, Mass.

—

Improved Machinefor Skiving Boot Counters

.

—Patent

dated June 16, 185 T.—In operating with this machine, the piece of

leather to be skived is introduced between the guides G T, and under-

neath the pressure springs P M, and so as to enter between the two

sets of feed rollers K K^ and N. The driving shaft B being set in

motion, and pressure being applied to bar F, so as to press the levers

D downward, and force the upper feed rollers K^ N down upon the

leather, such leather will be borne against the knives and L, so as

to have the two opposite parallel edges chamfered down, as shown at

x^, figure 4.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the secondary or ad-

justable feed roller and skiving cutter with the driving and feeding

shafts, and the primary or stationary feed rollers and skiving cutter,

the whole being made to operate as specified.

No. 16,670.—J. G-. Baker, Jr., assignor to Himself and Charles
Bradfield, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in Boot Crimping Ma-
chines.—Patent dated February 17^, 1857.—The nature of this im-

provement will be understood on reference to the claim and engrav-

ings.

Claim.—The combination of the swivelled stay rods U with their

cross-heads T and thumb-screws S, when arranged with the former Q,
as stated, for the purpose of facilitating the removal of the finished

boot front, and the introduction of another piece, as represented.

No. 18,074.

—

William W. Willmott, of Boston, Mass., assignor to

Himself and Amos H. Brainard and Charles H. Brainard, of the

same place.

—

Improvement in Boot Crimps.—Patent dated August 25,

1857. The piece of leather cut out to the proper shape is placed upon
the jaws C, and the brake B is then brought down and the leather is

forced in between the jaws C. The hand wheel P is now turned until

the pincers G have descended sufiiciently low to allow the points t to

enter the jaws ; until this is effected, the pincers are held down by
pawl^. This pawl is now tripped, and spring N immediately draws
up the block K, tightening the pincers, and raises the latter with a

force just sufficient to take up the slack of the leather as the crimping
proceeds. The brake B is now worked up and down by hand, until

the creases and wrinkles are worked out, and the crimping is completed.

Claim.—First. The device herein described for operating the pin-
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cers, consisting essentially of the block K, the screw L, the spring 'N,

ratchet 0, and pawl p, operating in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

Second. The device herein employed for the purpose of securing the
jaws to the stand, consisting essentially of the slit g with its shoul-

ders i, and the tenon h with the shoulders k, operating in the manner
set forth.

No. 17,067.

—

William W. Wilmott, of Boston, Mass., assignor to

Himself and Henry F. G-ardner, of the same place.

—

Improvement in

Boot Trees.—By turning crank wheel r, shaft K is rotated, and the
screws M and L will cause nuts o to slide on these screws; and as the

rollers n press against the inner sides of the parts e and/ of the boot

tree, said parts will be expanded when the nuts o are moved towards
the ends of the boot tree. When the nuts o are moved towards the
centre of the boot tree, the springs I will draw the parts e/ together.

The inventor says : I am aware that a rod has been used in con-

nexion with jointed levers and nuts for forcing the parts of a boot tree

asunder ; and I am also aware that a right and left handed screw rod
has been applied to a boot tree, to work in combination with rollers,

inclined planes, and wedges to force the parts asunder. I do not,

therefore, claim such as my invention.

But I claim applying the rollers n n to curved transverse springs,

so that such springs may cause the parts e/to give or spring trans-

versely, to correspond with the dimensions of the boot leg, substan-

tially as set forth.

ISTo. 17,947.

—

William Upfield^ of Lancaster, Ohio.

—

Improvement
in Boot Trees.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—By turning the screw
nut H, the distance between the wedges A can be adjusted by reason

of the right and left hand screw threads on shafts D E ; the wedges
A, sliding in grooves of the pieces 1 and 2 of the boot tree, force

said pieces apart by turning nut H, while they also force apart the

side pieces F by reason of the inclined planes L resting in the grooves

G of the wedges A.
Claim.—1st. The grooves Gr Gr cut in wedges A A, the side pieces

F F, with inclined planes L L, substantially in the manner and for

the purposes specified.

2d. Wedge K, in combination with post I and wedges A A, or their

equivalents, in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

3d. Nut H, the right and left screw shaft D and E, wedges A A,
or their equivalents, when arranged, combined, and operating sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose described.

4th. In this connexion, sleeve m, in combination with block B, in

the manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 17,455.

—

John Shaw, ofNatick, Mass.

—

Improved Heel Gutter

for Cutting out Heels of Boots and Shoes.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.

The strip of leather from which the heels are to be cut is placed on the

knife D E, against the rest H ; and as the platen G is depressed, the
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heel is cut out at the same time that the knives a separate the waste
portions from the strip of leather.

Glaim.—In the deserihed cutter the cutting wings a a extended
from it, substantially in the manner so as to remove the waste portion

from the strip of leather, while the heel piece is being formed there-

from in manner as specified.

No. 18,152.

—

John Kimball, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Machinesfor Lasting Boots and Shoes.—Patent dated September 8,

1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—Combining the toe rest d and its clamps F to the attach-

ment plate K, by means of an inclined rod, as described ; so that both

may be moved together in order, at one and the same time, to clamp
the upper to the toe of the last A, and move the toe rest towards the

heel post c for the purpose described.

No. 17,998.

—

Benjamin F. Sturtevant, of Boston, Mass., assignor

to Himself and Elmer Townsend, of the same place.

—

Improved Ma-
chine/or Pegging Boots.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—This ma-
chine is an improvement on a similar machine, for which a patent

was granted to Sturtevant and Townsend, numbered 17,544, By
turning wheel H the lever g is caused to vibrate, operating lever c on
its fulcrum d, which by means of pawls b operates the conical feed

wheel A, and while the awl D is vibrated it passes through the holes

of the feed wheel.

Claim,—The bell-shaped feed wheel A, and its arrangement with
reference to the awl and peg-wood carrier, and provided with one or

more ranges of holes, substantially as described ; the awl being made
to work at an inclination to the axis of the feed wheel, or from the

axis towards and through the rim of the wheel, as described. Also,

the above described mode of feeding the shoe along, that is, by the

awl or its equivalent, and the feeder wheel, the latter not only assisting

in feeding the shoe along by the pressure and action of the ranges of

tapering holes, but in holding the shoe in position while the awl is

raised out of the sole.

No. 18,594.—W. W. Merriam, of Oswego, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Patterns for Measuring and Shaping Boots and Shoes.—Patent dated

November 10, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood
by an examination of the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The method described of operating the sliding parts of an
extension pattern, so as to adjust the same not only to different sizes,

but also to change the proportions of the several sizes at pleasure

without regard to the whole.

No. 17,544.—B. F. Sturtevant, of Boston, Mass., assignor to Him-
self, and Elmer Townsend, of the same place.

—

Improvement in Machines

for Pegging Boots and Shoes.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—A detailed

description of this invention would take up too much space to be given
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here ; the principal features thereof will be understood by reference to

the claims and engravings.
The inventor says : In combination with the feeder wheel R and its

rotary mechanism^ a mechanism for imparting to said feeder wheel
and the last reciprocating intermittent endwise movement, whereby
the pegging of two ranges of pegs may be effected as described.

I do not claim a toothed or corrugated feeding wheel, nor one made
with a series of holes for the pegs to pass through or into.

But I claim constructing the feed wheel R with two series of radial

holes s t, arranged in it as specified.

I also claim the stop lever/^ and its locking slide h, in combination
with the peg-wood feeding mechanism, and made to operate therewith,

substantially as explained.

I do not claim a tubular peg-carrier provided with a cutter, as

shown in the patent granted to A. C. Gallaher, August 16, 1855.

I also claim the tubular peg-carrier N, when provided with a cutter

for separating the peg from the peg wood, and when arranged and
made to operate with the peg-wood feeder and the feeder R, substan-

tially as specified.

I also claim the combination of mechanism for producing a recipro-

cating intermittent endwise movement of the feeder wheel R, the same
consisting of the slider u, the stud v, the groove w, the spring s, the

pin c, the inclined cam d^, the pin e^, the tripping clutch /i, the lever

g^, and the slide rest o^, the whole being applied together^ substan-

tially as specified.

I also claim combining with the mechanism for producing the recip-

rocating endwise movement of the feeder R, a weighted arm R or its

equivalent, applied to the pegging jack, substantially as above speci-

fied ; whereby the shoe and last are maintained in close contact with
the feeder, and permitted to move in correspondence therewith, sub-
stantially as set forth.

I also claim the method of effecting the feeding of the peg wood
;

that is, by the slider M of the peg- carrier, the lever h^, the serrated

feeder Z^, and the spring d^, operating together as specified.

No. 18,1*70.

—

Seth D. Tripp, of Winchester, Mass., assignor to

Himself and Luther Hill, of Stoneham, Mass.

—

Improvements in Ma-
chines for Pegging Boots and Shoes.—Patent dated September 8,

185 Y.—A detailed description of this invention would take up too

much space to be given here ; the principal features thereof will be
understood by reference to the claims and engravings.

Claim.—In machines for pegging boots and shoes^ (when the gate

which carries the awl and driver is allowed to swing freely in a plane
perpendicular to the surface of the sole, or nearly so,) the arrange-

ment and combination of the spring U, the disks P, and a lever b,

with its toggle joint and connecting rod c, and the lever T, for the

purpose of bringing down, clamping, and releasing the gate, in the

manner set forth.

Second. The feeding pawl h^, with the spring C^ and slot d^, in

combination with the holding pawl or bolt /^, operating in the man-
ner and for the purpose substantially as described ; whereby the amount
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of feed of the carriage H^ is regulated, and tlie latter is held stationary,

as set forth.

Third. Regulating the motion of the carriage W by means of the

combination of the following devices, or their substantial equivalents,

viz : The groove t
,
pin u^, dogs x^ and y^, stops y'^ and^^, blocks iv^

and v'^y and guide z^, operating in the manner set forth.

Fourth. The combination of the devices employed for the purpose
of cutting off a portion of the pegs, and for adjusting the throw of the

awl and driver to correspond therewith, or their substantial equiva-

lents, whereby the awl and pegs are prevented from penetrating the

last, as set forth.

Fifth. The offsets 1 and 2, upon the slides iv and x, operating in

the manner set forth ; for the purpose of causing the driver to descend
over the hole made by the awl^ as described.

E'o. 18',879.

—

William Wells, of Boston, Mass., assignor to Edgar
M. Stevens, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in Machines for Pegging
Boots and Shoes.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—This invention

relates to the means employed in pegging machines to present properly

the pegging mechanism to the various curvatures of the work. It

consists in a head arranged to support the action of the peg driver
;

and the awl will be square, or nearly so, to the surface curvatures of

the sole, and to slide and spring for the purpose of conforming to the

inequalities and curvatures of the surface and edges of the work to be
pegged.

Claim,—The com))ination of the pegging mechanism, viz : The awl,

peg-driver, knife, and peg-carrier_, with a head hung or supported
substantially as described for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,583.—B. D. Godfrey, of Milford, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Water-proof Soles and Heelsfor Boots and Shoes.—Patent dated No-
vember 10, 1857.—Instead of making a half sole, or sole and heel in

one, an entire sole piece A is cemented the length of the foot, and to

this, at the heel, is cemented a separate heel piece B, as seen in the

engravings.

The inventor says: I do not claim making a heel separate from a

sole, as this is common to leather shoes.

But I claim the employment of a cast heel of India rubber with an
entire sole of rolled or sheet rubber, substantially as set forth, as an
improvement in the manufacture of rubber shoes.

No. 18,291.

—

Samuel Middleton, of England.

—

Improvement in the

Manufacture of the ^^ Uppers'' of Boots and Shoes luithout Seams.—
Patent dated September 29, 1857.—This invention relates to the manu-
facturing of the uppers of boots and shoes of leather, heretofore either

made with seams, by sewing, (technically termed *' closing,'*) or

otherwise connecting together the separate or divided parts of the ma-
terial, and consists in exerting pressure upon lasts or forms acting

upon pieces of leather, and made to pass therewith through plates or

dies of metal, whereby a flat piece of leather, when acted upon and
made to pass as aforesaid, is caused to assume and retain the external

shape of such said lasts or forms.
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The operation of this machine is thus described by the inventor

:

The operator first places the leather upon the plate Gr ; he then imparts

motion to the wheel e, by which the rack a, plate K, and last or form
will be lowered ; and when the plate K has been fairly deposited

upon the leather, and previous to the last or form o operating thereon,

the necessary pressure is exerted upon the leather, as before stated,

by the bevelled shoulder 1 of the groove * (shown at fig. 7) forcing the

upper part of the piece/ out of the said groove, the upper part of said

piece being firmly held by the under side of the cross piece, fig. 7,

which is suitably formed to receive and retain it in the position ex-

hibited ; and by these means I cause the pressure upon the leather.

The piece A continuing to descend, by turning round the lever wheel
e, forces the last upon the leather, both of which pass through the

hole in the plate or die Gr, and thus the necessary shape is imparted
to the leather without seam or joint of any kind. The upper, thus far

shaped, requires to be lasted and cut before being manufactured into

boots and shoes.

The inventor says : I am aware that drinking cups and blinds for

horses' bridles have been stamped out of leather ; therefore I limit my
claim to making the uppers of boots and shoes.

I claim stretching and forming the upper leather for boots and
shoes from a single piece of leather, without seams, substantially as

described.

No. 17,524.

—

James Serimgeour, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in the Manufacture of Boots.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The nature

of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

The inventor says : I disclaim any form substantially like that de-

scribed in the patent of Chilcott & Snell, before referred to.

But I claim the cutting out or otherwise forming a piece of leather

or other material to the shape substantially as herein described and
represented in fig. 1, and the folding of the same as described and
illustrated in figs. 2 and 3, to produce the "upper" of a boot, as

herein fully set forth.

No. 17,268.—Kasson Frazer, of Syracuse, N. Y.—Improved Method

of Connecting the Cheek-Piece to the Mouth-Piece of Bridle 5^Y<§.—Patent

dated May 12, 1857.—The shanks G of the cheek-piece B being in-

serted within the openings of the chamber E, cast within the bulb at

each end of the mouth-piece, the cavity is filled up with melted metal,

thus securing the cheek-piece to the mouth-piece A.
OZaim. —Constructing cheek-pieces of bridle bits by making a neck

at each extremity within the ball of the mouth-piece, and securing

the same therein by means of filling the chamber around the necks

with metal or other composition, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

No. 16,374.

—

George P. Woodruff, of Watertown, Conn.

—

Im-
provement in Buckles.—Fsitent dated January 6, 1857.—The pipe-

formed stock B of the tongue a encloses both the strap D and the bow
of the buckle.
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Claim.—Constructing and* combining together the bow and the

tongue of a buckle in such manner that the strap is secured between
the two at the hinge of the buckle, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,545.

—

Joseph Zepfel, of New York, N. Y., assignor to John
B. Kadley and Joseph Zepfel aforesaid.

—

Im'provement in Carpet

Bags.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The side frames h and c, which
receive the cover d of the carpet bag, are hinged to the bottom a,

thereby affording the facility of opening the carpet bag all the way
down, and the articles to be packed can be placed neatly in this

carpet bag, without becoming rumpled or creased.

Claim.—Attaching the half pieces of the divided bottom to the

lower corners of the respective frames, at right angles or nearly so to

said frames ; thereby said divided bottom and frames support the flexi-

ble material of which the bag is composed, whether the same is open
or shut, as specified.

No. 16,834.

—

Wade H. Hawoeth, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Machines for Stuffing Horse Collars.—Patent dated March 17,
1857.—In this invention there are two stuffing rods m and n : that

for stuffing the long straw, designated by ?^, has a forked extremity
and m, that for the fine straw, has the shape generally shown in

the engravings. These stufiers are each secured to sliding head blocks

P by set screws r, and are moved alternately back and forth. The
stuffer n has its stuffing end brought within box e, and by means of

its forked end pushes the long straw through tube m^ into the roll of

the collar. The stuffer m, in its back movement, has its stuffing end
brought within the feed box c?, so as to push before it, at each stroke

through the tube m^, the fine cut straw.

Claim.—First. The employment of two stuffers, stuffing against

each other from both ends of the collars, when such stuffers are made
to recede automatically, as set forth.

Second. The employment of two alternating sets of such stuffers for

stuffing both rolls of the collars, as set forth.

No. 17,902.—J. C. Tobias, of Lincoln, 111.

—

Improvement in Ma-
chines for Stuffing Horse Collars.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—By
depressing treadle h, which turns on fulcrum i, the rack G is brought
in gear with pinion J, and is held thereto by means of catch k on bar

j. By withdrawing catch Jcy bar G drops down to the position repre-

sented in the engraving, and bar H drops in gear with pinion J.

The inventor says : I do not claim, separately or in itself consid-

ered, the device formed of the two racks G H, gearing alternately into

the pinion J, for the purpose of communicating a rectilinearly recipro-

cating motion to the rods or plungers from the continuously rotating

driving shaft; for such device or its equivalent has been previously

used for similar or analogous purposes.

But I claim attaching the rods D E to a vertical bar F, which is

attached to the slide B and to the racks G H, into which the pinion

J, by the means shown, or its equivalent, is made to gear alternately,

whereby the stroke of the rods or plungers D E may be cut off at
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any dewirable point, and their reciprocations accommodated to tlie

gradual filling up or stuffing of the bulge or rim of the collar, as set

forth.

[Nio. 18,290,

—

William J. Lockwood, of Slurgis, Mich.

—

Improve-
ment in Hame-tug Fastening.—Patent dated September 29, 185*7.

—

Fig. 1 is a perspective of a metal casting, forming the short or hame
tug. It is covered with leather on the bottom (or side next to the horse)

and edges thereof. The eye which connects it with the hame is not
shown in the drawing, it being represented as broken off near the end^

or before the eye is formed. Sockets are formed in the casting to re-

ceive the button fastening of the draught tug, and a loop through which
the draught tug passes. This, together with the other drawings and
claim of the inventor, gives a correct idea of the improvement.
The inventor claims the stud or button-holder D and the button or

lock C, in combination with the socket &, when operating together

substantially in the manner and for the purpose described.

No. 16,475.

—

Henry A. Fowler, of East Guilford, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Fastenings for Hames.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—The
peculiar form of the slit punched in the end of the slide b is such that,

by inserting slide within the case a, it will only press against'one end
of the cam/, and thus cause the cam to turn ; and as soon as the slide

h is pressed within the case far enough to admit the cam into thei

larger opening, the coil spring turns the cam back again into a per-

pendicular position, (at k,) which causes the fastening to be firmly

locked.

The inventor says : I disclaim the metal case and slide, also the

manner of attaching the fastener to the loops in the hames ; but I

claim the cam /, so arranged and operated with the shaft e and cap

C, (by means of a coil spring,) that the cap C will always adjust

itself essentially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,601.

—

John Prendbrgast, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Harness Buckles.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—The claim
and engravings show the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim a buckle formed with a bridge

for support of its tongue, when the front end of the tongue is arranged
with respect to the body of the buckle as above specified.

But what I claim in constructing a buckle with a supporting bridge
for its tongue, and with the end of its tongue bent upward as specified,

is forming such tongue with a recess or shoulder h, in order that the
strain on the tongue may be so borne by the body of the buckle as to

relieve the joint of the tongue from the strain and wear thereof that

would result therefrom.

No. 16,660.

—

Joseph Smith, of Delaware, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Harness for Horses.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.—The pads 1

1

are pivoted to rods J J, so as to rest against and adjust themselves to

the movements of the shoulders of the animal. The draught being in

the centre of connecting bar D, the pressure is equalized on either
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shoulder. The draught is divided between the breast band A and the

pads. When descending an inclined plane, the forward pressure of

the load carries the breast band forward, which draws triangular

coupling M through loops n oi, causing the rear of said coupling to

assume the position occupied by the forward end in the drawing, and
thus tightening said girth and back strap sufficiently to enable the
animal to sustain any amount of pressure that he could^ were the

harness provided with breeching.

Claim,—The side bars c c connected by cross bar D, or their equiva-

lents, constructed and arranged in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

2d. Pads 1 1, or their equivalents, constructed and arranged in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

3d. Triangular coupling M, or its equivalent, constructed and
arranged in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,530.

—

Homer Compton, of Well's Corner, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Fasteningsfor Harness Hames,—Patent dated February 3, 1857.
The inventor says: I am aware that spring plates, catch plates, and

bolts of various forms have been and are used on railroad cars for

coupling the cars together ; and I therefore distinctly disclaim such
parts in themselves considered, or in combination with each other.

Examples of such devices may be seen in the rejected applications

for patents of B. Joslin, V. Mitchell, and J. McCallum.
Neither do I claim the indiscriminate fastening together or coupling

of objects by means of spring bolts, spring plates, and catch plates.

Neither do I claim the substitution of such devices for straps and
buckles in harness.

But the combination with the hame of a spring bolt, a catch plate,

and a spring plate, as described, is, to the best of my knowledge and
belief, a new combination ; and, therefore, I limit myself to the special

combination with a harness hame A of a spring bolt h, a catch plate e,

and a spring plate m, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,117.

—

Palmer Shaw, of Syracuse, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Harness Saddles.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.
Claim.—Making the tree of harness saddles to consist essentially of

the leather cantle piece C, figure 3, shaped as described, connected to

the raised portion of the leather figure 1, from which the skirts D are

formed, and the whole attached to the bearing plate E, substantially

in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,996.

—

Eichard Swift, of New Haven Conn.

—

Improvement
in Harness Saddles.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—This inven-
tion is described by the engravings and claim.

Claim.—The method of adjusting the pad of the harness by means
of the male screws on the turrets working in the female screws of the

arms of the yoke, so as to spread the pad by elevating the arms in the

boxes, or contract it by depressing them, when the whole is constructed,

arranged, and made to operate as described.
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No. 18,790.

—

Joseph W. Briggs, of Cleveland, Oliio, assignor to

JuDSON A. LazelLj of Plainesville, Ohio.

—

Improved Devicefor Fasten-

ing Harness IVace^.-—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The operation

of this invention is as follows : The cam lever G is thrown back to

enlarge the opening between it and the bar F ; the trace is then in-

serted, and when adjusted to the desired location is then turned down,
thus decreasing the size of the opening and preventing the passing

of the trace when the cam comes in contact with its raised parts, and,

as is evident, holding the trace securely in the position in which it

may be placed.

The inventor says : I do not claim as my invention the eccentric

which presses the trace against curvatures in the bed-plate ; neither

do I lay any claim to a cam lever in any way.
But I claim the raised or elevated parts of the trace C C C C, when

used in combination with a cam lever, as set forth.

No. 18,300.—N. Pullman, of New Oregon, Iowa.

—

Improvement in

Awning Frames for Horses^ attachable to Harnesses.—Patent dated

September 29, 1857.—In the drawings, figure 1 represents a per-

spective view of a horse in harness with this improved awning frame
attached. Figure 2 represents a plan of the frame and harness united.

This frame consists of a series of metallic ribs connected with each

other and attached to the harness so as to afford support for any of the

various descriptions of covers that are used to protect horses from
insects, &c.
The central rib I is jointed at e, just in front of the back rib, so as to

allow the shoulder rib, when released from the collar, to be turned
back, in order that the frame may be removed with the remainder of

the harness without disengaging its other parts ; a series of holes m are

made through the central rib in order to adjust the length of the
frame to harnesses of different size.

The covering rests upon the frame, and is brought up over the head
and neck of the horse if desired.

The ends of the loin rib h are pivoted to the ends of the crupper
rib k, which arches over the rump of the horse, extending back to the

croup, and is held in this position by a central rib I, which extends
from the shoulder to the crupper, and to which all the intermediate

ribs are attached.

The inventor says: I do not confine myself to the precise arrange-
ment of the parts forming the frame, or the manner in which they
are connected with the harness ; my invention being, in these par-
ticulars, susceptible of various modifications, according to the circum-
stances in which it is used.

I claim, first, arranging the frame for the support of an awning
over draught horses with a flexible joint, so that it can be folded back
from the head and neck of the horse, and removed with the harness,

as described.

Second. Connecting the front bow with the bridle by means of flexi-

ble bands, for the purpose set forth.
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No. 18,614.—A. J. Tewksburt, of Haverhill, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Last-Holders.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—The nature of

this invention consists, 1st. In furnishing the wedge P, which con-

fines the lever M of the heel-pin L, with a notched spring by means of

which the wedge is conveniently adjusted by hand, and effectually pre-

vented from jarring or starting out of place by the action of hammer-
ing or '' rubbing down" the sole.

2d. In the use of a spring-bolt G for confining the ball E E in the

socket A A, so that the bottom of the shoe shall beheld fast in a hori-

zontal position when hammered or rubbed, while at the same time it

is free to turn in a horizontal plane on said spring-bolt as an axis; and,
3d. In uniting two parts of the socket A A by means of bolt B

and an elastic washer or spring C, for the purpose of adjusting and
giving the requisite friction between the ball and the socket.

Oloim.—The ball and socket joints A and E in combination with
the spring bolts B and G, substantially as set forth and for the pur-
pose specified.

No. 17,160.

—

Benjamin Marshall, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Revolving Last-Holders,—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—By
turning the screw-nut W, so as to screw it downward, the arm L will

be adjusted to a long or short last by reason of nut W resting con-

stantly on some point of the inclined plane U, thus moving the toe-

rest L towards the last by turning it on pivots h. The elastic band S
serves to counterbalance the arm G as it is revolved.

The inventor says : I claim nothing in the idea of a revolving arm
and shaft, or a holder combined with it and the last attached.

But I claim, 1st. The screw V and nut W, in combination with the
inclined plane U, for the purpose of raising and lowering the toe-rest

L and moving it back and forth, all arranged in the manner substan-

tially ^s set forth.

2d. I claim the combined arrangement of the crank or eccentric K
with the revolving shaft F, and the attachment of the elastic band S,

or its equivalent, at the wrist I and t, the set screw /, substantially

as described.

No. 18,427.—B. F. Sturtevant, of Skowhegan, Me., assignor to

Elmer Townsend, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improved Lasting Pincers.—
Patent dated October 13, 1857.—In the drawings, A shows one branch
or lever of the pincers detached The upper end is finished in a claw
1^

; another claw 2^ is pivoted at a and plays in recess h formed in

the broad part of the branch A. The branch B is furnished with
similar claws 1 and 2, pivoted together at c; a recess similar to that

at h is also found in this branch. The short arms or claws 2^ of the

two branches are pivoted together at /. This manner of placing

the short arms in the recesses h allows the inner surfaces of the

branches A and B to play in contact with each other.

The inventor claims the described compound pincers for lasting

boots, constructed and operating in the manner substantially as set

forth.

Vol. ii 23
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'No. 18,310.

—

Sylvais^us H. Whorf, of Maiden, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Hollow Metallic Lasts.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—The
process to whicli this improvement or improvements have particular

reference is that relating to the application of soles to boots or shoes

by means of pressure and gutta percha or other cement. In the per-

formance of such process, a last constructed of metal and provided
with a chamber and pipe, or other equivalent means of introducing
steam or heat into the last, has to be employed ; a last such as is em-
ployed in this process is represented at A in the drawings, the steam
chamber being shown at a. This invention relates to rendering the

last adaptable to lasting and finishing shoes varying in size both in

upper and sole. For this purpose a spring is applied to the last at

instep 0, fixed at or near the toe of the last ; the other end of the
spring being separate from the last in order that the movable spring
instep, or instep spring, may spring towards the last and fit itself to

a shoe when the latter is drawn on the last, the spring instep serving

to draw the shoe closely down to the sole of the last, whatever may
be the size of the upper.

The inventor says : I claim making a last with the yielding or

spring instep applied to operate substantially as described.

No. 17,471.—IsAiE LiPPMANN, of Paris, France, assignor to Michel
Jean Adrian Guiet, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Process of Split-

ting Leather and Hides.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The hides are

first subjected to a pounding and rubbing operation by the machine
represented in fig. 1. The hides are placed in the trough a, and
are operated upon by the vibrating beaters or fullers Z), which are

affixed to the levers c, until they are properly softened. The hides

are then attached to cylinder A, fig. 2, to which a slow rotary motion
is imparted by means of endless screw i on the driving shaft J and
worm wheel K; and the hides are split by means of a long vibrating

knifie B, actuated by an eccentric on shaft G and pitman H.
Claim.—The method described for splitting skins, and by first sub-

mitting them to a fulling or beating action as described, and then,

when so prepared, passing them through an apparatus or machine,
the cutting apparatus of which has a rapid vibrating motion against

which the skin is projected slowly, substantially as specified ; by which
method of fulling and cutting combined I am enabled more perfectly

to split skins than has heretofore been done.

No. 17,576.

—

Peter E. Hummel, of Pulaski, New York.

—

Improve-
ment in Machines for Scouring and Setting Leather.—Patent dated

June 16, 1857.—The leather to bo operated upon being stretched out

upon the revolving bed H, a reciprocating motion is given to the plate

B and tools I by turning driving shaft E, and the leather is presented

to the action of the tools, so that all parts will be properly acted

upon by turning the bed H.
Claim.—T\iQ revolving table or bed H, in connexion with the re-

ciprocating head formed of the frames c attached, in which the shafts

d d are fitted, the shafts being provided with sockets k and adjustable
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counterpoises n, substantially as sliown and described for the pur-

poses set forth.

" No. 17,445.

—

Eugene L. Norton, of Charlestown, Massachusetts.

—

Improved Process of Manufacturing Leather Shoe-binding.—Patent
dated June 2, 1857.—The prepared leather is cut into narrow strips by
means of circular revolving shears ; the ends of these strips are united

as represented at c d ; and the strip is then guided between two re-

volving rollers, one of which is supplied with the coloring matter
with which the binding is stained in its passage.

Claim.—Tbe improved process described of manufacturing shoe-

binding by dividing the skin or sheet of leather into strips of equal
width, joining them at their ends, so as to connect them into one long
strip, and coloring the same when so formed ; the whole being formed
of or reduced to an uniform thickness, and the fleshy or surplus por-

tions of the leather removed by splitting or otherwise.

No. 16,573.

—

Joseph Armstrong, of Woodburn Center, Mass.

—

Improvement in Stuffing Leather.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.

—

The inventor says: I do not claim the usual process of stuffing a
wet hide or skin, in which process the moisture or water in the hide

has to be removed by evaporation after the tallow or grease has been
rubbed into the hide ; nor do I claim stuffing wet hides by a fulling

mill, wherein by the percussive force of the beaters thereof the water
or tan liquor is more or less forced out of the hides, and the grease

simultaneously driven into them, as in this case desiccation of the

hides by subsequent exposure to the atmosphere is necessary. Nor
do I claim, irrespective of my specific application of it, the use of a
press to expel a liquid from an article or substance ; nor do I claim
the mere use of a peg-lined cylinder for the purpose of impregnating
hides with grease : but as I have made an improvement in the process

of currying, by which I not only dispense with desiccation of the

hides by evaporation induced by exposure of them to the atmosphere
during the application of oil or grease to them, but also the handling
and working, or labor incident thereto, and perform the operation of

expelling the water or tan liquor from them in much less time, com-
paratively speaking,

I clai7n my improvement in the currying process, the same consisting

in employing a press as stated previous to and in connexion with the
application of the oil or grease by a peg-lined cylinder, or other equiva-
lent means as set forth, the press removing the liquor and compacting
the hide, and the peg-lined cylinder subsequently restoring or plump-
ing it, and impregnating it with grease as explained.

No. 17,554.

—

Dexter H. Chamberlain, of West Koxbury, Mass.

—

Improved Rigid Hoop-Knife for Splitting Leather.—Patent dated June
16, 1857.—In operating this implement the knife-hoop D is rapidly
and steadily revolved in a plane at right angles to its edge, it being
guided by the bevelled rollers E, the edge of the hoop being drawn
over a table C, at the proper distance above it, said table resting on
the ways B.
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Claim.—The described rigid and beTelled hoop-knife for splitting

leather, operating in the manner substantially as set forth.

No. 18,441.

—

Adolph E. E. Falck and Paul Stoerger, of Newark,
N. J.

—

Improved Machine for Striping Leather, &c.—Patent dated

October 20, 1857.—In operating this machine the leather is placed

under the guide frame or tracks (which is raised from the table far

enough to allow it to pass freely) and beneath the pencil brushes G,
which are in immediate contact with the upper surface of the leather

when the machine rests on all four wheels, the forward or small brush
wheels B^ C^ being much smaller than the driving or main wheels
B C. The person operating the machine takes hold of the handle D,
and sufficiently raises the forward trucks or wheels B and to run
the machine to the far end of the track, being careful not to let the

brushes touch the leather ; then let the machine rest firmly on all four

wheels, and place the thumb firmly upon the lever E, at the same
time draw back the machine by the handle, and the operation is

completed.

The inventors say : We do not confine ourselves to form of pencil

brush or to tubes ; either one may be changed to suit the occasion and
application.

Neither do we confine ourselves to any limited number of brushes
or tubes.

We do not claim to be the inventors of the individual or separate

parts of the described machine for drawing parallel right lines.

We claim the double tubes or pencil holders G, G, G, and G^,

dampers w, lu, w, and mixers t, t, t, arranged and operated by the

levers E i and connecting rod H, which is attached to the wheel B, in

the manner and for the specific purpose, substantially as described

and shown.

No. 16,345.

—

Seth Ward, Princeton, Ind.

—

Improvement in Riding
SoAdles.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—The nature of this inven-

tion will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.
The inventor says : I am aware that riding saddles with suspension

seats are not new ; also, that metal springs have been employed in

such saddles in various ways, for the purpose of giving elasticity to

the seat ; therefore I do not claim broadly the suspension of the seat,

nor the making of the same elastic.

Nor do I claim the motion of the seat, nor the motion of the cantlo,

nor the hinges ; for these devices are all shown in John C. Fr. Salo-

mon's tree, patented November 18, 1851. Neither do I claim any
device embodied in Mr. Salomon's patent.

But I claim the application of an India rubber spring to the back
part of the cantle, secured above and also below the semi-circular

opening of the cantle by screw plates a let in, operating in manner
described, and for the purpose of obviating the necessity for any springs

either under the seat or cantle, it in itself giving sufiicient elasticity

to the seat, as shown.
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No. 18,771

—

Joseph Kudisill, of Natchez, Miss.

—

Improvement in

Biding Saddles.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.

The inventor says : I do not claim a spring-seat saddle broadly

;

neither do I claim having the foundation of the cantle hinged to the

tree and rendered capable of yielding by a rubber spring, as in the

patent of Seth Ward, 1857. Neither do I claim broadly a spring ar-

ranged at the head of thti tree for assisting in rendering the seat

elastic.

But I claim the peculiar arrangement of a series of light flat springs

(X a, in a circular line around the upper side of the cantle foundation

B of the tree A A, for use in combination with the coiled spring Gt,

as peculiarly arranged under the head of the tree ; said springs

being actuated simultaneously by means of the seat E and webbing or

foundation D, as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,566.

—

Robert Spencer, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Ladies' Biding Saddles.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.

The inventor says : I do not limit my claim of invention to such special

modes of application, as other equivalent modes may be substituted.

I claim placing the pommel or head back of the front edge of the

bars, and in a diagonal position, substantially as described ; whereby
I am enabled t ) depress it to give ease of position to the rider without
interfering with the horse's withers, as described.

I also claim connecting the near or short horn with the tree by a
screw on the end fitted to a series of holes ; so that its position, rela-

tively to the seat a,nd pommel, may be shifted at pleasure to suit the
rider, as described.

And, finally, I claim the arrangement of the stirrup leather, sub-

stantially as described, in combination with what are known as the
Mexican bars a b, substantially as above described ; whereby I am
enabled to make a secure ladies' saddle without the use of the points

heretofore employed for embracing the sides of the horse, as set forth.

No. 18,246.

—

James Neil, of Yorkville, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Stirrups for Biding Saddles.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—In
the drawings A is a cross-piece which is held by the strap. B is a
rivet or screw which allows the piece A to work easily in the joint.

is the pin which holds the end of the cross-piece firmly until the
piece D is drawn back by the foot being caught in the stirrup. When
the piece D is drawn back by the foot, the pin must draw out and libe-

rate one end of the piece A, thus causing the stirrup to fall along with
the foot from the strap. The piece D is kept constantly out, and the pin

C constantly in, by spiral spring s. It is necessary that the piece

D F should work freely at the joints E ; and for that purpose the
stirrup may be provided with any suitable projections, such as those

marked Gr, either outside or inside the pieces F, through which a pin
may go.

The inventor says : I claim the extension piece, or lever D D F F^
arranged and applied to the stirrup; so that when the rider falls, his

foot (if it remain in the stirrup) shall operate the said extension
piece or lever D F, so as to free one end of the bar A, and thus release
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the stirrup from the stirrup- strap, suhstantially in the manner as set

forth.

No. 16,917.

—

Alanson Haskell and William P. Haskell, of North
Brookfield, Mass.

—

lr,ipToved Machine for Manufacturing Shoe Lasts.—
Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The operation of this machine is as

follows : The operator takes the last, as turned, and holding it with
the sole upward places the heel hetween the guides H, steadying it on
the rest G^ presses it against the cutter E, at the same time turning
it to the right and left. The guides H.having heen set so as to allow
only the stub-shot to project to the cutter, they give the true curve
horizontally, and the concave of the head C gives the other. Then
placing the last on the slide P, he moves it hy the saw a, cutting it

the proper length ; and then placing it, with the sole up, under the

piece N, so as to just touch the head D, the bent lever J being square
to the plate I, and a pattern on the slide K, which is adjusted accord-

ing to the number of the last ; the placing it higher giving, by the

peculiar construction of the lever J, a broad toe, and placing it down
giving a narrow one.

Claim.—The use of the concave head in connexion with the adjust-

able guides and rest, when constructed and operating substantially as

described.

Second. So constructing and hanging the bent lever, or its equiva-

lent, as to allow the same pattern to be used for the different sizes,

the position of the pattern governing the size, substantially as de-

scribed.

Third. The combination of the lever J, plate I, and cutter-head,

when constructed and operating substantially as set forth and described.

No. 16,659.

—

Nathaniel H. Shaw, of Farnworth, N. H.

—

Improved
Machine for Splitting Shoe Pegs.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.

The inventor says: 1 do not claim the combination of a splitting

knife with a fluted feeding roller, or its equivalent, being aware that

such has before been claimed.

But I claim the feeding blade Gr, when arranged substantially as

described, whereby its movement is produced and adjusted to suit all

the requirements of the machine under all circumstances in the most
simple and perfect manner.

I also claim the arrangement of the holding bar E in such a manner
as to enable its motions to be produced without interference with the

alternate action of the splitting knife and feeding blade, and to be

adjusted for the different sizes of pegs so as not to disarrange the rela-

tive positions and movements of said holding bar, splitting knife and
feeding blade, substantially as specified.

No. 17,399.

—

Otis B, Wattles, of Waddington, N. Y.

—

Improved
Tanning Apparatus.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—This invention

consists in fastening the hide e in a vertical position in the frame
by means of thongs F. The frame and hide are lowered down into a
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tanning vat in a vertical position by means of a windlass A, and can

be elevated in the same manner after having been exposed a sufficient

length of time to the tanning liquid.

Claim.—The hides laced in the frame entirely around its border,

and sustained vertically in the vat^ in the manner set forth.

No. 16,355.

—

Edwin Daniels, of Lafayette, Wis.

—

Iwprovement in

Tanning Hides.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.
Claim.—I am aware that saltpetre and alum have before been used

in different proportions in other processes for tanning leather ; and I

am also aware that sulphuric acid has been used in various ways, in

other processes for tanning.

I claim the use of saltpetre, alum, and sulphuric acid, respectively,

in solutions of catechu or other substance, containing an equivalent

amount of tannin, substantially in the proportions, order, and man-
ner specified.

No. 17,043.

—

David H. Kennedy, of New Alexandria, Pa.

—

Com-
'position for Tanning Hides.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—This com-
position consists of twenty-four pounds of valonia, eight pounds of sul-

phate of soda, four pounds of sulphate of magnesia or sulphate of

potash, one pound of sulphate of alumina, two pounds of sal soda, one
pound of borax, which are dissolved separately in hot water or in a

hot decoction of tan bark to form the tanning liquor.

Claim.—The combination of valonia, the sulphate of soda, sulphate

of magnesia or sulphate of potash, and sulphate of alumina, sal soda,

borax, or boracic acid dissolved in water or tan bark liquor, for the

purpose of tanning hides and skins, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,599.—KmasLEY R. Olmstead, of Chicago, Illinois.

—

Im
proved Lateral Feed Motion for Sawing Mills.—Patent dated Novem
ber 10, 1857.—The object of this improvement is to produce the se

or movement of the log towards the saw by self-acting apparatus or

machinery, so that the mill shall be a self-setting mill, and the set o

the log to any desired thickness be accomplished by mechanica
means.

In the enojravings A is a frame containing the saw, arbor, shafts,

and bevelled gear ; B the frame of the carriage ; C C the rails or

tracks upon which the carriage wheels move by means of the rack D
on the bottom of the carriage, meshing into the pinion E on the car-

riage shaft F protruding from the saw frame. The saw S is secured

upon the shaft G in the usual manner, and is driven by a band pas-

sing around the pulley H, and put in motion by any motive power.
Upon the rod J is a lever U, movable around the rod except when

the cam or eccentric V fixed in the lever n^'xt to the set rod clutches

the rod as the lever is raised upward. The inclined plane W is the

plane with an adjustable incline, so placed that the lever U, as the

carriage passes the plane, shall come in contact with the plane, and
shall pass up the incline as the carriage passes one way, but shall, as

the carriage passes the other way, fold up by means of a hinge or
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lever. The incline of the plane is raised or depressed by a screw and
lever.

Claim,—The combination of a lever and cam or eccentric with an
inclined plane, set rod, wheels, and racks, constructed, arranged, and
operated, substantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,046.

—

Charles H. Hinckley, of Stonington, Connecticut.

—

Improved Method of rendering the Mouths of Trunks^ Mail-bags^ &c.
,

water tight.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—The nature of this in-

vention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I am aware that the expanding jointed clasp

was patented by Sellers & Pennock, June 12, 1840; and that India
rubber packing has been used in various forms, other than that of the

inflated ribs for securing water-proof joints ; and that separate

tongued and grooved jaws or clasps for crimping in the material of

the bag, and thus forming a water-tight connexion, were patented by
Bobbins & Allen, September 7, 1852, but without the inflated ribs

But neither of these do I claim.

But I claim the application of the inflated casements or ribs i h as de-

scribed, composed of India rubber or other suitable material, to the

sides of contact of clasps for bags or cases, so that by their yielding

contact the clasp may be closed so as to be impervious to water.

No. 16,336.

—

Henry Loewenbbrg, New York^N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Travelling Trunks.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—To extend
this trunk the cover is taken off, the front and rear portions L and M
are then lifted from their positions represented in fig 2, and the end
pieces N and are raised to perpendicular positions, when they strike

agaiust the clasps P, and are held in place by catch springs C. The
rods H on the bottom are then drawn out from the staples, releasing

the plates E, which rise by force of their springs and raise the pins R
from holes I. The trunk can then be extended to about double its

length by drawing apart.

Claim,.—The combination of the folding portions L M N with the

grooves and tongues A B, and fastenings to make an extensible trunk,

in the manner substantially as described.

No. 17,617.

—

Eugene Blattnbr, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Iraprovement

in Machines for Folishing liaiuhide Whips.—Patent dated June 23,
1857.—The dry twisted thongs are attached at one end to the hooks
of the spindles d, and at the other end to the hooks of the spindles m,
the spiral springs q pressing the thongs against cylinder I. Rotary
motion is now imparted to shaft H and roller I, and to the spindles d
and m by means of pulleys L and J, causing the twisted strips to

revolve as they are being operated upon by the grinding surface of the

roller I.

Claim.—I do not confine myself to the precise means described of

driving the hooked spindles, as that may be' accomplished in a variety

ofwajs.
But I claim the grinding pulley I, and spindles d and m, when a

simultaneous rotary motion is imparted to the same, and when they
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are arranged for joint operation, substantially in the manner set forth
and for the purpose specified.

No. 17, 133.

—

Charles Baedbr, of Brooklyn, 1^.Y.—Improved 3Iethod

of Manufacturing Bawhide Whips.—Patent dated April 28, 1857 —
The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the
claim and engravings.

Claim.—Constructing rawhide whips without a core of filler, and
giving the wrappers a slight twist, as shown and described.

XVII.—HOUSEHOLD FUKNITURE, ETC

No. 18,476.

—

Nathaniel Thomas, of East Dixfield, Me.

—

Apple
Slicer.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—This invention is operated

as follows : The apple on the fork c, shown by the dotted circle, being
pared, the frame B is shoved on the ways a a, and the arbor is

moved longitudinally ; the apple being forced between the two sets of

knives /, and having its opposite sides completely sliced, each knife

cutting a slice the thickness of the pieces, being equal to the spaces

between the knives. The upper and lower parts of the apple are

sliced in a similar manner by the knives i, as the apple is shoved be-

tween them, and a square core is left on the fork, which core enters

the tube h, and the curved end of the spring plate j passes behind the

core, and as the arbor is drawn back retains the core, or prevents it

from following the fork. When the second or succeeding apple is

sliced, its core forces its predecessor out of the tube h.

The inventor says : I am aware that apple slicers and corers have
been made, which consisted of a tube having straight knives placed

radially within ; an example is seen in E. Mitchell's patent, April

18, 1838, and I therefore disclaim them.
I claim the construction of apple slicers^ in the manner described

and represented.

No. 17,484.

—

Charles F. Bosworth, of Petersham, Mass.

—

Improve-

ment in Machines for Faring, Coring, and Quartering Apples.—Patent

dated June 9, 1857.—The apple to be pared being placed upon fork

F, fork shaft D is turned ; and as the screw a is in gear with rack 6,

the shaft D and the appl^ thereon are moved forward, causing the

paring knife d to operate upon said apple. As the operation con-

tinues, the fork enters the hollow corer A, fixing the apple upon said

corer ; the fork F is then moved backward, and a new apple is placed

thereon, and the operation repeated until the corer A has the apples

placed over its entire length, when these apples are pressed against the

quartering knives B and E by the apple on the fork F.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly paring, coring, and
quartering an apple by machinery.

But I claim, in combination with the stationary quartering and
coring knives, the fork shaft, when so arranged in relation to each
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other and to the mechanism operating the machine, that it shall

steadily propel the apple in the direction of, and while revolving upon
the axis of the corer, whereby one or more apples may be graduated
and cored, while another is pared.

No. 16,417.—D. H. Whittbmorb, of Chicopee Falls, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment in Machinesfor Paring and Slicing Apples.—F'diQni dated Janu-
ary 13, 1857.—By turning the shaft A, the screw C draws the slide

J along, bringing the paring knife K against the surface of the apple
on fork B ; the spring I holds it there sufficiently to pare, but
yields and allows the knife K to pass around the apple so as to present

the edge constantly to the apple ; the knife following the knife K,
and slicing the apple into one spiral slice.

The inventor says : I do not claim the peculiar form or arrange-

ment of the parts.

I claim, first, so arranging the slicing knife that it shall cut the

apple into a continuous spiral slice, as set forth.

Second. So combining the parer and slicer with each other, that

the operation of the two shall be simultaneous, as set forth.

No. 16,517.

—

Clarissa A. Hubbard, executrix of Guy H. Hubbard,
deceased, late of Shelburne Falls, Mass.

—

Improvement hi Machines fur

Paring and Slicing Apples.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—The
action and construction of the slicer are as follows :

To the standard B is hinged at N^ an arm N sustaining the cross

gauge head P, to which is affixed the curved knife 0, in such position

that the edge thereof alligns near the axis of the fork K, and swings
upon the hinge at N^. A tripping post M is attached to the clamp
A, which, on careening the machine to the left, comes in contact with
the pin L passing through the shaft of the loop gear H, and causes

the partial rotation of the loop gear H, and thereby withdraws the

end of the rack bar Gr from the scroll F, thus permitting the back-

ward rotation of the crank and driving-wheel, together with the fork

and apple. The machine being now careened to the left, as described,

and the pared apple remaining upon the fork, the arm N with the

slicing knife attached is swung by the left hand,^ and the knife

pressed lightly against the apple, which is thereby cut during its

backward rotation into one continuous slice, leaving only the core in

cylindrical form upon the fork.

The inventor says : I do not claim the cutting of apples into con-

tinuous slices or ribbons, nor any formation of slices to prevent their

close packing while drying. Neither do I claim nor confiae myself
to any particular curvature of the knife 0, nor the application of the

arm N and knife to the particular machine represented.

I claim the arrangement of the machine with its paring and slicing

knives, in such a manner as to careen upon the point B^, in the man-
ner and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

No. 17,901.—K. W. Thicktns, of Brasher Iron Works, N. Y.—
Improvement in Machines for Paring and Slicing Apples.—Patent dated

July 28, 1857.—An apple V being placed on each end of the forks R,
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the crank G is turned, and the arbors Q, together with the apples, are

rotated, and one apple is pared by means of knife Z, which is passed

around said apple by the arrangement of screw shaft F, rod I, rack J,

and toothed sector K. When the apple is pared, the head P is turned

and a fresh apple is exposed to the knife &, while the pared apple is

being sliced by the cutter e, which is actuated by screw shaft F. In
turning the head P the flanch r^ of the tube s is forced against the

flanch V, thereby stripping the core from the fork R.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly paring and slicing apples

at one and the same time, for implements for effecting the same purpose
have been previously invented.

But I claim the two arbors Q Q attached to the rotating head P, when
used in connexion with the screw snaft F, collar c with arms h d at-

tached, the rack J, and geared segment K to which the knife arm L is

attached, the above parts being arranged substantially as shown for

the purpose specified.

I do not claim separately, or in themselves considered, the employ-
ment or use of sliding tubes placed over or on the forks for the pur-

pose of automatically discharging the cores therefrom for such tubes

have been previously used^ and the same may be seen in the paring
machine patented by J. D. Seagrave, April 18, 1854. I therefore dis-

tinctly disclaim all parts or arrangement of parts covered or claimed

by said Seagrave, and I confine myself to the precise arrangement and
combination of parts specifically as shown and described.

What I do claim, therefore, is the sliding tube S and lever U, with
curved arms v attached, when combined with the arbors Q Q, arranged
as shown, so that by the same movement of the head P the several

parts are made to work automatically as set forth.

No. 16,443.

—

Jared 0. M. Ingersoll, of Ithaca, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in 31achincsfor Fari7ig Apples.—Patent dated January 20, 1857.

—

Kotary motion being given to shaft D, the wheel G is rotated and the
pins a impel shaft M forward, carrying with it the swing frame H.
by which means the knife in knife-holder I is made to traverse from
the stem of the apple to the blossom, the apple being stuck upon fork

E. When the pin a slips from rod M, the knife is instantly brought
back to its place of starting by the spring N.

Claim.—I do not claim the automatic movement of the knife or the

various devices connected therewith, which are in common use, but
confine myself to the specific claim, viz :

The peculiar form of the rod M, operated by pins on the face of the
wheel G, in connexion with the transverse bar P, arranged and ope-
rated substantially as described.

No. 16,666.

—

DavidH. Whittemore^ of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment in Machines for Paring Apples.—Patent dated February IT,

1857.—The slide I moves upon rod F and receives motion from screw
thread D upon shaft A, the end of arm K projecting from the slide

being held in the screw thread by means of guard G. Both ends of

the guard are properly cut out so as to allow the arm K at either end
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of its motion to follow the impulse of spring P, and to tilt, thereby
moving the slicing knife away from the core of the apple.

Claim,—^First, giving the slide I, v/ith its slicing knife attached, a
curved or lateral motion, for the purpose of enabling the slicing knife

to leave the core in a shape for the easy removal of the apple by
means substantially as set forth.

Second, the arrangement consisting of the travelling knife carriage I,

with its tilting lever K, playing over the guard Gr, which keeps the
lever engaged with the scfew while the apple is being pared, and re-

leases it for the free return of the carriage, as set forth.

!No. 16,843.—:B. F. Joslyn, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Machines for paring Apples.—Patent dated March 1*7, 1857.—The ap-

ples are placed, one at a time_, on the fork D, and the cutter I is pressed

against the apple by the spring H. The knife is first placed against

the outer end or part of the apple, and the nearer wheelj is made to

penetrate the apple a short distance by means of the spring L on its

rod/. A rotating movement is then given to the mandrel C, and as the
apple rotates it is pared by the cutter I, the apple being fed along the
cutter by the wheels y, which being placed in an oblique position

with the axis of the apple give the feed motion to the apple, the

mandrel sliding in its bearings.

Claim.—The spurs y either rotating or stationary, attached or con-

nected to the cutter rod and placed obliquely or angularly with the

apple or its axis of rotation, when said spurs are used in connexion
with a sliding mandrel C, substantially as shown and described, for

the purpose of feeding the apple to the cutter, as set forth.

"No. 16,993.—J. J. Parker, of Marietta, O.

—

Improvement in Ma-
chines for Faring Apples.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The opera-

tion of this machine is as follows: The apple to be pared, shown in

dotted lines, is placed upon fork i, and the wheel B is turned so that

knife G will be at the outer end of the apple, the arm B by its elas-

ticity causing the knife G to press against the apple so that it will be

properly pared. The knife will yield so as to conform to the inequal-

ities of the apple, and is allowed, owing to the peculiar connexion of

of the stock F with the arm D, to turn a requisite distance on the arm
so that it will always adjust itself in a proper relative position with

the apple.

The inventor says : I disclaim any special peculiarity in the knife

arm. I do not claim broadly the employment of a spring for allowing

a yielding motion to the knife stock, an example of such use of a
spring is seen in the patent of E. L. Pratt, April 29, 1856.

But the combination of the spring holder H with the arm D is, to

the best of my knowledge and belief a new combination, possessing

peculiar virtues, and productive of new and useful results.

Therefore, I claim the combination of a spring holder H with the

knife arm D, in the manner and for the purposes described.

No. 17,282.—J. F. Keeler, of Cleveland, 0.

—

-Improvement in Bed
Bottoms —Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The nature of this invention

will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.
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Claim.—The eyelets E and H, and the cords D, with or without the
springs F F, connectea with the rails and arranged in relation to the

slats B substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,605.

—

George W. Dow, of Lynn, Mass., assignor to Him-
self and Walter F. French, of the same place.

—

Improvement in

Spring Bed Bottoms.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim supporting a set of slats on
springs arranged longitudinally in a bedstead or frame.

But I claim my improved spring bedstead or bed bottom as made
with two series of rests or bearers B B, two elastic bands or belts C C^,
and a series of transverse bars or slats D D, arranged together and in

the bed frame substantially as described.

No. 18,357.

—

Henry T. Smith, of Washington, D. C.

—

Improveynent
in Spring Bed Bottoms.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—In this im-
provement the upper ends of the longitudinal slats a are kept in place

and connected with each other by a trasnverse slat kj which prevents
one side of the elastic bottom from sinking lower than the other when
the weight on the sides of the bed is unequal. Straps ?, attached to

each side of the spring bottom and also to the side rails of the bed-

stead, prevent the bottom from springing up and becoming displaced

when relieved from the weight of the bed.

The inventor claims : Sustaining the slats forming the spring bot-

tom at and near one end, leaving the remainder of the length of the
slats unsupported, ')y which means they form a series of elastic springs
for the support of the bed.

No. 17,558.—D. Stringham Dunning, of New York, N, Y.

—

Im-
provement in Invalid-Bed Elevators.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.

—

This implement is used by attaching a sacking L, which is placed

underneath the bed of the invalid, to the bars C, and the bed and in-

valid may be raised by turning shaft J. The bed may be inclined by
shifting pulleys k, and adjusted to suit the convenience of the occupant.

Claim.—The jointed bars C connected by the cross-pieces D D,
the cranes B B attached to the upright A, the winches formed of the

sliding pulleys K K and gear G I, the ropes or chains i attached to

the pulleys k and cross pieces D of the bars 0, the whole being com-
bined and arranged substantially as shown and described for the pur-

pose set forth.

No. 18,189.

—

George H. Clark, of Pontiac, Mich.

—

Improvement in

Invalid Beds.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—When the patient

requires the use of the chamber vessel, the head end of the mattress J

is lowered, and slide M, which is hung in brackets N, is slid towards
the foot of the bed to support the vessel, which is placed in the hole

of the slide M.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of parts described, by

which the head end of the foot portion of the bed is made capable of
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being lowered away from the patient, substantially as and for tbe
purpose set forth.

Also, combining with said arrangement the slide M attached to the
frame to support the vessel, as set forth.

ISTo. 18,902.

—

Samuel Hickock, of Buffalo, N. Y.^Improvement in

Bedstead Slats.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—In the engravings
a bed is represented with one of these improved slats. It sits in re-

cesses G Gr in the rails H H ; six or eight of these are required to make
a set for one bedstead. These spring laths can be used either side up,
and may be reversed when it is necessary to straighten them.

Claim,—Two laths, A and B, placed parallel with each other, and
one above the other, and connected or fastened together at or near the

centre, constructed and used with or without the spiral springs, sub-

stantially as described.

No. 17,695.

—

Charles RoBmsoN, of Cambridgeport, Mass.

—

Elastic

Loop for Suspending Bedstead Slats.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the
claim and engravings.

Claim.—An elastic self-attaching loop for bedstead slats, substan-

tially as specified, as a separate article of manufacture not heretofore

known.

No. 19,008.—Charles T. Young, of North Chelmsford, Mass.,
assignor to Himself and Henry Crowther, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Steam
Spring Bedstead.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—-In constructing

this improved bedstead there are made four couplings, as seen at C,
with a perpendicular hole through each sufficient to be passed up on
to, and be secured in, any desired position to the posts B, by means
of the set screws ; these couplings are connected together crosswise

of the bed by the tube N, which is screwed into them steam tight, and
which constitutes the head and foot or cross rails of the bedstead.

The long rails are seen at A, and are likewise hollow metal tubes, and
are fitted tight to holes formed in the coupling C.

The inventor says : I do not claim constructing bedsteads of metal-

lic tubing, as such is old and well known.
I claim the rods I connected to the end rails N, when these rails and

the side rails A are connected by a common coupling to the bed post,

arranged as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,569.

—

Peter Hinds, of Kendall's Mills, Me.

—

Improvement
in Bedsteads.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—In figure 1 this bedstead

is represented in its horizontal position. The bedstead can be turned
up into a vertical position by turning it on pivot Z of the foot B, said

foot being kept in a vertical position, as represented in figure 2.

Claim.—A turn-up bedstead, constructed substantially as described,

with two sets of sockets in its bed posts, and with movable or secondary

posts, provided with connecting levers or bands, by which, when the

bed is turned up into a vertical position, the bedding may be main-
tained in place, as specified.
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No. 16,946.

—

John T. Garlick, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Life Preserving Bedsteads and /Sb/as.—Patent dated March 31,

1857.—This bedstead is fully illustrated in the engravings, and is in-

tended to be used on vessels instead of the berths used heretofore, so

that each passenger may have one at his disposal in case of accident.

Claim.—Air and water tight bedstead, settee, or sofa, constructed

and arranged in the manner described and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,818.

—

Ethan Whitney, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Bureau Bedsteads.—Patent dated July 14, 18.57.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim so applying a bedstead to a
wardrobe or case as to enable the said bedstead to be turned on
hinges or their equivalents, from a vertical position in the case to a

horizontal position, so as to project from and out of the case.

Nor do I claim, when separately considered, making a bedstead in

two parts hinged together, or making a bedstead or part of the same
to slide into a sofa frame by means of guide grooves and projections

applied to the same^ as represented in the patent of A. Walker_, dated

July 29, 1842.

But I claim a bedstead as constructed substantially as described,

viz : with the bedstead portion made in two parts, hinged together as

described, and applied to the case by projections K K, and grooves

d d; arranged as specified ; in order that the said bedstead may be
either folded together and slid back into the case, or be drawn forward
and out of the case and unfolded or let down into a horizontal position,

as circumstances may require.

No. 16,647.

—

Benjamin Hijskley, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Folding Bedsteads.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.
Claim —In portable folding bedsteads, connecting and bracing the

folding portions and intermediate legs by the double cog hinges
attached to the side rails, and having their bearings in the inter-

mediate posts, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,281.

—

James A. JoHNSioi^r, of Antrim, 0.

—

Improvement in

Folding Bedsteads.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—This bedstead is

represented in its various positions in the engravings, when placed in
the position it usually occupies when used as an invalid bedstead, and
when folded up so as to render it easily removable.
The inventor says : A bedstead has been in use with joints in the

end rails, having the side rails let in by a dovetail mortise, and ca-

pable of folding only the ends togetlier ; this I do not claim.
But I claim the accommodating brace C in combination with the

stay-block D, and hinged jointed rails B, and posts A; for the purpose
of forming an invalid or other bedstead as required, and easily removed
without being taken apart, either in whole or in part.

No. 17,460.

—

John B. Wickersfam, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Folding Bedsteads.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—When this

bedstead is unfolded, the weight and strain on bar B are taken on the
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slaoulder a, thus relieving tlie pins 2 and 5, wliicli merely hold the

bar B to the head or foot-board A.
The inventor says : I do not claim a fold-up bedstead, neither do I

claim securing the side rails by the insertion of a pin through two
holes

But I do^im securing the side rails in place, when the bedstead is in

an unfolded position, by the combined operation of the shoulder a and
pin 5 inserted above the rail, substantially as and for the purposes

specified.

No. 18,565.

—

Henry F. Vandenhovb, of New York, N. Y.

—

Ira-

provement in Folding Iron Bedsteads.—Patent dated November 3,

185*7.—By this invention, the side rails are applied to the bedstead

so as not to prevent its being folded less compactly than usual, and
the posts D by means of the buttons /and the curved grooves and
pins /, are secured firmly in a vertical position ; the buttons may be

easily adjusted.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly a bedstead connected

by joints, so that when not in use the parts may be folded together
;

as such bedsteads are well known and in quite common use.

Neither do I claim separately or in themselves considered the guards

or fenders, independent of the manner in which they are arranged or

applied to the bedstead.

But I claim applying or attaching the guides or fenders to the bed-

stead, as and for the purpose set forth.

I further claim attaching the buttons / to the side pieces h, and
also attaching the pins or stops /^ to the side pieces 6, in connexion
with the grooves/^ in the inner sides of the posts D, for the purpose
specified.

No. 18,968.—KoYAL Hatch, of Strafford, Yt.

—

Improved Spring
Bottom Bedsteads.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—This invention

consists in attaching the ends and sides of a canvass or sacking bot-

tom to the end and side rails A A and B B of a bedstead, by means
of spiral springs F, arranged so that an elastic or flexible body is ob-

tained.

Claim.—Stretching the sacking bottom G upon springs F, all in the
manner substantially as described.

No. 17,047.

—

James S. McCurdy, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Wardrobe or Bureau Bedsteads.—Patent dated April 14,
1857.—The leaf B, sliding-frames c, and folding-legs a, which com-
pose the bedstead, may be drawn and folded up within the bureau A
when not used.

The inventor says : I do not claim constructing a bedstead that
may be folded up into the form of a bureau, irrespective of the par-
ticular means by which that is effected, as several forms of bureau
bedsteads have before been made.
But I claim the combination of the leaf B, and slatted sliding-frame

c c, and folding-legs a a, constructed, arranged, and operated in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.
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No. 18,597.

—

James ISTaughten, of Cincinnati, Oliio.

—

Machine for
Cutting Bread,—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—The dotted lines

in figure 2, represent the swinging and gauge plates when in a posi-

tion for discharging the bread cut from the machine, and the other

position represented of the swinging and gauge plates h and g is

that assumed when the machine is in the act of cutting a slice of

bread.

Claim.—The arrangement of the swinging plate li A, gauge plate g^,

and set screw C, when arranged with the spring 5, and curved lever

J K, for gauging the thickness of the slice of bread cut, and dis-

charging it from the machine by the action of the lever//, on the

curved lever J K, all as and for the purpose specified.

No. 16,877.

—

Samuel Mason, of Indian Springs, Md.

—

Improvement
in Clamps for Brooms.—Patent dated March 24, 1857.—A represents the

box part of a metallic clasp, to which is hinged piece B, which, when
shut down, encloses the box clasp, except on one side. Both the box
and hinged portions of the clasp are provided with teeth a a, which,
when brought together, pass through the material of which the broom
is made and hold it firmly to or in the clasp. The hinged portion of

the clasp is provided with hasps h b, which take over projecting staples

in the side of the clasp^ to hold it in place. To the end of the handle
F, within the clasp, is secured one end of a cord, thong, or wire Cy

the other end thereof being secured to a pin or bolt d, on the outside

of the hinged portion B of the clasp.

The inventor says : I claim so uniting the hinged portion of the
case to the handle by means of a thong, cord, or wire, as that the
leverage of the handle may be used for closing said hinged portion,

thus firmly closing the case on the material to hold it rigidly in the
case, as set forth, and to strengthen the middle portions of the clasp,

as described. ^^

No. 18,770.

—

Spencer Kowe, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improvement in
Machines for Making Brooms.—Patent dated December 1/1857.—This
improvement consists in giving motion to a hollow shaft B, in which
the broom handle is secured, directly by the foot of the operator, and
in such a way that the same amount or degree of movement is obtained
by the pull or retraction of the foot as that obtained by the pu«h
thereof, thus giving double the motion of any other broom machine.

Claim.—The employment of the double pawl, operating on the
ratchet wheels c c, and hollow shaft B, the rock shaft D, and rods//,
all arranged as described, when in combination with the guide E and
friction spools Gr and bobbin F, for the purpose of manufacturing corn
brooms in a superior manner.

No. 17,631,

—

Thomas Mitchell, of Lansingburgh, N. Y.

—

Im-
proved Blachine for Finishing Brush Handles.—Patent dated June 23,
1857.—The brush is first placed upon the platform c/, and secured to

it by pressing down lever L, and the revolving knives E^ and E-form
the moulding or edges of the sides of the brush. The crown saw
then serves to finish the end of the stock. The cutter wheel K is used

Yol. ii 24
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for trimming the edges of curved brushes, which are applied in tlie

manner illustrated in the engraving, and the cutter wheel M is used

to finish the side of rectangularly shaped brushes.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of mechanical devices

set iorth and described in the above specification, constituting a ma-
chine to be used for the purposes and in the manner set forth, viz :

platiorm D, with revolving cutters shaped and operating as described,

crown saw 0, with the arms d d, and the adjustable platform and

cutter wheels K and M, with their cutters, substantially as set forth in

the specifications and drawings.

No. 18,528.

—

Leemon A. Tripp, of New York, N. Y., assignor to

Lewis C. Platt, of Westchester county, N. Y.

—

Machine for maUng
Brushes.—FsiteBt dated October 21, 1857.—The nature of this inven-

tion consists in constructing a machine for wiring and sticking the

tufts of hair or bristles into clothes, scrubbing, and other brushes,

having wood or metal tuft holder stocks or backs, by means of a wire

carrying needle K, operated by a crank or cam F, and having an in-

termit of motion at each end of the stroke of the needle for allowing

time for inserting the tuft of hair in the loop of the wire and the feed

motion of the brush. Second^ a wire holder, griper, or pincers T and

griping bar, having a reciprocating motion at right angles to the ver-

tical motion of the needle for the purpose of carrying the wire to the

needle, and for taking up the slack of the wire to draw the tuft of hair

in the brush stock. Third, a loop former W, operated by a cam on

the needle bar crank shaft E, for opening the wire at the point of the

needle to allow the tuft of hair to be inserted thereon. And lastly,

by the combination of a carriage Z, for carrying the brush stock with

the needle, so that the needle will enter each hole in the stock, in suc-

cession, at the required time.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim, first, the use of the slot H, or

equivalent therefor, in the connecting rod Gr, in combination with the

needle for causing it to remain stationary at each end of the stroke of

the crank a definite space of time, for the purpose before set forth.

Second. I also claim the use of the sliding bar K, having a bracket

S attached thereto, in combination with gripers T, operated by the

devices before described, or equivalents therefor, for the purposes sub-

stantially as set forth.

Third. I also claim the loop former W, operated by means sub-

stantially as described, in combination with the needle, for the pur-

poses before set iorth.

No. 16,950.

—

Jambs T. Steer, of New York, N. Y.—Improvement

in the Manufacture of Paint Brushes.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.

—

The process of manufacturing these brushes is as follows : The bristles

are passed within the binding ferrule 0, the edge of the ferrule C is

then placed against the edge of the ferrule E, and the^ bristles are

driven into the ferrule E until they come in contact with the cap.

The conical handle F is then entered at the brush end of the bristles

with the small end, and driven up until it fits tightly in the shank D.

.Claim.—The use of the binding ferrule C, for the purpose of efiect-
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ing, as described, the introduction of the bristles into the cap ferrule

E, the said cap ferrule being made in one piece, with its cap and
shank, as described, for the purpose of making an improved paint

brush, as set forth.

No. 18,647.

—

George R. Peckham, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improved
Cake Cutter.—Patent dated November 17, 1857.—Fig. 1 represents a
perspective view, A the handle affixed to the outside cutter B, C the

cross piece attached to the upper rim of the outside cufcter, F the centre

or smaller cutter placed within the socket E, D the head within or at

the end of the cylinder F.
Fig. 2 represents the cutter F taken from its socket, as shown in

Fig. 3 is a transverse sectional view, with cutter F and head D re-

versed in its position, as shown in fig. 1, the cutter being down and
the head upwards ; H is a rim turned in on the cross piece 0, for the
purpose of keeping down the cutters F with the outside cutter B.

Claim.—The movable cutter F, with its head D, being placed in the
socket E, as represented, and its capability of being reversed in its po-
sition, as represented, for the purposes and uses specified.

No. 16,684.

—

Rhoda Davis,, of Brookhaven, N. Y.

—

Improved Elas-
tic Cap for Sealing Cans and Bottles.—Patent dated February 24,

1857.
^

Claim.—The inventor says : I do not claim to be the inventor of
flexible caps for covering the mouths of jars, neither do I claim their

exclusive use. Closing the mouths of vessels by means of caps has.

been practiced from time immemorial ; but, in general, the caps em-
ployed are inconvenient, because they require to be tied on or sealed.,

with wax in order to render them tight.

But a self-acting cap made of India rubber, in the forms described^

and possessing the virtue of yielding when drawn over the mouth of*

the jar, and then contracting so as to fasten itself securely around tha^

lips of the vessel, rendering the mouth thereof perfectly air-tight, is^

to the best of my knowledge and belief, a new article of manufacture.
Therefore I claim, as a new article of manufacture, a cap or cover

A h for sealing vessels, composed of India rubber, when made in the-

farm and possessing the virtues substantially as described.

No. 18,035.

—

William Borrman, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improved
method ofHermetically Sealing Cans.— Patent dated August 25, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the-

claim and engravings.

Claim,—The mode, substantially as set forth, of hermetically seal-

ing cans by means of the central screw stem c and sheath e, in the de-

scribed combination, with the pliable lid/^ hj^ nut c?, and gaskets i

and h.

No. 18,078.

—

Edwin Bennett, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improvement in

Sealing Cans.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The jar being
filled, the combined cap and stopper is placed over the mouth of the
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same, after which the jar is turned neck downward and melted bees-

wax is poured into the space formed by lip 6, and the entire spaces h

and c, figure 2, must be filled with the melted substance.

The inventor says : I am fully aware that caps and stoppers and

other sealing devices have been employed in application to jars and

vessels containing fruit or other substances, and consequently I do

not claim any of said devices as known or used.

I am also aware that plastic and adhesive substances have been used

and combined with caps and stoppers for various purposes, but I dis-

claim such materials and combinations.

I claim the construction of a cap formed with a flaring lip-like rim

bbbb, and groove or gutter C 0, and combined with a stopper part

dde e , arranged and applied to an inverted jar, or other receptacle,

in the manner and for the purposes substantially as set forth.

No. 1*7,Y83.—Mills B. Espy, of Philadelphia, Fsi.—Improved De-

vice for Sealing Bottles, Cans, (^c—Patent dated July 14, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to tho

claim and engravings.

Claim.—The combination of the upper plate B, having the slot g

and the two hooked projections//, the lower plate c having the screw

hole h and the two hooked projections//, with the thumb screw D
and the jam nut E, the same being adapted and arranged together so

as to be applicable to the mouth of a bottle or jar, substantially in

the manner and for the purpose set forth and described.

No. 18,631,—Stephen Culver, of Newark, N. Y.—Improved Car-

pet Fastener.—Fsiteut dated November 17, 1857.—The claim and

engraving explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The method of securing carpets to floors by means and use

of a metallic plate attached to the under side of the carpet, perforated

to receive the head of a screw, and by such perforation hitched to a

screw, or its equivalent, driven into the floor, in the manner and for

the purposes set forth, so that the carpets may be put down and taken

up at pleasure, without the use of tools.

No. 17,488.—David N. B. Coffin, Jr., of Newton, Massachu-

setts.

—

Improvement in Carpet Faste7iings.—Patent dated June 9,

1857 —The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engiavings.

Claim.—A screw having a head arranged at one side of its axis, so

that it may be applied and operated as set forth, or so that the screws

may require a turn of only a part of a revolution to secure or to re-

lease the carpet after being screwed into their places, and whereby it

is made practicable to take up a carpet and replace it in a very short

space of time, and with great ease. In other words, I claim the

eccentric headed screws for securing carpets to floors and for similar

purposes.

No. 17,890.—Washington H. Penrose, of Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

vania.

—

Improvement in Fastenings for Carpets.—Patent dated July
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28, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by refer-

ence to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The use of bars, strips, or rods A with teeth or points Gr,

eitherf straight, inclined or hooking, fastened to the floor on which to

place the carpet, in combination with strips, bars or rods D fastened

to the washboard E to press the carpet down upon the teeth or points,

for the purpose of retaining carpets upon a floor, in the manner sub-

stantially as described.

No. 17,897.

—

Richard E. Schroeder, of Rochester, New York.

—

Improvement in Fasteningsfor Carpets.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim aod engravings.

Claim.—The plate secured to a stock B, or directly to the flooring

by a joint, the plate having a spring D bearing against it, substan-

tially as described for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,466.

—

Ellis Nordykb and Abdtsox H. Nordykb, of Rich-
mond, Indiavia.

—

Automatic Caster and Fan. Patent dated October

20, 1857.—This invention operates as follows : The machine being
wound up is placed upon the table. The centre D and arms F are

adjusted as shown in the drawing. The works are now permitted to

revolve, the fan arms revolving with considerable velocity, so as to

keep off the flies. The caster frame B, also revolves, alternately dis-

playing its various contents.

The inventors say : We are aware that revolving fans operated by
clock-work are now in use; such device therefore of itself we do not
claim.

But we claim the combination of a revolving fan C D F F F F,
with the caster A B, in the manner shown and described.

We also claim operating the caster frame B in the manner set

forth.

No. 18,740.

—

Edward Gleason, of Dorchester, Massachusetts.

—

Improvement in Revolving Bottle Casters.—Patent dated December 1,

1857.—This invention is an improvement on a former invention by
the same inventor, patented October 21, 1856. The claim and en-

gravings show the nature of the improvement.
Clahn.—The inventor says : I do not claim separately and broadly

the revolving doors E^ nor the revolving body B.
But I claim the combination of the pinions h h h, each moving a

caster door and cruet, and the wheel F with the pinion e^ of the rod
or arbor/, the said pinion e^ gearing into a segment rack d^ in the
wheel F, as set forth, so that when this combination is actuated
through the knob i, the caster, cruets, and doors to which they are

attached may be rotated independently of the rotation of the body
B of the caster.

No. 18,839.

—

Timothy P. Buboer, of Oyster Bay, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Casters for Furniture.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.

—

The claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.
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Claim,—The new manufacture of caster described, to wit : a ball

caster, in which the large ball rolls against a small ball arranged
above it, and against friction rollers arranged below the horizontal

centre of the large ball, so as to retain it (the large ball) in its place

when the caster is lifted from the floor.

No. 18,3^7.—Moses S. Beach, of Brooklyn, N. Y.—Folding Chair

for Pews,—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—In each of the drawings
A represents the pew seat, B the end piece of the pew, C the seat of

the movable chair, D the chair back, E the chair legs, F the back and
leg brace, fastened to the chair back, G a hanging stay-piece, fastened

to the end piece of the pew, and serving as legs to the chair when
open and a support when closed.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly to be the first inventor

of folding chairs^ the backs and legs of which are hinged, for they
are well known.
But I claim the employment of the brace F, when arranged as de-

scribed, so as to serve the treble purpose of a brace or stop for the lock

D and the leg E, and also as a stop to prevent the back I) from open-
ing laterally when the chair is folded against the pew.

No. 18,873.— John Sawin, D, J. G-oodspebd, and John H. Minnott,
of Gardiner_, Mass.

—

Improved Infantine Exercising Chair,—Patent
dated December 15, 1857.—The claim and engravings describe the

nature of this invention.

The inventors say : We do not confine our invention to arranging
the spring so that it shall envelop the shaft, as it may be applied on
one side of the shaft, in which case two or more springs might be
necessary.

Neither do we claim the application of a spring to a seat, as such
is not new.
Nor do we claim a rotary chair or stool, provided with a foot rest,

to be so attached as to rotate with the seat, such seat being provided
with any spring on which it may rest and play, as stated.

We claim our improved child's exercising chair, as constructed,

with the continuous or endless foot rest, and with its seat supported

by a spring or springs, and so as to be capable of being freely rotated

and to operate in other respects as specified.

No. 17,008.—Eansom WiTHERELL, of Huntington, Mass.

—

Improved
Invalid Chair,—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—When the bars D are

in the position represented in dotted lines, the occupant will sit in a

natural and easy position on seat C, the bars E and cross-piece F
forming the back of the chair, and the bars G the foot rests. The
occupant by releasing the round h^ from catch H, by means of his foot,

will liberate the bars D and allow them to turn in to the position rep-

resented in full lines.

The inventor says : I do not claim a chair provided with a swinging
back and foot rest irrespective of the mode of construction and ar-

rangement shown.
I claim attaching the bars E E to one end of the bars D D by a
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joint, and attacliing the bars G Gr in a similar manner to the opposite

ends of the bars D D, the bars E E, with their cross piece, forming
the back of the chair, and the bars Gr Gr, with their rounds, the foot

rest ; the bars D D being pivoted to the opposite sides of the station-

ary chair seat and perfectly balanced on tbeir •pivots ; the whole
being arranged as shown for the purpose specified.

No. 18,696.

—

David Kahnweiler, of Wilmington, N. 0.

—

Improve-
ment in Ventilating Roching-Ghair.—Patent dated November 24,

1857.—The operation of this invention is as follows : Suppose the

upper chamber of fig. 2 to be filled with pieces of ice, the atmosphere
entering at K, by means of rocking, becomes cooled by continued
contact with the water, particularly as it passes over in its serpentine

course to its escape at /, and thence comes immediately in contact with
the ice, absorbing its latent cold, forced out at g, through the tub 3 w,

fig. 1, agreeably impregnated with perfume in passing at o. Tub j g g,
fig. 1, can be connected directly with o, without passing through the

ice, or directly with tube p.
The inventor says : I do not claim purifying or cooling air by pass-

ing it in contact with ice, or any mode of impregnating air with per-

fumes.

Nor do I claim producing a current of air by the rocking of a chair

for the purpose of fanning the person.

But I claim combining a refrigerating apparatus with a rocking-
chair in the manner set forth.

No. 16,635.

—

Samuel J. Anderson and Nelson RrcHARDSON, of Erie-

ville, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Extension Chairs,—Patent dated Feb-
ruary 17, 1857.—The levers d upon legs e may be drawn out from
underneath the box, (as represented in broken lines in the engravings,)
and the boards or seats B be placed on top. If a still greater length
of seat is required, the part h of the box is turned around in line with
part a, (as represented in broken lines in fig. 2.)

The inventors say : We do not claim the levers d, for they have
been previously used for similar or analogous purposes.

But we claim the levers d and folding seats B attached to the box
A, as shown, the box being formed of two parts a b, connected by a

hinge c, and the whole arranged as described for the purposes set

forth.

No. 17^,567.

—

James G. Holmes, of Charleston, S. C.

—

Imjjrovement
in Chairs for Invalids.—Patent dated June 16, 1837.—The back B is

secured to the end of the swinging frames a, the seat G is secured to

their lower bar, and the supports Gr to the front bar of said frames.

The frames a can be made to swing on their pivot b, and when the
back B is inclined to the rear the seat frame is moved forward and
the supports G are thrown into a position nearly parallel to the
back B.

Claim.—The arranging of the joint by which the seat and back are

attached and move, so that it shall correspond with the hip joint of
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the human frame, that is, placing it above the seat and in advance of
the back, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Also, arranging the knee joint in the chair or seat to correspond
with that of the human knee joint of the person occupying it, sub-
stantially as descrrbed.

Also, the frame work of metal or other material by which all the
joints and pivots, excepting that of the separate apron which moves
with and supports the leg from the knee down, are combined either

with or without the arm rest, as may be desired, as set forth.

No. 18,722.—Jordan L. Mott, of Mott Haven, New York, and
William Tabele, of New York, N. Y., assignor to The J. L. Mott
Iron Works, of Mott Haven, New York.

—

Im,provement in Rotary
Chairs.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—In the engravings a rep-

resents the chair pedestal, made of cast-iron, with the upper part h

hollow and flanched to receive the socket c, also made of cast-iron.

This socket is formed with a surrounding rim c?, to the inner peri-

phery of which is fitted a securing ring e. The central portion of

the bottom of the socket is cup-formed, as at /, to receive and hold
oil, and the central part thereof is formed into a step to receive the

pivot g of central nut li. The upper surface of the nut forms a base

for the under surface of the bottom plate i of the seat, which is se-

cured thereto by a nut/, tapped on to a stem projecting upwards from
the upper part of the nut. The bottom plate i is cast in one piece

with the back h, and after this plate is secured to the nut a wooden
slat I is secured thereto by screws ; but before the nut is secured to

the plate i the securing ring e is put over the nut.

Claim —The inventors say : We do not claim the special form of

the parts, as these can be variously modified and still retain the mode
of operation which we have invented.

Nor do we wish to be understood as limiting ourselves to the use of

our said invention in a rotating chair of the construction specified, as

it will be obvious that it is equally applicable to all rotary chairs.

We do not claim as our invention any of the separate parts above
described, such as the pivot attached to the chair seat, and fitted to

turn in the socket in the upper part of the pedestal.

But we claim the combination of the securing ring, substantially

as described, with the flanch projecting from the spindle of th^ pivot,

which is fitted to turn in the socket on the upper end of the pedestal,

as and for the purpose specified.

No. 16,972.— John T. Foster and Jacob J. Banta, of Jersey City,

New Jersey, and James H. Banta, of Piermont, New York.

—

Im-
provement in Forming Spiral Springs for Chairs., Sofas, and other

articles.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—This spiral spring is formed

by cutting a plate a, by a suitable tool, in a scroll or spiral form,

commencing at or near the centre of said plate until the cut ap-

proaches to the desired proximity to the edge of said plate. Two
springs h formed in this manner are riveted together at their apex,

thus forming an efficient double spiral spring.

Claim.—The spirally cut metallic plate spring applied to sofas,
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chairs, and similar articles, substantially as and for the purposes

specified.

No. 18,632.

—

Lewis H. Cushman, of Monmouth , Maine.

—

Imvroved
Clothes Clamp.—Patent dated November 17, 1857.—In the engrav-

ings a a are the cheeks or body of the clamp ; b is the spring, con-

sisting of a metallic wire or rod bent, as shown in the engraving
;

c is the lever, held in its place by the staple d. This lever has a cam-
shaped end next to the clamp, and the staple passes through the first

cheek and is firmly fixed in the second.

Claim.—The combination of the spring and cam lever, as set forth.

No. 16,923.

—

John Humphrey, of Keene,N. H.

—

Improved Machine

for Cutting Slots in Clothes Fins.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.

—

The pins are fed to this machine by means of the slide A, and drop
into the groove Gr of the holder B. The machine being set in motion,
the holder is vibrated longitudinally on its ways F, by the arrange-

ment of crank D and pitman E. The pin drops from the slide A on
to the stationary rod I, and bearing against projection b, said pin is

moved from position r to position -5^ figure 2, as the holder is driven

towards the saw. It is there griped by dog H, and has its slot cut in

by saw 0, and, as the next movement of the holder B brings on
another pin, the cut pin is discharged, the rod I pushing the pins for-

ward as they lie in the groove G.
The inventor says : I do not claim the saw, the inclined spout, or

the means of securing the pins for the action of the saw, separate from
the holder ; neither do I claim a sliding holder, irrespective of its

construction.

But I claim, first, a holder so constructed that the pins may be re-

ceived into a groove or chamber behind the part in which they are

secured, for the action of the saw, and then driven forward by a
driving rod, or its equivalent, to the proper position for the cutting of

the slots, the same being stationary, or having a reciprocating motion,

as described.

Second. I claim, in combination with the holder, the saw, the in-

clined spout, and the dog H, or their equivalents, for the purposes set

forth.

No. 17,240.

—

Sardis Thomson, of West Otis, Mass.

—

Improved
Clothes Pounder.—Patent dated Maj^S, 1857.—A downward pressure,

acting upon the handle E, against the spring D, causes the piston B
to descend in the cylinder A, the same being returned by the recoil of

the spring on the removal of the force from the handle, the descent

forcing the water through the clothes by the pressure of air, and its

return raising the clothes, by suction, from ttie bottom of the tub, both

of which operations are calculated to agitate the liquid and effeci the

cleansing of the clothes.

Claim.—The bell shaped cylinder, in combination with the piston,

piston rod, spring, and handle, or other equivalents, to produce the

same effect, viz : the cleansing or washing clothes by agitating the
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liquid by the pressure of air, substantially the same as described, and
to be applied to the purposes set forth.

No. 18,930.—S. I. RxjssELL, of Chicago, 111.

—

Improvement in Clothes

Backs.—Patent dated December 22, 185Y.—The claim and engravings
explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I am aware that adjustable rotating arms form-
ing a clothes' dryer are not new, and I do not broadly claim them.
An example is seen in S. Woodward's patent, 1854, and in J. Hig-
gin's rejected application, 1855 ; nor do I claim the hollow post or

any portion of either of the above mentioned devices ; nor do I claim
indiscriminately the counterpoising of all descriptions of objects.

But I claim the arrangement within the hollow base B of a counter-

poising weight d, connected by a cord with the rising and falling rod

D, for the purpose of balancing or nearly balancing the hub E and
arms h, and thus preventing the sudden fall and breakage of the parts,

as well as rendering them easy of operation.

I also claim as new in clothes' dryers the employment of a spring h
attached to the base B, and acting against the shaft A, all in the

manner and for the purposes set forth, and not otherwise.

No. 18,777.—BiLEY Smith, of Towanda, Pa.

—

Improved Clothes

Wringer.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The claim and engravings
explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I am fully aware clothes have been wrung in a
cloth, bag, or net, by applying the power that twists said cloth, bag,
or net, at one or both of their ends. This I do not claim.

But I claim, in combination with the cloth, bag, or net that contains

the clothes that are to be wrung, a twisting or wringing device^ com-
posed of a cord i and the lever Z, when said cord is united to or winds
around the clothes receiver, and the lever can slide thereon, so as to

apply the greatest pressure nearer the centre of the clothes receptacle,

and moved where most desired or required, and as set forth.

No. 18,710.

—

Elias Schneider and A. Kolman, of New Tripoli,

Pa.

—

Improvement in Coffee Roasters.—Patent dated November 24,

1857.—A is a vessel containing the coffee having the form of a right

cylinder ; B is a perpendicular shaft stepped at a in the bottom of

the vessel. Fastened to the shaft are the horizontal cross pieces h b^,

connected together by a series of ribs c. Attached to piece b are the
scrapers d d, situated on opposite sides of said piece ; e e^ are horizontal

arms attached to the piece ¥ which are bent, forming the pendants//.
There are two sets of arms e e^, and are fastened on opposite sides of

piece ¥.
Claim.—The combination of the agitator, as described, with the

vertical cylinder containing it, as and for the purposes specified.

No. 18,263.—W. F. Messenger and Henry Kehahn, of New York,
N. Y.

—

Improved Cooler —Patent dated September 22, 1857.—Through
the center of the bottom of chamber A an opening a is made, to allow

the plug a^ of the cask to project through ; and at the bottom ends of
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the cliamber A, at eacli side, a grating h is placed, and a plug c is

fitted in each bottom end of the chamber.
In using this invention, which is adapted for casks, the chamber A

is filled with ice e, and chamber is filled with plaster of Paris/, or

other non-conducting material. The waste water is allowed to escape

from the chamber by drawing the plugs c.

The inventors say : We claim the refrigerating saddle A, substan-

tially as set forth.

No. 17,697.

—

David Rowe, of Baltimore county, Md.

—

Improvement
in Modes of Preserving Green Corn.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.

—

The heart of the cob is extracted by means of a suitable knife, and
the.inside of the cob is sprinkled with salt or sugar ; the cob is then
exposed to a warm, dry temperature, when it will dry uniformly, out-

side and inside.

Claim.—The art and process of preserving green corn in the ear,

by extracting the pith or heart from the cob, and seasoning and dry-

ing the inside of the cob as rapidly as the outside, for preserving the

virtues and juice of the grain, and preventing the collection of mould
or corruption, as described, and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,048.

—

Daniel W. Messer, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Molasses Cups.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—By inclining the

vessel A the molasses will run out through spout B and over pulley C

;

having poured, the vessel is returned to a horizontal position, and by
turning head F pulley C will be turned, scraping off the adhering
molasses which runs back into the cup A.
The inventor says: I do not claim any vessel to contain viscid fluids.

Neither do I claim a cover or diaphragm as described ; nor do I

c3aim any method of fastening the spout or channel way to the vessel

as by a screw or solder, as all mentioned above was known before.

But I claim the adaptation of a movable surface or lip (to vessels

intended to contain molasses or fluids of the same viscidity,) said

surface so situated in relation or position with the spout or channel
way and forming part of the same, that by moving the said surface in

the manner set forth and described in my specifiaitions and drawings,
the viscid fluid or molasses which remains on the movable surface or

lip, after pouring from the said vessel, is by the practice of my inven-
tion returned to a position where, by the force of gravity, it returns to

the vessel, but in the ordinary vessels drip from the mouth or lip.

No. 16,673.—Lewis B. Gusman, assignor to Himself and Henry
W, and Henry Stafford, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in Cur-
tain Fixtures.—The nature of this improvement will be understood
from the engraving.
The inventor says : I do not claim the general application of a lever

nip as a substitute for teeth, to prevent slipping.

But I claim the use of a lever A, constructed substantially as de-

scribed, when the said lever is caused to operate upon the bracket B,
in supporting a window curtain, by means of the upward strain of the
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cord D, tlie whole being arranged and operating together in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,059.—C. H. Wheeler, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Curtain Fixtures.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The upper edge of

the curtain g is lapped over the rod /, which is entered from the end
of the roller a into the dovetailed groove c, the curtain passing
through the narrow slit i^ while the rod / is jammed between the
inclined sides of groove c.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly fastening the curtain to

the rod by securing it to a wire that is introduced into a groove into

the roll, having a narrow slit for the passage of the curtain ; but this

I onl^^ claim when the sides of the groove are straight and dovetailed,

as described, whereby the c.irtain is securely held to its roll, without
other fastenings, as set forth.

No. 17,967.

—

Nathaniel S. Graves, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment in Curtain Fixtures.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The na-
ture of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and
engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly fastening the curtain to

the roller, by securing it to a wire or rod that is introduced into a
groove in the roller, having a narrow slit for the passage of the cur-

tain, but this I only claim when the sides of the grooves are dove-

tailed, as described, whereby the curtain is securely held to its roller

without other fastenings, as set forth.

No. 18,536.

—

John W. Currier and James M. Thompson^ of Holyoke,
Mass.

—

Improvement in Curtain Fixtures.—Patent dated November 3,

1857.—In the helical groove c a slider, F, extends ; it also being ex-

tended into a straight and horizontal groove G, formed longitudinally

in the inner surface of the bore of the curtain roller. Two cords H,
I, are attached to the slider, and run in opposite directions therefrom,

and through the helical grooved rod D, which is made tubular, the
cords passing out of the opposite ends of said rod, and depending
therefrom, as shown in the engravings.
The inventors say : We claim the combination of mechanism for

rotating the curtain roller, for the purpose of either winding up or

unwinding the curtain, the same consisting of the slider, F, the cords,

H I, and the straight and helical grooves for the slider to work in,

one of said grooves being stationary, and the whole being arranged
and made to operate as described.

No. 18,878.

—

Lewis Whitehead, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Curtain Fixtures.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—By this inven-
tion the curtain is lowered from the top and raised from the bottom.
In the engravings A represents the rail ; B, the sliding block

; 0, the
sliding wedge-bolt ; D, the brace ; E, the movable bearing ; F, the

spiral spring ; G, the mortise for the ends of the movable bearing

;

H, the thumb-screw, or set; I, the extension bar for brace with heap-

ing attached ; K K, the blocks for rail ; L, the thumb knob ; M, the

projecting shoulder ; N, the curtain roller, and 0, the handle.
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The inventor says: I claim first, the rail A, in combination with
the sliding block B, and the brace D, for the purposes set forth.

Second, I claim the friction roller N, in combination with its mova-
ble bearing E_, the rail A, and the projecting shoulder M, for operating

the curtain as set forth.

Third, I claim the sliding wedge-bolt C, in combination with the

moveable bearing E, or the eccentric as an equivalent for the purposes

set forth.

Fourth, I claim the extension bar I, with the roller bearing and
set, for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,960.

—

Ransom Ballou, jr., and Benjamin F. Hoopek, of

Albany, New York.

—

Improvement in Window Curtain Fixtures.—
Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be
understood by reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim.—A tightening button or pulley B affixed at or near the cir-

cumference of a rotating disk or barrel T, the said disk being com-
bined either with the pawl F and fixed ratchet, as described, or with
other means within it for maintaining the necessary stress upon the

cord A, substantially as set forth.

No, 16,989.—PuRCHES Miles, of Hartford, Connecticut.

—

Improve-
ment in Windoio Curtain Fixtures.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The
curtain is attached to roller C, one end of which is supported by a
bracket a to which two springs D are secured which bear upon cir-

cular projections within the flanges B for the purposes as specified in

the claim. The curtain is operated by means of an endless band A
which has a series of eyelets secured in it which take hold of pins e.

Claim.—The arrangement of the springs D tor the three-fold pur-
pose of keeping the band in place, supporting the shade at any re-

quired height, and preventing the roller from having end play, in the

manner substantially as set forth.

No. 16,741.—PuRCHES Miles, of Hartford, Connecticut.

—

Improve-
ment in Curtain hollers.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—E represents

the curtain.

The inventor says : I do not claim as new the toothed flanged pul-

ley, nor the endless eyelet band, nor the friction spring, nor the roller

curtain by themselves, nor any two or three of these in combination.

But I claim the combination of the toothed flanged pulley A, the

endless eyelet band B, and the friction spring C, with the roller cur-

tain, in the manner and for the purpose substantially as set forth and
described.

No. 17,368.

—

Chandler Fisher, of Milton, Massachusetts.

—

Im-
provement in Curtain Rollers.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engraving.

Claim.—The employment of a spring in connexion with the pivot

of a curtain roll, operating in the manner substantially as set forth,

for the purpose of producing friction between the roll and the
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window frame, and thereby holding the curtain in any position in

which it may he placed.

No. 18,323.—David N. B. Coffin, jr., of Newton, (Centre,) Mas-
sachusetts.

—

Improvement in Curtain Rollers.—Patent dated October 6,

1857.—This improvement relates to the construction of the roller so

as to secure a degree of elasticity by which the sides of the groove are

made to act as a spring clamp or spring rise, to hold the curtain with
its strips,, thus obviating the inconvenience arising from the strips,

frequently varying in thickness so much as to make it difficult to

force some of them into the groove as ordinarily constructed, while
others go in easily ; and so that the caps may also be made to com-
press the sides of the grooves upon the curtain and its strip, thereby
clamping the curtain doubly secure, and whereby is avoided the neces-

sity of fitting caps over] the ends of the strip, as heretofore found ne-

cessal-y to hold the strip in the groove. The drawings showing dif-

ferent shaped grooves, and the claim describe this improvement.
The inventor says : I claim the grooved roll made elastic substan-

tially as described, and so clamping the curtain and its strip with or

without the caps.

No. 1*7,006.—0. H. Wheeler, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Fixtures for Curtain Rollers,—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—To secure

the curtain to its rod, the rings/ and g are removed from off its ends,

the two parts of the rod are then separated, the curtain is placed be-

tween them, and the rings are returned ; the block L on pivot m, is

then caused to enter between the ears h of bracket E, where it is held
firmly in place.

Claim,—Perforating the block in which the curtain rod revolves so

that it may be slipped back upon the pivot, and securing it to the

bracket by the dovetailed ears, in the manner and for the purpose sub-

stantially set forth.

No. 17,911.

—

Lewis White, of Hartford, Conn., assignor to Him-
self and Elihu P. White, of same place.

—

Improvement in Fixtures

for Curtain Rollers.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—When the curtain

is stationary the friction roller B slides down the incline plane C, and
presses on the periphery of the roller pulley A, and thus locks said

roller. To draw up the curtain the line is pulled downward verti-

cally, which causes the friction roller B to slightly move up the in-

cline C and offer no resistance to the revolving of the curtain roller.

The inventor says : I do not claim the lever or pulley or any other

of the arrangements as new. But I claim the application of the friction

roller B, for the purpose as set forth, substantially as described.

No. 18,180.

—

Hiram Berdan, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Machinesfor Kneading Dough.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.

—

The stationary trough A being partly filled with flour and water to

requisite quantity to convert it into dough, shaft H and wheel I are ro-

tated, and the rotary motion of the carrier D, and the revolution of

bar F, and scraper Gr, mix the water and fiour well together, the flop-
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per E descends iato the mass^ as represented at Z, and as soon as it

touches the bottom of the trough it comes to lean against pin c?, and
as it is moved on it carries the dough upwards until the wiper e comes
in contact with pin F, whereby the flopper E is turned to the posi-

tion y, discharging the dough to the bottom of the trough to be

further operated upon.
Claim.—The employment in a kneading machine of a flopper E,

applied and operated in any manner, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,723.

—

John Heckee and William Hotine, of New York,
N. Y., assignors to John Hbcker, of New York.

—

Machine for Feed-
ing the Flour, Mixing the Materials, and Kneading Dough.—Patent
dated November 24, 1857.—The object of this invention is to effect

the thorough admixture of the flour and water, or other fluid, and the

sponge, if applied, to the making of dough for fermented bread by
acting on small quantities at a time, but by a continuous operation,

so that all parts of the operation shall be going on at the same time.

The inventors say : We claim the employment of the rotating disk

with its slot and cutter or scraper, one or more, as described, in com-
bination with, and forming the movable bottom of, a vessel containing
a supply of flour, to deliver the flour in regular given quantities, as

set forth.

We also claim, in combination with the rotating disk or bottom^
substantially as described, the making of the feeder or vessel, contain-

ing the supply of flour, conical, and with the lower end largest, as

described, to prevent the packing of the flour, as described.

We also claim, in combination with the feeder, or its equivalent,

and the mixing trough, the inclined revolving plate for scattering and
distributing the flour at or near the periphery of the mixing trough,
as and for the purpose specified.

We also claim, in combination with the mixing trough and the
flour distributor, the revolving channel-way along the under side of

the distributor for distributing the water or other fluid, and the water
at or near the periphery of the mixing trough, as described, to insure
the proper admixture of the ingredients, as set forth.

We also claim, in combination with the flour and water feeders, or

their equivalents, the apparatus, or any equivalent therefor, for feed-

ing and supplying the sponge, or other leaven, at or near the peri-

phery of the mixing trough, as specified.

And finally, we claim the revolving blades and stationary pins or

blades, substantially as described, in combination with a mixing trough,
having a discharge aperture at or near the centre, and the means de-

scribed, or their equivalents, for feeding the flour and mixing fluid at

or near the periphery of the trough, as described, for mixing the in-

gredients as they are received, and gradually working and kneading
them, and forcing them towards the centre where the dough is deliv-

ered, as described.

No. 18,758.

—

John McCollum, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Machines for Boiling Dough.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.

—

This invention consists in surrounding the feed board I with an end-
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less band F, which travels on a pulley G at eacli end of the same.
The carrying surface of the band is supported by the smooth surface

of the feed board over which it slides ; the pulleys on which the band
travels must run with as little friction as possible, so that the feeding

apparatus thus constructed being placed at a proper inclination to-

wards the opening between the rolls, the weight of the mass of dough
placed on the carrying surface of the band, causes it to move and feed

down the dough to the rolls as it is required without rupturing or

straining the thinnest film formed between them.
Claim.—The combination with rollers suitable for rolling dough,

or similar substances, of an endless feeding band or platform, moving
on pulleys or friction rollers as required, the band not being geared

to the rollers in any way, and being free to take its motion from the

dough.

No. 18,759.

—

Harvey Miller, of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improvement in

Egg Beaters.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—This invention con-

sists of a cast-iron frame, having a ratchet bar ^ and a revolving beater

G d, in combination with a jar or can, which, together, form an Qgg
beater.

The inventor says : I do not claim the ratchet bar or revolving shaft

and beaters.

But I claim the frame A B having a ratchet bar g, and revolving

beater c d, in combination with the jar or can, as described, for the

purposes set forth.

No. 18,849.

—

John B. Heich^ of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improvement in

Egg Beaters.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—A is the vessel ; B
is the beater formed of net work, as shown ; C is the rod on which the

beater is fastened^ working in a socket at top and bottom, marked Gl-

and H, respectively ; D is a disk of India rubber, or other elastic ma-
terial, attached to the top of the rod ; E is a bow provided with a slot

K, in which the bar I works, and having lips F F sliding over cor-

responding lips J J on the top of the vessel A.
The beater is operated by the pressure produced upon the elastic

disk by the motion backwards and forwards of the grooved bar I.

Claim.—The bar I, elastic disk D, and beater B, in combination
with the bow B, having lips F F and vessel A as provided with lips

J J, when said parts are constructed and arranged in relation to each

other in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

'^ No. 17,517.

—

Lawrence Kebstock and Nicholas Reimel, of Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania.

—

Improvement in Automatic Fans.—-Patent

dated June 9, 1857.

When the cords j are wound upon the drums i the fan G- will be
rotated by the gearing of the clock movement attached to this appa-
ratus and a blast of air will be produced by the fan. By turning the

platform C on the base A the fan G may be placed in any relative

position with the person receiving the blast.

The inventor says : I do not claim, broadly, the driving of revolv-
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ing fans by clockwork, as such contrivances have long been known
and used.

Neither do I claim the revolving of mechanism around a given axis,
by placing the mechanism upon movable frames. The rotating
domes of observatories, telescope stands, and other species of mecharT-
ism, are examples of this kind.

But, to the best of my knowledge and belief, there never has been
made a fan driven by clockwork, and arranged as shown, so as to be
capable of being readily turned upon an axis without moving the
whole apparatus. The current of air is thus readily directed towards
any given point in an apartment. My invention, therefore, consti-
tutes a new and useful article of manufacture. No apparatus like it
has ever before been known or used. Therefore, I claim as a new
article of manufacture a ventilating fan, constructed as set forth.

No. 18,493.—Amok Bailey, of East Poultney, Yermont.—Improved
Feather Dressing Machine.—Fatent dated October 27, 1857.
The operation of this machine is as follows : The feathers to be ren-

ovated are poured into the box B through the door D, which is then
securely closed. Steam, which is supplied from any suitable boiler,
IS admitted through the journal C into the steam chamber H, thence
it passes through radial tubes F into longitudinal tubes GI-. The
valves, at this stage of the operation, are arranged to open inwards,
so that the steam passing into the tube J through the opening b flows
into the dressing box, and is thoroughly mingled with the feathers by
the rotary motion of the box B, which is kept up during the process.
When the feathers are sufficiently steamed, the valves are closed inter-
nally and opened externally. The flow of steam heats tubes F and
G, and the box being kept in revolution, the steamed feathers are
rapidly and effectually dried, when they may be removed for use.
The inventor says : I do not claim dressing feathers by steam.
I am aware that various methods have before been adopted, with

more or less success
; but none, so far as I can learn, in which the

steam has been distributed and controlled in the manner I employ.
I claim the combination of the steam chamber H with the radial

tubes F, horizontal tubes Gr, and valves E, all constructed and oper-
ating substantially as described.

No. 18,422.—Nathan Ames, of Saugus, Massachusetts, assignor to
Edmund Brown, of Lynn, Massachusetts, and Nathan Ames, of said
Ssiugus.—ImprovemMint in Graters.—Fatent dated October 13, 1857.
The nature of this invention consists in using the periphery of a

sector of a cylinder A for a grater, in combination with the radial
guides D D of the holder E, whereby a curvilinear reciprocal motion
is given to the substance to be grated.
The inventor says: I claim using, as described, the periphery

of the sector of a cylinder for a grater, in combination with the
radial guides D D of the holder E, whereby a curvilinear reciprocal
motion is given to the substance to be grated, substantially as set
forth, and for the objects specified.

Vol. ii 25
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No. 17,361.—Wm. Bennett, of New York, N. Y.—Improvement in

Griddles.'—FsLient dated May 26, 1857.
, .

The smoke arising from the burning grease rises into the upper

part of the chamber formed by the cover, where it is caught by the

draught of air which is constantly passing into the opening e,and carried

over the partition / into flue g, and downward through openings b into

the fire or up the chimney.
^ . .-rn +

The inventor says : I am aware that culinary vessels ot dilierent

kinds have been used with various devices for carrying off the steam

and smoke and preventing their escape into the room, and that ven-

tilating and other covers have been used for the same purposes and

for other purposes upon gridirons, stew and sauce pans, and other

culinary vessels. I do not claim any of these covers or devices, as

they are not new.

Nor do I claim any one of the features of my apparatus separately

constructed. -, -i i

But I claim the new article of manufacture described, comprising

the griddle and its ventilating cover, the former being constructed

with a flaring flange a, openings &, sliding register c, and openings

d, and the latter with an enlarged opening e and flue gr, all arranged

and operating substantially as and for the purpose specified.

No. 17,461.—John B. Wickersham, of New York, N. Y.—Improve-
ment in Eat Stands.— Tsiteiit dated June 2, 1857.

^ ^
.

The nature of this invention consists in attaching hooks I to a series

of horizontal terraces i, connected by wrought iron rods F, in such a

manner that the hooks I can be turned horizontally on the vertical

rods, so as to allow the different ranges of coats to hang clear ot each

other

The inventor says : I do not claim wrought iron tie rods, connect-

ing plates, and castings of iron ; neither do I claim furniture formed

in the shape of horizontal terraces connected by vertical columns or

^^b!iT i' claim the manner specified of attaching the hooks of hat

stands on vertical studs or rods, so that said hooks can be turned

around horizontally, substantially as and for the purposes specified.

No. 18,543.—James Goodin, Jr., of Cincinnati, Ohio.—Smootliing

/row.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.

A is the iron, and B B is a gas-pipe bent and formed to suit the

shape of the bottom of the iron around its edges and back part, and

perforated with openings for the escape of the gas against the sides

and end of the iron. The gas is let into the pipe B with a flexible

tube, connected to the iron at the joint piece dpf. CO is a wire

oauze placed around the pipe B in the iron, for distributing the gas

evenly over the surface of the iron, g g is a perforated plate set at

the top of the iron, about one-third of the depth of the iron from its

top for helping in retaining and distributing the heat over the sur-

face of it by retarding the escape of the heat into chimney i. h is the

top of the iron, furnished with a handle k and chimney pipe ^ and is

held in its place by a rod passing through the lugs J attached to the
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iron and its top. 5 5 and 7 T 7 are air openings for supplying the gas

with air for combustion and assisting in distributing it equally over

the surface of the iron.

The inventor says : I am aware of gas having been used for heating

purposes before, and that wire gauze has been employed for dis-

tributing the heat ; all of which I disclaim, when taken separately or

together.

But I claim the arrangement of the perforated diaphragm g g, with
the air openings 5 5 and 7 7 7, when said diaphragm and air open-

ings are arranged with the gas pipe B and gauze C in the bottom of

the iron, as specified, for the purpose of detaining and equally dis-

tributing the heat over the surface of the bottom of the iron, as and
for the purposes mentioned in the specification.

No. 17,470.

—

Leon Londinsky, of New York, N. Y., assignor to

Himself and Adolphus E. Becker, of the same place.

—

Improved
detachable Handlefor Smoothing Irons.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.

The handle, when opened, as represented in fig. 2, is placed upon
the handle of the iron, and the sections A A are brought together by
clasping them within the hand, and are fastened by snap spring D
falling into catch a. By releasing spring D from the catch a the sec-

tions are separated and the handle can be removed.
Claim.—A detachable handle or holder, made in sections, of wood,

to be placed upon the handle of a smoothing iron for tailors'^ hatters',

and laundry use, constructed and arranged substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

No. 17,105.

—

Galen B. McClain, of Bath, Maine.

—

Improvement in

Smoothing Irons.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.
This iron is heated by opening the two doors d and e, and placing

the iron over the flame of a gas jet. The body A soon becomes heated,

in consequence of a large area of surface of the ribs b being presented
to the flame.

Claim.—The described sad iron, constructed in the manner sub-
stantially as specified, with its doors or flaps d e arranged and oper-

ating as described.

No. 18,108.

—

William F. Shaw, of Boston, Massachusetts.

—

Im-
provement in Smoothing Irons.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.

The smoothing iron D being placed upon the stand B, in the posi-

tion represented in the engraving, the heated gases from wire gauze
burner e pass through passage k into flue h^ and down flues ^, and
escape through discharge openings I.

The inventor says : I do not claim heating a flat-iron by means of

a lamp having its wick tube, or the flame of its wick, within the body
of the iron.

Nor do I claim heating a flat-iron by charcoal or other fuel burned
in a chamber within the body of the iron.

Nor do I claim the application of a wire gauze or perforated chim-
ney to an air and gas burner, so as to surround the flame, as such
has heretofore been patented by me.
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But I claim making the flat-iron with ascending and descending

flues, inlet and discharge openings, arranged in the body of the iron, •

and so as to he used with a burner and stand, in manner substantially

as specified.

No. 18,498.—John K. Chase, of New York, N. Y,—Improved
MetaiUc Screw Cap for Jars, (i'c—Patent dated October 27, 1857.

This improvement consists in forming a thin elastic screw cap out

of a solid piece of sheet metal by spinning up the same out of a single

plate, without casting, chasing, or swaging, by which a cap is ob-

tained without joint, seam, or flaw, for covering glass, metal, or

earthen cans or jars, the elasticity of the screw serving to fit the un-

equal threads thereon, and the seamless cap insuring tight joints.

The inventor says : I claim a screw cap for bottles, jars, or cans,

&c., formed out of a single solid plate of metal, by spinning the same

over a threaded chuck, or former, as specified, and for the purpose set

forth.

No. 16,887.—Richard A. Stratton, of Philadelphia, Pa.—Improve-

ment in Mangles.—Y&tent dated March 24, 1857.—A A are the trames

of the machine, in whieh axles 6 & of the rollers B B^ have their bear-

in o-s. To these axles and on the outside of the frame are secured the

toothed wheels C CS into both of which gears the pinion G. The

latter is allowed to turn loose on a pin h secured to the frame, and is

furnished with a handle L, on turning which the rollers are caused to

turn in the same direction. The axles d of the upper roller D are

allowed to move freely in the slot at the upper portion of the frames A,

and connected to the axles on each side of the roller D, and inside of

the frames, are the rods E, the lower ends of which are jointed to the

pins i on the bent levers F. The latter have their fulcrums on pins

H secured to the inside of each frame, the other ends being connected

together by the cross-bar/. The frames are connected together by the

stays yy and e. K is the middle roller, around which the goods to be

mangled are wound.
The inventor says : I am aware that rollers have been used lor

mangling clothes ; but heretofore the goods have generally been wound

irom one roller to another, and pressed between their surfaces after

the manner of ordinary calenders. Therefore, I do not claim exclu-

sively the use of rollers for mangling clothes.

But I claim the roller B and B^, in combination with the movable

roller D, arranged and driven substantially in the manner set forth,

for the purpose of acting upon the roller K in such a manner that the

cloth on the same may be efficiently mangled without winding it from

one roller to another, and for the purpose of removing and replacing

the said roller K with facility.

No 17,785.—William Prince Ford, of Cheneyville, Lo..—Improve-

ment 'in Mattresses.—Fsiteni dated July 14, 1857.—The cleaned moss

is spun into a loose rope of uniform thickness, and is then woven as a

filling in a warp of twine, as represented in the engraving, where a

represents the rope, and h the warp twine.
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The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the use of moss as a
material for stuffing bed sacks. I am also aware that floor mats com-
posed of moss twisted into hard ropes and woven have long been known
and used; therefore, I do not claim such use or manufacture of moss.

But, to the best of my knowledge and belief, no mattress composed
of moss made up as described, and presenting the peculiar qualities

set forth, was ever before known or used. My improved mattress is^,

therefore, a new article of manufacture.
I claim, as a new article of manufacture, a mattress when made in

the manner described of moss.

No. 18,585.

—

William Heesee, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Springs for Matresses, Chairs, &c.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.

—

The claim and engravings explain the nature of this improvement.
Claim.—Supporting or maintaining the spring A in a proper ver-

tical position upon the slat 0, by means of the guide pin B, secured

within the spring by means of the head a and block 6, the lower end
of the pin being fitted and working in or through the socket D in the

slat C, as and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,886.

—

Thomas Tolman, of West Townsend, Mass., assignor

to John P. Sabbn, of Fitchburg, Mass.

—

Improvement in Ventilating

Mattresses.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—The inventor says: I

form a valve-seat, seen at P, and fasten it firmly between two of the
seats B; through this seat are formed three holes, at S, to admit air

into the interior of the bed ; on the top of the seat P is fitted the valve

M, so as to swing up and down by means of the leather N on its under
side, and which constitutes the hinge for it to swing on ; and to make
the valve air-tight, it is screwed to the seat P by the screws 0. The
upper or raised position of this valve is shone by lines, as when admit-
ting air.

Claim.—The valve M and bed, so constructed and relatively ar-

ranged in connexion with each other that the induction and expulsion
of air through the bed to ventilate it, results from the movement of

the bed caused by its use, essentially in the manner fully set forth.

No. 17,527.

—

Edward P. Thompson, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment in Mop Head.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventor says: I do not claim a mop-holder or clamp, having
a movable jaw, operated by or secured in place by a screw or a ring

and hook.
But I claim the improved self-acting mop-holder, made substantially

as described, viz: with a spring a and two bent legs or bars b b^, c c^,

applied together, and operating in manner and in combination with a

socket d in the handle A substantially as specified.

No. 17,877.

—

James S. Harris, of East Poultney, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Mop Heads.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—Constructing the wire jaws B B so as to nearly or quite
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enclose oblong spaces, substantially as represented and described/ fo?
the purpose of more effectually embracing and holding the cloth.

Also, the pin D, when used in combination with the jaws B B, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

IsTo. 18,645.

—

Edwaed MmaAY, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Pitchers for Molasses, dec.—Patent dated November 17, 1857.—By
inspection of the engravings, which respectively represent the cover

as open and shut, the manner in which the spout e is raised and low-

ered through the lever-arms i k by the movement of the cover will be
readily understood ; so that, while the liquid is being poured out of the

nose h b, and the cover is opened, the spout is turned down out of the

way, as shown in figure 2 ; while, as soon as the cover is shut, the
spout will be raised, as shown in figure 1, so as to catch the drippings
and convey them to the main body of the pitcher through the nose h h.

Claim.—The means employed to prevent the dripping of liquids in

pitchers for containing liquids, the same consisting of the movable
spout or jaw actuated by the opening or closing of the cover, so as to

raise and lower the said spout or jaw, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,546.

—

Alonzo Hebbard, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Water-Cooling Pitcher.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.—A is the

shell of the pitcher. This shell is made in two parts, as shown by the

dotted line h. Surrounding the earthen or porcelain pitcher C is a
covering of felt D. To protect the upper edges of the felt and pitcher

from the action of the liquids, when being poured in or out of it, a

flange E is soldered to the inside of the neck or shell, which is luted

or cemented down upon and over the edges of the pitcher ; F is the

cover attached to the shell.

The inventor says : I claim the use of the combination of the woolen
cloth or felt covering as an elastic, non-conducting packing for a

porcelain or glazed ware pitcher, with the said porcelain or glazed

ware interior pitcher, and external metallic shell or pitcher, for the

purpose of making a water -cooling pitcher, as set forth.

No. 18,621.

—

Herman N. Dewey, of Berlin Heights, Ohio, assignor

to B. L. Hill & Co., of Berlin Heights, Ohio.

—

Improvement in Quilt-

ing Frames.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—A A represent two
standards, which support the arms and bars to which the quilt is to

be attached ; B B two arms, which are mortised through the centre,

so that the standards A A can pass through them ; G C two bars,

which slip into the spring jaws b in each end of the arms B. To the

arms B and the bars C listing or other suitable substance is tacked,

as seen at C, to sew the quilt to.

The inventor says : I do not claim an adjustable quilting frame as

such.

But T claim the vertically adjustable arms B B, having spring jaws
for adjusting the bars C, as set forth.

No. 17,588.

—

John C. Schooley, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improve-
ment in Refrigerators.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The atmo-
pheric air passes through opening c into the ice chamber A, and
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passes in the direction of arrows into the preserving chamber B, whence
it escapes through passage d.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of an opening to admit
external air into ice, nor do I claim the use of an opening to allow air

to escape after having passed into the preserving chamber.
Neither do I claim the use of a partition between the ice and pre-

serving chamber, with its openings above and below. I do not claim

any of them separately.

But I claim the employment of the double register r and openings
c c?, in combination with the partition g and the openings / m, the

whole arranged and operated substantially in the manner and for the

purposes set forth.

No, 17,980.

—

Jacob Peters, of Hummelstown, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Sausage Gutters.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The meat being
placed in box A, it is fed to the cutters in sashes a 6 by means of

follower z; and as the crank q is operated, a vibrating motion is given
to said sashes by means of rod F, lever h turning on fulcrum x and
rods I m. The sash a, having vertical knife blades, is vibrated in a

vertical direction ; and the sash 6, having horizontal blades, is vibrated

in a horizontal direction ; and these cutters, in conjunction with the
blade d, cut the meat to the required fineness.

Claim.—The employment of the vertical sashes a and 6, the one
arranged within the other^ their knives interlapping and operating in

different directions, for the purpose of sawing and more effectually

preparing the meat, as set forth and described ; it being understood
that I do not claim the main features of the machine, as it is not, in

that respect, new ; nor yet the device merely of giving a sawing mo-
tion to the fixed knives of meat cutters, this also being not new ; but
only the arrangement here specified of two sets of knives working into

each other, with motions in opposite directions.

No. 18, '778.—W. Sniff, of Fultonham, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Sausage Machines.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—This invention

is designed to make sausage direct from the meat and other substances

or materials* used at one operation. It consists in combining a cutting

and stuffing device, whereby said devices may, from one and the same
shaft, be operated simultaneously and conjointly, so that the meat
and other substances which are generally used may, as they are cut

of the proper degree of fineness, be forced into the cases.

The inventor says : I am aware that teeth or knives have been
attached to a rotating drum or cylinder, and stationary knives or

cutters have been used in connexion therewith, and placed within a

suitable box ; I therefore do not claim broadly and separately the

cutting device shown.
Nor do I claim broadly the employment of a plunger working within

a cylinder or trunk for stuffing cases with sausage meat ; for .3uch

devices are in common use, although arranged differently from that

shown and described.

Bjit 1 claim the stuffing device formed of the cylindrical trunk H^
provided with slots h ¥ and the plunger J, attached to the rod K, as
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sliown, when the above parts are arranged relatively with the box By
for the cutting device, so that the within described parts may operate
conjointly, as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,748.

—

John Irwin, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improved Standard
for Seats.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—A represents part of the
seat ; the rest is supported by the rod B, upon which is cut a male
screw which works up and down in the female screw E, the latter

being embraced by a coiled spring D ; the upper end of this spring
bears against a shoulder H, while the lower end of said spring rests

upon the lower collar G, in the socket G. Thus it will be seen that

the standard B and screw E are supported by spring D, while they are

free to play up and down in socket 0, being held steady by the two
collars Gr. The screws adjust the seat to the desired height.

Claim.—The combination of the screw and spring, forming an im-
provement in adjustable and elastic standards for seats, as set forth.

No. 18,713.—0. W. Stow and Augustus Barnes, of Southington,
Conn.

—

Improvement in Candle Snuffers.—Patent dated November 24,
1857.—When the two parts A B are put together, a hollow cavity

h h} is left in the middle, which receives the usual coil spring ; a rivet

passes through the centre of the cavity, and unites the two wings ; the

snuffers are then complete and ready for use. The engravings and
claim further explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The snuffers A B, struck out of sheet metaj, the legs formed
with and constituting a portion of the wing blanks, and the cutter

wing B, bent as set forth^ so as to form a good cutting edge, as

described.

No. 18,513.—Gr. I. Mix, of Wallingford, Conn.

—

Im,provement in

Making Iron Spoons.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—This invention

will be understood by an examination of the claim and engraving.

Claim.—The inventor claims having the rivet or pin which secures

the handle and bowl of the spo6n together formed on the handle at

the same time, and of the same piece of metal, by the same die which
gives form to the handle, whereby an improved article of manufacture
is provided, to wit: an iron spoon, with the rivet forming part and
parcel of the handle, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,517.—BussEL B. Perkins, of Meriden, Conn.

—

Improvement
in Making Iron /^oo^is.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—The principle

of this improvement consists in forming upon that part or edge of the

bowl to which the handle is to be attached a tongue or projection
;

and, when forming the handles, in making in like manner, at the end
where the bowl is joined, a recess fitted to receive this tongue, which,

when applied, is secured by closing the edges upon said tongue by a

drop or die.

The inventor says : I claim, as my improvement in the manu-
facture of spoons, forming the bowl with the tongue a^, and the
eiid of the handle with a cavity fitted to receive said tongue, and then

attaching the same together, substantially in the manner set forth.
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No. 16,350.

—

Benjamin Clark, assignor to E. L. Ferguson and C.

B. Clark, of Oriskany Falls, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Extension TaUes.
—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—The nature of this invention will

be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim the stiffening of hinged joints

by rigid bars or lips ; neither do I claim the use of folding rails for

extension tables.

But I claim the combination of the fixed side pieces H I with the

table leaves F and table legs D, in the manner specified ; the side

pieces H serving the double purpose of holding the table firmly

together when compacted and closed, and also serving, in conjunction

with pieces I, to give stability to the frame, when the same is opened
or extended.

No. 18,636.

—

Henry Gross, of Tifiin, Ohio.

—

Improvement in Ex-
tension Tables —Patent dated November IT, 1857.—In the illustration,

L L are the legs connected by the cross-piece A, and having the frame
B C. The pieces C forming the end of the table when closed. E E
and D D are the two system* of stretchers hinged to the cross-pieces B
and D^—one system at the extremities of said pieces, and the other in

the middle thereof.

Claim.—The combination of the two systems of stretchers E and
D with the stay rods a a, constructing and, operating as and for the

purposes set forth.

No. 18,733.

—

Charles B. Clark, of Mount Pleasant, Iowa.

—

Im-
provement in Extension Tables.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.

—

A A^ represent two strips which form the ends of the extension frame,

and B B^ are the hinged or folding rails which form the sides of the

extension frame, there being two rails at each side. The inner ends
of the rails B B are connected by hinges a a, and the outer ends are

connected to the ends of the strips A A^ by hinges b.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the employment or use

of folding rails applied to extension tables, irrespective of the arrange-

ment shown.
Neither do I claim the employment or use of fixed side pieces, ir-

respective of the peculiar arrangement ; as shown and described, for

said parts have been previously used.

But I claim having the jointed or folding side rails B B^, made of

unequal lengths, and applied to the end pieces A A^, as shown in the

drawings, for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,891.

—

Edwin A. Curlet, of Westfort, Conn.

—

Improvement
in Extension Tables.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—This inven-
tion consists in constructing the slides C C of the table of sheet metal
plate, corrugated and bent so as to form tubes D D, each of which
will be provided externally with a dovetail tongue a on one side, and
an inversely corresponding groove b in the other side, so that the tongue
of one tube will fit in the groove of either of the other tubes, and the

groove of one tube receive the tongue of either of the other tubes
]
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whereby perfectly working slides are obtained, and tbe table rendered
stiff and firm.

Claim.—Constructing tbe slides C D of sheet metal, corrugated and
bent by any proper means, so as to form tubes provided with longi-

tudinal dovetail tongues and grooves, by which the tubes are connected
and allowed to slide longitudinally, as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,042.

—

William B. Farkar and Jonathan H. Farrar, of

Evans's Mills, N. C.

—

Improvement in Self-waiting Tables.—Patent
dated August 25, 1857.—In using this table, two separate cloths d e

are used, the cloth e to cover the disk C, which can be turned by taking
hold of flange Gr and giving it a revolving motion around centre shaft

D, and the cloth d to cover the stationary table B on which the plates

rest.

The inventor says : We make no claims to a table made with a
central revolving part C, as this is common.
But we claim the central revolving disk C, when fitted down into

the circular hole a, constructed with a thin lip F projecting horizon-
tally from the upper portion of its circumference, and with a rib of
ring form projecting from its under side and near its circumference,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,087.

—

James Grebnhalgh, Sr., of Waterford, Mass.—/m-
provement in Tea Kettles, dec.—Patent dated April, 21, 1857.—The
cover C, when fitted within the flange a, will keep the handle B in a

vertical position, and will thus prevent it from becoming heated at

any time ; and if the handle B be moved to either side, the cover C
will be raised, as represented in dotted lines.

The inventor says : I do not claim having a wire pass from the top

of the cover through the handle of the culinary vessel, so that, by
pulling the wire, the cover may be raised without burning the hand.

Neither do I claim a sliding stop arranged on the bail^ and acting

in combination with a peculiar construction of eye for keeping the

bail of a culinary vessel elevated, as in the patent of Thomas H.
Dodge, 1853.

I claim connecting the cover C with the bail or handle B by means
of the bar D passing through a slot h in the bail or handle, substan-

tially as shown, for the purposes specified.

No. 16,752.—E. F. Parker and J. Smead, of Proctorsville, Vt.

—

Improvement in the Manufacture of Tin Pans.—Patent dated March 3,

1857.—Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the manner of forming the lock on
the pan bottom, which is '' struck up,'' and of uniting the lock be-

tween the side and said bottom. Fig. 3 represents the side and
bottom of the pan as it appears before going through the seaming
rolls, shown in fig. 2.

Clai7n.—A milk pan with a struck up bottom^ and united to the

side in the manner and for the purpose described.

No. 18,653.—H. Nichols Wadsworth, of Washington, D. C.

—

Im-

provement in Tooth Brushes.—Patent dated November 17, 1857.—This
invention embraces the following features :
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Ist. The concave form of the surface of the bristles, as represented

from A to B in fig. 1.

2d. The circular form of the surface of the bristles, as represented

from C to D in fig. 2.

3d. The projection of the bristles beyond the end of the brushy as

represented in fig. 2, at letter D, and which projection improves the

brush by being at a still greater acute angle with the back.

The wedged-shaped back, as represented in the engravings, for the

purpose of allowing the brush to penetrate thoroughly under the

muscles of the cheek and around the back or molar teeth.

The inventor says : I claim a tooth brush having all the described

features, combined and arranged as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,630.

—

Francis Colton, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in India Euhher Springs for Upholstering Purposes.—Patent dated No-
vember 17, 1857.—In applying this invention to a sofa or chair, the

form as shown in fig. 4 is employed, which is simply a joining to-

gether of several of the single springs, as shown in the illustrations,

by joining pieces e e e. It is secured to the webbing or cross-pieces

which support it by cords z z z.

The number of springs to be employed in a bed may be four or more.
A single spring, like that shown at ^g. 4, is sufficient for a chair bot-

tom and in the upholstery of a sofa.

The elastic portion of the spring is represented by the letter 0, and
consists of a ring or cylinder of vulcanized India rubber, which is

made to vary in its weight and dimensions ; to accord with the space it

is to occupy, and to the amount of springing power desired.

The inventor says : I do not claim the discovery of the elastic

property of a ring or cylinder of India rubber, when placed upon its

circumference.

^
But I claim the form and combination of a vulcanized India rubber

ring with the steadying post, together with the application of the
same, in the manner and for the purposes specified.

No. 18,929.

—

William Eobinson, of Highgate, Vermont.

—

Improve-
ment in Vegetable Cutters.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—The in-

ventor thus describes the construction of his invention : On a suitable

frame a a two cylinders b are situated. I projects from its periphery
hook-formed teeth, which come to a flat sharp edge at their outer

points
; the hooks on the two cylinders turn towards each other, in the

direction of the revolution, on one cylinder axis ; there is a spur wheel
c that gears into a pinion on the axis of the other cylinder outside of

the frame, so that one cylinder turns three, morcvor less, times to the

other's once. The result of this is, that any proper article thrown
into the hopper d that surrounds the cylinders will be seized and
drawn gradually in by the action of one cylinder, while the other is

tearing pieces ofP from it, till the whole is reduced to its proper state

for feeding to cattle or other animals.
Claim.—The employment of hooked cutters running at difierent

velocities on parallel cylinders, the whole being arranged and com-
bined in the manner and for the purposes set forth.
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Ko. 16,667.—H. A. Willard, of Westminster, Yermont.

—

Im-
provement in Macliinesfor Cutting Vegetables.—Patent dated February

17, 1857.

Claim.—The cutter B, in combination with, the metallic cutter-plate

A, together with the particular arrangement of the cutters upon the

cutter-plate, in such a manner that several are acting upon the vegeta-

ble at the same time, and that as soon as one has commenced another
immediately follows; so that while a portion are leaving the vegetable

and holding it firmly to the plate, others are commencing, preventing,

by this arrangement the vegetable from rolling or dodging, and keep-

ing it continually in contact with the knives, thereby cutting with
greater rapidity, with less power, and leaving the cut vegetable in a

more desirable shape for mastication, than any machine now in use.

No. 18,965.

—

William M. G-alusha and Benjamin W. Saffoed, of

Arlington, Yt.

—

Improved Washboard.—Patent dated December 29,

1857.—A represents the frame of a washboard, which may be con-

structed in the usual way, viz : two side pieces or strips a a, connected
by cross-bars b b. B is the corrugated portion of the board ; this is

formed of sheet metal corrugated. The form of the corrugations is

oblong, the ends e and sides /being inclined, and the edges g some-
what rounded. The part B has its edges fitted in grooves A, formed
in the inner of the strips a a and cross-bars b b, and is thereby se-

cured to frame A.
The inventors say: We do not claim broadly the employment or

use of a corrugated sheet metal plate for the rubbing surface of a

washboard for they have been previously used.

But we claim corrugating the sheet metal plate in the form specifi-

cally as shown and described for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,483.

—

Joel Wisner, of Aurora, N. Y.

—

Improved Washing
Machine.—Paxent dated October 20, 1857.—The inventor thus de-

scribes the construction of this machine : I construct my knuckle
rubber collar washing machine in the tub form, with fluted sections

in the bottom; short rock shaft and fluted rim around the side of the

tub, as shown in fig. 2, letter B; the upper dish or knuckle, with
fluted sections and quarter moon fluted piece, as shown in fig. 3, letter

C; fluted knuckle edge, letter D, shown in engravings; clamp in the
form of a quarter moon, with spiral springs E.
The inventor says : I claim the use of the fluted rim B on the inside

of the tub, the quarter moon knuckle edge rubber and D, the ser-

rated clamp E with springs, arranged and operating in the manner
and for the purposes set forth, made of metal or wood.

No. 18,489,

—

Smith Skinner, of Lowell, Mass., assignor to William
Howard Skinner, of Lawrence, Mass., and Jacob Nichols, Jr., of

Lowell, aforesaid.

—

Improved Washing Machine.—Patent dated Octo-

ber 20, 1857.—The nature of this invention consists in a washboard
so constructed that the tipping elliptical slats in the board have a
movement, or tip back and forth on pivots in the centre of their ends,

so that by the movement and pressure of the clothes upon them they
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will tip ; tlie clothes being first pressed against their flat surfaces, and
then byfa continuous movement being broken or crimped down over the

sharp edges of the slats, so as to effectually wash them ; and the same
effect is imparted to the clothes, whether they are moved in either di-

rection on the board.

This invention consists, further, in a rubber so constructed with
serrated sections passing down and independently of each other, and
to swing or move above the washboard, as to bring the serrated sur-

faces in contact with any portion of the clothes.

Claim.—The inventor claims the washboard constructed of a
number of elliptical slats, or their equivalents, arranged in such a
manner that they may tip back and forth, as the clothes H are pressed

and moved on them, sufficiently to present their flat instead of their

sharp surfaces to the clothes, and be prevented from tipping too far

by wire rods Gr, which pass through holes c (of a larger size than the

rods) formed through each of the slats, essentially in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

Aalso the serrated sections T, or their equivalents, in the rubber,

so constructed and arranged, in combination with the washboard G,

that they can be swung back and forth to rub and wash the clothes,

essentially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,518.

—

Thomas J. Peice, of Industry, 111,

—

Improved Wash-
ing Macliine.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—This invention con-

sists in having two frames—one stationary and the other adjustable

—

placed or fitted within a suitable tub or box, and provided with hori-

zontal vibrating slats, arranged and operated so that the clothes are

subjected to the necessary rubbing, in order to thoroughly cleanse

them.
Claim.—The stationary frame B and adjustable frame D, placed

wkhin the box A, and provided with vibrating slats a i, operated

substantially as shown for the purpose specified.

No. 18,642.

—

Abraham Huffer, of Hagerstown, Md.

—

Improved
Washing Machine.—Patent dated November 17^ 1857.—The engraving
and claim show the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The combination of the shallow concave, formed of rollers

D D and feeding boards E E, with the ribbed cylinder A B, for the

purpose of making the washing machine self-feeding and self-clearing,

so as to pass the clothes alternately into the water and the air,

thus bleaching as well as cleansing them, and keeping the clothes in

the upper strata of water away from the dirt, which is precipitated to

the bottom of the tub.

No. 18,633.

—

Alexander Dickson, of Hillsboro', N. H.

—

Improved
Washing Machine.—Patent dated November 17, 1^57.—In this im-
provement two riiibbers, Q and M, act simultaneously^ and between
them the clothes to be washed are placed ; they act in connexion with
two pumps D D, one at each end, which force the water through the
texture of the clothes, and wash the dirt away as fast as it is loosened.

The inventor says : I do not claim any of the parts, when viewed in
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the abstract ; for tliey are well known devices, and have been used
separately for similar and analogous purposes.

But I claim the combination of the oscillating rubber, stationary

bed, and the pumps, arranged to operate conjointly, as and for the

purpose set forth.

No. 18,695.

—

John D. Jenkins, of Jacksonville, 111.

—

Improved
Washing Machine.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—The nature of

this invention consists in a horizontal frame, hinged at one end to the
rear of the tub, and resting pendulously on a bed of revolving rollers,

and overhung by an adjusting spring bracket, and carrying a series

of vertical rubbers or beaters and squeezers, which are pivoted at the

centre of their height to said frame, and at their upper end to vibrat-

ing connecting rods of a crank shaft, in such a manner that they each
have a circular oscillating motion.

Claim.—The arranging in the manner described, and relatively to

each other for united use, of the rubber frame J, rubbers L L, roller

B^, connecting rods M, crank shaft K, overhanging spring bracket e,

roller bed B B, and variable discharge roller B^, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,720.

—

Thomas A. Dugdale, of Kichmond, Ind., assignor to

Himself and GtEORGE Taylor, of Kichmond, Ind.

—

Improved Washing
Machine.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—In the engraving, F is

a false bottom or lower rubbing disk, which floats in the water in the

tub by means of four cords ////, two only of which are shown in

the engraving.
There are four holes in the disk F, situated as shown in fig. 3

;

there are also four holes in the tub bottom exactly corresponding with
those in disk F. They are marked 1 2 3 4 in both the disk and tub

bottom. Thus a cord passes from 1 in the disk to 2 in the tub, and
from 2 in the disk to 1 in the tub. The cords are also similarly passed

from 3 to 4, and from 4 to 3.

This arrangement allows the disk F to adjust itself readily to the

clothes between it and disk E^, thereby securing a uniform pressure,

whether the bulk of clothes be large or small.

The inventor says : I am aware that vibrating tubs, with stationary

lids or disks, are now in use ; such parts, therefore, of themselves, I

do not claim.

But I claim the combination of the floating disk F, cords////,
and vibrating tub C, with the stationary disk E, substantially in the

manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,721.

—

David Elliot, of Pembroke, N. H., assignor to Him-
self and Isaac White, of Merrimack county, N. H.

—

Improved Wash-
ing Machine.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—The claim and
engravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—A tub or vat, with corrugated parallel sides and a semi-

circular or curved bottom, in combination with semi-circular rubbers,

corrugated on their sides, and arranged to traverse on the axle or on a

traversing axle, provided with a spring to draw the rubbers one
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towards the other, and both towards one side of the vat, In the manner
described, for the purpose of washing and squeezing clothes.

No. 18,889.

—

Henry L. Bridwell, of New Albany, Ind.

—

Improved
Washing Machine,—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—A is a corru-

gated cylinder made and attached to the machine. B is a single

knuckle secured to the pieces marked D ; e e are rollers, also attached

to pieces D. CO are rods, four in number, two on each side of the

machine ; said rods stand in a vertical position, and are secured to the

pieces D, while the other ends operate against nutc; c c are nuts

passing over a screw on the upper ends of rods C 0, and serve to

elevate or lower the pieces D, and consequently the knuckle B and
rollers e e. E is the frame of the machine, and h is the handle attached

to the corrugated roller.

Claim.—The combination of the corrugated cylinder A with the

single oscillating, self-adjusting knuckle B, when arranged in the

manner set forth and for the purpose described.

No. 18,898.

—

George Hall and John Fordyce, of Morgantown,
Va.

—

Improved WashingMachine.—Patent dated December 22, 1857,

—

The object of this invention is to cause the clothes to turn over and
change positions at each operation of rubber K.
The claim and engravings explain the nature of the improvement.
The inventors say : We are aware that aprons have been used for

carrying up the clothes to the washing apparatus, and that clothes

have been washed between aprons. These we do not claim.

But we claim, in combination with the rubber K, the apron h
attached to the spring N at one of its ends, and to said rubber by its

other end, and passing underneath the roller m for the purpose of

turning the clothes over and over at each operation of the rubber, as

set forth.

No. 18,956.

—

Thomas C. Churchman, of Sacramento, Cal.

—

Im-
proved Washing Machine.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—The
nature of my invention consists in the application of the friction and
pressure necessary in washing clothes by means of a washboard, com-
bining a horizontal and perpendicular motion produced by the turning
of a crank A with a fly-wheel and the running wheels G- of a curved
track F, whereby the labor is easily performed.

Claim.—The construction of a washing machine combining a hori-

zontal and perpendicular motion produced on the washboards D and
E, by the turning of the crank and shaft A, and the running of the
wheels G G in curved tracks F, as represented and described.

No. 16,567.

—

Amos Jacobs, deceased, Lydia Jacobs, administratrix,

of Ithaca_, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Washing Machines.—Patent dated
February 3, 1857.—M Q are standards fastened to cover Z, and support
an oscillating engine. The action of the dasher Y on the piston rod

H against the clothes will cause the tub Y to revolve upon its axis T.

Claim.—The combination of an oblique beater or dasher Y with a

tub Y, constructed substantially as described, in such a manner that
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the stroke of tlie dasher or beater causes the tub or vessel to revolve

for the purposes of washing, cleaning, stamping, and rinsing clothes.

No. 16,715.

—

Richard Collins, of Chicopee, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Washing Machines.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The soap is con-
tained in the cavities M, each provided with a cover and a passage
p. leading downwards to the,clothes. Each of the passages P is pro-

vided with a stop-cock R, which may be opened or closed more or less.

Claim —Combining with and arranging in the vibratory dasher B,
as described, one or more soap receptacles or chambers M, each pro-

vided with an aperture of discharge and a stop-cock or faucet, or the

equivalent therefor, disposed substantially in manner and so as to

operate as specified.

No. 16,751.

—

Louis C. Rodier, of Detroit, Mich.

—

Improvement in

Washing-Machines.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.
The inventor says : I do not claim a washing machine having a

flexible apron or jacket suspended upon springs and partly enclosing

a revolving cylinder armed with ordinary flutes.

But I claim the revolving cylinder K, composed alternately of

flanges J and spaces opposite said flanges, in combination with the

jacket G, arranged and operating substantially in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

No. 17;030.

—

Thomas A. Dugdalb, of Richmond, Ind.

—

Improve-
ment in Washing Machines.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The
clothes to be washed are placed between the rubber C and wa^^hboards

D; and as the rubber is worked by means of handle I, the washboards
B are moved apart on the rollers D, the lower rollers gliding on ways
a, while the upper rollers bear against the cords 111, the washboards
eventually coming in contact with the rollers F on the vibrating

frames F. The cords E, which are attached at one end to the frame
of the machine, and at the other to knobs H, pass through the

stationary plates G ; and by turning knobs H, the cords E can be
tightened, and the knobs H can be secured in any desired position by
inserting pin m in corresponding holes in plate Gr.

Claim.—Combining the vibrating frames and rollers F F F F, the

plate Gr^ the knob H, and pin m, with the washboards B and rollers

D, substantially as described.

No. 17,113.

—

Joseph F. Pond, of Cleveland, Ohio, and Charles L.

Pond, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Washing 31achines.—Patent
dated April 21, 1857.—The clothes to be washed are placed upon the

apron h, and, passing between the fluted rollers ah c, they are sub-

jected to the action of said rollers. When it is desired to stop tha

motion of the rollers a h, the rod p is raised until its projection s rests

on the plate q ; by this motion the arms n of rod m are brought within

the concavities of rollers a h, and thus arrest their motion.

The inventors say : We make no claim to the rollers and apron.

But we claim the combination of the vibrating stop piece and its

rod p with the screwing plate q, and the spring bearings of the rollers,
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when said parts are used in connexion with fluted rollers, arranged

and operating as described.

No. 17,166.—JosiAH Mayes, of Cohoes, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Washing 3fachines.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engrav-

ing.

The inventor says : I do not claim the beaded strips d g, irrespect-

ive of their peculiar position and arrangement, as shown, for they

have been previously used. Neither do I claim a rotating reciproca-

ting rubber placed within a tub, for they are well known and in com-
mon use.

But I claim attaching the beaded strips d g to the bottom E of

the tub B and the face of the rubber C, substantially as shown and
described, for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,180.

—

Henry D. Youry, of Junius, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Washing Machines.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—The clothes to be
washed are first put into box 1 to soak, and, when ready for washing,
they are laid on the apron 6, in front of the rubber 5; and the apron
having but a slow motion, while the rubber 5 has a quick motion,
the pieces of clothes in passing on under the rubber are sufficiently

washed ; thence they pass on to the box 14, formed by the movable
lid 15, which, while the washing process is performed, is turned back
against the end of box 1, leaving a space between it and the roller

sufficient for the clothes to drop into the water and be wet, and then
again passed on to the apron 6 and under the rubber, until sufficiently

clean ; the lid is then dropped forward, thus forming a box for the
reception of the clothes after being washed.

Claim.—The mode of operating the apron 6 to give its surface a
slower motion than the surface of the rubber 5, in combination with
the shaft 8 and apron 6, the side plate, and hook 13, constructed and
operated in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,377.

—

Abraham Huffer, of Hagerstown, Md.

—

Improvement
in Washing Machines.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—By turning
crank J, pulleys I and H are rotated, the latter operating rods G and
levers E F; which arrangement serves the purpose of adjusting the
distance between the cylinder A and the roller concave B.

Claim.—The arrangement of slotted levers E and F, upright G,
springs C and D, connected and operated upon by the pulley taps H
H, pulley I, cord L, shaft K, and crank J, in the manner described,

for the purpose of facilitating the parallel adjustment of concave B, as

set forth.

No. 17,784.

—

Adam Fisher, of Leavenworth city, K. T.

—

Improve-
ment in Washing Machines.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The article

to be washed, when properly soaped, is inserted between the rollers A B,
the operator taking hold of the other end of the garment ; and during,
the process ot washing, the buckets C pour the water down over the^

Vol. ii 26
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garment. The cylinder B, being hung upon springs 6, freely yields

to the different thicknesses of articles.

Claim,—The combination of the bucketed wheel A, constructed as
described, with the plain surfaced rubbing wheel B, the whole con-
structed and arranged substantially as described.

No. 18,041.—HiBAM F. EvERiTT, of Benton, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Washing Machines.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—At the com-
mencement of the downward stroke, the rubber F has the position

shown in full lines ; and as it descends it carries the reel B around its

axis a short distance, causing the lower rollers of the reel to drag the
clothes in the direction of the arrow, while the rubber assumes the
position shown in dotted lines.

The inventor says : I make no claim to any of the parts composing
my machine, when separately considered.

But I claim the combination, as described, of the adjustable reel,

fluted concave, and swinging rubber, constructed, arranged, and oper-

ating substantially as and for the purposes specified.

No. 18,045.

—

William M. Hammond, of Jonesville, Michigan.—7m-
provement in Washing Machines.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.

—

The clothes are pressed down upon the balls A, and are subjected

to a constant rolling pressure by operating follower F by means of

handle H.
The inventor says : I do not claim either the tub or reciprocating

follower to be any part of my invention, since they have been used, as

in Wisner's, and other improvements, (patents) ;
neither do I claim

anything of the nature of floating balls, as the balls in my improve-

nient practically do not float, and should be made of some heavy
material ; nor do I claim anything like rollers, conical or otherwise,

requiring pivots upon which to turn, for the reason that the balls are

a marked improvement, having no pivots either to rust, or wear out,

or to injure the clothes.

But I claim the bed formed of loose weighted balls covering the tub

bottom, in combination with the cellular disk rubber, arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,050.—JusnN Loomis, of De Ruyter, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Washing Machines.—Tateni dated August 25, 1857.—The rubber R
can be withdrawn from the tub by swinging it, together with tube P
and braces 6, on its hinged joint a. When in operation, the tube P
is held in place by means of braces B.

Claira.—Ihe tubular guide piece P, forked brace h b, joint a, swivel

pin d, and socket e, in combination with braces B B and the rubber

shaft S, constructed, arranged, and operating substantially as and for

the purposes specified.

No. 18,062.—Isaac A. Sergeant, of Springfield, Ohio.

—

Improve-

ment in Washing Machines.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.,—The tub

B is supplied with tke requisite quantity of suds, and the clothes are

placed on the bottom of the secondary tub E, the frames I I' being
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previously thrown back, as represented in dotted lines in figure 1,

The frames I I^ are then thrown forward, and the end of frame H is

depressed by the foot of the operator, and the secondary tub E is

thereby raised, and the clothes are subjected to the pressure of the

rollers in the frames I I^ The shaft K is then rotated by turning

crank L, and the tub E will be rotated in consequence of the pressure

of roller M upon the clothes.

Claim.—1st. The employment within a water-tight tub B of an ad-

justable, rotating, perforated platform or secondary tub E, in the

manner substantially as described.

2d. Providing the outer end of roller M with a shoulder ri^, of

larger diameter than the body of the roller, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

No. 18, 06*7.

—

Abram Wood, of Camden, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Washing Machines.—Patent dated August 25^ 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

graving.

Claim.—The hinging of the board F at G G, so that the disk

and its shaft may be conveniently raised out of the tub and thrown
back while the clothes are handled, and again conveniently let down
by the operation ; and by which arrangement the whole machine, in-

cluding the bench A, may be lifted and moved from place to place,

as described, the whole being arranged and combined substantially

in the manner set forth.

No. 18,168.

—

Philip N. Woliston, of Springfield, Ohio.

—

Improve-
ment in Washing Machines.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—In
this washing machine the coarser clothes may be placed under the

rubber B, and the finer clothes between the rubbers E B ; the coarser

clothes are thus subjected to a greater pressure than the finer ones,

and both may be washed at the same operation.

The inventor says : I do not claim the tub A, provided with a
rotating, reciprocating rubber disk ; for this is a well known device,

and has been previously used.

Neither do I claim any particular form of cleats or rubbers I on
the rubber disks.

But I claim the auxiliary rubber disk E, in combination with disk

B, provided with cleats or rubbers I on both sides, and the cleats I

on the bottom of the tub A, the whole being arranged for the pur-
poses set forth.

No. 18,407.

—

Benjamin H. Pearson and Daniel B. Neal, of Mount
Gilead^ Ohio.

—

Improvement in Washing Machi7ies.—Patent dated
October 13, 1857.—The inventors, in describing the operation of their

impro^^ed machine, say : In the operation ot this machine, the cross

piece c being detached from the lever D, we raise cross piece E, to

•which are attached the levers C O'^ and B IV, shaft G^ and the upper
head A ; this being done, we proceed to place the clothes to be washed
between the two heads, A A^ ; we then replace the cross piece E,
attach the lever D, and proceed to operate it backward and forward.
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The inventors say : We do not claim any of the members of this

machine to be new, for they may all be found in every-day use ; but

we are not aware that the peculiar arrangement and operation of the

devices which we have employed in our invention have ever before

been used in this connexion and for this purpose.

We claim the heads or disks A A^, in combination with the adjust-

able cross piece F, constructed and operating in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

No. 18,'7'73.

—

Charles C. Schmitt, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-

ment in JVork-Boxes.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The claim

and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—I do not claim^ separately or apart from the general con-

struction of the box or escritoir, any of the parts described.

But I daim a work-box and escritoir constructed as described, viz :

the hinged or folding front side n, provided with the flap p, the re-

cesses in the top to receive the writing and sewing implements, the

secret drawers z z and a, concealed by the sliding plate or bottom t

;

the whole being arranged or disposed as shown and described, for the

purpose of forming a combined work-box and escritoir.

XVIII.-AKTS POLITE, FINE, ETC

No. 17,473.

—

Christopher D. Seropyan, of New York, N. Y.,
assignor to William Cousland, of New York, N. Y., and John
D. Bald, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement to Prevent Counterfeiting

Bank Notes, &c,—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—This invention con-

sists in printing bank notes on colored paper, with an ink which is

equally or more fugitive than the tint of the paper, so that in destroy-

ing the tint of the paper, the letters thereon shall be equally de-

stroyed ; and, as the color of the bank note cannot be produced by the

photographic process, it follows that bank notes which are printed
with such fugitive ink cannot be counterfeited.

Claim.—The application of at least two colors to the manufacture
of bank notes, drafts, and all other papers representing value, both of

which will equally or nearly so absorb the chemical rays of light, or

neither of which will transmit or reflect such rays, and leave the

color or the tint of the paper less fugitive than the color of the other

parts.

No. 16,829.—E. F. French, of Franklin, Yt.—Bill-Holder.—Fext-

ent dated March 17, 1857.—This invention consists in having a series

of pockets placed between two stiff lids or covers, the pockets and lids

being placed upon a rod or axis which passes through their lower
ends. The pockets and lids are connected at their lower ends and at

one side by a cord, which determines the length of the movement of
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the several pockets upon their axes ; the whole heing so arranged that

when the device is closed, the bills will be retained in a portable case

;

and when the device is opened, the pockets will be spread out side by
side, and the endorsements on the upper or outer ends of the bills

fully exposed, so that any particular one may be instantly seen.

Claim.—The pockets B, placed between the two lids or covers A A,
the pockets and lids being connected by a cord &, and having a rod

or axis C passing through them at one end, substantially as shown
and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,477.

—

Reuben Gr. Allerton, of New York, N .Y.

—

Blotter.—
Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be un-
derstood by reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim,—A blotter, constructed substantially as described, having a
convex surface containing the blotting material, with a handle in the

opposite side, so as not to revolve, but to be used by a single rocking

motion.

No. 17,299.

—

Archibald H. Rowand, of Alleghany, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Binding Books.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

Claim.—The combination of the rollers a in the groove or book
carriage h, as applied to books to aid in moving them in their racks in

a vertical position.

I further claim the application of the spring, as above described, and
used in compressing the extremities of the arch of the head band D,
and thereby causing said head band to maintain a circular or arch-

like form, by means of which the leaves of a folio or book are kept from
drooping or sagging when the book is in a vertical position ; this

spring I use according to convenience or choice, either applied on the

outside of the outer back or next to the head band, or enclosed between
the outer and inner backs.

No. 17,149.

—

George Hodgkinson and Theodore F. Randolph, of

Cincinnati, 0.

—

Machinefor Cutting Indexes to Blank Books,—Patent
dated April 28, 1857.— represents one end of the book with one
cover under the platform H, the other cover is raised with all the
leaves intended to be used for the letter z. The edge of the book
being placed against the gauge L, the right hand end of the book
corresponding with the mark on scale T, the knife D is brought down
by pressure upon a treadle ; the spring J then raises the cutter D,
and the operator raises the number of leaves for the next letter

above z; and upon the book being adjusted against scale T, the opera-
tion of cutting is repeated.

The inventors say : We do not claim any of the devices separately.

But we claim the arrangement of the machine described, for the pur-
pose set forth.

No. 18,935.

—

Frederick Suter, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Machine for
Turning the Leaves of Books,—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—This
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invention consists of a box A containing tlie mechanism, to whicli a
standard B is attached to support the music book. On the top of this

standard a sliding piece C is fixed, capable of being regulated to suit

the height of the music, and provided with a spring catch n to hold the
upper end of the music book. The lower end is held fast by the pin

to the slide m, and acted upon by a spring. This slide m is pulled

back, while the book is placed against the stand by means of the pro-

jection W passing through the top plate D. The engravings and
claim further explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I daim^ first, the arrangement of the lever H
with the described mechanism operating in the manner specified, for

the purpose of taking hold of the music leaf, turning the same over,

and afterwards letting said leaf loose again and dropping down so as

to pass under the same, in the manner substantially as described.

Second. I claim the fingers 3 and 4, operating in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

No. 17,480.

—

Theodore Bbrgner, of Philadelphia, Pa.-

—

Machine
for bounding and Backing Books.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The
book to be backed is placed between the clamps F, with its face down-
ward and resting on block ?, as represented in figure 3, and subjected to

a moderate pressure by means of hand wheel L. By turning hand
wheels P, pinions q and segments M are operated, the latter drawing
downward clamps F. By an additional turn of hand wheel I, the book
is compressed tighter between the clamps F ; whereupon the sliding

table D is pushed in the position represented in figure 2, and the

centre of the book held vertically with the centre of motion of the

swing frame Z by throwing in catch i^. A vibration of the swing
frame Z and the consequent pressure of roller B^ over the whole sur-

face of the back will perform the backing. This being done, the swing
frame is allowed to rest against the stops A^, while at the same time
the catch i^ is disengaged by the pressure of the foot on the plate m^
of lever ff, when the spiral springs G^ will pull the sliding table D,
fig. 2, to the left, thus allowing a ready removal of the finished book.

The inventor says : I am aware that a roller and swing frame are

employed in the backing machine of John A. Elder, patented July
26, 1853. I therefore do not claim these parts.

But I claim, first, giving a sliding motion to the clamps F F by
means of segments M M and pinions q g, or any equivalents to

the same, substantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

Second. The sliding table D, plate E E^, and clamps F F^, in com-
bination with the swing frame Z and roller B^, the whole being con-

structed and operating substantially in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

Third. The employment, in combination with the sliding clamps, of

adjustable blocks I, substantially in the manner and for the purpose

described.

No. 18,245.

—

Isaac Herrmann, of New York, N. Y.

—

Safety Clasp

for Bracelets^ &c.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—In using this

invention, when the clasp is closed and it is required to be opened, the
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ornamental cap piece K is pressed upon ; this brings down tlie in-

clined plane surface F against the inclined plane surface G-, and throws

the rod L on one side^ as shown in the figure, and releases the catches

E E ; on releasing the pressutCj the catches are thrown back bj the

spiral springs*

The inrentot says : I claim the application of the two inclined plane
surfaces F and G, and the plate B attached to the rod L, for the pur-

pose set forth, to secure more safely clasps on bracelets, and for other

purposes.

And I also claim th0 combination of the steadying plate B with the

parts above mentioned, which plate prevents the catches E E from turn-

ing aside ; the whole is in combination—that is, plate B and inclined

planes F Gr on rod L, as set forth.

No. 16,808.

—

James M. Eoss, of Springfield, Mass.—Guard for
Breast Fins.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.

Claim,—The additional guard g h h, sls applied in the manner and
for the purposes substantially as set forth.

No. 17,881.

—

Charles Ferdinand Kolb, of Philadelphiaj Pa.

—

Mode of Fastening Breast Fins.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—In
closing this pin, the pin A is withdrawn within the tube B, the pin

sliding in the longitudinal groove of the tube B ; when the pin A
has been withdrawn to its fullest extent, the point of pin A can be
inserted into catch D through slot a, and the pin A is then drawn
forward, and pin C is turned into the transverse groove of the tube B,
thereby securing the point of pin A permanently in catch D.

Claim.—The improvement as specified.

No. 17,800.

—

John F. Mascher, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Spiral Catch

for Breast Fins.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—Constructing breast pins, brooches, the other ornamental
fastenings for dress, &o, , with a spiral catch, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

No. 17,647.

—

Charles Thurber, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Caligraphs.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—A line of letters at 0^

E^ is transferred in a reduced scale to a paper on tablet F by means
of the pantograph N^ S D ; when one line has been written, the rod W,
in retracing, moves lever J on its pivot A^, turning the ratchet wheel
Gr one notch, which causes the tablet F to be shifted the space of a
line, when the next line can be written, as described.

The inventor says : I do not wish to be understood as making claim
broadly to the combination of two pens or markers by levers of equal
length and jointed rods, and these features, combined with a table or

desk by universal joints; as such combination has long been known and
used in an instrument termed polygraph, for writing two exact copies

simultaneously, and has been entirely superseded by the copying press

for taking impression copies, and the mode of operation resulting from
the said combination is substantially different from my invention, and
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could not produce tlie result for which my said invention was designed.

Nor do I wish to be understood as making claim to the combination
of a stylus or tracer with a pen or marker by levers of different lengths
connected by jointed rods, as such a combination has long been known
and employed as a pantograph for copying drawings, so as to repro-

duce them on an enlarged or reduced scale, and could not alone achieve

the purpose for which my invention is designed.

But 1 claim combining a stylus or tracer with a pen or marker, by
means of levers of different lengths connected by jointed rods, substan-

tially as described, so that the pen or marker may follow accurately, but
on a reduced scale, all the movements imparted to the stylus or tracer

;

in combination with the connexion of this mechanism with a desk or

table, by means of an universal joint, substantially as described, to

give freedom of motion in all directions to the stylus or tracer and to

the pen or marker, whereby a person can write the usual sized charac-

ters by tracing characters of a large size, as set forth.

I also claim the stylus or tracer and the pen or marker, combined,
substantially as described, with the apparatus, or its equivalent, for

shifting the paper ; whereby the paper is shifted to the distance equal
to the space between two lines, by carrying back the stylus or tracer

preparatory to tracing another line, substantially as set forth.

No. 16,700.

—

David A. Woodward, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Solar Ca-
mera,—Patent dated February 24, 1851.—Fig. 1 represents a section

of the instrument; fig. 2 represents it when used as a camera obscura;

and fig. 3 when used as a camera lucida.

The inventor says : I do not claim the photographing camera ob-

scura, or the solar reflector and lens, or any part thereof, of themselves.

But I claim adapting to the camera obscura a lens and reflector in

rear of the object glass, in such manner that it is made to answer the

two-fold purpose of a camera obscura and camera lucida, substantially

as and for the purposes specified.

No. 16,600.

—

John F. Mascher, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Process for
Ornamenting Daguerreotype Cases, &g.—Patent dated February 10,

1857.—The compound referred to in the claim consists of one fluid

ounce of water, six grains of bichromate of potash, and fifty grains of

gelatine.

Claim.—The process of ornamenting daguerreotype cases or other

articles in imitation of tortoise shell, wood, or marble, or other sub-

stances, by first covering the surfaces thereof with stained or colored

paper of suitable character, or staining or coloring the surfaces them-
selves in a suitable manner, and afterwards coating them with gela-

tine and bichromate of potash, in any manner substantially as specified.

No. 18,288.

—

Isaac Lindsley, of Providence, R. I.

—

Improvement in

Setting Diamonds, dc.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—In this

improvement no difference is made in the construction of the blank: or

piece A, which is to constitute the setting, except to raise points or

studs i i at suitable parts of the veins a a, as shown in figures 5 and
6, the former of which figures is apian, and the latter a section. The
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production of those pins or studs involves no change in the construc-

tion of the die by which the plate A is formed, but the drilling of

small holes therein at the places where the points or studs i i are

required. The blank A thus formed with points is drilled or cut

out between the veins, and then bent or pressed into the proper form
to receive the stones, in the same manner as the blank first described

;

but the stones on being put into their places are not put so deeply into

or between the veins, which are merely required to support them at

the back; they are then secured in their places by spreading the points

with suitable punches to make them lap over the stones in suitable

places ; thus, with this improvement in setting, the stones are only
covered here and there.

The inventor says : I do not claim, generally, the setting of stones

in or between points.

But I claim the raising of points or studs i i on the veins of the

blank by the same punching operation which forms the blank, thereby
producing a superior setting, which gives a greater brilliancy to the

stones, at a cost of labor not greater than that of the setting commonly
used in cheap jewelry.

No. 18,198.

—

George G-illett, of Little York, N. Y.—Improvement
in Painters' Easels.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—This easel

can be turned vertically on standard A ; it can further be turned on
point a in the plane of circle C, and set to any desired angle by pass-

ing catch F into one of the notches of circle 0. It can further be
turned on the hinges H, and can be secured to any desired position by
inserting catch G into one of the notches of arc D.

Claim.—The combination of the three motions obtained by the two
semi-circles and the rotary motion of the standard, together with the

latches and notches in the semi-circles to retain the position^ and also

as an application to the easel or painting-stand.

No. 17,741.

—

Albert H. Jocelyn, of New York, N. Y.

—

Method of
Backing Electrotype Plates.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—The nature
of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and
engravings.

Claim.—Backing shells for printing, embossing, and like purposes,

by pressing type or other suitable metal down upon the shell while in

a fluid or plastic state, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose described and shown.

No. 17,290.

—

Robert Muckelt and William Rigby, of Salford,

England.

—

Improvement in Machinesfor Engraving Cylinders.—Patent
dated May 12, 1857.—The original design which is to be transferred

to the cylinder e is placed on the platform h of the machine, and the

pointer z which is attached to the carriage A can be moved over said

design, the carriage A following on the rails B. The arm X of said

carriage operates lever m of the fulcrum n^ which actuates arm t by
means of pin r, causing the block y and arm h, together with instru-

ment for engraving attached thereto, to move in the direction parallel

with the axis of the cylinder e. The carriages C sliding on rails D
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actuate the lever J, which is attached to one of said carriages, which,
by means of stud L, operates lever 0, which imparts motion to the
sliding rails g, thereby partially turning pulleys/ and the cylinder e.

By means of these two motions of the engraving tool h and cylinder e,

any design can be transferred from the platform h to the cylinder e,

and the proportions of said copy can be regulated by adjusting the

studs L and r to their respective positions on levers m and J. The
arm a*, which is pivoted to a slide, can be used for shading the de-

sign with straight lines, the pointer s being guided by it as by a rule.

Claim.—First. The levers m and J, and the parts in combination
therewith, for varying the relative proportion between the original

design and that produced when applied to machinery for engraving
designs on cylindrical or other surfaces.

Second. The ruler or guide plate a, when used in the manner and
for the purposes described.

No. 17,146.—Charles H. FielDj of Providence, R. I.

—

Machine for
Engraving Designs on Watch and Locket Cases, dc.—Patent dated
April 28, 1857.--The block F, with the locket thereon, being placed
in the socket in the centre of the pattern disk C, and power being com-
municated to pulley Q upon shaft H, the plate B descending, the disk
thereon slides beneath the stud J, and in so doing withholds the tool

h from block F until the edge of the pattern at^^ passes the end of
the stud, when, by the action of spring 7, the tool h strikes into work,
the continued motion of which produces a line until the tool is tripped
and withdrawn from contact with the work by the edge at j^ meeting
the stud J. The motion of the plate B, from this point of the stroke
to its completion, is employed to remove stud J from contact with the
disk by the lower edge of the plate coming in contact with screw k on
lever K, which raises the reverse end of the same, and brings the
wheel y thereon in contact with the lower end of arm E ;

at the same
time tappet /^ comes in contact with stud v, which, by means of tappet

/^, draws pawl u back one tooth, when the descending stroke is com-
pleted, and the plate B ascends, and in so doing liberates the tappet b,

causing the wheel D to move one tooth by the reaction of the spring g.

The tappet at the top of the plate also casts off one tooth, and holds

the disk C in this position until the succeeding cut is completed ;
as

the plate B approaches the end of its ascending stroke, and after the

edge of the pattern at J^ has passed beneath the stud J, the chain m
gradually lightens and raises the short arm of lever K, and in m
doing releases the arm E upon the tool post, and allows the tool to

resume its former position.

The inventor says : I do not claim two rosettes or irregular disks

acting upon two studs for the purpose of determining the length of

the line, nor do I claim an eccentric adjusted by the foot of the operator

for this purpose.

But I do daim the variable patatern disk and combination of the
same with the stud J for governing the cutting of the tool.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the tappets P f^ and
the stud V, also tha tappet 6, in connexion with the same, for imparting
and regulating the> motion of the pattern disk.
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Also, the arm E and the lever K_, and the mechanisms attached

thereto, the whole being so combined and arranged as to render the

machine self-operating.

Lastly, the adjustable pitman, as set forth, for imparting the required
motion to the vertical sliding plate B.

No. 16, 5*76.—Theodore Bergnbr, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Machine
for Making Envelopes.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.

The inventor says : I am aware that jets of compressed air have
been used to assist in folding envelopes, as is the case in the machine
of M. Eemond, which is unlike my invention.

I do not claim the folding hinges exclusively, a similar device having
been used heretofore.

I am also aware that atmospheric pressure is claimed for holding
the blank during the operation of folding in Wm. H. Lowe's patent,

April 8, 1856 ; but I c^am .•

First. Griving the sliding rod D a downward movement by means
of link E, lever F, rod G, and cam H, in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Second. Giving a sliding movement to the frame Y by means of

link Xj lever W, rod s, and cam A^; thereby operating, by means of

lifters g^ g^ g^ g^ ) the folding hinges i^ i^ i^ i^, in the manner described.

Third. The compartments rr, in combination with pipes S and
cylinder K, the latter being provided with piston f, which is operated
by cam S on the shaft I, the whole being constructed substantially in

the manner set forth.

Fourth. The stamp P^, working in the swivel-bearing 0^, and
operated by cam Q^, pin r^, rod S^, and cam T^, in the manner and for

the purpose specified.

Fifth. The employment of cam 4, lever 1, rod Z^, arm y^, and spiral

spring 5, to turn swivel-bearing 0' on its axis, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth. Operating the pasting vessels Z^ Z^ by the lever M^, rod ?^^,

and cam N^, substantially as described.

Seventh. Applying the curved arm ff, working in a slot k^j through
the folder P; for removing the finished envelopes to the inclined table

K^, and operating it by arm Q^ and cam arm F^, as shown.

No. 18,857.

—

Horace A. Nathans, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Flexo-
manus.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—A represents the frame
of the machine ; B, five successive cranks ; E E^, pulleys on either end
of the shaft b b, which is revolved by means of cords F F around the

grooved pulleys D D^ and e e^ ; C^ C^ C^ C^ C^ rings attached to the

cranks B by means of a wire ; G- G, thumb screws for attac^xing the

machine to the piano ; J, frame of the piano ; H I, the keys of the piano

;

K K, handles for turning pulleys D D^ ; L, a bar for supporting the
wrist, also for keeping the machine at a proper distance apart, and
serving as a shaft for pulleys D D^ to revolve on ; M, a bar for the pur-
pose of keeping the frame at a proper distance apart ; N N, two pro-
jecting pieces for attaching the machine to the piano.

Claim.—Combination of a series of cranks B B B B B and rings C^
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Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5^ arranged and operating as described j together with the bar
for supporting the wrist.

No. 17,054.

—

John Pfaff, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Flutes.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The nature of this invention
will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.
The inventor says : I do not desire to confine myself to the exact

form of bent tube shown, as the same may be modified and ornamented
in various ways without altering the desired result.

But I claim the main gear wheel &, so that it shall operate as a
barrel head or cover to the barrel, and have the retaining power
applied to it, substantially as set forth.

No. 16,489.

—

Anthony Kuhn, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improvement in

Keyed Harps.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be uaderstood from the claims and the engravings.

Claim,—A sounding board B^ and suspended bridge /, in combina-
tion with a solid bridge ^, arranged at a distance from or beyond the

sounding board, so that the strings extend across an open space be-

tween the sounding board and solid bridge, substantially as described.

Second. I claim extending the strings one-half their length or

more, through an open space beyond the sounding board, substan-

tially as described ; so as to make the instrument produce sounds like

a harp, instead of sounds similar to a piano.

Third. I claim arranging the hammers h above the key board L,

and making them strike the strings towards and opposite to the sound-
ing board, near the suspended bridge, instead of near the solid bridge,

substantially as described.

Fourth. I claim increasing the number of strings in an instrument
having the properties of a harp, substantially as described ; so as to

make the flats and sharps without the pedals used in the old harp, so

as to dispense with the pedals for that purpose.

No. 18,060.

—

Thomas Kobjohn, of New York, N. Y.

—

Inkstand.—
Patent dated August 25, 1857.—By opening the cover d, the thumb
e depresses pin i and the diaphragm a, and the fluid within the ink-

stand is raised in cup h.

Claim.—The arrangement for flexing the elastic diaphragm by so

attaching a mechanism in connexion with a cover for the ink cup
that the opening and closing thereof shall effect the raising or dis-

charge of the ink or other fluid into or from said cup, as described.

No. 17,147.

—

Kingston Goddard, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improve-

ment in Inkstands.—Patent* dated April 28, 1857.—By means of this

invention, a common ink-bottle A can be readily converted into a foun-

tain inkstand, by simply inserting the bent tube B C in the cork I of

said bottle, and by fastening the bottle to a frame D E.

Claim.—The application of the bent tube C to a common ink-bottle,

the whole arranged as described, whereby said common ink-bottle is

converted into an effective and economical fountain inkstand.
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Ko. 17,373.

—

Bennett John Hbywood, of Leicester Square, Mid-
dlesex county, England.

—

Improvement in Inkstands.—Patent dated

May 26, 1857.—By pressing down the India rubber valve e, the fin-

ger which imparts the pressure closes the air passage h, and the air

between the disk e and e* will be compressed and forced through the

opening of valve e*, as represented in Rg. 2, and the compressed air

in the inkstand a forces the ink through tube h into dipping cup d.

By depressing valve e*, without closing aperture h, the atmospheric

pressure within and without the vessel a will become equalized, and
the ink in cup b will return to vessel a.

Claim.—The means set forth of forcing ink into the fountain of

inkstands, by the combined action of the lower valve and the aperture

in the top plate or disk, which acts alternately as a closed and open
valvCj by the application and removal of the finger.

No. 18,277.

—

John T. Folwell, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improve-
ments in Fasteningsfor Jewelry

.

—Patent dated September 29, 1857.

—

Fig. 1 is a view of the sleeve button when closed as it is when on the

sleeve ; A is the ornamental front of the button ; B is a round or oval

post with a slit filed in it to receive the thick end of a tongue for a
joint which works as a hinge, with a rivet passing through the centre

of both ; C is the round post or catch with a notch filed in it to secure

D, which is the tongue that reaches from B at one end to C at the

other ; E is a sheath fitting tightly around C, and is shifted by lever

F, which reaches the edge and is turned over on the front edge, so

that it can be moved by the thumb nail ; F is the lever attached to E
to shift it.

The inventor says : I claim the round post with a notch filed in it

to receive the pin or tongue in, and a sheath fitting tight around the

post and shifted by a lever ; so that when in one position the tongue
can be put into the notch, and when put into the opposite position it

secures the tongue in its place, so that it cannot come out without
shifting the lever, as described.

No. 17,167.

—

Thomas Motley, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Mode of Con-
structing Letters for Signs, dc.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engraving.

Claim.—The new manufacture of frame or skeleton letters described

;

that is, the outline of each letter or numeral is formed of a skeleton

frame, open both front and back, or entirely through, as shown.

No. 17,137.—Charles a. Bloomer, of Wickford, K. l.—Mode of
Constructing Lockets, &c.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—This inven-

tion consists in forming the rim of lockets of one single piece of plate,

by passing it through a series of stamps or dies ; and the engraving
represents the cross sections of a rim as it is formed in succession by such
dies, figure 1 showing the plate before it has been operated upon by
the dies, and figure 4 showing the finished rim.

Claim.—First. The making of locket rims out of single pieces of

metal, instead of two or more, which are everywhere used.
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Second. The making of them out of sheet metal instead of wire.

Third. The making of them substantially in the manner described.

No. 17,755.—D. L. Sprague, of Townsend, Vermont, and Eilet
BuRDiTT, of Brattlehoro', Vermont.

—

Melodeon Attachment.—Patent
dated July 7, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood

hy reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—First. The hammers h of the harp attachment, arranged
between the keys and reeds of the melodeon, and combined, substan-

tially as described, with the inverted jacks e attached to the bottom of

the keys ; whereby the ordinary keys of the melodeon are made to

serve, without any extension, to play the harp attachment.

(Second. The attachment of the string-dampers y of the harp attach-

ment to the melodeon keys in a manner to operate substantially as

described.

Third. The employment of a bar G, extending below the whole of

the hammers, and operating, substantially as described, to move all

the hammers simultaneously to such a position that the jacks are in-

operative upon them.

No. 16,574.—J. C. Briggs, of Woodbury, Conn.

—

Improvement in

Melodeons.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The object of the ex-

pression chamber C is to facilitate the production of a swell without
separating or changing the tone of such swell.

The effect of the exhaustion of chamber C is a tendency to collapse,

so as to cause the valve/ to contract the opening of port c?, and thereby

to reduce the admission of wind, thus giving a soft expression to the

instrument. The above tendency may be made greater or less by in-

creasing or diminishing the force of the spring a, which tends to raise

the board H. This may be done by means of pedal rod g, or otherwise.

The inventor says: I disclaim everything in my device which is

similar to Swan's invention, or to Hamlin's, mentioned.

I do not confine myself to the particular means described of gradu-
ating the force of the spring a, nor to the particular position of the

expression chamber, relatively to the exterior of the wind-reservoir

and pump.
But I claim the expression chamber C, with its valve /, arranged

and operating in the manner and for the purposes substantially as

described.

No. 16,760.

—

Thomas F. Thornton, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Melodeons.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—By means of knob J
the arms h^ with the eccentrics Gr, can be brought into position fig.

1 or ^g. 2, If in position fig. 1, the bar F (which extends across

the instrument, and is connected to the levers E by pins e) is allowed
to descend and bring the levers E within range of the keys C, thus
coupling the two sets of valves to be actuated by one set of keys C.

The ends of the levers E are adjustable upon the push-down pins 6^,

so that both valves may be opened simultaneously by the keys 0.

Claim.—The combination of an extra adjustable lever E with each
of the push-down pins U^ in the manner substantially as described.
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No. 16,786.

—

Riley Burditt and Hatsel P. Green, of Brattleboro',

Vt.

—

Improvement in Melodeons.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.—Ifthe

parts are in the position represented in fig. 2, each of the keys A will

operate the push-down pins a, and also the pins d for sounding the

octave notes ; if in the position of fig. 1, the pins d will he below the

hollow portion/of the keys, and consequently will not operate.

The inventors say : We do not claim to be the first inventors of

musical instruments in which two or more notes in difi'erent octaves

are sounded by pressing a single key, for we are aware that organs,

melodeons, pianos, &c., having such features, have long been known.
The patent of Whipple & Bowe, 1855, is an example in point. In
their instrument, each set of conned ing levers has its own fulcrum
board ; one of said boards is hinged and rendered movable, so that its

set of levers may be thrown into or out of connexion with their corre-

sponding keys by raising or lowering the fulcrum board.

The employment of double fulcrum boards involves increased ex-

pense in construction and want' of compactness. Besides, the end
connexion between the levers and the keys requires to be flexible to

a certain extent; which is expensive, lacks accuracy, is liable to be-

come loose_, cannot be adjusted readily, nor conveniently removed or

applied to the instrument.

But, by our arrangement, the levers are all fulcrumed on one and
the same fulcrum board, which slides, and thus brings the levers into

or out of connexion with the keys. Our plan is simpler, more com-
pact, cheaper, and more easily applied than the invention above de-

scribed. The ends of our levers are united by means of rigid adjusting

screws, by which the levers may be adjusted with the utmost accuracy

and convenience. But we do not claim such adjusting screws, as

they are seen in J. F. Thornton's device, 1857.

Our fulcrum board and levers may also be removed or replaced

readily, without the necessity of putting the end of each individual

lever, one by one, into its loop by hand, as in Whipple & Bowe's
device.

We do not claim the combination of levers with push-down pins

that have shoulders or collars upon them. This is seen in H. N.
Goodman's melodeon, patented 1853.

Neither do we claim any part or feature of the described invention

which is seen in any other analogous instrument ; but, to the best of

our knowledge and belief, it is new to have all the levers fulcrumed
upon a single movable board, as set forth.

We claim having the fulcra of the connecting levers B B located

upon a single movable board 0, substantially as described.

No. 17,501.

—

William Evans, of Lockport, III.

—

Improvement in

Melodeons.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—As the swell G closes up-

wards, the chamber formed between it and the reeds A is enlarged

instead of being diminished, as it is when it closed downwards upon
board G, in the old way ; and it opens with the current of air, instead

of in opposition to it. By this arrangement a greater harmony is

obtained between the lower and higher reeds.

Claim.—The arrangement of the swell to close by a movement up-
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wards or away from the reed tubes a, substantially as specified, in-

stead of downwards or towards the reed tubes in the heretofore usual

manner, for the purposes specified.

And I also claim the stop D, against which the swell closes, at-

tached to the reflecting board B, so as to be removed therewith to

leave the reeds exposed, as described.

No. 18,399.

—

Stanley A. Jewett, of Cleveland^ Ohio.

—

Improve-
ment in Melodeons.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—The nature of

this invention consists in graduating the quantity of space contained

in the air chambers above and below each particular reed upon a
geometrical scale, by which a uniformity of volume of sound is pro-

duced compared with the particular key or reed ; in producing a per-

fect mute, whereby any one of two or more sets of reeds may be used by
one valve ; and in the arrangement of devices whereby the swell valve

is operated by the bellows without the intervention of a pedal, produc-
ing a gradual swell and diminuendo, the same being under the con-

trol of the performer.

The inventor says : I claim, 1st. The production of a perfect mute,
by combining the action of the air passages m N 0, or their equiva-

lents, with the mute valve L, as set forth.

2d. In the formation of a gradually increasing diminuendo, by
means of operating the swell valve T, by the rising and falling of the

bottom board of the bellows, or its equivalent, as specified.

No. 18.676.— E. B. Cakpenter, of Brattleboro', Vermont, and
E. N. Merriam, of East Poultney, Vermont.

—

Improvement in Coup-
lingsfor Melodeons, &g.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—This in-

vention relates to certain mechanism which is employed to combine
the valves with the keys in such a manner that any given tone and
its octave, with the fifth or tenth, or both of these combined, or any
other intervals that may be desired on the same key-board, may be
played at one and the same time by pressing a single key.

The inventors say: We claim, 1st. The employment of a single

series of diagonal levers o o, arranged relatively to and combined with
the keys by blocks L and jacks N N, substantially as described

;

whereby a single lever serves not only to couple a key with another
to which it stands in the relation of octave, but with other keys with
which it stands in difierent relations, as fifths, tenths, &c.

2d. Supporting the diagonal levers upon a fulcrum board that is

arranged between the keys and valves, and applied so as to be capa-

ble of rising towards and falling from the keys, with the whole series

of levers, substantially as set forth.

3d. Combining the jack N N with the uncoupling bars E^ P^, by
means of the elastic connexions r p, operating substantially in the

manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,751.

—

George W. Lane and William N. Manning, of Rock-
port, Mass.

—

Fedal Base for Melodeons, &c.—Patent dated December
1, 1857.—The engravings and claim explain the nature of this

invention.
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Claira.— 1st. The arrangement of the valves, the reeds, and the air

cliamber of the pedal base upon the pedai board, or otherwise in au
equivalent manner, arranging the same behind the pedals, so that the
whole of the pedal base is rendered portable, and can be attached to

any instrument by simply connecting its air chamber by a pipe with
the bellows of the instrument, substantially as described.

2d. The arrangement of the valves, with their lever-like stems,

inclined planes, and springs, substantially as described, for the pur-
pose of combining the valves with the pedals to be operated thereby.

No. 17,196.—Jeremiah CARHART,ofNew York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Swellsfor Melodeons, &g.—Patent dated May 5, 185T.—By pushing
lever i towards or from the front of the instrument, the valve F is moved
to open or close the holes a in the swell E.

Claim,—1st. Providing the swell E with a number of holes, and
fitting the same with a valve or valves F, for the purpose of gradu-
ating the tone of a portion or the whole of the instrument when the
swell is closed, substantially as set forth.

2d. The mechanism for operating the swell valve F, either while
the swell is open or closed, consisting of the upright shaft I, with its

lever i and arm /, and the flexible rod g, arranged in the manner
substantially as set forth.

No.. 18,581.

—

Andre Adolphe Gagbt, of Paris, France.

—

Apparatus
for Holding 3Iusic, do.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—This im-
provement consists of binding hooks, to be placed at the top and bot-

tom of the sheets, and hold-fast or brace applied to the binding hooks
for fixing them in their proper position.

Claim.—The construction and employment of the hooks D and hold-
fasts or braces F, in connexion with the back A; for the purpose of
binding together music, manuscripts, and other loose papers, sub-

stantially as described.

No. 18,284.

—

Amos P. Hughes, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Reed Stops for Mmical Instruments.—Patent dated September 29,
1857.—The nature of this invention consists in forming an air-tight

chamber, or one nearly so, with the swell, or by other means, over or

outside of the reeds when it is desirable to stop them ; and from the

chamber so formed a hole or opening is made (independent of those in

which the reeds are placed) from the inside of this chamber to th@
interior of the. wind chest or bellows^ thereby varying or condensing
the air on both sides of the reeds according to the kind of bellows
used. This improvement is adaptable to either of the forms of general

construction of instruments of that class known as melodeons, sera-

phines, harmoneums, seolians, and all instruments in which reeds are

used.

Claim.—The inventor claims the stopping of reeds by forming an.

air-tight chamber or chambers outside of the reeds with the swell, or

by other means, in combination with the open communication between
the inside of the chamber or chambers and the interior of the wind

Yol. ii 27
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chest or bellows, or any other arrangement substantially the sanae^

and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,995.

—

William Randlb, of Florida, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Strings for Musical Instruments,—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim

and engraving.

Claim.—The application of one or more springs applied to each

string as described, or its equivalent, and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,699.

—

James J. McCormick, of New York, N. Y., and G-eorge

Crossingham, of Croton Falls, N. Y.

—

Improved Painters' Striping

Instrument.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—The object of this in-

vention is to render the painting of stripes, as performed by painters,

a more expeditious and less laborious process than usual. It consists

in the use of a feeding device in connexion with a pen of peculiar con-

struction, and a pump or cylinder and piston. I represents a series

of feeders, which may be formed of flat steel plates E, soldered together

at their inner ends, as shown at f, and suitable spaces g allowed be-

tween them, said plates being slotted transversely with the spaces g,
as shown at li ; or the feeders may be formed from a solid mass of

metal sawed in one direction to form kerfs ^, at suitable distances

apart, and then sawed to form a kerf /i, which will bisect at right

angles the kerfs g^ the kerfs h being sawed from the inner towards
the outer end, and to within a short distance of it.

The inventors say : We do not claim broadly the employment or

use of a cylinder and plunger attached to a pen, for such a device has
been applied to fountain pens and analogous devices.

Neither do we claim separately the pen F, for an equivalent device

is in common use for mechanical drawing.
But we claim the feeders I, in combination with the pen F, cylinder

A, and plunger B, arranged as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,184.

—

Benjamin F. Rice, of Clinton, Mass., assignor to Ben-
jamin R. Smith and Charles H. Morgan, of same place.

—

Improve-
ment in Machines for Making Paper Bags.—Patent dated April 28,

1857.—When the machine is in operation, the roll of paper is wound
around the roller g^^ and passes therefrom between the creasing rollers

n^ 0^, thence under transverse bar p^ upon the long former e. When,
arrived at the guides l^ m^, it is bent around former e so that one edge
of it may overlap the other, the lapping part being extended into a
curved slot^^ made through the lower guide Z^, as represented in fig. 2.

The paster Z^, working in a vat a^, lays a narrow layer of paste upon
the edge of the paper, which is passed between the pressure roller p
and the paster l^. The sheet of paper continuing forward has its lap-

ping edges carried between the feeding rollers o A; ^, by which the

lapped parts of the paper are pressed together. The blade r attached

to arm g now cuts off such a portion of the paper as will correspond to

the length of the bags to be made and, during this operation of cut-

ting, the front end of the paper tube is clasped between the paster s^

and presser r% applying paste to said front end. The rollers m n now
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close the bottom lap down upon the pasted surface, the scraping bars

i^ y2 preventing the bag from winding on either of the rollers m n,,

which thus discharge the bag from the machine.
Claim.—A combination or machine, composed of machinery for

bending a strip of paj)er around a former e, and into a tubular form,

so that one edge may be lapped over the other, as described ; machinery
for pasting such edges, or one of them, and closing or pressing them
together, and machinery for cutting the tube crosswise, as described.

Also, the combination of machinery for bending a strip of paper
around a former e, and into a tubular shape, so that one edge may be
lapped over the other, as described ; machinery for pasting such edges,

or one of them, and pressing them together ; machinery for cutting

the tube slantwise, as specified, w^hile it is on the former or holder ;.

and machinery for pasting or cementing the said tube near its front

end, and bending or lapping the end of the tube on the cemented part,

so as to form the bottom of the bag, and discharge said bag from the-

machine, as specified.

Also, arranging the pitch line of the feeding gear w^ in or about
in the prolongation of the axis of the shaft of its crank, whereby we
obtain intermittent and variable motions of the paper, as described.

Also, arranging and operating the cutting knife with respect to the-

former e, so as to cause said knife to cut obliquely across the end of the
former, and through the tube of paper, as set forth.

Also, the combination of the paster, the pressor, and bending and
discharging rollers, or their eq^uivalents ; the whole being made to

operate together, substantially as described.

Also, combining with the rollers m n the mouth bars or scrapers-

^- J^ applied thereto, in manner and for the purpose as stated.

Also, the improved construction of the cutting knife, viz : with a
serrated edge bevelled, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,526.—D. A. Stiles, of West Meriden, Conn.—Paper File.—
Patent dated June 9, 1857.—To operate this bill file so as to insert
bills or letters, the loose top C is raised the proper distance and held
until the bills are inserted, and it is then let free. To examine the
letters, the loose top must be raised to the position represented in
dotted lines in fig. 2, so as to bring the spring catches of said top
in line with the holes h, and thus allow the spring E to force them
into said holes. By pressing against the barrel ends D, spring E is

compressed and top C is moved down on the bills lying on bottom A.
The inventor says : I distinctly disclaim the use of springs for hold-

ing down the follower.

1 also disclaim all and every portion of my device which is seen in
Collard's patent aforesaid, or in any other bill-holder.

I likewise disclaim the broad use of spring catches for sustaining
objects

; but the combination of a double self-acting spring catch D D
with the top or follower C of a bill-holder in the manner described, is,

to the best of my knowledge and belief, a new combination, and is of
importance and value so far as relates to that kind of instruments
mentioned.
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I claim the combination of tlie double self-acting spring catch D D
with the top or follower C, as set forth.

No. 18,075.—C. Pyle Wiggins, A. H. NoedykEj and Benjamin
Strawbridge, of Richmond, Ind.

—

Machine for Folding Paper.—
Patent dated August 25, 1857.—The sheet to be folded being laid

upon table B, the pulley L is rotated, causing the levers H and H^ to

vibrate on their fulcra i and J, thereby operating pinions /^ and g^^

shafts / and g, pulleys F and Q-, and, hj means of cords c^ and d^,

the blades C and D. The blade C, as it is operated, makes the first

fold, forcing the folded paper through slot b, between the guides 6^,

while the blade D makes the second fold, forcing the folded paper
between the guides h^. As the blade D enters the throat between the

guides &^, it comes in contact with lever P, pressing it outward, thereby
causing the jaw N to clamp the paper against jaw 0, and thus to pre-

vent its retraction.

Claim.—First. The combination of the cam wheel L with lever H^,
pinion g^j shaft g, drum G, cords c c^, and blade C, for purposes shown.

Second. The combination of the cam wheel L with levers H H^,
pinions/^ g^, shafts/^, and drums F G, for the purpose of producing
an alternate movement of blades CD, as set forth.

Third. The combination of jaws or clamps N and lever P with
blade D, to prevent retraction of the paper.

No. 17,535.

—

James F. Weeks, of Columbus, 0.

—

Improvement in

Machinesfor Folding Paper.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—A descrip-

tion and engravings of this machine would take up too much space to

be given here.

The inventor says : I do not claim the folding of paper hj passing
the sheets between revolving rollers.

Nbither do I claim the arrangement of the rollers in the above
described form, as they can easily be arranged to produce any other

form of fold desired.

But I claim the manner of operating the feed roller and folders by
means of friction rollers, or their equivalents, revolving upon the

plane of a wheel or wheels (N, figure 6) striking against fingers or

tiipping arms, or their equivalents, keyed upon the rock shafts to

which the feed roller and folders are attached, substantiall)^ in the

manner described, in combination with spiral springs upon said rock

shafts, to return the feed roller and folders to tlieir places, substan-

tially in the manner specified, the whole tending to facilitate the rapid,

easy, and certain operation of the machine.
I also claim making slots in said wheel or wheels in which to fasten

said friction rollers or their equivalents at any desired point by
means of the thimble, bolt, and nut constituting the movable stud,

substantially in the manner specified, so that said friction rollers may
be moved forwards or backwards to cause the motion of said rock

shafts to be, sooner or later, as may be desired, in combination with

the rock shaft, spiral springs, rollers, and tapes ; the whole operating

substantially in the manner described for the purpose of forming any
desired folds in paper, using any number of said slotted wheels, fric-
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tion rollers, rock shafts, spiral springs, rollers, and tapes, or their

equivalents, in combination, necessary for the purpose of producing
any number or form of fold required.

No. 18,533.

—

Cyrus Chambers, Jr., of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in 3Iacliines for Folding Paper.—Patent dated November 83

1857.—This invention relates to improvements in the paper-folding

machine for which a patent was granted the inventor to October 7,

1856. The claim will show what the nature of these improvements is.

The inventor says : I do not desire to confine myself to the precise

form or method of operating the various moving parts of the machine,
as they may be considerably modified without altering the result.

I claim, first. Forcing the edges of the sheet between the folding

rollers, in advance of the middle of the said sheet, for the purpose
specified.

Second. Temporarily arresting the motion of the first pair of fold-

ing rollers, in the manner described, or any equivalent to the same.
Third. The register pins q, in combination with the tubes J9, when

the same are arranged for joint operation, substaatially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth. The combination of the first pair of folding rollers N and
N^ with the register pins q, when the latter operate between the former
in the manner described, or any equivalent to the same.

Fifth. Preventing the rebounding of the folded sheet during its

passage through the machine, previous to the descent of any of the

folding blades, by means of the arresting rollers described, the same
operating, in combination with the tapes, in the manner set forth.

Sixth. Dividing the printed sheet into two halves by means of

shears arranged, actuated, and constructed as set forth.

Seventh. Discharging free from the machine the strip cut from the

folded edge of the sheet by means of a revolving disk arranged and
operating in the manner set forth.

Eighth. So constructing and arranging machines for folding sheets

of paper, that the two halves of one sheet (said sheets having been
printed on both sides from the same form) may be separated from each
other and folded in succession.

Ninth. Packing the folded sheets by means of a reciprocating

plunger against a frictional plate in a trough, so that the backs and
heads of the folded sheet coincide with each other.

Tenth. The employment of the devices described, or any equivalent

to the same, whereby the operator can separate the imperfect from the
perfect sheets.

Eleventh. Preventing the return of the packed sheets of paper, hy
means of the catches situated above, and in the corner of the trough.

Twefth. The combination and arrangement by which the operations

described are performed simultaneouly or in succession to each other

in the same machine.

No. 17,776.

—

Edward Baptis, of Hudson, N. Y.

—

Pen and Pencil
Case.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—By turning the tube B, the pea
slide D and pencil tube C will be moved in opposite directions, one
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being drawn witliin tlie case as the other is being shoved out by the

action of the grooves d and e. By making the pitch of these grooves

varying, the pen slide and pencil tube will be operated in such a

manner that both may be brought within the case A, or one may be

shoved out.

The inventor says : I do not claim the employment or use of two
spiral grooves placed in reverse positions, or one having a right and
the other a left thread, and so arranged as to operate simultaneously
the pen and pencil slides ; for spiral grooves have been previously used

for this purpose.

I claim the employment of such grooves when made with a varying
pitch, substantially as described for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,711.

—

George Hunt Byeon, of Governor's Island, N. Y.

—

Pen and Pencil Holder.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The inventor

says : I do not claim the diagonal frames nor the holders.

I claim the attachment of the handles of the holders to a diagonal
expanding frame and the general arrangement.
't: I also claim the handle A, and the arms d, working by pins in slots

in the attached holders, and secured by thumb-screws to the handle A.
Neither do I limit myself to any number of holders, which may

consist of any required number.
I also claim its application by attaching pens, known as ^^ music

pens," instead of the ordinary writing pens, for ruling several staves

of music at one operation.

No. 18,365.—A. F. Warren, of Brooklyn, N. Y.—Fountain Pen.--
Patent dated October 6, 1857.—The improvement in this invention

consists in having the valves placed in the tube of the pen, or its foun-

taxB, both of which are attached to one and the same rod, and so ar-

ranged that while one valve serves to regulate the size of the discharge
orifice, through which the ink flows to the pen, the other serves as a

cut-off, and isolates a small quantity in the lower part of the tube or

fountain above it. By this arrangement the ink is not forced or fed

to the pen under a variable pressure, and the lower part of the tube

may be readily supplied with ink, as the occasion may require.

One object in this invention is to arrange the plates which are at-

tached to the pen in such a manner that the pen when foul may be
readily cleansed. This is accomplished by pivoting said plates to the

pen, so that they may, when the pen is detached from the tube or

fountain, be turned round, leaving the pen fully exposed.

The inventor, in stating what he claims as his improvements, says:

I do not claim the employment or use of a valve &, placed at the dis-

charge end or orifice of a tube or fountain A, to regulate the flow or

supply of ink to the pen, for that has been previously used.

But I claim, first, the supplementary valve or cut-off d, used in

connexion with the valve h; both valves being within the tube^or

fountain A, and placed on the same rod c, substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

I do not claim broadly the plates / g, for they have been pre-

viously used.
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But I claim attaching said plates f ^ to tlie holder D, hy means of

the pivot A, for the purpose specified.

No. 16,496.

—

John F. Eeeve, of Richmond, N2..— Writing Pen,—
Patented January 21, 1857.—On pressing the point of the pen on
the paper, the two halves c c^ will simultaneously turn on the pin,

which passes through the lug a, and at the same time the ends of the
arms acting upon the inclined sides of the wedge-shaped piece A, the
arms c and c^, as well as the points of the pen, will open. When the
pressure ceases, the spring D raises the arms c and c^ until their points

bear against the narrowest portion of the wedge-shaped piece 7i, while
the spring E draws the two arms as well as the points of the pen
together.

The inventor says : Although I have shown a peculiar arrangement
of joints, springs, and wedge, I do not confine myself to the precise

form or disposal of the several parts, as the same may be considerably

modified without altering the result.

I claim, first, the so jointing together of the two pieces C and 0' of

rigid or non-elastic metal or other material, that the same may form
a pen, the required opening and closing of the point of which may
be effected by the greater or less pressure of the said point on the

paper, assisted by the w^ithin described springs and wedge, or equiv-

alent device.

Second. The regulating spring E, as applied to the arms c and c^,

in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,265.—Joseph W. Strange and Samuel DAULiNa, of Bangor,
Me.

—

lmp7'ovement in Pencil Sharpeners.—Patent dated September 22,

185 7.^In the engravings, a is the hollow frustrum of a cone, armed
with a knife h, attached to the slot c, in its side, for reducing the wood.
This hollow frustrum terminates in the space d within the ring e, into

which space the lead protrudes, while the wood is being reduced. A
second smaller hollow cone i, whose axis is at right angles with that

of cone a, and this smaller cone has a narrow slot in its side armed
with a knife for reducing the lead to a point.

The inventors say : We do not claim the mere multiplication of

cutters of various sizes in the same stock or holder, but the combina-
tion of two cutters,, constructed and arranged to reduce the wood and
the lead separately, substantially as set forth.

No. 16,514.

—

Joseph C. Silvey, assignor to Thomas J. Dobyns, of

New Orleans, La.

—

Improvement in Fountain Pens,—Patent dated Jan-
uary 27, 1857.—The guide rod extends upwards, and is armed with

a spiral spring, which not only serves to press down the rod promptly,

so as to shut off the flow from the point when withdrawing the instru-

ment from use, but to regulate the flow according to the pressure

thrown upon the projecting point of the guide rod in its bearing on
the paper.

Claim.—I claim, as my improvement upon the ink pencil, described

in the patent of E, Jordan, of 20th November, 1849, the employment
of a separate or independent spring to the guide or stopper rod, for
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operation with it, and the pointed fountain case or handle^ as showa
and described^ and for the purposes specified.

No. 1*7,298.

—

Charles Adolpeus Eosefield, of Columbus, G-a.

—

Im-
provemenf in Fountain Pens,—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The pen
is supplied with ink from the reservoir by means of a quill-conductor

E, the ink escaping through hole a of the reservoir, and passing dowa
the swivel-piece h to the quill-conductor E.

Claim.—The detachable quill-conductor E, fitting laterally in or to

a rigid upper conductor or conductor holder, arranged to freely swivel

on a centre pin or bearing at the bottom of or below the reservoir for

action with the pen and pen-holder, as shown and described.

No. 17,161.—F. A. Wait, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Metallic Pens.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—By forming the pen with
slots &, a great degree of elasticity is gained, while the spring c serves

to hold the points of the pen in place.

Claim.—The arrangement of the spring-guard c and slots h in a
pen a, operating as described and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,162.—George Mathiot, of Washington, D. C.

—

3Iode of
Constructing Photographic Baths and Pans.—^Patent dated April 28,

1857.—The mixture of one part of shellac to two parts of fine sand is

heated in water and stirred until the substances are thoroughly incor-

porated ; and when the mixture has acquired the proper consistency

it is formed into the desired shape, and when the vessel is cooled td

ordinary temperature, it is ready for use.

Claim.—To construct the baths and vessels for photographic uses

of an impervious substance formed by the combination of a cement
with an earthy matter, or its equivalent ; and also to form the bath or

other vessel by first forming the vessel of unglazed pottery, or its

equivalent, and making the pottery impervious by saturating it with
wax, gum, balsam, resin, pitch, stearine, or siccative oil, or other

equivalent for any one of these.

No. 16,637.

—

Luzerne M. Bolles and Washington G. Smith, of
Cooperstown, N. Y.

—

Photographic Camera Box.—Patent dated Feb-
ruary 17, 1857.—1 is the nitrate of silver, 2 the water, and 3 the de-

veloping bath. By the use of this swing-frame, the ground glass is

not removed in operating. It can be swung back so as to bring the
plate over the bath to be used, when the plate may be slid down into

the same. An indicator E, at the outside of frame A, denotes the
precise points where the plate is in line with the baths.

Claim.—1st. A swinging frame A, v»dth ground glass permanently
attached, as described and set forth for the purpose specified.

2d. The arrangement of the baths in the camera box to correspond

with the operations of the plate-holder through the mortise and
grooves, as set forth and described.

No. 18,218.—J. Egbert Werner, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-

ment in Diaphragmsfor Plictographic Cameras.—Patent dated Septeia-
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ber 15, 1857.—By turning worm-wheel W, the ring H will be. turned
around, acting upon pin P in such a manner as to produce a longitu-

dinal motion upon tube G. The diaphragm S will be either stretched

over the end of tube E^ thereby increasing concentrically opening 0;
or said diaphragm will be allowed to relax, when the opening will

be reduced to its original size ; thus the quantity of light can be regu-
lated to be in exact proportion to the intensity of the light.

Claim.—The application of an elastic diaphragm in photographic
cameras for the purpose and in the manner specified.

No. 16,689.

—

Joseph Longking, of the township of New Windsor,,
N. Y.

—

Photogro.phic Glass Holder.—Patent dated February 24,
1857.—The holders hitherto employed to contain the glass in the
camera have been made of wood, with glass corner pieces cemented to

them. The chemicals soon act upon the cement, and the corner pieces

fall out and become useless. This improved holder is made of a
metallic composition for resisting the action of the chemicals em-
ployed. The proportions are 75 parts by weight of lead, 10 parts of

tin, and 15 parts of antimony.
The inventor says : I do not claim any special arrangement of

cutters ; neither do I claim anything relating to photographic holders

heretofore known. Neither do I claim broadly the making of me-
tallic alloys out of lead, tin, and antimony.

Neither do I claim broadly the substitution of one material for

another.

But, to the best of my knowledge, the phoiograpb holder invented
by me is a new article of manufacture, and exhibits properties an(J

virtues which no other holder heretofore known presents.

Therefore, I claim a photograph holder, composed of antimony, tin,

and lead, alloyed in the proportions substantially as set forth.

No. 17,231.

—

Robert Pkice, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Varnish to Pre-
pare Photographic Grounds for Wood Engravers.—Patent dated May
5, 1857.—The surface of an ordinary engraver's block is smoothed in

the customary manner to prepare it for the engraver's use. A mixture

is then made of one quart asphaltum varnish, one gill ether, and one-

fourth of a pound of lampblack ; this mixture is rubbed into the

surface of the block with a piece of buckskin or cloth, two or three

thin coatings being applied, that the pores may be thoroughly filled

but no varnish of any appreciable thickness is left upon the surface.

A polished surface is thus obtained upon which to take the photographic
picture.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of asphaltum varnish,

and lampblack, or any other varnish compound, when used to produce
a pellicle or covering upon surfaces designed for the reception of

photographic pictures, as such varnish or pellicle unfits the block for

the engraver's use.

But I claira the described varnish, composed of asphaltum varnish,

lampblack, and ether, when the same is applied to the block by
nibbing into its pores in the manner set forth.
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E'o. 17,152.—S. DwiGHT Humphrey, of New York, N. Y.

—

Pre-
parcUion of PJiotographic Pictures, Engravings, d:c.—Patent dated
April 28, 185*7.—The nature of this invention will be understood by
reference to the claim and engraving.

The inventor says : I do not claim two photographic pictures and
a reflecting background, the rear photographic picture being colored,

as the same was patented by J. Bishop Hall, January 20, 185T.
But I claim, as an improvement on the said patent of J. B. Hall,

the use of a semi-transparentmedium interposed between two transparent
photographic pictures, or engravings, for the purpose of blending the
rays of light reflected from the rear colored photograph and beautifying

the picture, substantially as specified.

No. 16,438.

—

John Bishop Hall, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvements
in Treating PJiotographic Pictures.—Patent dated January 20, 1857.

—

This invention consists in so placing two photographic pictures which
have been fixed on glass above each other, that the general lines of

both pictures will exactly coincide ; a variety of effects may then be
produced by coloring, shading, or cutting out parts of the back picture.

• Claim.—Producing in pictures to be seen by direct light a high
artistic and stereoscopic effect, by combining with a white light or re-

flecting background, or its equivalent, two or more identical pictures

of the same subject, rendered more or less transparent, and executed
on or attached to plates of glass, in the manner substantially as set

forth.

No. 16,738.

—

William Lewis and William H. Lewis, of New York,
N. Y.

—

Photographic Plate Holder.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.
The inventors say : We do not claim a sliding jaw in itself; neither

do we claim adapting said sliding jaw to different sizes of glasses or

holders by stops or notches taking said moving jaw.
Neither do we claim retaining articles between the jaws by power

derived from a spring.

Neither do we claim turning the vise or holder upon its base into

any desired position, as this has before been accomplished by a screw
connecting the base and vise.

But we claim, first. Constructing the hollow base a and hub c of the
cap plate h in such a manner as to receive the friction spring d,

screw /j and cap e, for regulating the power with which said plates

are clamped together, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second. We claim regulating the. force with which the spring p
tends to clamp any glass or holder between the jaws I and n, by means
of the set screw o, acting substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third. We claim the bevelled adjustable bars m, on the jaws I and n,

to support the glasses, plates, or holders, with their upper surface at

the desired height above the upper edges of the said jaws, substantially

a3 and for the purposes specified.

No. 18,780.— John Stock, of New York, N. Y.

—

Photographic Plate-

holder.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The nature of this inven-

tion consists in the construction of a plate-holder, to which sliding

pieces F F are fitted, capable of being moved in or out to accommo-
date any sized glass or plate ; said pieces being provided with
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suitable recesses li U W W and flanclies to receive and support the

glass or plate.

The inventor says : I claim, first, a plate-holder for photographic

or other purposes, with movable pieces F to support the glass or plate^

constructed in the manner specified, and for the purpose of accomoda-
ting different sizes of plates.

Second. I claim the plates H and L, acted upon by springs for the

purpose of keeping the pieces F F in any desired position.

No. 16,841.

—

John W. Jarboe, of New York, N. Y.—PhoiograpMe
Plate Vise.—Patent dated March 1*7; 1857.—This invention consists

of a new mode of applying and securing a movable jaw, which can
be adjusted to any size of plate, and tightened to the plate in an
expeditious manner.
The inventor says : I do not claim the employment of a cam to

bring the movable jawup and to tighten it upon the work.
But I claim the combination of the screw F and its attached cam

G with the movable jaw E and the sliding piece D, the said jaw and
sliding piece working in separate grooves, or their equivalents, and
the whole operating substantially as described.

No. 17,066.

—

John H. Morrow, of Baltimore, Md., assignor to

Himself and Edwin Bennet, of the same ^Isice.—Improvement in Baths
for Photographic Purposes.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The nature
of this invention will be understood by reference to the claims and en-

gravings.

The' inventor says : Being well aware that baths for photographic
purposes have been made of glass and earthenware, and disclaiming
the invention of chemical immersing baths,

I claim the improved form of constructing a compound or double-

chambered immersing bath, having an immersing chamber a a a and
a dripping receptacle b b h, formed with slopes or inclined upper sur-

faces b^ b^ b^, as described.

I also claim the suspension forked dipper device or tablet-holder g,
formed with the spur or ridge i, as shown and described.

I also claim the bracket or rests e e e e, in combination with the

immersing bath a a a b b bj SiS set forth.

No. 16,979.

—

Daniel J. Kellogg, of Rochester, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Photographic Trays.—Patent dated April 7, 1857 —The box
A is provided with a well E, which contains the chemical solution

to be used for coating the plate or paper on which the photographic
picture is to be made. This plate or paper is inserted into the box A,
as shown at F ; and the bottom D is closed behind it, and fastened to

the box by means of the catches K. The box is then placed in a

horizontal position, and the fluid in the well will coat the surface of

the plate in an equal manner.
Claim.—The employment of the movable bottom D, said bottom

being constructed and applied in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as described.
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No. 18j901.—EzEKiEL C. Hawkins, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Mode of
Treating Photograpliic and other Pictures.—Patent dated December
22, 1857.—The claim shows the nature of this invention.

Claim.—Giving the front surface of the glass tablet, which has an
image or picture finished on its back surface, a semi-opaque and
granular appearance, and consequently producing an atmospheric
relief and additional painting surface, by the application of varnish,

wax, or other similar substance, to the front surface of the glass tablet,

as described.

No. 17,330.

—

Edward Howell, of Ashtabula, Ohio.

—

Process for
Bemoving Photographs from Glass to Paper.—Patent dated May 19,
1857.—The cleaned glass plate is first covered with a thin coating of

beeswax, and the picture is then taken on this waxed glass plate

in the usual manner of taking ambrotype pictures. The picture, when
dry, is covered with patent Japan, blackened with ivory black, and
when this is sufficiently dry^ a piece of blackened paper is caused to

adhere to every part of the coated picture, which can then be removed_,

together with the picture from the glass plate.

Claim.—The mode of transferring a positive impression from glass

plate to paper, or other desired substance, by means of a coating of

beeswax upon the glass plate, as described.

No. 17,651.—J. W. Wykes, of Wheeling, Ya.

—

Background for
Photographs on Glass.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—The picture ie

first made on glass, by the use of collodion or albumen, in the usual
manner ; the image is then blacked to the edge, or very near thereto.

The blacked face of the glass is then enamelled as follows : Five parts

of powdered rosin and one part of dry color are mixed together, and
the face of the glass is lightly covered with the mixture ; that is then
applied to the other face of the glass, and the. enamelling is completed.
The picture is then sealed up in the usual manner, and, when encased,

is placed before a reflecting background.
The inventor says : I do not claim the blacking of the glass behind

the image. Neither do I claim the reflecting background, such being
well known.
But I claim the application of the described enamel to collodion and

albumen pictures on glass, substantially in the manner and for the

purposes specified.

No. 17,858.

—

Henry A. Marchant, of Philadelphia, Pa., assignor

to Edward D. Marchant, of the same -place.-^Improvement in Photo-

graphy.—Patent dated July 21, i857.—A glass plate, which is placed

in a horizontal position, is covered with a mixture of half a pound of

clarified wax to half a pound of rectified spirits ofturpentine, and about

a pound of pure gum dammar., which is heated to a fluid state ; the

photograph or engraving is then placed on said fluid rnixture, and a

second glass plate is placed on the top of it. The two glass plates are

then compressed to expel the air and the excess of the mixture. By this

process the paper containing the design is rendered transparent, form-
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mg a beautiful medium for transmission of color, which is applied to

the back of the first glass plate.

Claim.—Rendering the picture transparent, and attaching the same
to glass in a permanent and secure manner by means of a mixture,
substantially such as described above, applied, under heat and pressure,

in the manner and for the purpose above mentioned.

No. 16,832 —James A. Gray, of Albany, N. Y.

—

Improvement in
Piano-forte Action.—Patent dated March 17, 185T.—The engraving
and claim show the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim the general arrangement of the
action composed of the various parts, as shown, which is known as

the French action, and in common use.

I claim the application of a spring to the hammer butt and jack-fly,

causing the hammer to be so raised and kept in position that it will

allow the jack fly free play under the shoulder of the hammer butt
when the key is pressed down and the action in motion, as specified.

I also claim the application of the hook to the hammer butt and
jack- fly, as herein described, so as to cause them to work together with
more precision, and also to bring the hammer to its place after the
key has been struck and released.

No. 17;238.

—

Henry Stbinway, of New York^ N. Y.

—

Piano-forte
Action.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—When the front end of the key
A is struck in playing, the jack B acts upon the hammer butt a in the
same manner as in the ordinary French action ; and as the jack B es-

capes, the head of post d moves under the corner of block c. When
the hammer C falls, it is caught by the back cheek D in the usual
manner ; and, by the momentum of its fall, acting upon post d, and
through it on cushion h\ it slightly bends down the spring g, and de-

presses cushion h thereof below the heel of the jack, in which condition

the spring g is held by the action of the back cheek D on the hammer
so long as the back cheek is allowed to remain in operation ; but as

soon as the playing end of the key A is permitted to rise in the slight-

est perceptible degree, or only just sufficient to liberate the hammer
from the back cheek, the spring g gives out its elasticity and lifts the

cushion h up again to the heel of the jack, and in so doing lifts the

hammer nearer to the string X by pushing up the post c?, thus effect-

ing the result produced in Erard's action.

The inventor says : I disclaim everything described in the letters

patent of John H. Morton.
I claim the sliding post d and spring g orj, or its equivalent, ap-

plied substantially as described, in relation to the jack and key to

operate as set forth, in combination with a block c on the hammer
shank, for the purpose specified.

No. 18,453.

—

George Howe, of Roxbury, Massachusetts.

—

Improved
Pianoforte Action.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—The engravings
and claim explain the nature of this improvement.
The inventor says : I do not claim the Erard action, made either

with or without a second lever, as described, and with a double or V
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spring turning on a centre pin, the fly being either hinged to the

second lever or to the key.

But I claim the improved Erard action, having a hammer, holder,

and fly arranged, applied to, and operating with the key, lever, and
hammer, as described, and having the spring K applied to the holder

and fly in such a manner that it shall be fixed in the former and pro-

ject towards and rest on the fly projections, and without any joint or

pin for the spring to turn on, whereby the spring operates free from
noise, and is not liable to get out of place or order.

No, 17,320.

—

-Spencer B. Driggs, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-

ment in Fiano-forte Action.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—By placing

the centre ol" motion a of the key A at or near its top, the centre of

motion n of the jack F will move nearly in a vertical line, by which
means jack F is made to act more readily on the hammer H ; the

hammer is also by this means enabled to escape more rapidly, thereby

admitting a quicker repeat.

The inventor says : I do not confine myself to either of the modes of

balancing or supporting the centres of motion of the keys represented,

or to any other mode of doing it.

But I claim balancing or placing the centres of motion of the keys
at, above, or near the top thereof, instead of at the bottom or centre,

for the purpose specified.

No. 17,296.

—

Thomas E. Power, of Columbia, Missouri.

—

Piano-

forte Bridge.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The nature of this

invention w^ill be understood by reference to the claim and engrav-

The inventor says : I do not claim the bridge in the piano-forte
;

but I daim the cutting away the end of the bridge upon which
the treble strings rest, and the supporting of the same by bars &, as

described, in such manner as to permit a greater vibration in the sur-

face of that part of the sound board which is under the treble strings,

in the piano-forte, to the end that the notes sounded by those strings

may be more full and perfect, in the manner described.

No. 17,789.—G. Henry Hulskamp, of Troy, New York.

—

Improve-
ment in Piano-fortes.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The improve-
ment referred to in the fifth claim consists in interposing between the

hammer and the strings a soft, material, so narrow that it shall touch
only one of the strings of a note, and the making of such substance

to vary in hardness with the different notes of the instrument by in- .

terposing different substances, pf b.

Claim.—1st. The arrangement and construction of the action of

piano-fortes, substantially as set forth, having the jack J under ham-
mer v, and springs n n^ attached to the key K, and moving in the

same general direction with hammer butt H B.

2d. The use and application of the spring tv^, extending through
the head of the under hammer, to bear against the hammer butt, for

the purposes described.

3d. The regulating screw in the head of the jack, or its equivalent
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in the head of the under hammer, to regulate the height of that part
of the action. ,

4th. The shape of the hammer butt, with its spiral spring s, sub-

stantially as set forth.

5th. The dolce harmonic attachment, constructed as specified, or
its equivalent ; and I claim its parts, to wit : the interposing of a
substance to touch one string only of a note, and the making of such
substance to vary in hardness with the different notes of the instru^

ment. And,
6th. The corrugated spring R, for the purposes specified.

No. 18,673.

—

Stephen P. Brooks, of Boston, Massachusetts.

—

Im-
provement in Piano-fortes,—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—^The
Mature of this invention consists : First, in combining and arranging
the damper and hammer of each key of the action in one bent lever

operated by a fly or lifter.

Second. In a peculiar arrangement of the fly lifter and escapement
or mechanism extending between the jack and hammer.

In the engravings,, A denotes the iron or metallic frame ; B the
sounding board ; C the case or wooden frame ; D D the strings; E the
hammer, and F the damper; these latter two being shown as operat-

ing on two strings, or two branches of one string in the usual manner.
The inventor says : I claim combining or arranging the hammer

and damper of each string in or on one bent lever, substantially as

specified.

I also claim jointing or hinging the fly or fly lifter to the hammer
lever, and arranging the escapement on the jack, substantially as de-

scribed, the same dispensing with hinging the fly to the jack, and
enabling the fly and lifter to be made or united in one rigid bar or

piece.

I also claim the above described arrangement of the back catch,

namely, on the jack and in rear of the escapement.

No. 18,810.—H. Goldsmith, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.—im-
provement in Fiano-fortes.—Patent dated December 8, 1857.—The
engravings and claim explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim the additional or supplemental sounding
board H, the same being constructed, applied, and operating substan-

tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth and described.

I also claim, in combination with the said additional or supplemen-
tal sounding board, the contracting of the bridge &, so as to allow of

the treble and tenor strings being all brought more nearly together

upon the saioe, as and for the purpose set forth and described, whilst

they are at the same time permitted to retain the usual distances apart

on the pin block, as described.

No. 17,838.—G. Henry Hulskamp, of Troy, New York,—Metallic
Bridge for Fiano-fortes.—Patent dated Ji:ly 21, 1857.—The rod k,

which is inserted within a groove of the bridge ^, is made of zinc,

ivory, wood, or brass, and serves to reduce the friction of the strings
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upon tlie lower side of the cast iron bridge, when said strings are ex-

tended in process of tuning the instrument.

Claim.— 1st. The sounding board bridge p, cast of metal, with two
bearings t above the string, one on each side of the bottom support,

substantially as and for the purposes specified.

2d. The rod or wire k^ or its equivalent, inserte'd in the bridge t, to

form its bearing surface, for the uses and purposes set forth.

3d. The construction and arrangement of the cast metal bridge

i ^, in such form that it may be detached and yet firmly held in its

.place in the mode set forth, or other form substantially the same.

No. 16,990.

—

Joseph Newman, of Baltimore, Maryland.-

—

Improve-
ment in Sound Boards of Fiano-fories.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.

—

The bridge H of the lower sounding board Gr is raised sufficiently

high to overreach the bridge D of the upper sounding board E, so

that the strings I of bridge H may pass over and clear the strings J
of bridge D.

GloAm.—In piano-fortes and other musical instruments having two
or more sounding boards, making the bridges upon the lower sound-
ing board or boards to protrude through or rise beyond the sounding
board or boards above them, substantially as described for the pur-
poses set forth.

No. 17,148.

—

Daniel F. Haasz, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

—

Improved Action for Grand Pianos.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.

—

This invention relates to improvements in the action of grand pianos,

for which a patent was granted to the inventor on the 4th March,
1856, and consists in so constructing and arranging the action that

the hammer strip described in the specification of said patent may be
entirely dispensed with, thereby affording an opportunity of removing
each key K separately from its position on the key frame E when the
latter is removed from the piano.

The inventor says : I do not claim that portion of the described

parts which bears directly on the immediate action of the check J on.

the hammer, as that portion is similar to the French action, known as

Erard's.

But I claim, first, attaching the supporter L to the key, and the
lever M and spring S to the supporter, in the nbanner and for the pur-

pose set forth.

Second. The arrester P with the lever Q, as connected to the key in

combination with the adjustable wire K, as attached to the key frame,
the whole being arranged and constructed substantially as set forth,

and for the purpose specified.

No. 17,812..—Dr. Gustav Schilling, of Hoboken, New York.

—

Im-
provement in Wrest-pins for Pianos.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—By
turning the screw nut /i, the tension of the strings is increased or di-

minished, and thus in tuning the instrument it is only necessary to

operate said screw nut.

Claim.—Combining the heads of wrest-pins with an adjustable

screw, to which the string is attached, in such manner that the direo-
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tion of tlie straining force is mathematically true in tlie direction of
the axis of the adjustable screw, by means substantially as described

and set forth.

No. 18,239.

—

Augustus Eliaers, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Portfolio or Music Stands.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—The
nature of this improvement is fully described in the claim and draw-
ings.

The inventor says : I daim arranging the braces or sliding frames
which are hinged to and support the adjustable leaves of a port-

folio stand in such a way that they shall, in sliding, always keep in

nearly a vertical position for the better supporting the leaves and the

weight upon them, by having the traversing and bolting rods move
in curved grooves directly beneath them in the sides of the stand, in-

stead of having the bolting rods of each brace or frame slide in grooves

on the other or opposite side of the centre of said stand ; in combina-
tion with the locking devices above described, for the purpose of rigidly

locking and supporting the leaves, and whereby the whole stand can
be lifted by the leaves in removing it from place to place.

No. 17,311.

—

Robert Arthur, of Philadelphia, Vo..—- Improvement
in Portfolios,—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—The nature of this in-

vention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I am aware that a letter file is made of a broad
band of India rubber, which is used to keep together, by means of its

elasticity, a bundle of folded letters.

I am also aware that a file has been made by confining together two
stiff boards, by means of an elastic cord or band passing entirely around
them, or fastened to one board, the papers being put in at one end by
drawing the boards apart.

I am also aware that an elastic clasp for pocket books^ and probably
other articles, has been made ; these I disclaim.

I claim, first, a portfolio made with an elastic back or hinge, com-
bined with an elastic fiastening.

Second, Making the hinge and fastening adjustable, for the purpose
specified.

No. 18,994.

—

Henry T. Sisson, of Providence, R. I.

—

Improvement
in Portfolios.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—The claim and en-

gravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim,—The cords d passing through the strips or plates a a, and
attached at one end to the slides B, fitted or placed within the guides

C, or any equivalent device for tightening the same ; and the opposite

ends attached to needles e, which pass through perforations in one of

the strips a, as shown and described for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,057.

—

Daniel C, Smith, of Tecumseh, Mich.

—

Loch and
Clasp for Portmonnaies.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—In locking

this portmonnaie, the clasp B is turned into the position in figure 1,

the pin q of said clasp falling into a corresponding recess of spring C,

Yol. ii 28
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while the finger A has locked a ribbon, to which the portmonnaie is

then secured.

Claim.—The combination of the several parts of the lock and clasp

of a portmonnaie, as described, for the purposes specified.

No. 17,753.

—

Samuel J. Smith and Charles Lockle, of New York,

N. Y.

—

Embossing and Printing Press.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.

—

The inking roller g receives the ink from bed i; and the die e^ is inked

by raising lever h to the position represented in dotted lines, and by
then passing it over the surface of die e.

The inventors say : We do not claim a raised metallic counter die

for embossing ; neither do we claim gutta percha or other elastic sub-

stances for the counter die, because this is well known in various kinds

of printing presses. But we are not aware that the metallic counter

die, which is necesary for embossing with a hand lever press, has ever

before been covered with a thin coating of gutta percha, to cause a

perfect impression of the ink from the die simultaneously with the

embossing from the metallic counter die.

We claim the arrangement of the inking table z, die e, spring h,

roller g, and its lever h, substantially as and for the purposes speci-

fied. We claim the raised metallic counter die for embossing, when
covered with a thin coating of gutta percha, to enable said metallic

counter die to give a jperfect impression of ink from the embossing die

on those parts of the paper that are not raised by the embossing die

simultaneously with said embossing, substantially as specified.

No. 16,718.

—

Nathaniel L. Chamberlin, of West Koxbury^ Mass.

—

Hand Printing Press.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The upright I

is pivoted to the projection K of frame at d. The pin e passes through

I and K. The pin is cut away on one side, (see figure 3,) forming an
eccentric, by turning which the upright I may be slightly adjusted.

Claim.—First. The method described of hanging and balancing the

impression roll, for the purpose set forth.

Second. The method, substantially as set forth, of adjusting the im-

pression roll to increase or diminish the pressure given, and adapt it

to the size of the form and the height of the type or block.

No. 17,307.

—

Wm. Morris Smith, of Washington, D. C, assignor

to Himself and Peter Hannay, of same place.

—

Improvement in Copy-

ing Presses.—Patent dated May 12_, 1857.—The book containing the

writing to be copied being placed on bed plate A, lever Gr is raised

;

which movement brings down platen D, which thus exerts the neces-

sary pressure on the book. The platen D and bed plate A can be

adjusted so as to take a book of greater or less thickness, by operating

screw nut L, which, by means of the tapering clamp K, causes the

wrists n to increase or decrease the distance from each other.

Claim.—First. The levers Gr, in combination with the links C and F,

arranged and operating in the manner substantially as set forth.

Secondly. The method of adjusting the platen and bed plate so as

take a book of greater or less thickness, substantially as described.

Thirdly. The slotted upright M on the bed plate, in combination
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witli tlie arms S of the platen, for tlie purpose of preventing lateral

motion, as set forth.

No. 16,500.

—

William T. Tillinghast, ofDayton, Ohio.

—

Composing
Stickfor Printers,—Patent dated July 27, 1857.—By a pressure upon
the thumb piece C, the pin D is thrown out from one of the holes in the
hack plate of the stipk A, thus allowing the slide B to he adjusted hj
means of the scale E K.

Claim.—The combination of the aforesaid several devices and their

application in forming the composing stick.

No. 17,007.

—

Daniel Winder, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improvement
in Printers' Composing Sticks.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The
spring plate B can be moved, adjusted, and held by the thumb screw
c?, so that its end R can be adjusted to any distance from end S of the
stock a, to suit any size of form that may be required to set up.

Claiin.—The combination and arrangement of the several parts of

the composing stick, as constructed, with each other, all as and for

purposes specified and represented.

No. 17,457.

—

James Tidgewell and William Tidgewell^ of Middle-
town, Conn.

—

Improvement in Printers' Composing Sticks.—Patent
dated June 2, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood
by reference to the claim and engravings.
The inventors say : We do not claim making a composing stick

adjustable to different widths ; nor do we claim making it with a solid

foot or bottom stile without apertures for the insertion of the fastening

screw.

But we claim the application to the slide of a composing stick of the
flange C and the screw E, in combination with the washer F, inter-

posed between the point of the screw and the exterior surface of the
foot or bottom stile of the stick, as described, and for the purposes set

forth.

No. 18,668.

—

John M. Batchelder, of Cambridge, Mass., and Lu-
ther L. Smith, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in the Preparation

of Engraved Metal Platesfor Printing.—Patent dated November 24,

1857.—The nature of this invention is explained by the claim of the

inventors.

The inventors say : We are aware that electrotype plates are formed
by the deposit of copper in a matrix, and a back of softer metal after-

wards applied to them ; also, that movable types in relief have been
coated with copper ; also, that alto-plates (the reverse of engraved
plates) have been coated with silver to prevent oxydation ; we there-

fore make no claim to these processes or their products.

But we claim an engraved plate, composed of two metals^ one of

which is iridium, and forms the face or impression surface of the plate;

the other metal forming the back of the plate being copper or any
metal that can be engraved with the common tools used by engravers;

while the printing surface produced as herein described is very hard,

and will give a greater number of impressions than the engraved
plates now in use.
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No. 17,239.—KicHARD Ford Sturges, of Birmingham, England.—
Mode of Constructing Rollers or Cylinders Jor Printing Fabrics.—Pat-
ent dated May 5, 1857.—The cylinder a of sheet copper being trimmed
inside and closed at its bottom, a mandrel c is inserted and re-

tained therein in a central position; fuzed zinc is then poured into the
space dj and the upper end of the cylinder is closed by means of a ring

e, which is also turned on its lower side. When the fuzed zinc is

cooled, the mandrel c is withdrawn, and the cylinder is ready for the

finishing operation.

The inventor says : I do not limit myself to the precise details

herein described and represented, as the same may be varied without
departing from the nature of the invention.

I claim the new manufacture of rollers or cylinders for printing

fabrics described—that is to say, casting a thick tube of a hard and
easily fusible metal or alloy in the interior of a tube of copper or

alloy of copper.

No. 16,952.

—

Linus Stewart and John McClelland, of Washington,
D. C, assignors to David McClelland and John McClelland, of the

same place.

—

Machine for Printing from Engraved Plates.—Patent
dated March 31, 1857.—The bed-plate F, which carries the copper

plate, is hoJloWj and is provided with a pipe which passes through its

entire length. This pipe is closed at one end, and is fitted steam-tight

around the stationary steam-pipe K, the steam passing through pipe

K, and thence into the hollow bed-plate to heat the same. The next
feature of this invention relates to the cleaning apparatus, which con-

sists of two rollers c^ c, which have their bearings in a frame d, which
latter is secured to the vertical shaft V, which is rotated by any means
from the main driving shaft. As shaft V is rotated, the rollers c and
c^ rotate in a plane parallel to the copper plate and around the shaft

Y; a cloth passes around both rollers, which cleans the copper plate,

and at each revolution of shaft Y the arm e strikes against a projec-

tion on the frame of the machine, which moves it and the pawl
attached to it, the latter turning the ratchet wheel h during the length

of one tooth, which movement brings at each revolution a fresh part

of the cloth in contact with the copper plate.

The third feature of this invention relates to the device for holding
the paper to the printing roller i. A groove p is cut longitudinally

through the roller ^, through which passes a shaft g, supported in the

head r. The nippers s on this shaft serve to catch and hold the paper
to the roller i and the cam t, which is controlled to a certain extent by
spring w, which bears against each of the depressions 7 and 8 ; and
when the nippers are open or closed upon the paper, the cam and
spring hold them in their positions.

Claim.—Heating the plate from which the impression is to be
taken, by means of a hollow bed-plate, into which steam is admitted,

substantially as described.

Also, the cleaning of the plate by means of a horizontally revolving

cleaning apparatus, in which a clean surface is constantly brought into

contact with the plate at every revolution of the cleaner, substantially

as described.
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Also, in combination with tlie fingers or nippers, the cam and
spring, which alike hold them, whether open or closed, substantially

as described.

No. 17,319.

—

William Croome, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

MetJiod of
Printing in Colors.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—The different colors

contained in the boxes a, h, c, are spread upon the stationary tablets

a^, ¥, &, and transferred to the movable tablets^, p^, p^, by means of

the distributing roller e, which, in their turn, deliver it to a second
roller x; the tablets^, p^, p^, can be moved to andffro over the table,

and the rollers are guided in their course by their flanges running in

grooves o. The several colors are thus kept separated, and may, in a
similar manner, be transferred to the article to be printed.

Claim.—The movable tablets for the separate colors, in combina-
tion with the guided roller, or equivalent surface, for taking up the

inks, operating substantially as described.

Also, in combination with the printing surface and with the inking
surface, the corresponding guides for insuring the uniform action of the

inking surface upon the printing surface; as set forth.

Ko. 17,688.

—

George Matthews, of Montreal, Canada East.—7m-
provement in Printing Ink.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—The cal-

cined green oxyde of chromium is mixed with burned or boiled linseed

oil in the manner usual in preparing ink for printing purposes.

Claim.—The use of the calcined green oxyde of chromium for making
ink for printing from engraved plates, from types, or for other kinds
ol printing, as described.

No. 18,504.

—

Samuel W. Francis, of New York, N. Y.

—

Printing
Machine.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—The principal feature in

this improvement consists in arranging a row of hammers in a circle,

80 that when put in motion they will strike the same place, which is

the centre of said circle. The paper is moved along by means of a
spring and catch, so connected with the keys that it shall move the

paper the distance of one letter whenever a key is struck. On the face

of each hammer a letter is cut in relief, in such a position that its im-
pression on the paper will be parallel with those of the others. At
the end of each line, the ^'car" which carries the paper is drawn
back by the hand. By this operation the spring is wound up for the

next line, and the paper is moved a distance of two lines in a direction

perpendicular to the line written, by means of a catch. The keys are

connected with actions somewhat similar to those used in pianos, by
means of wipes and bell-cranks, which actuate the hammers.
The inventor says : I claim, in combination with a series of keys,

a series of stop-bolts P Q P^ Q^, constructed and arranged in the

manner specified, whereby the simultaneous action of two or more
keys, and consequently of two or more hammers, is effectually ob-

viated.

I also claim connecting with the type-hammer x a secondary ham-
mer or counter-weight h, by means of a spring and rod c, substantially

in the manner described, for the purpose of actuating with greater
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ease, and of maintaining the equilibrium of tlie type-hammer in iti3

various positions.

I also claim the combination of spring power mechanism with the
*^ paper car," when the former is made to propel said car in a direc-

tion contrary to the lines to be printed, and when the car is guided in

its course by rails, substantially as described.

I also claim the specific device described for holding the paper flush

with the inking band, consisting of the roller i connected to the heavy
rule J by a system of parallel link-frames, and holding the paper with
gentle pressure upon and against the roller h^, substantially as set

forth.

In combination with the roller i, I claim the spider-wheel, when ar-

ranged in relation and operating in connexion with the lever and
spring, so as to feed the paper in a direction perpendicular to that of

the printed line.

I also claim the combination of the movable frame with catch, spike

wheel, and barrel, when so constructed and arranged as described,

whereby the car is made to move by the action of keys during the in-

tervals of printing, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,795.

—

James S. Moody, of Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to T.
F. and J. F. Eandolph, of Cincinnati, Ohio.-—-Card Printing Ma-
chine.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The engravings and claim
explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—'The arrangement of the arm c, when provided with the

form d, distributing plate/, rods y y, feed plate S, duct ^, guide plate

12, spring J, and lever h, and these arranged with the levers E R
and spring K, when said levers are furnished with ink rolls m m and
distributing rolls o, and the whole arranged with the vertical oblong
openings in the lower part of the frame B B, in which the shaft 10
works, to admit of the arm c being raised vertically to make an im-
pression, by pressing down the end of the lever h on the fulcrum 13,

and thus elevating the arm c, as before stated ; the whole thus combined,
arranged, constructed, and operated as represented, in the manner and
lor the purposes of feeding blank cards to the machine, inking the

form, making the impression, and discharging the card from the ma-
chine after being printed, as specified and represented in the accom-
panying drawings.

No. 17,322.

—

John Fallon, of Lawrence, Mass.

—

Improved Blanket

for Calico Printing Machines.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.— A. repre-

sents the impression cylinder, C the engraved cylinders ; the India
rubber apron D passes around cylinder A, and is sustained by rollers

E F; over this apron pass the three thicknesses of grays, which
are arranged as follows: From the roll Gr the unbleached cotton H
passes over suitable carrying rolls to the cylinder A, beneath which
it passes in contact with the India rubber apron ; thence, as indicated

by letter I, over rolls ah c d ef x y, back to cylinder A, beneath
which it runs directly outside the first fold H ; thence it passes, as in-

dicated by letter K, over the rolls aghihlr/ixy, again beneath the

impression cylinder ; thence over the rollers a n o pto the roll L, upon
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wKicli it is wound, the material not being again returned through the

machine. The bleached cotton Q to be printed enters the machine
from roll S, passing round the cylinder A, beneath the several folds of

grays and the India rubber blanket, and in contact with the engraved
cylinders ; thence the printed fabric passes off over the rolls an o t

out of the machine.
Claim.—The combination of the short India rubber blanket with

the multiple fold of ** grays " passing once through the machine, and
operating in the manner substantially as set forth.

No. 17,308.

—

Elisha Leb, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Method of Preparing
Canvas for Printing^ Painting , dc.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.

—

One pound of rice is boiled in sufficient water to prevent its burning,
and while boiling there is added to it half a drachm of pulverized

borax, also one^fourth of an ounce of gelatine, isinglass, or best white
glue. To this rice paste are then added equal quantities in bulk of

white lead, best Paris white, and white pipe clay ; which are all

mixed with linseed oil and ground, forming a thick composition,

which, when spread evenly on any required surface and sufficiently

dry will form an absorbent ground, insoluble in boiling water, and
capable of receiving impressions.

Claim.—The composition of the described ingredients to produce an
oil ground possessing the qualities mentioned, without sizing the

canvas.

No. 18,056.

—

Paul Prbtsch, ofthe Empire of Austria.

—

Photogalvan-

ographic Process for Printing.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—The
solutions of nitrate of silver and iodide of potassium are mixed with a so-

lution of clear glue in water. These are poured on to a suitable plate

so as to form a coating thereon when dry. The photograhic impression

is made on this coating in the usual manner ; and when the original is

removed from the coating, the photographic picture will be found to

appear in relief, and, when sufficiently developed, must be washed with

spirits of wine. The surplus moisture is then removed, and the plate

is covered with a mixture of copal varnish diluted with oil of turpen-

tine ; before becoming dry, the superfluous varnish must be removed
with oil of turpentine, and the plate immersed in a weak solution of

tannin, from which the plate must be removed as soon as the design

is sufficiently raised. The plate is then ready to be copied by means
of the well-known process of electrotyping.

Claim.—The peculiar adaptation of the photographic process to the

production of metallic and other surfaces suitable for printing, and for

various other useful and ornamental purposes, as described, or sub-

stantially similar thereto.

No. 18,477.—John H. Uiter, of New York, N. Y.

—

Printing

Press.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—The engraving and claim

explain the nature of this improved press.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly actuating the

platen by means of the impression levers, as that has been previously
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done ; neither do I claim giving an impression by means of the lever-

age described.

But I clainfij first, the combination of the swinging platen E, levers

g h i, and shaft /, when arranged as set forth.

Second. I claim connecting the inking rollers to the swinging platen

by means of rods p, or their equivalent, in such a manner that the move-
ment of the platen around its centre of motion shall cause the inking
rollers to pass across the type, when arranged and operating substan-

tially in the manner described.

Third. I claim giving the frisket a motion in an opposite direction to

that of the platen during a portion of its movement, by the means and
for the purpose specified.

No. 18,Y44.—John Henet, of Yevej, Ind.

—

Printing Press.—Pa-
tent dated December 1, 1857.—This improvement in printing presses

is calculated to expedite the mode of working hand presses. The en-

gravings and claim will give an idea of the invention.

Claim.—The inventor says : Ist. The frisket carriage M attached

to the frame D, as shown and used in connexion with the inclined

bars or guides jy, whereby said frisket carriage and its frisket is ele-

vated at the termination of the outward stroke of the frame, so that a
blank sheet may be readily and conveniently adjusted on the frisket,

or a printed sheet be discharged therefrom, as described.

2d. The frisket N, when used for the purpose of discharging or de-

livering a printed sheet, as set forth.

3d. The combination of the pressure cylinder J and frame D, when
said cylinder is operated automatically by the wedges L L and spring

Q, as shown, so as to be depressed at the proper time, and give the

necessary impression to the sheet, and also be thrown up free from the

sheet after the impression has been given, as described.

4th. The arrangement of the feed board B and fly board C, when
arranged as shown, so that said boards are made adjustable and capa-

ble ot being removed at one side, so as to render the working parts of

the press accessible, as described.

No. 18,812.

—

Charles W. Hawees, of Boston, Mass.

—

Printing

Press.—Patent dated December 8^ 1857.—The claim and engravings
explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim, first, the cam lever C^, operated by a
vibrating platen, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

Second. I claim securing carriage ways to the adjustable bed, so that

when the bed is moved by altering the impression, the roller carriage

will move with it, and keep the rollers always in a proper position to

roll the form evenly, in combination with the roller carriage, substan-

tially as described and set forth.

Third. I claim the nipper lever, operating in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

Fourth. I claim the trip in combination with the nipper lever, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

Fifth. I claim the combination and arrangement of mechanism
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specified, for receiving tbe cards to be printed, and delivering tliem

after they are printed, substantially as described.

No. 17,499.

—

Charles E. Emery, of Canandaigua, N. Y.

—

Card
Printing Press.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The operator having
placed ink on the rollers J and K, and a form F on the bed B, and
having adjusted the gripers k, grasps lever H with one hand, and
pushes it back ; this throws the rollers v over the form F, and inks it,

and throws the plate r out, and the griper k away from the platen A
into the position represented in fig. 3. He now places a card on the
platen A behind the gripers k, and pulls lever H forward; the gripers

catch the card, and hold it against the platen, while the rollers v move
back to the distributing roller J ; by the time that lever H has arrived

at its extreme of motion, the card is pressed upon form F, and the

plate r is pushed up inside the partition. By now pushing back lever

H, the rollers will ink the form, and the gripers release the card,

which drops down on a table.

The inventor says : I do not claim the principle or manner described

of applying the power.

But I claim, first, the general construction of the machine, and the
arrangement and combination of its parts, said parts being arranged^
combined, and operated in a manner equivalent to that described, so

as to accomplish the object of the invention ; the operation of each
part being adapted to the vibratory movement by which the machine
is operated, and the pressure, feeding, and discharging contrivances

of the machine being combined with the inking arrangement described,,

or with one equivalent to it.

Second. The manner of adjusting and operating the gripers k k,

which hold the card, in combination with the manner of operating
and stopping the operation of the plate r upon which the card is laid,

both being operated by the simple vibratory movement of the moving
surface, which gives the impression.

No. 17,036.

—

Max C. Gritzner, of Washington, D. C, assignor to

M. J. Gritzner, of Washington, aforesaid.

—

Engraved Plate Print-

ing Press.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The engraved plate a, as

it issues from between the printing cylinders d and e, is first inked by
means of inking apparatus h / g, and then wiped by means of two
wiping rollers k I. These two wiping rollers have a peculiar com-
pound motion, closely imitating the motion of the hand in wiping
plates by hand. This compound motion is produced by causing the

rollers to revolve around their own axis, and, at the same time, to

vibrate laterally across the plate. The rollers are of India rubber, the

roller k being covered with oil silk, which has been found to answer
the purpose of wiping admirably. The surface of the oil cloth, as it

takes the ink up from the plate a, passing underneath and in contact

with the roller, is constantly kept clean by means of a dull edged
scraper o. The inventor states that one and the same piece of oil

cloth will answer for a whole day's printing. The second roller I is

covered with a piece of muslin 2, which is kept impregnated with

chalk dust. The chalk dast is contained in the box m^ and drops
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throngli the sieve n upon the surface of the roller. The elastic India
ruhber scraper q takes off the superfluous chalk. This second roller

serves to polish the plate. As soon as the plate has passed through
the rollers, the rollers h I and the inking apparatus are raised by
means of lever w operating inclined slides v, upon which the axles s

rest, which support the frames of the rollers and inking apparatus.

The plate now travels back towards the printing cylinders for the
purpose of having the impression taken. The paper is fed to and car-

ried off the plate by means of the automaton paper-feeding bands C D.
In printing very fine work, the inventor removes the second roller ^,

and uses only the roller hj that takes all the ink off the plate ; the
printer, as the plate issues from underneath the roller, polishes the
plate by hand in the usual way. By this means from five to six im-
pressions may be taken when one is taken by the usual process of

hand-wiping. The press can be worked by steam power.
The engraved plate a is fastened to the reciprocating bed plate r

by means of pivots h c soldered to the back of the plate.

The improvements are such that they can be attached to one of the
usual copper-plate printing presses.

C^am.—Covering the wiping rollers, or their equivalents, with oil

cloth or oil silk, or any other material impervious to ink, for the pur-
pose of having a wiping surface from which ink can be constantly re-

moved by a scraper or otherwise, so as to keep it clean, in contra-

distinction to cloth, leather, or similar materials, which absorb ink.

Also, in combination with a reciprocating bed plate, carrying an
.engraved plate or its equivalent to be printed from, one, two, or

more wiping rollers, revolving each upon its own axis, when the said

axis has a reciprocating, rotating, or any other motion, in a plane
parallel with the plane of the bed plate.

Also, passing a wiping band over two or more wiping rollers, when
said rollers have the compound motion given to them in the manner
described.

Also, producing the proper degree of pressure between the cleaning
surface and the plate, by means of a compressed gaseous or liquid

fluid.

Also, the manner specified of securing the plate to be printed from
to the bed plate.

No. 16,861.

—

Francis S. Coburn, of Ipswich, Massachusetts, assignor

to William W. Messer, of Boston, Massachusetts, and George F.

Gray, of Albany, New York.

—

Hand Printing Press.—Patent dated
March 17, 1857.—The object of this invention is to arrest the inking
roller after the typo has been inked by it, and during the further

vertical movement of the type, by a contrivance or means separate

from the type block, so that the roller may not roll against either

vertical edge of the type block, and ink the same. As the roller leaves

the rear edge of the printing surface, it comes underneath and against

a rest or projection M, arranged and extended from the frame, as

shown in the engraving, and serving to stop the roller and prevent it

from being thrown upward and directly over the printing block by its
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spring during the further descent of the printing block towards the

bed.

The inventor says : I do not claim combining the inking roller arm
F and its spring I with a lever K applied to the frame A and the

vertical shaft c, and operated by the latter, substantially as described.

But I claim the application or arrangement of the stops M and b

and the spring I, with respect to the frame A and the lever K, and so

as to arrest the upward movement of the roller, under circumstances

as stated.

No. 18,557.

—

Samuel ;J. Smith, of New York, N. Y.

—

Hand Print-
ing Press.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.—In this invention the
roller h is set on a lever arm Z, attached by the screw 7 to the bed a,

and said arm and roller is drawn back by the spring m from the pro-

jecting end of an arm n. 8 is a screw in the bed a, into which the
lever arm I is drawn by the spring m, when the parts assume the posi-

tion shown in fig. 2; and, by means of this screw, the position of the

roller h is so adjusted that the printing surface, as it is moved with
the lever, takes at its edge on to the roller so as properly to ink the
surface, and not supply too much or too little ink to the edge.
The inventor says : I do not claim any one of the parts separately.

But I claim the manner described of adjusting the lever I and its

inking roller h by the screw 8, so that the inking takes correctly on to

the edge of the printing surface 2, as said surface moves in a curved
line with and on the lever c?, as and for the purposes specified.

I also claim arranging the princing surface 2 and inking table g on
the lever d in such a manner, relatively with the inking roller h and
its lever I, that said roller shall travel over the printing surface as

the lever descends, and then pass up on to the inking table g for dis-

tributing the ink while the impression is being given, at the same
time that the paper or other material being printed is kept from con-

tact with the roller by the foot 5, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

No. 18,907.—J. M. Jones, of Palmyra, N. Y.

—

Eand Printing

Press.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—The nature of this inven-

tion consists in an arrangement by which the '^form'' bed J is elevated

a sufficient height to admit the ink roller to pass under and against

the face of the type, and then readily brought down to the paper and
a powerful impression given. Also, in hanging the ink roller by a
rod and shaft, the shaft being under the platen in such a manner that,

in depressing the form, the ink roller is carried forward and against

the face of the type. Also, in an improved method of suspending the

form.

Claim.—First. The arrangement of the various parts so that the

lever K can be operated at right angles to the curved bar B and ink-

ing bar D, suspended on the shaft H, in the manner and for the pur-

poses set forth.

Secondly. Suspending the bed J on the lever bar B, in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.
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No, 16,826.

—

John C. Davis and William Miller, of Elizabeth,

New Jersey.

—

Rotary Printing Press,—Patent dated March 17, 1857.

The inventor says : We do not claim the separate parts of the

machine as new.
But we claim the combination of the rollers g g with the shoes 1 2,

and the inclination of the ways or planes d d and the upright screws

h for operating the type bed, substantially as described.

No. 16,837.

—

Horace Holt_, of Winchester, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Printing Presses.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.—These improve-
ments consist in a peculiar arrangement of parts whereby the " form

"

is properly inked, the '^platen" drawn underneath the form, and the

form pressed down upon the card on the platen, and the platen, after

the card has received its impression, is forced out from underneath
the form ; these movements being made by the operation of a single

cam. The engravings and claim further explain this invention.

The inventor says: 1 claim operating the ^'platen'' G by means
of the cam 0, slide D, and arm E, connected with the platen by the

rod F; and also operating the plate J, to which the form I is attached

by means of the rod e, connected with said plate, and made to bear

against the face of the cam ; whenfsaid parts are arranged as shown,
or in any equivalent way, so that the platen G and form I may be
operated conjointly by the cam C, as described, for the purpose set

forth.

I also claim, in combination with the means above named for opera-

ting the platen G, the rotating and vibrating ink-distributing roller

M, when operated as shown and described.

I further claim throwing the printed cards from the platen G by
means of the levers N 0, attached respectively to the platen G and
plate J, arranged as shown and described, or in an equivalent way.

No. 17,405.—S. D. Learned, of Boston, Mass.^ assignor to A. C.

Learned, of New York, N. Y.—Improvement in Printing Presses.—
Patent dated May 26, 1857.—The type or form G is secured upon
the bed F^ and the frame B is moved back and forth by hand. V7hen
the frame B is in the position shown in the engraving, the ink roller

C is on the form, and inks the same as it is shoved over it. When the

frame B is brought back^ the tympan H is thrown down, together with
the sheet of paper a* , secured to the tympan by frisket I. The roller

D, in passing over the tympan, gives the requisite pressure to the sheet,

so that it receives the impression thereof. When the frame is shoved
back, the cross-piece c^ strikes the rods n^ and throws up the tympan,
as shown in full lines on the engraving.
The inventor says : I do not claim separately any of the parts de-

scribed, for they have all been used in presses under various forms of

arrangement with other parts.

But I claim the reciprocating frame B, provided with the inking

and presser rollers C D, in combination with the ink and form beds

E F and tympan H, provided with the rods h n and frisket I ; the

above parts being arranged to operate conjointly, as shown, for the

purpose set forth.
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Ko. 1*7,418.

—

Jason L. Burdick, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-

ment in Printing Presses.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—Motion being

imparted to crank-shaft S, the connecting rods C impart a recipro-

cating motion to the cylinder A, which is made to slide in ways Q at

the same time that a reciprocating rotary motion is imparted to said

cylinder by pinion P passing over rack H. The inking roller J
delivers the ink to cylinder A, and distributing roller R inks the types

which are set on the face of cylinder A ; when the cylinder A has

arrived at the end of its way, the tooth m of pinion P comes in contact

with the guide-piece G, which guides the roller A in such a manner
that the face of platen T will be parallel with the type-bed p, in which
position the impression is made on the paper on platen T.

Claim.—First. The arrangement of working the roller A upon which
the type is attached, in such a manner as to communicate to the same
a forward and backward motion, in connexion with a rotating motion,

substantially as described.

Second. The arrangement of a guide piece, for the purpose of guiding

the type roller in the latter part of its forward motion, so as to bring

the types always square against the platen T containing the paper or

card to be printed.

No. 17,463.

—

Daniel K. Winder, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improve-

ment in Printing Presses.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—By turning

crank I shaft a is rotated, and the piston g, and platen h have
a reciprocating movement imparted to them by means of a crank on
shaft e ; and the cards are placed and the type form c printed by the

operation of these parts. The inking roller g receives the ink from the

curved flange d; and as it has to pass over said flange in a vertical po-

sition, the tripping of said roller is performed in the following man-
ner : At a certain point in each circuit of the roller, the lower end of

the stirrup n engages with hook v pivoted in a slot of the bed a ; and
its advance being opposed thereby, the hook ascends, as represented

in fig. 2, turning the stirrup n on its fulcrum A, which is at the end of

arm m and the sliding button t. Fig. 4 is drawn around the edge of

arm m, and is then retracted against the other side of said arm by the

action of springs u.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement, substantially as set forth,

of the roller -bearing {n o r s) pivoted to the flattened branch or arm
m irom the driving shaft, and provided with the sliding spring button

^, in combination with the hook v, or equivalent devices, for the

tripping and inversion of the inking roller between the consecutive

inkings, as explained.

No. 17,615.

—

Franklin L. Bailey, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Printing Presses.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—The paper to be
printed, alter having been laid on the tablet E, is seized and drawn
off the same by the action of the nipper v and carrier D^, and is borne
down in place on the carrier D^ by the springs ^, which co-operate with
the nipper. The carrier D^ takes the paper from the tablet and up to

the type form C, where, after having been printed, it is freed from the

type by the gripe of the springs t against the carrier D^; and it is then
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guided and supported downward by the movement of said carrier, so

as to come back to the tablet, when it will be discharged by its gravity.

The inventor says : I claim the combination and arrangement of

the nipper and holding springs applied to the sheet carrier, and made
to operate therewith, substantially as described, and whether said

springs be made stationary or adjustable laterally on their shaft.

I do not claim a sliding platen or plate moving out from beneath
the type form for the purpose of receiving a sheet to be printed.

But I claim the sliding carrier or plate D^ when made to move in

an inclined or vertical direction, for the purpose set forth.

I also claim the combination of the sheet carrier or plate D^ with
ways placed on the platen or vibrating frame D, on which it slides,

80 that it may assume the positions for receiving the sheet to be printed,

and also for giving the impression to the same.

Ko. 18,567.

—

Merwin Davis, of New York, "N". Y., assignor to

Peter G. Bergen, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Printing

Presses.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.—The claim and engravings
show the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim, separately or in itself considered,

the reciprocating carriage 0, provided with fingers or nippers for feed-

ing the blank sheets to the form; nor do I claim the '^fly'' separately,

or independent of its arrangement and connexion with the parts, as

shown.
But I claim, first, the reciprocating rolling pressure segment J, pro-

vided with a weight box h, or any suitable or equivalent device, by
which the counterpoise of the segment may be varied or graduated to

be commensurate with the speed of the segment. I also claim the

reciprocating roller pressure segment, when arranged to operate as

shown, irrespective of the variable counterpoise.

Second. I claim the reciprocating carriage 0, provided with the

fingers or nippers w, in combination with the segment J, for feeding

the sheets to the form. I also claim, in combination with said seg-

ment J, the *^ fly " or device formed of the rods or shafts S T e, arms
d djj, and hinged ledge or plate d^; the above feeding and flying

devices being arranged and operating conjointly with the segment J,

as described.

Third. I claim the rails m m applied to the machine and operated

substantially as shown, or in any equivalent way, so as to raise or

elevate the face k of the segment above the form during one movement,
and allow it to descend and rest upon the bed during the other

movement in order to give the impression to the sheets. And I also

claim the bar Z, when used in connexion with the rails m, and having
the bar j'2 connected with it, as shown, whereby the segment may be
raised at any time, and the sheets also prevented from being fed to

the form.

Fourth. I claim operating the lateral vibrating ink rollersW X by
means of the T-shaped lever Y, as described.

No. 18,545.

—

George P. Gordon, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Printing Presses.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.—This
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invention consists in the peculiar means employed for feeding a con-

tinuous sheet of paper to its proper place of printing, and in the use

of adjustable shears or knives to cut off the proper length of paper or

cord, after the same has been printed, as fast as the printing is done,

and by the same operation. Also, in providing side arms, or a frame,

for the purpose of carrying the inking rollers in such a way as to give

the same a continuous reversible motion, as the rollers pass over the

form ; so that the impression may be taken at each alternate motion of

the frame up and down, and this, in combination with the means em-
ployed for actuating the reciprocating bed-carriage, upon which bed
the form of types is placed.

This improvement will be further understood by an examination of

the engravings and claim.

The inventor says : I claim, first, the arrangement of a bed, with
its form of types, between two distributing tables, so that the impres-

sion may be taken while one table is inking the rollers and dis-

tributing the ink by passing to and fro upon the distributing table

on one side, and at the alternate time an impression may be taken
while the rollers are passing over the opposite distributing table

;

thus allowing of the reversal of the rollers at the extreme ends of the

two tables, meeting and inking the form in its transit from one ex-

treme to the other, and allowing the impression to be taken at each
inking of the form without waiting for the return of the rollers.

Second. I claim tbe arrangement of the variable eccentric, or its

equivalent, with the sheet guides or gauges, and friction feed rollers,

for the purpose of drawing in evenly the sheet or strip any required
distance.

And I further claim the arrangement of means described for feed-

ing, printing, cutting, and counting the cards or sheets of paper,
with the means described for the inking and alternately distributing

the ink, as set forth.

No. 18,618.

—

Stephen Wilcox, Jr., of Westerly, Ehode Island.

—

Improvement in Printing Presses.—Patent dated November 10,

1857.—When this improved machine is in operation, a sheet, fed by
the lower edge of I, is seized by the gripers g and drawn over the

form on bed A, and delivered to the gripers g^ on the platen B ; the

same movement draws the ink rollers over the form, and does the

inking, bends up the fly, and closes gripers g^ and h.

The return movement rolls the platen over the bed giving the im-
pression, draws table m back to receive the printed sheet, opens the

gripers to allow the fly to lay the sheet, and carries the ink rollers

over cylinder t to receive a fresh supply of ink for another impression.

Claim.—First, the adaptation of the eccentric segment B to the

stationary bed A, when said segment is held to the bed by radius

bars C C, and operated substantially as set forth.

Second. The elastic fly bending round the platen, and operating as

described.

No. 17,549.

—

Franklin L. Bailey, of Boston, Mass.

—

Imjprovement

in Card Printing Presses,—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—Motion
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being given to tlie shaft D, cam a, in revolving, presses the type form
upon the card and against the bed G. The card sheet or strip is fed

into the machine between the rollers K and S, and is held by guides

I during the time the impression is made, and the printed cards are

separated from the strip by the action of knife 0.

The inventor says : I do not claim the combination of feeding guides

with the bed against which the card is to be pressed.

But I claim applying the guides I I to the bed, substantially as

described—that is, so that they may spring or move away from and
towards it, and thus not only relieve the card from contact with and
friction against the surface of the bed, while such card is descending

in the guides, but also to operate the knife and allow it to move back-

ward, substantially as specified.

Also, arranging the guides 1 1 so as to incline back from the vertical

plane, the same being for the purpose of supporting the card and en-

abling the guides to be used without any front lip, as described.

Also, the combination of the spring card-holder M with the card

rest or stop K, and the feeding guides or mechanism, and the bed
and platen, the said card-holder being applied to the stop K, so as to ope-

rate substantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

Also, applying the feed and pressure rollers in a rocker frame com-
bined with the vibrating frame F and provided with adjustments,

arranged so as to enable the rocker frame to be tipped a little, as occa-

sion may require, to cause the continuous sheet of paper or card-board

to operate properly with respect to the position of the form on the
platen.

Also, arranging on the shaft E, and so as to operate with the sta-

tionary roller, as described, and with the feeding roller, a spring
pressure roller IT to act against the edge of the sheet of card, so as to

maintain its opposite edge in a proper position with respect to the
type.

No. 18,589.—KiCHARD M. Hob, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Feeding Paper to Printing Presses.—Patent dated November 10,

1857.—This invention relates to an improvement in that class of paper-

feeding devices in which sheets of paper are fed to the machine through
the agency or medium of what is termed a ''^drop roller.'' The claim
and engravings explain its nature.

The inventor says : I do not claim feeding sheets of paper to print-

ing presses and analogous machines by means of a feeding cylinder,

in connexion with a series of endless belts or tapes, and a drop roller

;

for such device is well known, and in common use.

But I claim giving the drop roller F a constant or regular speed,

corresponding at all times to that of the other running or working
parts of the device, by bringing said roller F, when in an elevated

position and detached from the cylinder D, in contact with the im-
pelling roller 0, actuated by the belts or tapes K, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

No. 18,640.—^BiCHARD M. Hoe, ofNew York, N. Y.

—

Improved Mode
of Operating Fly-Frames of Printing Presses,—Patent dated Novem-
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ber 17, 1857.—The engravings and claim show the nature of this

improvement.
Claim.—Operating the fly frames I hy means of cam shafts C, placed

one at each end of the machine, and provided with cams D E F, and
used in connexion with armsj m p, rods i I o, arms K, and springs

M, or an equivalent device, whereby the cams are made to actuate the

fly frames in a more direct manner, and consequently insuring a more
perfect operation of the same than heretofore.

]^o. 18,52*7.

—

Jedediah Moese, of Canton, Mass., assignor to the

S. P. EuGGLES Power Press Manueacturing Company, ofBoston, Mass.

—

Improvement in Hand Printing Press.—Patent dated October 27,

1857.—The claim and engravings show the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim the combination of one or more
cam plates K M, a cam lever L, and one or two sets of rollers, or their

equivalents, arranged between the said cam lever and cam plates, as

I am aware that such mechanism for operating a platen is not new.
Nor do I claim arranging the platen spring on the top of the arch

or frame of the press, and applying it to a bolt and other devices for

lifting a platen, as shown, or used in the well known Albion press in-

vented by Cope. I so arrange the rod F depending from the spring

G- as to cause it to pass through the lever pitman, and other mechan-
ism for depressing the platen, the same serving not only to support
the whole in place, but as a fulcrum for the lever to work on.

I ftm aware that the foot of the low^r toggle of a press has been at-

tached to the toggle by a screw, whereby the impression could be ad-
juster .

I c Jm arran^^ing the lifter rod E with respect to its spring G, the
cam luver L, the pitman I, and cam plates N N, substantially in the
manner, and so as to operate therewith, as described.

I also claim the arrangement of the regulating wedge on the lifter

rod, and between the depressing mechanism and the crown of the
arch, substantially as described.

No. 17,824.—E. E. Barrett, of Chicago, 111.

—

Improvement in Ink-
ing Boilers for Printing Presses.—Patent dated July 21, 1857.—The
ink roller I is made hollow, and is perforated by a number of small
holes, through v/hich the ink which is in the interior of said roller,

oozes out and saturates the cloth by which it is enveloped
; as the rod

E is depressed, the roller I passes from under the type box F, and is

brought in contact with the lower face of the diffusing plate IST, which
spreads the ink evenly over its surface.

C^aim.—Saturating or coating the inking roller of a printing press
with ink';, in the manner substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

No. 17,449,—Charles Potter, Jr., of Westerly, K. I. —Improvement
in Oscillating Printing Presses.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The bed
plate B can be adjusted by operating screws i, by which the levers h
and bearings h of said plate can be adjusted. The slieet to be printed
is placed upon the feed board I up to guide m ; as the segment!) comes

Vol. ii 29
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to the position shown in figure 2, the camp, operating through its

levers p^ and n n^ and rod p^, raises the feed board until it nearly

touches the segment D, when it comes in contact with a toe r on the

griper shaft, and shuts the gripers on to the sheet, when the sheet is

drawn in and impressed.

The inventor says : I do not claim lifting the feed board for the pur-

pose of carrying the sheet to the gripers, independent of its applica-

tion or adaptation^ as described.

Neither do I claim actuating the '^ fly" by a cam and spring, as that

is common.
But I claim, first, the manner of adjusting the impression by means

of the levers h and screws i, substantially as described.

Second. I claim the use and adaptation of the lifting feed board I

for carrying the sheet to the gripers, when combined with the oscilla-

ting eccentric segment D.
Third. 1 also claim operating the fly a by the cam S_, when so con-

structed as to cause said fly to conform to the motions of the bed B
and oscillating eccentric segment D, as fully set forth.

No. 17,543.

—

Jedediah Morsb, of Canton, Mass., assignor to the S,

P. EuGGLES Power Peess Manufacturing CoxMpany, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in Fewer Printing Presses,—Patent dated June 9,

1857.—A detailed description of this invention would take up too

much space ; the .principal features thereof will be understood by
reference to the claim and engravings.

Claiin.—The combination and arrangement of mechanism or devices

for supporting the sheet of paper over the carrier or frisket carriage,

and guiding and presenting it to the discharging apparatus ; such
devices consisting of the cords n^ n"^ , the rollers 12 m% the drum 0%
cordp% and the barrel or pulley g% provided with a spring, or its

equivalent, as described.

Also, the combination of the cam u and stud v with the rocker tog-

gle and its operating cam, the same being for the purpose as specified.

Also, the combination for regulating the rotary motion of -the ink
fountain rollers, the same consisting of the adjustable stop lever m^

^

the connecting rod li^, cam c^, the lever /^, the weighted plate K^, and
the pawl f, and the internal ratchet 5^, constructed and applied to-

gether substantially as specified.

Also, combining with the pile platform and fly a mechanism sub-

stantially as described, which, by the reciprocating movements of the
fly, shall lower the platform in correspondence with the increase of
thickness of the pile ; such mechanism being the cam on the fly shaft,

the pawl thereof, and the train of gears and racks applied and operating

as specified.

Also, the mechanism or combination for imparting to the ink cyl-

inder li endwise motions, as described ; the same consisting of the

grooved pinion or gear o and the inclined gear j9, constructed, ar-

ranged, and applied together, so as to operate substantially as speci-

fied.
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No. 17,388.

—

Gordon McKay, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Begistering Apparatus for Printing Presses.—Patent dated May 26,

1857.—This apparatus may be applied to any printing press now in

use. When the mechanism of the press raises the paper board a to

the position represented in figure 1, at which position the points re are

brought below the face of the paper board and the brushes e are raised,

the operator then places the printing paper on board a, and upon the

board being brought to position figure 2, the spring ^forces down the

brushes e, and the pins x penetrate the paper ; on the pins x being
now withdrawn from the paper, the latter is retained in its position

by brushes e, and the nippers of the press can seize and carry off the

sheet for the usual purpose.

Claim.—The use of brushes, or equivalents, for the purpose set

forth, when automatically operated and combined with register points.

No. 18,032.—Moses S. Beach, of Brooklyn, N. Y.—Machine for
Wetting and Gutting Paperfor Printing Presses.—Patent dated August
25, 1857.—The paper is taken from the reel A, and, after passing it

through guide B, it is moistened by the pressure between the covered

cylinders G D, which receive moisture from the cylinders E F, which
are partially immersed in water tanks G- H. At every revolution of

the cylinder C, the pins I fixed to the side frames J release the knives
a & by tripping the ends of the catches e /, and the knives enter the
grooves i, cutting the paper which is pressed between the two cylin-

ders, and the sheet thus cut off is carried out of the machine by tapes.

K. The knives a b are then returned within the cylinder by the^

pressure of the ends of the bars on cams K.
The inventor says : I do not, therefore, claim broadly the wetting

of paper by means of wet or moistened rollers applied to one side of
the paper and not to the other.

Neither do I claim broadly the cutting of paper by means of a saw-
edge knife, whether the knife be attached to a stationary frame or ta
a cylinder, and whether projected against the paper by means of cant
and lever or springs.

But I claim, 1st. Simultaneously wetting or moistening both sides

of the paper, in the manner substantially as described.

2d. Leaving the paper dry at the point or line of cutting, substan-
tially as described.

3d. Catching the knife when retired within the circumference of
the cylinder, retaining it while so retired, and releasing it from the
operation of cutting by means of the catches e /, the springs J, and
the tripping pins I, in the manner substantially as described.

4th. Combining the cutting apparatus with the wetting cylinders
or rolls, substantially as described.

No. 16,581.

—

William H. Elliot, of Plattsburgh, N. Y.

—

Printing
Stamp.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.
The inventor says : I do not claim the joint H as a stop for termi-

nating or stopping any motion of the die-carrier B around pin or
centre K, and giving to said die-carrier a new and distinct motion ; a
device for this particular purpose being found in a hand stamp in-
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vented by Mr. P. A. Ramsey, of Boston. The principal object of joint

H in my invention being to confine one portion of die-carrier B as

nearly as is requisite to a direct or longitudinal motion.

I claim, first, the crank F, joint H, or their equivalents, when used
in combination with type or die C.

Second. The same in combination with the treadle m.
Third. The self-adjusting ink pad E.
Fourth. Tilting the ink pad E so that by the action of the type or

die upon it it may be revolved.

Filth. The combination of the die or type C with the crank F, when
arranged as specified in relation to the two pads.

Ho. 16,641.

—

William H. Elliot, of Plattsburgh, JSi. Y.

—

Printing
Stamp.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.—The devices referred to in

the claims serve to carry the die from the impression pad to the inking
pad, and vice versa, by revolving the cranks H F in the direction of

arrows 1 and 2
;
power to be applied only in one direction.

Claim.—First. The crank F and crank H, when used in combina-
tion, operating in any manner substantially the same.

Second. The same, when working in combination with the treadle

M, as specified.

Third. The combination of spring P and crank H, when operating
as specified, in combination with crank F.

Nc, 17,340.

—

Samuel T. Sanford, of Fall River, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment Stencil-Plate Printing.—Patent dated May 19, 18c 7.—Rotary
motion being given to the rollers C D E in the direction of the arrows,

the roller C is supplied with ink from the fountain G, and the roller

D receives the ink from roller C. The paper or cloth J is placed

between the two rollers D E, it being upon the stencil plate H ; the

roller D thus makes the impression upon the paper.

The inventor says : In the London Mechanics' Magazine, vol. 57,

page 393, 1852, may be found a description of a stencil press, which
consists in the use of flat or curved stencil plates, in combination with

color rollers, composed of flexible materials, for depositing colors on

fabrics through the plates ; I therefore disclaim the invention of said

device.

But, to the best of my knowledge and belief, it is new to have the

'stencil plate made in the form of an endless belt, as set forth.

I claim having the stencil plate made in the form of an endless belt

H, as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,194.

—

Stephen D. Carpenter, of Madison, Wisconsin.

—

Improvement in Machines for Printing Subscribers' Names on News-

papers.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The types, when sit on the cir-

cumference of wheel B, correspond to the names of persons to be

addressed. By pressing down the treadle I, the platen g is forced

down, causing an impression to be made on the newspaper, which is

held to the types. On releasing treadle I, spring F forces up platen

g, and treadle I and pawl o turn cylinder B the length of one tooth,

bringing a new name under the platen g, ready for the next operation.
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Claim.—First. The construction of the cylinder B, made, as de-

scribed, in sections, with flanges 5, to which India rubber or any flex-

ible material is secured for receiving the type, which type are set on
the face of the cylinder in columns, as described, for the purposes set

forth.

Second. The said cylinder, in combination with the platen, operated

as described.

Third. The combination of said cylinder with the devices whereby
it is rotated, as set forth.

No. 16,856.

—

Joseph Wappbnstein, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improve-
meni in Metallic Seals.—Patent dated March 17, 185T.—A represents an
envelope containing a letter, the two being uuited together, and the

envelope sealed by the fastening B. A^ represents an envelope con-

taining a letter, the two united together by a cord, and the envelope

fastened by said cord, the ends of the cord being secured by this

invention so that in either case the letter cannot be removed with-

out detection.

Claim.—A metallic seal, wafer, or fastening, for securing letters,

packages, &c., composed of two pieces of the shape described, and
united together and to the thing to be fastened, substantially in the

manner set forth.

No. 18,065.

—

John Toulmin, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Vibrating Shears.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—The blade K can
be adjusted to give it the most eflectual shearing position by -turning

the set screws H and d.

Claim.—Hanging the movable blade of a pair of shears by two
adjustable centre pivots upon an adjustable pillar block, substantially

in the manner described, and for the purpose of so adjusting the

movable blade of said shears as to give it the most eflectual shearing

position in relation to the stationary blade, as set forth.

No. 16,608. —Perley A. Kamsay, of Boston, Mass.

—

Hand Stamp.—
Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The ink roll K is pivoted to block L,
which latter may be removed, together with the roll, for the purpose
of putting on a fresh supply of ink without soiling the hands. The
operation will be understood from the dotted position of the movable
parts.

The inventor says : I do not claim stop J^ as a guide for the purpose
of guiding arm G, or confining it to a longitudinal motion, several

devices for that purpose being found in the hand stamp invented by Wil-
liam H. Elliot. The principal object of stop J^ in my invention being
to terminate or stop the motion of arm Gr around axle E, thereby
causing said arm to take a new and distinct motion.

I claim the arm G pivoted to the truck D, in combination with the

stop J^ and ink roll K, operating in the manner substantially as set

forth.

Second. I claim the method described of hanging the ink roll, for

the purpose set forth.
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No. 16,731.

—

Horace Holt.—Hand Stamp.—Patent dated March
3, 1857.—The toe Gr of the hand lever F serves to depress the platen

K. The toe Z operates the lever N to which the ink roller M is

attached.

The inventor says : I do not claim operating the platen or stem and
the inking roll by simple operation of the hand.

But I claim the combination of a detached lever with its toe pieces

for inking and taking the impression, when said inking and impressing

devices are returned to their places by springs L and w, as set forth.

No. 16,712.

—

Leonard Bailey, of Winchester, Mass.

—

Hand
Stamp.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.

Claim.—Arranging an ink fountain and its discharging roller at

the foot of the slider and between the same and the type or printing

plate, and so as to be movable therewith, substantially as set forth.

I also claim arranging the forked lever L of the inking roller with
respect to the slider C, substantially as described ; so that while the

palm of a person's hand is placed on the top of the slider, one or more
of the fingers can operate said lever, or the upper arm thereof, in a
manner to move the inking roller backward against the type^ and into

a position to come in contact with the fountain roller F when the

slider is next depressed.

No. 18,249.—T. J. W. Kobertson, of New York, N. Y.—Hand
Stamp.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—D is a shaft which passes

horizontally through the shank B. Upon this shaft are placed the
type wheels c d e^ which revolve, independently of each other, on the
shaft. The faces of these type wheels may be provided, respectively,

with the names of the months of the year, and also the ten numerals.
The shaft is arranged at such a distance from the face of the ring 0,
that the type wheels may be turned so that the types upon them will

come in line, or form a horizontal plane with the types on the ring 0.

By this arrangement an impression can be made at the same time from
the types on the ring and the wheels.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the employment of

revolving type wheels for making impressions ; for I am aware that

such wheels have long been known and used. They are seen, for

example, in nearly all book-paging machines. But, to the best of my
knowledge and belief, no hand stamp like mine has ever before been
known or used.

I claim the construction of hand stamps in the manner described

and represented.

No„- 17,587.

—

Coleman Sellers, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Postage
Stamp and Lohel Sticker.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The opera-

tion of applying the label is as follows : The surface of the article to

be labelled is moistened ; the protruding label of the pile S in the box
A is pressed upon the moistened part by handle E, and the adhesive

matter on the label will cause it to adhere to the article. Upon with-
drawing the instrument, one label will be pulled out from the box A,
leaving the next one within the flanges a exposed ready for use ; the
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loose edges of the stamp are then pressed down hj the second appli-

cation of the sticker.

Claim.—The combination of the lips or flanges, or their equiva-

lents, in the label-holder, with the follower, or its equivalent, for the

purposes above specified, when said lips or said follower, or their

equivalents, are made of such form as to cause the stamps or labels ta

bulge out beyond the face of the stamp-holder, substantially as de-

scribed.

Also, the attachment of the follower, or its equivalent, with the

handle, to convey the pressure directly to the stamps or labels, sub-

stantially as described.

No. 18,947.—E. E. Barrett, of Salem, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Hand Stamps.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—This improvement
consists in a peculiar arrangement and combination, by means of

which the stamp is iuked and the impression made by a single blow
of the hand, without the necessity of spreading the ink upon the sur-

face of the roller, which not only has a tendency to daub it up,

but also requires to be constantly replenished.

The claim and engraving will show the nature of this improve-
ment.

Claim.—So arranging and constructing the ink fountain 0, that_,

when combined with the iuking roller of a hand stamp press, it shall

serve the double purpose of inking the roller and distributing the ink
over its surface in the manner substantially as described.

No. 16,962.

—

Alexander Beckers, of New York, N. Y.

—

Appara-
tusfor Exhibiting Stereoscopic Pictures.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.

—

The slides D in which the pictures are inserted are attached at right

angles to the endless belt B, which passes around the two shafts B
;

by turning one of the shafts, by means of a knob on the outside of the
box, the slides are passed one by one before the eye-glass E, the light

coming in through glass d. The pictures are fastened to the slides B
by inserting them within the grooves /, and then drawing the India
rubber band e over their upper edge, as represented at the right hand
side of fig. 1.

Claim.—1st. Arranging the pictures at right angles to the endless

belt, in the manner and for the purposes substantially as described.

2d. The described mode of securing the pictures in the grooved
slides, by means of the elastic bands e e and notches// in the ends of

the grooved portions of the slides.

No. 18,209.

—

Jesse K. Park, of Marlborough, N. Y.^

—

Composition

for Preparing Tracing Muslin.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.

—

This composition consists of eight parts of spirits of turpentine, eight
parts of castor oil, two parts of Canada balsam, and one part of bal-

sam copaiba ; this, when well mixed, is applied to the tracing muslin
by means of a sponge.

Claim.—Ti:ie employment of the oil of the palma christi, or castor

oil, alone, or as an ingredient in the composition for increasing the
transparency of tracing muslin, as specified.
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No. 16,947.

—

William H. Houston, of Belfast, Maine.

—

Machine
for Composing and Distributing Type.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—
The operation of this machine is as follows : The types being arranged
within the compartments of the case A, a single key is depressed,

by which means the corresponding lever L is raised, its spring n en-

tering the slot in the end of one of the compartments and forcing out

a type, as seen in fig. 3. Eccentric E now trips lever E, and plate

D springs up, pressing the type against slide A^ . Lever M now strikes

against lever P ^ , drawing down lever o ^ ; and pawl d^ , being now free,

engages with ratchet wheel M^, and shaft is set in motion ; the
pluDger B now advances^ and the type is carried to the end of trough
A% where it is received by plunger T, which carries it into the line

of type being composed^ fig. 2. The stops B^ being now forced back
by weight Q, the thickness of a type is prevented from returning by
spring pawl v. When the line of type is full, the operator turns shaft

E^ and raises rule Y, forcing up lead m^, fig. 6, from the galley X^.
The cross-bar G^ is now thrown forward by cam K^ upon shaft E-,
and the line of type is transferred to the galley X. The distributing

part of this machine is constructed on the same principles as the com-
posing machine, and similar devices are used for distributing the

types; forwarded to the trial case 5% fig. 8. This trial case

is placed directly in front of the forwarding case i% and immediately
over a case A furnished with compartments to receive the types. The
edges of the types are furnished with nicks, the position of which
varies upon each letter ; and the compartments of the trial case 5^

,

fig. 9, are furnished with pins, the positions of which correspond with
the nicks upon the types, each type having certain combinations of

nicks ; and the types whose nicks correspond with pins in the case s^

drop through said case into their compartment in case A, while the

others are thrown out and are passed on until each finds its respective

compartment.
Claim.—First. The described machine for composing types, oper-

ating in the manner substantially as set forth.

Second. The method described of selecting the types from the cases

by means of the springs n^ or their equivalents, operating in connexion
with the keys 0, in the manner substantially as set forth.

Third. The method of transferring the types to the stick by means
of the plungers B and T, or their substantial equivalents, as set forth.

Fourth. Eaising the rule Y, and throwing forward the line of type

upon the galley by the means described, or by any means substantially

the equivalent thereof.

Fifth. The method of feeding forward the types in the cases by
means of the slipping bands/, rodsj, and cylinder K, or their equiva-

lents, operating in the manner substantially as set forth.

Sixth. The wheel F^ , with its ratchet wheel M^, and the connexions

N^ 0^ d^ , or their equivalents, whereby this wheel rs caused to give

motion to the shaft C whenever any one of the keys is depressed, as

set forth.

Seventh. The described method of connecting the crank U with the

pitman W, by means of the springs/, operating as set forth.

Eighth. The distributing machine, constructed, arranged, and oper-
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ating in the manner substantially as described ; by means of which a
column of type, when placed in the machine, is distributed automati-

cally in the manner set forth.

Ninth. The method described of forwarding the types to the trial

case by means of the vibrating case t^, operating in the manner sub-

stantially as set forth.

No. 16,^43.

—

-William H. Mitchell, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improve-
merit in Macliines for Composing Types.—Patent dated March 3,J1857.

—

This is an improvement on letters patent granted to the inventor

August 30, 1853, and consists in the means for dropping the types on
to the series of belts m therein set forth ; also in means for setting up
the types into a continuous line as they arrive on the diagonal belt o

at the composing wheel ; and also in means for facilitating composing
the types into pages, and justifying the same by the use of a peculiar

grab to transfer each short line to the compositor's stick from the con-

tinuous line of the machine.
Claim.—The manner of dropping one type at a time from the lines

of types in the conductors g, by the combined operation of the pushers

52, stop 55, and fingers 56, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

Also, inclining the composing wheel, when used in connexion with
the inclined chute or conductor 59 and fence 60, on the lower side only
of the inclined composing wheel, for the purposes and substantially

as specified.

Also, the compositor's grab 65_, formed in the curved shape^ and
used in the manner and for the purposes specified.

No. 18,264.

—

William H. Mitchell, of Brooklyn, New York.

—

Machine for Distributing Type.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—
The nature of this invention consists in an inclined check block, act-

ing in connexion with notches in the types, proportioned to the width
of said types, and a vibrating separator, whereby one type at a time,

and no more, is separated from the line of types, irrespective of its

thickness.

This invention will be more fully understood by an examination of
the claim and engravings.
The inventor says : I claim, 1st. The inclined check block I,

in combination with notches in the sides of the types, so placed
that notch of the first type comes in contact with the said inclined

check block when the type is projected its thickness beyond the end
of the slide containing the line of types, so that only one type at a
time is separated from the line of types, as specified.

2d. I claim the use of studs or pins uniformly placed to take notches

variously placed in the types, thereby sustaining the types in various

positions to be dropped or distributed, when said types reach recepta-

cles adapted to the peculiar positions of said types.

3d. I claim the method described of distributing types by the re-

volving wheel I, with its grooves and pins X, when combined with
the stationary inclines or offsets^ substantially as specified.

4th. I claim distributing types from uniformly placed and moving
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pins, or their equivalents, by the use of a second notch in the type,

€ombined with suitable offsets or inclines to disengage the first notch

of the type, and then allow the type to be suspended by the second

notch for distribution, substantially in the manner specified, thereby

providing for distributing greater varie'ties of types without requir-

ing extreme accuracy in the position of the notches, as specified.

5th. I claim the oscillating ring y and connecting rods Z, in com-
bination with the pushers 32, for the purpose and as specified.

No. 18,175.

—

Timothy Alden, of New York, N. Y.

—

Type-setting

and Distributing Machine.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—

A

description and illustration of this machine would take up too much
space to be given here.

Claim.—1st. The method, substantially as described, for conveying
the type to and from the type cases and the composing and setting

tables, consisting of a type-carrier in combination with a series of con-

veyors, which are capable of receiving any type indiscriminately, and
also of receiving an indication representing the type so received, or

that required, whereby that type may be deposited in or taken from
the type cases, substantially as set forth.

2d. The described or any equivalent method of attaching the con-

veyors to the carrier, by which they are permitted to stop while de-

livering or receiving type, without arresting the motion of said carrier,

substantially as set forth.

3d, Giving to the conveyor a vibratory or tilting motion upon its

central pin, whereby its gripping end is made to closely approach the
place at which the conveyor is to receive or deposit a type, for the

purposes and in the manner substantially as described.

4th. In combination with the devices or mechanism for receiving

and for delivering the types into and from the type cases, as described,

or their equivalents, I claim arranging the types edgewise in said

oases ; whereby, for all the types of a font, an uniform throw or action

may be given to said mechanism.
5th. In combination with the type channels, the mechanism for

pushing out the type, consisting of the rack, pendulum lever, and
propelling rod, and the pusher upon the conveyors, or any equiva-

lents thereof, as described.

6th. In combination with the type channels, the mechanism for

preventing the stopping of a setting conveyor at a type channel when
it is empty, or a distributing conveyor at a channel when full of type,

consisting of the tilting bar &^, the pendulum lever_, and rack, or

equivalents, as described.

7th. The method of discharging the type from a distributing con-

veyor into the type channels, or of causing it to be received from such
channel into a setting conveyor, consisting of the cam d^ and the

pusher plate 6*^, or equivalents thereof, as described.

8th. The mechanism for setting the gripping bolt upon the con-

veyors, and for releasing the same, consisting of the stationary cam
u^ and crank lever /^ for the setting of said bolt, and for the releas-

ing thereof of the latch v^ and cam or pin y^, as described.

9th. The method, substantially as described, of effecting or in-

suring the deposit of each type into or the taking thereof from an
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appropriate case, consisting of the excavated ring rrc', or any equiva-

lent thereof which shall have upon it at or near each type case a
device indicative of the denomination of the type contained in said

case, and which device shall cause at the proper place an action of the

conveyor to receive or to deposit a type, as the case may be, in accord-

ance with any given set upon the conveyor, as set forth.

10th. The stationary inclined pieces g^^ in combination with the

grooves of the ring m^, for restoring the indicating points upon the
conveyor to a zero or starting point, as described.

11th. The movable indicators e^, or their equivalents, in combina-
tion with the grooves in the ring wi® and with the shifting bars of the
distributing mechanism, as described.

12th. The method of setting the distributing indicators by means
of the system of levers z^, or equivalent mechanism, so constructed

and operated as to be acted upon by a system of nicks upon the type
;

by which certain parts are allowed to be brought into operation to

move the indicators, in accordance with the plan or combination of

nicks, and whereby the appropriate case or place of deposit of type is

indicated upon the conveyors, as described.

13th. The graduated stop c^, in combination with the indicating

levers »^, for regulating the feed of the line of type, as described
;

and also in combination therewith the mechanism described under e^,

i"*, and l^j for restoring said levers into position when about to re-

turn for a new setting, and for setting the frame y^ against its guide
plate, as described.

14th. The arrangement of mechanism for transmitting the move-
ments produced upon the levers ^^ by the nicks in the type, and for

effecting the proper combinations upon the indicators e^^ consisting

of the detaining levers Jt*, the bars p*, bar /^, bars t?^, bar y*^

and the connecting levers ^^, together with the operating cams upon
the shaft y'', or any equivalent combination, whereby the same results

will be produced, as described.

15th. The mechanism for feeding up the column of type, and for ele-

vating the successive lines thereof into the channel, or equivalent
devices, as described.

16th. The method of engaging and disengaging the feeding pawls,
consisting of hanging lever a°, in combination with the frame x^

with the means'for depressing the bolt d^, and with the ratchet hav-
ing the engaging and disengaging wedges, as described.

ITth. In combination with the keys, the arrangement ofmechanism
whereby the separate different signals represented by each of a great

number of keys may be produced by a less number of indicators, a»
described.

18th. The radially revolving registering levers in combination with
the register wheel and with the keys, as described, or the equivalents

thereof.

19th. The independent registering apparatus, constructed as de-

scribed, or its equivalent apparatus, which will effect the recording of

the letters or signs, as indicated hj the keys, independently of the

type-carrying apparatus, substantially as set forth.

20th. The mechanism for transmitting the indications from the
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register, consisting of the detaining levers K o, or equivalents, in

combination with tlie setting indicators and with, the register, as

descrbed.

21st. So combining the register and the setting indicators/^ with
the type-carrier, that the latter shall effect the movements of the regis-

ter to set the indicators in time to act upon the setting conveyors,

and immediately thereafter effect the retreat of the said indicators

previous to the passage of a distributing conveyor, as described.

/ No. 17, 218.—Andrew Hett, of Augusta, Ga.— Violin Attaclime^it,—
Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The nature of this invention consists in

providing an ordinary violin with four additional strings r, which pass

through the bridge a, under the fingerboard o, and under the ordinary
strings c to the attachment A, the strings r being so tuned as to vibrate

all the sharp and flat tones.

Claim,—The application of the vibrating strings to violins, violon-

cellos, and other similar instruments, in the manner described and
for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,544.

—

Jackson Gorham, of Bairdstown, Ga.

—

Violin Attach-
mew^.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.—This invention consists in

an adjustable device fitted to the violin in such a manner as to be
capable of pressing the strings upon any portion of the fingerboard,
to enable ordinary performers to execute music in any key, fingering
only those keys in which the great mass of performers play.

Claim.—The lever B, having its fulcrum d in a support c c, which
is movable on a board or piece A, attached to the head of the violin,

and having a screw 0, or its equivalent, applied to it, the whole opera-
ting as described.

No. 17,324.

—

Bradley Fitts, of Charlton, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Violins.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—The bells A which are placed
within the interior of the violin will vibrate in harmony with the
strings of the instrument when the latter, are played upon, and thus
increase the power and improve the tone of the instrument.

Claim.—The a]3plication of bells within the interior of or behind
the sounding-board of a violin or other stringed musical instrument,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,515.

—

Henry A. Phillips, of Providence, K. I.

—

Improve-
ment in Constructing Watch and Locket Bims.—Patent dated June 9,
*1857.—The plate being struck up by means of suitable dies to the
shape represented in fig. 1, it is placed within a wooden chuck F of a
lathe. The burnisher C, of the shape represented in the engraving,
is then screwed on screw shaft E, and the plate H is fitted to shaft 1.

The chuck F is now rotated, and burnisher C is held stationary ; and,'

by pressing a hand burnisher against the projecting rim of the case,

it is readily turned over the edge of burnisher C, and takes the form
designed by the shape in which the periphery of the burnisher is

made.
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The inventor says : I do not claim tlie striking up of the halves of

a ease for watches or lockets by means of a die and former.

Neither do I claim the making of locket rims out of single pieces of

metal, instead. of two or more.
Neither do I claim making the'same out ofsheet metal_, instead of wire.

But I daim the shaping burnisher, fig. 3, or its equivalent, for the

purpose of producing a continuous rim from the same metal upon the

halves of watch and locket cases, constructed, applied, and operated in

the manner and on the principle substantially as described.

No. 18,033.

—

Elihu Bliss, of Newark_, N. J.

—

Combination of Watch
Keys ivith Finger Bings.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—The barrel

A is pivoted at a, between the ends of the fillet of the ring B, and can
be turned on said pivots. It is held respectively in a horizontal and
vertical position by the spring of the ring, the fillet being formed with
grooves h and c corresponding to said positions of the barrel.

Claim,—A watch key and finger ring combined, substantially as

set forth.

No. 18,213.—KoswELL H. St. John, of Bellefontaine, Ohio.

—

Im-
provement in WatchmaJcers' Lathe.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the
claim and engravings.

Claim.—The construction of the chuck formed of the jamb disk

d dj the tubular clutch collar or ward brush e e, with the centring
plate i i, and adjustable jaws J K L, together, and combined with a
keying mandrel « 3 5 c, substantir^lly as shown ?nd described.

No. 16,811.

—

William Stephens, of Kichmond, Ind.

—

Improved
Chuck for Watchmakers' Lathe.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.—The
wheel, being such as is used in watch movements, cannot be readily

detached from and replaced true on its shaft. By properly placing
the shaft between the two jaws D D^ so as to place it more or less out

of line, the pivots may be turned on the ends of the shaft e eccen-

trically with the shaft, so that the pivots will be in line with the

centre of the wheel/. The dotted lines in -Q-g. 3 represent the original

pivots, and the full lines represent the pivots as afterwards turned on.

The rod C slides in cylinder A so as to adjust the back centre to fit

shafts of varying lengths.

Claim.—I am aware that a chuck has been invented to be used in

connexion with cement for holding the shaft and wheel ; but these

will only allow concentric pivots to be turned. I would remark that

by my improvement the ends of shafts may be drilled either concen-

trically or eccentrically, to allow pivots to be fitted in the ends of the

shaft in case the former pivots of a shaft are broken off. This cannot
be done in the usual lathe, nor by any tool used by watchmakers.

f"-
I do not claim separately the ^sliding or adjustable jaws D D, for

they have been previously used in cliucks ; but I claim the sliding or

adjustable jaws D D in combination with the sliding or adjustable

back centre rod C, arranged substantially as desoiibed for the purpose
set forth.
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No. 17,339.

—

Albert P0TT8, of Philadelpliia, Pa.

—

Centrifugal Bat-
tery.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—Eotary motion being imparted to

the wheels A B C by a belt and pulley K, the balls are inserted into

the hollow axle at D, and are thrown by the centrifugal force of the
wheel out of the barrel.

The discharge of the ball at the proper time can be regulated by ec-

centrics E F acting on levers N 0, which operates pawls Q and ratch-

et wheels H ; the axles of the ratchet wheels pass through the barrels

and are formed with notches, and the balls are discharged whenever,
by turning wheels H, a notch on said axle comes in line with the
barrel of the revolving disk.

Claim.—The combination substantially as described and for the
purpose specified.

No. 18,876.—James N. Ward, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Bayonet Fastening.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—The claim
and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim simply the method of securing

the bayonet by putting a catch below the stud, as a similar device has
been long used in the ring fastening.

But I claim the method of securing the bayonet hy means of the

spring A, constructed essentially as described, hinging or turning
about some point on the bayonet or gun, for the purpose specified.

And I claim the right to attach the spring in such manner to the
barrel or bayonet as shall prevent its turning further than necessary,

and to use any mechanical contrivance, such as studs, ^c, to efPect

the same object.

No. 16,819.

—

Nathan Scholfield and William W. Wright, assign-

ors to Nathan Scholfield, of Norwich, Conn.

—

Improved Bomb for
Killing Whales.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.—-The inventors say :

We are aware that the fuse has been applied to bombs by being in-

serted in a pipe, and molten metal afterwards poured in the end of
the pipe around the fuse to encompass and hold it tightly, and other

modes of fastening the fuse have been adopted ; but we do not claim

the mode here referred to, or any heretofore used, nor do we claim the

application of metallic wings or feathers to govern the direction of a
projectile.

We claim, first. Inserting the end of the fuse through a short hold-

ing pipe or collar G, and securing it firmly therein by compressing the-

same ; and the drawing or forcing this within the end of the fuse pipe,

having a conical enlargement at its rear end.

Second. Enlarging the end of the fuse cord, by winding it with
twine, or its equivalent, so that it cannot be drawn through the pipe,

and inserting it in the fuse pipe, either with or without the fastening;
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pipe €, and putting gypsum, brimstone, or wax around it within the

nut A, to hold it securely.

Third. We claim the application of the sliding collar A on a projec-

tile carrying a cylindric metallic plate covering the projectile^ and
either slit to form wings /j, or unslit as a cylindric case, and so con-

structed that the said collar, with the case or wings, shall slide to the

rear after being discharged from the gun, either by the action of

a spring s or the resistance of the air to guide its direction.

Fourth. We claim so constructing and applying these wings h that

they may coincide with the cylindric surface of the projectile while in

the gun, and that their rear ends may be thrown up therefrom by
their elasticity after being discharged, so as to stand in positions di-

verging from that surface, in the rear, substantially as described.

No. 17,3T0.—JuliusGrudchos and Selmar Eggers, of New Bedford^

Mass.

—

Improved Bomb Lance.—Patent dated May 26, 185*7.—The
chamber D being filled with powder, the piece K, together with spring

L, is pressed down on the breech, when the lance can be slid down
the barrel of the rifle. When the rifle is discharged, the spring L throws
the trigger back to the position represented in the engraving ; and on
the lance entering the whale, said trigger is pressed still further back-
ward, thus lifting the rear spring H and disengaging hammer F,
which now will be forced against the nipple by the action of the
spring I, thus causing the lance to explode.

Claim.—The arranging the tube o, for the purpose described.

Also, the arranging the trigger K, the trigger spring L, the sear

spring H, the main spring I, the hammer F, the tube E, in the man-
ner and for the purpose described.

Also, applying the grooved ball M, for the purpose of giving the
lance a rotary motion to prevent it striking sidewise.

No. 18,824.

—

Nathan Scholfield, of Norwich, Coun.^OusMo7i for
Wings of Bomb Lance.—Patent dated December 8, 185*7.—The claim=

and engraving explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim the act of connecting guiding
wings or other apparatus to a projectile in its discharge.

But I claim the application of one or more springs, S or i, as a medium
for modifying the effects of percussion of a projectile when entering a
case of guiding wings placed at the muzzle of a gun, to prevent the
violent dynamical effect of a rigid and instantaneous concussion thereon
by the projectile in its discharge.

No. 17,1*73.—EuEUS Sibley, of G-reenville, Conn.

—

Improvement in
Bomb Lances.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—This invention con-

sists in causing a lance or projectile B to take from the muzzle of the
gun A the wings D, that are to rotate and guide it through the air

and water, by inserting the hub C, to which the wings D are attached,

into the muzzle of the gun A, when, on the discharge of the lance B,
the projections C will pass into the grooves e, and thus secure the
wings D to the lance.

Claim.—Causing a bomb lance or projectile to take the wings that
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are to guide it through the air or water from the muzzle of the gun
from which it is discharged^ suhstantially in the manner set forth.

Also, sloping the muzzle of the gun so that the wings may come
back and close down to the barrel, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,424.

—

Samuel Driver, ofPhiladelphia, Pa., assignor to Him-
self, Isaac Y. Culeir and Joel B. Sutherland, of the same place.

—

Improved Bomb Shell.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—The nature

of this invention consists in making a bomb with a series of smaller

bombs within it, so that on its explosion the fusee of each of the

enclosed bombs shall thereby be ignited and subsequently explode.

In the drawings, A is the outer shell ; B, the opening left for the intro-

duction of smaller bombs ; COO, the small bombs ; W is the powder
;

D is the stopper for closing the opening ; and E the screw bolt which
holds the stopper.

The inventor says : I claim a bomb consisting of an outer shell

adapted for admitting and containing within it, beside the explosive and
destructive materials, a series of smaller distinct bombs, each charged
with explosive and destructive materials, and fitted with a fusee, so

that on the explosion of the outer or containing bomb, the fusee of the
inner bombs shall be ignited thereby, and the bombs consequently ex-

ploded in consequence wherever they may chance to be thrown by the
explosion of the larger or containing one, the said bomb being con-
structed substantially as set forth and described.

No. 18^616.

—

William H. Ward, of Auburn, New York.

—

Im-
proved Bullet Machine.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—The claim
and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim, 1st. Arranging the feeding clamp, and
mechanism for operating it, in such a manner that the limit of the
backward motion remains unchanged, while the forward motion is

regulated by the amount of wire required to form the blank, as set

forth.

2d. The combination of the adjustable stop h, the wire, and the me-
chanism for carrying the wire forward, for the purpose of regulating
the length of the feed, without changing the limit of the backward
motion of the feeding mechanism.

3d. The method of regulating the size and density of each blank
before it is severed from the wire, by means of a pair of compressing
forceps, or their equivalent.

4th. The employment of two pairs of cutting and grasping forceps,

or their equivalent, for dividing the wire^ so arranged and operated as

to grasp the wire, as described, and sever it between their adjacent

faces.

5th. The combination of the oil box, arranged as described, with
the cutting forceps, for the purpose set forth.

6th, The combination of the discharging collar with the punch,
and the mechanism for opening the dies, for the purpose of releasing

the bullet from the dies, and discharging it from the machine.
7th. Arranging the joint between the two pairs of forceps, so as not

to be in the same plane, for the purpose set forth.

8th. Arranging the groove around the cavity in the die, as described,
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SO as to allow the air to escape from the die and prevent the passage

of the lead into the groove.

9th. Making the opening in the die of less diameter than the hase

of the hullet, and of the exact size of the blank, for the purpose set

forth.

10th. The method of gauging the blank and forming the base of the

bullet by means of an annular projection in the base of the die.

11th. The method of forming bullets of variable weight and of the

same external form with the same set of dies and punches, by con-

structing the die with a projecting annular base, so that the punch
can be entered into the blank a greater or less distance, and thus ex-

pand the recess in the base of the blank, so that it will accurately fill

the die, and thus form a perfect bullet.

No. 16,910.

—

Henry L. Db Zeng, of Geneva, IsT. Y.

—

Improved
Bullet Mould.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—In forcing the handles
of this bullet mould apart, the cutting-bar 0, turning on the rivet 5,

which connects it to the cam-jaw B, until the end of the slot d strikes

the pin e, will cause the point of cam B to be forced downwards, and
the jaw B to press against the jaw A. In this position the mould is

to be filled, when, by drawing the handles towards each other, the
blade of the cutting-bar C will strike against the surplus lead on the

surface of the mould ; this will cause a strain upon the rivet &, which
will prevent the jaw B from opening until the blade has passed over
the opening in the mould, and removed the lead. The end of the slot

d will then strike the pin e, forcing up the end of cam B until the
jaw B is separated from A, so that the bullet can be made to drop out.

Claim.—The movable cam-jaw B, in combination witli the cutting-

bar C, constructed and operating substantially as specified ; whereby
the movable jaw is held to the stationary jaw while the bullet is being
cast by forcing the handles apart, and on pressing the handles to-

gether, the projection from the bullet is first cut ofi", and then the
movable jaw is thrown back to discharge the bullet, substantially as

specified.

No. 16,327.

—

Tristram Campbell and Henry B Poobman, of St.

Louis, Mo.

—

Improvement in Bullet Moulds.—Patent dated January 6^

1857.—The lead is poured into the trough J, and passes thence into

the moulds of the mould-bars E, which are then right under trough J,

the apparatus being in the position represented in figure 2. When
the moulds are filled, the lever N of fulcrum is thrown into

the position of figure 1, the edges of the trough J cutting ofi" the necks
of the bullets. By then releasing the lever D, the action of spring C
separates the mould-bars E from each other, which allows the bullets

to drop out.

Claim.—We make no claim to the series of parallel mould-bars, as

such is not new.
Neither do we claim the separation of the waste lead by the move-

ment of the plate through which the molten lead is poured.
But w^e claim the mechanical arrangement of the trough-knife J

Vol. ii 30
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witli tlie lever D, draw-bar Gr, and springs and I, operating as set

forth.

No. 16,629.

—

Fredeeick D. Newbury, assignor to Kicdard Yarick
De Witt, Jr., of Albany_, N. Y.

—

Improved Mode of Patching Bul-
lets.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—Figure 2 represents the bul-

let with the patch, and the ledge pressed over it.

Claim.—The method of securing a patch upon conoidal or similar

bullets by compressing the upper portion of the patch under a thin

ledge a of the metal ot the bullet, substantially as described.

No. 17,920.—JosiAH Dodge, of Dummerston, Yt.

—

Improved Mode
of Discharging Cannon.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—When the

breech-wheel C is in the position represented in figure 1, the hammer
h rests against the inclined surface c, as shown in figure 2 ; and when
the breech-piece B joins the barrel D, the hammer slips from the in-

clined surface c, and, by force of spring x y, strikes the cap on the nip-

ple and discharges the piece.

Claim.—The double spring hammer s hj as described, in combina-
tion with the inclined surfaces a b c, arranged and operating substan-

tially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,117.

—

George W. Baker, of Burlington, Yt., assignor to

Himself and Abijah French.—Improvement in Fercusion Cap Pri-
mers.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The capsm are continuously

forced towards the mouth z of the primer by means of arm dj which
is acted upon by spiral spring h, the caps being prevented from escaping

by the elastic portion i of the case^,- which acts like a spring, and by
lifting said spring a cap will be forced through the mouth z.

Claim.—'As a new article of manufacture, the described percussion

cap primer, whose improvement consists in the peculiar construction

which enables one side of the case of said primer to serve as an elastic

cap retainer at the side of the outlet of said case, substantially as set

forth.

No. 16,587.

—

Charles Hicks, of Haverstraw, N. Y.

—

Improved Ma-
chineforPamming Percussion Caps.—Patentdated February 10, 1857.

—

The stationary plate W is provided with holes which allow the pis-

tons just to pass through them, and serve to pull from the pistons as

they rise any caps that may adhere to them after the ramming opera-

tion^ and cause the said caps to drop into their proper holes in the

carrying plate F.

Claim.-—First. The pistons E E, arranged in a row, and receiving

reciprocating rectilinear and circular movements, simultaneously

operating in combination with the travelling carrying plate F, or other

equivalent devices for carrying the caps, substantially as described.

Second. Producing the circular movement of the pistons by means
of pinions c c on the said pistons gearing with a toothed rack Gr, that

receives a sliding movement laterally to the frame which carries the

pistons, and imparts to them the rectilinear movement from a lever
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K, operated by a cam J, on the crank sliaft, by which the rectilinear

movement of the pistons is produced, substantially as described.

!

Third. The employment of the stationary plate W, in combination
with the reciprocating pistons and the travelling carrying plate F,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,646.

—

Charles Hicks.—Improved Machine for Varnishing

Percussion Gaps.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.—Before the plateA
containing the caps has been slid into the machine, the frame c c^ c,

with the rods h h, is depressed by means of lever D, so that the ends
of the rods enter into and become charged with the varnish in the

trough F. The frame and rods are then elevated, the plate A with
the caps slid into the machine through the guide-groove G, and then
the frame and rods are again depressed until the ends of the rods

enter into and touch the bottom of the caps, thus charging them with
the varnish necessary for the following operation of filling them.

Claim.—First. The combination ofa vertically moving frame c c^ c,

carrying a number of wires or rods h h, or their equivalents, to take up
the varnish ; a trough F to contain the varnish ; and suitable guides

above the said trough to receive a plate which carries the caps ; the

whole being constructed and operating together substantially as herein

described.

Second. The plate H, containing holes corresponding in number
and arrangement with the wires or rods h b, or their equivalents,

arranged relatively to the trough F^ the vertically moving frame
c c^ c, and the guides Gr, substantially as herein described for the
purpose set forth.

No. 17,792.

—

William B. Johns, of the United States Army.

—

Im-
proved Shot Cartridge.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The flange a
of the base B expands at the moment of discharge, and tightens the

cartridge in the bore of the piece. The copper disk D is designed to

give stiifness to the seat of the shot^ and the disk of felt F secures the

mouth of the cartridge.

Claim.—The combination of the counter-sunk base piece B, copper

disk D, case C, and felt disk F, as set forth.

No. 17,287.

—

Edward Lindner, ofNew York, N. Y.

—

Improved Car-
tridges.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The paper cylinder of this

cartridge is secured to the ball by casting the ball in the mould, when
the paper a with its bent border is previously placed in the form ; r
represents a leather ring, which is equally cast in with the ball, and
which serves the purpose of a barrel-cleaner when the ball is fired.

The fulminating stuff of this cartridge is placed in the cup 6, which is

secured to the ball d by wire m, which is cast in said ball.

The inventor says : I do not claim joining two metals together

while one of them is in a melted state ; neither do I claim a cylindrical

flange of malleable material cast as above, and described by J. B. Read
in his patent of October 28, 1856.

But 1 claim SL cartridge, in which an annular wad, and the casing to
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contain the powder, are formed of the materials above described, and
secured thereto by the act of casting the ball in the manner specified.

No. 17,702.

—

Gilbert Smith, of Buttermilk Falls, N. Y.-—Improve-

ment in Cartridges.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim generally the packing of the

joint between the barrel and the breech by the expansion of a cartridge

case of soft metal, nor the construction of a cartridge case so as to be
retained in the chamber after the discharge.

Bat I claim making the cartridge case, or at least the cylindrical

portion thereof, of India rubber cloth or vulcanized India rubber, so

that though entering loosely into the chamber by confining it within

the chamber, it may be expanded laterally by the force of the explo-

sion of the charge against a joint between the barrel and breech made
near the middle of the chamber to close the same hermetically, and
(unlike metal) may, after the explosion, contract itself by its own elas-

ticity, so as to admit of its being easily withdrawn from the chamber
by the fingers of the operator, substantially as described.

No. 18,217.

—

Lemuel Wells, of Astoria, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Ball Cartridges.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

Claim.—The attachment of a hard metal shell a of a ball cartridge

to the bullet, substantially as described, by making it smaller than
the bullet, and driving it into a cavity in the rear of the bullet.

No. 18,143.—J. Durell Greene, of Cambridge, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment in Cartridges for Breech-Loading Fire-Arms.—Patent dated Sep-

tember 8, 1857.—This cartridge may be employed in many of the

breech-loading guns now in use, by inserting the nipple into the

barrel at a point slightly in advance of the ball ; the force of the ex-

plosion drives the ball a against the wad c, which is thus pressed

against the joint of the breech, and all escape of gas at this point is

avoided, while the elasticity of the wad tends to diminish the recoil

of the piece, and effectually prevents the upsetting of the ball. The
ball and wad are now forced forward sufficiently far to allow another

cartridge to be introduced behind them ; and upon the explosion of

this cartridge, the first ball is discharged ; the one belonging to the
cartridge remaining behind, as before, to pack the joint.

Claim.—The described cartridge, having the ball behind the powder,
and a wad behind the ball, operating in the manner as set forth.

No. 16,367.

—

Ethan Allen, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improved Fire-

Arm.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The force of the explosion

of the cap on the nipple forces the conical valve H towards the aperture

X leading to the chambers L, and thus the fire passes out of the base

of the nipple G, and round the valve H, to ignite the charge in the

chamber, which, when exploding, forces back the valve against the

nipple, thus closing the vent, and preventing any escape of gas. The
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ramrod I can be operated by means of guard E", which turns on pivot

0, and the cogs on segment M, which mesh into cogs of ram I, and
thus force it into the chamber.

Claim.—Placing the valve H in the chamber at the base of the

nipple, when constructed and operated substantially as described.

Second. I claim supporting and retaining the chamber A by the parts

B D and C, when constructed and operating substantially as set forth.

Third. I claim operating the rammer by means of the lever iT, said

lever forming a guard for the trigger, as described.

No. 17,644.—GriLBERT Smith, of Buttermilk Falls, N. Y.

—

Improved
Breech-Loading Fire-Arm,—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—The nature

of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim generally the packing of the

joint between the barrel and the breech-loading fire-arms, by the ex-

pansion or other action of a portion of a cartridge consequent upon the

explosion of the charge ; as I am aware that the butt or rear portion

of the cartridge has been used to pack the joint in that way, when the

said joint has been made at the extreme rear of the chamber, and close

to the face of the breech.

Neither do I claim generally the retention of the cartridge case in

the chamber until after the discharge.

But I claim making the chamber D to receive the charge in the

form of a cartridge, partly in the barrel G, and partly in the breech

A, and so much larger than the general bore of the barrel as to have
a shoulder / in front to retain the cartridge case thereon till after the

discharge; whereby the joint S, between the breech and the barrel, is

brought near the middle of the chamber, and not in a corner at the

extreme rear, or in front thereof, and is caused to be packed by the

lateral expansion of an elastic cartridge case. And though I do not

claim the clamping lever F represented, for securing the barrel to the

breech, I claim furnishing the said clamping lever with a projection

I so arranged as to be acted upon by the hammer H, in the act of

cocking the latter, for the purpose of insuring locking the breech and
barrel together before the discharge, and effecting the operation of

cocking the hammer and locking the breech and barrel by one move-
ment.

I further claim the sight m, constructed with a round stem n, flat-

tened on one side, and having a spring p applied to it, substantially

as described, for the purpose of enabling it to be adjusted and secured
at various elevations, as set forth.

No. 17,642.

—

John P. Shhenkl, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improved Breech-
Loading Fire-Arm.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—By turning lever

I, pin m on disk h forces back bar K, the bent portion g of which
presses back the tumbler E, turning it on its centre pin cZ, and thus
cocking the gun. As the movement of lever I is continued, tlie cam I

strikes against the corner of notch ^, and forces the barrel A forward,
off from thimble C ; and as the forward weight of the muzzle overbal-
ances that of the breech, the barrel is thrown into the position repre-

sented in dotted lines, ready for loading. By reversing the motion of
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lever I, the end r of bar h raises the barrel A to a horizontal position,

and brings it up close against the breech thimble C. By pulling

trigger H, the needle c is thrown, forward and the piece is fired.

When the hammer D is thrown down in the act of firing, the pin c^

being in the position represented in ^g. 4, enters the long groove h^ ; but
when the hammer is let down slowly, the restraint of the hand on the

upper end of lever x, at d'^
,
presses the lever against the resistance of

of its spring a^, in the position shown at fig. 5, and the pin c^ enters

groove e^ and rests against the lower end of it, holding the lock securely

in half-cock position.

Claim.—First. The method described of stopping the hammer at

half-cock by the pressure of the thumb, as set forth.

Second, The bar K, constructed as described, and operated by the

pin n and lever I, for the purpose of cocking the gun and of returning
the barrel into line with the thimble 0, and locking it therewith,

substantially as set forth.

No. 17,386.

—

William W. Makston, of IS'ew York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Bepeating Fire-Arm.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—By pressing on
the end 5 of the dog ¥, said dog becomes disengaged from the teeth

of cylinder G, and the exploder h can be turned with cylinder g, so as

to come below the lowest nipple 7 ; in this position the caps can be
placed on the nipples. By cocking the piece the dog /, being pivoted
to the lower part of the hammer, turns the cylinder g such a distance

that, on discharging the hammer, the barrel a will be fired by explo-

der h striking the nipple thereof; in a similar manner the two other

barrels can be fired.

Claim.—The combination of the exploder h and cylinder g, actuated

by the dog /, or its equivalent, to explode successively the barrels

arranged vertically over each other, substantially as specified.

[N'o. 18,836.

—

Ethan Allen, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Revolving Fire-Arms.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—The inven-

tor, in describing his improvement, says : To construct my improve-
ment, make a plate A at the rear end of the cylinder B, between it

and the breech plate N, and on the front side of the plate A form a
projection G, which shall fit into a radial slot in the rear end of the
cylinder ; this plate A may be held in its place by a hollow screw, as

in this case, or otherwise, as may be deemed best. On the back of this

plate A make a ratchet with radial teeth F for the catch E, to work
in to move the plate around its centre ; also, between the ratchet and the

periphery of the plate, make a row of holes v v v ov recesses to receive

the end of the lock pin D, which holds the plate and cylinder in

proper position with regard to the barrel in front, while the pistol is

being discharged. One object of this plate is to keep the moving and
locking apparatus in a manner free from the cylinder, so that it may
be more easily removed.

Claim.—The plate A made and operating as described.

No. 16,575.

—

Francis S. Brettell and Joseph B. Frisbib, of Alle-

ghany city. Pa.

—

Improvement in Fire-Arms.—Patent dated February
10, 1857.—The inventors say : We do not confine our improvement
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to be used in revolving fire-arms only, but the same may be used in

any other class of fire-arms.

We claim the arrangement of the pawl or catch k, notch I, and claw

m on the hammer, and the cam g on the trigger, or any other arrange-

ment substantially the same, for the purpose of keeping the hammer
and the trigger in their respective positions when at fall cock, as set

forth.

No. 16,846.

—

Samuel K. Lovewell, of Gardner, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment in Fire-Arms.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.—The inventor

says : In constructing my improved fire-arm, I insert a spindle of about
two-fifths the diameter of the bore of the gun within the barrel, and
attach the same firmly by screw or welding, or other process, to the

breech-pin or breech, so that said spindle shall occupy the centre of

the bore, as shown in the engraving at A A^; a hollow cylindrical

cartridge is used, as represented at b h, in loading, and a ramrod
hollow in part, as seen at c c. The slug or ball o? c? is a hollow
cylinder conical at one end. . The diameter of the hollow of the

cartridge ramrod and slug or ball to correspond with the diameter of

the spindle, so that the spindle when the gun is loaded will be in, and
fill the hollow of the cartridge and slug, and the piece may then be
discharged by any of the ordinary processes.

Claim.—The use of the spindle as above described, and in the
manner above described_, applied to guns of any size and calibre.

No. 17,136.—GusTAV Adolph Blittkowski, of New York, N. Y.

—

Imj^rovement in Fire-Arms.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—To detach
the breech piece, plug a is first revolved by turning handle X from the
horizontal to the vertical position, represented in fig. 2. The pins i and
i^ are now clear of their fastenings, and the plug is turned backward.
By turning the plug, the guard pin c strikes the front edge of the
hammer o, pushing it back to half cock, and the drawing of the plug
out of the barrel carries it to full cock. The plug may now have its

open end canted upward, turning upon its trunnion pins e^, and the
cartridge may be inserted, when the breech nut is turned back again
into its first position, and the piece is ready to be fired.

CloAm.—Ist. The rotating and oscillating breech piece for receiving

the charges, so attached to the stock as to be capable of being with-
drawn from the end of the barrel, and elevated to receive the charge,
and to be returned thereto with a grinding and wedging action,

whereby a secure and tight joint is efi'ected, substantially as described.

2d. The safety guard c upon the end of the breech piece, so placed
as to prevent the cock from striking the nipple until the said breech
piece is secured in the barrel, as described.

No. 17,143.—JosiAH Ells, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Improvement in Fire-

Arms.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—As the trigger g is drawn
back, the traverse lever m is raised above the cam n in the recess of
the lock plate, figure 4 ; the spring t presses forward the point of

lever m, until it enters one of the radial grooves a in the revolving

breech. By drawing back the trigger ^, the point of the lever m
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presses against the straight edge of groove a, and causes breech d to

rotate on its arbor until the point of the lever m reaches the lap of the

groove, which is so situated in relation to the chambers of the breech

as to bring one of them in exact range with the barrel of the pistol

immediately before the fall of the hammer ; and as the groove is close

at the circumference of the breech, the point of lever m holds breech d
firmly in place and prevents its rotation so long as the trigger is held
back. When the trigger is released, the point of lever m falls, not,

however, in the path of groove a^ , but, being drawn back, it passes

over the chamfered edge of groove a^, as represented in dotted lines in

figure 3, and, leaving it, recedes in the recoil shield. When next the

trigger is drawn back, the point of lever m enters groove o^ of

breech d.

The inventor says : I claim the arrangement of the traverse lever,

to permit of its playing on the same centre as the hammer without
danger of lateral derangement.

2d. The use of the cam in the lock plate, in combination with the

shoulder on the traverse lever, for the purpose of withdrawing the

point of the traverse lever from the radial grooves in the rotating

breech in the reaction of the trigger, for the purposes before set forth.

3d. I do not claim the radial grooves in the end of the rotating

breech as new in themselves ; but I do claim the combination of radial

bevelled grooves in the rear end of the rotating breech with the traverse

lever, as applied to trigger-cocking fire-arms, for the purpose of ro-

tating and locking the breech preparatory to firing, substantially as

described.

No. 17,233.

—

John B. Eead, of Tuscaloosa, Alabama.

—

Improve-
ment in Fire-Arms.— Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The conical-shaped
extremity of the ball 0, fitting into the trumpet-shaped portion of the

chamber D, secures it in the axis of the piece, and the ball once on its

seat, a few blows of the ramrod force the projections of the ball into

the rear of the projectile, and so expand it as to fill the bore tightly.

Claim.—The providing the upper part of the powder space or

chamber of fire-arms with angular or wedge-shaped projections, to be
forced into the rear of the projectile in the act of loading, as described.

Also, the form of ball represented in my drawings, cylindrical at or

near its middle portion, with a slight excavation or recess on the inner
and under side of the cylindrical part, both ends of the ball to be
conoidal or conical.

No. 17,382.

—

Edward Lindner, of New York, N. Y.

—

Fire-Arm.—
Patent dated May 26, 1857.—Between the gun barrel A and the

charge barrel B is a rack E, in connexion with a piston or slide W,
which acts upon the cartridge in the charge barrel B, and which rack
is again in connexion with the gun lock in such a manner that each
time the gun is fired off, one of the cartridges is forced into the re-

volving breech piece D, by which means the whole amount of car-

tridges contained in the charge barrel can be fired off in the shortest

possible time. The revolving breech piece D is each time when the
gun is cocked turned round one-sixth part of a revolution by the
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mechanism composed of rod o, bell crank c\ slide g^, bevel rod G,
operated by rack h^ and toothed sector K. The percussion caps are,

by an arrangement of springs x x^ and x^^ ^ figure 4, brought exactly

opposite the nipple, and are put on the same by the hammer itself at

the moment the gun is fired, while the exploded cap is thrown off

the nipple when the gun is cocked.

Claim.—The construction, arrangement, and operation of the rack
specified

—

i. e., the rack, when composed of a series of cones super-

posed to each other, the bases of said cones bearing upon studs 2, that

propel the cartridges in one or more charge-barrels ranged around said

rack, in the manner and for the purpose specified. Also, revolving

the breech piece D by the mechanism specified, when arranged to act

upon the interior surface thereof. Also, the plate 3 described, placed

in front of the breech chamber, for the purpose of retaining the car-

tridges in said chambers, which do not face the barrel. Also, the knee
piece H, in combination with the hammer Land stop bolt 0; the said

parts being so arranged in relation to each other that by the act of

cocking the gun the stop bolt shall be withdrawn from the recesses of

the breech, thus leaving it free to revolve, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,698.

—

Jacob Shaw, Jr., of Hinckley township, Ohio.

—

Im-
provement in Fire-Arms,—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—In forcing

trigger C to the rear, the cocking ratch H will impel the hammer Z
towards the cock point, the force of the mainspring J retaining it

in contact with the tooth I of the hair trigger M. The tooth of the
rotator ratch h now enters the mouth of one of the chambers of the

cylinder B, causing it to turn on its tubular shaft G ; and when the

hammer is nearly brought to the cock point, a part of the trigger

which projects laterally beyond the side of arm c^ comes in contact

with arm T^ of the locking lever, and by its motion drives the bolt on
the other arm of the locking lever into the mouth of one of the lock-

ing holes y. By now pressing down the hair trigger M into the re-

cess formed in the rear part of the guard, the hammer will be released

and explode the cap on the nipple o. By releasing the trigger, the
spring L will force upward said trigger, and the rotator arm S will

come in contact with the upper side of the end of arm T^, and with-
draw the bolt from the hole V, when the operation may be repeated.

Claim—1st. The combination and arrangement of the trigger with
the cocking ratch and hammer, whereby the force of the mainspring
will cause the trigger to continue its motion in a backward direction

after it has been forced back to a certain point and the introduction
of the hair trigger, as described, whereby the trigger may be arrested
when it has reached that point, and the hammer by this means be
held at the cock point, or by a simultaneous action of a force on the
hair trigger in a backward direction, the backward motion of the
trigger may be allowed, and a consequent disengagement of the ham-
mer be produced to effect a discharge.

2d. The combination and arrangement of the trigger with the ro-

tator ratch and locking lever, and the revolving chambered cylinder
or block, whereby this block is revolved and locked from the front,

substantially as set forth and described, instead of the usual mode of
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the ratchet wheel and pawl in the rear ; intending and designing

hereby to claim each part and all the parts named in the above claims

in connexion with each other, without intending to limit myself to

construct them in the precise form set forth and described in the speci-

fication or of any particular dimensions, but intending to reserve the

right to vary them as I may deem expedient, while I attain the same
ends by means substantially the same.

Ko. 17,904.

—

James Waener, of Springfield, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Revolving Fire-Arms.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—As the piece

is being fired, the pin i of the hammer carries that point of the lever

h downward which is in contact with the cylinder A, and in so doing
will also have a tendency to depress the reverse end ; and therefore the

pin i will then have a bearing against the upper side of the curved
slot a, and the lever h can readily take the backward movement neces-

sary to allow it to pass into the next catch in the cylinder A. On
cocking again, the pin i acts to lift both ends of the lever h ; and the

coiled spring h having again drawn the lever forward_, the pin c will

now rest in the depression.

Claim.—The specific device in the end of the slot for preventing
the retreat of the lev^er h in the act of cocking, substantially as set

forth.

No. 16,568.—AzEL S. Lyman, assignor to the '^Accelerating Fire
Arms Company," of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Accelerating

Fire-Arms.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.—As soon as the gun
has been fired and the ball has passed the chambers d, the fire in the

bore h ignites the charges in the chambers cZ, thereby giving the ball

additional force.

Before the gun is to be fired, the muzzle is to be covered with some
elastic material ^, and the air to be exhausted by applying an air pump
to the opening e.

Claim.—The employment of the accelerators or additional charge
chambers in the manner andfor the purpose substantially as described.

I also claim covering the muzzle and exhausting the air through an
appropriate aperture, whereby the atmospheric resistance is removed
from the front of the projectile while passing along the bore, as set

forth.

No. 18,472.

—

Chauncey D. Skinner, of Haddam, and Dennis Tryon,
of Middletown, Conn.

—

Improvement in Breech-Loading Fire- Arms.—
Patent dated October 20, 1857.—This invention relates to that descrip-

tion of breech-loading fire-arms in which the whole chamber is made
movable, both in a direction parallel with the bore of the barrel, and
also upwardly on an axis arranged transversely to the bore, for the

purpose of disconnecting it from the barrel, and of bringing its mouth
to a convenient position to receive the charge. This invention con-

sists in a novel combination of means for bringing up and securing

the chamber in close connexion with and liberating it from the barrel,

and guiding the same. It also consists in certain means of preventing
a possibility of the fall of the hammer and consequent discharge of the
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weapon while the chamber is raised up and out of the line of the

barrel.

The inventors say : We do not claim the use of a chambered breech

piece, fitted with a slot to slide and swing upon a stationary pin, nor
the employment of springs b and I to pull back and raise up such
breech piece.

But we claim, first, the employment, in combination with the cham-
bered breech piece operating and controlled by springs and by a screWy

as described, of the lipped projections/ and g, formed, applied, and
operating substantially as set forth, to prevent abrasion of the joint

between the barrel and chamber by the act of opening and closing the
chamber.

Second. Constructing and applying the hammer and sere in the
manner described, whereby, when the chambered breech piece is in

connexion with the barrel, the tooth or acting pointy, of the trigger

is brought under the heel of the sere; but when the chambered breech

piece is raised, the said tooth or point h is brought behind the said

heel, so that in the former case the trigger is operative, and in the
latter can have no other effect than to lock the sere, as set forth.

No. 18,634. — J. DuRELL Greene, of Cambridge, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment in Breech-Loading Fire-Arms.—Patent dated November 17,
1857.—In this improvement, the barrel A is extended back to form a
loading chamber T, into which there is an opening G for the inser-

tion of the cartridge. Through the rear of the chamber passes a
revolving sliding plunger C, and through the centre of this plunger
a rod D, which carries at its forward end a breech plug E, and at its

rear end a button F. The plunger is also furnished with a ball or
button I by which it is manipulated, and carries two projecting ears

dj which, when the plunger is in the position seen in the engravings,
enter recesses e in the walls of the chamber and rest against the

shoulders r, by which the plunger and parts connected therewith are

held immovable. When the plunger is revolved 90°, the ears d clear

the shoulders r, and the plunger may be drawn back.

The inventor says : I claim the groove t, or its equivalent, operating
in connexion with the wad at the rear of the cartridge^ in the manner
substantially as set forth.

I do not claim a sliding breech plug, secured to the barrel by ears

and shoulders, as such device does not constitute my present invention.

But I claim, second, the sliding breech plug E, in combination with
the revolving plunger i, operating in the manner set forth.

Third. I claim the bolt C and stop y, operating in the manner set

forth, to interrupt the movement of the trigger, as described.

No. 16,797.

—

William Cleveland Hicks, of New Haven, Conn.

—

Improved Nipples for Discharging or Withdrawing Cartridges from
Breech'Loading lire-Arms.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.—K is the

breech-pin to which the nipples are attached by driving the rod v into

the end of the breech-pin. The nipples are represented as having
been driven in sufficiently to break through the rim of brass t. The
cartridge or ball can be withdrawn as the nipple-hooks have taken
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hold at tlie inside of the brass ring t. Or, if desired, the charge can
be exploded by drivinsr i\\Q breech-pin further in, so as to explode the
cake of percussion powder m.

Claim.—The improved nipples (two or more prongs, with or without
hooks a a, for withdrawing loaded balls or cartridges from breech-
loading fire-arms, as described) for the purpose of igniting percussion
and discharging loaded bails or cartridges.

And, secondly, the method of using one, two, or more nipples, or

prongs with hooks, as described, to withdraw cartridges or loaded balls

from breech-loading fire-arms, by causing said hooks to indent or
spring the rim of a cap or primer, as described, and by catching hold
of said rim to withdraw the loaded ball or cartridge by the act of

drawing back the nipples, all substantially as described and specified.

INo. 16,503.

—

James Noble Ward, of the United States army.

—

Improved Mode ofAltering Flint-Lock Fire-Arms to Percussion.—Patent
dated January 27, 1857.—In converting the fire-arm from a flint lock

to a percussion^ the cone seat S is secured upon the curved bottom a
of the notch cut in the lock plate P. The notch in the cone seat,

made up of the two surfaces whose edges are shown by lines m and n,

is made to fit under the inclined projection / of the lock. Around
the vent passage ^, in the side of the barrel B, is formed a recess r,

whose bottom is elevated towards the centre, so as to give it the ap-

pearance of a spherical surface. When the lock plate is in position,

the recess receives a projection I on the flange d of the cone seat, whose
face fits the ball bottom of the recess n, as shown in fig. 3.

Claim.—Securing the cone seat upon the lock plate, and making
the contact of said seat and the barrel, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,387.—P. F. Charpib, of Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

—

Improvement
in Hair Triggers for Fire-Arms.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.

—

This invention consists in a certain mode of applying a spring to a

single trigger, whereby it is enabled to act as a iiair trigger without
the employment of so many parts as are in the ordinary trigger, or

French set. The claim, as set forth by the inventor, fully explains

this improvement.
The inventor says : I claim the application of the curved spring

D, to work in a notch below the heel of the trigger, in such a

manner that, by pushing the trigger forward to set it, the said spring

will be bent so as to develop its elasticity longitudinally, or nearly so,

and at the same time will be caused to exert a forward pressure on the

trigger below its centre pin a, and thus keep it set; but that when
the trigger is slightly drawn back, the spring will exert a pressure

above the centre pin a, and thus throw up the heel suddenly, substan-

tially as described.

No. 18,418.

—

Michael Tromly, of Mount Vernon, 111.

—

Improved
Loch for Fire-Arms.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—This invention

consists in a certain construction of the locks of fire-arms, which enables

the same trigger to be used either as an ordinary or hair trigger, and
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whicli affords greater security against accidental discharge in the use

of the hair trigger than the hair trigger heretofore in use.

The claim and drawing will show the minutige of this improvement.
The inventor says: I do not claim the employment of a toggle

joint connexion applied to a hair trigger.

But I claim the combination of the tumbler /, toggle ef g, trigger

D, link j9, lever u, spring r, screw t^ and claw /, or its equivalent,

whether used as a hair trigger arrangement, without the use of a notch

m in the trigger, or with the notch m as an oidinary trigger, sub-

stantially as described.

No. 16^411.—Alfred Tones, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Locks of Fire-Arms.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—When the

trigger E is retracted, the tooth a will be borne against the tooth c?,

so as to crowd the tooth c against the shoulder F of hammer B. By
continuing to retract the trigger, the hammer B will be raised off the

nipple until the tooth a passes the tooth d, when the hammer will be
set free^ and, b}^ mainspring F, it will be thrown smartly towards the

nipple.

The inventor says : I do not claim raising the striker by a spring

latch hinged to the trigger, such latch being disengaged from the

striker by means of a cam on one or the other.

I claim the described arrangement or application of the spring

rocker catch, the tooth a of the trigger, and the shoulder /, with re-

spect to the striker, its arbor, and the trigger, and so as to enable the
striker to be operated substantially as specified.

No. 16,716.

—

Samuel Colt, of Hartford, Conn.

—

Improvement in the

Mode of Lubricating Fire-Arms.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The
tube A filled with oil is attached to the under side of the barrel. The
central stem h is held up by a spiral spring within the tube, so as to

keep the opening at the lower end of the tube closed. By depressing

the stem, oil will be allowed to run out and hang on the end of the
stem, which is then further depressed into the one of the chambers of

the breech that is in line with the tube. By lubricating the ball, its

abrasion and the consequent fouling will be prevented.

Figure 2 represents a section of the tube on an enlarged scale.

Claim.—The method of applying oil or other lubricating matter to

the outer surface of the ball, or, as the equivalent, to the bore in close

proximity with the ball, after the ball has been inserted, by means of

an instrument having a reservoir of liquid lubricating matter, in com-
bination with a valve or other equivalent means for discharging the

required quantity of lubricating matter, substantially as described

and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,044.

—

James Kerr, of London, England.

—

Improved Ram-
mer for Many-Chambered Rotating Breech Fire-Arms.—Patent dated
April 14, 1857.—Cam lever (/ passes through a mortise of the rammer e;

by turning lever g on its fulcrum pin A, the rammer e can be moved
up and down freely in a line with the chambers c of a rotating breech
fire-arm.
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The inventor says : I do not limit my claim of invention to the

peculiar form of the cam part of the lever, nor to the manner of catch-

ing and holding it against the barrel, as these may be modified within

the range of my invention.

I claim fitting the rammer for ramming the charges in the chambers
of the rotating breech of fire-arms in a longitudinal groove in the side

of the body or frame, substantially as described, in combination with
the cam lever fitted to a mortise in the rammer for operating it in

the manner substantially as described.

Ko. 16,683.

—

Samuel Colt, of Hartford, Conn.

—

Improvement in

Many-Chambered Rotating Breech Fire-Arms.—Patent dated February
24, 1857 ; England, March 3, 1857.—The outer end of the curved
grooves is deeper and the inner end not so deep as the radial grooves ^.

In the act of cocking, the pin/, running in one of the curved grooves,

will turn the breech until the pin falls into the next radial groove,

there stopping the rotation of the breech. In the act of discharging,

the pin runs along the radial groove, retaining the breech in the same
position by reason of the radial direction of the groove. The difier-

ence in the depth of the grooves, in connexion with the spring of pin

j, will insure the running of the pin in the curved groove during the

discharge. When the hammer has been brought to half cock, and the

breech thereby turned about half the space between two chambers,
the pin can then run in the short radial groove k, to permit the ham-
mer to be let down and rest on the metal surface of the breech.

From the radial and curved grooves, short inclined planes or con-

centric grooves m are formed extending from the bottom of the main
grooves to the surface of the concavity ; so that when the hammer is

elevated to half cock, and there held, the pin will yield to the inclined

surfaces of the lateral grooves, and thus permit the breech to be brought
around by hand.
The inventor says : I am aware that the many-chambered breech

in repeating fire-arms has been rotated to shift the chambers, and the

several chambers in succession held in line with the barrel during the

discharge by means of a driving-pin, receiving motion from the cock,

and working in longitudinal and diagonal grooves, made sometimes
on the outer surface of the said breech, and sometimes on the inner

surface of the central bore ; and I am also aware that the breech

has been thus operated by the driving-pin working in radial and diag-

onal grooves made on the rear flat face thereof; but when so made, the

grooves being formed in a flat surface, and the lock, which imparts
motion to the driving-pin, working on a fulcrum or central pin, it was
necessary either to connect the driver with the cock by a joint pin, or

to give the driver a considerable end play, to compensate for the differ-

ence between the curvilinear motion which the driver would receive

from the cock, if directly attached to it, and the flat surface in which
the grooves are formed. The defects I have avoided by making the

radial and diagonal grooves in the rear end or face of the rotating

breech, which is so concaved that the surface thereof will correspond
with the curvilinear motion of the driver vibrating on the axis of the

cock; I do not, therefore^ wish to be understood as making claim
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broadly to the metliod of rotating the breech bj a driving-pin working
in grooves, but to limit my claim to the spiral improvement which I

have made thereon.

I claim making the series of grooves to be acted upon by the driv-

ing-pin, to rotate and hold the breech in a concavity in the rear end
of the rotating breech, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,678.

—

Samuel Colt, of Hartford, Conn.

—

Improvement in

3Iany-Chambered Botating Breech Fire-Arms.—Patent dated Novem-
ber 24, 1857.—The claim and engravings explain the nature of this

invention.

The inventor says : I am aware that in letters patent granted to

Elijah Jacquith, on the 12th day of July, 1838, the many-chambered
rotating breech is described and represented as turning on, and con-

nected in place by what may be termed a central pin passing through
a central bore ; but in that case the parts cannot be solid, because the

greater part of the rotating breech is placed above the upper surface

of the barrel, and the pin can only be a segment of a hollow cylinder

to admit of taking sight ; and for these and other reasons such a con-

struction is not practically useful. But I do not, however, wish to be
understood as claiming broadly the connexion of a many-chambered
rotating breech with the barrel and shield, by means of an axle pass-

ing through the central bore thereof, and inserted from the rear end.

I claim securing the many-chambered rotating breech in place by a
solid pin passing through the central bore thereof, and fitted to a hole

in the breech plate, behind and in a line below the bore of the barrel,

so as to be inserted from the rear end and there secured, that the said

breech may be properly and conveniently inserted within a cavity in

the surrounding metallic frame, which connects the barrel with the

shield plate, to give the required strength and support to resist the
recoil, the main part of the said breech being thus placed below the
barrel, by an arrangement substantially such as is described.

And I also claim the adjusting of the rotating breech to the rear

end of the barrel by combining therewith, and with the central pin
on which it turns, a hollow screw tapped into the shield plate, and
bearing against the rear end of the rotating breech, substantially as

described.

No. 16,761.

—

John Tilton and William Floyd, of Rockhouse, 0.

—

Improvement in Portable Fire-Arms.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.

—

The trigger can be turned upwards (see arrow 1) and confined in a
horizontal position by sliding back the catch i in the direction of

arrow 2. When in this position, the spring catch c will hold the
muzzle cover A, as represented in fig. 2. When sliding the catch i

forward, the trigger will be thrown into position for use, and at the
same time release spring / so as to act upon levers d and b to draw
spring catch c downward and permit the muzzle cover to fall into

position, fig. 1.

Claim.—The combination of the levers h and c?, spring/, and bridle

a, arranged and operating substantially as described, for effecting the
simultaneous release of the trigger and removal of the muzzle cover.
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'No. 16,4*77.

—

Heinrich Genhart, of Liege, Belgium.

—

Improve-
ment in Repeating Fire-Arms.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—
When the hand lever d} is forced down, the pins r r on the sides of
the eccentric s force out the mainspring n, until the spring catch v
takes and holds it; and at the same time the eccentric slides the barrel

a outward to draw the rear end out of the mouth of one of the cham-
bers i, that the rotating breech g may be turned to bring the next
chamber in line ; and then, by drawing up the hand lever, the eccentric

is turned in the opposite direction to draw back the barrel and force its

rear end into the enlarged mouth of the next chamber and against

the front edge of the ball, to enclose it firmly within its chamber and
hold it therein for the discharge of the load.

The inventor says : I do not wish to be understood as limiting my
claim of invention to the special construction and form specified, as

these may be varied within the principle of my invention.

I claim the combination of the rotating breech with radial chambers
for containing a series of charges^ substantially as described, in com-
bination with the sliding barrel, the rear end of which is fitted to

enter the forward end of each chamber when brought in line, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes specified.

No. 18,486.

—

George K. Crocker^ of New York, N. Y., assignor to

George G. Martin, of Brooklyn_, N. Y.

—

Improved Mode of Priming
Bepeating Fire-Arms.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—This improve-

ment is mainly designed for ^'Colt's," but will also serve for any other

revolving breech fire-arm.

In this invention, when the end of the piece of percussion priming
is thrust into the recess, if the piece is revolved, the edges of the re-

cess, coming in close contact with the end of the chamber, act as a

shear to cut off that portion of the priming within the recess in which
it is conveyed around under the hammer to be exploded in the ordinary

way. As each chamber revolves around, each of the recesses, in suc-

cession, receive its charges of priming without any other mechanism.
The inventor says : I claim the method described of depositing the

percussion priming and cutting it off in the recess in the breech^ as

set forth, constituting a self-priming apparatus, constructed and ope-

rating as specified.

No. 17,032.

—

JosiahElls, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Improvement in Re-
volving Fire-Arms.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—When the trigger

o is drawn back, the shoulder n^ of the spring u enters the groove v

and the small curved recess t in the circumference of the rotating

breech d, figs. 2 and 3, thus locking said breech at the moment of

firing. When the hammer m is drawn back, the claw ¥, resting on
the under side of cam o^ of the trigger o immediately under the vibra-

ting stud p, elevates cam o^ and draws back the trigger o; while the

point of pawl n slides down the face of the hammer until it reaches

the notch y, into which it is pressed by its spring t^. If the hammer
m could be drawn still further back, so as to cause the vibrating stud

p to pass the toe of the hammer, the pawl n would be forced out again,

and the hammer m fall ; but this is prevented by the claw ¥ on the
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hammer, which passes into the recess of the trigger formed hy the

projecting cam o^ , and, pressing against trigger o, secures the hammer
and trigger in their position as full cocked^ as shown in fig. 2 ; when
in this position, a slight touch on the trigger will cause the vibrating

stud p to force the pawl 71 out of notch y, and the hammer m instantly

fall and fire the pistol.

Claim.—First. The use of a self-acting spring stop, operating directly

by the trigger, in combination with suitable recesses ^ ^ in the revolv-

ing chambered breech, or their equivalents, for the purpose of locking

the breech at the moment of firing, and leaving it free to rotate at

other times, substantially as described.

Second, .flaking a cam for the bearing of the trigger spring on
the trigger back of the centre on which it springs, in order to admit
of easy play and short motion of the spring, where a long sweep of

the trigger is necessary.

Third. Constructing and arranging the trigger spring in such a

manner as to serve the double purpose of a trigger spring and spring

stop for locking the bolt, as described.

Fourth. The combination and arrangement of the claw h and notch

y on the bammer, the pawl or catch w, and cam on the trigger, or

other equivalent devices for the purpose of retaining the hammer in

their respective positions when at full cock, and for eifecting the ro-

tation of the breech and cocking of the hammer preparatory to firing,

either by lifting the hammer or pulling the trigger, substantially as

described.

No. IT. 359.—FoRDYCE Beales, of New Haven, Conn.

—

Improvement
in Bevolving Fire-Arms.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—The spring
catch h c, which is secured to the upper part of the recoil shield B by
means of a screw c?, serves to lock the cylinder c in position for the
discharge, by catch c entering the notches e of the cylinder. By in-

serting the cylinder c carelessly into frame A, and by pushing for-

ward arbor a, the arbor will readily enter the cylinder, as the latter

is held in its true position by the circular spring catch h c.

Claim.—Making tbe spring catch by which the cylinder is locked in

position for the discharge to conform to the periphery of the cylinder,

and project in front of the recoil shield on one side of the cylinder, for

the purpose of serving as a resting place or seat to hold the cylinder

in place for the insertion of the central arbor, substantially as described.

No. 17,261.

—

Ambrose E. Burnside, of Bristol, K. I.

—

Improved
Modefor Overcoming the Windage in Fire-Arms.—Patent dated May 12,
1857.—In loading this cannon,, the charge H is inserted in the bore,

then the ball F and cap Gr are all rammed home ; when they reach
the enlarged chamber B C, the cap will pass over the ball, and the
cannon is charged, as represented at E D.
The inventor says : First. I claim the cap or patch which covers

the ball or shell, said cap not being permanently attached to the ball,

substantially as set forth.

(Second. I do not make the broad claim of enlarging the ball by ex-

pansive materials.

Vol. ii 31
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But I claim the enlarging the cannon ball or shell after it reaches

the enlarged chamber of a cannon, by means of a cap or patch of soft

expansive material, such as leather, malleable metal, or the two com-
bined, in order that the ball and cap together may be some larger

than the bore,, and therefore prevent windage in passing out of the

bore, substantially as set forth, for the purposes described.

No. 17,863.

—

Albert F. Andrews, of Avon, Conn.

—

Improved Fuse-
Making Machine.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—The hopper A being

filled with powder up to the orifice C, rotary motion is given to the

air tube G and its wings e by a belt driving pulley /i, and the feeding

tube B is rotated by a belt driving pulley C^, while the hopper A and pow-
der-conducting tube A^ and the laying piece E remain stationary ; and
the powder in the hopper A is subjected above its surface to a pressure

of air through pipe L, which also penetrates tube G through orifice

C, and acts upon the powder which has descended the conducting

tube at the orifice 0, to expel it from the feeding tube.

Claim.-—First. The admission of a blast or compressed air upon, into,

among, or through the powder on its way through the passage or

channel by which it is conveyed to the fuse, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Second. Giving the feeding tube a rotary motion outside of a con-

ducting tube and inside a laying piece, both of which are stationary,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

No. 16,634.

—

Jonathan Altman, of Armstrong county, Pa.

—

Self-

Setting Hair Triggered Gun-Loch.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.

—

The lever B is pivoted to the part A of the tumbler ; lever B acts

•upon one arm of lever C, which latter is pivoted to standard D on the

trigger plate ; the other arm of lever C acts on the arm of trigger E
;

thus, when the hammer is drawn backwards, the trigger E will simul-

taneously be set, and the end of the arm of trigger E will be forced

under the catch in the head of the hair trigger F, and thus both trig-

gers will be set.

Claim.—The mode described of setting the double trigger by the

act of cocking the gun, as set forth.

No 17,733.

—

Mahlon J. Gallagbr, of Savannah, Ga.

—

Improvement
in Self-Priming Gun-Locks.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—By pulling

back the hammer A, the sliding rod C is drawn down by the action of

pivot I in the groove D. The sliding rod C being drawn below the

,

pellets in the cylinder C, they are moved forward by spiral spring E,
As the hammer approaches the nipple B, the sliding rod forces

'through the slot L one of the pellets from the cylinder C into the

cavity K of the hammer, which is exploded on the nipple B. The
slide H on the lock plate, by being moved outward, allows the pivot I

to work on the axis of the hammer in the second groove M cut on the

lock plate, which releases the sliding rod from acting on the pellets

contained in cylinder 0.

The inventor says : I do not claim the cylinder G, the sprial spring
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E, or tlie mode of inserting caps or primers in the hammer for self-

priming purposes, which was invented by N. B. Safford and others.

But 1 claim the shipper H, which relieves the sliding rod C, and
allows the fire-arm to which the improvement is attached to be used
with the ordinary percussion cap without exhausting the primers from
the cylinder G, or for the convenience of sportsmen, as before described,

and without which a self-cupping hammer is valueless fco sportsmen.

No. 16,860.

—

John T. Foster and Jacob J. Banta, of Jersey City,

N. J., assignors to Themselves and James H. Banta, of Pierpont, N. Y.

—

Improved Piston for Muzzle-Loading Gun.—Patent dated March 17,

1857.—The nature of this invention consists in the use of conical pack-

ing rings around a piston that is actuated by a rod running through the

breech of the gun, so that, after the explosion of the cartridge, the said

piston and its conical packing rings are forced from the breech to the

muzzle, where said rings project beyond the end of the muzzle, to be
brushed ofP or otherwise cleaned from the dirt and soilage which
they hav« scraped off the inside of the gun in being forced from the

breech to the muzzle ; and on again drawing back the piston to the

breech, the aforesaid conical packing rings enter freely, inconsequence
of their shape, into the muzzle of the gun. Piston fingers are also

provided, having barbed or lanced points on their inner surfaces to

seize and draw into the gun the ordinary cartridge of flannel or other

material.

Tiie inventors say: We do not claim a piston actuated by a rod pass-

ing through the breech of the gun, as the same has before been used.

But we are not aware that conical packing rings have ever before been
applied to said piston for the purpose of cleaning and scraping off all

scale and soilage from the interior of the gun, and delivering the same
at the muzzle, and also providing for the instantaneous insertion into

the barrel of the said packing rings.

And we are not aware that the barbed fingers have ever before been
applied to said piston to seize and draw in the ordinary flannel car-

tridge, as specified.

We claim the conical packing rings 1 1 on the piston cZ, for the pur-
poses and substantially as specified.

We also claim the barbed fingers e, in combination with the piston

d, to seize and draw in the ordinary cartridge, substantially as speci-

fied.

No. 17,321.

—

Lammot DU Pont, of Wilmington, Del.- -/mproyemeyi^
in Gunpowder.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—72 pounds of powdered
nitrate of soda, 12 pounds of sulphur, and 16 pounds of charcoal, all

powdered, are mixed together and granulated in the ordinary way.
The powder is then glazed by being put into a barrel with a small
proportion of black lead, and rolled about for the space of nearly 12
hours.

The inventor says : I do not desire to claim generally the glazing
of gunpowder, or the employment of nitrate of soda in the manufac-
ture of gunpowder, except in combination with the glazing of the

powder so made, as aforesaid.
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But I claim tlie manufacture of gunpowder by the use of nitrate of

soda, and tlie glazing of the powder so made, in the manner and for

the purpose described.

No. 16,944.—JAMES Wilson, Charles Green, and William Wilson,
Jr., of Brandywine, Del.

—

Improved Gunpowder Keg,—Patent dated
March 31, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by
reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventors say : We do not claim the mere giving strength to

metal by corrugating it, as that effect is well known.
But we claim the making the side or cylinder of corrugations a a a,

and bulge or swell B, when employed with the extra ring or boss D
and head C for the purpose of greater strength and more convenient
handling, as set forth.

No. 17,915.

—

Ira Buckman^ Jr. , of New York, N. Y.— Walking-Stich

Gun,—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—To load the gun, the body M
and barrel N are removed, and the loaded bullet is inserted in the

rear end of the barrel ; the lock is then cocked, and the body and bar-

rel are replaced^ and the gun is ready to be fired. The barrel being
loaded, the thimble V is moved back and the section T is rotated,

moving back the lock piston so that the catch E falls into the slot in

the piston ready for firing. The trigger G is then moved back, re-

leasing catch E from its slot, and allowing the piston H to be thrust

forward by the recoil of spring K, and the needle Q to enter and fire

the percussion powder in the bullet W.
The inventor says : I do not claim combining a gun and cane to-

gether so that they can be used for either purpose.

But I claim, 1st. Moving the lock-piston H backward, to effect the

cocking of the lock by revolving the section T and its attached spiral

cam T^, as described.

2d. Cocking the lock, for retaining the lock-piston H in position

when moved backward to its full extent, by the locking-plate E drop-

ping into a transverse groove in the top of the piston, as described.

3d. The construction and operation of the trigger G, as described,

which enables the trigger to be closed up against the body of the gun
while the lock is cocked.

4th. The combination of the locking-plate E with the trigger G,
ais described, by which the strain of the spring of the piston H is

brought entirely upon the locking-plate, leaving the trigger free from
strain or pressure, and enabling the trigger to discharge the lock with
slight effort.

5th. The thimble Y, as described, for the purpose of being moved
over the lock-catch E and trigger G, to confine and secure them so .

that the lock cannot be operated without first moving back the

thimble.

No. 16,377.

—

Horace E. Dimick, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improved Mode
of Pdjiing Ordnance.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The nature

of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

graving.
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The inventor says : I make no claim to what is termed a freed bore,

separately considered, or to the obtuse angular grooves.

I claim a system of straight grooves, extending from the base of the

bore to about the position of the trunnions, and twisting from thence

to the muzzle, in combination with a freed bore, substantially as de-

scribed, as an improved mode of applying the rifle principle to

ordnance.

No. 16,571.

—

William S. Butler, assignor to Butler, Suyden &
Co., of Eocky Hill, Conn.

—

Improvement in Pistols.—Patent dated
February 3, 1857.—The nature of this improvement will be understood
from the claim and engravings.

Claim.—Constructing the pistol by casting the barrel, the frame or

main part of the stock, and guard, all in one piece, when the whole
is constructed^ arranged, and made to operate substantially as de-

scribed.

No. 18,016.

—

Magnus Kling, of Reading, Pa.

—

Improvement hi

Percussion Powder.—Patent dated August 18, 1857.—One ounce of

oxalic acid is dissolved in boiling water and mixed with one ounce of

antimony and one ounce of chlorate of potassa ; this is mixed with
half a pound of glue dissolved in boiling water to the consistency of

a paste, when it is ready to be used for the manufacture of caps or pel-

lets for needle guns.
Claim.—The combination of antimony with chlorate of potassa,

oxalic acid, and glue, mixed in the named proportions, for a composi-
tion for the manufacture of percussion caps for fire-arms.

No. 18,707.

—

John B. Read, of Tuscaloosa, Alabama.

—

Improved
Projectile for Fire-Arms.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—The
engraving and claim explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The surrounding of the cylindrical portion of elongated
projectiles with a band of lead, or other fusible metal or alloy, filling

a recess, with projections or lugs in the same to prevent its displace-

ment, and provided with one or more vents, extending from the rear

of the projectiles to the inner side of said band, for the purpose of ex-

panding it by the gases of fired gunpowder, so as to save windage,
and secure rotation by taking into rifie grooves, as more fully set

forth in the specification.

No. 17,407.—Rupus Sibley, of Norwich, Connecticut, assignor to

Christopher C. Brand, of the same place.

—

Improved Projectile for
Killing Whales.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—Previous to inserting

this projectile into the gun, the wings B should be folded down upon
the body. As soon as the projectile is ejected from the gun, the

wings B turn up, and they being slightly inclined impart to the pro-

jectile a rotary motion on its axis.

Claim,—An improved projectile, (to bo fired from a gun,) con-

structed with sheet-metal wings, having journals, or turning on wires

or journals arranged so that the said wings may be turned down
transversely or laterally on the body of the projectile, or in a recess
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or space made to receive tliem, each heing arranged either parallel or

inclined to the axis of the projectile, as descrihed.

No. 18,049.—Theodore T. S. Laidley, of the United States army.

—

Improved Projectile for Rifled Cawr^ow.—Patent dated August 25,

1857 —The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claims and engraving.

The inventor says : I do not claim, of course, as my invention, the

attachment, to elongated shot or shells, of a cylinder of wrought iron,

fastened to the body of the shot by imbedding its bottom or sides m
the cast metal of the shot, the cylinder attached to the butt of the

shot or shell, and its sides to project beyond.

Neither do I claim the arrangement of a belt or packing of solt

metal, which is to be forced out by the gas passing into certain vacant

spaces between it and the main body of the shot.

But I claim the formation of a cast iron shot or shell, with a

wrought iron covering of a portion or whole, which is fastened to the

main body of the shot at or near both ends, by imbedding one or

both turned-in ends in the cast metal of the shot, or by means of

dowels, pins, or rivets, imbedded in the cast metal, and joining the

two metals, the body with the covering, firmly and securely, or by

a combination of these methods, leaving an intermediate portion of

the covering free to be expanded by the action of the gases of the dis-

char2;e passing through certain channels or passages between the

covering and the body of the shot made or left for that purpose.

I also claim making the wrought iron covering thicker at its rear

end, which admits of annular spaces being cut into it to hold grease,

or for the action of the atmosphere to keep the ball true in its flight,

as in the improved ball for muskets, and also throws the bearing

parts of the projectile nearer the centre of gravity, insuring greater

accuracy.

No. 16,753.—Malcom Shaw, of Sandwich, Wd.^^.—Improvement in

Frojectiles,—Patent dated March 3, 1857.

The inventor says : I am aware that double shells with separate

chambers for explosive and incendiary materials have been used. I

therefore do not claim such, independent of the devices combined there-

with. IT
I claim the improvement upon this kind of shell whereby 1 am en-

abled to use melted metal as the incendiary material, and which con-

sists in lining the chamber of the incendiary material with some non-

conducting and refractory substance h, such as pipe clay, black lead,

&c., and perforating the iron to allow the escape of the gas therefrom,

thereby providing against premature explosion and retaining the heat

in the melted metal.

No. 17,312.—Christopher C. Brand, of Norwich, Qoun.—Improve-

ment in Projectiles.—Tatent dated May 19, 1857.—The fuse tube or

pluo- C is so constructed that one end of the fuse rope G comes up to

the'vent hole g, the fuse rope passing through the chamber Z, thence

around the plug C in the groove o, thence through the chamber k
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into tlie load chamber x of the bomb. The spaces in the chambers I

and h are filled up with lead to retain the fuse rope in its proper place.

The inventor says : I do not claim the employment of metal or

metallic plugs, or the equivalents thereof, made to closely encompass
the fuse rope after it has been inserted in the fuse tube or plug.

I do not claim the application of wings to a projectile, whether said

wings be stationary or movable.
But I daim the improved fuse tube or plug 0, as constructed with

two plug chambers h l, separated by a breech or partition N, the same
being for the purpose as specified.

I also claim the improvement of making said tube C with an en-

circling chamber or recess o o, arranged substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18j568.

—

Henry Bates, of New London, Conn.

—

Lnprovement
in Projectiles.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—This invention

consists in the attachment to the butt end of a bomb^ or other projec-

tile of similar character, of a spiral spring or coil of wire, which,
when the projectile is placed in the gun from which it is to be dis-

charged, is compressed together and lies close to the projectile ; but
which, when the projectile is discharged, is caused, either by reason

of its own elasticity or by the resistance of the atmosphere, to extend
itself in the form of a tail some distance in the rear of the projectile,

where, by the resistance it meets with from the atmosphere, it serves

to direct and steady the flight of the projectile. The invention fur-

ther consists in preventing the fuse from being blown through the

fuse tubes of the bomb by the discharge of the gun, and thereby ig-

niting the charge of the bomb before the latter leaves the gun, by
bending the said tubes after the insertion of the fuse therein.

The inventor says : I do not claim the attachment to a pro-

jectile of a tail, to be inserted with it into a gun, and to be extended
after leaving the gun, as I am aware that tails of such character have
been applied to gun harpoons for whaling purposes.

I claim, first, the employment of a tail, consisting of a spiral spring

or coil of wire applied to the bomb or other projectile, as and for the

purposes set forth.

Second. Securing the fuse in the fuse tubes of the bomb by bending
the said tubes after the insertion of the fuse therein, as described.

No. 16,755.

—

John M. Sigourney, of Watertown, N. Y.

—

Improve-

ment in Projectilesfor Pdfled Cannon.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.

Claim.—Eecessing the cylindrical part of cylindro-conical shot and
shells in such a manner that the contact of the said shot and shells

with the bore and grooves of the gun be confined to the projecting

ribs B and belts A, which belts and ribs are finished to fit the bore

and grooves with precision, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,935.

—

Theodore T. S. Laidley, of the United States army.

—

Improved Projectile forRifled Cannon.—Patent dated August4, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim and engravings.
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The inventor says : I do not claim, of course, the attachment of a
malleable iron tube to a cast iron head, which tube, forming the body
of the projectile^ is expanded by the force of the discharge so as to

take the grooves of the rifled gun.
Neither do I claim the attachment to elongated shot or shells of a

cylinder of wrought iron fastened to the body of the shot or shell by
having its bottom or sides more or less imbedded in the cast metal of
which the shot may be composed, the cylinder to be attached to the

butt of the shot or shell and its sides projecting beyond.
But I claim the attachment to the main body of an elongated pro-

jectile, either solid or hollow, of a covering of some malleable material,

composed of one or more pieces, embracing the whole or a portion of

the exterior surface, by imbedding in the cast metal of the shot the

turned-in end, and two or more longitudinal seams or edges, so as to

form on the cylindrical surface of the projectile two or more pockets,

having a free space between the cast metal of the shot and the mal-
leable covering, into which the gases at the moment of discharge en-

tering will force out the covering and cause it to fill the grooves of the

rifled gun, and diminish or entirely cut off the windage of the projec-

tile, whether fired from a rifled or smooth bored cannon, substantially

as described.

No. 18,401.

—

Jambs H. Merrill, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improvement
in Projectilesfor Rifled Ordnance,—Patent dated October 13, 1857.

—

In the drawing, A represents a conical-shaped projectile, having its

base rounded out, as shown at a, and hollow, so that powder may enter

and explode therein. The rim 5, between the outer edge of the shot

and the chamber or bore a, is quite thin at the extreme rear end, but
it gradually thickens until at a line drawn through its solidity would
prevent its being expanded by the gas.

The inventor says : I claim making the base of a projectile that is

cast in one piece, cup or bowl shaped, and slotting the metal between
the hollow and the outside of the projectile, so as to allow said base to

expand by the force of the gas to fill the grooves or bore of the gun,
substantially as described.

No. 17,886.

—

John L. McOonnbl, of Jacksonville, Illinois.

—

Im-
provement in Projectiles for Smooth-Bored Guns.—Patent dated July
28, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by refer-

ence to the claim and engravings.
Claim.—The improvement of the projectiles known as ^^egg-

shaped," which consists in so grooving the surface^ as described, that,

when discharged from any smooth-bored gun^ with the larger end
foremost, the combined effects of the centre of gravity being in front,

and the grooves (acted upon by atmospheric pressure) shall give to

the projectile an accuracy of flight when so fired, similar to that pro-

duced by the rifle, and approximating thereto.

No. 18,866.

—

Nathan Scholfield, of Norwich, Connecticut.

—

Im-
provement in the Fuses of Shells and other Projectiles.—Patent dated
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December 15, 1857.—The claim and engravings explain the nature of

this invention.

The inventor says : I wish it understood that I do not claim the

construction or application of guiding wings in any of their varieties

to a projectile.

I claim, first, the application of a perforated conical protecting plug
e, penetrating the end of the fuse cord, and the connecting it thereto

by some plastic and adhesive substance, and also inserting this with the

fuse cord in place, in the conical cavity opening from the fuse to the

vent chamber, for the purpose of securing more perfectly the ignition

of the fuse, while the flame from the discharge of the gun is prevented
from passing in outside the fuse, or of forcing the fuse inward, as de-

scribed.

Second. I claim opening or expanding the end of the fuse cord, and
applying it under the seat of a protecting plug e, and causing the

plug to be pressed firmly thereon so as to secure it from being forced

through the aperture by the discharge.

XX. — SUKGIOAL INSTRUMENTS.

No. 16,602.

—

Julia M. Milligan, of New Albany, Indiana.

—

Im-
proved Abdominal Supporter.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.

Claim.—The application of the whalebone, or any other article

substantially the same, and the cords or strings, as used in the man-
ner described, by which the requisite mechanical support may be
obtained.

No. 16,485.

—

Edward G-. Hyde, of Irvington, N. J.

—

Acoustic Aur-

ride.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—A vibrating diaphragm C, or

artificial ear, is fitted to the tube A of an ear trumpet, at a suitable

distance from the mouth, thereby enabling deaf persons to hear dis-

tant sounds with far greater distinctness.

Claim.—The vibrating diaphragm, or artificial ear C, applied to an
acoustic instrument or ear trumpet, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,948.

—

Noah Warlick, of Lafayette, Ala,

—

Improvement in

Shower Bath Apparatus.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—By turning
the bolt C the valve Y is carried with it, and thus the passage o can
be opened or closed. The discharge of the water is stopped by turn-

ing bolt C and carrying the valve against stop S^

.

The inventor says : I do not claim the distributor or rose drip D
;

neither do I lay claim to the portability of the apparatus.

But I claim the combination of the double armed bolt G with the

valve V, as described, whereby it is made to perform the double func-

tion of securing the valve to its seat, and also of operating said valve^

the arrangement being as set forth.
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No. 18,101.

—

William Meyer, of Progress, N. J.

—

Improvement in

Shower Bath Apparatus —Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engravings.

Claim.—The lower rose, by means of which water can be thrown
upwards, and a more perfect and thorough shower bath is obtained.

No. 17,102.—Louis Lefebore, of New Orleans, La.

—

Improvement
in Bathing Apparatus.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The boiler A
is divided into two compartments, the division A serving for gener-

ating steam or medicated substances, while the compartment B is to

produce the gases of any corrosive materials desired. The products

of the two divisions of the boiler are permitted to pass through pipe

F into pipe B, and thence through the branch pipes into pipes D,
whence the gases escape through the perforations a^, while the con-

densed matter passes through funnels E into pipe X, and can be drawn
off by cock H. The medicated vapor, as it escapes through the per-

forations a^ in pipe D, operates upon the invalid, who lies within the

frame of pipes represented in figure 2, and which frame is covered

with tight cover L.
Claim.—First. Providing a portable frame and casing, used to be

placed over persons to administer baths without removing them from
their positions, and attaching to said portable frame a graduating stop

cock, provided with a reservoir a to receive the condensed vapors,

with the handle g of said cock extending into the frame and beneath
the casing, to enable the person taking the bath to operate the gradu-
ating cock.

Second. Perforating the pipe or reservoir from which the vapors

issue into the bath on its upper side, and placing beneath it a pipe or

reservoir to receive the condensation, uniting said pipes or reservoirs

by funnel-shaped connexions, through which the condensed vapors

may escape, as set forth.

Third. Distributing pipe B, provided with double funnels and stop

cocks, for the introduction of medicated or other substances into the

bath through the connecting pipe S F, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,979.

—

John K. O'Neil, of Kingston, N. Y.

—

Improvement

in Bathing Apparatus.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—By operating

the bellows pump B. the water is forced into air vessel 0, and through
pipe D into ring E, and is forced out through the holes in said ring.

The inventor says : I do not claim an annular showering pipe, sepa-

rately, such, or its equivalent, having been used before in other con-

nexions.

But I claim the combination of the annular pipe E, or its equivalent,

with the flexible connecting pipe D, or its equivalent, operating sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,349.

—

William Miller, of Waltham, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Appendages to Shower Baths.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—The
nature of this improvement consists in combining with the bath a

brush and machine for operating the same, in order that a person
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while within the standing chamber of the hath, and the said brush is

in motion, may bring his or her back or other part of the body in con-

tact with tbe brush so as to have the part cleansed or brushed. To
accomplish the object of this invention, there is arranged within the

standing chamber a, of shower bath A_, a brush B, affixed to a vertical

slide rod c by means of a set screw, the brush being movable on the

slide rod so as to be capable of being adjusted in any position. By
laying hold of and revolving the crank E, a reciprocating motion will

be given to the brush (attached to the slide, as shown in the drawing)
so that any part of the body in contact with it may be brushed or

cleansed.

The inventor claims combining with a shower bath a brush, and
mechanism to impart to the said brush movements, whereby a person
while in the bath may have his back or other part of his body brushed
or cleaned, substantially as specified.

No. 17,356.

—

Alanson Abbe, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Spinal Corsets.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—This corset is made
similar to a lady's corset, but the back portion of it, represented in the
engraving, is provided with springs aid bent in a serpentine form,
extending laterally and longitudinally through said back portion of

the corset. When this corset is applied to the body of a person, the
springs will be strained up so as to produce a constant strain on the

muscles of the back in such a manner as to tend to straighten the curved
parts of the spine.

Claim.—The improved manufacture of corset for the cure of spinal

deflections, the same being made with counteracting springs, con-

structed and arranged laterally and longitudinally in the back portion

thereof, substantially as specified.

. No. 16,822.—Benjamin F. Babbitt, of New York, N. Y.—Im-
provement in Enema-giving Apparatus.— Patent dated March 17^
1857.—The inventor says: I do not claim, in the abstract, the employ-
ment of hydrostatic pressure to give injections.

But I claim the combination of the portable reservoir A, the flexible

tube c, and the nozzle d, substantially as described, to form a portable

apparatus for the purpose of giving enemas or injections by hydrostatic

pressure.

No. 18,015.

—

Francis H. Jones, of Federalsburg, Md.

—

Improvement
in Eye-Shading Apparatus.—Patent dated August 18, 1857.—This
apparatus is applied before the eyes of the wearer, the pad h being in

contact with the face. The tube e serves to discharge the heated air

from the tube, the light being admitted through the glass c; and the

light can be graduated by means of the sliding rover d.

The inventor says : I am aware of the use of tubes in picture galle-

ries, and also of the employment of shades above the eyes ; such,

therefore, I disclaim.

I claim the arrangement in the top of the tube of the ventilator e

and light-graduating contrivance c d, when the tube is designed for

use as stated.
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No. 1*7,107.—J. A. McClelland, of Louisville, Ky.

—

Improvement
in Dental Forceps.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The position of

tlie handle c of this instrument can he changed, as represented in

figures 2 and 3, hy lifting pawl c?, when handle c can he turned on
its fulcrum pin^ the projection of pawl d falling into one of the two
recesses of the head piece h when said pawl is released. The heaks g
and li are screwed into the head pieces, and can he lengthened or

shortened hy turning them in one or the other direction.

Claim.—I claim connecting the handles h to the head pieces c (? of

the instrument, hy means of suitable joints and appendages, arranged
in such a manner that the shape of the instrument can be so changed
as to adapt it to the drawing of upper or lower teeth, substantially as

set forth.

I am aware that beaks of different sizes have been fitted to a dental

forcep in such a manner that one beak can readily take the place ot

another ; and therefore I do not claim this.

But I claim combining the beaks with a dental forcep in such a

manner that their length can be increased to any desirable extent,

substantially in the manner set forth.

No. 18,021.

—

William Selpho, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in the Consiruction of Artificial B.ands.—Patent dated August 18,

1857.—The spiral spring i draws the fingers /constantly towards the

thumb (i, and retains any article placed within the hand and between
the thumb and the fingers. The artificial hand may be opened by a
motion of the opposite shoulder drawing on the shoulder strap m and
cord K, or by extending the artificial hand and arm.
The inventor says : I am aware that the fingers of artificial hands

have been opened by a motion derived from pressure of the arm or

stump against the person, and also that the hand has been closed by
a spring; therefore I do not claim the same.

But I claim constructing the skeleton fingers on the metallic cross

pipe ^, set in eyes in the line of the knuckle of the hand and provided
with the contractible spring acting on one side of said pipe, to close

the hand, substantially as specified.

2d. I claim opening the artificial hand on one arm by a motion
derived from the shoulder of the other arm of the wearer, said motion
acting through the shoulder loop ^, strap m, and cord K, or their

equivalents, substantially as specified.

No. 18,020.

—

John 0. Schoolby, of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improvement in

Inhaling Apparatus.—Patent dated August 18, 1857.—The atmospheric
air enters the inhaler through passage &, and depositing its moisture on
the ice in box A^ escapes through passage e, and can be inhaled by
the patient through mouth-piece g.

The inventor says : I am aware that inhalators have heretofore

been made and used with ingress and openings, also a tube through
which to inhale.

I also am aware that inhalators have been heretofore used from
which to inhale gas, vapor, &c.^ but in no case have I ever known
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them to contain ice, or its equivalent, over which air was passed and
then inhaled.

I disclaim the use of the ingress and egress openings separately

from the ice receptacle. I also disclaim the use of an inhalator for

the purpose of inhaling from it any kind of gas or vapor.

But I claim so combining the ice receptacle A with the openings h

and c, and so arranged that the outside atmosphere, after being cooled

and dried by passing over ice, or its equivalent, within said receptacle,

can be inhaled into the lungs in the manner and for the purposes
substantially as set forth.

No. 16,479.

—

JamesW. W. Gordon, of Catonsville,Md.

—

Spring Lan-
cet.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—The nature of this invention

consists in so providing a spring lancet with a shield a a that a
certainty of dejDth in the incision shall be secured.

Claim.—Providing the ordinary spring lancet with a sliding shield

a a, having a movement from side to side, in the manner and for the

purposes set forth.

No. 17,994.

—

Jefferson T. Martin, administrator of the estate of

William Parkinson, deceased, late of Marshall county, Va.

—

Improve-
ment in Spring Lancets.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The blade
E is thrown out through sheath G by the action of the mainspring
A, and is instantly drawn back by the reaction spring B.

Claim.—The application and adjustment of the spring B, being the
reaction spring by which the blade is instantly drawn back, by which
safety and accuracy are attained in bleeding.

No. 16,360.

—

Benjamin W. Jewett, of Gilford, N. H.

—

Improve-
ment in Artificial Legs.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—This invention

is an improvement on Palmer's leg. In Palmer's artificial leg, the leg

overlaps the foot behind, and the foot the leg before; and in that leg

there is an opening in the top of the foot which allows the dirt and
perspiration access to the spring in the foot. By constructing it as

illustrated by the claims and engravings^ there is no inconvenience

from this scource.

Claim.—I do not claim the tendo Achilles J. But I claim, first,

the spiral D in combination with the rod K, hook L, and cross

brace o.

Second. The method of attaching the tendo Achilles and the cord

N to the thigh by the use of the pins v and W.
Third. The bolts G and T, in combination with the straps and

their metallic boxes, all for the purposes specified and operating sub-

stantially in the manner as before set forth.

No. 16,420.—0. D. Wilcox.—Improvement in Artificial Legs.—
Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The elastic straps H and I operate

similar to the muscles of the natural limb, and they also terminate in

tendons. When the knee is thrown forward, as in walking, the forward

muscle H over the knee is extended, which, through its tendon and half

circle 6, raises the foot by turning it on pivot c?, so that it will clear the
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ground, and at the same time throws the leg and foot forward. But
before it comes forward to its place, the back muscle I is stretched,

and being stronger than muscle H, it stops the motion of the foot,

raising the heel, and bringing it right down to fit an ordinary

surface.

Claim.—The artificial elastic muscles with their conjoined tendons

running from the thigh to the foot, as described, to effect and control

the motions of the leg and foot in cases of amputation at the knee and
below it.

No. 17,888.—R. H. Nicholas and Douglas Bly, of Rochester, N.
Y.

—

Improvement in Artificial Legs.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.

—

The object of this improvement is to give to the foot lateral play when
stepping upon an inequality of the ground.

Claim.—The use of the ball B in the manner described, the two
sections of the limb being held together in the manner set forth.

No. 17,262.

—

Oliver R. Chase, of Boston, Mass., and Silas E.

Chase, of Charlestown, Mass.

—

Improvement in Macliines for Maldng
Lozenges.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The mass of lozenge paste is

placed upon the apron C, and passes between the two series of rollers

D E and F G, and is carried, by the endless aprons K and L, upon the

conveyor 0, where it passes to the stamping cylinder P. Striker S,

on rock shaft 7i^, first strikes the paste into the cylindrical cutters ic,

and, passing to the elastic roller T, the latter finishes the surfaces of

the lozenges, while the waste paste is scraped off the cylinder P by
means of clearers d}^ which are thrown outward from the cylinder as

soon as the studs U have passed beyond the ends n^ of the curved bars

t^, and the scrapings are discharged to the apron Q. The further mo-
tion of cylinder P sets bars a^ free, and the springs C^ cause the pistons

y to discharge the lozenges from the cutters cc, and to drop to the

apron R.
Claim —The combination of the reducing rollers F G, the directing

and gauging rollers D E, the endless aprons K L, and the sugar re-

ceptacles formed by the endless aprons, the two rollers D E, and the

side plates or timbers of the frame A, the whole being for the purpose
of reducing the dough or mass of paste to an equal thickness, and ap-

plying strata of powdered sugar or material to its flat surfaces, as de-

scribed.

Also, the striker and its operative mechanism, as combined with the

cylinder P, and made to operate in connexion therewith, essentially

in manner as specified, not meaning to claim a roller as c )mbined
with the cylinder for simply forcing the dough into the cutters by
pressure^ but a contrivance like the striker, which forces the dough
into the cutters, and the latter through the dough by a blow or per-

cussion, as described.

And, in combination with the cylinder of cutters and the striker, a
flexible or elastic roller T, as applied and used as specified, and for

the purpose of finishing the surfaces and edges of the lozenges after

the action of the striker has taken place.

And, in combination with the rotary Sjcries of cutters, pistons, and
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scrap clearers, and their operative medianism, the two endless aprons

Q and R, for respectively receiving the waste or scraps and the loz-

enges, and conveying them out of the machine, substantially in the

manner as specified.

No. 1^,095.—A. GrRANDisoN HuLL, of Ncw York, N. Y.

—

Means for
Inhaling Medicinal Agents.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The bot-

tles h and c are filled with any suitable medicated liquid to about the

height indicated in the engraving, and a galvanic current is created

between said fluids, imparting to them a certain electrical property.

If the nature of the disease be such as to require a supply of positive

electricity, the pipe k in the bottle containing the positive pole should

be breathed through, which draws off from said bottle vapors or gases

surcharged with positive electricity ; and if negativeelectricity be re-

quired, the opposite bottle is made use of.

Claim.—The means of inhaling gases, vapors, and medicines,

treated in the manner substantially as set forth, or in any other

equivalent manner.

No. 16,361.

—

Orwell H. Needham^ of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Milking Shields.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—When this

shield is applied to the breast, the nipple, shown by dotted lines, fills

the interior of the ring A ; and as the infant sucks the mouth-piece B,
and extracts the air therefrom, the lining a will be forced inward, by
the external pressure of the air, through the passages Z>, and the nip-

ple will be compressed laterally evQij time the air is extracted from
the mouth-piece.

Claim.—Combining the perforated band or ring A, or its equivalent,

with the yielding lining a, in the manner substantially as described,

whereby an inward pressure against the teat or nipple is produced,
the point of said pressure being changeable at pleasure, as set forth.

No. 16,396.

—

James Parker, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Nipple Shields.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.
The inventor says : I do not claim a nipple shield so con-

structed that when worn on the breast of a person it will entirely cover

the nipple thereof.

Nor do I claim one made with a small air hole in its front end, or

that part covering the end of the nipple.

But I claim my improved nipple shield, constructed with a tubular
cap, as described, viz : one which shall only encompass the nipple on
its sides, and not cover the front or end thereof, the whole front of the
nipple guard being open, as specified.

No. 17,195.—J. H. HoBART Rurge and William J. Burge, of Brook-
lyn, New York.

—

Improvement in Surgical Splint Apparatus.—Patent
dated May 5, 1857.—The fractured limb of the invalid, stretched upon
mattress B, can be extended by turning handle 0, to which hook Q
is attached by means of a swivel. The rod V serves to support the
limb by means of straps or belts suspended to it, which pass around
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and support the limb. By turning the screws K L, the corresponding

pads can be made to bear against the thighs of the patient in case of a

fractured thigh.

Claim.—First. The combination of the pad straps K R with the

platform D and rod S, which combination is intended to confine the

counter extending pressure as much as possible to the tuberosities of

the ischia.

Second. The rod U, as a means of supporting the fractured limb,

only in connexion with the employment of extension and counter

extension.

No. 16,680.

—

Erastus T. Bussell, of Shelbyville, Indiana.

—

Im-
'proved Cauterizing Syringe.—Patent dated February 24, 1857.—This
instrument, self-adjusting in its operation when introduced into the

vagina, is to enable femples to effectually apply remedies in impalpable
powder for the removal of certain diseases.

Claim.—The combination of hollow plunger B with cauterizing

rod C encased, and divergent spring fingers a with absorbent bulbous
extremities 6, all connected with cylindrical tube A, substantially as

set forth and for the purposes specified.

No. 16,956.

—

Charles H. Davidson, of Charlestown, Massachusetts,

and Herman E. Davidson, of Gloucester, Massachusetts, assignors to

Charles H. Davidson, of the same place.

—

Improved Enema Syringe.—
Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The operation of this instrument is

as follows : The end of the eduction pipe I is immersed in the enema,
and the bulb is then compressed by hand, which operation will expel

the air from within ; by then releasing the grasp of the hand, the

bulb A will recover its form^ and the partial vacuum thus formed will

be filled by the enema. By now inserting the injection pipe H, and
repeating the operation of compressing bulb A^ the required quantity

can be administered.

Claim.— The combination of the prolate spheroidal-shaped elastic

sack with flexible tubes terminating in valve boxes E F, containing

valves h c, arranged for the purpose of eduction and ejection, when
the sack tubes and valve boxes are in or nearly in the same axial line,

the whole operating together substantially in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

No. 17,000.

—

William Somerville, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Veterinary Syringes.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The dose of

medicine having been introduced into the syringe, the plunger C is

fastened back by hooking catch H upon the end of the body of the
syringe; the syringe is then introduced into the mouth of the animal,
and, when placed in proper position, the surgeon presses his thumb
against catch H and releases it, when spring G will force the medicine
into the throat of the animal.

Claim.—Providing the syringe with the spring and catch described,

or their equivalents, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.
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No. 16,433.

—

Alfred A. Blandy, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improvement

in Artificial Teeth.—Patent dated January 20, 1857.—A channel a

runs vertically through the tooth, and a wire is inserted in said chan-

nel, projecting through it at either end, and which, upon the metal

being poured over the casting, secures the connexion of the tooth with

the plate. The outer end of the pin may be afterwards fused to make
it a headed bolt.

Claim.—Constructing artificial teeth with a hole a passing verti-

cally through them, for the reception of the molten metal, and with a

neck b and projecting sides, in the manner and for the purposes set

forth.

No. 16,482.—George E. Hayes, of Buffalo, N. Y.—Mounting of
Artificial Teeth.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—This invention

relates to a certain method of applying the platina connexions, by
which the artificial teeth are applied to the plate and retained in

place. All the parts of the teeth and gums are represented of the

natural shape and proportions, and the work has greater power of

resistance for mastication, &c.
The inventor says : I do not claim the continuous gum body, nor

do I claim the mounting of teeth on a wire frame, when that is used

otherwise than described ; neither do I claim the soldering of a wire

from one pivot to another, when such pivots are arranged along the

alveolar ridge, as that was done by Delabarre.

I claim providing the teeth severally with a groove b in the base,

for the purpose of rectiving a wire frame C, or its ei-iuivalent, with a

wire or wires A A projecting from the base on each side of the said

groove, for the purpose of serving as connexions with the plate and
with the wire frame, substantially as specified, thereby enabling the

natural crown to be represented on both sides of the tooth, and dis-

pensing with the ordinary backing.

And I also claim the attachment of the teetb to a wire frame c,

when the said frame is employed, in addition to a direct connexion
with the plate, and stayed to the plate by stays//, substantially as

described, to give additional stability and security to the teeth.

No. 16,708.

—

Alfred A. Blandy, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improvement
in Casting Plates for Artificml Teeth.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.

—

An impression of the moutli being obtained as usual, a cast is taken
therefrom, which subsequently forms one-half A of the moulding
flask. Upon this cast a pattern plate a 6 of rolled wax is pressed to

the required shape, and a rim c of wax placed upon the alveolar ridge

of the same ; the same operation is repeated for the lower jaw. The
two plates, with the wax rims, are then introduced into the mouth, and
the wax trimmed until the two rims touch at all points. The two
plates, while thus in the mouth, are so marked upon their wax rims,

that^ when withdrawn, they may be replaced in precisely the same re-

lation ; the double cast or articulator is then formed upon them, pre-

paratory to the arrangement of the teeth upon the rim of wax c,

which will require the partial or complete removal of the rim c, the

plates being held meanwhile in proper position by the articulator.

Vol. ii 32
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Fig, 2 represents the moulding flask, with pattern plate removed,
and prepared for pouring the metal.

Claim,—Moulding the plates of artificial teeth in such manner as

to obtain a perfect fit to the gums, and a correct articulation of the
teeth upon casting, as set forth.

No. 17,T75.

—

Theodore H. Bkadish and James P. Bradish, of

Utica, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Fastening Artificial Teeth to the Metallic

Plate.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The nature of this invention

will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventors say : We do not claim to be the first inventors of

attaching linings or partial linings to artificial teeth at the time of

manufacturing, although we are not aware that any plan for doing
this has ever been hrought into general use in any locality.

We are aware that a plate forming a tooth lining, with its edges
turned inward to form a hold within the substance of the tooth,' has
been constructed, and the tooth moulded upon this plate, thus imbed-
ding the edges, and forming a partial lined tooth. We ourselves are

the assignees and owners of the right of doing this, patented to George
E. Murray, December 4, 1849 ; but the lining in this case does not

cover the whole tooth, and cannot ; and by the continuous body of

metal thus imbedded, the substance of the tooth is divided and weak-
ened, and is more liable to be fractured by expansion of the metal.

We do not claim this method as our invention.

But we claim the construction and attachment of the linings in the

manufacture of artificial teeth by raising upon the back of the linings

one or more series of separate anchors or projections, being so formed
that these anchors or projections, when imbedded into the plastic

material of the tooth at the time of its moulding, shall constitute the
solid tooth and lining combined, as described.

No. 16,784.

—

Alfred A. Blandy, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improvement
in Casting Plates for Artificial Teeth of Alloys.—Patent dated March
10, 1857.

Claim.—Casting the plates of artificial teeth of an alloy, substan-

tially as described, suitable for such a purpose from its chemical and
physical properties, and that practically will not shrink or expand in

solidifying.

No. 18,005.

—

Martin Luther Wright, of Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Im-
provement in Setting Potcelain- Teeth.—Patent dated August 11,

1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engraving.

The inventor says : I do not claim the carving of full sets of teeth

out of one piece of porcelain material, or half sets of teeth out of the

same, nor of block work to be united to a metallic base; nor the

moulding or modelling of porcelain material around porcelain teeth on
a porcelain base for full sets or full half sets of teeth.

But I claim the making of parts of full sets or parts of half c ts of

teeth for either the upper or under jaw, where one or more teetu are

good and permanent, and where one, two, or more may be skipped,
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as seen at e e e, figs. 1, 2, and 3, making the whole plate and teeth of

one piece of porcelain^ in the manner described.

No. 18,T08.—J. W. RiGGS, of Plainfield, IST. J.

—

Improvement in

Trusses,—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—This invention consists

in constructing the pad of a truss of a series of balls or knobs, or in

any way making it with a series of knobs or protuberances on its face,

the number of such balls, knobs, or protuberances, and their arrange-

ment, being such as to cause the force of the truss spriug to be exerted

at several distinct points or intervals around and along both sides or

margins of the inguinal canal and abdominal ring.

Claim,—The construction of a pad, with a knobbed or noduled face,

substantially as described, so that it shall press upon several distinct

points or intervals around and upon the tissues concerned in hernia,

and not have a continuous bearing, and operate as set forth.

No, 16,497.

—

Samuel S. Ritter, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Hernial Trusses.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—The nature of

this invention consists in constructing the truss of a straight spring

A, to be bent around the front of the wearer by a belt B enclosing it,

to which spring the pad P is so attached as to have an elastic bearing
against the body by means of the springs//.

Fig. 1 represents a view of inside of truss, with pad lifted.

Fig. 2 is a section of truss, showing pad in position for use.

Claim.—The combination of the springs A and / with the pad at-

tachment, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,835.

—

Ancil I. Hardin, of Shelby, N. C.

—

Improvement in

Hernial Trusses.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.—Attached to plate

F is a lever H, by which the springs Grand Gmay be freed from ratch

D, so as to diminish at will the pressure or support made by plate F.

When it may be desired to diminish the pressure or take off the sap-

porter by lever H, springs G- and G may be raised from ratch D, plate

F revolved upward, the buttoning or tying of with C loosened; and
the supporter taken off.

Claim.—The position and application of the lever H, in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

No. 17,^0.—W. E. CooEE, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Uterine Supporters.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—The pessary F
can be adjusted on its stem z by means of screw 2 and nut 3 ; and the
helical spring 5 allows the ball to yield in bending the body or stoop-

ing.

The inventor says : I do not claim the pivoting of the bars B B and
E E together at the points c r.

But 1 claim, 1st. The manner of uniting the bars B B and E E to

each other and to their pads respectively, through the intervention of

the side or hip bars C C, so that the truss and supporter may not only
be adjustable, but also self-adjusting to the per-5on or body of the
wearer, as set forth.
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I also claim, in corxibination with the front pad A, an adjiistahle

pessary, made and operating substantially in manner set forth.

No. 16,478.

—

James W. \^. G-oedon, of Catonsville, Md.— Vacci-

nating Instrument.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—Having charged
the cup a on the perforator rod with the liquid matter, the arm and
rod D are drawn back from the tensor E ; the tensor is then pressed
with its face in contact with the flesh of the subject, and the spring is

liberated by pressing on the trigger F ; the arm C being forced for-

ward, the perforator rod D is driven into the flesh, and the virus

deposited.

Claim.—The application of the cup-shaped perforator rod D to the

ordinary spring lancet, in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

XXI.—WEAKING APPAEEL

No. 17,725.

—

William Chicken, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Instruments for Cutting Button Holes.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.

—

In operating with this button hole cutter, the point of the piercer A is

placed against that part of the cloth where one terminus of the but-

ton hole is to be formed ; the piercer is next forced through the cloth

until one end of the gauge B is brought up against the cloth.

Claim.—My improved button hole cutter, constructed substantially

as described.

No. 18,014.

—

Jaeed 0. M. Ingersoll, of Ithaca, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Manufacturing Metal Buttons.—Patent dated August 18, 1857.

—

The buttons may be fastened to garments by pressing the points a
through the cloth, and bending them firmly down upon the garment.

Claim.—The manner of securing the points to and through the

button, by passing said points, when bent, through openings in the

collet of such buttons, and fastening said points and collet securely in

place by pressure, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

No. 16,909.—J(MN P. Derby, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Sleeve Buttons.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—By depressing the

arm P, the cross plate L can be inserted in the button hole of the

wristband; and by then drawing it up until the other button hole is

brought under the end of arm P, the said arm can be entered into the

hole by depressing lever V, which movement will cause the arm P to

turn on its hinge K, and to come against the plate L, thereby securing

the wristband.

Claim.—I do not claim the movable^arm P, or the joint by which
it is attached to the fastener, as I am aware that the eye of a button or
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clasp lias been constructed with a movable part which opened inward;
such forms no part ofmy invention.

But I claim tiie lever V, which is used by increasing the distance

between the joint E and the face plate K, by the means of a post S,

so shaped that the arm P can be raised and depressed, substantially

as described; said arrangement allowing the fastener to be entirely

operated from the face side in securing it to and detaching it from the

wristbands.

No. 1*7,082.

—

Alexander Douglas, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Bustles.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.
Claim.—The combination of the elastic strips A, the steadying

cloth B, or its equivalent, provided with straps or fastenings D, and
the adjusting cord C^ substantially as described and for the purpose
specified.

No. 18,958.

—

Simeon Corley, of Lexington, South Carolina.

—

Im-
provement in Instrumentsfor Draughting Coats.—Patent dated Decem-
ber 29, 1857.—This invention consists of two principal parts, the first

of which is a hoop or band A of thin steel or other metal plate, the ob-

ject of which is to obtain the exact measurement of what is known to

tailors as '' the scye/' and to apply the same to cloth. This hoop is

so constructed that its circumference can be contracted or enlarged at

pleasure, and it is provided with a slide B, fitted with a set screw h,

which serves to secure it at any circumference.

The other principal part of the instrument consists of a triangle D
E F of thin steel plate or other material, in which sufficient strength

and flexibility are combined with an extending arm D^, forming a con-

tinuation of the longest side D. The side D and arm D' combined
is made of a length sufficient to extend from the waist upwards in

front of the shoulder, and over the shoulder as far as the middle of

the back, of any one being measured.
The inventor says : I do not claim the invention of any of the

measurements obtained by my instruments.

Nor do I claim, separately considered, the employment of a hoop or

ring for obtaining measurements, and applying the same to the cloth.

But I claim the triangle D E F, having an arm D^, combined with
the hoop or ring A, substantially as described for the purposes set

forth.

No. 16,859.

—

Thomas L. Calkins, assignor to Himself and Jeremy
W. Bliss, both of Hartford, Connecticut.

—

Improvement in Oomhs.—
Patent dated March 17, 1857.—In the illustrations. A, in fig. 1, shows
a comb of the ordinary construction, with the improvement attached.

B is the sheath made by bending the metal in such a manner as to be
adapted to the shape and thickness of the comb ; also having aper-

tures made or cut in the edge in the same manner and with similar

tools by which the teeth of combs are cut; and also having crozings

formed on the edges of the metal, so that when the teeth of the comb
are admitted through the apertures the crozings will come together
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and allow the clasp C to be slid on one end over the crozings, and
then applying or turning down the end of the clasp so as to prevent

it from slipping off; thus allowing the sheath to move hack and forth

nearly or quite up to the edge or end of the tooth on the other side.

The inventor says : I claim the use of the sheath, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth and described.

No. 17,416.

—

Jeremy W. Bliss, of Hartford, Conn.

—

Improvement in

Fastenings for Garments.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The nature of

this invention willbe understoodby reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—I am aware that narrow, flat hooks have been soldered on
the plates used for belts and other purposes, hooking into holes or eyes

.

prepared for them.
Also, that wire pins have been secured on ornaments having blunt

ends, so that, by pricking holes through any article to which it is de-

sirable they shall be attached, the said pins may pass through and be
fastened thereto by bending the pins down ; all such arrangements I

do not claim.

I claim the new manufacture of fastening for garments described,

to wit: a plain or ornamental plate or bar A, having sharp hooks B
permanently fastened to it, pointing towards each other or towards
the centre, so arranged as to be conveniently hooked into the gar-

ments to be fastened, or unhooked therefrom.

No. 17,103.

—

Mark M. Lewis, of Albany, New York.

—

Improve-
ment in Instrumentsfor Curling Hair.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim and engraving.
Claim.—The construction of a hair-curling instrument by the com-

bination of a taper-formed tube with a comb, which can, by a spring
or equivalent apparatus, be made to project from the surface of the

tube, or withdrawn into the interior, substantially as set forth and
described.

No. 16,640.

—

John P. Derby of South Beading, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment in Bosom Pins.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.

The inventor says : Being aware that brooches or ornaments having
the retaining pin hang so as to turn on a line parallel with the back
of brooch have been used and patented by one Taylor, in England,
and also being aware that the guard B has before been used for cer-

tain purposes, I do not claim that mode of attaching the pin, neither

do I claim the guard B ; but, as an improvement thereon,

I claim extending the arm d around the end and along the side of

back of brooch, so that the point of the pin being retained in the fingers

can be entered under its extreme end, thus allowing said point to be
protected by a guard when revolved to place.

I also claim the combination of collar/ with the cap n and the post

^, which admits of the easy attachment of the pin c.

No. 17,857.—J. HEiLMANN,ofNew York^N. Y., assignor to Ignatius

Sturnn, of the same place.

—

Improvement in Diaper Pins.—Patent
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dated July 21, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood

by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The tube A, having the slide B fitted within it, the slide

being attached to one end of the tube A by a spring h formed of India

rubber or other suitable material, and the hook C attached to the

slide 6, the tube A being slotted longitudinally, and the parts ar-

ranged substantially for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,225.

—

George K. McIlroy, of Covington, Kentucky.

—

Im-
provement in Pocket Safes or Fastenings.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.

—

To lock the pocket by means of this fastening, the button attached

to the coat is inserted in the hole B and pressed down over cam c,

pushing aside said cam by reason of its yielding arm h, when the

shank of pin C is locked between cam and the springs A. The
fastening is unlocked by pulling cord e, and the projections on rod d
will bend aside springs h and cams c so as to clear the shank of the

button, which then can be withdrawn from hole B.
Claim.—Holding the shank of the button between the horizontal

spring a and the cam c, on the vertical spring, so that by drawing
and letting go the rod d the said shank will be raised up by the hori-

zontal spring, and the cam passing under it throw it out of the hasp
part, as set forth ; and this I claim, whether one, two, or more buttons
be used, so long as the series is thrown out by one operation of the

rod, as described.

No. 17,573.

—

Horace Harris, of Newark, N. J.

—

Improvement in

Safety Pockets.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The chains h are

secured within the lining of the garment and are for the purpose of

preventing the pocket from being cut out. The pocket can be opened
by pulling chain F, which will withdraw clasp D from wire ; and
the pocket is shut by the simple pressure on it which will brins^ wire

C within clasp D ; the spring E serving to press said clasp on the two
wires which constitute the mouth frame of the pocket.

The inventor says : I am aware that Joseph Cotton has a patent
for spring bolt and catch for fastening plates connected with pockets

I do not use or claim any of his devices.

I claim the wire frame, with the spring C, for throwing it open,

constructed in the manner described.

No. 16,583.

—

Edward K. Godfrey, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Razor Strops.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The backs
F and G of the strop B serve not only as a means for supporting the

strop and convenience of handling it when being used, but also as a

protection or case which fits the curved faces of the strop.

Claim.—The use of an independent strop stock, without handles^

in combination with adjustable and independent backs, substantially

for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,533.

—

John P. Derby, of Cavendish, Yt.

—

Improvement in

Shirt Bosmn Studs.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.—For inserting

the stud, the side e is depressed, as represented by dotted lines in fig.

2 ; for removing the stud, the other side h is pressed into the position

represented by broken lines.
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The inventor says : I do not claim the use of a single coil of wire
with a single lock for the purpose of securing the stud to the bosom,
as that is well known.

I claim the side pieces h and e, passing the one above and the other

beneath the cross piece d, forming a double coil and double lock,

operating in the manner and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

No. 17,241.

—

Helen C. Traphagen, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in '^Ladies' Skirts."—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The nature of
this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-
graving.

Claim.—The attachment of a series of air-tight tubes to the body
of a skirt or petticoat, to expand and set out the skirt when the said

tubes are filled with air, as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,602.

—

Edward F. Woodward, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Im-
provement in Ladies' Skirts.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—This in-

vention consists in the employment of a pad, which is stiffened by
having a spiral stiffener of rattan wound around it ; the pad may consist

of rattan shavings or hemp. The spiral stiffener is saturated with gum
shellac, to increase its stiffness and durabilitv.

Claim.—The employment of the spiral stiffener or cord for stiffening

ladies' skirts, &c., together with the saturation thereof in the manner
set forth, and for the purposes specified.

No. 18,013.

—

Charles S. Goodman, of Washington, D. C.

—

Im-
provement in Hoops for Ladies' Skirts.—Patent dated August 18,

1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engraving.
Cladm.—Constructing the hoop of spools or tubes strung upon an

elastic cord, or its equivalent, to give elasticity to the hoop, with the

ends of the spools cut on a line radiating to the centre of the hoop,

whether the same be made of wood or any other substance to produce
the same effect; the whole being arranged substantially in the manner
and for the purposes specified.

No. 18,247.

—

David C. Peacock, of Brooklyn, N. Y.—Sleeve-

Fastener.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—The claim and draw-
ings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim the construction of a sleeve button se-

cured by a bar affixed thereto at one end by a joint or hinge, passing

through holes in the sleeve, and being secured or fastened at the end
opposite to the affixed end, in the manner set forth and described.

No. 17,413.

—

William A. Bates, of Boston, Massachusetts.

—

Im-
provement in Sleeve Fasteners.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—In using

this sleeve fastener, the, tongue e is to be passed through the sleeve,

when, by a slight contraction of the body A, the catch c can be passed

into the opening of the slotted tongue e.

The inventor says : I do not claim forming a sleeve fastener by
means of hinged spring arms, a stot, and ears, as patented by Farr &
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Thompson, assignees of John Mansure ; my invention differing mate-
rially therefrom, and having important advantages over the same.
Nor do I claim in buttons or fastenings for clothes having one end

of the eye or tongue, hinged or rigidly fastened to the button, and
making the tongue or eye elastic, and forming a cavity or countersink

in the body, to facilitate the entrance of the tongue or eye into its

hole in the body, such being the subject of a patent granted to Richard
Oliver, October 10, 1854. My invention differs from this—the body
in my clasp being made so as to spring longitudinally.

I claim my improved bracelet clasp, made with a slotted tongue and
catch hook, and with its body to spring lengthwise, as described.

No. 17,345.

—

William Voqt <^ John J. Kline, of Louisville, Ken-
tucky.

—

SJiirt Stud or Button.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—In using
this stud, the button A is held with its bar B running in the same
direction as the button hole, and one end of the bar B is inserted and
slid down as far as the shank of the bar will permit ; the other half

of the bar B is then inserted, and the stud is turned a quarter round,

and the hook C secured in the button hole.

Claim.—Shirt studs or buttons, sleeve buttons, breastpins, or any
other article of jewelry or ornament, made with the bar B and the

hook C, for the purpose and in the manner substantially as described.

No. 16,328,—J. Perley Derby, of Boston, Massachusetts.

—

Improve-
ment in Bosom Studs.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.
The slide H, together with stem B of stud A, is inserted in the

button hole of the garment, the slide and stud being in the position of

fig. 1 ; the stem and stud are then moved towards the centre of the
slide H, the springs S bearing against the stem B, until the edges of

said stem drop into the recesses P of springs S, as represented in ^g.
2, the article being then secured in its place.

Claim.—A stem, to which is attached a slide, constructed with a
slot and spring in the arms, substantially in the manner described,

vvrhich, on being inserted through the holes of the garment which it

is intended to secure—be it shirt bosom or other parts of the apparel

—

can be moved or pushed as far as required, and there secured by the
iorce of the spring named.

No. 16,872.

—

John P. Derby, of Cavendish, Vermont.

—

Improve-
ment in Shirt Studs.—Patent dated March 24, 1857.

a is the stud ; c a flat coil, which is slightly widened at the point
d where it is secured to the stud. This portion of the coil rests in the
long slit or button hole made to receive it, and thus the stud is pre-
vented from turning when in place. At i the coil rises, as seen in

the engraving, and immediately descends again^ as at/; the portion

/ forming a shoulder or offset, which rests against the back of the
bosom, and prevents the coil from being disengaged from its hole.

The inventor says : I do not claim securing studs to the bosoms of
shirts by means of a coil of wire ; as this is not new, and forms no part
of my present invention.
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But I do claim widening the wire at its base, for the purpose of pre-

venting the stud from turning in the shirt, as set forth.

Secondly. I claim the offset/ in the coil, for the purpose of prevent-

ing the disengagement and loss of the stud.

No. 17,060.—DuTEE Wilcox, of Providence, Khode Island.—7m-
provement in Shirt Studs.—Patent dated April 14, 185T.
To insert this stud in the eyelet hole of a shirt bosom, the levers C

and D must be in the position represented in ^g. 1. In this position

the levers are inserted until plate A is forced up against the material

;

by then pressing disk B and slide E inward, the arms C and D are

turned on their fulcra a into positions of ^g. 2. In removing this

stud, the disk B is withdrawn, and slide E forces levers C and D back
in position, fig. 1, when the stud can readily be withdrawn from the

eyelet hole.

Claim.—My improved stud, as constructed with the arrangement
and application of a slide bolt E, with respect to the disk B ; and the

two arms turning on separate fulcra, and so as to operate therewith,

and be operated as described.

Also, so constructing and arranging the disk B of the slider E that

its periphery shall extend or lap beyond that of the disk A, in man-
ner, and so as not only to cover the said disk when closed down upon
it, but also to enable a person to grasp the said disk B between his

thumb and finger without at the same time grasping the disk A.
Also, forming the two levers with recesses in their heels, so that

they may readily lap over and pass by one another, without interfer-

ence, while being turned on their respective fulcra, and the heels be
brought close up to the locking slide to enable it to lock them, as set

forth.

No. 16,472.

—

Lyman Derby, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Tailors' Pleasures.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the
claim and engraving.

Claim.—The arrangement of the graduated rules for giving the

outlines of the back and front of a coat, when said back and front rules

are suspended upon the jointed rule A A^, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes specified.

No. 17,600.

—

James Willis, of London, England.

—

Improvement in

Umbrellas and Parasols.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.
The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I claim my manufacture of the runner and
slider and top joint collar, as made with its notched flange of drawn
or rolled metal, bent into a ring, and constructed in manner and
applied thereto substantially as described.

I do not claim confining either the rib or the spreader of an um-
brella frame to its grooved notched ring or flange of the slider or top

ring by means of a circular wire.
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Kor do I claim confining said wire in place by twisting its ends to-

gether in the usual way.
But I claim my method of confining the wire in the flange a?, viz :

by means of a flange made tubular or with a groove and space formed
to admit and receive the circular split ring of wire, as described, and
benfc down laterally on the ring and between the spreaders or ribs c,

as specified ; the same not only causing the wire to be grasped between
each two joints of the spreaders or ribs_, but providing a smooth flange

without any projections likely to tear or injure the cloth cover of the
umbrella.

No. 18,036.

—

Sheldon Canfield, of Derby, Connecticut.

—

Improve-
ment in UmhreUas and Parasols.—Patent dated August 25, 185T.
The nature of this invention v/ill be understood by reference to the

claim and engravings.

Claim,—The form and construction of the clasp E, described ; it

being made of a single piece of thin sheet metal, so folded in the mid-
dle, either by a machine or otherwise, as to form, on the under side

of the clasp, two flanges e and /, each consisting of a double thick-

ness of the sheet metal.

The clasp,, as applied to umbrellas and parasols. I claim nothing
else described as my invention.

No. 18,500.

—

Heman Crosby, Jr., of Waterbury, Connecticut.

—

Im-
provement in Cane UmhreUas.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.

The engravings and claim will explain the nature of this improve-
ment.
The inventor says : I claim an improved cane umbrella, con-

structed in manner and so as to operate substantially as described
;

that is to say, as made so that the joint ring or collar of the ribs may
slide on the rod, and the stretchers applied to the rod, and the whole
made so as to be capable of being drawn out of a tubular staff or cane,

unfolded, or spread out, reversed and folded, returned within the

staff, as occasion may require.

No. 16,340.—L. K. Selden, of Haddam, Connecticut.

—

Improvement
in Folding Umbrellas.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.

By the arrangement of parts as described in the claim the umbrella
may be folded within a short space, and the use of the fastening for

keeping the ribs distended dispensed with.

Claim.—The braces F G, connected by pivots h, and attached by
pivots to the ribs D, stretchers E, and handle A, as shown and de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,445.

—

Benjamin F. Grinnell, of New York, N. Y.

—

Wristband'Fastener.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—A A^ are

the two ends of a wristband, furnished with the usual button hole

a and a^; B is the external plate or shield of the fastener; this

plate is connected by means of metal strips d d^ to the lower
buttons ee^. To the button e^ is soldered, or otherwise secured, a
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metallic spring/, the end of which bears against the face of the but-

ton e.

The inventor says : I claim the external plate B, with its connexions

d and d} and buttons e and e^, in combination with the spring/, the

whole being constructed substantially in the manner and for the pur-

pose specified.

XXII.—MISCELLANEOUS

No. 18,826.

—

William Stoddard, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Pocket-Booh
Alarm,—Patent dated December 8, 1857.—The nature of this inven-

tion consists of the hook or hooks C, for both securely confining the

pocket-book within the pocket, and at the same time causing an alarm
if an attempt should be made to extract it by a pickpocket ; also, in

the stand E, relatively arranged with the spring. H, for allowing an
elastic but limited movement to the hook C ; also, in the thumb-piece
K and finger L, for setting or cocking the alarm and connecting the

pocket-book to the pocket.

The inventor says : I claim one or more hooks C, or their equiva-

lents, constructed, arranged, and operated essentially in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

I also claim the stand E, or its equivalent, carrying the hook C,
relati\ ely arranged with the spring H, to allow an elastic but limited

movement of this stand for disengaging the alarm if an extraction of

the pocket-book should be attempted by a pickpocket, essentially in

the manner and for the purposes set forth,

I claim the thumb-piece K and finger L, or their equivalents, for

setting or cocking the alarm, arranged and operated essentially in the

manner set forth.

No. 16,942.

—

Marion J. Wellman^ of New York, N. Y:—Improve-
ment in Baby-Jumpers.—Patent dated March 81, 1857.—The springs

c attached to the corners of the frame a support the cross pieces o?, to

which the straps e are suspended, which support the seat e^ for the re-

ception of the infant.

Claim.—The combination of the cross and corner springs attached

to separate points of suspension at a distance from the centre, and be-

yond the centre of gravity, with an infant's seat, constructed, ar-

ranged, and combined in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,862.

—

Joseph Thomas, of Brooklyn, assignor to Himself and
Charles A. Durgin, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Baby-
Walkers.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.—In using this invention the

child is placed in a standing position, which may be done by raising the
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'^ walker " over its head, and dropping it down over it until its head
and arms protrude above the cushion. The " walker " is then set the

right height by the adjustable legs, the strap B is secured around the

child's waist, when it is free to run in any position inside the cushion,

while the castors allow the '^ walker'' to work in any direction.

The inventor says : I am aware that a circular cushion or annular
table constructed in halves and hinged together, to lock the child

therein, and placed upon vertical vibrating springs, has been used in

the patent of Euclid Rice, of October 28, 1851 ; and I therefore dis-

claim the use of his invention.

But I claim the combination and arrangement of a circular cushion,

having attached thereto straps, as described, for confining the child

in a vertical position, and also allowing it to turn at will within the

cushion, which is placed upon vertical adjustable legs, for the purpose
of suiting the height of the child; whereby I am enabled to make a
cheap and useful article of furniture, protecting the child from injury

and assisting it in walking, substantially as specified, and for the pur-

pose set forth.

No. 16,970.

—

Joel A, H. Ellis, of Springfield, Yt., assignor to

Joel Woodbury, of same place.

—

Improvement in the Construction of
Baskets.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The splints A are fastened

to the bottom of the basket by inserting them between the pieces B
and B^, and by then nailing said pieces together by means of nails a ;

they are then fastened between the top hoops R and R^, and connected

to each other by means of the staples c.

Claim.—The described new or improved manufacture of baskets, as

made of vertical splints, two bottom boards, top hoops, and staple

connexions, or their equivalents, the whole being arranged and secured

together substantially as specified.

I also claim the arrangement of the staple connexions, viz., so that

each one shall lap on the two next adjacent to it, the same causing the

fibres of the wood of the splint to be drawn together by the strain of

the load of the basket.

No. 17,621.

—

Anthony Faas, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Fastening Handles to Baskets.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—This
handle is formed by inserting a hoop down each side of a basket, pass-

ing it through the bottom of said basket, and joining both ends by a
lock B.

Claim.—Basket handles as above described.

No. 18,623.

—

James R. Baird, of Vincennes, Ind.

—

Apparatus for
Binging Bells.—Patent dated November 17, 1857.—The engraving
and claim show the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim ringing an elevated bell from a
position below it by means of a flexible or jointed frame, when said

frame is attached directly to the axis on which the upper end of the

tongue swings, as in the bell-ring device patented in 1852 by Thomas
V. Stran.

But I claim the direct attachment of the circular lever C to the ball

or lower end D of the tongue or clapper, and the combination of said
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lever tlius attacTied with the vibrating cross-head E and handle I, by
means of the pendulous rods F F, substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

No. 17,836.—GBORaE H. Hoagland, of Port Jervis, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Signal or Alarm Bells,—Patent dated July 21, 1857.—The
strap F; which is connected with the signal rope, is wound around the

reel L, and by pulling the strap F the cams H are rotated, striking

the spring I, and causing the hammer C to strike the bell A, By this

same operation the spiral spring M within the reel D is wound up
;

and as the strap F is released, it will be rolled again around reel L for

the next operation.

Claim,—The use of the cam reel D E, constructed and operated as

described, or in any equivalent way, for the purpose of striking the

bell for a signal or ringing continuously for alarm, substantially as

described.

The combination of the said reel with the hammer and belt, for the

purposes set forth.

No. 18,799.

—

John M. Brunswick, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improve-
ment in Billiard Table Cushions,—Patent dated December 8, 1857.

—

a represents the rail attached to the table B, as usual, by means of

screw bolts ; and a portion of the rail that rests on the table is angled
out, as usual, in which angle the cork wood c and rubber d are placed

and// is a piece of paper pasteboard attached to the face of the rub-

ber cushion d ; and ^ ^ is a piece of leather drawn tight around the
rubber, furnished with pasteboard and cork wood_, and tacked to the

rail, for compressing and holding the rubber and cork firmly to its

place in the rail ; h h is a cover of cloth over the leather for protecting

it, as is commonly used on all cushions.

The inventor says : I would state that I am aware that rubber,

cork, and leather have been used iti forming a cushion ; this I do not
claim.

But I claim the combined use of cork, rubber, pasteboard, and
leather, when used in the order enumerated, by which means I pro-

duce a better cushion, as set forth.

No. 18,805.

—

Hugh W. Collender, of New York, N. Y.—Improve-
ment in Billiard Table Cushions,—Patent dated December 8, 1857.

—

A represents a billiard table ; B is the cushion, shelf, or bed ; C is the
elastic block of rubber, and D the thin strip of rubber belting ; the
elastic block C is more than double the thickness of the rubber strip,'

and should be perfectly elastic. The rubber strip D, which is com-
pletely non-elastic laterally, but capable of expanding longitudinally,

is placed on the front side of the rubber block, as shown, and cemented
to it with rubber cement, or otherwise fastened ; or the facing may be

placed in a mould, and the fluid rubber poured into the same mould
behind it, and the two rubbers caused to unite together by reason of

the adhesive properties contained within themselves. The cushion
thus made is covered with a thin woollen cloth.

The inventor says : I do not claim a cushion with a comparatively
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solid face and perfectly elastic back, when formed of rubber, cork,

and leather, as this was patented by M. Phelan in 1856.

But I claim, as a new, better, and cheaper mode of carrying out the

principle involved in said cushion, the use of the two rubbers possess-

ing the different qualities or degrees of elasticity specified ; for the pur-

pose of producing a rubber spring cushion, with a comparatively solid

rubber face, and an elastic rubber back, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,841.

—

Levi Decker, of Bergen, N. J.

—

Improvement in

Billiard Table Cushions,—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—The in-

ventor, in describing his improvement, says : I make an India rubber
pad A in the usual form ; and against the most projecting part of the

surface of that pad, designed for the action of the balls, I place a steel

spring, (shown by lines,) consisting of a strip of steel—say about as

thick as the mainspring of a clock, and about a half or three-quarters

of an inch wide, along each cushion. I then complete the cushion by
covering the whole with cloth in the usual manner.

Claim,—The combination of India rubber and a steel spring for

billiard table cushions, substantially as described.

No. 16,374.

—

William Cairns and Jasper Cairns, of Jersey City,

N. J.

—

Implement for Holding Blacking Boxes.—Patent dated Janu-
ary 13, 1857.—This invention consists in securing the blacking box
upon a metallic bar or handle of suitable length by means of an ad-

justable or sliding jaw C and two stationary projections a^, for the

purpose of preventing the fingers from becoming soiled in using said

box.

The inventors say : It is very common in lathes and other machines
to hold articles, both round and of other shapes, by means of adjust-

able clamps ; and, therefore, we expressly disclaim the use of adjustable

clamps for the holding of objects.

But we claim, in blacking box holders, the combination with a slotted

handle of the stops a^ and the adjustable jaw C, in the manner and
for the purposes specified.

No. 17,431.

—

Francis G-. Harding, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improved
Blockfor Blacking Boots and Shoes.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim and engraving.

The inventor says : I do not claim two shells in connexion with a
spring and screw, irrespective of peculiarity of construction, and
merely viewed as a stretching block or tree ; for such devices are now
used for such purposes.

I claim the described new article of manufacture, consisting of the

thin metallic shells A and B hinged at a, the former having an ex-

tension 6, to serve as a handle to the implement, and fitting the front

inside of the shoe ; and the latter fitting the inside of the heel, the

said shells being distended, and the shoe thereby firmly held by means
of the screw C passing through the shells B and abutting against the

projection c of the shell A, in the manner and for the purpose specified.
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No. 16,Y19.

—

Elizur E. Clarke, of New Haven, Conn.

—

MacMne
for Cutting Pasteboard for Boxes.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.

—

The pasteboard is laid upon table K, with one edge abutting against

guide L, and the other edge being held by clamp M, which latter is

pressed down by spings /. It is then moved along through feed rollers

Gr H, the clamp M sliding in a grooved way. The board, when pass-

ing over cylinder B, is operated upon by the cutters a, which may be

set by means of nuts &, so as to cut more or less deep or altogether

through the board. The cutter stocks p can be moved to the proper

distance upon rail c and fixed by clamp screws.

Claim,—The method of attaching and adjusting the cutters in com-
bination with the main cylinder, when the whole is constructed, ar-

ranged, and made to operate substantially as described.

Second. The combination of the spring clamp M with the main
cylinder and cutters, when constructed and made to operate substan-

tially as described.

No. 18,086.

—

Henry N. Degraw, of Watervliet, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Machines for Washing Bottles.—Patent dated September 1,

1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I am aware that expanding brushes, constituted

similarly to the one described, have been previously used for the same
purpose; but they have been arranged in quite a complicated way, so

as to preclude them from general use on account of the cost attending

their construction and keeping them in repair.

I do not claim separately, or in itself considered, the expanding
brush; for that, or its equivalent^ has been previously used.

But I claim the expanding brush formed of the brush bars I J L,
connected to the rod F and bar G, as shown, and expanded and con-

tracted by the lever and spring P, when said brush, thus arranged
and operated_, is used in connexion with the sliding holder R, for the

purpose set forth.

No. 17,406.

—

David Coon, of Ithaca, N. Y., assignor to Himself
and B. F. Cheseborough, of same place.

—

Improvement in Burglars'

Alarms.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—The screw g is firmly secured
into the wood on the inside of the casing of the door, so as to have the
barrel of the pistol towards the door ; and as the door is opened, the
breech of the pistol is pressed towards the stock i, by which motion
the springy is brought in operation, forcing the nipple d upon the
plate i with sufficient force to cause the cap to explode.

Claim.—First. So attaching the barrel of the pistol to its stock or

plate at or near the muzzle as to make a hinge joint at or near that
point.

. ^Second. The combination of a spring plate, tumbler, and barrel, by
which the barrel becomes the hammer, constructed and operated sub-

stantially as described, so that when the pistol is properly fastened to

the casing of the door, the barrel, being cocked, shall be at such an
angle or in such a position that the door_, on opening, must necessarily

press upon it, and thereby discharge the pistol, the contents passing
outward.
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No. 18,236.

—

Simeon Coon, of Ithaca, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Burg-
lars' Alarms.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—In using this in-

vention, the gimlet screw B being set into the door casing at proper
inclination, the muzzle of barrel A will point through the opening
made between the door and casing as the door opens, and at the same
time the opening door will strike the hammer end of the spring E and
bring it down on the nipple 0, thereby discharging the piece and
giving the alarm.
D is a stirrup attached to the barrel at points m and n, opposite each

other, and at a distance from nipple o sufficient to give the spring
length of stroke.

The inventor says : I claim combining the spring E and hammer E
in one piece, and acting on a stirrup, as above described and con-
structed.

No. 18,292.—E. M. Mix and J. E. Mix, of Ithaca, N. Y.—Im-
provement in Burglars' Alarms,—Patent dated September 29, 1857.

—

This improved alarm, or pistol, may be used as an ordinary pistol,

and conveniently carried in the pocket. A represents the stock of the
pistol ; B is the barrel ; C is the cone fitted to the barrel near its

breech ; D is the hammer or cock, the outer end of which is divari-

cated and pivoted at each side of the barrel, near its muzzle, as shown
at A, in figure 2. The inner end of the hammer or cock has a recess

or cavity formed in it, said recess passing over the cone, when tho
cock falls or strikes and explodes the cap on the cone. E is the spring
of the hammer or cock. This spring is formed of a flat metal bar,
having its inner end attached to the under side of the barrel, near its

breech, as shown at B, and its outer end bearing against the outer
end or barrel of the hammer, as shown at C ; the lower parts of the
branched or divaricated end below and a trifle beyond the pivots are
connected by a bar, against which the spring E bears or acts.

When a person deems it expedient to apply the implement to the
door of his bed-room, in order to guard against burglars, the rod Gr

is moved out from the barrel, and the outer end screwed into the door
jamb, as seen in figure 3 ; the proper angle or position is given the
barrel so that it will range clear of the jamb. As the door is opened
it will come in contact with the plate F, and move the hammer, so
that the spring E will move it down and explode the cap.

The inventors say: We are aware that fire-arms have been ap-
plied to doors to serve as alarms and as means of defence in cases
of attempted burglary, and we do not claim broadly such applica-
tion.

But we daim the construction of the device, as shown and described^
for the purpose specified, to wit : the hammer or cock D, spring E,
trigger F, and rod G, constructed, arranged, and applied to tha bar-
rel B and stock A, substantially as set forth.

Ko. 17,504.

—

Benjamin Hinkley, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Frame for Camp
Tents,—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—In the engraving, figure 1 repre-
sents the tent frame when expanded and ready for use, and figure 2
when folded up.

Vol. ii 33
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Claim.—Making the raftered frame of tlae tent in sections hinged
together, so that the frame can he folded for convenient carrying, a»

descrihed, the folding frame heing provided with the jointed tie-hrace&

F and E, or equivalent devices, for keeping the sections in place when
expanded, as set forth.

No. 16,674.

—

Alonzo Marshall, assignor to Benjamin Marsh, of

Newark, N. J.— Varnish Can,—Patent dated Fehruary 17, 1857.—By
tilting the can forward, the small vessel B (from which the varnish for

present use is to he taken) can he filled. Whatever is left in the ves-

sel B, after the varnishing operation has heen finished, can he brought
back, by tilting the can backward into the air-tight vessel A that

contains a larger quantity of varnish.

Claim.—Connecting the two vessels by a pipe C, in the manner and
for the purpose described.

No. 18,541.

—

John Gardner, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Candy Tioist-

ing Machine.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.—In this invention,

by the use of two conical rollers and a taper screw, the candy is rolled

and twisted at one operation.

In the engravings, K L are two conical rollers. The journals of

roller K are fitted in the plates B C. The lower journal of roller L
is fitted in the plate B

; but the upper journal is fitted in a plate M,
which is attached to plate C by two set screws//, which pass through
slots in plate M into plate C. The candy, while being twisted and
fed down between the rollers and screw by the rotation of the lathe,

is gradually compressed, as the lower ends of the rollers and screw
are nearer together than their upper ends. The roller K L and
screw J all rotate in the same direction.

Claim.—The working and twisting of candy by means of a ma-
chine constructed substantially as set forth.

No. 17,163.

—

John W. Masurt, of Brooklyn_, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Metallic Canisters for Putting up Paints , &c.—Patent dated

April 28, 1857.—The wire bail passes through the ears E; and when
the can A is not in use, the bail C can be shoved down, as represented

in the engraving. The ears E are riveted into the can A in such

a manner that they can be turned on their pins D. The cover B can
be secured to the body of the can by fastening the ends H of bail C to

the hooks F, by means of wires or cords Gr.

Claim.—The use of metallic cans for putting up paints or other

substances of any known form, with ears attached thereto, through
which a wire bail may be passed in such a manner as not to interfere

with the packing of the cans, and to render it at once a package for

transporting the paint, and a convenient and useful pot or pail out of

which to use the same, with a removable cover secured to the can, in

the manner and for the purposes described and represented.

No. 18,706.

—

Henrich Keimann, of Hartford, Ck)nn.

—

Machine for
Making Cigar Lighters.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—The
operation of this invention is as follows : The composition to form
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the body of tbe cinder being placed in the receptacle C, and
the igniting composition into box E, the crank M^ is turned in

the arrow shaft k^ which is turned in the same direction, and
the pulley T is rotated at regular intervals, while the pulley P
has a continuous rotary motion imparted to it, it being keyed on the

shaft 'k}. The pulley P^, being connected with pulley P by a chain,

has an intermittent rotary motion imparted to it by the same means
as pulley T. When the crank i is turned to its highest position, and
also the press box B to its highest position, then the pulley P is just

detached from shaft/, and consequently the press box remains in this

elevated position during the next revolution of the pulley P^. At the

same moment as pulley P^ is disconnected from shaft /, the pulley T
is connected with shaft K^ and, operating upon pulley H, the rack D
is run in and out from under the press box. As rack D, together with
perforated plate G, is pushed into the receptacle containing the material

for the cinders, which by its own weight will settle into the holes of

the plate Or, at the same time the roller Q, which has been rotated by
the action of pinion r and rack S, distributes the igniting paste to

each of the ends of rods c?, which in this elevated position of the press

box protrude beneath the plungers a. As the rack D returns the

plate Gr with the cinder material in each cell, and at the moment
when the cells or holes in plate Gr come directly under the plungers a,

the pulley T is disconnected from the shaft h, and pulley P^ is con-

nected with shaft /, the press box commences its downward motion,
and the igniting paste is first transferred to the cinders, which are

then pressed out of the holes of plate G by the plungers a, which are

moved down with plate c within box B ; and finall}^ the cinders are

detached from the plate G by the cut-off plate F, the holes of which
correspond with the holes of plate G, and which is operated by the

action of the ratchet M upon pin q, and the cinders operate upon the

receiving box 0.
Claim.—The arrangement of the mechanism described, and for tha

purpose set forth.

No. 18,552.—William Newell, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Method of
Cleaning and Polishing Coffee.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.

—

-

The operation of this machine is as followns : The cylinder being
charged with coffee, and steam introduced, motion is then given to the
cylinders, and also to the coffee within the inner one ; the heat from
the circulating steam is imparted to the coffee, partially drying it,

whilst at the same time it is being rubbed and polished by the friction

between the rotating grains. The vapor from the coffee may escape
through a suitable opening in the cylinders ; and, instead of steam,
hot air may be used, and effect the same purpose. When the drying
and polishing is finished, the coffee is thrown out on the inclined
screen F.

The inventor says : I am aware that a cylinder with a surrounding
steam jacket has been used for many purposes. I make no claim to
the apparatus described, but merely represent it to better illustrate

my process of treating green coffee, and which process constitutes the
essence of my invention. Grains, flour, and many other articles, have
been subjected to heat, and motion, and friction, in a cylinder such as
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I represent. To tliis I lay no claim, nor to tlie treatment of anything
but coffee ; and I am not aware that coffee has ever been cleaned and
polished in the way which I have discovered.

But I claim the cleaning and polishing of green coffee by subjecting

it to the combined action of heat, friction, and motion, as set forth.

No. 17,557.

—

Edward Conroy, of South Boston, Mass.

—

Improved
Corh Machine.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The stuff from which
the corks are to be cut is placed on bed L, and motion being given to

shafts M and J, the bed L is moved upwards by resting on cam K,
and is fed to the rotating cutters /^; and as the work advances, the
rod N being pressed on said cork causes the rods P to expand by the
action of plate E, and thus the cutters P will cut the corks in conical

forms.

The inventor says : I do not claim the employment or use of ex-

panding cutters for cutting corks, bungs, &c., irrespective of the
arrangement shown ; for expanding cutters have been previously used,

although differently arranged from the plan shown.
But I claim the expanding cutters attached to the rods or bars P,

and operated by the plate R attached to the rod N, the rods P having
pins g passing through their upper ends, which pins are allowed to

slide laterally in their recesses h as the rods are actuated by the plate

E ; the above parts being arranged substantially as described, for the

purpose set forth.

I further claim, in combination with the cutters /^, arranged and
operated as shown, the cams K and bed L for feeding the stuff to the

xutters.

Mo. 16,466.

—

Samuel Cobb, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Corpse Preservers.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—The nature of

this invention consists in forming a chamber D in the lid of the coffin,

which is filled with ice, said chamber communicating by means of

short pipes 12 with the pipes 13 in each corner of the coffin, for the

purpose of conducting the water of the ice in box C to basin n.

Claim.—Providing the lid of the coffin with sides or edges D D,

when arranged with the pipes 13 at each corner of the lid, and made
to extend down into the pipes 12 in each corner of the coffin ; all for

the purpose of confining the ice to the top of the lid and drawing the

water therefrom collected by the melting of the ice, for the purposes

mentioned.

No. 18,295.

—

Thomas Odion, of Portsmouth, N. H.

—

Apparatus to

Protect Buildings from Fire.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.

—

The object of this invention is to protect buildings from fire, which

consists in constructing a portable metallic screen that may be easily

and speedily raised to any required height between two buildings, or

in the streets, to arrest the progress of the flames, or prevent their

communicating with the surrounding property. The sheet iron used

for screens is carried on a truck A, as shown in the drawing, con-

structed for the purpose, surrounding a roller supported at each end

on journals in bearings I, erected on said truck. A number of these
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screens, which can be raised to any height, can be arranged in a line

or entirely around a burning building, for the purpose of preventing

the effect of the wind upon the flames. To the upper part of the sheet

W are attached a number of hooks r r, by which it is connected with
the bar 0. Guy chains K, attached to the caps T on the top of the^

rod N, with hooks at each end^ are used to steady the top by anchor-
ing in some permanent position.

The inventor claims the method herein described of protecting

property against fire by means of a portable screen, in the manner
substantially as set forth, or in any other equivalent manner.

No. 18,262.

—

Henry Loewenbbro, New York, N. Y.

—

Fire-Escape
Ladder.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—In the engravings, ^g.
1 represents a bird's-eye view of the apparatus, showing the top front

and oblique end of the extension ladders, when packed for transpor-

tation, excepting the baskets D D, which are taken off to show more
clearly the manner of packing the ladders in a small space, when com-
pared to the hook and ladders now in use. One of the baskets is

thrown off the carriage, having its ropes attached, as shown at D.
Fig. 2 represents the ladders ah c e extended, and in the position to

be used. This invention can be understood from the claim and en-

gravings.

The inventor says : I am aware that ladders with long sacks

to convey the occupants of a building to the ladder have been
long in common use; but the application of baskets, or their equivalent,

operated as above set forth, and the manner of elevating and packing
the ladders, I believe to be new and useful.

I do not claim the extension ladders ; neither do I claim the use of

ropes passing around or over windlasses for the purpose of drawing or

extending the ladders after they have been elevated to the desired

angle ready for extending.
But I claim the manner of regulating or adjusting the trucks//^,

^g. 2, by means of the hinged guide pole h, ^g, 2, or guide bars,

arranged and operating in the manner and for the purpose of support-

ing the ladders when secured by the rope I I^ at any desired angle,

substantially as described.

No. 16,863.

—

Isaac P. Nelson, of Cambridge, Mass., assignor to

Himself, and George N. Davis, of same place.;

—

Fireman's Mask and
Respirator,—Patent dated March 17, 1857.—The inventor says: I have
adapted a light-fitting mask to the face of the person, from which de-

pend the air tubes through which he breathes ; the extremities of the
tubes reaching to within an inch or two of the floor.

The tubes are united to the mask immediately beneath the nose
;

and at this point there is an opening a between the tubes and the

interior of the mask, through which air is admitted for respiration.

Immediately in front of the mouth there is an opening/, which is

covered on the outside by the flexible valve d.

Glaira.—The described mask, with its tubes C and valves d, oper-

ating in the manner substantially as set forth.
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No. 16,626.

—

Edwaed Deacon, of Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to

John Wakrin, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Fishing-rod
i?ee?s.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.

Claim.—Connecting the crank shaft F with the reel shaft E, and
also disconnecting it therefrom by means of the slotted sleeve G placed

or fitted upon the shaft F, and within the socket C, substantially as

shown and described.

No. 17,469.

—

Oscar F. Mayhew, of Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to

W. H. Weeks and 0. F. Mayhew, of same place.

—

Improvement in

Hominy Machines.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The grain, as it is

fed into the machine through hopper G, is driven by beaters h of

the revolving cylinder B against the sides of the concave A ; and, pass-

ing through the partitions C by the openings D, it is constantly acted

upon in the different compartments until, hulled and cleaned, it is

discharged through spout 11.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the concave A, wings
or divisions c c c c, and the adjustable openings D D D D, when con-

structed and operated substantially as set forth.

No. 18,413.

—

Peter Siemers, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improvement in

Hominy Machines.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—This improve-
ment consists in fixing in the periphery of a cylindrical stone B a series

of double corrugated knives or breakers a, and of combining the said

stone (having the knives arranged as aforesaid) with a cylinder D
having burrs on the internal surface, the said burrs to move in a
direction opposite to that of the said knives, whereby the corn will

be broken by the action of the knives and thrown against the burred
cylinder, which, moving in an opposite direction, will hull it and
throw it back in contact with the stone, which will polish it, thus

completing the operation of making hominy.
The inventor says : Now, a cylinder having corrugated knives or

breakers has been used before, in combination with the burred cylinder,

as such an arrangement is shown in the application of Wm. Davis
;

but this arrangement only breaks the kernel and hulls it, but does not
polish it, which is the function performed by the stone in my ma-
chine.

I am aware that mere substitution is not patentable, unless the

thing substituted performs a separate function and is a real improve-
ment, which the stone, in the relation I have placed it, really is.

I therefore claim the stone in combination with the corrugated
knives and burred cylinder, when used for the purpose specified and
operated as described.

No. 17,264.

—

Zenus Corbin and G-ideon Marlbtt, of Syracuse, N.
Y.

—

Artificial Honey.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—Four pounds of

sugar are dissolved in one pint and a half of water, and raised to a
boiling temperature ; five grains of rosin and two drachms of butter

are melted together and incorporated with the above syrup. This
mixture is then boiled, and two drachms of gum Arabic, one drachm
of isinglass, and one and a half drachm of cream of tartar are added
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thereto, and this increased mixture is boiled again. One and a quarter

pound of honey is then added, and, after boiling the mixture for a
space of ten minutes, eight drops of essence of peppermint are added,

when the mixture is ready for use.

Claim,—As a new product or composition, artificial honey, com-
posed of the enumerated ingredients, or their equivalents, combined
with each other^ substantially in the manner set forth.

No. 1Y,934.

—

Ernst L. Kurtz, of New York, N. Y.

—

Device for
Protecting the Necks of Horses from Flies.—Patent dated August 4,

1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The stretchers a and e, in combination with the connecting
cords, operating substantially as set forth, as a fly protection.

Also, the weighted cords m and n connected therewith, for keeping
the protector stretched, and at the same time permitting the free

movement of the animal's head.

No. 18,691.

—

Samuel P. Heintzelman, of Newport Barracks, Ky.

—

Improvement in Method of Floating Horses , c&c, across Rivers

.

—Patent
dated November 24, 1857.—The two bags are united together by means
of two girths d d^, one, d, being intended to pass under the horse's belly,

a little behind the fore legs, and the other a little in front of the hind
legs. There are, also, straps e f g h which pass respectively in front

of the breast, over the withers, and over the rump and behind the

hams, and are secured either by buckles, as represented, or in some
other convenient manner.

Claim.—The specific form of cavalry float described, consisting

mainly of a pair of bags connected by girths and provided with the

described fastening straps, the bags having each the form of two lobes

connected by a duct, and being provided with suitable inflation tubes,

as represented, or equivalent devices, for the purposes explained.

No. 17,263.

—

Thos. Cook, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Machine

for Gutting Match Splints.—Psitent dated May 12, 1857.—The blocks

a^ to be cut being placed within the box a and retained in position by
feed follower e, motion is imparted to shaft A, and the blocks are carried

over the cutters o, and as many splints are planed off as there are

outters. This cutting has left a series of grooves in the bottom, formed
by the tops and sides of the cutters. The box a now retreats by the

revolution of the crank shaft A, and so soon as the blocks are completely
clear ot the cutters, the camj or^^ strikes the roller I, moving the
lever m, and with it the cross plate d, thus carrying the splint block?

and box a to one side sufficiently to bring all the projecting ridges lef

in the previous cut directly opposite to the centre of the cutters^ whcL.

the operation of cutting is repeated.

Claim.—1st. The arrangement of the block carriers so as to have
the two motions described, whereby the splints may be cut by sta-

tionary cutters, as set forth.

2d. I claim the method of supporting the block in the box by the
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longitudinal pressing springs 5^, in connexion with a feed follower

acting in conjunction therewith, as described.

No. 17^316.

—

Thomas Cook, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Ma-
chine for Gathering and Depositing Dipped Matches.—Patent dated

May 19, 1857.—The dipping board a containing the matches is placed

in a vertical position within the frame h. Motion being imparted to

driving wheel A, cam. ^, coming in contact with roller cc, operates

lever o of fulcrum o^, and the pawls i i^ impart to the dipping board
a a downward motion, feeding it downward each time one row of
matches. The cam q now operates- roller Jc^ and plate k, which is pro-

vided with pins k^, which drive the matches through their holes in

the dipping board, and thrust them on to table r. The cams t now
operate levers u and sliding blocks s, which push the matches into

the opening r^, whence they drop into the match box held there by
the attendant.

Claim.—In packing matches into boxes automatically, the method
of feeding the *' dipping board" in connexion with the operation of

the discharging pins, specifically as described. Also, the receiving

table, with its gathering and delivering blocks, in combination with
the aforesaid means for conveying and discharging the matches from
the '^dipping board," the whole being constructed and operating

specifically as set forth.

No. 18,273.

—

Waldren Beach, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Apparatus for
Opening Oysters.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—In the drawing,
A is the frame ; B is the head piece or box, which has an opening
through which the lipped bar slides and the broken off shell passes

;

the upper portion of one side of the opening forms a knife edge ; the
box B has the shape shown in the drawings. C represents the sliding

bar_, having on its upper edge a lip, and having its other end fastened to

the treadle K, which is hinged to the frame. ^ is a spiral spring

surrounding the sliding bar and confined to the cups above and below.

The upper cup is fastened to the bar, and the lower cup to frame A,
and, by reason of an opening through which the bar passes, acts as a
guide for the same. The frame has a plate attached to it to act as a
guide for bar 0.

Claim.—The inventor claims the combination of lipped bar 0,
treadle K, and spring h, with the cutting head piece B, constructed,

arranged, and operating substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,176.

—

Augustus Stoner, of Mount Joy, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Self-Adjusting Sack-Holder.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—The
mouth of the bag is fastened around the hopper D by attaching it to

hooks i ; the bag rests on the floor between the front feet and curved
base A, and spring G keeps the bag stretched and causes it to adjust
itself as it shortens by being filled up. The spring base F, with nut
H, serves to raise or lower the hopper D^ so as to adapt the same to

longer or shorter bags.
Claim.—The spring Gr and the adjustable base F, by means of tbe
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screw and burr H and piece c, and the hopper D, when combined^
substantially as set forth.

No. 18,709.

—

William E. Roberts, of Orange, Conn.

—

Improvement
in Scissors Sharpener.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—In de-

scribing his improvement, the inventor says : I make the block in a
cubic or any other convenient form for two sharpeners, as shown in

^g. 1, or for one sharpener, as shown in fig. 2.

I cut the space or spaces b in the block to admit the blade of the

scissors of any convenient size, and with the proper bevel, on
one side, to the steel to give the edge to the scissor-blades, as seen in

the engravings. I temper the steel in the usual way, and insert it into

the block in the position shown at a. Having made the sharpener, as

before described, to sharpen the scissors, I pass one of the blades at a
time through the space or opening b, holding the flat side of the blade

against the side c of the space &, press its edge upon the steel, and
work it through longitudinally till a perfect edge is formed, which
will generally be effected by pressing it through two or three times;

thus making a very convenient sharpener for scissors.

Claim.—The article of new manufacture of scissors sharpener, when
constructed and fitted for use, as described.

No. 17,179.

—

John A. Winslow, of Roxbury, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Skates.—Patent dated April 28, 1857-—The nature of this inven-

tion will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim.—The application of a second metal runner to the skate,

which being placed on the bottom outside of the central line of axis,

and the runner in the ordinary skate which lies along that line

removed to a correspondent position on the other side, completes the

improvement.

No. 17,414.—R. W. Belson, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Skates.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—This invention consists in con-

structing the skate entirely of cast iron, the skate being cast in sepa-

rate Jind distinct parts, which are longitudinal halves, each part being

composed of one-half of the stock and one-half of the runner, which
parts are then secured together by means of screws or rivets d.

The inventor says : I do not claim separately forming the runner
of two parts, for this has been previously done.

I am also aware that the stock, formed of a certain number of partSj

and the runner of a skate, have been cast solid or in one piece, and a

patent was granted to B. F. Shelabarger for such mode of con-

struction. Iq Shelabarger's skate the object appears to be economy
only, no reference being had to the formation of the gutter.

Neither do I claim casting the stock and runner in one piece, for

this has also been previously done.

But I claim constructing the skate entirely of cast metal, and oftwo
parts connected together, substantially as shown and described.

No. 18,685.

—

Stocton H. Evans and Ludwig Gentsch, of Philadel-

phia, Pa.

—

Improvement in Skates.—Patent dated November 24,
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1-857.—Tlie nature of this invention in skates consists in arranging
spurs upon the skate to enter the rear or outside of the heel of the

boot or shoe, in combination with an inclined rotating spur or cam,
made to press against the front of the heel, which is to be pushed
against the spurs and locked down to the skate. Also, in placing an
adjustable plate over the fore part of the skate, which is provided with
set screws, so as to raise and lower said plate to tighten or adjust the

straps which cross the top of the foot to secure the skate upon it.

The inventors say: We clahn the spurs F F, or their equivalents,

in combination with the inclined rotating spur or cam Gr, which
presses the heel against the spurs F F and locks it down to the skate,

as described.

We also claim the adjustable plate Q over the fore part of the skate,

constructed and arranged substantially as described, for the purpose
of adjusting and tightening the straps over the top of the foot.

No. 16,653.

—

Henry Pickford, of Boston, Mass

—

Mode of Fasten-

ing Skates.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.—These skates are fas-

tened to the soles of the boots or shoes; a plate B is attached to the

front part of the sole. The tongue c fits into a recess in, and is hinged
lo, plate B. When the skate is to be attached, the tongue is to be
raised out of the recess, as represented in figure 1 ; the notch e of the

skate plate D is placed against stem b of the tongue, and the runner
(being in a transverse position to the length of the foot) turned around
until the front edge of the plate 0, attached to the heel of the boot, fits

into the grooved portion of the skate plate F. As soon as the spring

pin i falls into a corresponding hole in the plate C, the skate is firmly

secured to the boot.

Claim,—Uniting the skate blade to the sole of the boot or shoe,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose above described.

No. 17,019.

—

Samuel K. Burrell, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-

ment in School Slates.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The permanent
file C and movable file D D^, as described in the claim, serve for

sharpening the slate pencil. The file J) D^ is pivoted to the ^ame,
and covers a recess which serves for the reception of the pencil.

Claim.—The application of a permanent or fixed file, and also a

movable file, to the ordinary slate frame of commerce, in form and
manner as set forth and described.

No. 16,549.

—

James K. Nichols, of Haverhill, Mass.

—

Improved
Apparatusfor Containing and Dispensing Syrups for Soda Fountains.—
Patent dated February 3, 1857.—A A A are the cans for difierent

varieties of syrups. The cocks E being open, air is forced into the

cans through pipe Gr. Either one or two of the cans .may be separated

from the other or others by shutting up its stop-cock E.

Claim.—The described arrangement of a series of cans, with their

pipes and cocks, whereby they may be simultaneously charged with

compressed air by a single pump, and any one of them may be isola-

ted from the others, for the purpose of replenishing, as set forth.
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No. 17,158.

—

Curtis 0. Luce, of Brandon, Vt.

—

Improved Street

Sprinkler.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—As the carriage is drawn
along, the wheels H are rotated by means of gearing E G, pulleys G^ b,

and belts a. The water passes from tank C through pipes I into

wheels H, and is discharged therefrom by centrifugal force,, and at a
considerable distance.

Claim.—The combination of the water reservoir 0, horizontal rota-

ting discharging wheels H H, operated from the wheels B B of the
carriage, substantially as shown, and the conveying pipes I I provided
with the cocks J J ; the whole being arranged, as shown, for the pur-*

pose set forth.

No. 18,416.—M. W. St. John and Isaac Brown, of Leonardsville,

N. Y.

—

Improvement in Street Sweepers.—Patent dated October 13,

1857.—This invention operates thus : When the sockets or boxes H
are secured by the bar I in line with each other, and the shafts F ad-

justed obliquely to the bar A, as shown in the drawings, the brushes
or scrapers L will, as the implement is drawn along, scrape the dirt

from the point 1 to 2, and leave it in a winrow at 2 ; and the sockets or

boxes are allowed, in consequence of their connexion with bar A by
the universal joint g^ to adjust themselves to the inequalities of the
street.

When the sockets or boxes H H are adjusted obliquely, as shown in

^g. 2, the shafts F are placed at right angles with bar A, and the

dirt scraped in a winrow between the inner ends of the two sockets

;

and if the gate K be lowered by turning the frame J over backwards,
and the frame and gate raised intermittently by the operator, the dirt

will be swept up into piles.

The inventor says : We claiiii the sockets or boxes H H provided
with brooms or scrapers L, and attached to the bar A by the universal

joint g, in combination with the adjustable shafts F attached to the

bar A, substantially as shown, for the purpose set forth.

We further claim, in combination with the broom, socket or boxes
H, and adjustable shafts F, the gate K applied to the implement, as

described, for the purpose specified.

No. 18,195.

—

John Critcherson, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Street Sweeping Machines.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engravings.

Claim.—The improvement in street sweeping machines, which con-

sists in the combination of the adjustable sliding bars n, travelling in

the arc of a circle o, with the universal joints Jc, for driving the diverg-

ing shafts upon which the brushes are arranged, whereby the sv/eep-

ing apparatus is adapted to streets of various widths.

No. 18,664.

—

David Shattuck, of Boston, Massachusetts, assignor

to Himself, John S. Shattuck, Jacob Morrill, and William P. Mar-
shall, of Boston, Massachusetts.

—

Improvement in Slreet Sweeping Ma-
chines.—Patent dated November 17, 1857.—The operation of this in-

vention is as follows : When the cam K is in the position shown in
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tbe engravings, or with its diameter at right angles to the lower axis

of the machine, the dirt is swept up in a row on either side of the ma-
chine according to the direction in which the brush head M may be
revolving. As the machine is drawn along over the ground^ the head
M is revolved in a horizontal plane, and the brushes sweep the dirt

before them until each arm N, as it travels around, rises on the edge
I of the cam E, and its brush is lifted out of contact with the ground
until the head M has made a half revolution, when the arm again
drops off the cam and its brush commences to sweep. The brushes
thus sweep while they are revolving through a semi-circle, and deposit

the dirt in a winrow as they begin to rise on the cam R ; thus, by
altering the position of this cam, the winrow may be left either at one
side or under the machine, as may be desired.

Clahn.—The above described arrangement of the cam R beneath
the horizontal arms or brush carriers N, whereby the dirt may be
thrown to either side or to the centre of the street, as set forth.

(

No. 17,811.

—

William T. Shannon, of Grreensboro', Georgia.

—

Fly
Trap.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The apparatus, as represented
in the engraving, is placed in the window of the room ; the room is

then darkened, and the flies, attracted by the light which passes through
glass 4, enter box A, through the passage between the glass plates 2

and 3, from which they ascend through passage 5 into the bag 7.

When desired, the tin plate 6 and bag 7 can be removed, and the bag
immersed in water to destroy the flies.

Claim.—The invention of the box above described, and the bag and
its attachment to the box, for the purposes named.

No. 18^261.

—

Samuel R. Wilmot, of Watertown, Conn.

—

Fly
Trap.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—The body of this trap is

formed of tin plate, marked A in the engraving, the parts of which
are cut and bent into shape, and soldered together, so as to form a sort

of broad and narrow pocket. The mouth a 6 of the pocket is fitted

with a self-acting flap valve C, which is hinged just within the upper
lip a a, and falls in an inclined position to the lower lip h b, upon
which its lower edge rests. The hinge of this valve is made very
flexible, so that a sudden movement of the fly trap in the direction of

the arrow d will cause the valve to flap back, and leave the mouth of

the trap unobstructed. The hinder part of the trap is perforated with
small holes. The upper side of the instrument is fitted with a handle
E, by which it can be operated.

The inventor says : I claim a fly trap constructed substantially as

set forth, and consisting of a receptacle which is constructed and oper-

ated in such manner that when it is swept over a table or other object,

the mouth is open to receive flies, and when the sweeping movement
is finished, the mouth is closed to prevent their escape.

No. 17,803.

—

Donald McLean, of BostoTi, Mass.

—

Self- Setting Trap
Hook.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—When a fish pulls on the bait

hook B, the elastic cord E will stretch, as seen in figure 2, and the
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point of hook S will be driven into the fish, preventing it from break-
ing away.

Qlaim.—The combination of the hooks B and S, constructed suh-

stantially as set forth, with the elastic cord or spiral spring E and
line L, operating as described and for the objects specified.

No. 17,5*70.

—

Henry Hackman, Jr., of Pequea, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Animal Traps.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—This trap being set

over a trough or hole, the animal passes along the platform B to the

bait on hook K, and stepping upon spring board G, the end of the

spring board is depressed, drawing down the upper end of lever M,
the lower end of which forces spring L inward; the catch P being thus
released, the platform B is tilted downward, swinging on shaft D,
whilst spring I forces one end of spring board Gr upward, and throws
the animal down into a trough underneath. The moment the animal
has fallen underneath, the weight-box brings the platform B to its

level again, and the trap is thus adjusted to receive another animal.
The inventor says : I am aware that tilting platforms are used for

catching animals, and various kinds of levers, springs, and weights
are attached to operate such platforms. These I do not claim.

I claim the combination of the self-acting spring board G with the

platform B, horizontal spring I, and lever M, constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as described, for the purpose of assisting

in throwing off the animal as the platform tilts.

No. 18,092.

—

George Hart, of Granger, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Animal Traps.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The trap being set

as represented in dotted lines on figure 2, when the animal steps upon
the fall B, the catches F are thrown off the pins H, and the recoil of

the springs E brings the jaws together. When the animal pulls

to get away, he, by these efforts, pulls upon chain I, one end of which
is firmly secured to a stake ; the pulling upon chain I draws ring J
backward to the position represented in figure 1, thereby tightening

the grasp of the jaws 0.

Claim.—The arms C^ C^, springs E E, and ring J, when arranged
substantially as set forth, for the purposes described.

No. 16,335.—C. JiLLSON, Worcester, Mass.

—

Manufacture of Animal
Traps.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—This trap is represented in

fig. 2 as being set. The animal, in passing through ring 0, touches

the point g of lever F, which, by the slightest pressure upon it, is

caused to turn on its fulcrum 2, while lever e turns on its fulcrum 1,

by the action spring c, the trap being thrown into the position of fig,

1, and the points d piercing the animal.

Claim.—A new manufacture of animal traps, composed of the several

parts set forth, and operating as described.

No. 17,297.

—

Frederick Keuthe, of Hartford, Conn.

—

Trap for
Animals.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The bait is fastened to the

middle spear H, and the main spring c, together with hammers L, is

raised by means of trigger F. The apparatus is suspended to the
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branch of a tree by a cbain passing through ring K. The victim

seizes the bait, and, pulling it to devour it, the springs G in the centre

barrel B slide forward, and the pin attached to the same raises the

lever E, which throws back head D, releasing the main spring c; and
the hammers L fall forcibly on the percussion caps, causing the explo-

sion of the barrels A, at the same time that the springs G expand in

the animal's mouth, and the barbs and fangs hold him fast.

Claim.—The sliding and expanding spring barbed fangs G G and
H, in combination with one, two, or more exploding barrels, operating

in the manner and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

"No. 16,516.

—

Welcome Whitaker, assignor to Henry L. Palmer
and Julius A. Skilton, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Vermin Destroyer.—Psitent
dated January 27, 1857.—Air is drawn from the atmosphere by means
of the bellows A, and is forced into the combustion chamber B. H is

the generator in which the deleterious material P is burned by first

igniting it at its top surface, when the condensed air in B passes down
through P and keeps it ignited, and thereby becomes charged with
the deleterious gaseous products, and then passes through the pipe M
into C, which retains the solid and liquid products^ and gives more
steadiness to the stream of air as it passes out of C through the pipe

to be applied to the insects.

Claim.—Combining with a fumigating furnace or combustion cham-
ber bellows and a flexible pipe, in the manner set forth.

I limit my claim to the use of bellows and flexible pipe, and to their

use in the manner set forth.
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APPENDIX TO DESCRIPTIONS AND CLAIMS,

[The cases contained in this Appendix were omitted in their proper places.]

I .—A GKICULTUKE

No. I85497.

—

Ebenezer Butler, of Pompey, N. Y., and George JVL

Peck, of Abington, Pa.

—

Improvement in Butter-Workers,—Patent-

dated October 27, 1857.—The nature of tbis invention consists in pro-
viding a box, in which is placed a plunger, crank, and partition, so com-
bined as that when the crank is operated the partition and plunger shall

have a vibrating motion, and act upon the butter placed between them
with a rolling motion, thereby causing the butter to be constantly in

motion, and to be worked thoroughly and compactly. A scraper is

also arranged to work up and down in grooves in the side of the box,

in connexion with the plunger, so as to clear it of any butter adhe-
ring to it.

Claim.—The arrangement of the crank B, plunger C, the partition

D, and scraper E, to work in combination, as described, in the pro-

cess of working butter.

No. 18,797.

—

Benjamin Beers, of New Fairfield, Conn.

—

Improve-
ment in Churns,—Patent dated December 8, 1857.—The nature of this

improvement in barrel churns consists in a revolving dasher with
spring floats V so arranged that they are rigid when the dasher is

turned in one direction to churn the cream, and yield or give way when
the dasher is turned in the opposite direction to gather and amass the

butter ; so that the butter-milk can be drawn from it, when the butter

may be worked, salted, and the salt worked in by the dasher.

L is an axle or shaft fitted to turn in perforations in the heads
A A, and has a crank-handle M by which it is turned ; this shaft may
be removed by drawing the staple-key N, which passes through
the hub in the head A and into the score P in the shaft

to hold it in the barrel. The disks Q Q are fitted into the shaft L^
and connected together by the rods K R, and prevented from turning
on the shaft by the metal plate S, which is fitted to the square part

T of the shaft L, and fastened to the disks Q.
Claim.—A rotating dasher with spring floats, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described, so as to churn the cream and work
the butter substantially in the manner set forth.

No. 18,325.—A. M. Cook, of Milford, ^idim.—Improved Corn-
Shelter

.

—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—In operating this machine^
the ears of corn are thrown in suitable quantities into the hopper H,
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whence they pass down through the opening h and are received on the

disk K, hetween the guard g and the opening 6, whence they; pass in

succession between the arm I and guard g and beneath the block M,
which keeps them down in contact with the teeth i of the disk K, by
which the ear is rolled over against the arm I, and the grains are stripped

from the cob, the grains falling through the holes c in the disk K on
to the inclined table o, by which they are conducted out of the ma-
chine. The cob, being still kept with its axis parallel to the arm I, is

caused by the motion of the disk K to work towards the periphery of

the disk ; but before it reaches this part of the circle it is entirely

stripped of its grains, and the shelled cob is ejected from the machine
through suitable openings, as at p, in the casings N.

Claim.—The inventor claims the perforated revolving disk, in com-
bination with the radial arms I g and blocks M, constructed and oper-

ating in the manner and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

No. 18,174.

—

Edmund L. Freeman, of Brownville, N. Y., assignor

to Himself and J. & Gr. Lord & Co., of Watertown, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Cultivator Teeth.—Patent dated September 8^ 1857.—The na-
ture of this invention will be understood by reference to the claims
and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim a metal casting to form a head
or stay-pin of the tooth.

Neither do I claim a bolt for connecting to the frame, as they
have been long known and used.

I claiin, 1st. A lapped-headed cultivator tooth A, made in the man-
ner substantially as described.

2d. A hrace-washer and stay-pin B in one piece underneath the

head, substantially as described, for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,979,

—

Horace A. Lothrop, of Sharon, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Hoes.—Patent dated December 29, 185T.—The claim and engravings
explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says: I do not claim a hoe made with a single

triangular blade.

Nor do I claim one as made of a single blade, having two opposite

parallel edges and a triangular notch, whose opposite side and the
parallel edges of the hoe plate form boundaries of two teeth extending
from the plate.

But I claim an improved manufacture of hoe, or one having its blade
composed of two or more separate isosceles triangular plates or teeth,

each being lapped on or connected to that next to it at their two corners,

and each being supported by a separate prong of a furcated shank, as

described.

No. 16,737.

—

William Lewis, of Seneca Falls, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Machines for Rushing Corn.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—^A

stationary knife with a concave edge is employed to cut off the nubbin
or butt of the ear ; a bar presses down on the same, and the ear is

then discharged from the husks by the action of the hammer. The
clearing rod rids the knife of the nubbin, should it incline to adhere.
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The inventor says : The connexion of the hammer G to the rod
F, to the plate or spring b, is not strictly essential. In practice, or

in an operating machine, the hammer may he rigidly attached to the

rod F, but probably the elastic or spring connexion is preferable. I

do not confine myself, however, to either mode of attachment.

I claim the bar D, knife B_, bar or hammer G, and stop E, in com-
bination with the clearing rod Q, when the whole are arranged to

operate conjointly, as shown, for the purpose specified.

No. 17,731.

—

William Emery, Jr., of Chester, 111 —Improvement in

31acJiines for Hushing Corn.—Patent dated July 7^ 1857.—The nature
of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and
engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim separately any of the parts de-

scribed, as analogous devices most probably have been used.

But I claim the combination of the rotating hub C and knife E, in-

clined box or trough J, and stripping hooks o, when the above parts

are arranged to operate^ as shown, for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,350.

—

Thomas Harding, of Springfield, Ohio, assignor to

Benjamin H. Warder, John W. Brokaw, and Jonathan E. Child, of
the same place.

—

Improvement in Moiving Machines—^Patent dated.

May 19, 1857.—When it is desired to back or turn this machine, the-

driver draws back lever H, which turning on its fulcrum raises the*,

forward end of yoke B, together with the front wheel A, off the ground,

,

and depresses the rear end and wheel, thus raising bracket E and finger

bar C off the ground, and supporting the whole weight of the machine -,

upon the hind wheel, which renders it easy to back or turn the machine.

.

Claim,—The combination with a mowing machine of the peculiarly^

constructed truck A B, when both are arranged to operate in relation i

to each other, in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,148.—D. W. Hughes, of New London, Mo.

—

Improvement in^

Corn Planters.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—By connecting-

the two seed planters together in the manner represented in the en--

gravings, they may be adjusted so as to drop the seed nearer together

or further apart by merely raising or lowering the pin I on the pendant ^

bar j.

The inventor says : I do not claim the two strips or bars, joined to-

gether, and provided with a hopper and slide, irrespective of the pe-

culiar arrangement of the slide and hopper, for such device, having a
different arrangement of parts from that shown, was formerly patented.

by me.
But I claim connecting the two implements together by means of

the plates A, and bars m, and pendant bary J, arranged as shown and.
described, for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,104.

—

Thomas J. Kogers^ of Cassville, Ga.

—

Improvement in •

Cotton Seed Planters.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The nature

^

of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and^
engravings.

Vol. ii 34
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Claim.—Forming one side of the eduction aperture of a cotton seed

planter of the extremity of a sharply vibrating plate F, when the op~

posite side of said aperture is formed of an adjustable flaring concave

h, substantially as set forth.

E'o. 18,524.

—

Joseph D. Smith, of Lancaster, Ohio.-

—

Improvement
in Seed Planters.—Patent dated October 27 ^ 1857.—This invention

consists for use, in connexion with a planter to be propelled by hand,
in the arrangement consisting of the double-acting valves F G, com-
pound lever G H, double-chambered hopper B, adjustable pitman I^

and swinging self-adjusting roller D ; the whole being arranged so as

to enable the operator to plant in hills, by hand, at each^alf vibration

of the valve, and, when necessary, to plant in drills by the revolution

of the roller.

Claim.—The use^ in combination with a planter to be propelled by
hand, of the arrangement consisting of the double-acting valves F G,
compound lever G H ^ A i, double-chambered hopper B F, adjusta-

ble pitman I, and swinging self-adjustable roller D ; the whole being
arranged and combined substantially as set forth.

No. 17,594.—MiCAJAH Tolle^ of Newport, Ky.

—

Improvement in

Cultivator Ploughs.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The bracket c is

slotted, and the beam d perforated in the manner represented in the

.engraving, so as to admit of adjustment of the entire range of

blades Z), Z>^, Z>% &c., longitudinally of the beam and to any angle
therewith, and the individual blades to a greater or less distajice from
each other.

The inventor says : I am aware that various forms of hoes and har-

rows, having their teeth placed obliquely with the line of draught, have
been employed, both for removing clods and covering seed^ and also

that oblique arrangements of teeth in various forms exist commonly
in harrows, cultivators, &c.

I claim the bracket c, in combination with the plough beam d, con-

etructed, arranged, and operated in the manner substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

II. —METALLURGY.

No. 16,732.—Chaeles HuTcnms, of East Douglass, M.Si^^.—Improve-
ment in Machines for Making Axes.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.

—

Figure 1 is a front elevation
; figure 2 a side view of the dies p p; and

figures 3 and 4 sections taken at the lines A a and B b; figure 5 is

the block of iron
; figures 6, 7 and 8 represent its shape as it comes

successively from the dies eepp^ and, finally, from the apparatus zsf.
The block, when shaped as represented in figure 7, is placed on the
upper face of former s, which corresponds with the upper inner surface
of the eye of the axe when completed. The head a is griped by the
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jaw f, the jaw being depressed by means of treadle v ; the sliding

carriage to is then depressed by means of crank rod a^, when the

rollers z z passing downwards will' bring the iron to the shape, as

represented in figure 8.

The inventor says : I have described three machines which are era-

ployed in the successive operations to produce axe polls ; but I do not
wish to be understood as making claim to the mechanical construction

of either of the said machines, as substantially such machines have
been used separately for other purposes, although under modifications

which would not answer the purposes specified. Nor do I wish to be
understood as limiting my claim of invention to the use of machines
constructed specifically as described, as they may be modified in many
respects without essentially changing the mode of their operation by
which they are rendered useful in the production of axe polls.

I claim the preparation of the bar or block of iron by longitudi-

nal rolling between rolling dies, operating substantially as described,

to form it with a projection on one face in the middle of its length,

and two projections on the opposite face, one at each end, substantially

as described, in combination with the cross rolling between segment
dies under a mode of operation substantially such as described, to

reduce the thickness of the cheeks towards the edges, and to the

required swell on the edges of the cheeks, substantially as described,

and for the purpose specified.

No. 16,868.

—

Norman Aylsworth, of Kochester, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Casting Railway Gar Wheels.—Patent dated March 24, 1857.

—

The core c is made tubular for a portion of its length, namely, to the

line 6, in figure 2, and to the hole g, in figure 1. The fluid metal
passes through this core, and reaches the wheel through the horizontal

gates g g. The core box is formed in two parts, divided at right

angles to the line of action shown in the engravings, and has the

bottom d. Across this core box is placed the bar e, which forms the

gates, and is supported at each end by the pins P P. The rod r rests

upon this bar, being kept central by means of the pin I, and forms
the hole for the sprue. Sand is filled in and rammed down in the

usual manner of making cores ; the rod r is removed, then one-half

of the box is taken away, and the bar e is easily withdrawn.
Claim.—The construction of the partially tubular core c for the

centre of railroad car wheels ; the tube T being formed to within a

short distance of the end of said core, and communicating with the
lateral passages g g.

No. 17,458.

—

Jonathan F. Turner, of Bridgewater, Mass.

—

Im-
proved Machine for Filing Sajvs for Cotton Gins.—Patent dated June
2, 1857.—The saw cylinder, containing the saws E^, having been
arranged in its proper place^ the frame which supports the file

holders Y may be adjusted to its proper height by turning set screw Q^.

Kotary motion being imparted to pulley T, pulley U is rotated, and
the files h are vibrated, acting on the back of the saw teeth of the
saws E ; and as the saws are turned with a continuous motion by the

arrangement of belt w, pulley g, belt r, pulley s, screw t, wheel t^
,
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pulley M, and helt ii\ the file holders /yield so as to let the files

spring over the teeth, the files passing from one score into the next.

Claim.—Giving the files a reciprocating rotary or rolling motion
hy devices such as are described, or their equivalents, for the purposes

set forth.

The adjustable vibrating frame carrying the traverse rods, which
operate the files when arranged to vibrate parallel with the plane of

the saws, so as to adjust and adapt the files to the saws, as described.

Giving the saws a continuous rotary motion while they are operated

upon by the files by means of a belt applied directly upon the saw
cylinder.

A yielding or spring file holder, in combination with a traversing

rod, having a reciprocating rolling motion.

No. 17,672.

—

William Cooper, of Brooklyn, N. Y.—Improved
Horse SJioe.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—The object of the opening o

is to admit of medicated appliances being introduced to wounded or

disabled parts.

Claim.—The use of a metallic plate horse shoe covering the base of

the hoof, having a suitable stopper fitting into a screwed opening in

the same, or an equivalent therefor, constructed in the manner and
for the purposes substantially as described.

No. 16,792.

—

Edmund Field, of Greenwich, Conn.

—

Improved Es-
cutcheon for Key-Holes.—Patent dated March 10^ 1857.—This key-
hole drop C, consisting of two parts b and c, pivoted together at d,

can be applied to a sunken escutcheon A a, of much smaller diameter
than if the usual drop were employed. Fig. 3 represents the drop
when removed from the key-hole.

The inventor says : I do not ^laim the broad idea of jointing me-
tallic or other bars by means of hinges or pivots, as this is everywhere
well known.
But a key-hole drop made in two parts, pivoted together, has never

before been known. It is a new article of manufacture, possessing

virtues and advantages not seen in any other article of the kind.

I claim the key-hole drop C, composed of two parts b c, pivoted

together.

No. 18,542.—E. L. Gaylord, of Terryville, Conn.

—

Improved Ma-
chine for Bending Metal Plates.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.

—

The operation of this invention is as follows : The plates L are cut of

proper size, and are bent thus : One end of a plate L is placed within

the recess C, and the block C is then moved forward, by turning the

screw E, until the lower end of the plate L is placed within the recess

c, and the block is then moved forward by turning the screw E,
until the lower end of plate L is secured or clamped between the cross

piece b and the block H. The upper part of plate L is then bent over

a trifle, as shown by the dotted lines, in fig. 1, and the drop K is

then allowed to descend, the drop bending the upper plate flat upon
the surface of the block or bed H. The block I serves as a stop, and
prevents the plate from being expanded too much in a longitudinal
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direction. When the plate L is bent, the drop is raised, the block
moved back, and the cross piece b raised by turning the cranio Gr, so

that the bent plate may be removed.
The inventor says : I am aware that metal plates are bent or swaged

in various forms by means of what are known as drop presses, and
I therefore do not claim the drop K ; nor do I claim broadly a drop
press, nor any of the parts described, separately.

But I claim the block 0, provided with the movable arms a a and
cross piece 6, the block or bed piece H, and adjustable stop I, arranged
as shown, and used in connexion with a drop K, or its equivalent, for

the purpose set forth.

CLAIMS OF RE-ISSUES GRANTED DURING
THE YEAR 185Y.

No. 420. Improvement in Axle-Box Rollers.—Wq claim giving a
positive motion or rotation to the lubricating roller by the axle of the
car wheel, in the manner set forth.

G. W. Gbisendorff,
J. C. Gbisendorff.

No. 421.— fmprovement in Moulds for Pressing Bonnet Fronts.—

I

claim the hollow metallic mould, substantially such as described, of

th'e form required to give the complete form required for bonnet fronts,

and provided with a mode of imparting to it the required temperature,
and the matrix of corresponding form to make pressure by a motion
in or nearly in the line of the axis, when the said mould and matrix
are used in connexion and in combination with the means herein de-

scribed, for controlling the position of the strip to be pressed, or any
equivalent therefor, as set forth.

Written E. Kidd.

No. 422.

—

Improvement in Cleaning the Top Flats of Carding En-
gines.—I claim suspending the top flats or lays upon pivots in the

centre of the ends by which they can be raised out of the way of the

adjoining flats or lays, to be turned by means of a rack working on
pinions upon their pivots, or the equivalent thereof, the whole being
constructed and arranged substantially as herein described, for the

purpose set forth.

And I also claim stripping the flats or workers by a rotating brush,

60 arranged that a card may, in turn, strip the brush, and return the

strappings to the main cylinder, substantially in the manner and for

the purposes described.

I also claim the combination and employment of the ^4ickers-in" c c^

d, d^ and worker e, arranged substantially as herein described, and
acting as workers and strippers, in the manner and for the purpose
described.

W. H. Walton.
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No. 423.

—

Improvement in Macliinery for Mahing Cord.—I claimj

first, twisting or controUiDg the twist of the strands, while the main
frame is revolving to lay them into cord, hj causing an even faced

wheel, attached concentrically to and revolving with the bobbin frame,

to travel over a fixed and smooth surface, friction causing the frame to

revolve.

Second. Eevolving the bobbin frames on their own axes to twist

the strands at the same time that they are carried round a common
centre to twist the cord by rolling them on the surface of a stationary

annular inclined track, towards the inner or outer periphery of which
they can be adjusted to run, so as to vary the relative twist of the

strands and cord, substantially as herein set forth. But I make no
claim to the mere turning of the bobbin frames by friction by any of

the devices usually employed for similar purposes.

Third. I claim the construction and arrangement of the central

stem or spindle of the bobbin frame, operating substantially as herein

set forth, whereby the yarns are collectively subjected to progressively

increasing tension and twist from the commencement to the end of the

process of laying them into the strand, whereby the latter is rendered
smooth and regular in its figure, and of uniform density and strength,

and subjected to uniform tension while being laid into the cord.

William E. Nichols.

No. 424.

—

Portable Steam Sawing Machine.—I claim an independent
portable steam sawing apparatus, constructed substantially as herein
set forth, and connected in such manner with the boiler for generating
steam that the steam sawing apparatus can be moved from tree to

tree, or applied in different positions at difi'erent parts of the same
tree, without moving the steam boiler, or breaking the steam connexion
therewith.

Samuel E. Wilmot»

No. 425.

—

Improvement in Mode of Driving Reciprocating Saws.—
I claim the mode herein described of applying the power of the engine
to the saw gate or frame without being permanently connected there-

with, so that the piston shall be in a great measure relieved from any
lateral motion which the gate may have, which causes it to bind or

cut in the cylinder, substantially as described.

I also claim driving one or more saws between two cylinders, as well

as driving one or more saws on each side of a single cylinder, and the

self-adjustable piston rod, or the self-adjustable slides, which accom-
plish the same result, as are herein before described.

Isaac Brown.

No. 426.

—

Improved Rahing Attachment for Reapers.—I claim the
combination of the jointed rake arms h and c with the disk C, by
which the arm B is actuated, when the above parts are constructed
and arranged for joint operation in the manner and for the purposes
set forth.

. M. G, Hubbard.
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No. 427.

—

Improvement in Machines for Pressing Bonnets and Bon-
net Frames.—I claim pressing the whole of a bonnet or bonnet frame,

including the flaring face-piece, side crown, and tip, at one operation,

by dies, substantially as specified, whether said bonnet or frame be

formed of one or of several pieces, and irrespective of the particular

shape of the bonnet or frame.

I also claim forming the side crown and flaring face-piece of a

bonnet frame in one piece, or at one operation, as specified.

William Osborn.

No. 428.

—

Improvement in the Manufacture of Hosiery.—^I claim the

production of the heels and toes of hosiery by knitting a piece of

spherical or other suitable form on the cylindrical or straight portions

of the leg or foot by any mode of operation in which the stitches are

dropped, or left upon the needles and taken up again, substantially

as herein described, whereby the whole of the leg and foot is enabled

to be produced by a continuous operation of the machinery or devices

employed.
William H. McNary.

No. 429.

—

Improved Machine for Making Clothes Fins,—I claim,

1st. The use of holes in a wheel^ or of tubes secured to a wheel, and
into which the pieces of wood are fed, and are thus retained in and
moved forward to the right position, to be acted upon by the lathe,

saw, or bit.

* 2d. I claim the sliding or vibrating lathe and tail block, whereby
the pieces of wood to be turned are carried forward to the action of

the cutters or chisels.

3d. I claim the cutters or chisels, in combination with the lathe.

4th. I claim a holder essentially the same as shown and described,

to hold the pieces while being sawed or bored, the succeeding piece

forcing the preceding one out of the holder, and it drops between the

holder and saw or bit ; and whether the holder be movable or sta-

tionary, the saw or bit being made to move to and from the holder, or

the holder be made to move to and from the saw or bit.

5th. I claim a saw or bit, either movable or stationary, in combi-
nation with the holder.

6th. I claim a punch, or its equivalent, to force the pieces into the

holder.

Geoege W. Parker.

No. 430.

—

Bituminous Ground for Photographic Pictures.—I claim
sensitized bitumen, prepared as above, for the purpose of taking photo-
graphic impressions on paper, metallic sheets, or other substance.

V. M. Griswold.

No. 431.

—

Improvement in the Mode of Constructing a Combined
Caldron and Furnace for the use of Agriculturists and others.—I claim
combining a caldron with a small square or rectangular or box stove

of less area than the caldron, by spreading out the upper part of the
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"box stove to a circular form to surround the caldron by a flue space

,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

I also claim making tbe casing to farm a flue space around the cal-

dron by elevating and spreading the plates of the stove, in combina-
tion with sectional side pieces, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose specified.

Jordan L. Mott,

No. 432.

—

Improvement in Looms for Weaving Pile Fabrics.—First^

I claim the method of constructing and operating the pincers, or other
equivalents, for successively operating the pile wires, so that they shall

carry said pile wires forward to the fell of the cloth, and hold them
in position with their proper edges upwards until they are otherwise
secured,, substantially as specified.

I also claim constructing the pincers for successively operating the
pile wires, with grooved jaws opening and closing in aline with the
pile wire, and with a motion in advance of the lathe, substantially as

specified, whereby collision with the lathe is easily avoided.

I also claim the employment of a support or guide to successively

receive the inner ends of the pile wires as they are drawn from the
cloth and carry them to the position where they are to be introduced
into the shed of the warps and guide them therein, substantially as

specified.

I also claim the employment of long, horizontal guides to guide the
pile wires as they are being inserted in the shed of the warps, sub-

stantially as specified.

I also claim holding the pile wires and guiding and adapting the
pincers, or their equivalents, to a suitable position to engage therewith,

substantially as specified.

I also claim, in combination^with the pile wires, a bar or guide which
shall successively press against said pile wires to keep them in a proper
position during the operation of cutting the pile, substantially as

specified.

And I finally claim the method of applying the tension weight and
brake directly to the whip roller by means of the arms g^ and i^ , sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

Erastus B. Bigelow.

No. 433.-

—

Improvement inBreech-loading Fire-Arms.—Iclsiimsi cone-
headed, pin with two or more expanding rings, substantially as shown
and described, for the purpose specified. And in making the exterior

of a breech-pin, as described, cone-shaped, for the purpose as above set

forth. Also combining the same with the radial or hinge-breech, sub-

stantially as shown and described.

B. F. JOSLYN.

No. 434.

—

Improvement in Carding Engines.—I claim, first, the

application to carding engines of two or more variable cylinders ar-

ranged and operated in the manner substantially as herein set forth,

for the purpose of preventing the filling up of the main cylinder.

Second. The use of a doffer, in combination with strippers or cleaners.
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arranged and operating in tlie manner substantially as herein described,

for tbe purpose of preventing the filling up of the main cylinder and
producing an uniform sheet.

A. D. Shattuck.

ISTo. 435.

—

Improvement in Saw Mills.—We claim the means above
described to regulate the deflection of the saw blade when at work

;

that is to say, the application of the feed rollers to the back of the

saw blade for the purposes as herein set forth.

We also claim the driving power to the lower pulley h, when the

saw is designed to work in its downward motion, substantially as herein

set forth. William P. Wood.
Samuel Db Yaughan.

No. 436.

—

Improvement in Loomsfor Weaving Pile Fabrics.— I claim,

first, saccessively drawing the pile wires from the cloth by a latch or

hook, substantially as specified.

I also claim constructing and operating said latch or hook, so that

after drawing said pile wires from the cloth, it successively delivers

them to a carrier or other apparatus, which completes their movement,
substantially as specified.

I also claim, in combination with a latch or hook for drawing the

pile wires from the cloth, a carrier or apparatus to successively receive

said pile wires from said latch or hook, and transfer them to the fell

of the cloth, substantially as specified.

And I finally claim the method of inserting the pile wires into the

upper shed of the warps, while the shuttle is passed through the lower
shed, substantially in the maaner, and for the purpose specified.

Eeastus B. Bigelow.

No. 437.

—

Improvement in Running Gear of Carriages.—I claim, first,

the combination and arrangement of the pivot in the rear of the fore axle

and the segments with the perch and head block or perch cross-bar

of carriages having perches, as herein before described, or the equiva-

lents thereto, for the purpose of enabling carriages to turn in a
shorter space than by the common mode of coupling with perfect

safety.

2d. I claim the additional set of segments or their equivalents, the
pivot placed perpendicularly above the lower turning point, to be em-
ployed where the springs are fastened to the axle and move with the.

same.

GusTAVUS L. Hausskneciit.

No. A:Z^.-^Improvement in the Machine for Sawing off Logs,—We
claim revolving a log or block while being sawed, in order that the
pieces sawed off may be of uniform thickness on all sides, and the
mechanism herein described, or its equivalent, for raising and lowering
said block, that it may be sawed into pieces of any desired thickness

without being removed from the machine, said block being centred

but once in sawing up the entire log, substantially as herein set forth.

CoiiNELiA Waterman,
For Waterman & Eussell.
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No. 439.

—

Improvement in Sugo,r WorJcs.—I claim, first, the employ-

ment of a vacuum pan or pans in combination with an evaporating

pan or pans or boiler in which the saccharine juice or other fluid is

evaporated under a pressure lower, equal to, or greater than the at-

mosphere, which last mentioned pan or pans or boiler prepares the

saccharine juice, &c., from the vacuum pan or pans, and at the same
time supplies the necessary vapor from the saccharine juice, &c., to

complete the evaporation or concentration of the syrup, &c., in the

vacuum pan or pans, as fully described above.

Second. The employment of a weighted throttle or other regulating

valve in the main steam-pipe, arranged and operating in the manner
and for the purpose as herein before described.

NORBERT KiLLIEUX.

No. 440.

—

Improvement in the Macliinefor Forming the Wehfor Cloth,

of Wool, Hair, or other suitable substance, without Spinning or Weaving.

What is claimed is the mode of operation, substantially as herein

described, by means of which the slivers of the weft fibres are kept

properly distended until their entire surface is in contact with the sur-

face of the sliver of warp fibres, substantially as described.

Stiles Curtis,

President of the Union Manufacturing Go., Norivalh, Conn,

No. 441.

—

Improvement in Vault Covers.—I claim grooving or chan-

nelling the upper surfaces of the metallic portions of illuminating

covers, substantially in the manner and for the purpose herein set

forth ; but this I only claim when the glasses in said grooved covers

are so arranged as to bring their upper surfaces flush with, or a little

above, the upper surfaces of said covers, substantially as represented

in the accompanying drawings.
John B. Cornell.

No. 442.

—

Improvement in Setting Mineral Teeth.—I claim a new and
useful mode and improvement in setting mineral teeth on metallic

plates, by means of a fusible mineral compound or cement which is

used to fill up the interstices between and around the base of the teeth

and upon the plate, of which a continuous artificial gum is formed
without seam or crevice.

John Allen.

No. 443.

—

Improvement in Window Curtain Fixtures.—I claim at-

taching the curtain to its roll by a piece or strip which fits into a

groove in the roll and is secured thereto by caps at the ends, in the

manner substantially as herein set forth.

Silas S. Putnam.

No. 444.

—

Improvement in Planing Machiiies.—l claim, first, the

combination of the rotary disk cutter with the pressure and bed, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purposes herein described.

2d. I claim the combination of the Bramah wheel, so called, with the

rotary disk cutter, and its accessories, for the purpose of planing, sub-

stantially as herein set forth.
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3d. I claim the method of planing with a continuous drawing cut

substantially as described.

James A. Woodbury.

No. 445.

—

Improvement in Platform Scales.—I claim my improved
arrangement and combination of four bearing multiplying levers C C
C C, a multiplying lever E, and a lever F, made as described, so as to

act at the same time as an equalizing and a multiplying lever, the

whole being applied to a steelyard weighing lever by means substan-

tially as set forth.

I also claim arranging the suspension bridge so that its arched

standards shall extend upwards by the sides of the platform, and be-

tween it and the sides of the pit, in manner as stated, in combination

with arranging the transverse levers C C and their bearings below the

platform, the same affording the necessary room for the vertical play

of the longitudinal levers, while it secures an advantage as regards the

depth of the pit, as stated.

Thaddeus Fairbanks.

No. 446.

—

Improvement in Furnaces for Burning Wet Fuel.—

I

claim using green bagasse, wet tan, wet sawdust, and other wet car-

bonaceous or vegetable substances, as fuel, for the production of in-

tense heat, by mingling the gases issuing from a highly heated mass
thereof with those arising from carbonaceous combustion, by the in-

tervention of a flue or chamber, with which the chamber or chambers
containing the fire and charge of wet substances communicate, and in

which said gases meet, mingle, and consume each other on their way
to the apparatus to be heated, and to the stack.

I also claim the combustion, for the purposes of a high degree of

heat, of bagasse, refuse tan, sawdust, and other wet refuse substance,

or very wet and green wood, by the employment of a series of fire

chambers, arranged in any manner substantially as described, to

communicate with one common flue or mixing chamber when any
number of said chambers are nearly closed' to the admission of air

when first charged, as described, whilst the remaining chamber or

chambers is in full communication with the mixing chamber, and has

a proper supply of air admitted, and the ash-pit of each chamber,
in its turn, is nearly closed, and then opened and has air admitted,

whereby the heat required is rendered continuous and comparatively

uniform, while the fuel in some of the chambers is being heated and
decomposed, and its gases sent forward to the mixing chamber to any
desirable degree, as herein set forth.

Moses Thompson.

No. 447.

—

Improved Portable Steam Cross-cut Sawing Machine.—
I claim the combination of a saw, and a direct acting engine for

driving it, with an apparatus for securing the whole to the object to

be sawed in such manner that the latter forms the support or basis

by which the steam cylinder is maintained in the proper position.

Samuel B. Wilmot.
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No. 448.

—

Improved Carpenters' Gauges.—I claim the invention

and exclusive use of point holders, or holders for the points, markers^

or cutters of gauges and instruments equivalent thereto, irrespective

of any particular or definite form or kind of gauge, and irrespective

of any definite form or kind of holder, means^ or contrivance, having
a screw thread cut within the same, and corresponding with a screw

thread cut upon the said points, markers, or cutters, so as that the

said points, markers, or cutters are operated within the said holders,

to he raised or lowered through the instrumentality of the said screw
threads within the said holders, and upon the said points, markers, or

cutters of the said gauges, or instruments equivalent thereto, as

herein set forth.

Joel Bryant.

No. 449.

—

Improvement in Beaping Machines.—I claim the com-
bination of a vibrating scalloped cutter, the indentations of whose
edge act as a series of moving shear blades, with slotted guard
fingers, the sides of which act as a corresponding series of fixed shear

blades, the parts of such fingers forming the slot, being connected at

the front ends only, leaving the rear of the slot open and free for the

escape of material that would otherwise clog the cutter, substantially

as described.

Obed Hussey.

No. 450.

—

Improvement in Beaping Machines.—I claim the im-
proved bevelling of the edges of the blades of scalloped sickles, as

herein described.

Obed Hussey.

No. 451.

—

Improvement in Beaping Machines.—I claim the combi-
nation of a slot, formed between the long and short parts of the

guard finger, with an opening in the rear of the short part, substan-

tially as described.

Obed Hussey.

No. 452.

—

Improvement in Seicing Machines.—I claim regulating

the tension of the thread, after it has been unwound from the bobbin,

by means of apertures and bars within, upon, or through the thread

case, either separate or combined, or by any equivalent means, when
said means are within, upon, or form part of the bobbin case itself,

for the purpose specified,

I also claim regulating the tension of the shuttle thread in the act

of leaving the bobbin, by a combination of one or more screws with
a spring or any yielding or elastic substances, or any combination of

equivalent devices producing the same effect.

Joseph P. Martin,
Assigyiee of John A. Bradshaw.

No. 453.

—

Improvement in Seioing Machines.—I claim the covered

shuttle to be used in a sewing machine, or, in other words, construct-

ing that portion of the bobbin case which comes in contact with the
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loop, cylindrical, or in any form which does not present edges in its

transverse sections.

Joseph P. Martin,
Assignee of John A. Bradshaw.

No. 4:5i.—' Improvement in Looms,—I claim supporting the wag staff

at its lower end, so that it may slide longitudinally in connexion with
supporting it in other respects by a joint link, or its equivalent, ap-

plied so as to cause that part of the staff which strikes the shuttle to

move in a line parallel or about parallel to the race beam, as specified.

And I also claim connecting the lower end of the two staffs below
their fulcra, by means of a spring, having an intermittent action for

drawing them back, in combination with the application of a positive

motion above for driving the shuttle, whereby the returning staff aids

in arresting the momentum of the shuttle, substantially as herein

described.

Warren W. Dutcher.

No. 455.

—

Improvement in Refrigerators.—I claim placing shelves

or fixtures for holding articles to be refrigerated, or the articles them-
selves_, in the descending current directly under an open bottom ice

box, in combination with a dividing partition open above and below,
as set forth.

I claim, in combination with said shelves or fixtures so placed, con-

structing the open bottom of the ice box in such manner that the air

may pass freely down through the same^ and fall directly from the
ice upon the articles to be refrigerated, while at the same time the

drip of the water is prevented, as set forth.

D. W. C Sanfobd.

No. 456,

—

Hinge for Picture Cases.—I claim my improvement in

the application of a hinge of a daguerreotype or picture case, moulded
of a plastic material, or made of a frangible substance or substances,

such hinge being made with each of its leaves bent twice, as set forth,

and so applied to the halves of the box that it may not only embrace
two contiguous sides of such halves, and be independent thereof, or

not have any tenon or projection to enter the same, but may extend
or lap over and be fastened to the top and bottom plates of said box,
substantially as described.

A. P. Critchlow.

No. 457.

—

Improvement in Seed Drills.—I claim the regulating at

pleasure the quantity of seed discharged, by means of the transverse

slides /, or their equivalent, in combination with the reciprocating

slides E, as herein shown and described,

James Selby.

No. 458.

—

Improved Saw Millfor Be-saiving Boards and other Lum-
ber.—I claim the mode of operation, substantially as herein described,

of gauging, guiding, and presenting boards to the action of a saw_,

which mode of operation results from combining with a slitting saw
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tlie mechanism, substantially as described, for gauging and guiding
one face of the boards, and the mechanism for making a self-adjusting

pressure, substantially as described, on the opposite face of the boards,

so that the boards will be clamped between the two said mechanisms
on opposite faces^ and immediately in front of the cutting edge of the

saw, so as to present the gauged face of the boards, however warped or

bent they may be, in a plane parallel with the plane of the saw, as set

forth.

And I also claim, in combination with a slitting saw, and the ar-

rangement of the gauge and pressure rollers, substantially as described,

connecting the said gauge and pressure rollers with the mechanism
from which they derive motion by means of universal joints, substan-

tially as and for the purpose specified.

And I also claim the method, substantially as herein described, of

hanging and straining the saw by the combination of the three stir-

rups at the ends of the saw, constructed and connected in manner sub-

stantially as herein described.

Pearson Crosby.

No. 460.

—

Improvement in Turn Tables.—I claim balancing the
platform of the turn table upon a transverse shaft, or other suitable

bearing or bearings, resting upon or connected with the carriage which
supports said platform, in such a manner that the table, when in a
horizontal position or thereabouts, is elevated above its under supports

or end bearings, to admit of its free swing, and so that the table may
be depressed at either end, to bring the ends of its rails on either side

of the carriage into line or level with the rails of the track for the
purposes set forth.

Jacob C. Robib.

No. 461.

—

Improvement in Looms for Weaving Brussels Carpets,

&c.—1st. I claim, in combination with the pile wire or wires for weav-
ing piled fabrics, a grooved receptacle or trough for holding said pile

wire or wires in position whilst being pushed into the shed of the
warp, substantially as specified.

2d. I claim pushing said pile wire or wires into the shed of the
warps, by a driver or pusher, substantially as specified.

3d. I claim guiding and supporting the pile wires as they are in-

serted into the shed of the warps, by a guide or guides through, over,

or on which said wires slide, substantially as specified.

E. B. BiGELOW.

No. 462.

—

Improvement in Machinery for Grinding and Polishing

Metallic Surfaces, particularly Saw Plates.—I claim, in combination
with the rotary and traversing motion of a cylindrical lap or grind-

ing or polishing surface, substantially as described, the reciprocating

motion of the carriage which carries the plate to be reduced or polished
at right angles to the traversing motion of the rotating lap or grind-
ing or polishing surface, or, as the equivalent thereof, a rotary motion,
substantially as described.

And I also claim constructing the said grinding or otherwise re-
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ducing or polishing surface of a series of plates of any suitable sub-

stance, with spaces between the several plates, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

ElCHARD M. HoE.

No. 463.

—

Improvement in Hanging Shafts in Mills.—I claim con-

structing the boxes for hanging shafting in mills, with circular cavi-

ties on the outer surface and on opposite siden, each cavity surrounding

a bulb or projection in the form of a segment of a sphere, and having
the required thickness of metal outside of such cavities for strength,

as substantially described, when such boxes are combined with hold-

ing sockets which embrace said bulbs, and which are so placed within

the said concavities as to allow the boxes thus held to play within the

sockets in the manner of a universal joint, substantially as specified.

And I also claim combining the box, which is provided with seg-

ments of a sphere on its outer surface, substantially as specified, with

the hanger, pedestal, or pillow block, by means of adjustable sockets,

substantially as specified.

Joseph Bancroft,
Executor of Edward Bancroft^ deceased.

No. 464.

—

Machine for Drying and Pressing Paper.—1st. I claim

the encasing of the cylinders in part, and attaching of brushes in-

side of said cases, and the application of sawdust or other proper

substance for the purpose of cleaning the outer surface of the pressing

cylinders, as specified.

2d. I claim combining two or more hollow steam or heated chests,

at proper distances apart, so as to admit of the sheets of paper to pass

between said chests free and unobstructed by means of endless belts,

or their equivalents, for the purpose specified.

3d. I claim encasing the outer surface of the heated chests, as com-
bined, by non-conducting substances, for the purpose of retaining the

heat, as specified.

4th. I claim, in combination with the pressing cylinders, as herein

described, the drying apparatus, consisting of heated chests, between
which the sheets of paper are passed on tapes^ or their equivalents,

without touching or dragging thereon, as specified.

John North.

No. 465.

—

Improved Cowl or Draught-Accelerator for Steamers.—

I

claim their combination constructively, in the manner and for the
purposes hereinbefore described and shown.

Peter C. Guion.

No. 466.

—

Improvement in Grass Harvesters.—I claim, 1st. Extend-
ing the shoe H G from the heel of the rack or finger-bar upward and
forward, and firmly connecting its continuation with the draught,
when the finger-bar is located as set forth, so that the power by which
the machine is drawn shall, through the shoe, be communicated to

and draw forward the heel of the rack or finger-bar^ thus relieving

the great strain which would otherwise come upon the lateral con-
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nexions of the rack or finger-bar with the wheel frame, while the

heel is enabled to slide over obstructions, substantial!)^ as shown.
2d. When the main wheel and inner end of the finger-bar or rack

D are located relatively, as described, I claim continuing the shoe

H G from the heel of the rack or finger-bar upward and forward until

the upper end of its extension reaches a part of the machine which
always runs above the mown grass, and which will keep the said

grass down and prevent its rising over the point of the extended shoe,

thus aiding the shoe to ride over the mown grass, even when accumu-
lated before it, substantially as shown.

3d. Supporting the heel of the rack or finger-bar sufficiently near

the ground and at a convenient distance laterally from the main wheel
by arms extending upwards and forwards and upwards and back-

wards therefrom, and connected with the frame or strong bars firmly

bolted across the frame in front and rear of the said rack or finger-

bar, while the said frame and bars are elevated to pass over the cut

grass, and the above parts are arranged substantially as shown.
4th. Supporting the rack or finger-bar at the side of and lower

than the main frame by means of auxiliary framing in a fixed posi-

tion at the side thereof, and extending downwards and forwards, so

that while the finger-bar is held as near the ground as desired, and
lower than the main frame, the main frame may be nearly horizontal

in the line of draught and at any convenient height to avoid cloggina;

or accommodate the diameter of the main wheel, as shown ; such an
auxiliary frame as a whole is shown in the drawings, composed of tho

bar C, rods E E I, and rack or finger-bar D ; but its details may, of

course, be varied, while the principle of my invention is retained.

5th. Supporting the rack or finger-bar D in its position at the side

of and lower than the main frame by exteading a strong bar C be-

hind said rack or finger-bar, firmly supported by said frame, and
rigidly connecting said rack or finger-bar to said bar C by a straight

brace or braces E E ; said frame being elevated and said bar being-

elevated and placed sufficiently in rear of said rack or finger-bar to

avoid clogging or lodging of the mown or falling grass against either,

when said parts are arranged in relation to each other substantially

as shown.
6th. Supporting the outer end of the rack or finger-bar by a rod

extending downwards and forwards from the cross-bar C to the finger-

bar, parallel or nearly so to the face of the main wheel, when the

frame and bar C are elevated above the rack or finger-bar, in the

manner and for the purposes contemplated in the last claim, to avoid

the falling or clogging of the cut grass against such rod, as set forth.

William M. Ketchum.

No. 467.

—

Improvement in Gas-Burners.—I claim combining the

gas distributer B, or the same and the purifier C, as herein described,

with the burner, so as to operate therewith substantially as set forth.

I also claim elevating the top of the orifice a for injecting the gas
into the chamber of the burner above the base of said chamber by a
cone, or its equivalent, and so as to form a channel around said orifice

for holding tany matter, as well as for removing it from the orifice.
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And I also claim extending tlie orifice a into the distributor and
among its wires, so as to attain advantages as above explained.

Charles H. Johnson.

No. 468.

—

Improvement in Cast Iron Gar Wheels.—I claim the con-

necting of the rim of the wheel with the hub in cast iron car wheels,

by means of two curved plates starting from near the ends of the hub
and joining at a part of the distance between it and the rim, thus

forming a hollow ring or arch around the hub, and joining said ring

with the rim by a single plate, or its equivalent, for the uses and pur-

poses above set forth.

Anson Atwood.

No. 469.

—

Improvement in Ships' Blocks.—We claim passing the

straps through grooves in the inner faces of the cheeks of the blocks^

as herein described.

Isaac D. Kussell.

Cornelia Waterman^
For Stephen Waterman.

No. 470.

—

Improvement in Locomotive Fire-Box.—We claim the

downward and rearward inclination of the top or roof, in combination

with the flat grate surface and the usual feeding hole or door, and
with or without the fuel feeding boxes through the roof, as herein de-

scribed.

Boss WiNANS.
Thomas Winans.

No. 4*71.

—

Improvement in Locomotdve Tenders,—We claim the ten-

der, with an upper and lower platform, in combination with and for

the purpose of feeding with greater convenience the furnace of a loco-

motive steam engine having upper and lower feeding holes, substan-

tially as herein described.

Ross WiNANS.
Thomas Winans.

No. 472.

—

Improvement in Meansfor Guiding Line Ferry Boats or

Flying Bridges —I claim adjusting the boat A, relatively with the

cable or rope x x, by the means herein described, or by any me-
chanism, when said mechanism is so arranged as not only to effect tht

adjusting or turning the boat, but also to retain it when adjusted, for

the purpose set forth.

William A. Jordan.

No. 473.

—

Improvement in Flouring Mills.—I claim the tapering

burr F, when covered with steel plates G, having teeth in disjointed

lines and oblique with the axis of the burr, in combination with the

steel pieces h, having also oblique teeth, but inclined in a contrary di-

rection to these of the burr, and being dovetailed into projections cast

to the shield H, the said projections forming longitudinal grooves ^,

Vol. ii 35
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running lengthwise on the cone and crossing the inclined dress, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

Joseph Weis.

No. 474.

—

Improved Portable Field Fence.—I claim connecting the

panels or sections of a fence by the projection of one or more rails, in

whole or in part, from one section or panel beyond the slats or bat-

tens, and between the slats and battens of the adjoining panel, and
supporting and locking the fence by compound triangular braces, sub-

stantially as shown and described, and arranged with reference to

the projection of the rails or their equivalent keys, for the purpose
specified.

James G. Hunt.

No. 475.

—

Improvement in Looms for Weaving Filed Fabrics.—
First. I claim the method of transferring the pile wires in series from
the cloth to the shed of the warps, substantially as specified.

Second. I also claim the method of successively cutting the rows of

loops or pile on the pile wires, substantially as specified.

Mertonn C. Bryant.

No. 476.

—

Improvement in Machines/or Manufacturing Hat Bodies,—
What is claimed is, the method of felting hats, by passing them or

rolling them between the revolving endless planking table and a series

of rollers, as described, or their equivalents, whereby a vibrating,

reciprocating, and forward motion is communicated to the hats, thereby
working it up in a perfect manner ; but this we claim only when the
vibrating and reciprocating motion is communicated to the hats in

the direction of the revolving motion of the travelling belt, so as to

give the hats a rolling motion, alternately forward and back, as they
pass through the machine.

James S. Taylor.
Hiram L. Sturdevant,

Per JAS. S. Taylor,
Administrator,

Elijah Sturdevant,
Per Jas. S. Taylor,

Attorney.

No. 477.

—

Improvement in the Method of Cutting out the ^'' Uppers''

of Boots and Shoes.—We claim the cutting or otherwise making the

leather or other material to form the upper of a boot, by folding, with-

out crimping, of the form substantially as shown in figure 4, and
having its characteristics herein fully described, whether the said form
be produced by a single piece of material or hj the union of two or

more pieces.

John Chilcott.

Egbert Snell.

No. 478.

—

Improved Bomb for Killing Whales.—We claim, first,

inserting the end of the fuse through a short holding pipe or collar e,
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and securing it firmly therein by compressing the same; and the

driving or forcing this within the end of the fuse pipe having a conical

enlargement at its rear end.

Second. Enlarging the end of the fuse cord by winding it with
twine, or its equivalent, so that it cannot be drawn through the pipe^

and inserting it in the fuse pipe, either with or without the fastening

pipee; and putting gypsum, brimstone, or wax, around it within the

nut A to hold it securely.

Third. We claim the application of the sliding collar ^ on a pro-

jectile carrying a cylindric metallic plate, covering the projectile, and
either slit to form wings k, or unslit as a cylinder case, and so con-

structed that the said collar with the case or wings shall slide to

the rear after being discharged from the gun, either by the action of

the spring or the resistance of the air to guide its direction.

Fourth. We claim so constructing and applying these wings h that

they may coincide with the cylindric surface of the projectile while in

the gun, and that their rear ends may be thrown up therefrom by
their elasticity after being discharged, so as to stand in positions

diverging from that surface in the rear.

Fifth. The application of helical or spiral springs S on the surface

of a projectile, to force to the rear a collar A, (either with or without
the guides h,) after leaving the gun, substantially as described.

Nathan Scholfield.

William W. Wight.

No. 4^79.

—

Machine for Bendijtg the Lips of Wrought Iron Railway
Chairs.—What is claimed is, first, a suitable support for a chair

blanks in combination with bending levers or a bending apparatus,

and a former, or the equivalents thereof, acting in combination, sub-

stantially as specified herein.

Second. A drop ha,mmer, or its equivalent, in combination with
bending levers, a former, and a suitable support for the chair blank, or

their equivalents, all substantially such, and acting in combination,

substantially in the manner hereinbefore set forth.

Jacob Eowe, [l. s,]

President of the Railroad Chair Co.

No. 480.

—

Improved Method of Mahing Wire-Strengthened Spoons.—
I claim casting the spoon handle in a mould of larger dimension than
the finished handle is required to be, as herein set forth, and subse-

quently swaging the handle into the proper shape, and condensing
the metal upon the strengthening wire, by means of the drop press

and dies, as described.

Chaeles Parker.

No. 481.

—

Improvement in Bistributvng Apparatus of Flouring
Mills.—I claim the double series of spouts and valves arranged and
connected with the bolting chamber, substantially as herein set forth.

I also claim the arrangement of the conveyor A, in combination with
a double series of valves and spouts, as set forth.

Alfred T. Clark.
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No. 482.

—

Improvement in Rice Hullers.—1 claim operating the

pestle by having it attached to a rod passing through the bottom of

the mortar, and receiving motion through a crank, or its equivalent,

substantially as and for the purpose and object herein set forth.

Peter McKinlay.

No. 483.

—

Improvement in Boot Crimps.—I claim the manner above
described of arranging the block A and clasps 0, so that the turning

up of the straining screw shall at the same time perform the double
operation of confining the ends of the leather between the block and
clasp, and of stretching the leather over the boot-form, the whole
being substantially as above specified.

J. M. Bead.

No. 484.

—

Improvement in Reed Musical Instruments.—I claim so

connecting the board which contains the reed seats or perforations for

the reeds with the exhausting bellows, that it shall form substantially

a part of the stationary leaf or cover of the exhaust chamber thereof,

while the exhausting or pumping chamber is placed in immediate
connexion with the said exhaust chamber without the intervention of

tubes ; thus improving the tone of the reeds, expediting their speak-
ing, and giving a compact, light, convenient, and graceful form to the
instrument, substantially as described.

I also claim the reed cells, in combination with the reed seats or

openings, substantially as described.

I also claim the concentrating chamber, in combination with the

reed cells and reed seats, substantially as described.

I claim the last two combinations specified^ only when they are to

be used with a suction or exhaust bellows, capable of producing a con-
tinuous current of air through the reed openings as set forth.

J. Carhart.

No. 485.

—

Improvement in Glass Journal Box.—I claim a journal
box, composed of a metal shell or body and anti-friction lining surface

of vitreous material, when said vitreous material is combined with its

metal back, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Edward Campbell.

No. 486.

—

Improved Automatic Regulatorfor Wind Wheels.—1st. I

claim the combination and arrangement of the air passages F, with
the peculiar devices herein fully described; for the purpose of making
a self-regulating wind wheel^, as set forth.

2d. I claim the swinging wing g and slide I, arranged as set forth,

and operating in the manner described.

3d. I claim the peculiar arrangement of slats s, cord d, and weight
c, when operated in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Joseph Dunkley.

No. 487.

—

Improvement in Ovens.—We claim, 1st. The combination
of flues and furnaces, substantially such as are hereinbefore specified^

with an endless apron, or its equivalent, substantially in the manner
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hereinbefore described, whereby the amount of heat imparted to either

side of an apron or chain may he regulated independently.
2d. In combination with an endless apron and oven, or their equiva-

lents, discharging and charging apertures, located substantially as

hereinbefore set forth, in such manner that dough may be charged
and withdrawn in lines perpendicular, or nearly so, to the line of
motion of an endless apron.

William E. Treadwell,
William Hustace,

Executors of Ephraim Treadwell, deceased.

No. 488.

—

Improvement in Capstans for Steamboats,—I claim the
drum C on the shaft of the capstan B as arranged, the capstan being
steam driven by geared shafting connecting it with the ^ kittle nigger,"
and the whole being combined and made operative through the pulley
I, substantially in the manner and for the purpose described.

John Schaffer.

No. 489.

—

Im,provement in Looms.—1st. We claim employing the
positive take-up mechanism or cloth roll, or any mechanism acted on
or affected by the strain of the cloth when a positive take-up is used,

as the point through which the variable strain and wind of warps is

made to act more sensitively than from or by the variable vibratory
re-acting motion of the whip rolls or sudden jerking of the beam or

movable reed.

2d. Effecting and producing a regular delivery and uniform strain of

the warps, by the equalizing strain lever P, or equivalent ; said lever

being acted upon by the variable strain of the warps or cloth through
the positive take-up mechanism or cloth roll, as represented.

3d. The equalizing strain lever P, or analogous device, when oper-

ating in connexion with the positive take-up mechanism or cloth roll,

or when effected by the strain of the cloth, in combination with any
mechanism for producing rotary motion to the beam, and with any
device or means for regulating the delivery and strain of the warps as

the beam decreases in diameter and as the desired strain requires.

4th. Employing the rod T with the pen X, or equivalent, to act upon
the strain lever P as a means of moving the weightK when the balance
spring S, or equivalent device, is not sufficient to move it.

5th. In combination with the pulley F and pinion C, we claim the
movable weight K, the fixed or yielding sectional friction piece Gr,

and friction lever J, as and for the purpose represented.

6th. In combination with the weight K and friction lever J, we claim
the rack N, or its equivalent, to so act upon weight K, through catches

L, or analogous devices, as to gradually move this weight K towards
the fulcrum of lever J as the beam decreases in diameter and as the

desired strain of warp requires.

'Tth . In combination with the wei ghtK and friction lever J , or equiva-

lent devices, we claim the jointed or stationary sectional friction piece

O and set screw H, as and for the purpose represented.

Daniel W. Snell.

Stephen S. Bartlett.
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No. 490.

—

Improvements in Carding Machines.—What I claim is^,

suspending tlie top flats or workers upon pivots in the centre of their

ends^ by which they can be raised out of the way of the adjoining flats

and turned by a rack working into pinions, or the equivalent thereof;

the whole being constructed and arranged substantially as hereia

described, for the purpose set forth.

I also claim stripping the flats or workers by a rotating brush, so

arranged that a card may strip the brush and return the stripping^

to the main cylinder, substantially in the manner and for the purposes
described.

I also claim the combination and employment of two or more '^ lickers-

in," acting as " lickers-in " and '' workers," by running in contact

with each other, or their equivalent, for the purpose of working the
fibre before it enters on to the main cylinder, in the manner specified

and for the purposes set forth.

W. H. Walton.

No. 491.

—

Iraprovemevt in Boofing Compositions,—I claim the use
of lime, in combination with the rubber or gutta percha and shellac

solutions in the composition, as set forth and for the purpose specified.

James West.

No. 492.

—

Improvement in ^^Elastic Gore Cloth.''—I claim, as an
improved manufacture, an elastic band or gore cloth, when made not only
of a fabric composed of a cement of India rubber or gutta percha and
two pieces of cloth, in which the warp and weft of each piece are made to

cross one another diagonally or at acute angles, but with the edges of

the cloth cut and overlapped and cemented down in a line or lines out

of parallelism with either the warp or weft threads, the line of maxi-
mum elasticity in the binding making that angle with the warp as

well as the weft which is the complement of half the angle which
they make with each other.

Charles Winslow.

No. 493.

—

Improved Abdominal Supporters.—I claim the bandage a,

substantially as described, provided with a series of cords g and laces-

&, or their equivalents, applied and operated substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes set forth.

Julia M. Mitj^igan.

No. 494.

—

Improvements in Looms.—I claim, first, mounting a loom
with two distinct sets of harness, each governing all the warp threads,

for the weaving of a web on one side of an intended button hole or

slit, and capable of being thrown out of action, each by itself, while-

the other set is in action during the process of weaving button

holes, substantially in the manner and for the purposes hereinbefore-

specified.

Second. I claim connecting each set of harness capable of being
thrown in and out of action, and governing all the warp by a cam or
catch, or the equivalents thereof, to throw one or,the other of the said sets

of harness out of action v/hen necessary, substantially as described.
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Third. I claim tlie combination ot V-\e mecjianism hereinbefore de-

scribed, for causing one set of harness to cease its action, or any
equivalent therefor ; with another mechanism substantially such as is

hereinbefore described, for determining the periods during which one
set of harness shall remain out of action or lie dormant, or the time
or moment at which such harness shall cease to act, or any equivalent

therefor, the combination acting substantially as and for the purposes

set forth.

Fourth. I claim the combination of a slow-moving cam or cams^ or

its or their equivalent, for determining the time and period, or time or

period, during which a set of harness shall be out of action, as herein-

before set forth ; with harness substantially such as is hereinbefore de-

scribed, mounted in sets, each set governing all the warp threads on
one side of a button hole, so that different sets of harness may be in

action or lying dormant at proper times and for proper periods, for

purposes substantially such as are described.

Fifth. I claim a contrivance, substantially such as is herein specified,

for throwing the take-up motion out of gear, or any equivalent there-

for, for stopping the take-up, in combination with two sets of harness,

each governing warp-threads, substantially as hereinbefore set forth,

the combination acting substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses described.

And, lastly, I claim the combination of a slow-moving cam, sub-

stantially such as is specified, or any equivalent thereof, with a me-
chanism for stopping or starting a take-up motion^ substantially such
as is herein described, or any equivalent therefor, whereby the time
and period, or time or period, of the stoppage or (sessation from action

of a take-up motion may be determined automatically, for the pur-
poses substantially as set forth.

W. Y. Gee.

No. 495.

—

Improvement in Apparatus for Stencilling Window Shades.
What I claim is, first, producing patterns on window shades, in which
long or continuous lines form a prominent feature, by means of a pair

©r pairs of stencils, of the full size of the design, prepared substan-
tially in the manner herein set forth.

Second. The mode of registering the stencils by the use of the
plates e and pins c, for the purpose of adjusting and readily adapting
the stencils to shades, as herein specified.

Daniel Lloyd,
For Gibbons L. Kdly.

Dudley M. Ferguson,
Assignees of entire right.

No. 496.

—

Improvement in Coating Water Pipes.—What I claim is,

lining metallic pipes with hydraulic cement, by means of a cone, or its

equivalent, guided through the pipe so as to lay on the cement of

equal thickness and with great certainty and economy, substantially

as described.

Jonathan Bael.
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No. 497, B.

—

Improvement in Cast Iron Car Wheels.—What I

claim is, connecting the rim of a wheel cast in one piece with a solid
huh hy means of a single waved plate, in comhination with the
dished flanch or flanches of the huh, forming a ring concentric with
the rim of the wheel, suhstantially as descrihed, whereby the several
parts can yield to the unequal contraction in all directions without
strain of the metal.

Anson Atwood.

No. 498, C.

—

Improvement in Cast Iron Car Wheels.—What I
claim is, a cast iron disk, corrugated in the manner substantially as
and for the purposes described, when used in connexion with the
chilled rim of a cast iron wheel.

Anson Atwood.

No. 499.

—

Improvement in Seed Planters.—What I claim is, first,

in combination with a machine that drops its seed automatically, a
hand lever and clutching apparatus, that enables the operator to

quicken or retard the dropping, so as to bring it to the exact spot,

substantially as herein described, and without disarranging or inju-

riously affecting the automatic movement.
I also claim, in combination with the wheel S, having its centre of

motion at e, and furnished with openings ^, the lever m, with its plate

j9, and hung or pivoted at a point eccentric to the point e, so that the

plate p can cover or be drawn within the range of the openings q at

stated intervals, substantially as set forth.

I also claim the employment or use of the indicator 6\ connected
with the valve U, and arranged and operated as shown, and for the

purpose herein set forth."

Solomon T. Holly.

No. 500.

—

Processfor Removing Photographsfrom Glass to Paper.—
What I claim is, the herein described use of beeswax, or its equivalent,

laid upon the surface of the glass plate previous to applying the col-

lodion film, chemicals, and colors, as herein described, for the purpose
of facilitating the removal of the picture ; together with the manner
of causing the backing paper to adhere to the finished picture, thus

giving it strength to overcome the adhesion of the wax, or its equiva-

lent, to the plate of glass^ in the manner specified.

Edwaed Howell.

No. 501.

—

Improvement in Ladies' Shirts.—What I claim is, con-

structing hoops intended for ladies' dresses, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth, consisting of a spiral formed of any proper ma-
terial, metallic or vegetable, as described, either with or without a

core to support the same, which can be bent into the form of a hoop,

and inserted into ladies' skirts, as herein fully made known.
Edward F. Woodwaed.

No. 502.

—

Improvement in the Manufactitre of Sulphuric Acid.—

I

claim the process of preparing native metallic sulphureits by pulver-
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izing them and mixiDg them with the substances above described, in

order to extract all, or nearly all, the sulphur from them, for the pur-

pose of making sulphuric acid.

Alfred Monnier.

No. 503.

—

Improved Locomotive Lamp.—What I claim is, first, con-

structing the can B with several compartments in communication with
each other, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second. The combination of the perforated inverted cone &, cap F,
funnel d, and perforated tube c, constructed, arranged, and operating

as hereinbefore set forth, for admitting air to the can and preventing

the slopping of oil from the vent.

J. A. Williams.

No. 504.

—

Lnprovement in Cordage IfacJiinery.—What I claim is,

first, the method herein described of equalizing the paying out of the

strands from the bobbins, for the purposes set forth.

(Second. The arrangement of a friction or rubbing collar m, operated

by a plunger o, passing upward within the supporting stem h and the

weighted lever p, as described, or equivalent devices, for regulating

the degree of facility of the rotation of the bobbin spindles.

Henry Pearce.

No. 505.

—

Improvement in the Manufacture of Iron.—What I claim

is, blowing blasts of air, either hot or cold, up and through a mass of

liquid iron, (the oxygen in the air combining with the carbon in the

iron, causing a greatly increased heat and ebullition in the fluid mass,)

and decarbonizing and refining said iron without the use of fuel.

William Kelly.

No. 506.

—

Improvement in Ploughs.—What I claim is, the curved
standard, with its front or concave side rounded off, and its curved
surface extended to intersect the mould board along its upper edge
XXX, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Geo. Watt.

No. 507.

—

Improvement in Diaper Pins.—W^hat I claim as the in-

vention of the said Joshua Heilmann is, the combination of the sliding

curved pin C with the shield or case A, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes herein described.

Ignatius Sturn.

No. 508.

—

Improvement in Seed Planters.—What I claim is, in com-
bination with the hinged frames or hinge joint, the locating of the

conductor's or driver's seat in rear of the supporting axle, so that, as

he moves forward or back on his seat, the rear frame may act as a
lever for lowering or raising the seeding part of the machine, and thus
throw it into or out of the ground, as circumstances may require, in

turning around or for passing over any obstruction, substantially as

set forth.

Geo. W. Brown.
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No. 509.—Improvement in Carding Machines.—What we claim is,

the application of two or more sets or pairs of feeding rollers to the

working cylinders of carding engines, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose set forth ; and this we claim whether said feed rollers

deliver the material directly on to the main cylinder or to lickers-in,

when said lickers-in are so arranged as to work in connexion with
each other and with the main cylinder, for the purpose and in the*

manner substantially as set forth.

We also claim the reversing of the relative velocities of the periph-,

eries of the main working cylinder and stripper M at intervals by
an automatic movement for the purpose of cleansing or preventing the
clogging of the main cylinder, substantially as described.

Horatio N. Gambrill.
Singleton F. Burgee.

No. 510.

—

Improvement in Watches.—What I claim is, the arrange-
ment of the barrel in respect to the pillar plate, so that it shall extend
through the plate and be fastened to the dial side of it.

I also claim arranging the main gear wheel with the retaining

power and barrel arbor, so that the said wheel shall serve the purpose
of a barrel head or cover to the barrel.

I also claim the application of the retaining power directly to the

fixed barrel, substantially as specified.

Geo. p. Eeed.

No. 511, A.

—

Improvement in Grain and Grass Harvesters.—What
I claim is, the combination of the platform, the driving gear, the space
between the platform and driving gear for the discharge of the gavel,

the draught pole, and the stand or rest on the platform for the forker,

when the same are arranged substantially as described.

Wm. H. Seymour.

No. 512, B.

—

Improvement in Grain and Grass Harvesters.—What
I claim is, the combination with the stand or rest W, upon the rear

side of the platform, for the person who rakes off the grain, and witla

the platform of a strong rail V firmly secured to the outer side of the
main frame, and extending thence along the rear side of the platform
to support it, and the stand for the forker, substantially as herein set

forth.

Wm. H. Seymour.

No. 513, C.

—

Improvement in Grain and Grass Harvesters,—What
I claim is, the method herein described of protecting the gearing from
being injured by the working and twisting of the main frame, by
mounting the said gearing in an auxiliary metallic frame, constructed

and firmly attached to the main frame, as herein described.

Wm. H. Seymour.

No. 514.—Improvement in Cleaning Top Cards of Carding Ma-
chines.—I claim, first, the application and adaptation of the grooved
cam, arranged witk a sliding bar, substantially as specified, or the
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equivalent therefor, as a means of producing the reciprocating motions

by which the raising and depressing of a top card, or the reciprocating

movements of the brush bar in cleansing a top card, may be effected.

Second. I claim the combining of lifter cams T T and a brush bar
V with one rotary shaft K, so that, by the movements of such shaft

in the manner specified, the operations of raising and depressing a
top card and cleansing it may be effected in the manner set forth.

Horace Woodman.

No. 515.

—

Improvement in Wheelsfor Carriages.
—"What I claim is,

the rim of the hub, which is made in sections, which, being con-

structed in this manner, will press on all the spokes and hold them
all firm in the hub ; and their on plate which covers these sections,

which will bend and let the sections fit the spokes, with the pressure

of the screws, and holds the sections to their places ; and the nuts on
the spokes, which holds the fellies and the tire to their proper places.

Thomas Brownfibld.

No. 516.

—

Improvement in Automatic Grain Weighing Machines.—

-

What I claim is, first, the combination of the tripping rods s with
the valve plate N and knuckle braces i and 7, whereby the movement
of the valve gate L (which is operated by means of scale beams F)
causes the contents of the buckets B to be discharged alternately, as

set forth.

Second. The knuckle braces i and /, in combination with the trap-

door m, whereby the latter is spontaneously closed and fastened im-
mediately after the grain is discharged^ as set forth.

Third. The balance beams F^ with horns I, in combination with
valve plate N and catch levers T, so arranged that the weight of grain
in oae bucket changes the position of the valve gate so as to turn a
portion of the current of the grain into the other bucket ; before the
first bucket receives the quantity, the second horn trips the catch, and
thereby tur^ns the balance of the current of the grain into the other

bucket, as set forth.

EuFUS Porter.

CLAIMS OF ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENTS
GRANTED DURING THE YEAR 1857.

[illustrated by ENGRAVINGS.]

No. 158, to original Letters Patent No. 16,244.

—

For Improvement
in Harvesting Machines.—I claim allowing the roller c to come against
an elastic or yielding stop, when the machine returns to its position,

after passing any inequality in the ground, for the purpose of saving
the machine from sudden jars, as set forth.

Robert J. Morrison.

No. 159, to original Letters Patent No. 13, "724.

—

For Improvement
in Looms.—I claim the change in the relative position of cams. 2 and
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4—6 and 8, in the manner and for the purposes substantially as set

forth in the above specification.

James 0. Leach,

No. 161, to original Letters Patent No. 15,521.

—

For Improved
Fire-Arm.—I claim the employment of a permanent cone, combined
with a ring lying between it and the chamber of the barrel with a

disk fitted upon the ring, the ring being divided on one of its sides by
a cut, into which is fitted a pin or wedge ; the cone and wedge being
jso shaped in reference to the ring as to expand it against the charge
chamber upon the least reaction of the charge when fired.

Frederick D. Newbury.

No. 162, to original Letters Patent No. 15,646.

—

For Improved
Filter.—I claim, 1st. So constructing that part of the filter to which
the filtering medium is attached, and providing it with a seat in the

€ase, that it maybe raised from said seat or turned upon it, so that the

water shall be free to pass in from the faucet, through and around the

filtering diaphragm, in such manner as to wash away the impurities

from the surface of the diaphragm, substantially as described, also to

relieve the force of the stream of water when drawn without filtering.

2d. I also claim, in combination with the ring t, the flange n, for

holding in their place the additional layers, substantially as set forth.

8d. I claim the grooves on the outer surface of J, in combination
with the ring, whether separate or continuous, like the thread of a

screw, with or without a corresponding inside screw formed in the ring

for greater certainty in holding the diaphragm, also the rebate shown
in fig. 10, so that the ring may reach a little below the largest part of

J, at/ and A, for the same purpose.

David N. B. Coffin, Jr.

No. 1 63, to original Letters Patent No. 15,201.

—

For Improvement in

Safety Matchesfor Warehouses.—We claim the opening and closing of

vertical doors attached to the tube or box of an elevator, by means
of tke action of the traversing car or platform and its attachments,

as herein fully set forth.

Wm. H. Thompson.
EusTis p. Morgan. .

No. 164, to original Letters Patent No. 14,851.

—

For Improved
Farm Gate.—I claim the arrangement and combination of the levers

B and C with the ropes or chains F F and platforms A A, they form-

ing a self-acting or balance gate, as fully set forth in the foregoing

specification.

Charles N. Cole.

No. 165, to original Letters Patent No. 13,188.

—

For Improvement
in Spring Bed Bottoms.—I claim arranging and combining with such
bars and springs, substantially as specified, fiexible bands or strips

g g, or analogous devices, so that the several bars and springs may be

connected and made to operate together substantially as specified.

Hiram Tucksr.
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No. 166, to original Letters Patent No. 10,087.

—

For Improved
Cutter for Boring Wheel Hubs.— 1st. I claim an additional reamer, in

connexion vdth the shaft c, for the purposes set forth.

2d. I claim a serrated, notched, sickled, or ragged edge of reamers
or cutters,, as at ^ y ^^^ ^^ ^^j ^*^^ *^^ purposes set forth.

Leonard S. Making .

No. 167, to original Letters Patent No. 13,731.

—

For Spoke and
Axe-helve Machine.— I claim the jointed guides having slots c d e, in

combination with the slots f g h of the bed, and bolts securing said

guides to the bed ; the aforesaid slots having the relative position

hereinbefore set forth.

Owen Eedmond.

No. 168, to original Letters Patent, No. 14,339.

—

For Improved
Sawing Machine,—I claim the vertical guides D and guide rollers m
and n, in combination with the swivel link saw bearings I, arranged
and operating in the manner set forth.

William P. Wood.

No. 169, to original Letters Patent, No. 11,069.

—

For Improvement
in Winnowing Machines.—We claim the arrangement of the inclined

perforated diaphragm ^ within the removable blast trunk C, as and
for the purposes set forth.

Joseph Keech.
Stephen Stilwell.

No. 170, to original Letters Patent, No. 16,402.

—

For Improved Box
Fitting Apparatus.—I claim, in combination with the boring shank or

shaft, the collar A with its double flanges o o, one above and the other

below the frame C ; the holes c and the stop E ; the whole being ar-

ranged to operate in the manner and for the purpose specified.

John Shaereii.

No. 171, to original Letters Patent, No. 15^521.

—

For Improved Fire-

Arm.—I claim the placing of the tape priming within the chamber of

the arm D, and operating the priming by the movement of the arm,
through and in combination with the ratched rod and spring x, and
pawl spring t;, or their equivalents, substantially as set forth in this

specification.

F. D. Newbury.

No. 172, to original Letters Patent No. 12,217.

—

For Improvement
in Machine for Kneading Bough,—I claim so forming the kneading
wings that they shall in their revolution present alternate cod cave

and convex surfaces to the dough, substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified ; and this I claim, whether these concave and convex
surfaces are obtained by revolving blades alone, or by a revolving

blade or blades in connexion with a pressing roller, as herein set

forth.

J. L. Holland.
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No, 113, to original Letters Patent No. 17,422.

—

For Improvement
in Packing Pistons and Stuffing Boxes of Steam Engines,—I claim the

above described foil packing with cloth cemented or otherwise fastened

on one or both sides of it, in the manner described and for the pur-

pose named.
Patrick Clark.

No. 174, to original Letters Patent No, 9,870.

—

For Improvement in

{jrutta Percha Stereotype Compositions.—I claim the compound of gutta

percha, gums, and metallic powders, herein described, combined as

herein set forth, and for the purposes herein mentioned.
. Leonardo Westbrook.

No. 175, to original Letters Patent No. 16,965.

—

For Improvement
in Hoisting Winches for Ship-Board.—I claim the invention and use

of winches (or compound winches) for hoisting, constructed and ope-

rating substantially as described and set forth in the original and in

this additional description and specification of new and additional

improvements in winches.

Joel Bryant.

No. 176, to original Letters Patent No. 16,405.

—

Improved Mechan-
ism in Looms for Weaving Cloth.—We claim, first, the application of the

worm gear F, in combination with the pinion shaft E and pinion C,

as and for the purpose represented.

Second. The spring H, acting as shown, for the purpose of giving a

yielding motion to the beam at the change of harnesses and beating

up of the reed.

Daniel W. ^nell.

Stephen S. Bartlett.

No. 177, to original Letters Patent No. 17,436.

—

For Improvements
in the Consumption of Smoke in Locomotive Engines.—What I claim

is, the fire-box extended into the barrel of the boiler, in combination
with transverse fire-brick bridges, and with water-bridges or cham-
bers fitted with tubular stays, through which a fresh supply of air is

admitted to the combustion chamber, or extended portion of the fire-

box, for the purpose of assisting the combustion, and of preventing
the formation of smoke, substantially as set forth,

J. E. McCONNELL.

No. 178, to original Letters Patent No. 13,807.

—

Improvement in

St7'aio Cutting Machines. —What I claim is, the arm K K and adjust-

able cross piece c, and hinged plate 5, or, severally, their equivalents,

when vibrating or oscillating in connexion with the knife, substantially

in the manner and for the purpose set forth. I also claim the hinged
or jointed knife-bed Gr, in combination with the arms K K and crank
shaft J, by which means the knife is made to reciprocate in a line par-

allel with the arms K K, for the purpose of preventing the edge of th

knife from picking or scraping on the bed against which it cuts.

LoREN J. Wicks.
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No. 179, to original Letters Patent No. 1'7,147.

—

Improvement in

Inkstands.—What I claim is, the straight tube d, in combination
with a simple cup or receptable E, substantially as and for the pur-

poses described.

Kingston Goddard.

No. 180, to original Letters Patent No. 14,871.

—

Improvement in

Portable Chairs.—What I claim is, the jointed braces I and the

strap P, so constructed and operated on the chair or other article that,

by opening it, the legs will be swung outward and firmly held by the

straightening and holding and setting the joints of these braces, essen-

tially in the manner and for the purposes fully set forth.

I claim the peculiar arrangement and operation of the springs Q,
to start or commence folding the braces I, or for unsetting the joints,

substantially in tbe manner and for the purposes fully set forth.

Zebulon Lyford.

No. 181, to original Letters Patent No. 8,884.

—

Improvement in

Winnowers.—Wh.dii I claim is, the employment of an extended or

elongated uppermost riddle No. 1^, diagram L, formed as set forth,

and combined with the double sloping top screen No. 1, diagram M,
said screen No. 1 being provided with the longitudinal central strip

or supporting ridge rail d^ a- : the whole of said devices arranged,

combined, and operated substantially in the manner as set forth and
described.

Thomas J. Doyle.

No. 182, to original Letters Patent No. 14,586.

—

Improvement in

Skates.—What I claim is, casting in one piece the bar A, heel plate

B, and loop e^, having a point g which assists to support the bar A.
2d. I claim forming the obtuse angles ah c, and a^ U c^ of the bar

A, to prevent the stock or wood of the skate from separating, sub-

stantially as described and shown in the drawings.
Ferdinand Klein.

No. 183, to original Letters Patent No. 17,176.

—

Improvement in

Bag or Sock Holder.—What I claim is, the cast iron clamp or clasp

^nd its adjustment, substantially as set forth.

Augustus Stonbr.

DISCLAIMEKS ENTEEED DURING THE YEAE 1857.

Letters Patent No. 491, dated November 25, 1837.—Re-issue No.

247, dated September 13, 1853.

—

Improvement in the Figure Power
Loom.—Your petitioners, therefore, hereby enter their disclaimer to

that part of the aforementioned specification which commences :

'

' The
position I give the jacks/' and ends '' principle of my invention,"

ibeing the last sentence of the next to the last paragraph thereof, and
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also to the fifthy seventh, and eighth claims of said patent ; which dis-

claimer is to operate to the extent of the interest in said letters patent

vested in your petitioners, who have paid ten dollars into the treasury

of the United States, agreeably to the requirements of the act of Con-
gress in that case made and provided.

m. a. forbush.
George Crompton.

Letters Patent No. 3,895, dated August 31, 1845.

—

Improvement in

Heaping Machines.—Your petitioner, therefore^ prays that he may he
permitted to, and does hereby, enter his disclaimer to that part of the

claim in the said specification which is in the following words to wit

:

^' I claim the reversed angle of the teeth of the blade in manner de-

scribed ;" which disclaimer is to operate to the extent of the entire

interest in the said patent, no assignment having been made at any
time of any portion of the exclusive right granted thereby

;
your pe-

titioner having paid ten dollars into the treasury of the United States,

agreeably to the requirements of the act of Congress in such case made
and provided.

C. H. McCormick.

Letters Patent No. 17,096, dated April 21, 1857.

—

Improvement in

Illuminating Vault Covers.—Your petitioner, therefore, hereby enters

his disclaimer to the feature covered by the aforesaid claim, save when
it shall be qualified by the following explanation, viz : Bat this I

only claim when the said glasses and the illuminating with which
they are combined are of such a shape that the inclined surfaces of the
pyramidal or polygonal portion of the glasses descend partially or

entirely below the under surlace ot the sash or metallic portion of said

frame_, for the purpose of enabling said glasses to widely diffuse the

light which may pass through them, substantially as herein set forth.

The above disclaimer is to o])erate to the extent of the entire interest

in the aforesaid letters patent vested in your petitioner, who has paid
ten dollars into the treasury of the United States, agreeably to the

requirements of the act of Congress in that case made and provided.

G. E. Jackson.

CLAIMS OF EXTENSIONS GKANTED DUKING
THE YEAE 1857.

Letters Patent No. 3,016, March 21, 1843.

—

Improvement in Burn-
ing Bricks.—What I claim is, the particular arrangement and com-
bination of the flues, dampers, and fire compartments therein ; there
being a double flue along the centre, from which lateral flues branch
off in a curved or angular manner, so as to admit of the employment
of dampers in each, in the manner herein represented and made
known.

Joel W. Andrews.
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Letters Patent No. 3,092, dated May 19, 1843.—Re-issue No. 438,

dated March 17, 1857.

—

Improvement in the Machine for Sawing off

Logs.—We claim revolving a log or block, while being sawed, in

order that the pieces sawed off may be of a uniform thickness on all

sides ; and the mechanism herein described, or its equivalent, for

raising and lowering said block, that it may be sawed into pieces of

any desired thickness without being removed from the machine, said

block being centred but once in sawing up the entire log, substan-

tially as herein set forth. Cornelia Waterman,
For Waterman & Russell.

Letters Patent No. 3,114, dated June 1, 1843.

—

Improvement in

Corn Shelters.—I claim the arrangement of the inclined concave and
toothed cylinder, as described, and in combination therewith the

angular piece a, the whole being constructed and operating as above
described.

Francis N. Smith.

Letters Patent No. 3,117, dated June 1, 1843.

—

Improvement in

Fire-Proof Chests and Safes.—I therefore claim the application and
use of plaster of paris, or gypsum in its raw state, or prepared as

above, either alone or with mica, in the construction of all iron chests

or safes, in the manner above described, or in any other manner sub-

stantially the same.
Daniel Fitzgerald.

Letters Patent No. 3,168, dated July 12, 1843.

—

Improvement in

Cast Iron Pavement for Streets.—I claim the manner of using iron

in the pavement of streets by means of boxes connected by flanges or

keys and commissures, and divided into small sections which leave

openings or interstices, as above described and shown in the drawings
annexed, to be filled inside and between the rims with any composition
which may be best adapted to the purpose—using for that purpose
boxes of any form divided into sections in any manner which will

produce the intended effect.

W. D. Terry.

Letters Patent No. 3,237, dated August 26, 1843.—Re-issue No.
439, dated March 17,1857.

—

Improvement in Sugar Works.—I claim,

first, the employment of a vacuum pan or pans, in combination with
an evaporating pan or pans or boiler, in which the saccharine juice or

other fluid is evaporated under a pressure lower, equal to, or greater

than the atmosphere ;
which last mentioned pan or pans or boiler pre-

pares the saccharine juice, &c., from the vacuum pan or pans, and at

the same time supplies the necessary vapor from the saccharine juice,

&c., to complete the evaporation or concentration of the syrup, &c.,
in the vacuum pan or pans, as fully described above.

Second. The employment of a weighted throttle, or other regu-
lating valve, in the main steam pipe, arranged and operating in the
manner and for the purpose as herein before described.

N. Rillieux.

Vol. ii_-36
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Letters Patent, No. 3,275, dated September 23, 1843.

—

Improve-
ment in the Machine for Knitting Stockings, dc.—I claim the
mechanism for '^ narrowing and widening," the same consisting of

the movable stops a^ a^, combined with a rack of teeth, or other

suitable contrivance, formed upon the shifting bar, and acting upon
the carriage of the yarn guide, as set forth ; or, of a pattern

cylinder v^, combined with the shifting bar and the carriage 0, and
operating therewith substantially as described.

Also, the stop rack ¥, combined with the tube S of the yarn guide,

and actuated in the manner and for the purpose as set forth.

Also, the mechanism which effects the changes of the clutches, the

same consisting of the shifting bar, the arbor u^, having a circular

depression and radial recesses in its heads and levers, and other parts

connected to the same, and connecting the same with the clutches,

the whole being arranged and operating substantially as herein

before specified.

Also, the stationary roller ?/\ and the projections t^ u^, and their

intervening curve, (formed upon the shifting bar,) in combination
with the spring S^ of the sliding toggle bars, and also in combination
with the rail t^ and its depressions, the whole being for the object as

described.

Also, the cloth bar c^, arranged and operating in the manner and
for the purpose as set forth.

Also, the particular method by which the depressing bar c is carried

and forced down upon the pointed ends of the needles, in order to

press them into the grooves in their shanks, viz : by a combination of

bent levers /^, g^, h^, and arms t^, the same being actuated substan-

tially as described.

Also, the manner of raising the stitch hooks, viz : by an elevating

plate y, through which they extend, and which is combined with and
operates them, as set forth.

Also, the method of clearing the point or lower end of the yarn
guide from the depressing bar when the latter descends upon the

needles, viz : by a ledge b on the latter, in combination with a roller

a applied to the T-piece of the yarn guide, the whole being as specified.

Also, the method of clearing the point of the yarn guide from the

stitch hooks when the roll r passes by the thread guide^ or as soon

as the lateral motion of the thread guide is stopped, viz : by the

bevelled edge plate k^ (applied to the cross piece n) in combination
with the screw or other contrivance of similar character projecting

from the T-piece of the yarn guide.

Also, the mode of adjusting or regulating the distance to which the

points of the needles shall retreat, viz : by the movable curved pieces

©2 p2 making part of the cam m'\ the same being arranged and oper-

ating substantially as explained.

Also, the combination with the mechanism (the arm q and shaft

o, supported by pivots p p) which sustains and carries the roller r

of the depressing and elevating bar v raised and depressed by ma-
chinery, substantially as described.

Henry Burt.
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Letters Patentee 3,292, dated October 6, 1843.—Re-issue No. 142,

dated September 4, 1849.

—

Improvement in the Machine for Breaking
and Screening Coal.—I claim the arrangement of the teeth on the

two rollers, substantially as herein described, so that, in their rota-

tion, the teeth of one shall come opposite the spaces between the teeth

of the other, with sufficient space between to hold lumps of the re-

quired size, the rollers being so combined by gearing as to make them
rotate in opposite directions and with the required velocities to retain

the relative position of the teeth of the two rollers, as described.

Joseph Battin".

Letters Patent No. 3,354, dated November 24, 1843.—Re-issue No.

196, dated March 25, 1851.

—

Improvement in Washing Machine for

Cleaning Rags.—I claim an adjustable rotating water-elevator and
strainer, arranged, substantially as herein set forth^ in such manner
that it can be raised or lowered in the vat of the washing or beating

engine, to vary the quantity of water discharged therefrom, or can be
raised entirely from the vat, to stop the discharge of water, or for

other purposes, as herein set forth.

I also claim a rotating prismatic screen or strainer, for straining the

water from the paper stock in the vat of a washing or beating engine,

in combination with devices for discharging the strained water, the

prismatic screen being not only more efficient than a cylindrical screen,

but also admitting of more ready repair.

James Phelps.

Letters Patent No. 3,375, dated September 15, 1843.—Re-issue No*
496, dated September 15, 1857.

—

Improvement in Coating Water
Pipes.—I claim lining metallic pipes with hydraulic cement by means
of a cone, or its equivalent, guided through the pipe, so as to lay on
the cement of equal thickness, and with great certainty and econo-

my, substantially as described.

Jonathan Ball.

Letters Patent No. 3,380, dated December 15, 1843.—Re-issue No.
399, dated October 7, 1856.

—

Improvement in the Buff for Polishing

Spoons and other articles.—I claim a cylindrical buff, composed of soft

leather disks or rings, when the outer portions of said disks, are left

perfectly free from each other, so as to admit of the yielding necessary

to their proper action, substantially as herein described.

Luther Boardman.

Letters Patent No. 3,394, dated December 30, 1843.

—

Improvement
in Hay Presses.—I claim filling the box with the substance to be
pressed into bale by means of a driver raised by machinery, and made
to descend upon the substance in the box successfully by gravity as

the follower descends, whether effected in the manner above described

or in any other mode analogous tliereto.

jSamuel Hewitt.
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CLAIMS OF PATENTS FOR DESIGNS GRANTED
DURING THE YEAR 1857.

No. 860.

—

Design for Upright Stoves —I claim the design of the

base or pedestal, the rings, door, and cap plate connected, as shown
and described.

Abner J. BlanchARD.

No. 861.

—

Design for Ever-pointed Pencil Cases,-—I claim making
the case A in the form of a cannon, provided with the beads as shown
and described, the whole forming a new and original design for a

pencil case.

John H. Knapp.

No. 862.

—

Designfor Cloch-Case Fronts,—I claim the configuration

of the wreath and projecting scrolls, as described, the whole forming
a new and ornamental design for a clock-case front.

Charles Chinnock.

No. 863.

—

Design for Printing-Types.—I claim the design of the

said type, as described and shown.
George Bruce.

No. 864.

—

Design for Parlor Stove.—I claim the combination and
arrangement of ornamental figures and forms represented in the ac-

companying drawings forming the plates, being part of the above
described stove.

Samuel F. Pratt.

No. 865.

—

Design for Cooking Stove.—I claim ornamenting the

panels and feet of cooking stoves having elevated ovens, in the man-
ner herein specified and shown in the annexed drawings.

N. S. Veddbr.

No. 866.

—

Design for Cook Stoves.—I claim the ornamental design

and configuration of cook stove plates, such as herein described and
shown in the annexed drawing.

N. S. Yeddbr.

No. 867.

—

Design for Parlor Oook Stoves.—I claim the ornamental

design and configuration of parlor cook stove plates, such as herein

described and shown in the annexed drawing.
N. S. Yedder.
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No. 868.

—

Design for Bailroad Gar Stoves.—I claim the ornamental
design and configuration of the top plate, of the bottom plate, and
of the door herein described and represented in the annexed draw-
ings.

James L. Howard .

No. 869.

—

Designfor OooJdng Ranges.—I claim the ornamental de-

sign of the front plate doors and edge of the top plate, as described and
represented in the drawing.

Charles J. Shepard.

No. 870.

—

Design for Cooking Stoves.—I claim the combination and
arrangement of the ornamental design herein described and shown.

James E. Stevenson.

No, 871.

—

Design for Parlor Cooking Stoves.—1 claim the design,

configuration, and arrangement in has relief on the front and top of

the stove, as described, forming a new and original design for stove,

called a parlor cooking stove.

Daniel Wilson.

No. 872.

—

Design for Wood Stoves.—I claim the new design for a

stove, consisting of the ornamental configurations herein above de-

scribed and represented in the drawings.
A. C. Barstow.

No. 873.

—

Design for Cooking Stoves.—I claim the design and con-

figuration of the several parts of the stove, in combination with the

projecting pilasters, mouldings, and ornaments in relief, substantially

as specified and represented in the drawings.
Allen Comstock.

No. 874.

—

Design for Stove Boors.—I claim the central ornament
within the annular bead e, the angular corrugations/ on the face or

panel of the door, and the beads d around the edges of the panel, and
the bevelled or inclined edges of the door, having the ovolo beads h

upon them, and the obtuse quirks c c, when the above parts are

arranged and combined, as herein shown and described, to form a new
and ornamental design for a door or panel of a cooking stove.

M. C. Burleigh.

No. 875.

—

Design for Floor Oil-Cloths.—I claim the arrangement
of ornamental figures forming a design for floor cloths, as shown in

the aforesaid drawing.

James Hutchison.

No. 876.

—

Design for Soda Water Apparatus.—I claim the design
and configuration of the parts A B H H of the self-cooling draught
apparatus, as herein shown and described.

Joseph Bernhard.
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No. 877.

—

Design for Radiator Stoves.—I claim the ornamental
design and configuration of the end plate with its fire door, hearth,

and feet, of the illuminated side door with its frame, and of the pot-

hole frame with its cover ; all as herein described and represented in.

the annexed drawing.

N, S. Vedder.

No. 878,

—

Design for Coohing Stoves.—I claim the general design

and configuration of said stove.

N. S. Ybdder.

No. 879.

—

Design for Legs and Posts of Bedsteads.— I claim the

posts B with scroll bars I and vines c, the panels j with ornaments Jc,

and the legs A having the leaf scrolls a a, leaf edging //, and the

tulip and fluted ornaments g h, the whole being arranged as described,

to form a new and ornamental design for the legs and posts of a cast

metal bedstead.

William Maurer.

No. 880.

—

Design for Iron Bailings.—I claim the form of all the

parts of the railing, as above described—that is, the design as above
set forth, reference being had to the accompanying drawing, which is

an accurate representation of the same, at a scale of three-quarters of

an inch to the foot.

Egbert Wood.

No. 881.

—

Designfor the Plates of Stoves.—I claim the new design

for stove plates, consisting of the mouldings and ornamental raised

figures, as herein above described and represented in the drawings.

A. C. Barstow.

No. 882.

—

Design for Clock Cases.—I claim the design for a clock

case, as herein described, with a wood circular sash C to the dial, in

combination with the square top case ; alsO; the carved enrichment E
on the glass of the tablet, substantially in the manner as herein set

forth and described.

Elias Ingraham.

No. 883.

—

Design for Cloch-Case Fronts.—I claim the base A, pilas-

ters G C on the jamb posts B B, cap plate D^ panel H, pilasters 1 1,

and door G, when the whole are arranged specifically_, as herein shown
and described, to form a new and original design for a clock-case front.

Chauncey Jerome.

No. 884,

—

Design for Plates of a Coohing Stove.—I claim the orna-

mental design for the lower front plate, foot, and doors of a cooking
stove, herein described and fully represented in the annnexed drawings.

N. S. Yedder.

No. 885.

—

Designfor Stoves.—We claim the design_, configuration,

nd arrangement of the ornaments upon the several plates and castings,
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as herein described and set forth in the accompanying drawings, con-

stituting the design of cook stove, *^ Union Complete.*'

Jacob Steffe.

James Horton.
John Cuerie.

No. 886.

—

Design for Cooking Stoves.—We claim the design for

cooking stove, as herein above illustrated and set forth.

Jacob Beesley.

E. J. Delany.

No. 887.

—

Designfor Stoves.—We claim the design involved in the

ornamenting of a stove by the external configuration thereof, substan-

tially as herein set forth.

EussEL Wheeler.
Stephen A. Bailey.

No. 888.

—

Designfor Churns, Egg-heaters, dec.—I claim the general

configuration of the vessel, as shown in figure 1, with the ornamental
standard or bearings h ij, substantially as shown, described, and for

the purposes set forth.

John S. Gallaher, Jr.

No. 889.

—

Design for Picture Frames.—I claim the combination
and arrangement of the ornamental forms, as specified and represented

in the accompanying drawings, as a design for a picture frame.

A. P. C. BONTE.

No. 890.

—

Design for Furnaces.—I claim the shape and configura-

tion of the several parts of the said furnace, as herein above described

and shown in the drawings.
Willis S. Bronson.

No. 891.-

—

Design for Stoves.—We claim the design, configuration,

and arrangement of the several ornaments in has relief upon the plates

of the stove, as herein described and shown in the accompanying
drawings, constituting the design of stove '' Noble Cook."

G-ARRETTSON SmITH.

Henry Brown.
S. H. Sailor.

No. 892.

—

Design for Cooking Stoves.—We claim the general design
and configuration.

Thomas H. Wood.
Henry S. Hubbell.
John E. Koberts.

No. 893.

—

Design for Cooks Stoves,—I claim the bead work on the
sides, and the ornaments on the two doors and back, as herein de-

scribed^ when combined to produce an ornamental design for a cook-
ing stove.

John D. Marshbank.
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No. 894.

—

Design for Busts of Napoleon Bonaparte.—I claim tlie

new design for a bust of Napoleon Bonaparte, as herein above de-

scribed and represented in tbe drawing.
Thomas Ball.

No. 895.

—

Design fm" Stoves,—I claim the combination of orna-

ments, as herein described, the whole forming an original design for

an elevated oven cook stove.

8. W. GiBBS.

No. 896.

—

Design for Coal OooJcing Stoves.—We claim the configu-

ration and arrangement of the several ornaments, as set forth in the
annexed drawings, forming a new and original design for coal cook-

ing stoves, to be known and called the '' Tropic.''

Conrad Harris.

Paul W. Zoiner.

No. 897.

—

Design for Wood Parlor Stoves.—We claim the combi-
nation and arrangement of the several ornaments, as set forth in the
annexed drawings, forming a new and original design for wood parlor

stoves, to be known and called the '' Magic."
Conrad Harris.

Paul W. Zoiner.

No. 898.

—

Design for Dining Boom Stoves.—We claim the combi-
nations and arrangements of the figures, scrolls, and foliage, as set

forth in the annexed drawings, forming a new and original design
for dining room or oven parlor stoves, to be known and called the

"Black Swan."
Conrad Harris.
Paul W. Zoiner.

No. 899.

—

Design for Cooking Stoves.—I claim the design and con-

figuration of the mouldings and ornaments, as herein described, form-

ing an ornamental design for stoves.

S. W. GlBBS.

No. 900.

—

Design for Stoves.—I claim the design and configura-

tion of the mouldings and ornaments, as herein described, forming an
ornamental design for stoves.

N. S. Tedder.

No. 901.

—

Design for Stoves.—We claim the design of parlor cook-

ing stove, as herein above illustrated and set forth.

Jacob Bbesley.

E. J. Dblany.

No. 902.

—

Design for Stove Ornaments.—I claim the arrangement

and combination of the various figures and mouldings, the whole

forming an ornamental design for stoves, as herein described.

Samuel D. Yose.
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No. 903.

—

Design for Stove Ornaments.—I claim the arrangement
and combination of the various figures and mouldings, the whole
forming an ornamental design for stoves, as herein described.

Samuel D. Yosb.

No. 904.

—

Design for Stove Ornaments.—I claim the arrangement
and combination of the various figures and mouldings, the whole
forming an ornamental design for stoves, as herein described.

Samuel D. Yosb..

No. 905.

—

Design for Stoves.—I claim the ornamental design
herein specified and fully shown in the annexed photographic draw-
ing, for the upper and the lower front plates with their respective doors^

and the top plate of the lower section of a parlor stove.

John C. Smith.

No. 906.

—

Designfor Stoves.—I claim the combination and arrange-

ment of ornamental figures and forms, represented in the accompanying
drawings, forming together the ornamental design for the plates of

a cooking stove.

S. W. GlBBS.

No. 907.

—

Designfor Stoves.—I claim the combination and arrange-

ment of ornamental figures and forms, represented in the accompanying
drawings, forming together the ornamental design for the plates of

a cooking stove.

Samuel W. Gibbs.

No. 908.

—

Designfor Stoves.—I claim the combination and arrange-
ment of ornamental figures and forms, represented in the accompanying
drawings, forming together the ornamental design for the plates of

a cooking stove.

Samuel W. Gibbs.

No. 909.

—

Design for Grate or Stove Fronts.—I claim the design,

configuration, and arrangement of the several ornaments in has relief^

as herein described and set forth in the annexed drawing.
John E. Bendix.

No. 910.

—

Designfor Cooking Stoves.—We claim the design for star

cooking stove, as herein above illustrated and set forth.

J. Maguirb.
Joseph A. Read.
Dn. Wright.

No. 911.

—

Design fo'r Stoves.—I claim the design and configuration

of the mouldings and ornaments, as herein described, forming an or-

namental design for stoves.

N. S. Yedder.

iSTo. 912.

—

Design for Stoves.—I claim the combination and ar-

rangement of ornamental figures and forms represented in the accom-
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panying drawings, forming together the ornamental design for the
plates of a cooking stove.

S. W. GlBBS.

No. 913.

—

Design for Stoves

.

—I claim the combination and arrange-
ment of ornamental figures and forms represented in the accompany-
ing drawings, forming together the ornamental design for the plates

of a cooking stove.

S. W. GiBBS.

No. 914.

—

Design for Parlor Stoves.—I claim the ornamental de-

sign and configuration of stove, such as herein described and shown
in the annexed drawings. E. J. Cridge.

No. 915.

—

Design for Cooking Stoves,—I claim the ornamental de-

sign and configuration of the several plates or castings of a cooking
stove, herein described, and fully represented in the annexed drawings.

James R. Hyde.

No. 916.

—

Design for Clock Cases.—I claim the figure dressed in

the military costume, as herein shown and described, and forming a
new and original design for a clock case.

PiBTRO ClNQUINNI.

No. 917.

—

Design for Iron Bailings.—I claim the design of the or-

namental iron railing, composed of the arch-shaped bars b and orna-

ments c d and/, and bars a and e, as described and represented in the

drawing. Henry Jenkins.

No. 918.

—

Design for Medallions of Franklin to Mark Pens and Pen-
Holders.—I claim the device above described, viz : A head or profile

likeness of Franklin within a medallion, for stamping or marking steel

pens or pen-holders.

William Ball.

No. 919.

—

Designfor Statues of General Warren»—I claim the design

as represented.

Henry Dexter.

No. 920.

—

Design for Stoves.—We claim the ornamental design of

the lower section of the stove, consisting of the parts A B and C, as

herein described and shown in the annexed drawing.
And we also claim the external form or configuration of the upper

section of the stove, consisting of the parts D andE, shaped as herein

specified and shown in the drawing.
Jambs J. Dulley.
Russell Mann.

No. 921.

—

Design for Stoves.—I claim the combination and arrange-

ment of figures and forms as represented, forming the ornamental
design of a toy parlor stove.

S, W. GlBBS.
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No. 922.

—

Design for Cooking Stoves.—I claim tlie design as repre-

sented.

Elias Young.

No. 923.

—

Design for Stoves.—I claim the combination and arrange-
ment of ornamental figures and forms represented in the accompany-
ing drawings, forming together the ornamental design for the plates

of a parlor stove.

Thomas Barry.

No. 924.

—

Design for Stoves.—I claim the combination and arrange-
ment of ornamental figures and forms represented in the accompany-
i ng drawings^ forming together the ornamental design for the plates

of a stove.

Thomas Barry.

No. 925.

—

Designfor Stoves.—I claim the combination and arrange-
ment of ornamental figures and forms represented in the accompanyiog
drawings, forming together the ornamental design for the plates of a
stove

.

Thomas Barry,

No. 926.

—

Design for Stoves.—I claim the combination and arrange-
ment of ornamental figures and forms represented in the accompany-
ing drawings, forming together the ornamental design for the plates
of a stove.

Thomas Barry.

No. 927.

—

Designfor Stoves.— I claim the combination and arrange-
ment of ornamental figures and forms represented in the accompany-
ing drawings, forming together the ornamental design for the plates
of a stove.

Thomas Barry.

No. 928.

—

Designfor Stoves.—I claim the combination and arrange-

ment of ornamental figures and forms represented in the accompany-
ing drawings, forming together the ornamental design for the plates

of a stove.

Thomas Barry.

No. 929.

—

Designfor Stoves.—I claim the combination and arrange-

ment of ornamental figures and forms represented in the acccompany-
ing delineations, forming together the ornamental design for the plates

of a stove.

S. H. Kansom.

No. 930.

—

Designfor Stoves.—I claim the combination and arrange-

ment of ornamental figures and forms represented in the accompany-
ing delineations, forming together the ornamental design for the plates

of a stove. 8. H. Ransom.
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No. 931.

—

Btsignfor Stoves.—I claim the comlDination and arrange-
ment of ornamental figures and forms represented in the accompany-
ing delineations, forming together the ornamental design for the
plates of a parlor stove.

S. H, Ransom,

No. 932.

—

Designfor Stoves.—I claim the combination and arrange-
ment of ornamental figures and fojms represented in the accompany-
ing delineations, forming together the ornamental design for the
plates of a stove.

S. H. Ransom.

No. 933.

—

Design for Stoves.—I claim the combination and arrange-
ment of ornamental figures and forms represented in the accompany-
ing delineations, forming together the ornamental design for the
plates of a stove.

S. H. Ransom.

No. 934.

—

Designfor Stoves

.

—I claim the combination and arrange-
ment of ornamental figures and forms represented in the accompany-
ing delineations, forming together the ornamental design for the

plates of a stove.

S. H. Ransom.

No. 935.

—

Design for Clock-Case Front.—I claim the scrolls, vines,

and basket, combined and arranged as shown, to form an ornamental
design for a clock-case front.

PlETRO ClNQUINNI.

No. 936.

—

Ornamental Design for Brick.—We claim the combina-
tion of the ornamental design and configuration for a building brick^

as represented in the accompanying drawings.
G-. W. Sholl.

Charles Stewart.

No. 937.

—

Design for Stoves.—I claim the design or combination of

elephant, base, and stove extension, as shown in the drawing.
Thomas D. Worrall.

No. 938.

—

Design for Stoves.—I claim the design and configuration

of the mouldings and ornaments as herein described, forming an
ornamental design for stoves.

N. S. Yedder.

No. 939.

—

Design for Stoves.—I claim the combination and arrange-

ment of ornamental figures and forms represented in the accompany-
ing drawings, forming together the ornamental design for the plates

of a stove.

Thomas Barry.
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]S[o. 940.

—

Design for Type,—I claim the design of the said type,

as described and shown.
George Bruce.

No. 941.

—

Design for Sad-iron Stove.—I claim the configuration of

ornaments and mouldings as herein described, forming an ornamental

desiorn for a sad-iron stove.

S. W. GlBBS.

j^Q^ 942.— Design for Stoves.—We claim the ornamental design of

the several castings before stated, as herein described and delineated

in the accompanying drawing, forming a design for a stove.

G-ARRETTSON SmITH.
Henry Erowx.
S. H. Sailor.

Ko. 943.

—

Design for Gas-Burner Shades.—I claim the new design

for shades for gas-burners, &c., which consists of the circular rims or

borders ornamented, as herein described and represented in the draw-

ings.
George B. Foster.

No. 944.

—

Design for Stands to Hold Shovels and Tongs.—I claim

the new design for a shovel and tongs stand, consisting in the orna-

mental figures of the base or dish, the upright, the arms or hook, and
the handle, as set forth in the accompanying drawing.

Julius Meyer.

No. 945.

—

Design for Stands to Hold Shovels and Tongs.—I claim

the new design for a shovel and tongs stand, consisting in the orna-

mental figures set forth in the accompanying drawings.
Julius Meyer.

No. 946.

—

Design for Clock Cases.—I claim the figure, its general
configuration and arrangement of parts, as shown and described, to

form a new and original design for a clock case, termed the Santa
Glaus.

PiETRO CiNQUlNNI.

No. 947.

—

Design for Coal Scuttles.—I claim the general configura-

tion of the parts, as herein shown and described, the whole forming a
new and original design for a coal scuttle.

Gottfried Thulemeyer.

No. 948.

—

Design for Shelf Brackets.—I claim the open relief pan-
eled border at the side and top of the bracket, and the peculiar con-

figuration of the grifiin-head, in connexion with the scroll work, as

shown in the drawing.

Ira Chase, Jr,
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No. 949.

—

Design for Shelf Brackets.—I claim the peculiar con-
figuration of the griffin-head and scroll work, as shown in the drawing.

Ira Chase, Jr.

No. 950.

—

Design for ClocJc Fronts.—I claim the design of the two
dolphins, and the design of the figure of the female with the child

holding the lyre, combined to form a design for clock-case fronts.

Nicholas Muller.

No. 951.

—

Design for Clock Fronts.—1 claim ih.Q ornamental pedes-

tal, the two figures d and e resting on its sides, the wreath sur-

rounding the frame of the dial hole, and the top ornament /, all as
represented in the drawing, the whole forming a design for a clock-

case front. Nicholas Muller.

No. 952.

—

Designfor Metal Kegs,—We claim the combination of the
curved hoops in relief on a foundation forming a regular bulge with
the beading and ornamental configuration of the bottom and top of

the keg, in the manner described and shown in the drawing, the whole
forming a new ornamental design for a metal keg.

C. L. Rehn.
H. Everett.

No. 953.

—

Design for Six-plate Stoves.—We claim the ornamental
design of the stove, as shown in the drawings.

Nathaniel Putnam Richardson.
William Wallace Stephens.

No. 954.

—

Design for Stoves.—We claim the configurations and
ornaments above described and shown in the drawings as a design for

stoves.

Nathaniel Putnam Richardson.
William Wallace Stevens.

No. 955.

—

Design for Stoves.—We claim the combination of the

various ornamented plates, as sriown in the drawing, the whole form-

ing a design for a hall or parlor stove.

Garrettson Smith.

Henry Brown.
Joseph A. Read.

No. 956.

—

Design for a Cooking Stove.—We claim the ornamented
plates and doors, as combining to form an ornamental cook stove.

Garrettson Smith.

Henry Brown.
Joseph A. Read.

No. 957.

—

Design for Grave Borders,—I claim the ornaments and
configurations combined as above described and shown, for a grave

border.

Ira Chase, Jr.
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No. 958.

—

Designfor Shelf Brackets,—I claim the ornamental con-

figuration of the said bracket, above described.

Ira Chase, Jr.

No. 959.

—

Design for Clock Cases.—I claim the combination and
arrangement of various architectural mouldings, so as to produce, by
their relative position and their combined artistical effect, the design

for clock cases herein before set forth.

Samuel B. Jerome.

No. 960.

—

Designfor CooMng Stoves.—We claim the combination

and arrangement of ornamental figures and forms represented, form-

ing together an ornamental design for a cooking stove.

G-ARRETTSON SmITH.

Henry Brown.

No. 961.

—

Design for Parlor Stoves.—We claim the combination
and arrangement of ornamental figures and forms represented, form-

ing together an ornamental design for a parlor stove.

G-ARRETTSON SmITH.

Henry Brown.

No. 962.

—

Design for Stoves.—We claim the combination and ar-

rangement of ornamental figures and forms represented, forming
together an ornamental design for parlor stoves.

Garrettson Smith.

Henry Brown.

No. 963.

—

Designfor Stoves.—I claim the design of the base plate,

each of the doors, door frame, the cap plate, constituting a design for

stoves, as shown in the drawings.

Wm. T. Coggeshall.

No. 964.

—

Design for Barometer Cases.—I claim the design of baro-

meter case, as herein set forth.

T. K. Timby.

No. 965.

—

Design for Match Boxes.—I claim the peculiar external

shape or configuration of the box, as herein described and shown by
the annexed drawings, and to such shape or configuration I confine

my claim.

Elisha Waters.

No. 966.

—

Designfor a Cooks' Stove.—I claim the ornamental design
of cooking stove, sulostantially as herein exhibited.

Elias Young.

No. 96*7.

—

Design for Cooks' Stoves.—We claim the design, con-
figuration, and arrangement of the several ornaments in bas relief upon
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the stove castings, as heretofortj described and set forth in the annexed
drawing, constituting the ornamental design of cook stove '"National."

G-ARRFITSON SmITH.

Henry Brown.

No. 968.

—

Design for Laundry Stoves.—I claim the new design for

the front and bottom plates of a laundry stove, consisting of the orna-

mental configuration, as herein above described and represented in the

drawings.

A. C. Barstow.

No. 969.

—

Design for Stoves.—I claim the design substantially as

represented in the aforesaid drawings.
B. W. DUNKLBE.

No. 970.

—

Designfor Clock Fronts.—What I claim is, the design for

clock or time piece front sashes, with two circular parts A and B,

and the rosettes D and E, in the manner and for the purpose sub-

stantially as herein set forth and described.

Eltas Ingraham.

No. 971.

—

Designfor Trade Marks on Plough Springs^ dec.—What
I claim is, the design herein represented to be stamped, painted,

moulded, or in any manner affixed on vulcanized India rubber, or its

substitute, when used for the purpose of spring clevises for ploughs,
or any other similar purpose.

J. D. WiLLOUGHBY.

No. 972.

—

Design for a Cooking Stove.—We claim the combination
and arrangement of figures and forms represented in the accompanying
drawing, forming together the ornamental design for the plates of a

cooking stove.

Jacob Stepfe.

James Horton.
John Currie.
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